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Abstract 
This thesis studies phylogenetics from a biological-statistical perspective. Chapter 1 offers an 

overview of the field, with particular emphasis upon the classification and interrelationships of 
phylogenetic methods. Separating tree selection criteria from 'corrections' for multiple hits is 
crucial to understanding the behaviour of different methods. Chapter 2 extends Hadamard 
conjugations to allow for a distribution of unequal rates at different sites in a DNA sequence. 
This can be done, with minimal additional computational effort, assuming a gamma, lognormal 
etc. distribution of site rates. The result is either 'correction' of observed sequences assuming a 
certain distribution of rates, or prediction of sequence probabilities given a distribution of rates 
and a tree. A new set of faster Hadamard conjugations for correcting four state data are 
presented. These conjugations also allow unequal rates across sites, transition to transversion 
weighting and fixing the transition to transversion ratio. 

Chapter 3 considers the more general time reversible and LogDet-Paralinear distances. These 
are extended to accommodate unequal rates across sites. It is shown that removing a proportion 
of constant sites gives the LogDet a high degree of robustness to unequal rates across sites even 
if the true model is not invariant sites plus identical rates .  Analyses of 1 6S-like rRNA with 
constant site removal (CSR) LogDet reveals surprising results, including good evidence that 
Microsporidia are the most distantly related (i.e. first branch) eukaryotes. Chapter 4 deals with 
understanding the sampling properties of transformations, especially the Hadamard conjugation. 
Results include forcing the Hadamard conjugation to the Kimura 2ST and Jukes Cantor models, 
thereby reducing sampling variance. In doing this families of tree informative linear invariants 
were found. It is also shown that replacing log functions with truncated power series can reduce 
sampling errors (RMSE) substantially. 

Chapter 5 deals with tree selection criteria. Studies reveal some interesting inter
relationships between Hadamard conjugation, distance and maximum likelihood (ML) based 
methods. Calculation of likelihoods with unequal rates across sites (e.g. a gamma distribution) 
are also developed. This can be done quickly with Hadamard conjugations, and a variety of 
sequences and models are studied. ML solutions to inferring reticulate phylogenies are described, 
and in an application are used to infer the population size of our ancestors with chimps and 
gorillas. A wide variety of methods, including ML, are shown to be inconsistent in the 
Felsenstein zone when site rates are unequal (in a similar situation ML is also seen to be 
inconsistent under a molecular clock). Overcorrecting the data is also a potential pitfall ,  and the 
concept of the 'anti-Felsenstein zone' is introduced, illustrated, and developed. A related 
phenomena is that two or more optimal binary trees can predict exactly the same sequences when 
rates across sites are unequal, and examples are provided. Chapter 6 describes new statistical 
tests. These include faster model based resampling to evaluate fit of model to data and tests of 
whether two data sets came from the same tree. A Bayesian view of support for different trees is 
presented. The thesis is large, but well illustrated, and looking at the figures alone should provide 
a useful overview of new results. 
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xiii 

Glossary of symbols and abbreviations 

Generally, special symbols have a common meaning throughout the thesis, although some, of 
necessity, have multiple uses. If a generally defined variable such as c (usually being the sequence 
length) is used in a different context (e.g. as the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution), then 
this second usage will be indicated specifically in the text. A short list of symbols specific to chapter 
3 is given at the end of section 3 . 1 .  
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Definition 

The probability of a type 1 error in a statistical test (that is, rejecting the null 
hypothesis when it is correct). 
A transformed distance, or an additive distance (if in bold a distance matrix) 
(except appendix 3 . 1 ,  where it refers to the delta method approximation) 
A vector description of pattern frequencies taking account of the effect of multiple 

hits with the Hadamard conjugation (or in the case of y0 an approximation to 

A vector description of a weighted tree 

A spectrum estimated from just pairwise distances 
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A tree inferred from y 
The gamma probability distribution (usually of the /y) 
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Degrees of freedom in the X2 distribution 

A vector of observed site pattern frequencies = cs 

The shape parameter of the r distribution 
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The log-likelihood ratio goodness of fit statistic (the G statistic of Sokal and Rohlf, 
1 98 1 ) .  
A Hadamard matrix 
Identical rates of substitution across sites 
A moment generating function, e.g. M._(t) = E[eAI], with inverse M-1 

Maximum likelihood 
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var 

A proportion of invariant sites (sites which cannot undergo substitution) 
A vector of observed site pattern probabilities (which sum to 1 )  = f I c 

A vector of observed site pattern probabilities generated by a particular tree 
evolutionary model 
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ss 
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Sum of squares 
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CHAPTER 1: 

ESTIMATING EVOLUTIONARY TREES FROM DNA SEQUENCES. 

"Nothing in phylogeny makes sense except in the light of the analysis." 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Phylogenetic trees are to evolutionary biologists what maps are to geologists, yet concerted 
study of their estimation is a surprisingly recent development. Perhaps the greatest boost to the 
prominence of phylogenetic methodology has been the recent advent of abundant sequence 
information. Since 1965 it has been recognised that polypeptides contain a history of past 
alterations which may be used to estimate the relatedness of different sequences (Zuckerkandl 
and Pauling 1965). Advances in sequencing technology and methods of sample preparation (e.g. 
the "Polymerase Chain Reaction" or "PCR") have put sequence data at the disposal of many 
biologists, and resulted in vast numbers of sequences available from data bases such as Genbank 
and EMBL. This thesis deals exclusively with methods of analysing such sequences with the aim 
of recovering information about their history, that is their evolution. By analogy some results 
reported here are also relevant also to similar studies of other data sets, e.g. electrophoretic, 
biochemical or morphological data. 

When lineages seldom recombine, but rather evolve apart, the natural way to depict their 
relationships is by a tree of relationships. Over the past two decades many algorithms have been 
developed to estimate trees from sequences (see Felsenstein 1982, 1988 ,  Swofford and Olsen 
1990 for reviews). Unfortunately, due partly to computational complexity, few have been based 
upon statistical criteria. Further, even these have often been compromised by the sparse nature of 
DNA sequence patterns, making asymptotic tests both uncertain, and sometimes misleading (by 
sparse we mean many patterns with a low frequency of occurrence). In this thesis we will 
develop a statistical framework centered around Hadamard conjugations, a new method of 
correcting sequences for multiple changes prior to, and independently of, tree selection. A real 
benefit of working with Hadamard conjugations is that they often shed light on the statistical 
nature of other, frequently used, methods of inferring trees. It is desirable to gain a deeper 
theoretical understanding of these methods, as many assessments to date have been based upon 
simulations that lack generality. 



2 Chapter 1 

1.2 THE RATIONALE FOR STATISTICS 

1 .2.1 Popperian ideals 

One philosophy has come to stand out in the latter 20th century as an ideal by which we gain 
knowledge, as opposed to just a description of observations. This ideal, often associated with 
Karl Popper (thus called "Popperianism"), is a prescription for good science, or any other 
discipline interested in uncovering some aspect of reality (e.g. see Popper 1 979). It basically 
states that we do not have absolute knowledge, but the best way to move forward towards a 
better understanding of the world is to: 

(a) Construct hypotheses, which are specific enough in space and time, that we expect to be 
able to gather data which will disprove at least most of them. 

(b) Collect the most relevant data possible and make tests of the previous hypotheses, with a 
view to falsifying all those that do not pass the test. 

(c) Review the remaining hypotheses and seek modifications of any which are logically 
internally consistent, and are not falsified by the presently available data. These revised and 
sometimes quite novel hypotheses are then subjected to (b) and so on (Popper 1 979). In this way 
we expect to move towards reality (we use 'expect' to mean overall, rather than necessarily at 
every step) and avoid the pitfall of more and more constructing our own "reality", which we 
become fools to. 

Because this is a prescription of how science is often done, it is quite consistent with the 
sociological science descriptions of Kuhn and others (e.g. Kuhn 1977). Popperians are 
particularly interested in speeding up the processes by which we gain knowledge (Popper 1 979). 
An important step is the generation and selection of new hypotheses, which in a sociological 
context must include how we educate the (young) people that will supplement the growing body 
of knowledge. Another important step that is attracting much deserved attention is the process of 
testing. As we mentioned earlier we do not have absolute knowledge, and as such our 
falsifications are not absolute either. In such a case it is natural to look to the concept of 
probability and the associated area of statistics for guidelines. An especially useful aspect of 
statistics is its ability to attach probabilities to chance outcomes, based upon a statistical model . 
If our model is reasonable (which must itself be tested) then when we have outcomes that are 
unlikely to be due to chance they constitute good evidence with which to test alternative 
hypotheses. Conversely if there is no specific hypothesis, unlikely outcomes provide an ideal 
starting point for a new hypothesis (a common situation in a new field such as molecular 
biology). 

1.2.2 The question that Bayes tried to answer 

One of the most elusive areas in the philosophy of science has been deciding on how to 
assess quantitative data so as to come to a qualitative decision, namely the rejection of a 
hypothesis. Quantitative decisions are important in that they bring a degree of coherency and 
precision to science not otherwise attainable. That is not to say that science doesn't work without 
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them, but the aim is to make science more efficient in its testing of hypotheses, hopefully getting 
answers quicker and with more consensus. Apart from the benefit of forcing us to be specific in 
the construction of our hypotheses, such tests offer a way of dealing with the random component 
in all answers, a way to assess data which never exactly agrees with expectations .  

Bayesian theory offers insights into part of the process, but i t  is not without controversy, as 
some statisticians still distance themselves from colleagues that take this approach. And even in 
the philosophical-statistical area of decision theory much disagreement still exists (e .g. Maher 
1993). One approach that continues to look promising is the modification of a prior probability 
with an experimental likelihood (the probability of the experimental outcome given hypothesis 
a), which is in essence Bayes theorem. Bayes theorem states that the posterior probability varies 
as the prior probability multiplied by the likelihood, or 

Posterior probability(x) = Prior probability(x) x likelihood(x). 

Bayesian approaches while able to be made theoretically coherent, have at least two major 
problems (calculations aside) when applied to the most interesting scientific questions : 1 )  We 
don't know which model to evaluate the likelihood under and different models may give 
substantially different answers, and 2) Most scientists cannot agree on a prior probability (Smith 
1993). The first problem is of course common to all statistical procedures, arguably less so to the 
Bayesian approach than to the standard "frequentist" approach to hypothesis testing, since 
possible error in the experimental evaluation is diluted by the prior knowledge. In either case, 
within a field modeling, selection is usually addressed by a progressive extension of 
mathematical models, combined with prudent ways of selecting the best performing models or 
parts of (some would call these the most parsimonious models, that is those that best explain the 
data with the fewest parameters). In addition we also have substantial input from related areas of 
biology such as the mutation chemistry of DNA (although often the greatest confounding factor 
here is that assessment of how a particular protein has evolved requires a reliable estimate of its 
evolutionary history). Hopefully we end up with a set of "reasonable models" which substantially 
agree in their evaluations of likelihood for a given set of data. Phylogenetics appears to be 
making good progress, with extensions to models appearing ever more frequently (e.g. Cavender 
1978, Felsenstein 198 1a, Hasegawa et al. 1985, Barry and Hartigan 1987a, Kishino et al. 1990, 
Adachi and Hasegawa 1992, Y ang 1993, Felsenstein 1993, research in this thesis). 

The second problem of getting people to agree on prior probabilities is more difficult, and is 
sometimes the result of individual idiosyncrasies. It is however true that individuals often agree 
much better when they have to make decisions on priors which carry penalties if the probability 
is either too small or two large (for some useful approaches see Stuart and Ord 1 987, p.263) . As 
long as we are choosing between a small number of trees (e.g. three trees for four taxa, or fifteen 
for five taxa), then the conservative approach of giving them all the same prior often does not 
overly hinder coming to conclusions. As yet Bayesian type approaches have found little favour in 
phylogenetics, yet it is just this sort of objectified statistic that is needed to be able to make an 
objective appraisal of the reliability of phylogenetic claims. Inforrnativeness to non
phylogeneticists should be enshrined as a primary aim of phylogenetics; the ultimate rational for 
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reconstructing trees is not to perpetuate the process of reconstructing trees, but to supply all 
biologists with essential information about biological history. Further, to quote Stuart and Ord 
( 1 987, p284): "The problem that Bayes attempted to solve is supremely important in scientific 
inference and it scarcely seems possible to have any scientific thought at all without some 
solution of it, however intuitive and however empirical ." All the better then if our solution is 
generally well behaved and widely agreed upon. 

Some authors (e.g. Edwards 1972, 1 992) have tended to reject the prior probability as not 
being validly obtainable, and rather attempted to develop a coherent framework around the 
experimental results by themselves. We will consider Edwards' favoured solution of careful 
exploration of the likelihood surface further in chapter 6. 

In this thesis we will argue that a form of Bayesian inference is highly desirable in a rapidly 
expanding field such as molecular biology, as it should give an up-to-date estimate of how 
decisive the relevant data is. It would seem desirable to replace the present, often unjustifiable 
urge to be the "person to prove a hypothesis" with a more realistic window on reality, the 
intermittently declining probability of all present hypotheses as they evolve, with the more useful 
hypotheses leaving descendants as science progresses. That is a sort of running tally of where we 
are at this point in time, combined with recognition of the data and theory that have got us there. 
Bayesian estimation serves as a counterpoint to the intellectual equivalent of the "knockout 
punch", the all or nothing hypothesis test (all the more problematical as it is often based on a 
model with assumptions we know are violated). 

1.3 TERMINOLOGY ASSOCIATED WITH EVOLUTIONARY TREES 

The process of sequence evolution modeled here is sequential separation into distinct 
lineages, which do not rejoin. Such a process is described exactly by a diagram or graph (from 
mathematical graph theory) called a tree. Penny et al. ( 1 992) argue that different branches of 
science should use the same notation where ever possible to avoid multiplicity, and 
phylogenetics should not be an exception . For example a "cladogram" is a tree, yet this 
alternative term became popular with the Hennigian view of phylogenetics in the 1970's and 80's . 
Wherever possible terms should be descriptive, that is have a commonly understood usage. With 
this in mind a coherent set of labels is now presented for use in this thesis, although we list 
commonly used alternatives. 

Figure l . l a  shows a tree associated with the notation used within this thesis. The tree is made 
up of nodes (points or vertices) linked together by edges (intemodes, links, lines or arcs). The 
degree of a node is the number of edges that run into it; a term we will rarely use in this thesis. A 
tree is binary if all internal nodes separate a pair of lineages at a time, implying that all internal 
nodes (excepting possibly the root) are of degree 3. A star tree, in contrast, has no internal edges, 
with all external edges coming from one internal node. A non-binary tree that is not a star tree, is 
termed a partially resolved tree, on the biological expectation that sequences separate in pairs, 
since the probability of two mutations, becoming fixed (see below) from the same parent is 
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extremely low. The tips (terminal nodes, leaves, or pendants) of a tree (here drawn as rooted and 
upside down, implying time flows forward reading down the page) are associated with a subset 
of the data, often a sequence from one individual. If the time separating a sequence from its 
nearest relative in the tree is large in comparison to the effective (long term) population size of 
that sequence, then the tree is unlikely to be different when we choose other sequences from that 
population. Accordingly, the sequences may also be labeled taxa (sometimes also operational 
taxonomic units, OTU's,) when associated closely with particular organisms of a distinct nature 
(e.g. species). 

One particularly useful combination of terms is external or pendant (as opposed to internal) 
to denote an edge leading to just one tip. Such edges do not enter into describing the unweighted 
tree, but their weights (or lengths) are biologically important. In phylogenetics, one especially 
variable term is branch. In botany, and frequently in mathematics, it refers to the sub tree 
obtained by cutting a tree along an edge. For rooted trees this is the subtree not including the 
root, for unrooted trees convention usually indicates it is the smaller subtree. On an unrooted tree 

(see figure 1 . 1  b) such a term may be made exact by specifying the edge at which the cut is made 
and naming just one tip of the branch. The usage here is both botanically and mathematically 
correct (in agreement with Penny et al 1992), as opposed to using this term to describe an edge or 
sometimes a path through a tree. 

(a) 

internal node I root 

�---=-..L...--.. branch 

A 

c 
E 

B D 

0.1 subs I site 

edge (internal) I 
edge (external) 

tip 
F sequence 

(b) X 
V 

V 

path VZ (pairwise distance) z 
X 

V�<: 
FIGURE l.la A weighted rooted tree indicating the terminology used in this thesis. The branching pattern of 
group (A, B, C) is unresolved. This tree can be written in parenthetical notations as (((A, B,  C), D), (E, F)) .  
Notice that the horizontal lines are just conveniently sized spacers, all information on edge lengths is  
conveyed by the vertical lines, which are calibrated by the scale. l.lb An unrooted but weighted tree 
illustrating what we mean by a path and a pathset (as used in a Hadamard conjugation). 

A useful classification of trees is into the forms rooted unweighted, rooted weighted, 

unrooted weighted, and unrooted unweighted. Most tree building methods simply construct an 
unrooted tree. Typically, sequence trees are rooted by including an "outgroup" sequence(s) from 
an organism(s) "known" to fall outside of the group of sequences being rooted (i .e. none of the 
outgroups have a more recent common ancestor with any ingroup taxon, than the ingroup taxa 
share with one another). For accuracy it is desirable to have more than one outgroup sequence. 
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Hopefully the sequences will be close to the group being rooted, but not so close as to mislead 
the analysis due to ancestral polymorphism (i.e. the sequence tree does not match the species tree 
due to allelic diversity). 

Edge weights (or lengths) are most often measured in terms of how many nucleotide 
substitutions occurred on that edge. Most commonly it is the expected (average) number of 

substitutions per site and this measure takes into account multiplicity of changes at some sites. In 
this thesis it is explicitly stated whenever we are referring to the observed number of 
substitutions per site, which by definition will hide any multiple changes at a site. The observed 
number of changes, implied by mapping the sequence data onto the true tree, is always less than 
or equal to the actual number of substitutions. The actual number of substitutions is additive on 
the tree, but the observed number is not tree additive as soon as any site has multiple 
substitutions (by additive we mean that all the pairwise distances measured in this way can fit 
exactly on the same weighted tree). Both measures meet the less stringent criterion of being 
metric (that is dii ? 0, dii = dii• and dij ::; dik + dkj for all i, j, and k, where dij is the observed number 
of substitutions between two points, and k is any other point on the tree; the so called triangle 
inequality property). Traditionally defined, a substitution occurs when an DNA replication error 
(a mutation) becomes ubiquitous (or fixed) in a population, so that it appears in all descendants 
of a lineage. Generally we will be dealing with clearly distinct populations, so we need not be 
concerned about defining substitutions within populations. 

This thesis often deals with four taxon unrooted trees, so a labeling such as T 1 3  means an 
unrooted tree with taxa 1 and 3 closest together (which also implies 2 and 4 are together) . If a 
four taxon tree is unresolved, that is has an internal edge of length zero, then it is called a star 

tree, Tstar- For more than four taxa we use the standard bracketed notation to describe the 
hierarchical groupings of a tree (for example see the Phylip 3.5 Manual, Felsenstein 1 993). 

As used in this thesis, a path is the direct route between two tips. If it is the actual distance 
(counting multiple changes) then its weight (path length or pairwise distance) is the sum of edge 
weights along the path. From a complete matrix of such exact tree distances we may reconstruct 
the tree unambiguously using consistent algorithms (see below). As with the observed number of 
changes, observed distances are never greater than the tree or true distances, the relationship 
between the two being a monotonic non-linear transformation (at least for Markov models with 
independence between sites, the only models presently studied in depth) .  A matrix of tree 
distances is additive, that is, they will fit a weighted tree exactly. Unfortunately additivity of 
distances does not guarantee consistency, as in some circumstances an apparently valid 
transformation can make observed distances additive, but upon a different tree to the one that 
generated them (an example of this is in chapter 4) ! Alternatively non-additivity may be due to 
sampling error and/or moderate bias, and need not prevent us from identifying the (unweighted) 
true tree with the data at hand, and a robust tree building algorithm. 

Hadamard conjugations extend beyond just simple paths or pairwise distances. A pathset is 
the set of paths, with no edges in common, connecting pairs of taxa (e.g. see figure l .lb) .  A 
pathset weight (or length) is the sum of the weights of the edges in that pathset. Notice then that 
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a pathset between four taxa (ijkl) is equal to the minimum of d(T)ij + d(T)kJ. where d(T) is the 
true tree pairwise distance. Similarly for larger pathsets e.g. the pathset weight for a sextet 
(pathset with six endpoints) is the minimum sum of three distances, connecting pairs of taxa from 
the sextet. As such, the length of pathsets may be considered generalised distances. Under some 
models these pathset weights may be calculated from frequencies of tip patterns alone (e.g. as 
used in sequence Hadamard conjugations, chapter 2), without needing to identify the minimum 
of a sum of pairwise distances. 

1.3.1 A first taste of Hadamard conjugations 

The essence of the Hadamard conjugation is that for certain mechanisms of nucleotide 
substitution there are as many directly estimable generalised distances (pathset lengths) as there 
are distinct sequence site patterns. A sequence pattern is the pattern one sees when looking down 
a column of aligned sequence data e.g. with four taxa, a pattern might be RRYY (where R is a 
purine base, and Y a pyrimidine) or in greater resolution AGCC (where the letters stand for the 
nucleotide bases). By using an invertible linear transform between a vector of sequence patterns 
and the generalised distances, we can change the one into the other, make corrections for 
multiple substitutions based on long sequence expectations, and then reconstruct the expected 
magnitude of all sequence site patterns once the effect of multiple substitutions is accounted for. 
Tree selection algorithms such as compatibility, closest tree, or parsimony can then be applied to 
such corrected sequence data, with the potentially misleading effect of multiple substitutions 
negated (under the model, with long enough sequences). 

Here we look at the context of Hadamard conjugations as they relate to other methods of 
sequence analysis, while the mechanics and notation of this class of methods are presented in 
chapter 2. Because Hadamard conjugations represent a bridge between distance methods and 
sequence methods of phylogenetic analysis, they are cast in a variety of different contexts in this 
thesis. Hadamard conjugations are also intimately tied up with the concept of "invariants", and 
are discussed in this context in the section on current methods of phylogenetic analysis (later in 
this chapter). They are also used to shed light upon the nature of current maximum likelihood 
methods used in analysing DNA sequences (this is shown particularly in chapter 5) . For the 
moment all the reader need note is that they correct sequences for multiple hits, or can be 
reversed to predict all sequence pattern probabilities given a weighted tree. 

This thesis also uses a moderate amount of mathematical notation and here we define 
conventions adhered to throughout. Our notation for a matrix is a capital in bold, e.g. H (with 
individual entries in plain text e .g. Hij). and for a vector lowercase in bold, e.g. s (with entries si) . 

Due to an important precedence two vectors have Greek symbols, namely y and p .  Unfortunately 

the bold symbol font available for the thesis does not stand out, so wherever the symbols y and p 
appear in the text without subscript, they should be taken to refer to the complete vector. We use 
the abbreviation In to indicate the natural logarithm function (iog to base e), and it is applied in 
turn to each individual component in its argument (that is componentwise) unless otherwise 
stated. 
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1.4 STOCHASTIC MODELS OF EVOLUTION 

A tree model (hereafter just a model) of sequence evolution has four main parts: 

( 1 )  A tree (rooted or unrooted depending upon the mechanism of change). 

(2) A set of edge weights. 

(3) The initial frequencies of the character states at the root of the tree. 

Chapter 1 

(4) A mechanism of character evolution. This includes a transition matrix determining the 
probability that nucleotide i at site x changes to nucleotide j along a given (weighted) edge of 
the tree. 

Parts one and two can be combined into one (i .e . a weighted tree) but it is often conceptually 
useful to keep them separate. For example, is a tree selection method good at recovering the 
unweighted tree under a certain model? And if so how well does it do at estimating edge 
weights? Another way of thinking of tree inference is that once we have settled upon the concept 
of a tree (as opposed to a network, a chain of being or other possible descriptions, e.g. see Penny 
et al. 1994) then we are looking for the tree model which best describes the data. In making such 
evaluations it is important to consider how ( 4) the assumed mechanism of change alters our 
perception of the "best" tree. 

This thesis deals predominantly with "independent and identically distributed" (i .i .d.) 
Markov mechanisms of character change (see for example Cavender 1978, Felsenstein 1981a, 
Keilson 1979). A general term for a stochastic model is a Markov model (Keilson 1979). One 
way of classifying Markov models is by how many previous states need be considered to 
estimate the probability of the next change. If we assume independence of sites, then under our 
models of evolution, the current state tells us everything about the probability of the next change. 
This is accordingly called a first order Markov model (the order being how many previous states 
need be known to evaluate the probability of the next change). If the probability of the next 
change can be estimated without even knowing the current state (for example all substitutions are 
equally likely), then this is called a zero order Markov process. 

An i . i .d . evolutionary model is one in which evolution at all sites is independent and 
identically distributed (e.g. Cavender 1978), that is sites will undergo substitution independently 
of one another, but all sites follow a common underlying process of substitution. One 
generalisation of earlier evolutionary models is to drop the identical rates (i.r.) at all sites 
assumption and instead give each site an intrinsic relative rate; that is the probabilities of site y 

changing is a constant multiple of the rate matrix for site x. We do not need to estimate the rate at 
every site, but can specify for example, that the true distribution of rates across sites follows a 
standardised and normalised gamma distribution, with just one shape parameter as the free 
variable to optirnise. Chapter 2 looks at a variety of distributions of rates across sites and shows 
how such mechanisms of change can be married to Hadamard conjugations (while in chapter 5 
we use these findings to perform maximum likelihood calculations) . Such models tend to fit the 
sequence patterns generated during the evolution of coding regions much better than identical 
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rate models, due to unequal evolutionary constraints at different sites. Because sites are still 
independent and if you consider that the rate of any site is randomly sampled from the same 
underlying distribution of rates across s ites, then it is often considered that this is still an i . i .d. 
model. In this thesis we will refer to these models as non-i.r. (non identical rate) but still i.i.d. 

It is important to limit the number of parameters needed to describe the rates at different 
sites. Models which do not constrain the number of free parameters may become inconsistent, 
especially if the number of parameters grows linearly with the amount of data (Stuart and Ord 
1990, p. 682). Felsenstein ( 1 973) for example, argues that this was the problem with Farris' 
( 1 973) maximum likelihood justification of parsimony. However if we can place restrictions on 
the distribution of rates across sites on each edge of the tree (for example, that sites are fixed in 
their rates relative to one another), then we could have an accurate model with only a few extra 
parameters. For such an i . i .d. model we could evaluate the likelihood of a sequence pattern, given 
a weighted tree and a description of the process of substitution, as a sum of the probability of this 
pattern over all possible internal node assignments and over all allowable edge lengths (or an 
integral for a continuous distribution of site rates )(Felsenstein 198 1  a). Such a model may be 
consistent as the number of parameters can easily be less than the number of distinct sequence 
patterns. Such models are developed and evaluated in this thesis. 

Interestingly Penny et al. ( 1 994) have shown that for 2-state characters parsimony methods 
are maximum likelihood estimators under conditions where we cannot put any constraints on the 
relative rates of different sites. One such model is where the rate of substitution at each site 
changes independently of all others, and that we know nothing about what its new rate will be, 
even though the transition process itself may remain identical (e.g. Poisson, also known as the 
Jukes-Cantor model with 4 character states). This model implies that sites change their rates 
relative to each other, so a site could have a unique rate on every edge in the tree. Under these 
conditions parsimony, which in this instance is also maximum likelihood, can be inconsistent 
(Penny et al. , 1 994). Fortunately with biological sequences, the general homogeneity of the 
enzyme repair mechanisms for sites along a sequence will usually preclude the need to consider 
such general models in tree estimation (although they may become more prominent when site 
substitution is governed by selective forces). 

Important terms used with Markov tree models are homogeneous and nonhomogeneous. A 
homogeneous model is one in which the relative probabilities of all substitutions are the same on 
all edges of the tree. For example, if there are just two rates defining all substitutions, say 
transversions are at rate 0. 1 and transitions at rate 0.4, then tr I tv = 4. Another edge with 
transition rates 0.2 and 0.8 is homogeneous with respect to the first edge, but an edge with rates 
0. 1 ,  0.5 is not. Each transition matrix will drive the base composition (or states) of a sequence 
towards a single optimum, which is dependent upon the form and numbers in the transition 
matrix of substitution probabilities. With a nonstationary model, the frequencies of states (i.e. 
base composition) will vary through time. There are two possible reasons for this :  The initial 
frequencies of states (i.e. at the tree's root) where not at equilibrium with the substitution process 
on edges of the tree, or the model is nonhomogeneous, with different transition matrices 
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implying different stationary base compositions. Under a time reversible stochastic i . i .d. model 
of evolution the root of the tree can be placed anywhere, and the probability of the data (the site 
pattern probabilities) will remain the same. Two things which usually (but not always) make a 
model non-time reversible are a root base composition not in equilibrium, or a nonhomogeneous 
substitution process. A third possibility for a non-time reversible process is a stationary, 
homogeneous model, where the transition matrices are of a non-time reversible form (this is 
described in more detail in section 3 .2). 

In this thesis we will be primarily considering a subset of symmetric rate matrices (the 
product of an instantaneous rate matrix and a scalar, often called time but best thought of as an 
amount of evolution not necessarily linear with time). The symmetry of rate matrices guarantees 
that as long as the root distribution is at the substitution processes equilibrium value, then the 
probability transition matrices are also symmetric. This in turn implies that evolution is time 
reversible, therefore the substitution process itself cannot be used to root the tree; Felsenstein 
( 1981) discusses this point. The most general substitution scheme that the 4-state Hadamard 
conjugation can model is labeled the generalised Kimura 3ST model (Kimura 1981 , 
generalization by Evans and Speed 1993). Each edge in the tree has a rate matrix of the form, 

A C G T 
A - 1!f a f3 
C l/f  f3 a 
G a  f3 'If 
T f3  a 'If 

where a is the transition rate, � the transversion type 1 rate, and 
\jf transversion type 2 rate. This model may be conditionally non
homogeneous, that is the values of its parameters can vary freely 
from edge to edge, but the matrix retains its specified structure . 
When � = \jf on each edge in the tree we have the generalised 
Kimura 2ST model (based on Kimura 1980), while if a = � = \jf 

on all edges of the tree we have the Jukes-Cantor model (Jukes and Cantor, 1 969) . If all edges of 
the tree have a, � and \jf in a fixed ratio, we call this the standard Kimura 3ST model (Kimura 
1 98 1 ), while a = �  and \jf in a fixed ratio give the standard Kimura 2ST model (Kimura 1 980) . 
This model (and its submodels) have the unusual property that they can be mapped down to 4t- I 

pattern probabilities which will remain identical no matter where the root is placed, or what base 
composition it is given (so in a sense they can define a time-reversible model under this 
circumstance, although when using all 4t data patterns they behave like all other models) . 

This thesis also considers more general i . i .d . models. If the instantaneous rates of substitution 
are not identical across the tree, then we may need to model up to 1 2  parameters per edge in the 
tree even if sites remain i . i .d .  and i.r . Such a model was implemented by Barry and Hartigan 
( 1987a). Notice that there are at most (2t - 2) times 12 parameters in this model (when the tree is 
binary and rooted), which is always less than the number of site patterns possible ( 4t), as long as 
t > 2. This point being in agreement with Blaisdell's ( 1 985) observations on recovering 
substitution rates from a pair of sequences given only their pairwise divergence matrix. This is 
also consistent with the findings of Steel ( 1 994a), who showed via the properties of the 
determinants of Markov transition matrices, that every possible i .i .d. and i.r . model produces a 
unique sequence spectrum (so with long enough sequences correct tree reconstruction is always 
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possible under this model). Chapter 3 of this thesis considers in detail a distance method that will 

be consistent under any i . i .d.  and i.r. model, this being the LogDet I Paralinear transformations of 

Steel ( 1994), Lock:hart et al. ( 1994), and Lake ( 1 994). This distance is very general, and applies 

to all i .r. and i .i .d. nonhomogeneous, nonstationary, and non-time reversible models. This work 

includes: New understandings of how to interpret this distance. Making this transform more 

additive (and hence robust) when there are unequal rates across sites. Comparing its performance 

in combination with tree building algorithms, with other tree estimation methods when analysing 

a 28 taxon data set pertaining to "the tree of life . "  This chapter also extends general time 

reversible distances, which are exact under stationary and homogeneous models with up to nine 

free parameters, to allow for a distribution of rates across sites. 

The last point made here is the nomenclature of a variable used in some Markov models, and 

also generally throughout this thesis. To call a site invariant in this thesis implies that it cannot 

change, while unvaried simply says a site is constant and shows no evidence of having changed 

although it may have the potential to do so. Usually these two terms should be kept separate. 

When using current methods to estimate of the proportion of invariant sites, it is uncertain if this 

is what is really being estimated, rather than just the optimal number of unvaried sites to treat as 

invariant in order to optimise some fit of data to model. Thus this thesis tends to use the term P .. v 

to simply indicate the proportion (measured relative to all sites) of unvaried or constant sites 

removed (or otherwise treated as invariant) in a specific instance. A further distinction is that the 

term p� . is used to indicate a specific, somehow optimal, estimate of p. made by a method. 
� '" 

1.5 STEPS IN RECONSTRUCTING TREES FROM SEQUENCES 

In this section we look firstly at the overall structure of phylogenetic analysis of sequences, 

then give a list of desirable properties for tree reconstruction algorithms, and finally briefly 

review present methods of tree reconstruction. 

1.5.1 The logical structure of phylogenetic analysis 

Going from sequences to conclusions about the evolution of molecular sequences involves 

five main steps: 

( 1 )  Alignment of sequences, so that each column represents a homologous site. 

(2) A method to deal with potentially misleading multiple changes. 

(3) A tree evaluation criterion . 

( 4) A method of searching out an optimal tree. 

(5) A means of evaluating the results statistically. 

( 1 )  Alignment: This thesis does not directly address the issue of sequence alignment. 

However this step is of critical importance in many studies, especially when using anciently 

diverged molecules with many insertions and I or deletions. In one of our data sets (specifically 

16S-like rRNA) there has been controversy over different alignment methods, specifically those 
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of Lake ( 1987), verses the more usual procedures of Dams et al. ( 1988),  Olsen and Woese 

( 1 989), and Gouy and Li ( 1989a) . In one of the analyses in this thesis we can see the effects of 

these different alignments on a Hadamard conjugation, which cautions us regarding the bias that 

alignment errors can cause in the final analysis. An important issue which is still in its infancy, 

and which we do not pursue here, is the matter of iterative sequence alignment involving tree 

estimation, then sequence alignment using the tree, and so on (e.g. He in 1990) . 

(2) Negating multiple hits : Step (2) addresses the question of how to deal with multiple 

substitutions in the data. The advantages of making no transformation of the original data are 

computational simplicity, and no increase in the variance of the data. In contrast non-linear 

transformations of the original data invariably exaggerate sampling errors. Consequently tree 

selection will sometimes do better on uncorrected distances (e.g. Saitou and Nei 1 987, Hill is et 

al. 1 994) and sequence patterns (e.g. Charleston 1994, and chapter 4 this thesis) . Not making a 

transformation results in systematic errors in estimated distances, perhaps not enough to mislead 

the tree selection criterion completely, but certainly enough to underestimate edge weights. An 
important decision to make at this point is whether to reduce sequence data to just the pairwise 

distances in order to use a large set of model exact distance transformations .  Once the data are 

reduced to pairwise distances they cannot be converted back to sequence patterns, and this raises 

the question of how do distance based methods perform relative to the different types of 

sequence based methods (e.g. Penny 1 982)? We consider this question especially in chapter 5 .  

The term corrections i s  used in this thesis to mean any modification with the aim of 

compensating for multiple hits. This does not necessarily infer that such corrections will be 

perfect with either finite or infinite data. Different methods make these corrections in different 

ways. Distances, invariants and Hadamard conjugations generally make tree independent 

transformations of the data (or a condensed form of it) . A tree independent transformation aims 

to make the model parameters (tree edge weights for example) additive with respect to the data, 

so they are like the data transformation methods in general statistics (e.g. Box and Cox 1 964).  

Tree selection following a transformation to restore additivity is a special case of a generalised 

linear model . In contrast the method of maximum likelihood works in the opposite direction, by 

starting with a fully defined model, then explicitly calculating the effect of multiple changes, so 

as to predict what the data would be like if that model were true. Thus a maximum likelihood 

model makes the effects of the model directly interpretable in terms of the probability of the data. 

In either case the aim is the same, to circumvent the misleading effect of multiple substitutions at 

a site. How well this is achieved by the different methods without perturbing other aspects of the 

analysis (e.g. the variance of estimated parameters) is something little understood in the context 

of tree estimation . 

Chapter 2 of this thesis extends the Hadamard conjugation to corrections for mechanisms of 

evolution that allow rates across sites to vary. Maximum likelihood methods and distance 

methods generally  are also model exact. Other methods such as weighted parsimony (e.g. 

Maddison et al. 1 992), and more recently weighted likelihood (as implemented by Olsen 1 994), 

aim to make modifications to improve robustness, although these corrections do not guarantee to 
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overcome the problem of parallel changes for a specified model with all possible parameter 

values. It is interesting to think of such ad hoc corrections as somewhat model independent, and 

certainly deserving of further study especially since they may sometimes do very well in tree 

reconstruction (e.g. Hillis and Bull 1 993). 

(3) Tree evaluation criteria: A variety of commonly used tree selection criteria are discussed 

below. Most of these criteria aim to maximise some measure of fit between the data and tree I 

model predictions, after calculations are made to cope with multiple changes (with no correction 

itself regarded as a choice) . Likelihood maximises fit ( for example by the likelihood ratio 

criterion) between observed data and that predicted by a tree for a particular mechanism of 

evolution. Distance methods usually minimise a measure of error (e.g. least squares) between the 

corrected distance data matrix and a tree. The "least squares length " criterion (K.idd and 

Sgaramella-Zonta 1 97 1 ,  Kidd and Cavalli-Sforza 197 1 ) ,  which was recently restudied, renamed 

and made popular as the "minimum evolution" criterion (Rzhetsky and Nei 1 992a), minimises a 

slightly more indirect property-that of the sum of edge lengths when these are reconstructed by 

unweighted least squares. Parsimony and compatibility maximise certain types of fit (e.g. 

compatibility minimises sum of absolute deviations between data and tree, where deviations are 

often measured as the observed sequence pattern frequency). We look at different "classic" 

statistical fit criteria for use in tree selection from Hadamard conjugations in chapter 5, after 

describing the statistical framework of Hadamard conjugations in chapter 4. 

(4) Searching amongst trees :  Searching for the best tree is not insignificant, especially given 

that the number of unrooted binary trees grows as the double factorial (2t-5) ! !  (i.e. 1 x 3 x 5 x . . .  

x (2t-5)), which very quickly becomes a huge number (where t is the number of  taxa, e.g. see 

Felsenstein 1 978). Searching out the best tree by all the present "fit" tree selection criteria 

appears to be NP-hard (that is there is no known polynomial time algorithm guaranteed to work 

for all data sets, Graham and Foulds 1 982). This area of phylogenetics involves numerical 

optimisation, and operations research problems. The approach of evaluating all trees explicitly 

soon falters due to the number of possible trees . About 10 taxa is usually the limit for any fit 

criteria, that is 2,027,025 binary trees, rising to 34,459,425 binary trees to evaluate with 1 1  taxa . 

Branch and bound procedures (Hendy and Penny 1 982) implicitly evaluate all trees by 

progressively excluding whole sets of trees with something in common which means that none of 

them can be optimal. Then explicitly evaluate what remains. This procedure is data dependent, 

but with good implementation has allowed the global optimum for up to 20 or so taxa to be found 

(Swofford 1 993). Beyond this a whole spectrum of heuristic searches are possible, with few 

studies of which are best beyond recognition that more general rearrangements such as tree 

bisection and rearrangement (Swofford and Olsen 1 990, Swofford 1 993) reduce the chance of 

being trapped in local optima. Swofford and Olsen ( 1990) offer a useful summary of branch and 

bound and heuristic search procedures in phylogenetics. 

Note that steps (3) and then (4) typically denote a double set of optimisation problems; 

finding the edge weights and sometimes other parameters that optimise the fit criterion for a 
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given tree (a numerical methods problem), then searching amongst trees for the best optimum 

(operations research problems) .  Methods which do not explicitly separate steps (3) and (4), for 

example neighbor joining (Saitou and Nei 1 987, with the popular algorithm of Studier and 

Keppler 1 988) or distance Wagner trees (see Swofford and Olsen 1 990), can be more difficult to 

understand. Neighbor joining, for example, may be considered to evaluate trees approximately by 

the minimum evolution criterion at each step of an agglomerative (local) search procedure 

(Rzhetsky and Nei 1 992a) . A similar search procedure using parsimony would start with a star 

tree of all taxa, then taking each pair of sequences, evaluate which pair of sequences grouped 

together decreased the parsimony score by the most. This pair are then treated as inseparable, and 

the procedure repeated until only three groups remain . If two or more pairs give the same 

decrease in score on any one cycle, then the first pair only is grouped before beginning another 

cycle of agglomeration. This is sometimes called non-arbitrary tie breaking, and can lead to 

problems if the taxa are always labeled in a certain order. Without relabeling taxa, ties can also 

be broken randomly with a simple algorithm to keep track of the number of alternative arbitrary 

resolutions. Such a local search procedure may become less reliable as the number of taxa grows 

as the procedure does not search thoroughly among local optima and an error in a grouping early 

on could result in a rather different tree from what other search procedures might find. However 

studies such as those of Charleston ( 1 994) on moderate numbers of taxa (20 to 40) show little 

sign of such problems with neighbor joining, suggesting that local search procedures can be 

surprisingly reliable (when the data fits the model reasonably well). Their other great asset is 

their speed (neighbor joining as implemented by Studier and Keppler 1 988 is order e), which 

allows studies with many taxa, and I or analysis of many bootstrap samples for statistical 

purposes. 

(5) Statistical testing. This is the penultimate step before drawing biological conclusions, and 

addresses questions of how certain the results are. The first question that one should ask is 

whether the assumptions of the analysis hold well enough that we can be confident the results are 

reliable indicators of relationships and not artifacts . Secondly, if they are not artifacts of 

systematic error, what is their probability of being due to sampling error? These last steps are 

often neglected, yet crucial to making a convincing presentation of results before a scientific 

audience. It is fair to say that until these last two questions have been answered the analysis is 

not complete, and this is why the development of statistical tests in phylogenetics deserves 

serious support. Chapter 5 looks at the foundation and extension of such tests. 

By separating phylogenetic analysis into these five steps is possible to examine and modify 

the properties of each step in order to view the quality of the overall result. Take, for example, 

the method of parsimony .  To some this conjures up tree selection upon the observed data and 

indeed this has been the setting in which it has traditionally been employed. However parsimony 

is in actuality a tree selection criterion (step 3), and as such an analysis utilising parsimony is 

dependent upon steps ( 1 ) ,  (2), (4) and (5) as much as any other method. Looking at step (2), 

sometimes definite improvements can be made to site pattern data in order to suppress the effect 

of multiple hits (or, as the cladists call them, homoplasies). One approach is to use a direct 

weighting of the observed data to emphasis rarer changes, be they character state changes, or 
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changes i n  more slowly evolving characters. A more recent approach i s  the non-linear and 

model-exact reweighting performed by a Hadamard conjugation (Hendy and Penny 1 993, Steel et 

al. 1 993b, Charleston et al. 1994).  

The choice of tree search criterion is also quite independent of the tree selection criterion, so 

with parsimony we can use anything from a very limited (and fast) local search, to searches 

which would take many years to complete. The extensive choices for tree searching available in 

the computer program PAUP (Swofford 1993) clearly illustrate that there are decisions to be 

made at this point. Algorithmic techniques such as neighbor joining often come in for criticism 

as not being reliable (e.g. Swofford and Olsen 1990) . However they can do very well in 

simulations (e.g. Charleston 1994) and should not be dismissed as their speed can give them real 

advantages. It is important however that we study how neighbor joining works, seeking to 

understand how much of its good (or potentially bad) performance is due to tree search strategy 

verses tree selection criterion. If we knew this we would be able to make more objective and less 

subjective proclamations of its worth. This type of knowledge is urgently needed to make better 

predictions of how to tune steps ( 1) - ( 4) for particular types of analysis. 

An important point which is still not fully resolved is  how to ensure that step (5)(statistical 

evaluation) is adequately performed given the different choices at step 2 (the different tree 

selection criteria). This thesis shows that tree selection criteria applied to data transformed with a 

Hadamard conjugation can be placed in a statistical framework, and it is at step (5) that tree 

selection criteria with ties to standard statistical techniques appear to excel. 

1.5.2 Statistical testing of phylogenetic hypotheses 

We will outline the types of test most important to a phylogeneticist trying to reconstruct 

evolutionary history and estimate associated parameters. Later in this thesis we develop the 

mechanics for these and other tests, then apply them. We have already discussed the importance 

of Bayesian inference to synthesizing probabilities together so as to get a clearer picture of the 

overall situation. Here we look more closely at tests of specific details which can help refine our 

model and quantify our confidence in particular aspects of a tree . 

For the construction of phylogenetic trees a primary test is "could my data have evolved by 

the process I am now using to model its evolution?" .  Of course we can reject this hypothesis in a 

more general sense, as we know that in sequence evolution there are complex biological and 

chemical processes which cannot yet be comprehensively modeled and are still hardly 

understood. Rather we want a measure of how close the data is to our models expectations, with 

a commonly used approach being to use a goodness-of-fit statistic such as X2 (also known as the 

Pearson statistic, or rather imprecisely as the chi-square statistic). If the data is within the range 

we would expect for a random sample from the model, then we are comforted that other 

parameters of the model should also fall within the range of variability expected under the model. 

There are also more specific tests of fit of data to model. For example amongst those models 

that fit acceptably we will also want to know if any fit appreciably better than others, so that we 

may give their parameter estimates more consideration than those of the other models (e.g. 
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Reeves 1 992, Goldman 1 993a).  We will also need to make reliable decisions about how many 

parameters are important for the data to fit the model, compared to those that may be principally 

describing random fluctuations in the data. The key problem with increasing the number of 

parameters is that the variance of the most crucial estimates becomes larger. When adding too 

many parameters we also run the risk that under some circumstances the model will develop 

unpredictable behaviour (e.g. Stuart and Ord 1 990, p .682). Likelihood ratio tests of nested 

hypotheses, or more general approaches such as the "Akaike information criterion" (or A.I.C., 

e.g. Sakamoto et al. 1 986), aim to test which parameters in a model are useful and which can be 

discarded without expecting to loose overall accuracy. 

Once in the region of reasonable parameter estimates,  we can look at deriving their expected 

probability distributions under random sampling, in order to place confidence limits upon them. 

This may be done analytically, or increasingly with complex problems via computer simulations. 

Many simulations begin by using the bootstrap procedure for creating resampled data sets from 

the original data (e.g. Efron 1 983, Efron and Gong 1 984, Efron and Tibshirani 1 986), with these 

bootstrap samples being called "fake data sets" ,  bootstrap samples, or pseudosamples (the term 

we use throughout this thesis). With sequences this involves creating each pseudosample by 

randomly sampling with replacement a column of aligned sites a total of c times, where c i s  the 

sequence length (so in the pseudosamples some columns are missed entirely, others are sampled 

once, some are sampled twice, and so on)(Felsenstein 1 985a, Penny and Hendy 1 985). This is 

reasonable statistical procedure (e.g. Efron and Tibshirani 1 986), but phylogeneticists must then 

apply a tree estimation method before obtaining estimates of the distribution of parameters, 

which hopefully reflect the stochastic error introduced by the original sample. Any non-linear 

nature in tree estimation can cause sample size biases in this procedure. In phylogenetics the 

method of bootstrap resampling followed by application of a tree building method, is often 

applied in order to estimate the proportion of times a particular internal edge appears in the 

replicate analyses (and each tree built from a pseudosample is called a bootstrap replicate or a 

pseudoreplicate of the original tree) . The approach is equally valid to measure the sampling error 

of, for example, the length of an edge. 

However if the method being used to reconstruct the data is not based on a reliable model we 

have no good reason to believe that bootstrap results are a reliable guide to the sampling 

distribution of an efficient and unbiased method (Felsenstein 1 985). A secondary problem is 

assessing the type one and two errors associated with hypothesis testing via a bootstrap routine in 

phylogenetics (e.g. Zharkikh and Li 1 992a, 1 992b, Felsenstein and Kishino 1 993,  Rodrigo 1 993). 

One possible solution to this last problem is the iterated bootstrap of Hall and Martin ( 1 988),  

which Rodrigo ( 1 993) applies and discusses in the context of phylogenetic tree estimation. 

In terms of sampling distributions, the normal distribution (and its cohorts the chi-square, F, 

and Student's t-distribution) as elsewhere in statistics, are still the most widely used in 

phylogenetic statistical tests.  This is because of various central limit theorems which often make 

them asymptotically exact, and also due to their mathematical tractability. They can be used in 

making useful tests of things like: "what are the expected confidence intervals on this edges 
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length?" :  " Is this parameter significantly different from that i n  another set of data?" (e.g. the 

number of transitions per site in one gene verses another). Multivariate tests under multivariate

normality are also generally quite tractable; for example, "is the sum of standardised errors for 

the fit of this weighted tree to this data within the range one would expect due to sampling error 

alone?" With this statistic one can then aim to construct a "confidence set" of all those trees that 

fail to be rejected by such a test. More complex tests such as a confidence limit for the ratio of 

one branch to another often require sensible (and robust) approximations since the true 

distribution is often not mathematically tractable (Stuart and Ord 1 987, p .  325) .  In this thesis we 

describe a set of such tests, particularly for use with data analysed with Hadamard conjugations. 

Another important challenge is evaluating the usefulness of asymptotic tests with sparse data. 

By sparseness we mean that there are many more possible patterns taken into account by the 

model than are actually observed in the data. For example the number of patterns possible grows 

as a exponential (e.g. 41 where t is the number of DNA sequences being analysed), whereas 

sequences are finite in length. Further, the probability of observing a particular site pattern can 

vary by many orders of magnitude, making cell counts highly uneven. Sequence data is thus 

commonly both sparse and highly uneven in pattern probabilities, with the expectation that this 

will often make asymptotic tests quite unreliable (Read and Cressie 1 988, Sokal and Rohlf 198 1 ) . 

Consequently, the chi-square approximation for the X2 statistic of the fit of observed to expected 

sequence data can be unrealistic and misleading. Results in chapter 6 (and some results in Reeves 

1 992, and Goldman 1 993a) suggest the problem is more severe than studies of other molecular 

data (e.g. Roff and Bentzen 1989) show. It is this sort of problem that phylogeneticists have to 

work around by using approaches such as simulations (Reeves 1 992, Goldman 1 993a) and 

resampling techniques (Rodrigo 1 993). In chapter 6 we look at other possible solutions to this 

problem based on more accurate approximations, and grouping "like" cells into classes prior to 

application of test statistics (Read and Cressie 1 988). 

Another serious problem for statistical testing of phylogenetic analyses, is that many data 

sets generate new hypotheses which the researcher wants to test immediately . This is difficult 

because since the researcher had no prior hypothesis, it is difficult to know how many freak 

occurrences could have given something that looked as well supported as that observed? Rodrigo 

et al. ( 1 994) have considered this problem with respect to interpreting bootstrapping of a data set 

claimed to give significant support for a grouping of metazoa and fungi. This factor of having no 

clear prior hypothesis alone places considerable doubt over many of the "statistical tests" 

currently being made in the field (something Felsenstein 1 985 was careful to point out when 

introducing bootstrapping to phylogenetics). In this thesis we look at tests which will construct 

confidence sets of trees, in the hope that such an approach will allow corrections for hypothesis 

testing when the hypothesis is also generated by the analysis. 
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1.6 DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS OF TREE BUILDING METHODS 

We now list and explain in a phylogenetic context useful criteria by which statistical 

methods may be assessed. 

( 1 )  CONSISTENT: 

A consistent estimator is one which will converge to the population value (under a specified 

model) as the amount of data tends to infinity (here as c, the length of sequences, increases). For 

biologists it is often the unweighted tree that is of most importance. As such, if a tree building 

method obtains the unweighted tree with long sequences, it is called consistent. An all or nothing 

estimator (like the unweighted tree) may give the correct answer in some parts of the parameter 

range , but the wrong answer for other parameter combinations .  Consequently an estimator of the 

unweighted tree may be called both consistent and inconsistent for the same mechanism of 

evolution, depending on which part of the parameter space it is applied to. This usage agrees with 

that of Felsenstein ( 1978), in the seminal paper on the consistency of tree reconstruction 

methods .  

Many tree building methods aim to recover weighted trees, in which case the most strict 

definition of consistent is that under a specified model methods must recover the tree and edge 

weights exactly. Once the data are aligned ( 1 ), correcting for multiple hits (2) comes next. For a 

distance method (and Hadamard conjugations) the data are corrected for multiple changes 

independently of identifying any tree. To recover correct edge weights this step must be 

consistent i .e .  converge exactly to the true edge weights (the values associated with the tree that 

generated the data). Once a tree selection criterion is chosen (3), the next step (4) is an algorithm 

to choose the true tree from either its path lengths, or in the case of the Hadamard conjugation, 

its indexed edge lengths. How well the algorithm at step (4) performs is often dependent upon 

the effectiveness of compensating for multiple changes in step (2)(becoming more dependent as 

the number of multiple hits increases). In the case of building trees from distance matrices many 

consistent tree identification methods are known given that they are provided with tree additive 

data (however see later in this chapter where we require a tighter definition of additive than 

usually used, since some transformations can sometimes produce additive distances on an 

incorrect tree). As an example, since the match of distances to tree must be exact, then any 

method which minimises a monotonic function of mismatch must also be consistent, i .e .  will 

identify the correct tree (e.g. the weighted least squares fit of Fitch and Margoliash 1 967, the 

minimum evolution criterion of Kidd and Sgaramella-Zonta 1 97 1 ,  and Rzhetsky and Nei 1 992a) . 

This of course does not guarantee that a tree evaluation criterion will not be mislead some of the 

time by sampling errors due to finite sequence length . Some methods of tree selection which 

combine steps 3 and 4 together have recently been identified as inconsistent with additive 

distances e.g. Li ' s ( 1 98 1 )  method, which is noted, with a correction offered, in Charleston et al. 

( 1994) . Fortunately most tree selection algorithms are guaranteed reliable with additive 

distances. 
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With two useful definitions for the consistency o f  a tree reconstruction method w e  need to be 

specific about which one we are using. However for estimators of continuous variables (e.g. a 

distance) then there is just one definition, convergence of the estimator to the exact value. 

Likewise a Hadamard conjugation returns values for the length of possible edges in the tree that 

generated the data (a continuous variable). All edges not in the tree generating the data have an 

expected value of zero, if this is not the case with infinite data, then we should call the Hadamard 

conjugation inconsistent. Inconsistency in itself is not so crucial here; a tree selection criterion 

applied to data transformed by an inconsistent estimator may still have a better chance of 

reconstructing the correct unweighted tree, and probably also making better estimates of edge 

lengths, than without the transformation. It is also very obvious that practically all our estimates 

of continuous valued quantities from real data must also be inconsistent (not the least because we 

do not know the underlying mechanism of evolution for a particular case) .  What is more 

important is the size of the errors being made, or in the case of tree building methods, how often 

a method gets the correct unweighted tree for a finite amount of data. So consistency of 

continuous variables is most often just a useful term to tell us when a method is exact under a 

certain model; it is the size and consequences of errors that we should really be focusing upon. 

(2) STATISTICALLY EFFICIENT (MINIMUM VARIANCE + UNBIASED) 

-RAPID CONVERGENCE TO THE TRUE TREE 

A very desirable attribute of a statistic is  that its variance about the true value be minimal for 

a certain amount of data. If a statistic has minimum variance for any amount of data it is  called 

efficient (actually most estimators are only known to be asymptotically efficient, that is, after 

some unspecified amount of data they are guaranteed have lower variance than all others). A 

statistic is biased if for some amount of data (e.g. sequence length) the mean of the statistic, .X ,  
does not match the true value, 11 (even if it does converge to 11 for larger amounts of data). The 

variance of a sample statistic about its true value (also called the mean square error) can then be 

divided into two components V �(.X) = V(.X) + (.X - 11)2, where V(.X )  is the sampling error about 

the sample mean, and (.X - 11)2 is its bias (the difference between population mean and sample 

mean, which can be considered systematic error) (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p629). Generally we 

desire an estimator that will minimise both components together (for example a minimum mean 

square error estimator) . 

A good example of bias generation is that which occurs when correcting short sequences for 

multiple changes. Most such methods take natura/ logarithms (in) of some observed quantities. 

However E[ln(x)] "# ln(E[x]), and the difference in these values is the bias which in this case goes 

to zero as var(x) � 0. Defining bias in a tree building method will depend upon how we measure 

the variance of its errors. If we use a continuous variable such as the distance in tree space 

between two trees, or from tree to data (e.g. Robinson and Foulds 1 979 on the continuous 

partition metric, Hendy 1 989, Steel and Penny 1 993), then we can define sampling variance and 

bias in the traditional sense. If we are to use the recovered tree as a discrete estimator, then 

Kuhner and Felsenstein ( 1 994) offer a definition of bias in this case (note that these authors also 

reinvented the Robinson and Fould's 1979 metric for this purpose) . The important thing is that l 
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the accuracy of tree recovery is a result of both factors, that is variance of estimates about their 

sample mean, and the separation of this sampling mean from the true tree, the bias . 

(3) ROBUST: 

A robust estimator is one whose accuracy is least seriously compromised as we violate its 

assumptions, for example, change the parameters and or mechanism away from those under 

which the estimator was defined to be consistent. While the mechanisms of real sequence 

evolution are unknown, even the present generation of models have been little studied from the 

perspective of robustness (one exception is found in Hasegawa and Fujiwara 1 993). Two 

biological processes which may well lead to inconsistency of tree building methods applied to 

real sequences are, non-stationary substitution transition matrices (possibly due to both mutation 

and selection) and variation of rates of evolution across sites (usually expected to be due to 

stabilising selection, and or a covarion model, see Pitch and Markowitz 1 970). At present it is not 

possible to model these processes accurately, so caution is called for in interpreting any analysis 

of ancient molecules where such process may have fluctuated massively (see Lockhart et al. 

1 995, for a discussion of such factors in the evolution of genes associated with photosynthesis). 

The robustness that biologists need to know about is a function of methods and the true 

process of evolution; a thorough evaluation will demand a greater understanding of the evolution 

of real molecules. Evaluations in this thesis aim to gain further empirical and theoretical 

understanding of the relative robustness of a variety of methods. 

(4) TESTABLE , POWERFUL AND INFORMATIVE: 

We wish to have well categorised statistical tests of our phylogenetic methods. We have 

already discussed what we mean by testable, and mentioned some types of test which should be 

made. We put special emphasis upon the test of fit of data to model,  as the first crucial test. Such 

a test can serve as a guide to how we may best edit our data to get the maximum separation of 

phylogenetic signal from extraneous influences, and as a pointer to possibly better models .  By 

poweiful, we mean a test which is sensitive to detecting departures from the null model (note that 

this is the statistical use of the term, some authors, e.g. Penny et al. 1993 refer to a tree selection 

being powerful when they mean it is statistically efficient and thus has rapid convergence). 

Strictly speaking, the power of a test is the probability of making what is  called a type two error 

in hypothesis testing, that is failing to reject the null model when it is indeed wrong. Testability 

is a necessary prelude to being able to adjust the probability of a hypothesis being correct after 

an analysis is performed. 

The number and diversity of tests that can be performed is a measure of how informative a 

method will be about the true mode of evolution (e.g. distribution of rates across sites, transition 

to transversion, indications on which sites are most likely not following the model imposed) . 

More powerful statistics (e.g. tighter confidence intervals) make for more sensitive methods, 

which hopefully will require less data to reach significant conclusions about the nature of 

evolution. The methods which presently make the most intensive use of the data, especially 

maximum likelihood and Hadamard conjugations, are also the methods which appear to be the 
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most precise and informative. By gtvmg quantitative and well understood statistics of fit, 

methods allow quantitative assessment of phylogenetic results and thus make many hypotheses 

testable. In this thesis we evaluate how sensitive different methods are to detecting violation of 

the model they are based upon, and in chapter 5 we note a clear advantage in this area for 

sequence based methods over distance methods. 

(5) COMPUT A TIONALL Y EFFICIENT: 

Can we do the necessary calculations on a given set of data? A useful way of defining the 

efficiency of calculations is by the concept of the order of computational efficiency (called 

simply efficiency in mathematical usage). There are two sets of calculations involved in finding 

an optimal tree; assessment of any given tree, and searching across the landscape of all possible 

trees . We will define the order per tree as the cost of evaluating each tree. Ideally a method is 

O(n) (order n), so that the time to evaluate a larger data set increases linearly with the number of 

taxa included in the analysis. Orders n2 to n4 are also promising in that increases in computer 

speed will translate to more sequences being able to be analysed all together. The order of 

operations is, however, a measure of worst case performance, and tells us little of how much 

better a method might be expected to do with well structured data, as sequence data often is. 

Unfortunately there is no reliable measure for the computational efficiency of searches amongst 

trees for "typical" sequence data, as both sequence length and the number of taxa are varied. 

Well thought out simulations should be able to give some reasonable guides to how different 

methods perform. 

While methods such as maxtmum likelihood are generally considered computationally 

expensive, it is also worth remembering that the calculations being made also yield many 

valuable ancillary statistics (e.g. confidence intervals on parameters) which can be expensive or 

even impossible to calculate with other methods. In the case of maximum likelihood little work 

has been done on the order of its calculations, nor is their any indication of how quickly the cost 

of these evaluations rise as more sequences are added. Practically speaking, the bottom line in 

computational efficiency for a method proposed for wide use in phylogenetics,  is whether the 

necessary calculations can be done in a reasonable period of time (typically no more than a 

weekend or two). If two methods can be completed within an acceptable time frame, then the 

choice between them is not which one took the fewest hours, but rather which is yielding the 

most useful results (which must include the ability to make statistical tests). 
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1.7 CURRENT METHODS OF TREE ESTIMATION 

Previous attempts have been made to classify tree building methods into discrete classes (e.g. 

Swofford and Olsen 1 990, Penny et al 1992). However due to improved understanding of the 

different methods, some of their properties need to be revised and reconsidered. Here we 

describe the methods and consider some of their respective advantages and weaknesses. 

1.7.1 Maximum likelihood on sequences 

Maximum likelihood (ML) is a statistical criterion for selecting parameters values in a 

model. It does so by choosing those parameters which are most likely to generate the observed 

data. If we assume independence between sites, then observed sequence data is considered to 

constitute a multinomial sample .  To calculate the likelihood of the data we need the probabilities 

of the observed sequence patterns (here called s;) under a model. Given these probabilities and 

the assumption of independent sites, the natural logarithm of the likelihood is just the sum over 

all patterns of f;(obs) x ln(s;)(where f;(obs) is the observed frequency of the i-th pattern) .  The first 

requirement is to calculate the probabilities of the data under a specific model in a reasonable 

period of time given available computing power. Next we must search for the optimal set of 

parameter values, and depending on the parameterisation of the model may need to evaluate 

many parameter sets (e.g. different unweighted trees) . 

The application of ML in phylogenetics has been pioneered by Felsenstein ( 1 973, 1 9 8 1  a) . It 

requires the development a method of calculating the probability of a particular sequence pattern, 

under a particular model which includes specifying the weighted tree. The likelihood, typically 

measured as the natural logarithm 1nL, is then iteratively optimised. This method has been 

applied for up to 1 2  parameters per edge i . i .d.  models (Barry and Hartigan 1 987). More recently 

it has been shown how the probability of sequence data can be calculated when there is a 

distribution of rates across sites. In Steel et al. ( 1 993c) and Yang ( 1 993) this is done by assuming 

a defined form to the distribution. In the method of Felsenstein and Churchill (discussed in 

Felsenstein 1 993) the approach is to define different discrete rate classes, their relative 

probabilities, how long runs of a given rate class are expected to be, and then use hidden Markov 

chains to infer the likelihood of the data. Unfortunately the computational cost of this type of ML 

model can be much larger than i . i .d .  methods, and often requires very expensive numerical 

integrations. There is some latitude for methods to be sped up with optimisation of code to 

particular machines, and Fast DNAML (Olsen et al 1 992) is an example allowing ML tree 

selection to be applied to 50 + sequences on supercomputers. The other hope is to find sensible 

approximations which hopefully will have minimal impact upon reliability (one example is how 

small decreases in likelihood on a tree need to be before stopping an iterative optimisation). 

Given that the proportion of possible trees searched by any method must rapidly decrease as the 

number of taxa increases above say 25, it remains unclear how reliable different combinations of 

tree selection criterion and search procedure are. It is not inconceivable that likelihood evaluating 

1 0,000 different trees will identify a tree closer to the true tree than say parsimony evaluating 

1 ,000,000 trees .  A possible reason for this being true could be that as long as you are searching 
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in the right neighborhood, it is the ability to reliably discern amongst similar trees that makes all 
the difference to success or failure. 

The principle of ML is generally well understood, and is a highly favoured method of 
statistical analysis, not only for point estimation but also in terms of understanding the whole 
model-data relationship (Edwards 1992) . The variance-covariance matrix of the model provides a 
useful summary of the likelihood surface about a given tree, and allows useful statistical tests to 
be made (e.g. see Felsenstein 198 1 ,  1 982). All the variables in the model are continuous and also 
correlated, so there must be some concern about how good implementations are at finding a 
global optima for a given tree. Both flat likelihood surfaces and distinct positive or negative 
correlations between parameters (e.g. edges as shown in Waddell et al. 1 994, and in chapter 3 of 
this thesis) can cause search procedures to prematurely terminate (discussed in this thesis) . So to 
can unevenness of the likelihood surface, and while Felsenstein ( 1 98 1 a) pointed out that 
asymptotically (with sequence length � oo) under an i . i .d. model the likelihood surface becomes 

multivariate normal, it is unknown how quickly it gets there. Newton and quasi-Newton methods 
are generally faster to converge than single line searches (e.g. as used by the latest versions of 
PHYLIP) or the E-M algorithm (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. 694-695) which was used in the earlier 
versions of PHYLIP. Overall however, little is known of the characteristics and relative merits of 
different numerical methods for application to different sized trees and phylogenetic data. Note 
that the entries of the variance-covariance matrix are equal to minus twice the inverse of 
corresponding entries in the Hessian (second order derivative, or information matrix) and this 
provides one way to calculate them. 

A further concern for the method of ML is that there may be multiple optima per tree, 
something which Steel ( 1 994), has recently illustrated (using a four taxa tree and two character 
patterns) . More recently (M.A. . Steel pers comm.) has demonstrated that data sets with many 
taxa and multiple sequence patterns can have the same problem. Although all these examples still 
seem rather specific, they must remain of some concern until (if) it can be shown that this 
problem becomes insignificant for typical sequence data sets. If not then numerical methods may 
need to find multiple optima by starting at different points in the landscape, something which 
could dramatically increase necessary computations. 

An alternative way of looking at ML methods is that they aim to optimise the "fit" between 
data and model, a view which is emphasised in this thesis. This fit is often measured using the 
G2, likelihood ratio statistic (e.g. Stuart and Ord 1990, chapter 30) between the observed pattern 
frequencies and those predicted by the model. A close relative of ML methods are minimum chi
square methods (e.g. Pearson' s  X2 statistic, Stuart and Ord 1990, chapter 30) .  Chapters 5 and 6 
look at the relative power and robustness of tree building methods based upon each criteria. 

1.7.2 Parsimony, compatibility and closest tree 

Parsimony and compatibility are well known tree selection criteria which do not themselves 
make any correction to the data for multiple changes. When applied to observed data, these tree 
selection criteria can converge to the wrong tree as more and more data is added (i .e. they are 
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inconsistent in selecting the unweighted tree) as pointed out by Felsenstein ( 1 978). However this 

same problem besets any tree selection method (a combination of optimality criteria and 

correction for implied changes) that makes insufficient adjustment for parallel and convergent 

substitutions .  Consequently (Steel et al 1 993b) pointed out that parsimony, compatibility or 

closest tree based tree selection procedures are consistent if the data originated from a model for 

which Hadamard conjugations are consistent, and this transformation is applied to the data prior 

to tree selection. Understandably readers may feel surprised at this conclusion, mostly because 

parsimony has historically been closely associated with researchers who have worked with 

morphological data. Such data has evolved by a complicated mechanism, and there has been no 

general mechanism proposed. Yet even so corrections to the data are often practiced (e.g. 

reweighting of characters, one of the most extreme of which is which characters to admit to an 

analysis) . Accepting this, it is easier to see the validity of applying parsimony to the non-linear 

reweighting of characters which, to a large extent, do share a common underlying mechanism of 

change. Both parsimony and compatibility require slight modification so that they can deal with 

data giving some patterns negative values . At present this is done by ignoring such patterns, 

although other possibilities remain to be explored. 

Felsenstein ( 198 1 b) made the interesting observation that parsimony and compatibility are 

interconnected by a series of intermediate methods which provide increasing maximum penalties 

(going from compatibility to parsimony) for character patterns which do not fit the tree under 

consideration (a type of dynamic weighting). Compatibility is analogous to minimising the sum 

of deviations (ignoring negative deviations), while parsimony minimises the sum of tree 

weighted deviations.  Interestingly Charleston ( 1 994), has recently shown that parsimony 

significantly out performs compatibility in tree selection when rates of change are relatively low, 

which may well be due to its weighting effect speeding up convergence (see also Felsenstein 

1 98 lb for related discussions) .  Both methods can have their robustness and convergence 

properties enhanced under many models (especially when rates across sites significantly differ) 

by appropriate site by site weighting of the data (e.g. Penny and Hendy 1 985, 1 986, Williams and 

Fitch 1989, Hillis et al. 1 994) . Unfortunately there are few studies of the robustness of these 

methods, which certainly do not guarantee consistency (as discussed in the exchange of 

Chippindale and Wiens 1 994 with Huelsenbeck et al l 994) . 

Lastly, Hendy ( 1 989) introduced a tree selection method called "closest tree. "  What this does 

is select the weighted tree closest in Euclidean space to a vector of sequence patterns (relying 

particularly upon sequence bipartitions). As we will describe later in chapter 5, closest tree is 

very similar to taking only character state bipartitions, squaring the value of each one, then 

picking the largest clique (i .e .  using compatibility) amongst the reweighted patterns. As such, it 

is very similar to an ordinary least squares tree selection procedure. Unfortunately results 

studying the effect of sampling errors on the Hadamard conjugation in chapter 5, suggest that 

"closest tree" does not have any particularly desirable statistical properties when compared to 

other criteria such as weighted least squares ,  parsimony or compatibility (while simulations in 

Charleston et al. 1 994 show it having inferior performance to both compatibility and parsimony 

with Cavender model data, transformed by the Hadamard conjugation ) .  
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1.7.3 Distance based methods 

Distance based methods have the advantage that there are many formulae known for making 
pairwise distances additive in expectation under a variety of models (see for example Zharkikh 
1994) . When using nucleotide data, sequences are first reduced to a matrix of pairwise 
dinucleotide counts, for example how often does an A align to an A in the other sequence, an A 
to a C etc . Next a non-linear transformation is applied with the aim of making the distances 
closer to additive by estimating what the total distance would be if unseen substitutions are 
inferred and included. Additive path correction formulae are now available for all i .r. and i.i .d. 
stationary time reversible models (Lake 1994, Steel 1994a), and for all time reversible i . i .d. 
models if we know the distribution of rates across sites (chapter 3). 

Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987 a) proposed 1 1  asymmetric distances 1 1  based on logarithms of 
determinants, which they claimed would give tree additive distances under any i . i .d. model. The 
distance returned by this formula is not the usual expected number of substitutions per site, but 
rather a weighted number of substitutions per site (Barry and Hartigan 1 987a). However their 
distance is asymmetric under nonstationary base composition models, and in chapter 3 it is 
shown this feature can lead to inconsistent tree reconstruction. Other early applications of the 
utility of the logarithm of the determinant of Markov transition matrices on trees include 
Cavender and Felsenstein ( 1 987) and Rodriguez and Medina ( 1 986, unpublished). More recently 
log determinant distances have been defined in a manner which is guaranteed to give tree 
additive distances under any i . i .d. model, and they have been applied to biological problems 
where they apparently give more reasonable results than standard distance methods (Steel 1 994a, 
Lake 1994 and Lockhart et al. 1994) .  In this thesis we look at ways making log determinant 
distances robust to a distribution of rates across sites; a factor which any method must cope with 
if it is to be routinely used for analysing coding sequences. Using real data we take a critical look 
at how useful log determinant methods really are by looking at their sampling variance, bias and 
the stability of a tree selection criterion working from them, in comparison with commonly used 
distance measures. 

Approximately a dozen consistent algorithms have been published for recovering trees from 
additive distance matrices. Most of those using explicit tree selection criteria are based on least 
squares fit ( see Felsenstein 1 982, 1988, and 1 993 for reviews, except for generalised least 
squares discussed by Hasegawa et al. 1 985 and Bulmer 1 99 1 )  or else the minimum evolution 
criterion. Others are algorithms combining optimality criteria and localised tree searching 
together (e.g. neighbor-joining, distance Wagner) as discussed already. Some of the distance 
based methods (especially generalised least squares, GLS) allow a set of statistical tests, 
including fit of data to model (Hasegawa et al. 1 985, Bulmer 1 991  ) .  As we show in this thesis an 
iterated GLS method can be considered the maximum likelihood estimator when using just 
pairwise distance data. (It is interesting to note that metric distances do not guarantee reliable 
tree selection, while additive distances will e .g. Felsenstein 1 984). Note that when using the term 
metric it is important not to confuse the usual definition of metric given in section 1 .3 ,  with 
Buneman's four point metric which is a direct consequence of additivity. Buneman's four point 
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metric simply claims that on a tree of four taxa, then with additive distances, ()ii + SkJ, will be 

minimal if the tree is (i,j) ,  (k,l), in which case both ()ik + 8il and Si! + ()ik will be larger and equal. 

Lastly in order to make the claim that additivity of distances on a tree guarantees consistency 

we must define a distance measure's additivity as existing upon all possible weighted trees which 

have the tree of interest as a subtree (and in this sense we will use the term "additivity" generally 

throughout the thesis) . This qualification is necessary since we have found some combinations of 

data and transformation which result in additivity of transformed distances upon " incorrect trees"  

(see section 5 .5 .5) .  The qualification simply states that in  order to be  called "tree additive" ,  a 

distance must be additive upon all possible trees, with all possible edge weights. 

1 .7.4 Phylogenetic invariants 

A tree invariant of a model is simply a quantity that tends to a constant value dependent only 

upon the unweighted tree (see Steel et al. 1 993c for a summary of such concepts). With finite 

data, invariants can provide evidence (subject of course to statistical fluctuations) as to which 

edges were in the tree that generated the data. Three different types of tree invariants are 

presented by Cavender and Felsenstein ( 1 987), Lake ( 1 987), and Hendy et al. ( 1 987).  Probably 

the simplest are the linear invariants of Lake ( 1987) which he dubbed evolutionary parsimony. 

These are three linear functions of observed sequence site patterns that asymptotically identify 

the unrooted tree for four taxa. This method aims to identify the branching pattern, but not the 

edge lengths. One of these invariants has an expected value of zero, while the other two will be 

positive and equal. A number of authors have shown that these invariants each have a binomial 

distribution, being sums of cells from a multinomial distribution (e.g. Navidi et al. 1 99 1 ). This 

allows a statistical test of whether one tree is significantly better supported than the other two 

and equally importantly, whether the values of the invariants are within the range expected by the 

model (a test of fit of data to model). A useful consequence of the calculations being linear in the 

observed data is that this method has the desirable property that it remains consistent when rates 

vary across sites .  However all sites must retain the same relative substitution rates throughout the 

tree. 

While Lake's ( 1 987) invariants allow sites to have a distribution of rates across sites, 

relatively fast evolving sites will slow down the rate of convergence by increasing the variance of 

all three invariants. Because each invariant uses only a subset of the 256 site patterns (actually 1 2  

o f  the 3 6  unique patterns under the Kimura 2ST model) to evaluate each tree, the method suffers 

from low statistical efficiency i .e .  slow convergence (Jin and Nei 1 990, Navidi et al. 1 99 1 ) .  (See 

Li et al. 1 987 for a review of Lake's method) .  Until now this method has been limited to 

analysing four taxa at once. Accordingly, in order to build a tree for more taxa these four taxon 

subtrees must be combined, which can be done in a variety of ways . (Note though, that Lake's 

original usage was to evaluate support for a single hypothesised internal edge by taking all 

combinations of one taxa from each of the four groups connected by that putative edge) . Recent 

developments, prompted in part by findings in this thesis, have resulted in the identification of 

linear tree invariants under the generalised Kimura 2ST model and also the Jukes-Cantor model. 
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With five or more taxa, some of these new will take an expected value of zero only when the 
true tree has two or more specific internal edges in it. These developments, plus recent related 
work by Fu and Steel (in press), and Hendy and Penny (in press), are explained in chapter 4 .  

Other types of invariants (called model invariants) also exist when the data comes from a 
certain model .  A special case of these are clock invariants, which include the constraints imposed 
by ultrametric distances (the basis of most relative rates tests). Tajima ( 1 993b) lists some such 
invariants. The polynomial invariants of Cavender and Felsenstein ( 1 987) exist under two state 
models, but have rarely been applied. Many other tree and model invariants have been found 
under a fairly wide variety of mechanisms of evolution, but to date none of these have been 
shown to be particularly useful for either tree selection or model evaluation. Continued interest 
in phylogenetic invariants rests largely upon the hope that they will show up specific properties 
of models which may lead to faster algorithms for ML in particular. 

1 .7.5 Invariants by invertible transformation of sequences 

A more extensive class of invariants is that introduced by Hendy et al. ( 1 987) for two state 
characters (e.g. purines/pyrimidines), and both extended and streamlined in Hendy and Penny 
( 1 993) . Since then it has been extended to 4-state nucleotide sequences by Szekely et al ( 1 993), 
Steel et al ( 1992), Steel et al ( 1 993c) with a first application in Hendy et al ( 1 994 ) .  This method 
uses all the data for the model it is based upon, and is fully invertible. It can go from sequences 
to a vector description of the tree that generated the data (with all possible edges that are not on 
the true tree having value zero, and positive entries corresponding to the edge weights in the true 
tree) . Alternatively this method can start with a weighted tree and generate a vector of the 
probability of every sequence pattern under that model. Within this thesis the edge weights 
associated with the method (known as a Hadamard conjugation) are always measured as the 
expected number of substitutions per site. 

The method of Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) has a fascinatingly simple structure. First an ordered 
vector of all sequence pattern frequencies (called s) is multiplied by a Hadamard matrix (H), 
which because of its form corresponds to a discrete Fourier transform. The result of this 
operation is a calculation of the observed length of all possible pathsets for the taxa being 
analysed (vector r). Next a correction for multiple changes is applied without needing any 
knowledge of the true tree (just like a distance correction) in order to infer additive pathset 

lengths (vector p). Lastly the vector of corrected generalised distances is multiplied by the 

inverse of the first Hadamard matrix (H-1 ) .  This recovers quantities analogous to site pattern 

frequencies, but corrected for multiple changes (contained in vector y). (In fact if the data is 

without sampling error and generated under the model, then the only entries greater than zero 
will be the weight of each edge in the tree generating the data). Of great utility to the application 
of the method is the existence of a discrete Fast Fourier transform (the Fast Hadamard) that 
requires far fewer operations than the usual method of matrix multiplication (see Tolimieri et al. 

1 989, and Hendy and Penny 1 993) . This is purely a computational aid and does not alter the 
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statistical structure of the method so is rarely referred to directly in this thesis, but it is of great 
assistance to the programming and application of the method to larger data sets. 

The term Hadamard conjugation is an apt description of the method because a conjugation 
refers to a mathematical operation (multiplication by H), followed by a second operation (a 
nonlinear transform to correct pathset lengths for multiple changes), followed by the inverse of 
the first operation (multiplication by H-1 ) . The method is mathematically invertible because the 
pathlength correction is a one to one monotonic function with a known inverse. Because the 
result of a Fourier transform is often called a spectrum, then this method is also called spectral 

analysis by Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) . We prefer not to use this term as it has been used by quite 
a few authors over the past decade to describe other phylogenetic techniques (some but not all 
being other types of invariants). 

A relative of Hadamard conjugations, the distance Hadamard (also described in Hendy and 
Penny 1 993), starts with just pairwise distances and infers corrected pathset lengths from the 
minimum sum of sets of corrected pairwise distances .  These pairwise distances can be calculated 
in any way and do not require a prior multiplication by H. In collapsing data from sequences into 
pairwise distances, much information is lost (Penny 1 982, Steel et al. 1 988) and even with the 
two state equifrequncy model we cannot reconstruct the original sequence pattern probabilities 
when using more than 3 taxa. Informative comparisons between the sequence Hadamard 
conjugation, and the distance Hadamard operation in chapters 4 and 5 ,  help to reveal some of the 
innate differences between these procedures. 

The next step after a Hadamard conjugation is to choose a tree from the vector of inferred 
edge weights and invariants (y) (entries with weight zero, not corresponding to any edge in the 
tree). If the data fits the model, then after the Hadamard conjugation the only positive entries 
correspond to edges, so selecting the tree is straightforward with large amounts of data. With 
finite sequences an important question is :  "Which tree selection criterion will work best given 

both sampling error and systematic error in (y) when the model is violated?" In chapter 4 we look 

at how sampling error causes random fluctuations in y, specifically showing how to calculate 
their combined variance-covariance matrix and looking at the form of sampling distributions. In 
chapter 5 we are then able to consider further the merits of statistically based tree selection 
criteria which go beyond methods such as parsimony, compatibility and closest tree. 

1.7.6 Other ways to classify tree estimation methods 

In summary then we can divide methods of tree building up into those which work directly 
with sequence patterns (sequence ML, Hadamard conjugation and tree selection algorithms such 
as compatibility and parsimony applied to observed sequences) verses methods which work from 
a matrix of pairwise distances (neighbor joining etc .) .  Penny ( 1982) pointed out the vast 
difference in information content of these two types of data as the number of taxa increases and 
speculated that this factor must be having a substantial effect upon the performance of different 
methods. To date, few such effects have been detected let alone diagnosed. In chapter 5 we 
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detect some such differences between otherwise matched methods, and show they can be 
substantial with as few as four taxa in the data set. 

Having described the main steps and methods used in tree estimation, we can now describe 
another enlightening way of grouping tree building methods. This is based upon the way 
different method(s) attempt to overcome the effect of parallel and convergent changes misleading 
the tree building method. The main classes of "data correction" presently being used are as 
follows: 

( 1 )  No alteration to the data, other than editing or conversion to pairwise distances. This is 
the method of choice if one feels that the data had few parallelisms and convergences, so that 
either multiple substitutions at a site were having no substantial effect, or any attempt to 
"correct" the data would result in worse systematic biases or increased variances (i .e. magnified 
stochastic errors) .  The second point being a real concern with very short sequences of fewer than 
100 sites. 

(2) Data transformation based on a mechanism of substitution, such as the Kimura 2ST 
distances, which aim to make the data more additive (a special case of generalised linear models 
as already mentioned) .  Reduction to distance matrices, followed by non-linear transforms are the 
best known approach, while Hadamard conjugations are a recent alternative. 

(3) Maximum likelihood methods for sequences (e.g. Felsenstein 1 98 1 a, Barry and Hartigan 
1987a), which aim to express the effects of parameters in the same form as the original data and 
optimise free parameters by "fit" between observed and expected data. Minimum chi-square 
methods (X2) are close relatives, which can involve nearly identical calculations. Linear 
invariants can also be viewed as special case of this approach (Navidi et al. 1 99 1 ) .  

(4) Approximate site weighting schemes. These may be applied to the observed data with or 
without some iterative estimate of phylogeny (e.g. Farris 1969, vs Hendy and Penny 1 985), or 
they may be integrated in with any of the previous methods (e.g. Olsen 1 994' s site weighting ML 
approach) . 

(5). Approximate substitution weighting schemes. Such methods so far have been most 
closely associated with parsimony tree selection applied to the observed data (e.g. Sankoff 1975, 
Sankoff et al .  1 976, Williams and Fitch 1 989), but could be extended to any of the other methods 
(for example distances, Schoniger and von Haeseler 1 993). 

Some form of corrections will hopefully have the multiple effect of making the tree building 
method consistent with the data being analysed (in terms of the unweighted tree), less biased (in 
terms of edge lengths), and give rise to more statistically efficient tree selection. We often desire 
that the method of making "corrections" will be model based so as to allow a whole battery of 
statistical tests for studying sequence evolution. Of these five classes of corrections, only the 
second and third are explicitly model based and offer the best possibilities for powerful statistical 
tests. In this thesis we study properties of the first three types of "correction" in relation to one 
another. 
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1.8 MAIN RESULTS IN THIS THESIS 

Work in this thesis particularly centers around a statistical understanding of Hadamard 
conjugations, and how they might best be used as a reliable and versatile scientific tool . Presently 
its utility is largely confined to that of being point estimators with no defined statistical structure. 
This makes it difficult to effectively apply Hadamard conjugations in many practical 
applications, especially where sampling errors are large. Fortunately the conjugations 
mathematical structure makes them excellent candidates for the development of a statistical 
framework. 

Important new results of this thesis include to : 

* Extend Hadamard conjugations to incorporate the relative rate of substitution varying with the 
site (the unequal rates across sites effect or URAS) .  

* Modify time reversible distances and the LogDet transform to accommodate a distribution of 
rates across sites .  

* Study the mathematical and statistical properties of the LogDet class of distance corrections. 

* Examine different ways of optimising parameters associated with a distribution of rates across 
sites. 

* Derive the variance covariance structure, and study the sampling distribution and bias of both 
Hadamard conjugations and the distance Hadamard method. 

* Show that amalgamating then averaging equivalent sequence patterns of the Kimura 2P and 
Jukes-Cantor models restrict the 4-state Hadamard conjugation to these models (thus reducing 
sampling variance in the transformed data) . 

* Consider how to deal with samples which give negative entries in the Hadamard intermediate 
vector r, and hence make the logarithmic correction inapplicable (unless one considers 
complex numbers ! ) .  

* Show that a recently derived formula for estimating pairwise distances (that of Taj ima 1 993a) 
is extendible to Hadamard conjugations .  We also show that this method is not so important as a 
reduced bias method, but rather as a reduced mean square error method in important instances. 

* Describe statistically based methods of selecting trees from Hadamard conjugation transformed 
data. 

* Describe some relationships between ML, and tree selection after a Hadamard conjugation . 

* Evaluate the robustness of tree selection criteria in the well known Felsenstein zone. 

* Describe a problem we name the inverse or anti-Felsenstein zone and examine a "long edges 
repel" problem, which can occur when data are over corrected for multiple changes. Sequences 
with nonstationary base composition may be quite vulnerable to this effect. 

* Evaluate the severity of the anti-Felsenstein zone for a variety of different tree selection 
procedures. 
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* Evaluate convergence properties of tree selection on observed data, and Hadamard conjugation 
or distance Hadamard corrected data. 

* Implement, evaluate and discuss ML with variability of rates across sites, including continuous 
distributions (the gamma distribution (I), and the inverse Gaussian distribution), plus mixtures 
of these distributions with invariant sites. 

* Consider ML models where the relative rates at sites are non-stationary or where the phylogeny 
is reticulate. 

* Discuss the utility of branch and bound to find the optimal ML tree. 

* Define and discuss tests of the fit of data to model. 

* Consider the meaning of "a confidence set of trees". 

* Describe tests and confidence intervals for edge lengths, tr/tv ratios, and distributions of rates 
across sites for Hadamard transformed data. 

* Look at the error structure involved in using evolutionary trees to estimate sequence divergence 
dates and hence infer rates of molecular evolution. We then bring in the additional errors 
associated with coalescent times if we wish to estimate species divergence dates .  

* lllustrate new techniques with DNA sequences relevant to two of the most interesting questions 
in phylogenetics, namely very early evolution and human-ape relationships. Results include: 

( 1 )  A high degree of support for humans and chimps being closest relatives, even 
when third position mtDNA sites are retained in the analysis 

(2) A most probable divergence data of human and chimp lineages less than 6.5 
million years ago with a standard error of approximately 1 million years. 

(3) A discordance between the results from the data set I alignment combination of 
Lake ( 1 988) vs Gouy and Li ( 1989a) . Alignment errors may be deceiving an ML analysis of a 
subset of four taxa to attribute a good fit of data to model, and suggest significant support for 
an incorrect tree. 

(4) A reanalysis of Gouy and Li ' s  ( 1989a) alignment of 16S-like rRNA from 28 taxa 
across the tree of life using LogDet and other methods of pairwise distance correction made 
robust to variation of rates across sites suggests: 

-That the earliest divergence amongst living eukaryotes involved the separation of the 
Microsporidia and not the diplomonad (e.g. Giardia) lineage (in contradiction to 
practically all molecular analyses to date). 

-Support for archaebacteria being monophyletic which is revealed by the most conserved 
characters, but may be disguised when assuming i . i .d. models. 

-That while many other features are in good agreement with previous analyses, there 
appears to be strong evidence for the monophyly of plants and animals (exclusive of 
fungi). This result deserves close scrutiny, given claims to the contrary based on other 
analyses of the same type of molecule (e.g. Wainright et al. 1 993, Baldauf and Palmer 
1 993). 
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1.9 DATA SETS ANALYSED IN THIS THESIS 

Because we are developing new methods, it is desirable to illustrate what is happening in the 
various data transformations and tests. New methods in this thesis are primarily illustrated with a 
four taxon and a six taxon data set, although in chapter 3 we use a 28 taxon data set extensively .  

1 .9.1 A subset of  Lake's alignment of  rRNA molecules 

The first data set is relevant to understanding the relationships of Archaebacteria, Eukaryotes 
and Eubacteria. The sequences are from the more slowly evolving conserved regions of the small 
subunit 1 6S-like rRNA. One set of sequences is from Lake' s ( 1 988) alignment and includes 
human (Homo sapiens), a eubacterium (Escherichia coli), and representatives of two main 
groups within archaebacteria, an acidophilic thermophile (Sulfolobus solfataricus) and a 
halobacterium (Halobacterium volcanii) . Lake's ( 1 988) alignment is included as one of the 
example data sets with the program MacClade 3 .0 (Maddison and Maddison 1 992) . A similar set 
of sequences (substituting H. volcanii for its close relative H. salinarium) has been used by 
others developing new methods of analysis (e.g. Navidi et al. 1 99 1 ,  Churchill et al. 1 992) and 
allows some useful comparisons .  The analysis of this data is controversial with some claiming it 
supports a closer relationships of some extremely thermophilic and acidophilic Archaebacteria 
with Eukaryotes, to the exclusion of many other archaebacteria (e.g. Lake 1 988). In chapter 2 the 
effect of variation of rates across sites seems crucial to deciding on the best tree for this data. 
Lake ( 1 988, 1 989) considers this data an exemplar of an unequal rates tree like that in 
Felsenstein's ( 1 978) paper. Because the period of time since the divergence of the taxa is so long 
(probably close to 3 billion years) then: 

( 1 )  relative rates rate of substitution in each lineage could be quite different, leading to a tree 
like that of Felsenstein ( 1 978) . 

(2) the underlying processes of nucleotide mutation affecting substitution patterns could 
strongly diverge, resulting in non-stationary relative probabilities of different types of 
substitution (e.g. independently evolved GC biases resulting in more convergent nucleotide 
substitutions than the model predicts) .  

( 3 )  For sequences to  still be  informative after so  much time there must be some form of 
strong stabilising selection. Strong functional constraints on the molecule could dramatically 
alter the rate of substitution at different sites. In addition the relative rates at different sites could 
also be changing through time, perhaps due to a covarion type model (Fitch and Markowitz 
1 970) . 

( 4) Methods used to align such sequences typically require a set input order, resulting in a 
bias towards more matches for the sequences aligned first (e.g. Lake 1 99 1 ) .  To counter this effect 
Lake ( 1988) aligned all sequences against the sequence which appeared to be on average the 
least diverged from all others. However it is suspected that his alignment is in fact quite flawed 
(Olsen and Woese 1989) . Lake's critics (e.g. Gouy and Li 1989a, Olsen and Woese 1 989) were in 
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contrast also careful to exclude difficult to align regions from their analyses . In addition Li and 
Gouy ( 1 989a) used elements of inferred secondary structure of rRNA to guide their alignments. 

The base composition of these sequences is like those of Gouy and Li ( 1 988) which are 
described extensively in section 3 .6. 1 .  

1.9.2 A long stretch of mtDNA from apes 

The second data set is relevant to resolving the relationships and divergence times of the 
African Hominoids, human (Homo sapiens), chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes or the common 
chimp and Pan paniscus, the pygmy chimp) and gorilla (Gorilla gorilla) .  For this we chose the 
nearly 5 kilobase mtDNA sequences of Horai et al. ( 1 992) comprising the aforementioned 
species plus orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus) and siamang (Hylobates syndactylus ). This mtDNA is 
expected to show a very high degree of variability of rates across sites as coding regions ( 1 st, 2nd 
and 3rd positions), tRNA genes, plus short non-coding regions are all included. Indeed some 
authors suggest that the 3rd position sites are so saturated with change over the period spanned 
by this tree (last common ancestor of these taxa was approximately 16 million ago) that they are 
unreliable and were therefore excluded from an earlier analysis (Horai et al. 1 992). Here we 
include all sites (except the less than 40 sites showing deletions) to test how well our model can 
deal with such an extreme situation. In addition, mtDNA shows a high and often difficult to 
estimate, transition to transversion ratio, which combined with distinctly unequal nucleotide 
composition could potentially mislead phylogenetic methods. We consider how well the 
extensions to Hadamard conjugation models developed in this thesis deal with this situation. 
Initially we will be considering a four taxon subset (human, chimp, gorilla, orangutan), but later 
in chapters 5 and 6 use the whole data set in the context of branch and bounding ML and 
estimating divergence dates. 

Table 1 . 1  Base composition and singleton changes in Hominoid mtDNA data 

Base composition Singleton changes 

const. prop. var. prop. H c p G 0 s 

A 1 1 29 0.323 353 0.25 1 4 3 4 22 3 1  

c 969 0.277 543 0.385 1 1  4 6 1 2  68 68 

G 522 0. 1 49 1 26 0.089 3 1  1 1  6 38  60 46 

T 880 0.25 1 387 0.275 45 1 4  1 1  58 78 1 04 

totals 3500 1 409 9 1  32 24 1 1 2 228 249 

Note that throughout this thesis when discussing these sequences the following abbreviations are often used: 
H for human, C for common chimp, P for pygmy chimp, G for gorilla, 0 for orangutan, and S for siamang. 

Table 1 . 1  gives details of the six sequences. Base composition between species is near 
stationary, but is marked by a low content of G. There is a marked difference in the frequency of 
G and C between the constant sites (all taxa the same state) and those sites showing variation. 
Later in section 3 .6 . 1 .  we give a X2 Pearson type test for the significance of this difference, and 
in this case it is highly significant (X2 = 84.675, d.f. = 6, p = 1 in 1 016) .  The base composition of 
the variable sites appears more uneven than that of the constant sites, and this can only partially 
be explained by their smaller number (and thus larger stochastic fluctuation). The singleton 
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changes are reasonably even across taxa, and are marked by a rarity of changes to state A, and a 
predominance of changes to state T. This is somewhat surprising as A i s  one of the most frequent 
states, while T is one of the rarer states. This probably due to a high rate of change in and out of 
T, particularly via C � T and T � C transitions which are marked in mammalian mtDNA (e.g. 
Horai et al. 1992). The frequency of these singleton changes is used later in chapter 5 when 
looking at branch and bound of maximum likelihood. (Note, the frequency of singleton changes 
is how often each taxon shows a different state to all others taxa, irrespective of their states, and 
is not generally equal to the number of singleton, or sites showing variation but uninformative to 
unweighted parsimony). 

Nuclear encoded psuedogene sequences are used in section 5 .4 and are described in more 

detail there. They are the same hominoid <pll sequences used by Hendy et al. ( 1 994 ) ,  which are 

similar to the set used in Miyamoto et al. ( 1 987). A detailed overview of these and additional �
globin region sequences is given in Bailey et al. ( 1992) . 

1.9.3 Gouy and Li's alignment of diverse 16S-like rRNA sequences 

A third data set is analysed primarily in chapter 3 .  It is the set of aligned 16S-like rRNA 
sequences used by Gouy and Li ( 1 989a) to evaluate evidence for the monophyly of the 
archaebacteria. This data was further edited to remove any site with a deletion amongst any of 
the 28 taxa included, leaving exactly 800 sites . A full description of the taxa from which the 
sequences came i s  given in the caption to figure 3 . 1 2. A full description of the base composition 
of these sequences is given in section 3 .6. 1 .  The results from this data set serve as an interesting 
contrast to the analyses of a very similar set of 1 6S-like sequences analysed by Lake ( 1 988). In 
addition the aligned sequences used by Gouy and Li ( 1 988) include the very early amitochondrial 
eukaryotes Giardia (a diplomonad) and Vairimorpha (a microsporidian). This allows us to 
evaluate conflicting evidence from Vossbrinck and Woese ( 1986) and Sogin et al. ( 1989) 
regarding which of these groups is more anciently diverging. 

1.10 OVERVIEW AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE USED 

Computer software: A variety of computer software was used. Basic functions such as 
calculating base frequencies used the programs "Prepare" and "Trees" (Penny et al. 1 993) which 
runs under DOS, and "MacClade 3 .0" (Maddison and Maddison 1 993) which runs on the Apple 
Macintosh. For Hadamard conjugations, the program "Prepare" (Penny et al. 1 993) was used to 
convert the aligned sequences into s vectors. Usually these vectors were then read into programs 
I wrote myself using the features of the spread sheet "Excel" (versions 2.0 and 5 .0, by 
Microsoft) . In chapters 4, 5, and 6 simulations using Hadamard conjugations were performed 
after assisting D.  Penny to make mostly minor modifications to "Hadtree" (Penny et al. 1 993). 
Statistical analysis of such simulations in chapter 4,  involved use of the program Splus running 
on Sun Unix workstations .  General tree estimation used various programs in the PHYLIP 3 .5 
package (Felsenstein 1 993) running under DOS, the program PAUP 3 . 1  (Swofford 1 993), and 
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most recently test versions of PA UP* (Swofford 1995), both running on the Macintosh. All other 
programs were written by myself, using primarily the features of Excel. 

Overview: This thesis has a number of themes running through it. One of the main themes is 

developing Hadamard conjugations, and relating them to other methods of analysis. After the 

general outline in chapter 1 ,  the Hadamard conjugation is extended in chapter 2 to accommodate 

different evolutionary rates across sites, and considers some distributions which might 

approximate these. A new set of order t·1 Hadamard conjugations for use with 4-state data are 

presented in the appendices to this chapter. Chapter 3 considers applications of allowing for 

unequal rates across sites in distances, especially the LogDet transformation, which is also 
studied closely. David Swofford has recently incorporated some of these findings in the 
computer program PAUP* . The first part of chapter 4 (up to section 4.4) evaluates the variances 
and sampling properties of the i.r. y vector and is published in Waddell et al. ( 1 994) . The 

following part of this chapter evaluates what happens when there are unequal rates across sites. 
Various ways of reducing the variance of Hadamard conjugation corrected data are also 
considered. The last part of this chapter deals with similar statistical issues for the related, but 
quite distinct, distance Hadamard. This work could be considered three chapters under one 
heading. 

The first part of chapter 5 deals with criteria for choosing trees .  This section also uses the 
intermediate properties of the Hadamard conjugation to compare and contrast usually distinct 
methods such as weighted least squares on distances, and maximum likelihood from sequences. 
The next part of this chapter deals extensively with maximum likelihood models when rates 
across sites vary, and when the data can be considered to be the sum of a number of different 
processes. One important result is maximum likelihood phylogeny estimation for regions that 
have undergone recombination. Following this is a large section on how all methods become 
inconsistent with unequal rates across sites (part of this work is used to illustrate Lockhart et al. 

1 996) . The next section looks at the opposite problem, that of overcorrecting the data, and is 
appropriately called the "anti-Felsenstein zone," as it was Felsenstein ( 1 978) who first pointed 
out the problems that undercorrection can cause. Another important finding, developed 
especially in the appendix to chapter 5, is the issue of more than one tree giving the same 
sequences when rates vary across sites. Chapter 6 focuses upon statistical tests, describing new 
tests, and making comments upon tests already being used. Chapter 7 is a brief summary chapter. 

To follow the theme of the Hadamard conjugation, you would principally read the relevant 
parts of the introduction chapter, then chapter 2, the first part of chapter 4, the first part of 
chapter 5, and the first part of chapter 6. To follow the main theme of maximum likelihood, you 
would read the relevant parts of the introduction, the basis for chapters 2 and 4, then read the 
relevant sections in chapter 5, and parts of chapter 6. To follow the theme of LogDet you would 
read the introduction and chapter 3 .  
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CHAPTER 2:  

EXTENDING HADAMARD CONJUGATIONS TO MODEL UNEQUAL 

RATES ACROSS SITES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

An important property of any statistical estimator is that it be consistent, that is, as more data 
are added the estimator converges to its true value (chapter 1) .  In the case of tree building 
methods, Felsenstein ( 1 978) defined consistency as convergence to the true unweighted tree (the 
tree that generated the data) as longer sequences are gathered. As discussed in section 1 .6, 
consistency may also be applied to recovering the true weighted tree, i.e. recovering rates of 
evolution exactly. A major obstacle to a method recovering the true weighted, or unweighted, 
tree from biological data is the occurrence of parallel or convergent changes during evolution. In 
the case of DNA sequences, this is manifest as multiple substitutions at a site (or multiple hits) . 

In order to estimate the number of parallel or convergent changes a model of character state 
change (a mechanism) is required. In the case of DNA sequences this may be described by a 
transition matrix of substitution rates. An early example of the application of such a model, was 
the Jukes-Cantor distance correction (Jukes and Cantor 1969, formalised by Kimura and Ohta 
1972). In this model the implied total number of character state changes between two sequences 
was estimated from the observed proportion of substitutions according to a simple Poisson model 
of nucleotide substitution. If the model used matches the process of nucleotide substitution then 
these estimated distances will be tree-additive as the sequence length goes to infinity. There are 
tree building methods which are always consistent when supplied with tree-additive distances 
(Felsenstein 1 988 and references therein) ; for example, methods that choose the tree which 
minimises a sum of squares between observed and predicted distances. It is important to recall 
from chapter I that it is required for a distance to be additive upon all possible trees, since in 
chapter 5 we show that distances can be " locally additive" upon certain incorrect trees .  

While distance corrections provide one way of dealing with multiple substitutions at a 
site in a sequence, they have limitations. One of these is the loss of information in going from 
sequence patterns to a matrix of pairwise distances (Penny 1 982) . For example, the number of 
distances between sequences grows as order t2 (where t is the number of sequences being 
compared) whereas the number of sequence patterns grows exponentially (Penny 1 982, Steel et 

al. 1 988) .  We expect that this mapping down from sequences to distances will, in some 
circumstances, Jose information relevant to reconstructing the true phylogeny (we find further 
examples of this in chapter 5) .  In addition, the relationships implied in a distance matrix can be 
difficult to describe or visualise, whereas systematists are used to working with and diagnosing 
character state patterns when classifying organisms. Consequently it is most desirable to have 
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methods that can correct the frequencies of sequence patterns for multiple changes, analogous to 
the inferred corrections made to pairwise distances prior to tree selection. 

Recently Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) have shown that it is possible to correct sequence patterns 
for inferred multiple substitutions by using a series of easily computable transformations (as 
discussed in chapter 1 ) .  These Hadamard conjugation methods have recently been extended to 
four or more character state models by Steel et al. ( 1 992), Szekely et al. ( 1 993), and Hendy et al. 

( 1 994) .  While Hadamard conjugations are consistent under i .r. (identical rate) and i . i .d .  (all sites 
evolving identically and independently) models, it is known that in DNA sequences there are 
often large differences in substitution rates at different sites. The term consistent applied to 
Hadamard conjugations means that if the sequences evolved according to the mechanism 
specified, then as sequence length goes to infinity, the output of the Hadamard conjugation 
converges to a vector description of the tree that generated the data. 

In coding regions, variation of rates between sites is often pronounced between first, second 
and third position sites, partly due to different degrees of amino acid code degeneracy allowing 
different proportions of neutral substitutions .  Further, even within either first, second and 
possibly third positions, there will often be large differences in the probability of change due to 
differential stabilising selection upon the amino acid positions coded for (e.g. Nei 1 987).  Fitch 
and Markowitz ( 1 970) go even further and argue that many sites in coding regions are completely 
invariant, i .e .  they cannot change at all within the group of organisms being considered because 
such changes are lethal. It is now known that such unevenness of rates can also be present in non
coding regions, including psuedogenes ,  due to unequal mutation rates .  For example CG 
dinucleotide sites appear to be over 1 00 times more likely to mutate than the average site in 
primate nuclear DNA (Perrin-Pecontal et al. 1 992) . .  Variations of rates across sites may result in 
serious underestimates of pairwise distances when an i . i .d. model correction is used (Golding 
1983, Olsen 1 987, Nei and Jin 1 990) .  This underestimation increases as the observed proportion 
of substitutions increases .  We show later in this chapter, that the degree of underestimation can 
be greater than the difference between the observed and the inferred number when applying the 
same i.i .d. correction to commonly used sequence data. 

Main themes of this chapter are to: 

1 )  Address the general problem of how to derive path length correction formulae when rates 
vary across sites. 

2) Describe models to approximate a real sequences distribution of rates across sites 
(especially using well known unimodal statistical distributions) . 

3) Consider especially two proposals regarding the form that the distributions of rates across 
sites may take in coding regions, these being: 

(A) rates across sites are described by a gamma distribution (Uzzel and Corbin 1 97 1 ) .  

(B) there i s  a proportion of sites which cannot change for functional reasons, the invariant 
sites (Fitch and Markowitz 1 970) . 
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4) Modify Hadamard conjugations to take such distributions into account by deriving the 
appropriate pathset correction formulae and prove that such modifications are exact under 
specific models. These conjugations can either "correct" the observed data, or estimate the 
probability of data when specifying the models parameters . 

We illustrate the importance of these extensions to the recovery of evolutionary trees, and 
the estimation of edge lengths with real and model-derived data. 

Note that these extensions to the Hadamard conjugation where originally developed and 
implement by the author, then in cooperation with Dr Mike Steel a mathematical proof was 
developed (see Steel et al. 1 993c, and appendix 2.2). At the same time these Hadamard 
conjugations were also extensively used to implement maximum likelihood tree selection with a 
distribution of rates across sites (Waddell and Penny 1995, accepted in 1993, and see also 
chapter 5) .  

2.2 HADAMARD CONJUGATIONS REVIEWED 

This section describes in detail Hadamard conjugations, and how they are calculated. The 
following section 2.3 then explains how Hadamard conjugations can be extended to models with 
a distribution of rates across sites, which constitutes the start of novel work in this chapter. 

A new approach to transforming data, prior to selecting phylogenetic trees, is spectral 
analysis (Hendy and Penny 1993) where aligned sequences are corrected for implied multiple 
substitutions (hits) without reduction to just the pairwise distances .  We will first describe the 
method using a simple 2 character state model, while later in the chapter we will introduce then 
expand on the 4-state Hadamard conjugation of Hendy et al. ( 1 994) .  When using a Hadamard 
conjugation the proportions of sites showing each distinct sequence pattern are expressed as a 
vector s (s from sequences). When dealing with 2-state characters, s is also called a vector of 
bipartitions, or splits, as the character states define two exclusive subsets. The Hadamard 
conjugation is made up of three steps :  vector s is multiplied by a Hadamard matrix (a discrete 
Fourier transform) to give a vector of observed "pathset lengths" (generalised distances), which 
are corrected for multiple hits, and finally the inverse Hadamard transform converts them back to 
reweighted sequence patterns in the vector y. With 2-state data these generalised distance 

corrections are made under the Cavender-Farris model (Cavender 1 978, Farris 1973), while with 
4-state data they are made under a general form of Kimura's 3ST model (Kimura 1 98 1 ) .  Each 
entry in y not associated with an edge on the tree that generated the data is an invariant (in the 

sense of Cavender 1 978) with an expected value of 0 as the number of sites, c, tends to infinity, 
i .e. c � oo (Hendy and Penny 1 993, Steel et al. 1 993c) . Each entry in y associated with an edge 

in the tree takes on a positive value equal to the expected number of substitutions per site along 
that edge (except for y0, which is minus the sum of these values). 

From the adjusted weighted bipartitions in y it is possible to choose a set of up to 2t-3 

compatible bipartitions, that is a tree, by optimality criteria such as maximum parsimony, 
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compatibility, or closest tree (Hendy 1 99 1 ) .  These criteria, which can be inconsistent when 
applied to uncorrected data, are always consistent when applied to y (Steel et al. 1 993b ), as long 

as y is consistent. A useful feature of a Hadamard conjugation is that it is invertible; that is given 

a weighted tree we can use the conjugation to calculate the probabilities of observing each 
bipartition pattern in sequences (the vector s(T)) generated under the appropriate models. We can 
then use these vectors of sequence pattern probabilities as the starting point for simulation 
studies (e.g. Charleston and Hendy 1 993, Waddell et al. 1994) . With real data they can be used 
to check the goodness of fit between data and model, or to perform calculations of the likelihood 
of the data under a specific model, as described in later chapters. Perhaps one of the Hadamard 
conjugation's greatest advantages is that it has a relatively simple structure which facilitates the 
application of statistical methods. 

2.2.1 Definitions and a worked example 

t3 

I 
e4 

0.2 0.2 

(a) 

0.2 -i-

Edge 
weight 

0 . 1  

0.0 

Index of"( (T): 0 

I I I 
2 3 4 5 6 7 

{ y (T) = [-0.475,  0.2, o.025, o.o25, o.2, o, o, o.o2s1 } 
(b) 

FIGURE 2.1a. The tree used to generate bipartition frequencies. It is a weighted unrooted tree linking the 
four taxa, t 1 to t4 , and is drawn to scale. The edges (e) are labeled according to the binary indexing of 
Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) . This tree, like the example in Felsenstein ( 1 978, fig. 1 ), has only two different 
weights on the edges. Edge lengths are expressed in expected number of changes per site. 2.1b The tree re
expressed in vector form as )'(T) (lower), and in graphical form as a weighted spectrum (upper) using the 

same indexing e.g. e 1 = )'(T) J etc. The entry for )'(T)0 (which is minus the sum of all other )'j) is omitted 

from the spectra for ease of presentation. Entries 'Y5 and 1'6 have weight 0 because corresponding edges do 

not occur in this tree (they index the internal edges relating to the two other resolved unrooted four taxon 
trees). Applying the Hadamard conjugation to )'(T) gives s(T) a vector of the probabilities of the character 

bipartitions (see equation ( I )). Vector s(T) is shown in last column of table 2 . 1 . 
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Table 2 . 1  Example of the calculation of s(T) using the tree derived y vector in figure 2.1 

Index a Patternb y(T) n e  p r s(T) 

= Hy(T) = exp(p) = H- 1 r 

0 0000 - .475 .00 1 .000 .6479 
1 000 1 .200 - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - .50 .6065 . 1 283 
2 001 0  .025 - 1  - 1  1 - 1  - 1  - . 15 .8607 .0200 
3 001 1 .025 - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - .45 .6376 .0226 
4 0 1 00 .200 1 - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - .45 .6376 . 1 283 
5 0 10 1  .000 - 1  - 1  - 1  1 - 1  1 - .85 .4274 .0258 
6 0 1 1 0  .000 1 - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  - .50 .6065 .0070 
7 0 1 1 1  .025 - 1  - 1  - 1  1 - 1  - .90 .4066 .0200 

This table shows intermediate steps in calculating the observed sequence pattern probabilities s(T) from 
y(T). 

a Assign each taxon an integer from 1 ,  2, . . .  , t (here t= 4 ). The pattern of two coloured states at a site is 
expressed as an ordered string (the lowest numbered taxon at the far right) with a 1 indicating which taxa 
have a different state to the last t-th taxon. These strings are also binary numbers which have Arabic 
equivalents. For example the pattern 0 10 1  is the binary equivalent of 5 .  To do the reverse and derive a 
bipartition pattern from its Arabic index, simply express it as a binary number, filling out any extra places to 
the left with O's until there are t digits. 

b Notice that there are only 8 and not 1 6  distinct patterns since the Cavender-Farris model implies that 
the frequency of sites with pattern 0 1 10 ,  for example, is equal to the frequency of sites with pattern 1 00 1  
and s o  on, making their separate consideration unnecessary. 

c To visualise what the Hadamard matrix is doing the reader may wish to rewrite the matrix replacing 
l 's with O's then - I s  with 1 to give matrix Y. Then confirm that rj is l -2dj , where d = sY. For example r1 
counts proportion of sites ( 1  same as 4) minus prop. (I "# 4), so r1 = p( l = 4) - p( l "# 4) = ( I  - p( l "# 4)) - p( l 

"# 4) = 1 -2p( l "# 4). 

Following Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) let our weighted tree, T of t taxa, be described by the 
vector of weighted edge lengths 'Y(T) . The tree T we use to illustrate our methods (fig. 2. 1 a) is 

similar to Felsenstein's ( 1 978) example with only two different edge weights chosen so that 
parsimony applied to uncorrected sequence data will converge to the wrong tree. The edge 
lengths (weights) are the total expected number of changes per nucleotide site on that edge 
(counting multiplicity of changes). These are represented by 'Y(T) of figure 2. 1 b. The mechanism 

of character state change used here is that of Cavender ( 1 978) and Hendy and Penny ( 1 989 and 
1 993), the 2-state analogue of the Jukes-Cantor equation. The two character states could for 
example refer to the two chemical classes (purines and pyrimidines) of nucleotides in DNA. 
Substitutions at sites occur independently of each other and the probability of substitution is 
identical at all sites, so the mechanism of change is i .i .d. (independent and identically 
distributed) . Also changes are independent across edges in the tree. 

Following Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) we apply the Hadamard conjugation to 'Y(T) to obtain 

s(T) the vector of the probabilities for each of the possible 2t- l site patterns (bipartitions), that is 
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-I  
s(T) = H ( exp(H"((T))) .  (2.2. 1 - 1 ) 

- 1  -(t- l )  
In thi s  formula H is a symmetric Hadamard matrix, H = 2 H, and the exponent function 

is applied component-wise. We define the Hadamard transform as the multiplication of a vector 

by H. A Hadamard conjugation involves a Hadamard transform, then an operation(s) on the 

resulting vector, followed by the inverse Hadamard transform. Table 2. I gives a numerical 

example of a Hadamard conjugation, and shows the form of H for four taxa. We define H as the 

(t- I t Kronecker power of the matrix, [ 1 1 ] . The simple recurring structure in this matrix 
1 - 1 

can be exploited to obtain an exponential order increase in the computation speed of the 

Hadamard transform by the method known as the Fast Hadamard Transform (Tolimieri et al. 

1 989, Hendy and Penny 1 993). This decreases the number of operations in calculating a 

Hadamard transform from order (2t- li to order (t- 1 )(2t- l ) .  The Hadamard conjugation is fully 

invertible (meaning that it losses no information) and so can be rewritten as, 

"((T) = H- l (ln(Hs(T))) (2.2. 1 -2). 

For convenience and interpretability the conjugation can broken into three steps (Hendy and 

Penny 1993), 

Each component of r is equal to, 

r =  Hs; 

p = In r ;  

y= H- 1p . 

(2.2. 1 -3) 

(2.2. 1 -4) 

(2.2. 1 -5) 

1 - { twice the proportion of sites where the number of character states assigned to the taxa in 

that pathset i s  odd } (see table 2 . 1 ) .  

As such an observed 'length' for a pathset with four end points would be, 

1 - { twice the proportion of sites which had one of the four taxa's states different to all others } ,  

while for a six taxa pathset it would be 

1 - { twice the proportion of sites which had 1 or 3 states different to all others in that subset of 

six taxa } .  

With the i .r. model, the i-th component in p ,  p;, is just the natural logarithm of r;. A subset of 

pathsets are single paths (pairwise distances), so under a symmetric 2-state Poisson mechanism 

of character state change the inferred distance is - 1 12ln( l - 2 x observed distance) or - 1 12ln( ri) 

where i indexes a pathset with just two end points (Hendy et al. 1 987). The - 1 /2 coefficient does 

not appear in equation 2. 1 ,  because it cancels with a -2 coefficient from the R1 transform to give 

"((t) in the correct units . The aforementioned distance correction equation is the two character 

state analogue of the four character state equation commonly known as the Jukes-Cantor, which 

is the solution of a continuous time first order Markov process (e.g. see Gojobori et al. 1 990) . 
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Following Hendy and Penny ( 1 993), to index a bipartition pattern first assign each taxon a 
successive integer (i) from 1 ,  2, . . .  , t, and the index of all taxa except the last one is i·1 •  The 
indexing of any pattern is just the sum of the indices of all the taxa that differ in state from the t
th taxon, for example with four taxa the pattern 0 1 1 0 (which could be RYYR, where R is a 
purine and Y is a pyrimidine when reading down a column of aligned data) has the index 22. 1 + 

23" 1 = 21 + 22 = 6 (see table 2. 1 for further examples). With 5 taxa the pattern 0 1 0 1 1 has index 
20 + 2 1 + 23 = 1 1 . The pattern 1 0 1 0 0 has the same index because character states are indexed 
relative to the state of the last taxon, t. 

The "Fast Hadamard" form of the Hadamard transform is the fastest way known to invertibly 
(hence without losing any information) turn bipartitions into a set of pathset lengths without 
needing to specify a particular tree or graph. Single paths (i .e. pairwise distances) as we have 
already mentioned can be interconverted between observed and "true" lengths (counting 
multiplicity of changes), and under certain mechanisms of substitution, so too can non
intersecting sets of paths be interconverted between end point labelings (which we will refer to 
as observed pathset lengths, or observed generalised distances) and true lengths. So the 
Hadamard conjugation is converting bipartition data into pathset lengths, which are next 
corrected for implied multiple changes in the data, followed by applying the inverse Hadamard 
transform to calculate 'corrected' character state patterns. Note, it can often help to think of 
pathset lengths as generalised distances, which can be either additive on a tree (in p ), or an 

observed quantity which hides multiple substitutions at a site (in r). 

Presently the i .r. Hadamard conjugation is known to be consistent for the Cavender I Farris 
2-state model, recovering exact rates on edges in the generating tree, with all other entries going 
to zero (Hendy and Penny 1993). With two or more states, the Hadamard conjugation is exact 
only if the set of changes on the nucleotides forms a Boolean (and hence also an Abelian) group 
(Szekely et al. 1993) . A Boolean group implies that all members of the group (the 4 states) can 
undergo the same types of change, and application of the same type of change twice in a row 
brings back the identity, or no apparent change. This condition also implies that all transition 
matrices on the tree are symmetric (this rules out the 2-state asymmetric model which Hendy and 
Penny 1 993 had mistakenly assumed would work) . With 4-state characters, the most general 
model obeying this requirement is the generalised Kimura 3ST model (Kimura 198 1 ,  Evans and 
Speed 1 993) where the rates of transitions and the two types of transversions can vary 
independently on all edges of the tree (Steel et al. 1 992) . All these models have been defined 
under i . i .d. conditions with identical rates at all sites, with the additional stipulation that each site 
evolves independently between edges of a graph (substitutions on one edge do not alter the 
probability of a substitution on another edge). These conditions imply that the evolution of sites 
must follow a tree. 

While correlation of changes amongst characters is a concern to all phylogeneticists, 
Hadamard conjugations (and the other main classes of phylogenetic methods) can still be 
consistent under such circumstances. Consistency is assured as long for some reordering of the 
sites, the correlation of substitution probabilities between sites i and j decreases at a sufficient 
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rate, because then in the limit as the sequences become infinitely long � � s(T) (e.g. see 
Bernstein' s theorem in Renyi 1 970 p .379)(where � is just a vector of the observed proportions of 
sites with each distinct site pattern). As a specific example of the conditions required, generate 
an order of the sequence sites (0 up to infinity) that reflects decreasing correlation of site 
substitutions (not necessarily the direct sequence order, but preferably one that best takes into 
account secondary and tertiary interactions of molecules). As we take pairs of sites further apart 
in this new ordering, then as long as the correlation between all pairs of sites x and y eventually 

1 
becomes less than I I (where x - y is just how many sites apart they are) we get x - y 

convergence of the observed site pattern probabilities to the exact values expect in s(T) under the 
i .i .d .  model. One way of looking at this convergence is that nonindependence is only effectively 
occurring between a finite number of sites, which is overcome as our sequences become longer 
(Renyi 1 970, describes various limits of the rate at which correlations must decrease in order to 
make this statement true) . The consistency of phylogenetic methods given correlated changes 
between sites has been noted before (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1985, Steel et al. 1 993c) . While this 
convergence result is reassuring, as Hasegawa et al. ( 1985) mention the most serious effect of 
correlation is not upon the consistency of a method, but rather upon associated statistics for finite 
sequence length. In chapter 4, we suggest a possible solution to this problem in the case of 
Hadamard conjugations. 

2.3 HADAMARD CONJUGATIONS WITH UNEQUAL RATES ACROSS SITES 

It is very desirable to extend Hadamard conjugations to allow for a distribution of rates 
across sites, since it is known that this is an important factor in biological data due to different 
degrees of selection on sites in a DNA sequence (Nei 1987). It has already been shown that any 
variability of rates across sites will result in an underestimation of the true distance from the 
observed sequence mismatches if this factor is not taken into account (Golding 1 983). This 
underestimation occurs in a non-linear way (see figure 2.2), resulting in non-additive distances 
which in turn may cause distance based tree building methods to be inconsistent (Felsenstein 
1 988) .  

2.3.1 Discrete distributions 

If the distribution of rates at d ifferent sites is discrete (as shown in figure 2.2), then an exact 
measure of the evolutionary distance (<5) is a sum of the corrected distances for each distinct rate, 

multiplied by its proportion. That is ,  a weighted sum of the expected distance for each rate class, 
with the weights being the probability of a site belonging to a particular class. That is, 

n 

8 = E[P(dA; )] = L P(dA)pAi (2. 3 . 1- 1 )  
i=l 
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where P(dA,i) is a consistent distance correction applied to the observed proportion of changes (d) 

at sites with rate f.;, P"-i is the proportion of sites with rate A; and n is the number of different 

classes of rates .  Notice then, that if we are to infer consistently the total number of substitutions 
between two sequences, then in addition to correcting for the substitution process in each class of 
sites we need to know both their relative rates and their relative proportions .  Since we are 
constrained by the fact that the proportions of each class must sum to 1 ,  and that the mean rate is 
1 (i.e. P"-i also sums to 1), then for n classes of sites we need 2n -2 parameters to describe the 

distribution. 

1 .0 ' 
0.8 

0.6 

0.4 a b c 

0.2 

0 +-�L_�����·���-+�������� 
0 0.5 1 .5 2 

Relative rates of sites (=A) 
2.5 

FIGURE 2.2 An example of different sites in a sequence having different rates (labeled a,b,c) which give an 
average rate of exactly 1 substitution per site. The sites with rates a, b, c could, for example, correspond to 
second, first and third positions in a protein coding sequence (having relative rates of 1 :2:9).  Here the 
proportion of sites in each class is equal at one third, but one could model other relative proportions, given 
the sole constraint that they sum to one. The dashed line marks the most commonly employed distribution 
of rates across sites, the identical rate at all sites. Note the average rate has been normalised to 1 .  

2.3.2 Continuous distributions 

If the distribution of rates across sites is continuous, then like the discrete case of equation 
(2 .3 . 1 - 1 )  an additive measure of the true distance between sequences when there are different 
rates at different sites is the integral 

8 = E[P(A_)] = S:=o P(A.)j(A.)dA. (2.3 .2- 1 )  

(Golding 1 983, Jin and Nei 1 990). Here P(A.) i s  the distance correction formula, while f(A) i s  the 

probability density function (p.d.f.) of the distribution of rates across sites. Note that for this 
form of estimator to be consistent across a path or pathset, the intrinsic rate at a site, relative to 
the rates at other sites, must be fixed. In the case of the Cavender ( 1 978) symmetric 2-state 

identical rates model P(A.) (the corrected distance) is equal to - 1/2 In ( 1 -2drg), where drg is the 

observed proportion of substitutions between sequences f and g and In is the natural logarithm. 
So we can extend the 2-state Hadamard conjugation to allow unequal rates across sites, such that 
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(2.3 .2-2) 

For reasons discussed in the next section we label E[pi] the function Mx-\ri) (the inverse of the 

moment generating function of variable X). This estimator is consistent for a set of models where 
the sites in the sequence have only one underlying distribution of rates across sites, f(A-) ; the 

intrinsic rate at a site is randomly chosen from this distribution; the intrinsic relative rates of sites 
do not change over the tree (i.e. the relative rates of all sites remains constant), but the rate at all 
sites may be proportionately increased or decreased on any edge in the tree. (In appendix 2. 1 we 
show, via a counter example, why these conditions must hold in order to guarantee consistency). 
We will define this type of model as still being i . i .d . ;  we have simply relaxed the additional 
requirement that all sites have an identical rate (an i .r. model) . 

Under the mechanisms of character state change for which Hadamard conjugations are 
consistent we can apply the same path set transformation to all elements in r, or its inverse to all 
elements in p. Allowing for variation of rates across sites we rewrite the Hadamard conjugation 
as either 

(2.3 .2-3) 

or 

(2.3 .2-4) 

depending on whether we wish to calculate the probabilities of sequence site patterns (s) or 
alternatively correct sequence data for multiple hits (y) . 

We now describe why this transformation is consistent for any combination of parameters 
meeting the assumptions .  Firstly we have that the Hadamard transform r = Hs is an orthogonal 
linear transformation (Hendy and Penny 1 993). It follows then that r is additive in the sense that 
r/..( 1 +2) = pl r/..1 + P2rt..2 = p 1Hst..1 + p2Hsu, = H(p1 st..1 + p2st..2) where A-1 and A-2 the rates of 

change for two classes of sites which have otherwise evolved by the same mechanism according 
to the same weighted tree; p 1 and p2 are the proportion of sites that have rate A-1  and A-2 

respectively. By induction it follows that this additivity holds for any sum of sites evolving by 
the same model but for having different absolute rates. Integrals (such as 2.3.2-2) will always be 
defined (as long as a pathset length is not infinite) since the probability density function (p.d.f.) 
of rates is continuous with a finite mean (here specifically set to one), consequently the p.d.f. 
must ultimately decrease faster than the function 1 /x (which lies on the boundary of finite 
integrals that go to + oo ) .  The reason we have the mean of the p.d.f. set to one is so that we 

recover the pathset lengths as the expected number of changes per site and not some multiple. 

We now check that the above integral (2.3 .2-2) describes a set of unique and invertible 
transformations for every possible distribution of A. When s(T) is defined as a vector of pattern 

probabilities, it follows that under the 2-state Poisson model the maximum observed divergence 
will be 0.5, and 0 ::;; ri ::;; 1 (Hendy and Penny 1 993), and ln(r) = p is monotonically increasing in 

this range (r ::1: 0). As Pt... may be viewed as the sum Pt...J + Pt...z + Pu . . .  , then since Pt... is a sum of 
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monotonic functions it too must be monotonic. Monotonicity in turn guarantees that for each x 
there is a unique y, so integral (2.3 .2- 1 )  is always invertible i.e. we can recover r�,. from p�,. given 

the distribution of A (its p.d.f.) and vice versa. It is also true that for every different distribution 

of the A there will be a unique transformation from r to p since each of the terms in the sum 

ln(r"-1 ) + ln(r"-2) + ln(rt,J) . . .  is a unique and finite monotonic function on the defined range of ri. 
Thus the functions defined by the integral 2.3 .2-2 are always continuous and analytic (i .e. have a 
derivative at each point) for the domain of ri corresponding to finite pathset lengths (0 < ri � 1 ) .  

Lastly just as P�. = Hs�.. then i t  holds that Y�. = H"1 P�. i s  also exact since H" 1 like H is an orthogonal 

and invertible transformation. 

This concludes our description of a proof that using formula 2.3 .2- 1 to go from r to p (or 

vice versa) will give an exact result given that: the assumptions for an i . i .d. and identical rates 
Hadamard conjugation hold (Hendy and Penny, 1 993, Szekely et a l. 1 993, Hendy et al. 1 994) . 
And also that: 

(a) The relative rate of site i to site j is constant during the evolution of the sequences, for 
each pair i andj, and 

(b) The distribution of rates across sites is known. 

In appendix 2.2 we give a mathematical proof of the consistency of Hadamard conjugations 
under this variable rates across sites model, which is derived with modification from one of our 
proofs in Steel et al.  ( 1 993c). 

2.3.3 Closed form pathset correction formulae 

In correction formula 2.3. 1 - 1  we are required to classify sites into their rate class, while in 
2.3.2- 1  and 2.3 .2-2 we either must be even more precise and classify sites into their exact rate 
interval, or else use the alternative approach outlined below. In most cases there is only 
circumstantial knowledge of what the rate at a given site is (often by considering its parsimony 
reconstruction length on what is hopefully the true tree e.g. Wakeley 1 993). A similar approach 
can be taken with likelihood, for example a recent program by Felsenstein (DNAML 3 .5, in 
Felsenstein 1 993) uses an extension of this general approach, classifying sites with a hidden 
Markov chain model (when we assume that adjacent sites have correlated rates). These 
approaches can be computationally expensive. The need to a priori classify sites into rate classes 

can be circumvented if we start with a specified p.d.f. for A, and predict observed divergence 

values (i .e go from p to r). Then it is just a matter of inverting this functional relationship 

between p and r, to infer p when we know r. In some important cases consistent estimators of ri 

(given Pi and the p.d.f. of site rates) even have closed form inverses which considerably simplify 

and speed up pathset length transformations. An useful observation is that the transformation 

from r to p 

(2.3.3- 1 )  
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(where f(A) is the probability density function of A) , can be expressed as E[eXt] ,  where X is a 

random variable drawn from f(A), while t is a real valued number (in our case the value of Pi). 
Note that equation (2.3 .3- 1 )  can be rewritten as, 

(2.3 .3-2) 

In statistics a function which returns the value of E[eXt] (where t is the argument) is  known as 
the moment generating function, or Mx(t) (Stuart and Ord 1 987, Ch. 4), which is effectively what 
equations 2.3.3- 1 and 2.3 . 3 .2 are estimating. This insight facilitates finding closed form 
expressions for Mx(t) in the literature. For our purpose we equate t with the true path length (p), 
while X equates with \. a random variable drawn from a p.d.f. (or a probability distribution in 

the case of discrete rates). An important point is that in our applications the moment generating 
function applied to any variable with range zero or less (such as p) is always finite and lies 

between 1 and 0. This is true even if the moment generating function is not defined for positive 
values (e.g. as in the case of the lognormal moment generating function) . 

For estimating edge lengths on trees we require the inverse of equation 2.3 .3-1 and 2.3 .2-2, 
to give values that are the expected number of substitutions per sites given observed pathset 
lengths (or ri). To recover the number of substitutions per site (and not a multiple of this number) 
we must ensure that the mean of the assumed distribution of rates across sites is fixed to 1 ,  no 
matter what shape the distribution may take. In effect we are interested in the distribution of 
relative rates across sites. In appendix 2.3 we give examples of how to set the mean to 1 ,  and 
then as an example derive the moment generating function of the uniform distribution. The 
moment generating function of a distribution is closely related to its "characteristic function" 
(often abbreviated c .f. , see Stuart and Ord 1 987, p. 1 19), while appendix 2.4 details the 
relationship between these two functions for the purpose of obtaining Mx(t) from c.f.(x)(which is 
often derived in statistical works). Note again that under the model there is just one fixed 
distribution of relative rates across sites, which applies to the whole tree. 

We now specify one essential, and three desirable, mathematical attributes of continuous 
distributions of rates between sites: 

( 1 )  The p.d.f. has all non-zero values ;?: 0, to correspond to acceptable values of A (real rates). 

(2) It has a closed form expression for the moment generating function. 

(3) The moment generating function also has a closed form inverse. 

( 4) The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the random variable is not bounded. 

Table 2.2 shows a list of well known statistical distributions that meet the first criteria. Two well 
known continuous distributions have all four properties. Note that the exponential distribution is 
a special case of both the gamma and the Weibull distribution when their shape parameter (as 
listed in table 2.2) is set to 1 .  
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Table 2.2 Common p.d.f. 's, their associated moment generating functions (M) and inverses (M'1) 
Distribution par. 

identical rates- i . r  -

uniform b 

gamma (includes k 

the exponential) 

inverse Gaussian d 

log normal cr2 

Weibull w 

beta p, q 

(second kind), 

( inc ludes the F 

distribution) 

p .d . f. (mean set to one) 

delta function at l 

l /(2b), 1 -b� X ;o: l +b 

zero elsewhere, (0 < b � l )  

(k ) 
( xk ) k- 1  e-(xkl 

[( k ) 

(d/2nx3)0 5exp { -d(x- 1 )2/2x } 

l { - l n( x.U)2 } .u exp , ( ) a(x.u).J2ir 2cr-

where � = exp(O.Scr2) 

(�)w( x�)w· lexp( -(x�)w), 

where � = f( l + l /w) 

( x.U ) "-' 
(.u) B( p, q ) ( I +  x.u) t>+q 

' 

where � =  B( p +  l , q - l ) , 
B(p, q )  

= p/(q- 1 )  

M M· ' 

exp(p i) ln(ri ) 

ri = l l(2bp i) not c losed form 

[exp(( l +b)p i) 

-exp(( 1 -b)p i)l  

ri = ((k - P i) I ktk P i = k ( ! - ri- l lk) 

ri = P i =  

exp[d { l -( l -(2p/d ) )0 5 j ]  O .Sd[  1 - { 1 -( ln(r)/d) }  2 ]  

not  closed form not c losed form 

not closed form not c losed form 

(see Phill ips 1 982)  not c losed form 

. . 
Here the p .d . f. (probabdtty denstty functton) IS that o f  a random vanable X whtch has been standardtsed, 

and normalised (mean set to one) (e.g. see Stuart and Ord, 1 987, p .  1 92).  The term "par . "  is  the d istributions 

parameter(s), while M is the moment generating function of X, M,(t), reparameterised to show the 

relationship of Pi to ri . M- 1 is the analytic inverse of M .  In all cases the shape parameter must  be > 0, with 

the additional restriction for the uniform that it must also be � l .  The gamma and the Weibul l  give the 

exponential d istribution when their shape parameter = 1 . The gamma is the same shape as the Chi-square 

distribution when k is a positive integer (the degrees of freedom in the Chi-square). The shape parameter of  

the inverse Gaussian has been redesignated d ,  rather than the commonly used A. to avoid c o n fusion . cr2 is  

the variance of the normal distribution (with mean zero) that generates the standard ised lognormal 

distribution. Moment generating functions, and their inverses, are always defined in the ranges of Pi  and r, 

respectively, so if they do not appear here in closed form they can be evaluated numerical ly .  

Because of its shape parameter (k) the gamma distribution can mimic a variety of possible 

biological distributions .  As k goes to infinity the gamma distribution converges to the i .r .  

distribution. Figure 2.3 shows how, as k ranges form 10 to 0.5, the distribution changes from 

approximately normal (implying mostly near equal rates) to L shaped with very spread out rates 

at different sites. A commonly used measure of the spread of a variable is its coefficient of 

variation (c.v .) which is the ratio of standard deviation I mean (which for distributions in table 

2.2 becomes the standard deviation, as the mean is set to one). For the gamma distribution, the 

c .v .  is 1 /�k = k-0.5 (see appendix 2.3).  We will use !(k) to denote a standardised, normalised (i.e. 

mean set to 1 )  gamma distribution with shape parameter k (and likewise for the other 

distributions ;  inverse Gaussian (IG), Beta second kind (F), lognormal (lnN) and uniform (U)) .  
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FIGURE 2.3 The normalised, standardised gamma distribution density function, f(x), with different shape 
parameters (k), as shown associated with the peak of each curve. With k = 1 the gamma distribution 
equals the exponential distribution. For k less than I , the gamma distribution may be called "hyper
exponential ," to convey its exaggerated shape which is converging to an L shape. 
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F = F(3 ,3) 
I = IG(0 .3) 
L = lnN( 1 .4 1 )  
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FIGURE 2 .4 Shapes of different distributions of rates across sites. Parameters chosen are those that 
maximised the maximum likelihood fit of a 4-state model to sequence patterns reported in an alignment of 
conserved regions of rRNA (described further in text of fig 2. 10, and chapter 5). All distributions have 
their mean set to one. 

In contrast to the gamma distribution, the inverse Gaussian changes from the i .r .  distribution to 

a progressively more skewed distribution (as shape parameter d decreases to zero) without the 

peak density shifting directly to the lowest rates of change (see figure 2.4 red line) . Another feature 

not so evident from figure 2.4 is that when these two distributions (r and I) do have equal 
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amounts of their total density set below, say a relative rate of 5, the inverse Gaussian has the 
more slowly decreasing, so eventually greater, tail density (often only noticeable at values of A =  

10 or more times the mean rate). This in turn causes models based on the inverse Gaussian to 
tend to return higher values for the coefficient of variation of rates across sites than say the 
gamma distribution. In the next paragraph it is shown that this effect can make the c.v. a rather 
volatile statistic for characterising real data, even when the shape and explanatory power of two 
different distributions were quite similar. Nearly all of the sites in a sequence have relative rates 
below 4 times the mean, but the long tail to the right can have a profound effect upon the 
estimated c.v. despite there being few data points (sites) in this region. 

Some distributions such as the lognormal or the F distribution do not have moment 
generating functions defined for all positive values, as some of their higher order moments (e.g. 
cr2) do not always exist (are not finite). This is a consequence of their tails not falling away 

rapidly enough (sometimes called having flat tails) . This same effect means that while, for 
example, over 99% of their density may lie below say A = 10, and for A < 10 their overall shapes 

are very similar (e.g. see fig. 2.4), their c.v. 's may be substantially different. For example, 
maximum likelihood fitting a distribution to some anciently diverged conserved region rRNA 
sites, suggested that the optimal k value for a gamma distribution was (c .v. = k0.5 = 1 . 14)(this 
data is cited in the caption to figure 2. 1 0, and used again in chapter 5) .  However an inverse 
Gaussian distribution of rates across sites fitted nearly as well (only 0.5 lnL units difference) and 
gave d = 0.3, with a large c.v. i.e. d-0 .5 = 1 .83, illustrating the point that the c.v. by itself is not 
such a useful summary statistic. As figure 2.4 shows, a lognormal fits closely to an inverse 
Gaussian for the majority of sites, however its inferred c. v. of 2.5 1 is nearly 40% bigger again 
when fitting to the same data. An F distribution also fits closely to the IG and r, but due to its tail 

being even flatter, it gives an even higher c.v. (for some values of the shape parameter the c.v. 
even becomes infinite) . All the curves in figure 2.4 have more than 95% of their density below A 

= 4 and more than 99.3% below A =  10 .  The same effect can occur with "L" shaped distributions; 

for example the Weibull with shape parameter c < 1 , can closely match the shape of the gamma 
distribution with k < 1 ,  but has a more slowly decreasing tail density . 

It is tempting to label sites with 10 or more times the mean rate as "hot spots" ,  or 
hypervariable sites. Such terms are relative and not always appropriate. In some of the data we 
consider below, divergence dates are ancient (approximately 3 - 4 xto9 (billion) years ago). 

Neutral substitutions in many organisms are fixed at a rate of approximately 10-8 per year, that is, 
we expect a mutation at any given site in about 108 years ( 1  00 million). Yet this is probably 40 or 
more times the average rate of substitutions in conserved regions of the 1 6S-like rRNA studied 
below. Thus most sites in the tails of the distribution of rates across sites for the conserved 
regions of 16S-like rRNA molecules are probably evolving considerably more slowly than 
neutral, making the term hypervariable somewhat misleading. 

We will discuss further implications of this "tail" effect to models of molecular evolution 
elsewhere, emphasised here are: 
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( 1) Within the region that contains most of the data (sites), the inverse Gaussian offers a 
close fit to both the lognormal and the F distribution's shape and should for most data give very 
similar results (with the exceptions noted below). 

(2) When going from r to p then a "flat tailed" distribution may well imply substantially 

larger distances than a short tailed distribution of equal fit, because the sites characterised by the 
tails of these distributions are expected to have changed many times. 

(3) Due to a distribution tail, the c.v . can be a rather non-portable statistic (i .e. varies 
between models) for measuring the implied variation of rates across sites, so we prefer to refer to 
distributions by their form and shape parameter(s) . 

Use of a lognormal, an F, or any other distribution which does not have a closed form 
moment generating function, requires a numerical integration to go from the true number of 
substitutions per site on a path or pathset to the observed number. To make a distance correction 
from observed to expected, then we must use the previous numerical integration method to 
construct a " lookup" table (or some similar method) for observed to inferred distances (e.g. Olsen 
1 987) . When doing a numerical integration the tail of the probability density distribution needs to 
be truncated, and if this is chosen appropriately (e.g. A = 40 would seem biologically cautious 

most of the time), then we would expect the inferences made with such a distribution (e.g. c .v. or 
number of substitutions along a path set) to be even more comparable to those inferred by the 
Inverse Gaussian .  Distributions whose moment generating functions are defined, but not 
analytically invertible (e.g. the uniform), also require numerical methods to invert, but without 
need of tail truncation. The proof in appendix 2.2 shows that for the models we are considering 
here all E[ext] are finite and invertible (as long as all edges on the tree are of finite length), so all 
the integrals we need consider (closed form or numerically evaluated) do converge. An numerical 
integration could also be quite crude, for example, breaking a continuous distribution into ten 
equal sized classes, yet still approximately describe the distribution of rates across sites. One 
catch is that the more crude the integral, the less it tells us about the comparative fit of different 
distributions. 

One distribution in table 2. 1 ,  the uniform distribution, does not have a tail and consequently 

has a bounded c .v . ,  which with the mean set to one, has a maximum value of .j{f76), or about 

0.4. It seems very unlikely that the true distribution of rates across sites will conform to this 
shape. This makes it useful to compare with other distributions, and if the uniform fits about 
equally well as say a gamma, then we really don't have any clear idea of the shape of the 
distribution of rates across sites. The uniform distribution then helps to make testable the null 
hypothesis, "there is variation of rates across sites but just about anything with sufficient 
variability will fit about equally well "  (in situations where the c.v. of the uniform is wide 
enough). Such a conclusion is expected to be only temporary until more data is obtained to refute 
the hypothesis, or a distinctly better model is applied to the data. A further step in the process 
would be to compare, for example, "triangle" shaped distributions (derived in appendix 2.4) with 
uniform distributions, and this would allow us to infer. more about the shape of the underlying 
distribution. A more direct approach is discussed later in this chapter. 
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2.3.4 Multi-modal distributions of rates across sites 

It is also important to consider how to model more complicated distributions of rates across 

sites, including situations where there are multiple peaks (or modes). An important way to get 

multimodal distributions is as a sum or mixture of unimodal distributions with different means . 

This necessitates translating distributions, if sites are not going to be separated into classes. 

Translation is considered first, before moving onto the less general, but more tractable, case of a 

mixture of variable sites with invariant sites . 

Translation is achieved with a linear transformation of the original variable, such that y = ax 

+ b. In our case x has mean one, and b would be an amount added to reset the mean of y to one. 

When the mean of x is fixed to one, multiplying by a shifts the mean to l la, which means that to 

reset the mean of y to one we add ( 1 - 1 /a) = b .  A well known statistical result (e .g. Stuart and Ord 

1 987, chapter 3) is the that after a linear transformation, y = ax + b, the moment generating 

function of y, is given as My(t) = eb1Mx(at) (an example of this type of translation is shown in 

appendix 2 .4) . Distributions of this kind might be envisaged for a collection of sites where we 

believe that there is a lower bound to the rate we expect sites to evolve at, and it is greater than 

zero. One such possibility is illustrated in figure 2 .5  where we consider how the distribution of 

rates across sites might look if we did or did not translate the distribution at individual rate classes. 

(Compare figure 2 . 5a with 2 .5b;  note that this example is a mixed rate class distribution which 

means the degree of translation could vary for each component distribution). 

f(x) 

0 • 

16 

l (ln<on) 
Rate rL sites re11tive to the mem = A  unlranslated 

(a) 1 6  (b) 

f(x) 

l (me.n) 
R..d.cr£tites rchtivc tothc: rnean =  A translated 

FIGURE 2.5a Hypothetical distribution of rates across sites without translation of gamma distributions for 
different rate classes (mean over all classes fixed to 1 ) .  For example, a protein, where the second position 
sites have mean rate 0.25 (and shape 1 ), first position sites mean 0.5 (shape 4), and third position sites 
mean 2 .25 (shape 16). 2.5b A similar distribution with the same means and shape parameters, but with 
translation factors z = 0.25 for second and z = I for third position sites (see appendix 2 .4). 

Fortunately, when the sites are separated into their respective classes, altering the shape 

parameter of a distribution can closely approximate the overall effect of translation (for example in 

figure 2 .5a the shape of the distribution for just third position sites in green, can appear like that of 

the translated third position sites in 2 . 5b by increasing the shape parameter, k, to about 1 00) . This 

approach might give substantial error when the distribution was originally L shaped and then 

translated. Such a translated form of distribution is likely to be rare biologically since we would 

expect stabilising selection coefficients to steadily decrease and not cut off abruptly. If the situation 

should arise (e .g. a r distribution with k = 0 .7 and the mean of 1 translated by 0.2 to 1 .2) then a 

distribution like the inverse Gaussian might well offer a better fit than the 
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untrans lated 1. If we were doing maximum l ikelihood fitting of tree to data, then trans lation 

effects add extra parameters (and computation) to a model which already has u nknown 

convergence properties ( i . e .  finding h ighest l ikel ihood optima on a tree, Steel 1 994b ). However 

the computations can be done in reasonable time and in practice seem to converge wel l  for many 

data sets. Hopefu lly the need for trans lation of standard d istributions to achieve a significantly 
better fit of model to data w i l l  be rare. 

We now look at ways of modifying Hadamard conjugations (and also most distance 

transformations, as we wi l l  explain in more detai l  in chapter 3) when distributions of rates across 

s ites have multiple peaks or modes .  Such distributions are expected to occur in protein coding 

regions , particul arly due to the degeneracy of the genetic code. Fortunately there are some useful 

pathlength correction formulae which have c losed forms even in this instance. In contrast to a 

single transformation for a l l  sites grouped together, the alternative approach of grouping sites 

i nto rate c lasses requires a decision on how many c lasses there are to be, which sites belong to 

which c lass, what transformation wi l l  be app lied to each c lass, and how the resul ts wi l l  be 

recombined. The implications of grouping s ites into rates c lasses are looked at in section 2.6 .  

With real sequences, the distribution of rates across s ites i s  l ikely to be a mixture of 
distributions . This expectation follows from early work on the evolution of sequences .  Pitch and 
Markowitz ( 1 970) for example, argue that there are expected to be invariant sites i n  any coding 
region (as they code for amino acids at which any change would be lethal to the organism) .  
Others such as U zzel and Corbin ( 1 97 1 )  have suggested that real data has a distribution of rates 
across s ites wel l  described by a gamma distribution. 

Here we propose that i t  is reasonable to expect that both features predicted by Pitch and 

Markowitz ( 1 970), and U zzel and Corb in ( 1 97 1 )  wi l l  hold in biological sequences . There wi l l  be 
both a proportion of sites (call ed Pinv) which are essentia l ly incapable of accepting change in the 

period of evolution being considered, whi le those sites which can evolve wi l l  experience a range 
of ei ther mutation rates (e .g .  due to neighbor effects), or selective constraints (e .g .  stab i lising 

selection) . These " variabl e "  (i .e . able to vary) s ites may have a distribution that is well 

approximated by a gamma or an inverse Gaussian d istribution. We can analytica l ly derive the 

moment generating function of this mixed distribution. For the invariant s i tes plus gamma 
distribution thi s  gives, 

ri = Pinv + ( 1  - Pinv) x ((k - Pi) I k)-k, (2.3 .4- 1 )  

which has the inverse 

Pi = k ( 1  - [(fj - Pinv) I ( 1  - Pinv)r llk) ,  (2.3 .4-2) 

while for the invariant sites p lus  i nverse Gauss ian we obtain, 

fj = Pinv + ( 1 - Pinv) X exp [d { 1 -( l -(2pi I d))05 } ] ,  (2.3 .4-3) 
which has the inverse 

Pi = 0 .5d[ 1 - {  1 -( ln[(ri- Pinv)l( l - Pinv)]/d) } 2] , (2.3 .4-4) 
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where Pinv is the proportion of invariant sites and k is the shape parameter of the gamma 

distribution, and d is the shape parameter of the inverse Gaussian distribution (see table 2 .2) .  

More general ly, we note that a proportion of invariant sites (Pinv) mixed with any other 

distribution of rates across sites A, generates the new mixed distribution, /...' ,  with moment 

generating function, 

(2 . 3 .4-5) 

with inverse, 

M ,_·- 1 ( r.) = M,_- 1 [(r, - Pinv) /( 1 - Pinv) ] .  (2 .3 .4-6) 

Note that we have defined the invariant s ites contribution in such a way that the mean of the sites 

able to vary is sti l l fixed at one. Alternatively, to define the corrected pathset lengths to be the 

mean rate across all sites, then after making a pathset correction (observed to expected) s imply 
multiply the result of equation 2 . 1 4  by the factor ( 1 -Pinv) . Such a model will often be less 

biological ly appropriate since we usually want to disregard the invariant sites, and appreciate 
how much change has occurred amongst sites which are able to vary . 

Except when treating a proportion of sites as invariant, then every time we add another 

component to our distribution of rates across sites we are adding at least two more parameters, 
the mean rate of these s ites and their number, as a proportion of all s i tes .  This results in more 

parameters to specify when going from p to r. It also makes the analytic inversion of such 

equations very unlikely, although numeric inversion should pose few problems . In order to use 

equations such as 2 .3 .4-4 effectively, we require estimates of the associated parameters such as 
Pinv, k etc .  In chapters 3 and 5 we describe a variety of ways we can make these estimates from 

the observed data. Lastly, we expect the invariant s ites model plus a continuous distribution of 

rates across s ites mixed model to offer a high degree of flexibility and robustness. As can be seen 
in figure 2 .6  (in the next section 2 .3 .5 ) ,  the Pmv parameter serves to shift the asymptote of the 

correction curve, while k alters its shape. Thus altering both together should reasonably wel l  
approximate the correction curve for any fixed distribution of rates across s i tes .  

Apart from the case of invariant sites there are relatively few moment generating functions 

which have closed form inverses, unless we classify each site according to the rate of 
substitution . We can however use the moment generating functions of discrete distributions l ike 

the binomial or Poisson to specify invertible relationships. Drawing a l ine between the peaks of a 

Poisson distribution, produces a shape very s imilar to the r distribution, and such a distribution 

might find uti l ity in testing for an periodicity in the distribution of rates across sites. In addition, 

collaboration with Dr Mike Steel revealed an analytically invertible trimodal moment generating 

function given in appendix 2 . 5 .  It works when the discrete rates of change fall into a pattern that 

allows the inverse of equation 2.3 .3-2 to be solved by finding the roots of a quadratic equation, 

where the relative rates are specified as the coefficients. The equation may be useful when 

appl ied to sequences of coding regions, where for whatever reason the analyst does not wish to 

segregate them into coding position. Elsewhere we show how maximum likelihood via 
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Hadamard conjugations, can be used to quite directly infer the shape of multimodal distributions 

without placing restrictions on the overall shape. 

The discussion here has focused upon pathset correction formulae for Hadamard conjugations. 

These same points are equally applicable to distance corrections for the same models . In chapter 3 

we apply these same considerations directly to pairwise distance correction formulae. 

2 

gamma, k = l � 

l . f .  

x = y 

Observed pathset length 

FIGURE 2 .6  Path set correction curves with different distributions of rates between sites. The distributions 

are ( 1 )  identical rates ( i . r . ), (2) a gamma distribution with shape parameter k = 1 ,  and (3) a bimodal 

distribution where a proportion (Pinv = 0 .2)  of sites are invariant with the remaining sites evolving at an 

identical rate. Note how two curves cross twice at true path lengths of approximately 0.4 and 1 .8 .  They do 

not cross again as the invariant sites curve goes to infinity as the observed pathlength approaches 0 .4. 

2.3.5 Analysing transversional changes with extended Hadamard conjugations 

This section gives examples of using extended Hadamard conjugations to "correct" 2-state 

data, such as purines (A or G) verses pyrirnidines (C or T), for multiple hits . Figure 2.6 shows the 

relationship between observed and true path set lengths for; an identical rate of change at all sites; 

a gamma distribution of rates across sites; and a proportion of invariant sites . It is apparent that 

parameter Pinv (here set to 0 . 2) is shifting the vertical asymptote, whereas the gamma distribution 

with parameter k (set to 1 so giving an exponential distribution of rates across sites) is increasing 

the rate at which the curve rises over its whole length . Notice how in figure 2 .6 the correction 

curves taking account of unequal rates at different sites are making approximately twice the 

amount of correction for multiple changes (the quantity marked y + z) that the standard i . r. 

correction makes (quantity y) . 

Just as "parsimony" applied to observed i . i .d . data is inconsistent (e.g. Hendy and Penny 

1 989), then a similar degree of inconsistency may occur when parsimony (or any other tree 
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selection criteria) is applied to  a vector y generated using the i .r. Hadamard conjugation i f  the 

sequences real ly evolved with a distribution of rates across sites (something i l lustrated later in 

this chapter) . Importantly, even in such s ituations, the Hadamard conjugation stil l helps reduce 

the tendency for long edges to attract ; it wil l sti l l  be making correction in the right direction, but 

it won ' t  go as far as necessary. Lastly, notice how the invariant sites and the gamma distribution 

model can approximate each other over a substantial region. This significant abi l ity of these two 

distributions (and many others such as the inverse Gaussian) to mimic each other suggests that 

we can gain a high degree of robustness even if we base our corrections upon the wrong 

distribution, as long as we estimate its parameters so as to fit the data as wel l as possible . This is 

a major theme of this thesis we wil l  return to throughout as it has great ut i l ity in deriving robust 
methods for tree selection . 

Figure 2 .7 gives a biological example of the appl ication of a Hadamard conjugation when 

taking into account a distribution of rates across sites. The data is a set of four 1 6S - l ike rRNA 

sequences from the data on archaebacterial phylogeny presented in Lake ( 1 988) , (using his 
al ignment with al l s i tes showing deletions in any taxa removed) .  We use the convention of hats 

(e.g. y) to denote estimators which are obtained from samples .  It can be seen that varying the 

distribution of rates across sites according to either a gamma distribution or with a proportion of 
invariant sites makes a l arge difference. Assuming equal rates of change at all sites ( the left of 
each graph), all three binary trees receive substant ial support (figure 2 .7  c and d). As we assume 

a greater spread of rates across sites support for two of these trees fal l s  away, leaving only one 

candidate tree having support . This tree is compatible with what Lake ( 1 986) cal ls the eocyte tree 

(excluding the position of methanogens) . 

The two distributions of rates across sites used in figure 2 .7  give very similar results . If we 

were to plot the horizontal axis for the gamma distributed model as I I .Jk. = k- 1 12 (the coefficient 

of variation) ,  rather than l I k = k- 1 , then figures 2 .7a + c would look nearly identical to figures 

2 .7b + d (as is suggested by the similarity of the correction curves for each model as shown in 
figure 2 .6) .  This is one of the pieces of evidence presented in this thesis to argue that to a first 
order of approximation, removing an appropriate proportion of constant (unvaried, but not 

necessarily strictly invariant) sites wil l  largely compensate for the undercorrection that is 
generated by any distribution of rates across sites .  

With the large amounts of change present in  the data for figure 2 .7 ,  we can see evidence that, as  

we inc lude a larger proportion of invariant s ites (fig. 2 . 7  b and d) ,  pathset values in the data are 

getting c lose to the vertical asymptote of the correction curves ( see fig .  2 .6) which leads to rapid 

change in y values. For this data, when Pinv (the specified proportion of invariant sites) becomes ::: 

0 .37 the argument of the logarithm in the correction formula becomes negative and the standard 

transformation n longer appl icable. In addition, the variance of corrected distances increases as 

we assume either a lower value of k, or a greater proportion of inva iant sites . Later in chapters 5 

and 6, we see that these increased varianc s reduce the r so lving power of this data considerably ; 
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FIGURE 2. 7 a-d Correcting transversional changes for multiple hits. Values of entries in y (Yo excluded) 

after correction is made according to models that allow variation of rates across sites, applied to 

transversion patterns in the l6S-like rRNA of four taxa analysed by Lake ( 1 988), with all sites showing 

any gaps excluded. The taxa are: ( 1 ) Eukaryote, Homo sapiens; (2) Eubacterium, Escherichia coli; (3) 

Halobacterium sa/inarium; (4) Sulphur metabolising bacterium, Su/fo/obus. soljataricus. 2.7a + c 

Corrected sequence patterns assuming a gamma distribution of rates across sites for various values of the 

shape parameter (its inverse is plotted on the x axis). 2.7a All y values, with just those pertaining to 

pendant edges labeled, while in 2. 7c just y relating to internal edges on a tree are plotted and labeled . 

2.7b + d, as for 2.7a + c, except the rates across sites are modeled as a proportion of invariant sites with 

parameter 'pinv' . In both cases the apparent support for an archaebacterial tree (taxa 1 and 2 together, Y3) 

begins high but then falls off steadily as the variation of rates across sites increases, leaving the eocyte tree 

(Y6) as favourite. Both Y3 and Y5 have gone to zero at nearly the same point, a feature consistent with the 

data fitting the model. Nucleotide frequencies across all sites, and all taxa, in this edited data are A: 0 .24, 

C:  0 .25, G: 0 .32 ,  T:  0. 1 9.This analysis provides a clear example, with real data, of the importance of 

being able to accommodate variation of rates across sites. Here we see evidence that the identical 

rates Hadamard conjugation is inconsistent when applied to this data . This inconsistency is to the 

extent that tree selection from i .r .  corrected y by methods such as compatibility, parsimony, or 
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closest tree results in a different tree to that which clearly best fits the data when rates across 
sites are taken into account. This is not a fault of the Hadamard conjugation per se, as the support 
for the wrong tree is even greater in the observed sequence data. Rather it illustrates the 
importance of the modifications made in this chapter. 

an important fact ignored by many, including Gouy and Li ( 1989) who analysed similar data sets. 
A more extensive analysis of the data used by Gouy and Li ( 1 989) is presented in chapter 3 .  

We suggest that as a general rule, many entries in y will tend to  be  positive and not zero if 

there is insufficient correction for the multiple changes that have accumulated in the observed 
data (vector s). The situation in figure 2.3 illustrates this well. Here a prime condition for parallel 
changes, long edges (YI and Y2), juxtaposed with short ones, is apparently causing just this effect. 

It now becomes apparent that the adage of Hendy and Penny ( 1 989) "long edges attract" is more 
general than originally described and can also apply to Hadamard conjugations when there has 
been insufficient correction for multiple changes between long edges. We will return to these 

features in chapters 5 and 6 where we also test the goodness of fit of y to a tree, and discuss rules 

for diagnosing deviations from the model. 

2.4 RATES ACROSS SITES 4-STATE HADAMARD CONJUGATIONS 

We begin with a review of the essential features of -;l-state Hadamard conjugations, before 
showing that they too can be extended to allow for variation of rates across sites. Following this 
we look at how insufficient correction for multiple changes on pathsets can cause 4-state 
Hadamard conjugations to be inconsistent and lead to the wrong tree being selected. We then 
analyse two sets of sequences and show the importance of pathset corrections which allow for 
unequal rates at different sites. The use of these extended Hadamard conjugations also reveals 
interesting patterns in the data. 

In appendix 2.6 we describe an set of order t·' Hadamard conjugations for 4-state data that 
are consistent under the same mechanisms of change as the order 4'· ' conjugations. In addition 
they can be extended to allow for a distribution of rates across sites, or restricted to the Kimura 
2ST or Jukes-Cantor (Poisson) model . These were initially conceived independently of the full 
order 4'·' conjugation (which was not fully developed until the second half of 1 99 1 )  but may be 
considered special, but distinct, forms of it. They are kept separate from the rest of the thesis to 
help maintain the flow of other sections. How they fit in with other results in the thesis is 
described in appendix 2.6.4. 

2.4.1 A review of the i.r. 4-state Hadamard conjugation 

Szekely et al. ( 1 993) have described the conditions necessary for a Hadamard conjugation to 
be exact. As mentioned earlier the set of changes on the nucleotides must form a Boolean group 

structure. This structure may equally be described as the Abelian group "Z2 x Z2," which is also 
known as the "Klein four-group" with 4-states, which is a generalisation of Kimura's 3ST model 
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(Kimura 198 1 ,  Evans and Speed 1 993). Given that all sites in a sequence on a specific edge in a 
tree evolve at the same rate according to the same Kimura 3ST rate matrix, then the model : 

( 1 )  Allows the rates of the three parameters in the rate matrix (transitions, and two types of 
transversions) to vary independently on each edge of the tree generating the data. i .e. each edge 
can have its own rate matrix as long as it conforms to the Kimura 3ST pattern. 

(2) Is insensitive to the distribution of nucleotide frequencies at the root of the tree (i.e. does 
not require there to be an equal frequency of the four bases, but the model implies the sequences 
are evolving towards equal frequencies. We call models which predict equal base compositions, 
equifrequency) . 

This model may be called conditionally nonhomogeneous with respect to the transition matrix of 
character states on each edge of the tree, and conditionally nonstationary with respect to the base 
composition of each sequence (these terms are defined in section 1 .4). 

The vector s of nucleotide pattern frequencies has 4t- l entries, and not 4t entries because 
under Kimura's 3ST model four patterns of the 4t possible sequence patterns always imply the 
same pattern of changes e.g. the patterns AAGG, GGAA, CCTT, TTCC are all equivalent 
indicating a transition between taxa 1 and 2 vs taxa 3 and 4. As with the two state Hadamard 
conjugation, 

s(T) = H"1(exp(H'Y(T))), 

where H is a 4t-l x 4t-I symmetric Hadamard matrix which may be defined as the 2(t- l )th 

Kronecker power of the matrix, [: :] , where + denotes I , and - denotes - I . 

Next is an explanation of the indexing which Szekely et al. ( 1 993) devised. 

Table 2.3 Decoding entry si,j into a nucleotide pattern (for explanation see following text) 

i index j index ij code conv. ij + conv. new 
pattern 

0 1 0  G 0 1  I 1 T 
0 0 1 c 0 1  1 0  G 

1 1  T 0 1  00 A 
0 0 00 A 0 1  0 1  c 

Following Szekely et al. ( 1 993), as also given in Hendy et al. ( 1994), then to deduce the 
nucleotide pattern of an entry in s :  

( 1 )  Index the whole vector from 0 up  to 4t-L 1 .  

(2) Arrange the vector into a square matrix, by making a new row after every 2t- l entries. Index 
the rows (i) and columns U) of this matrix from 0 up to 2t-L 1 .  

(3) Give each entry in the matrix an index si,j • where i i s  the index of its row and j i s  the index of 
its column (if we were working straight from the vector form in 1 ,  the index equivalently is 
si*,j , where i* is i x (2t-I)i) . For example when working with 4 taxa (so the whole vector is 
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indexed from 0 to 63, and 2t- l = 8 )  the vector entry with index s46 = s5*+6 (or row 5 ,  column 
6 in a table) which is written as s5,6. 

(4) Express each part of the index of s;i as a binary number filling out to t places. Taking the i 
part first, our example gives 5 = 0 10 1  (reading from the right), while for the j part, 6 = 0 1 10 .  

(5 )  Transpose each part of the binary index to form a column, with the last taxon's state (the far 
left entry in each binary number) on the bottom of the column (see table 2.3) .  

(6) By convention we define here the index of each nucleotide state following alphabetical order 
i .e. A = 00, C = 0 1 ,  G = 10, and T = 1 1 . Use these indices to decode the lined up binary 
indices (ij) into nucleotide states for each taxa as shown in table 2.3. 

(7) Since patterns are relative we wish to force any taxon to have a particular state (let's make 
taxon 2 to have state G instead of A) then deduce the required index to add modulo 2 (with 
no carry over in the last place) to achieve this transformation (here add 0 1 ) . Add this 
conversion factor to the index of all taxa (again see table 2.3) .  Sometimes we will want to 
generate all 41 sequence patterns, in which case we can generate each such permutation of a 
pattern by making the last sequence have an A (the standard indexing), C (add 0 1  to all 
patterns), G (add 10) and for T (add 1 1 ) .  

For all 3D illustrations of data with 4-state indexing within this thesis, the left axis gives the 
index j, while the axis to the right gives the index i of each pattern (see for example figure 2.8) . 
When presented as a 3D plot, all entries not on the first row, first column, or the leading 
diagonal, show site patterns with 3 or 4 different states present. 

When the frequency of nucleotides in the data are unequal, we can match the observed 4t 

nucleotide pattern probabilities more closely with those predicted by the generalised Kimura 3ST 
model by assuming that the root of the tree had a nucleotide frequency that was not in 
equilibrium. If all tips of the tree are equidistant from the root then 1t(l) = P1t(r)• so 1t(r) = p-11t(l)• 

where P is the transition matrix from root (r) to tip (1) and 1t is a diagonal matrix of the 

nucleotide frequencies. This calculation is not accurate when it gives negative numbers for some 
entries in 1t(r)• as this may occur if P is large and/or 1t is extreme. By the following calculations 

we can then deduce the expected frequencies of each of the four expansions of the 41- 1 patterns as 

S;/1t<x>• where 1t<x> is the frequency of base (x) in the last taxon. While this procedure can help 
improve the fit of data to model predictions when judged over all 41- 1 patterns, it does not alter 
the fit when judged on the 41- 1 unique patterns of the equifrequency Kimura 3ST model (since s;,j 
= sum over x of s;,/1t(x)• since the 1t(x) must sum to 1 ). 

Using this indexing, the first column of the square matrix expression of s refers to the 

proportion of transition bipartitions i .e. A and G or C and T states only in a column of data (in y 
these entries refers to the rate of transitions on the corresponding tree edge), the first row to type 
1 transversion bipartitions (A and C or G and T states only in a column) and the diagonal to type 

2 transversions (A and T or C and G states). All other entries in the transformed data of y (y0 also 
excluded) may be called model (non-tree) invariants, which should all converge to zero if the 
assumptions of the model are meet (Steel et al. 1 993c). 
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2.4.2 Consistency of the extended 4-state Hadamard conjugation 

As we have just seen the basic structure of the four state Hadamard conjugation is the same 

as that of the 2-state Hadamard conjugation. Since Hy is a linear orthogonal transformation and 

since Mx(t) has the same properties as it does in the 2-state model (continuous and monotonic), it 
follows by the same arguments that the conjugations 

and 

are also consistent (where Mx(t) is the moment generating function of the distribution of rates of 

change across sites and Mx-1 (t) is its inverse)(a mathematical proof is given in appendix 2.2). We 

give this model an explicitly mathematical development in Steel et al. ( 1 993c ), with respect to 
considering general conditions required for entries not in the tree to go to zero, i .e. be invariants . 
We will now consider how incorporating variations of rates across sites assists us in identifying 
the tree on which sequences evolved, how transition and transversion ratios may have changed 
through time in primate mtDNA, and what to make of the evolution of rRNA dating form the 
time of the common ancestor of all living organisms, approximately 3 to 4 billion years ago. 

2.4.3 Unequal rates across sites causing inconsistency of tree selection 

We now illustrate with some model-generated data, aspects of tree recovery when rates vary 
across sites .  Hendy et al. ( 1 992) used the four colour i .r . Hadamard conjugation to illustrate a 
case where parsimony applied to the uncorrected sequence patterns converges to the wrong tree 
(whereas application of the i .r . Hadamard conjugation recovers the tree in vector description) . 
Here we show that taking the same model and allowing rates across sites to vary according to a 

gamma distribution, with k = 0.4, then the i .r . 4-state Hadamard conjugation (i .e. k = eo) fail s  to 
correct the data enough to prevent tree selection criteria such as parsimony from being 
inconsistent. Further we show that commonly used tree selection methods applied to the i .r. y 

vector, will chose the wrong tree. Figure 2 .8a shows the observed pattern frequencies for our 
model. Next to them, figure 2 .8b shows the data after application of the i .r . Hadamard 
conjugation. Three tree selection criteria (closest tree, compatibility and parsimony) will all 
choose a wrong tree, T 1 3, when applied to this "corrected" data. Notice however that in this 
example any of these criteria applied to just the transversions in either the corrected or the 
uncorrected data will identify the true tree (T1 2) .  

Apart from selecting an incorrect tree, notice how much the identical rate corrections (figure 
2 .8b) have underestimated the rate of change on the long edges in the tree generating the data, 
making them out to be less than half their true length (0.4 + 0. 1 + 0. 1 ) .  This undercorrection 
camouflages the severity of the "long edges attract" problem. Consequently unless the 
transformation to account for unseen changes is accurate, it is difficult to diagnose accurately the 
severity of " long edges attract" . It is interesting to note that in this example, closest tree (CT, 
Hendy 1 989, Steel et al. 1 992) or its close relative ordinary least squares (OLS, described in 
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section 5 .2), both choose the wrong tree under more moderate conditions than unweighted 

parsimony or compatibility. By more moderate conditions we mean the ratio of long to short edges 

is decreased, or the variability of rates across sites is less, i .e .  k larger. This is because both CT 

and OLS are minimising the sum of squares of edge lengths in choosing a tree (or conversely they 

are picking the largest sum of squared bipartition signals). This in turn leads to the largest 

erroneous signal (the multiple hit transitions) being given proportionately more weight with CT or 

OLS, relative to the linear weighting it receives when using compatibility. Accordingly, in this 

instance, the multiple hits in transitions lead CT and OLS astray before the methods of 

compatibility and parsimony. 
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(a) (b) 
FIGURE 2.8a Frequencies of observed patterns; 2.8b the observed data corrected with the i . r. Hadamard 

conjugation (Yo excluded). 2.8a The four state sequence spectrum for four taxa tree with a r distribution 

of rates across sites (k = 0.4) . The tree generating this data is that used by Hendy et al. ( I 992)(tree T12) to 

illustrate how parsimony applied to sequence patterns converges to a wrong tree (T1 3). For the true tree, 

the rate of transitions (purple) on edges I and 4 are 0.2, on edges 2 and 7 are 0 .04, and on the internal 

edge 3 is 0 .02 (or indexing from I to 7, [0.2 ,  0 .04, 0 .02, 0 .2 ,  0, 0, 0.04]). The rates of both types of 

transversions (tv l blue, tv2 green) are the same and 114 the rates of transitions on the same edge. 2.8b 

The gamma spectrum after application of the i . r. Hadamard conjugation to the observed patterns. Notice 

that the non-tree invariants (red) in the data are all of positive (if they were negative the graph would 

show a black square) . The indexing is read right axis first (i), then left axis (j) .  Parsimony, compatibility 

or closest tree applied to these i . r. corrected sequence patterns will chose the incorrect "long edges attract" 

tree, T13 .  

This example helps to demonstrate the need for "extra" correction for multiple changes when 

rates of change vary across sites, whether under the generalised transformation method of the 

Hadamard conjugation or with the more common distance matrix transformations. For this 

example we required a substantial (but realistic) coefficient of variation of rates across sites in 

order to get inconsistency of tree selection to show up in data corrected with the i . r .  Hadamard 

conjugation . Here with 4-states, a more extreme model was required than would have been 

necessary with two character states and the same total edge lengths . The main reason for this is 

that the convergent and parallel transition patterns (the primary factor responsible for misleading 
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tree building methods i n  this example) are close to saturation, I .e .  i t  took considerable 

heterogeneity of rates to i ncrease their false s ignals enough that the partially effective i .r. 

correction did not negate their misleading effect. In addition sequence patterns showing both 

trans itional and transversional change (red patterns) are not used by unweighted parsimony with 

four taxa, and hence cannot mislead it. These patterns can however help to mis lead distance 
based tree building algori thms .  

Having emphasised the general vulnerabil ity of  phylogenetic methods when neglecting the 

effect of unequal rates across s ites, let us now highlight some advantages of using Hadamard 

conjugations even on data which violates the methods assumptions. Notice in figure 2 . 8b  that the 

use of the i . r. Hadamard conjugation has improved the s ituation by decreasing the size of all non

tree signals despite the i .r .  assumption not being meet .  We expect this partial correction feature 

to be generally true for this method (although see section 3 .4 .3  which shows logarithmic 
corrections can sometimes make a s ituation worse) .  A second real advantage of using the 

Hadamard conjugation is that we can diagnose that something is going wrong. Just looking at 

figure 2 .8b, there are obviously large positive incompatible signals amongst the b ipartition 

patterns from which a tree is chosen using methods such as parsimony, closest tree and 
compatibil i ty . Being able to see this is a clear warning that our method is probably in a region 

where tree selection could be inconsistent. Secondly, our suspicion that something may be amiss 
is reinforced by looking at the non-tree (model) invariants in figure 2 .8b ( i .e .  those shown in red, 
all entries in figure 2 .8b ,  except the top left and right rows and the diagonal heading straight 
down) .  That all of these entries are posit ive with many of them of apparently significant s ize, is a 

warning that the transformation i s  not correcting for a large proportion of multiple substitutions. 
This is the type of result that we also use to support the previous conjecture that with infinite 

sequence length non-tree bipartition patterns in s larger than expected under the model ,  will be 

greater than zero after the Hadamard conjugation . This example i llustrates a real advantage of 

using Hadamard conjugations to analyse biological data. That is, Hadamard conjugations show 
the phylogeneticist the fit of data to model ,  sequence pattern by pattern and not j ust as a 
summary statistic . 

While a few phylogenetic methods presently al low tests (e.g. evolutionary parsimony, Lake 

1 987) of the fit of model to data, the Hadamard method allows quick identification of the 

sequence patterns which may be causing a violation of the model due to the correspondence of s 

and y patterns .  This then allows diagnostic tests of the sequences to be run ; for example are the 

s ites relating to an anomalous pattern (say y4, 1  in figure 2 . 8b) clustered spatially? If so then we 

might want to check for possible reasons, e .g in functionally correlated parts of the molecule 

under study, in an area of unusual base composition, or being near one end of a sequencing gel. 

Thi s  may in turn lead to resequencing or reediting as is deemed appropriate. Later in this thesis 

(chapter 6) we develop variety of statistical tests of the fit of model to data particularly w ith 
Hadamard conjugations .  
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2.5 SEQUENCE DATA ANALYSED WITH EXTENDED 4-STATE CONJUGATIONS 

We wi l l  now look at the uti l i ty of using the rates across s ites 4-state Hadamard conjugations 

to examine phylogenetic structure in nucleotide sequences. For th is purpose we have chosen two 

data sets which are known to cause difficulties to commonly used methods, and potentia l ly lead 

to the wrong tree being selected. In this section we use the term y, which as defined earlier in 

chapter one, is just the y vector when it is estimated from sampled data (e.g. a biological 

sequence) .  

2.5.1 Analysis of Skb o f  mtDNA relating to human origins 

The first data set considered is a long unedited stretch of mtDNA from apes and humans 

(Horai et al 1 992). It is expected this region will show a high degree of variabi l i ty of rates across 
sites as it inc ludes non-coding regions, protein coding regions (first, second and third positions) 

and regions coding for transfer RNAs (tRNA). In addition, mammal ian mtDNA typically shows a 

very high rate of transitional to transversional changes, which can make both tree recovery and 

inference of trans ition to transversion ratios difficult . The frequencies of the nuc leotides 

measured over all s i tes are fa = 0 .302, f1 = 0.0.258, fc = 0.308 , fg = 0. 1 32, which, assuming base 

compositions are at equi l ibrium, is an indication that they have not evo lved via the generalised 
Kimura 3ST model (see section 1 .9 .2  for more detail on these sequences) .  However our model 
can c losely approximate major aspects of their evolution since the l ast common ancestor ( 1 4  to 

1 8  mi l l ion years ago, see Waddel l  and Penny 1 995) , which is all we can expect any model to do. 

We do not c laim that this is an ideal edit of the data (all s ites grouped) for the purpose of 

estimating a tree. It is however interesting to study what occurs when we lump so many distinct 

regions (process partitions in the usage of Bull et al.  1 993) together and examine the spectrum. 

Figure 2 .9 shows the results of our analysis us ing both a gamma di stribution and an invariant 
sites model .  We used both visual methods based on the tree-like appearance of the spectra ( i . e .  

a l l  entries not  in the optimal HC tree having values c lose to zero) and maximum l ike lihood fitting 

(see chapter 5) to estimate the optimal parameters for our correction formulae. Both methods of 

estimation agreed c losely and yielded k = 0.35 for the gamma distribution ( fig . 2 .9a,c,d blue 

columns), and Pinv = 0.6 for the invariant sites model (fig. 2 .9a,c,d yellow co lumns)( compare with 

no correction red, or i . r. correction green) . Either form of correction has made the spectrum of 

the transition bipartitions more tree-like in appearance, acting in particu lar to reduce the s ize of 

the signal for chimp-gori l la  or human-gori l la, yet increas ing the size of the s ignal for human 

chimp. This result impl ies that the apparent support for either a human-chimp or human-gori l l a  

tree from this data i s  due t o  mul tiple substitutions .  These transformations also imply that many 

more changes have occurred than are observed, and this appl ies to both trans ition and 

transversion events . In this respect the largest effect is seen with the invariant sites model 

(observations on other data sets suggests this holds general ly) .  
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(b) tr/tv ratios 

obs. i.r. k = .35 pinv = .6 k = .2 

(d) Transversions type 11 
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FIGURE 2.9a,c,d The bipartition patterns of the four colour spectra for four hominoid mtDNA sequences 

(Horai et al. 1992) with corrections for different distributions of rates across sites, as follows; red observed 

signal size, green inferred by i. r. Hadamard conjugation, blue r with k = 0. 35, yellow 60% of sites 

invariant, purple r k = 0 .2 . The ordering is "standard" , while the labels are H = human, C = common 

chimpanzee, G = gorilla and 0 = orangutan. 2.9b Transition to transversion ratios calculated by summing 

up the relevant bipartition patterns; first column of each set (red) is tr I tvl, the second (green) is tr I tv II, 

while the third (blue) is tr I (tv I + tv II). The correction made when calculating each set of ratios is shown 

under the x-axis, starting with the observed (uncorrected) pattern frequencies. 

Included in figure 2 .9  is an overcorrection for rates across sites (purple columns fig. 2 .9a,c,d 

estimated with a gamma distribution, k = 0 .2), as can be seen by certain values becoming distinctly 

negative (especially HG and CG signals figure 2 .9a) . Notice, however, that the apparent 

overcorrection has also resulted in a signal relating to the potential internal edge HG (in figure 

2 .9d) increasing in size, emphasising the non-linear nature of the corrections being made. Notice 

also how the size of the HC signal has decreased in size relative to the external edges in the 

transitional and type 11 transversional parts of the spectra, yet has maintained parity amongst the 

type I transversional changes. The patterns relating to sequence tri or quadra partitions (i .e. three 

or more states, not shown) are generally few per cell (between 0 and 5), although these are 

reasonably frequent when taken together (approximately 1 00). On this data the model invariants 

generally decrease in magnitude as k decreases (or Pinv is increased) until close to the point that the 

bipartition patterns in y begin to show signs of overcorrection (i.e .  become negative). The most 

frequent of these model invariant patterns have orangutan (the longest edge by far) being 
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separated from all other taxa by a transversional change, with the other taxa showing transitional 
changes amongst themselves. 

A distinctive feature of this data is the high rate of transitions to transversions (the scale in 
fig. 2.9 c and d is approximately 1 I 10 that in fig. 2.9a) . With observed data it is usual to 
calculate the ratio of transitions to transversions amongst a set of taxa as the sum of clear 
apparently single transition events (bipartitions) divided by observed transversion events (again 
bipartitions). This data gives an observed tr I tv ratio of approximately 8 : 1 (fig. 2 .9b). This ratio 
remains nearly constant (fig. 2.9b) despite large differences in the corrections being made for 
multiple hits under some models. The observed rate of type I vs type 11 transversions is estimated 
to be approximately 4 : 3 .  With increasing amounts of pathset correction there is a slight trend 
towards inferring a higher proportion of the rarer type 11 transversions, and a slight fall off in 
transition I type I transversion rates (so the overall transition to transversion rate is nearly 
constant) . The rate of transitions to transversions in the edge leading to orangutan appears to be 
lower than in the other taxa (note that this edge includes the edge from the root to the divergence 
of the three African apes). Whether this lowered tr I tv ratio is a real feature of the evolution of 
the orangutan, or an anomaly caused by the model underestimating the total number of 
transitions on this long edge remains unclear. 

Transversions are relatively rare in these sequences, and consequently there are substantial 
statistical fluctuations expected in the proportions that occur (relative to the mean expected 
number) . Most transversion bipartitions are represented by between 0 and 5 patterns in the 
observed data, although the long edge to gorilla shows about 10 transversions of each type, while 
the external edge to orangutan shows approximately 40. Later in chapter 6 we show how to test 
whether the difference in the inferred numbers of transversions amongst these taxa are 
significant, if so perhaps indicating a changing substitution parameters amongst even these 
closely related species. Lastly of the two classes of models analysed (gamma vs invariant sites) 
the invariant sites model could achieve a significantly better fit by likelihood than the gamma 
distribution (evaluations in Ch. 5), and visually this shows up as the relative size of signals 
supporting HC tree verses absolute size of those not supporting that tree. 

Interestingly, the invariant sites model appeared to give the most tree like spectra with Pinv of 
about 0.6 (or 0.4 variable), which agrees well with the expected proportion of near neutral sites 
in this data (approximately 38%, made up mostly of third positions, some first positions, and 
short noncoding regions) . Later in chapter 5 we use maximum likelihood to fit various models to 
an extended (more taxa) set of this data; finding that most models where predicting very close to 
0.6 of all sites as invariant. The variances of entries in y do increase as more sites are treated as 

invariant, and due to this factor using the appearance of y as a guide to Pinv does tend to 

underestimate it. This inaccuracy is often removed when standard errors are recalculated taking 
account of the shortened effective sequence length, and the increased correction factors applied 
to all pathsets. A very rough and ready way of seeing this, is to consider the relative size of the 
signals not in the HC tree under the invariant sites model. It will later be shown in chapter 5 that 
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the optimal invariant sites model for thi s  data does not have the resolving power apparent under 

the unrealistic i .r. model, none the less this data still strongly supports the HC grouping. 

Lastly regarding some apparent lack of fit of data to model. One of the more outstanding 
non-tree signals is that for HG type II transversions (fig. 2.9d) . The size of this signal is 
approximately 0.00 1 5, and the adjusted sequence length (taking out invariant sites) is slightly 
less than 2000, implying that this signal amounts to 0.00 15  x 2000 or just 3 events more than 

expected. It is not immediately apparent without knowing the variance and sampling distribution 
of this entry, whether this is a significant lack of fit. Later in chapter 6 we will discuss how to 
test if this pattern exceeds the size expected from stochastic error. There also appears to be a 
slight excess of transitions grouping CG. If a pattern should turn out to be significantly large, 
then it is possible to search along the sequence for where these patterns occur (e.g. do they 
predominate in degenerate first positions), highlighting the flexibility of using Hadamard 
conjugations to evaluate sequence evolution. In this case because excess transitions do not also 
occur supporting the HG pattern (which by symmetry of this nearly clock like tree should be 
about equal) suggests that they are probably a statistical fluctuation. 

2.5.2 Analysis of anciently diverged rRNA sequences 

Here we look again at the same sequences used to generate figures 2 .7 ( 1 6S -like rRNA from 
human, halobacterium, "eocyte" and eubacterium) except using the modified 4-state Hadamard 
conjugation of section 2.4.2. The observed pattern frequencies are shown in figure 2. 1 Oa, and 
clearly the many substantial signals for site patterns showing three or more different states 
indicate that a high degree of divergence has occurred. The transformation chosen is r, with k = 
0.77, since this distribution gave the highest likelihood (as evaluated by a tree building method 
described in chapter 5) amongst those compared. The inverse Gaussian (with shape parameter d 

= 0.30) gave a nearly identical fit (less than 0.5 log likelihood units worse), a proportion of 
invariant sites (Pinv = 0.28) gave a slightly worse fit (about 5 lnL units worse), but all were a 
substantially better (over 100 1nL units) than the i .r. model (see chapter 5 for more detail s  of 
these analyses) .  Figure 2. 1 0b shows the resulting spectra for the r model with k = 0.77 (the 
spectra for the other models looked very similar, but are not shown). 

After application of the Hadamard conjugation the most immediately striking feature of the 
data is just how transitions and type II transversions have occurred on the external edges leading 
to human and E. coli (see figure 2 . 10b) .  We clearly expect a "long edges attracting" problem for 
estimating which tree has the most reliable support. After application of the transformation we 
see that many of the model invariants have been reduced, deviating about zero (both above and 
below, e.g. compare figure 2. 1 0a with 2 . 10b) .  Some non-tree signals still appear comparatively 
large, particularly (7, 1 )  and (7,4) (reading the right horizontal axis first). Furthermore, apparent 
rates (and ratios) of transitions and transversions vary substantially between lineages. Signals 
relating to internal edges on the corrected data are generally small ,  with the most prominent one 
being (3,3) a type II transversion signal supporting the eocyte tree, and a smaller transition signal 
supporting the halobacteria/eubacteria tree. Support for the grouping of archaeobacteria has 
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almost disappeared entirely, and this tree would, in addition, have to account for the deficit of 

transition and type I transversions if it were the true model . Even two external edge signals (2,0 

and 2,2, transversions on edge to Sulfolobus) have gone to zero or less . Lastly, a most important 

feature that is often not noticed when doing phylogenetic analysis is how much larger the average 

signal is in the corrected data . The prominent tree signals in 2 . 1 0b are almost more than 2 times, 

with some up to 7 times, as large as in the uncorrected data (note the vertical axes differ in figure 

2. 1 0a verses 2 . 1 0b). Given such large amounts of correction via the Hadamard conjugation, we 

expect a nonlinear inflation of errors in the corrected data . This makes it difficult to judge how well 

this data really fits the model (and supports one tree over the others), without statistical estimates 

of expected stochastic error. Methods of estimating the expected magnitude of stochastic errors in y 
are derived in chapter 4 .  
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FIGURE 2.10 Correction of 4-state nucleotide patterns from conserved regions of 16S-like rRNA relevant 

to the earliest branchings of life (sequence length 1 149). 2. 10a Observed patterns, 2. 10b patterns after the 

Hadamard conjugation with correction factor r (k = 0.77). The taxa and data are the same as those used 

earlier in figure 2 .7, in order: eukaryote( 1 ), eocyte(2), halobacterium(3), eubacteria(4) .  The vertical 

outside axis measures (a) the number of sites with each pattern, (b) the inferred weight of each pattern 

(numbers to left total inferred, to right divided by sequence length). 

Without going into the intricacies of statistical testing, it is quite clear that just seeing this 

spectra should bring a note of caution when attempting to select a tree from this data. Ironically it 

is with just such data (especially deeply diverged rRNA) that we often see the most simple of 

phylogenetic methods applied. Typical examples are the work of Leipe et al. ( 1 993) or Cavalier

Smith ( 1 993) who use Jukes-Cantor i . r. corrections to very ancient 1 6S-like rRNA (sometimes 

applied to a mix of uncertainly aligned regions, leaving deletions in), and yet the authors appear to 

expect us to accept the results as substantial and statistically reliable, and sometimes even go on to 

define dozens of major new taxonomic groups based on such analyses ! We suggest here that some 

of these authors would do well to peruse such data with Hadamard conjugations before giving their 

audience an interpretation of how reliable their resuhs are. In actuality, this data 
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gives spectra of very similar appearance to other deeply diverged and aligned rRNA molecules . 

We should give pause to consider how rel iable our methods are when applied to molecules so 
ancient that i t  i s  ridiculous to consider they are evolving by a neutral model ,  and indeed the very 

fundamentals of an i . i .d .  model may be severely breached. Spectral analysis al lows one way of 
evaluating the gap between our wishfu l  thinking, and the "disrespect" which real molecules may 

show for our simplifying assumptions .  

2.6 SEPARATING SITES INTO RATE CLASSES TO AVOID INCONSISTENCY 

This  approach can be viewed as an approximate way of apportioning sites to rate classes in 

order to give robustness to unequal rates across sites . More general ly ,  grouping s ites into distinct 
sets is a way to avoid inconsistency when groups of sites have evolved according to the same 
unweighted tree, but different processes (or "process partitions", in the sense of Bu l l  et al. 1 993). 

One variation of th is general approach has been tried by Van De Peer et al .  ( 1 993)  i n  the case of 

pairwise distances, with apparent success (although changes in the tree were was not evaluated 
statistica l ly) . 

If it i s  known, or can be estimated which sites are expected to have different rates, then it is 

possible to separate these sites into dist inct s vectors, transform each separately , then sum up the 
result ing gamma vectors . This provides an alternative strategy to attempting the maximization of 

the extra parameters in a multimodal distribution. This summed y vector wi l l  be consistent if 

each of its constituent parts is consistent. We can call this an approximate method, due to its 

discrete nature when the real distribution may be continuous, and due to the uncertainty that is 

inherent in assigning a site to a rate c lass . However this term "approximate" tel l s  us l itt le about 

utility in practice, s ince, for example ,  we know that rates across sites do not fol low s imple 

mathematical distributions l ike the inverse Gaussian, or the gamma, yet we find these useful 

approximations . One benefit of separating sites into rate c lasses, is that it probably gives some 

robustness to i nferring support for different trees when sites shift substitution rates relative to 

one another. Indeed this is possible w hen some sites encounter positive selection at certain t imes 

and evolve more rapidly during these periods. Another general example i s  provided by first, 

second and third coding positions in p roteins where degeneracy in the genetic code a llows for 

diffe rent amounts of  neutral change at each site, but where posit ive selection wil l  affect most 

first and second positions. (Note that even this basic al lotment of sites into rate c lasses 
compensates for a lot of heterogeneity caused by stabi lizing selection) . 

There are few estab li shed guidelines for separating s ites prior to transformation, a l though it is 

common to separate sites into first, second and third coding positions ,  and various rRNA's (e.g . 

see Horai et a l .  1 992) e ven these c lasses often have very high degrees of rate heterogeneity . A 

better approach may be to be influenced by prel imi nary data analysis which can identify sites or 

regions of h igher intrinsic rates of changes, unequal base composition, or possibly even regions 

which have evolved upon different (unweighted) trees, and have been j uxtaposed by 
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recombination. In section 3.8,  we consider separation of sites into different classes using the 
observed number of changes per site as a guide to which sites belong in which class. A similar 
approach can be applied to generate two or more s vectors of sites with similar intrinsic rates. 
Unfortunately, separating sites prior to transformation, then summing together, gives rise to a 
vector with larger stochastic errors then grouping first, followed by transforming all sites 
together (because of the non-linear nature of the pathset length transform). However, even this 
can be turned to an advantage, as we can estimate the variances of each set of transformed data 
and then weight them so as to minimise the overall variance of the summed y vector. In doing this 

we are effectively placing most reliance upon those sites expected to be most informative in 
resolving the question at hand. The sizes of stochastic errors and some ideas on site weighting 
are considered in more detail in chapter 4. 

2.7 DISCUSSION 

In this chapter we have extended Hadamard conjugations to take into account variable rates 
between sites. It has been shown that such transformations are exact (consistent) under the model 
described, given the same assumptions of i .r. (identical rate) Hadamard conjugations, but 
allowing each site to evolve at a different intrinsic rate. A useful insight of this work has been 
that the integration of rates across sites to produce a consistent estimator of the true path length 
may be viewed as the inverse of the moment generating function of the distribution of the 
intrinsic rates of sites, allowing a useful link to be forged with known properties of statistical 
distributions. This has yielded closed form formulae for calculating sequence patterns in 
accordance with a uniform, triangular, gamma or inverse Gaussian distribution (this last 
distribution offering prospects of a good approximation to the lognormal, thereby reducing the 
need for numerical evaluations). We have also developed bimodal distribution correction 
formulae, that allow corrections of path lengths more in line with published predictions of how 
rates may vary across sites in functional molecules (see, Shoemaker and Fitch 1 989). Our results 
showing how invariant sites may be simultaneously modeled with continuous distributions of 
rates across sites and answers Lake' s ( 1 988) desire for phylogenetic methods that allow this. We 
envisage that the methods developed here will be powerful in helping to answer the now 25 year 
old question of whether an invariant sites model, a unimodal or a multimodal distribution of rates 
across sites best describes the overall pattern of stabilising selection in a stretch of DNA (Fitch 
and Markowitz 1 970) . 

The question of what sort of distribution best characterises real DNA sequence rate variation 
in specific data sets is largely untested. Our expectations at this point are that protein coding 
molecules should show some trimodal character due partly to the varying degrees of degeneracy 
of the genetic code for the first , second and third positions. Different selection pressures on 
amino acid sites could also result in each of these three classes having a characteristic 
distribution of rates across sites. We expect that these distributions will be most skewed (i.e. a 
high c.v.) at first and second positions. It should also be expected that in some regions there will 
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be many sites which are at least temporarily unable to vary, i .e .  are invariant (Fitch and 
Markowitz 1 970). This model is considered further in chapter 5 .  Better understanding of the 
distribution of rates across sites in a molecule should help avoid indeterminacy in which tree the 
data is best supporting. 

While characterising the distribution of rates across sites is a practical problem, a more 
interesting and challenging problem is investigating the causes of unequal site rates .  It is 
commonly accepted that stabilising selection acts upon sites to reduce rates of substitutions, but 
little is known of the actual selective coefficients, how constant they are through time, and 
whether they interact or correlate with particular processes occurring at particular sites, or 
whether these are constrained by more global selection pressures on the whole molecule. Indeed 
the more we consider i .i .d .  models, the more clear it becomes that sites which show a substitution 
rate significantly slower than neutral substitutions (yet may still show synapomorphies amongst 
present day taxa) must be evolving by some sort of covarion model .  That this must be so is very 
simply demonstrated. Consider a site which is evolving more slowly than neutral, the immediate 
thought is to say that it fits an i . i .d. model, but that it has stabilising selection acting upon it. 
However while such a site is less prone to undergo substitution, once it has substituted there is 
nothing to stop it from mutating back to its previous state which must still have a higher selective 
advantage. There is no way that this sort of process can explain the historically informative 
substitutions that are evident in molecules with divergences many times older than the "half-life" 
of neutral substitutions .  Hence if a site is to evolve markedly more slowly than a neutral site and 
be phylogenetically informative of ancient divergences, then the state it changes to must become 
selectively optimal, just as we assumed the previous state was. Unless we digress to a "Red 
Queen" type of hypothesis (e.g. Nei 1 987), the best explanation of this type of evolution is 
concomitantly variable sites (the covarion model for short, Fitch and Markowitz 1 970). 

It will be interesting to see if under a benevolent covarion model it is possible to show that 
the expected sequence patterns will still converge to some fixed set of probabilities (e.g. 
Bernstein ' s  theorem, Renyi 1 970) . Consequently our i . i .d. models may still be reliable estimators 
for some covarion mechanisms of evolution. However other covarion models can potentially be 
very misleading, such as when there are unequal numbers of invariant sites in different l ineages 
(as detected in Lockhart et al. in press). 

While it is has generally been assumed that additive distances guarantee recovery of the true 
tree, this need not be the case. In chapter 5 we encounter examples where different trees give the 
same sequences. S teel et al. ( 1994) have shown by an existence theorem, that different rates of 
change across sites can result in distinct binary trees giving identical sequences. Chapter 5 shows 
that even more commonly, unresolved trees and binary trees give the same sequences, or two 
different binary trees give the same pairwise distances. While later it is also shown that the 
random addition of extra taxa should break these tie situations of different trees giving the same 
sequences, their occurrence does highlight one way models can be comprehensively fooled with 
limited data. Thus it is desirable to learn more about the true distribution of rates across sites, 
something which not only facilitates identification of the unweighted tree, but also will assist in 
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obtaining better estimates of edge weights. Accordingly in this thesis we identify two types of 

additive; generally additive (just called additive) which does guarantee consistency, or locally 

additive (i.e. additive only on certain weighted trees) which does not. 

The theory and the correction formulae developed here apply directly, or with little 

modification, to many pairwise distance correction formulae and their underlying models. One 

example is a the i.r. time reversible correction formulae (e.g. Lanave et al. 1 984, Tavare 1 986), 

which like the Hadamard conjugation, takes the logarithm of a vector in an intermediate stage of 

the calculations. In chapter 3 we extend this general distance to allow for a distribution of rates 

across sites, which can use any inverse moment generating function to make corrections. 

Hadamard conjugations for calculating pattern probabilities, or likelihoods, can be coupled 

to a numerical optirnisation routine to find maximum likelihood solutions on a given tree, and 

then search across trees. These calculations were used extensively to study DNA sequences from 

apes and humans in 1 993 for the book chapter Waddell and Penny ( 1 995), which was accepted 

and to have been printed in that year (see chapter 5 for details of these calculations). In the same 

year Yang ( 1 993) used numerical integrations to also illustrate likelihood calculations when rates 

vary across sites. 

Application of extended Hadamard conjugations to real data has shown promising results. In 
our first example, using just transversional changes, seeing y cautioned us away from accepting 

results that would be obtained from tree selection applied to an i.r. model .  Instead the results 

pointed towards a still controversial description of the origins of the oldest lineages known 

(eukaryotes, eubacteria and archaebacteria), the so called "eocyte" tree (Lake 1 986) (the 

significance of this result is determined in chapters 5 and 6). Application of the extended 4-state 

Hadamard conjugation, however, showed a more complicated situation. These analyses 

highlighted the need for reliable statistics upon Hadamard conjugation results (and by 

implication any method of phylogenetic analysis) . Analysing ancient rRNA lineages begs the 

fundamental question of whether even the most general methods currently employed are giving 

an adequate fit of model to data (we develop such tests in chapter 6). Note that the need to 

optirnise parameters related to the fit of distributions of rates across sites is also forcing this 

issue, since the fit of data to model is our most direct criterion for deciding on the form of these 

distributions. 
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Appendix 2.1 Proof of the inconsistency of Hadamard conjugations if sites change 
their relative rates 

Chapter 2 
.. 

We demonstrate, by way of a counter example, that Hadamard conjugations applied to data 
with a distribution of rates across sites need not be consistent if sites change their relative rates. 
Using the Hadamard conjugation to predict sequence pattern probabilities shows that in this 
situation maximum likelihood methods applied to sequence data will also make errors . 

Let the classes of sites have two different rates, A-1 and A-2, with proportions p 1  = p2 = 1/2. 
Sites in one class exchange rates with those in the other class after t1 units of time, and remain 
like this for a further t2 units of time. After (t1 +t2) units of time, then by equation 2.3 .3-2 

(A2. 1 - l ) 

where (s) denotes sites swapping their relative rates and (c) denotes sites keeping constant 
relative rates, and the factor -2 is a result of changes per site (in y) being converted to this form 

(in p)  by the Hadamard transform. While in both cases the true number of substitutions is equal 

on the designated path, ri(s) is always less than rj(c), suggesting that the s (sequence) vector for 
the shifting rates model will show more divergence (Note: ri(c) - ri(s) = l /2(A11 - B t1)(A12 - Bt2) � 

0, where A =  e-2>-1 , B = e.2�.2, with equality <=> A-1 = A-2) .  Since s = H'1r is an orthogonal invertible 

transformation, this implies that s(c) must be different to s(s), with s(s) showing different pattern 
probabilities. Conversely with sequences generated under the (s) model, then p (s) will always be 

greater than p (c). For pathsets with 4 or more end points the same inequalities also hold. This 

inability to estimate pathlengths applies equally to distance estimates, making them inexact also. 

The Hadamard conjugation can be used to explore the effects of such shifting site rates 
(analogous to a generalised covarion model) upon phylogeny estimation, by generating the 
expected sequences under Cavender's model. To do this estimate entries in r using equation 
A2. 1 - 1 ,  taking parameters for times in different rate categories on a tree. Perhaps a simpler way 
of seeing this is to take all the sites in set one which are evolving identically, according to T/w,), 
(tree one, with edge weight set a), giving sequence vector s 1 • •  Those sites in set two are evolving 
according to tree T1(wb) (same tree, different weight set), giving vector S1b. The overall sequence 
vector, S1ab is just the weighted average of s 1, and S1b (the weighting being the proportion of sites 

in each set) . Note that H' 1 lnH(s l a  + Sib) "# H' 1 ln' 1H(s l .) + H' 1 lnH(s lh) ,  since generally ln(a + b) "# 

ln(a) + ln(b) . Consequently under this mixed site rate model, the Hadamard conjugation will be 
inconsistent in not recovering y = "(1, + "(1h. It is even possible that under some circumstances y 

could deviate from expectations enough that tree selection procedures applied to y would give an 

incorrect tree. It would be interesting to consider the reliability of current methods of tree 
selection under this type of model, perhaps most easily with simulations .  In particular, it would 
be good to know if using a wide class of correction formulae (M-1), with some criterion for 

picking that which maximises the treeness of y, could substantially improve robustness with 
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these types of sequence evolution. This approach should be able to be extended to offer a useful 
way to derive the sequence pattern probabilities of other covarion type models, and hopefully a 
way to begin to understand them. 

A recent paper by Penny et al. ( 1994) explores a model where each site evolves by the 2-

state Poisson process, yet its intrinsic rate is unknown and varies from edge to edge 
independently of all other sites. This model (with no other constraints applied) has as its 
maximum likelihood solution unweighted parsimony applied to the observed sequence pattern 
probabilities. This model maybe considered an extreme case of the model described here . It will 
be interesting to see for which intermediate models, a consistent estimator of the tree (recovering 
edge weights or not) can exist. 

Appendix 2.2 Proof of equation 2.3.2-4: The consistency of extended Hadamard 
conjugations 

Let the rates (�) of sites j in a sequence be randomly drawn from probability density 

function, fx(x), which has moment generating function Mx(t), = M, let the process of evolution at 
a site be one for which the consistency of Hadamard conjugations has already been proven (Steel 
et al. 1992, Hendy and Penny 1993), and let the number of each type of change along an edge at 
site j, Ye(j), be written in the form Ye X Aj (here 8 is just the index of entries in the frequency 

vectors s and y, and c is the sequence length) .  

Then the Hadamard conjugation, s = u-1MHy is consistent, and invertible to gtve 

y = H-1M-1Hs (for two, four ,or any power of two, of states). 

Proof: 

Let y = [Ye] where Ye = qe, if 8 E rn(T) (the set of weighted edges, qe, comprising the tree), 

while Ye = 0 otherwise (excepting Yo which is - L qe). Then the expected value of s(j, 8), denoted, 

<s(j, 8)> , is given by theorem I of Steel et al. ( 1 992) as, 

<s(j, 8)> = (H"1expH(� y))e. (this result is for the 4-state Hadamard conjugation, while Hendy 

and Penny ( 1 993) give an equivalent result in describing the 2-state Hadamard conjugation). 

Now, 
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Thus limc---t= _!_I,< s(j ,8) >= (H-1 MH(y))8 , 
c j 

Chapter 2 

If we can rearrange pairs of sites (i,j ) in descending order of correlation (of evolutionary 
1 

change), such that the correlation between sites eventually falls away as rapidly as -, .--., , then 
l - j  

applying Bemstein' s  theorem (see Renyi 1 970, p. 379), we deduce that for each e, 

s8 --7 P limC-4= _!_I,<  s(j ,8) >= (H -1 MH(y)) 8 ,  
c j 

(where -tr denotes convergence in probability) (A2. 1 - 1 )  

Now because M i s  continuous, then s o  i s  R1MH. In general for random vectors Z-tp z, s o  it is 
easily confirmed that <j>(Z)-t P <j>(z) for any continuous function <j>. Application of this to A2. 1 - l  
gives the desired result, such that R1<j>H d --7 P H-1<j>HH-1MHy = y. 

Appendix 2.3 Deriving moment generating functions while fixing the mean to one 

Let the X be the random variable relating to the intrinsic rate of site i (more generally called 
A) . Assuming X to be drawn from a uniform distribution, with mean fixed to 1 ,  and obeying the 
requirement that X is always positive, then the probability density function, 

f( ) { l / (2b ),( l-bSxS1+b) 0 b } h d f ' X = o,etsewhere , < ::; , w ere parameter b measures the sprea o the X s .  Then the 

moment generating function is derived as l 1+b 
Mx(t) = E[eXt] = exp(tx)f (x)dx J-b f l+b 

= l-b exp(tx)( l / 2b)dx 

1 ll+b 
= - exp(tx)dx 

2b 1-b 

1 [ 1  ]
l +b 

= - - exp(tx) dx 
2b t 1-b 

1 
= -[ exp(t( l + b))  - exp(t(l + b))] 

2bt 

= -1 sinh(t ( l  + b)) 
bt 

For our purpose here we equate t with the path set length (pi), while Mx(t) we equate with the 
observed pathset length ri, i .e. ri = (btr1 sinh(pi( l +b))(note in this section "t" is not the number of 
taxa) . We can also use the moment generating function for its more usual purpose of deriving the 
s .d. of our underlying uniform distribution. Differentiating twice and setting t to zero we obtain 
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E[X2](not shown), so s.d. = � E[Xf - E[X 2 ]  = .J2b 1 12 or .Jb I 6 (which is also the 

coefficient of variation since 11 is set to 1 ) .  Unfortunately the inverse of this moment generating 

function does not have a closed form, since t appears in two noncombinable exponential 

expressions. 

We may perform 
,
a similar integration for the other normalised distributions. One approach is 

before performing the integration, set the mean of the underlying p.d.f. to one, by replacing the 

random variable x with (x�J.) and then multiplying the whole p.d.f. function by 11 (i.e. f(y) = 

IJ.f(x�J.))(where 11 is the mean of the p.d.f. of x). The variance of the underlying distribution with 

mean set to one, f(y), then becomes ( l /IJ.)2var(x). 

If we have their moment generating function from the literature, then simply replace t by (t I 

IJ.), in order to set the mean of underlying rates across sites distribution to 1 (where f.l is the 

expected value of the random variable X with mean not equal to 1) .  This holds since if Y = X/a, 

then Mv(t) = Mx(t/a) . For example, the standard gamma distribution has mean (k), and variance 

(k), (Stuart and Ord 1987, p 192), Mx(t) = ( 1 -t)-k, so setting the mean of the underlying 

distribution to one we get Mv(t) = ( 1 -tlk)-k = ((k-t)lk)-k as shown in table 2. Our rescaled 

underlying gamma distribution of rates across sites now has mean 1 ,  and variance 1fk2 x k = 1/k, 

so the C. V. = v.Jk = �co.s. 

Note that the characteristic function (c.f.) of a statistical variable = E[eixt] is often given in 

place of Mx(t). We may convert it to the moment generating function by replacing t with -it 

(where i is the imaginary number), which equates to simply dropping the i's from the c.f. { i .e. 

c .f.x(t) = E[eiXt] , c.f.x(-it) = E[ei(-it)X] = E[eX1] = Mx(t) } .  For example c.f.x(t) = ( 1 -it)-k. (Stuart 

and Ord 1 987, p. 1 92), so Mx(t) = ( 1-t)-k . 

Special thanks to Terry Moore for assistance when deriving this distributions moment 

generating function. 

Appendix 2.4 The moment generating function of translated distributions 

We begin this example by deriving the moment generating function of a standard triangular 

distribution (with p.d.f., f,(x) = 2x, 0 ::;  x � 3), then translate this to turn it around so that it points 

in the direction of higher rates, while simultaneously fixing its mean when allowing its base 

length to change. 

f,(x) = 2x, 0 ::;  x ::;  1 ,  0 elsewhere. 

Mx(t) = E[elX] = J� 2xe 'xdx 
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= 2 e t - �[e t - 1] = 2 (t - l)e t + 1 

t t 2 

Chapter 2 

That this function is defined at zero can be checked with L'H6pital' s  rule. That is ,  at zero it 

returns the value lim 2 (t - I)e' + 1 = 2 lim e' + (t - l )e' = lim 
e' = 1 as required (i.e. ro = 1 ) .  

t � 0 t 2 t � 0 2t t � 0 

The mean of a triangular distribution starting at zero, is 1 /3 of a (the base length) back from 
its apex (by the rule for the centroid of a triangle). We wish now to perform a linear 
transformation upon x so that our distribution is flipped horizontally, rescaled and has a mean of 
one. This transformation can be written as ax + b, where a is the base length of our triangle (0 > a 
� -3) and b is a factor to fix the mean to one. Since the mean of this distribution is 1/3 lal, then b 
= 1 - 1 /3 a. Applying the well known result that if y = ax + b, then My(t) = ebtMx(at), gives, 

t-at/3 [ 2 eat 2 [ at e - - -- e 
at a2t 2 

Applying the same principle to translate a gamma distribution, let Y = zX + b (z > 1 ), where X 

follows a gamma distribution with mean fixed to one. The mean of zX is 1/z, so our translation is 
y = zx + 1 - 1/z (the last factor translating the mean is again one). The moment generating function 
of x is ((k - t) I kr\ where k is the shape parameter. So the moment generating function of the 
translated gamma distribution with mean fixed to one is My(t) = ebtMx(at) = et-tJz((k - zt) I kY\ 
which setting z = 1 recovers the original moment generating function as expected. For any 
allowable value of z (0 < z < 1 )  the amount the original distribution is translated = 1 - 1 /z.  

Appendix 2.5 A closed form correction formula for a trimodal distribution 

This is special case where we can infer a corrected distance for an underlying trimodal 
distribution of rates across sites, without needing to a priori separate sites into their correct rate 
classes. The p .d.f., fy(y), of the underlying distribution of sites has a proportion, p0, of invariant 
sites (class 0), with the remaining sites falling into two rate classes 0-1 and A-2) ,  such that the 
overall mean is one, and that A:z = 2A.1 . Therefore, 

Po + PI + P2 = 1 and P IA l + P2A2 = 1 .  

Let z = el.1 t, so My(t) = p0 + p1 z + p2z2 (in our case My(t) is ri). We can solve this equation to 
give a closed form inverse to the moment generating function, that is 

pzz2 + P IZ + (Po -M) = 0, 

-p�� � P� - 4p2 (Po - y) so z = ---=---------
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For our purpose here, we replace t with Pi and y with ri , then chose values for parameters Po and 

p 1  (note we have two parameters since p2 = I - Po - p 1 ,  and we require the restriction that all these 

values must be positive so p0 + p1�I) .  Having chosen values of p0 and p 1  we then solve for A1 ,to 

fix the mean of the underlying distribution of rates across sites to 1 .  We require p1 A1 + 2p2AJ = 

I ,  so p1A1 + 2A1 ( 1 -p0-p1 ) = I , 

Appendix 2.6 Order t·• Hadamard conjugations for 4-state data 

Early in the this PhD. project ( 199 I )  I developed a way to use order i'1 Hadarnard 

conjugations with 4-state nucleotide data. This method gives exactly the same y weights as the 

bipartition entries (which are also order i'1)  in the 4t- I conjugations when the data is without 

sampling error and generated under the Kimura 3ST model or its submodels. These methods 

have been proven to be consistent in work with Mike Steel, and by Mike Hendy. In sampling 

situations and when the model is violated, the methods described here will give different results 

to the order 4t· I conjugations. They appear to be more sensitive in visualizing violations of the 

model than the 4t· I conjugations. In addition these order i'1 conjugations offer faster calculation 

and can be constrained to all the standard submodels of the generalised Kimura 3ST model, 

including a fixed transition I transversion ratio across the tree. They can incorporate a 

distribution of rates across sites in the same basic way as the 4t·I conjugations. 

The first step in generating these order i'1 y vectors is to use the aligned 4-state sequences 

(without any deletions) to code for 3 separate s vectors (we call these Sac. Sag. Sat) . The first vector 

Sac is formed by grouping states A and C (e.g. giving them state x), versus states G and T (giving 

them state y). This recoded data is then coded into an s vector with the same indexing and 

grouping of symmetric patterns (e.g. s 1  = f{ xyyy }/c + f{ yxxx }/c = f{ xyyy + yxxx }/c) as with 

standard 2-state data. The same procedure applied to the 4-state data generates Sag (after grouping 

states { AG } versus { CT })  and Sat (after grouping states { AT}  versus { CG } ) .  Each of these 

vectors are counting a set of implied changes in the site patterns, for example Sac is counting 

implied substitutions A H G, A H T, C H  G, C H T. The double ended arrow in A H G 

indicates it could have been either A � G or G � A; these models do not differentiate. The term 

implied substitution here is used in a loose sense, with a refined definition given below. 

Next each s vector is separately multiplied by H (with 2'·1 rows) to give an r vector. That is 

rac = Hsac. rag = Hsag. and rat = Hsat· These r vectors are counting implied substitutions on all 

sizes of pathsets from pairwise distances up (they contain these vectors in the form of { 1 - twice 

the observed pathset count } ) .  One linear operation on these r vectors generates a new vector 
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which counts just transitional changes on all pathsets, and so is analogous to the quantity "P" in 
Kimura's ( 1980) and ( 198 1 )  equations. We will call this vector a: 

a; = f[A�G + C�T)/c (observed proportion of changes on pathset i) 

= 1 /2 f[(A�G + A�T + C�G + C�T ) + (AHC + AHG + C�T + G�T) 

- (A�C + AHT + CHG + GHT)]/c 

= 1 12 f[ { AC }/ { GT} + { AT }/ {CG } - { AG }/ {CT } ]/c 

= 1 12 (([ 1  - racY2) + ( [ 1  - ratY2) - ( [ 1  - ragJI2)) 

= 1 12 ( [ 1  + 1 - 1 - rac; - rat; + rag;] I 2) 

= 1/4 ( 1 + rag; - rac; - rat). 

where "f "stands for frequency .Likewise we have, 

b; = AHT + C�G = 1 14 ( 1  + rat; - rac; -rag), 

and 

y; = AHC + G�T = 1 14 ( 1  + rac; - rag; - ratJ 

(A2.6- 1 )  

When the index of  r; indicates i t  i s  measuring events on pairwise distance, then a;, b; and y; are 

equivalent to Kimura's ( 198 1 )  P, Q and R respectively. Here, they have been renamed since P, Q 

and R already have specific meanings in the Hadamard transform nomenclature of Penny and 
Hendy ( 1989). 

A2.6.1 Corrected pathset lengths under different models 

It is now possible to estimate the implied number (taking into account multiple changes) of 
transitions and transversions on each even sized path set (not just pairwise distances) using the 
following equations which are rearrangements of the equations of Kimura ( 198 1 )  e.g. see 
Gojobori et al. ( 1 990) . For the generalised Kimura 3ST model, the expected number of 
transitions on each pathset is, 

a = -1/4( ln[ l -2a-2b] + ln[ l -2a-2y] - ln[ l -2b-2y]) , (A2.6. 1 - l )  

where the natural logarithm (ln) i s  applied to each component in turn. Similarly, the number of 
transversions type 1 on each pathset is given in, 

� = -1/4( ln[ 1 -2a-2b] - ln[ l-2a-2y] + ln[ l -2b-2y]), (A2.6. 1 -2) 

and the number of type 2 transversions on each pathset is given by, 

'If =  - 1/4( -ln [ l-2a-2b] + ln[ l -2a-2y] + ln[ l -2b-2y]), (A2.6. 1 -3) 

(where in all cases the logarithmic function is applied componentwise) . In the case of pairwise 
distances Kimura ( 198 1 )  labeled the quantity 'If as y; here it is renamed 'If to avoid confusion with 

the y vectors associated with Hadamard conjugations .  Note that Kimura ( 198 1 )  refers to our a; as 

2a;, our �i as 2�; etc. as he considers them to be rate matrix entries estimated going back to a last 
common ancestor, assuming a clock. 
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These equations are equivalent to those in Kimura ( 1 98 1  ) ,  but have not previously been 
applied in such a direct manner to estimate the lengths of non-intersecting paths between 4 or 
more taxa. Notice the form of each of the 3 components (e.g. ln[ 1 -2a -2b]) that are transformed 

then rearranged to give a. There is an equivalence between the r vectors and these terms, that is 

rac = [ 1 -2a-2b] ,  rat = [ 1-2a-2y], and rag = [ 1 -2b-2y]. This leads to a computational short cut in a 
specific case which is described later. 

If the constraint b = y is applied, this forces the corrections to Kimura's ( 1 980) 2ST model 
(in generalised form) and the corresponding formulae are: 

aK1 = - 112 ln[ l -2a-(b+y)] + 114 ln[ 1 -2(b+y)] 

(� + 'V) =  - 1 /2 ln[ l -2(b+y)]. 

(A2.6. 1 -4) 

(A2.6 . 1 -5) 

Note that in this section we use the brackets ( ) around the quantities a, �. and 'V to indicate a 

single joint estimate is being made. Here a.K2 estimates the transitions on each pathset, while (� + 

'V) is the Kimura 2-parameter estimate of the number of transversions .  The expected number of 

transversions estimated this way is identical to the 2-state Hadamard conjugation (which uses the 
Poisson or Cavender model) when the data is first coded into R vs Y (to be precise (�i + 'Vi) = -

112 (RIY 2-state Pi)). Similarly to the generalised Kimura 3ST model, the relative rate of 

transitions to the single rate for transversions can vary across the tree, and these order 21• 1  Kimura 
2ST Hadamard conjugations will still be consistent as long as each edge has a transition matrix 
of the Kimura 2ST form (this goes for pairwise distance estimates also, i .e. they are still 
additive) . 

If we constrain a = b = y, then the implied length of each pathset (transitions and 
transversions not distinguished) is estimated using the Jukes-Cantor equation (Jukes and Cantor 
1969, Kimura and Ohta 1 972) which is a ! -parameter model (the possible advantages of fewer 
parameter models are discussed later in the thesis). That is, 

(a+�+'V) = -3/4 ln[ l - 4/3 (a + b + y)], (A2.6. 1 -6) 

where the logarithmic function is again applied componentwise (as in all other equations in this 
appendix) . 

A number of other restrictions and I or generalizations can easily be made to the pathset 
length corrections. Most of the family of corrections associated with Kimura's 3 ST model can be 
used, and the results will be exact under that model .  To allow for a distribution of rates across 
sites, one simply replaces the In (natural logarithm) function with M. 1 (the inverse of the moment 
generating function of the distribution of site rates, more on this in the case of pairwise distances 
in chapter 3) .  Golding ( 1 983) and Jin and Nei ( 1 990) give examples of such transformations for 

the Jukes-Cantor and generalised Kimura 2ST models when there is assumed to be a r 
distribution of rates across sites. It is also possible to force corrections to the "homogeneous" 
Kimura 2ST or 3ST models. This is  appropriate when there is no evidence to reject the ratio of 
transitions to transversions being fixed on all edges of the tree. An appropriate way to infer these 
"homogeneous" distance estimates is by ML as described and used in PHYLIP (Felsenstein 
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1 993). For each distance it involves predicting the observed proportions of changes of the 

various types (e.g a and (b + y) for the 2ST model) for a specific distance given a ratio of a to (13 
+ \jf), then finding the model distance that best predicts the proportions of a and (b + y) (in place 

of ML, a Pearson X2 measure could be used to measure the fit of observed to predicted a and (b 

+ y)). It may be convenient to store the predicted proportions of a and (b + y) in a look up table, 
or as a spline function (a mixture of lower order polynomial approximations) if many pathsets 
must be corrected (e.g. there are up to === 3 x 106 with 21 taxa) . 

Other pathlength corrections which are not exact under a model may also be used. Schoniger 
and von Haeseler ( 1 993), for example, consider weighting transversions more heavily then 
transitions (however as is apparent later in the thesis, it is probably statistically more efficient to 
do the transformations, then weight the entries in the 'Y vectors by the inverse of their standard 

deviations). Another appealing extension would be to distinguish further types of changes and 
apply corrections which are exact under more than 3 parameter models. This approach will be 
approximate, since Szekely et al. ( 1 993) show that in order to exactly infer the length of pathsets 
with more than two endpoints (without knowing the tree), then with 4-state data the model must 
be the generalised Kimura 3ST or a submodel . This approach is not pursued here, but it may 
yield useful approximations in some circumstances. The calculations of Penny et al. ( 1 990) are 
of this nature. 

A2.6.2 Multiplication of corrected pathset length vectors to obtain 'Y vectors 

To convert implied pathset lengths into model "corrected" bipartitions (called gamma 
vectors) the inverse Hadamard transform (H. 1 ) is used. For the 3 parameter model multiply -2a 

by H- 1  to give 'Ya· Do likewise for 13 and \jf to give 'YI3 and 'YW· These 3 gamma vectors 

respectively estimate the number of transitions and transversions type 1 and type 2 that occurred 
on each of the i - I bipartitions that can be used for tree selection. These bipartitions are also 
invariants since, under the model, if they are not compatible with the tree that generated the data, 
then they go to zero as the sequences become longer. Likewise the 'Y vectors for the 1 and 2 
parameter models contain families of invariants. When converting corrected pathset lengths into 
g using the inverse Hadamard transform, H"1 , first multiply by -2 to obtain 'Y of the correct 

magnitude and sign, e.g. for the Jukes Cantor 'Y = R\-2(-3/4ln[ l -4/3(a+b+y)])) = H"1( 3/2 ln[ l -

4/3(a+b+y)])), where the log function i s  applied componentwise. 

There is also a computational short cut if desired corrections are limited to the generalised 
Kimura 3ST model. The usual form of the Kimura 3ST distance correction is a; + l3i + \jf; = -
l /4ln[ ( l -2a;-2b;)( l -2a;-2yi)( l -2b;-2y;) ] ,  where (a + l3 + \jf); is designated K, in equation 2 1  of 

Gojobori et al. 1 990). On any pathset this can be expressed as 

a ; + P i + \jf;  = - 114 ln[(rac)i X (rat)i + X (rag);] 

= - 114{ ln[(rac)i] + ln[(rat)il + ln[(rag)i] } (A2.6.2- 1 )  
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So we may form Pac. Pat. Pag by taking the natural log componentwise of rac. rat. rag. 

respectively, then estimate a, �. and 'I' at the level of p .  Thus Pac counts -2 the corrected number 

of transitions and transversion type 1 on each pathset, so Pac = -2(a + �), and similarly Pat = -

2( a +  'If), Pag = -2(� + 'If), so a = - 1 12(Pac + Pat - Pag). and similarly for � and 'I'· Even more 

simply we can multiply each of these p vectors separately by H, then rearrange these vectors i .e. 

Yac = H" 1 ln(Hsac). Yag = H" 1 ln(Hsag) ,  and Yar = H" 1 ln(Hsar) ,  while Ya = Yac + Yar - Yag. y� = Yac + Yag 

Yat. and Y111 = Yag + Yar - Yac· Here again the natural logarithm can be replaced by the inverse of the 
moment generating function of the distribution of rates across sites (M. 1 ), which has been 
standardised and scaled as in table 2 .2. 

An interesting point is that Yag = H" 1 ln(Hsag) is equal to y from the 2-state Hadamard 
conjugation applied to the recoding R I Y (which is just grouping { AG } versus { CT} ) . Earlier we 
noted that the count of transversions (� + 'l')i under the Kimura 2ST model was also equal to the 

2-state conjugation after grouping R I  Y. This in turn implies that Y<� + 111> = Y<R , Yl = Yag. that is the 

sum of both types of transversion estimated under the Kimura 3ST model is the same as the 
number of transversions estimated under the Kimura 2ST model. This can be shown 
algebraically, 

�i + 'l' i = -1 /4( ln[1 -2a-2b] - ln[ 1 -2a-2y] + ln[ 1 -2b-2y]) 

+ -114( -ln [ l -2a-2b] + ln[ l -2a-2y] + ln[ l -2b-2y]) 

= -l/4(ln[ l -2b-2y] + ln[ l -2b-2y]) 

= - l /2(ln[ l -2b-2y]) 

= 

= 

- l /2(ln[ l -2(b + y)]) 

(� + 'l')i 

(from equations A2.6. 1 -2 and -3) 

(from equation A2.6. 1 -5) 

That the estimated total number of transversions is equal under both the generalised Kimura 2ST 
and 3ST models is  a result of states being groupable for certain Markov models, which is dealt 
with in more detail in section 3.7 .7. In contrast, the estimates of the number of transitions under 
these two models is different, i .e. aKJ :t; aK2 since equation A2.6. 1 - 1  :t; A2.6. 1 -4 (under the more 

general models A2.6. 1 - 1  is typically greater than A2.6. 1 -4 since when b :t; y, - 1 14(ln[ l -2a-2b] + 

ln[ l -2a-2y]) will be greater than - 1/2ln [ 1 -2a-b-y] due to the convex nature of the transform). 

A2.6.3 Counting changes on higher order pathsets, and proving consistency 

It is possible to understand the intermediate steps in these 4-state Hadamard conjugations in 
a similar way to the correcting of observed pairwise patterns that Kimura ( 1 98 1 )  considered. If 
you look at what the elements in a, b or y are on higher order pathsets, then a very simple pattern 
emerges .  Looking at the nucleotide pattern for a single site on an even sized set of taxa, then the 
rules are 

(a) Remove in pairs states A, C, G and T (repeat until there is either 1 or 0 of each state left) . 

(b) If only two unpaired states remain, then this records an event of one of type a, b, or y. 
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(c) If either four unpaired states or no states are left, then this counts as "record no event. "  

For example, if the tips of a pathset have the states CGACTICG, remove all the pairs of states 
(here they are a pair of C's, a pair of G's and a pair of T's), and you are left with AC. So this AC 

residual unambiguously indicates an "observed" change AHC (we say unambiguous because 
unless we know the tree, then we cannot exclude that all the pairs of states are adjacent to each 

other on the tree, and are thus implying no changes on that part of the path) .  This AHC change 

adds 1/c to the size of the corresponding entry in y for this pathset (i.e. a type 2 transversion). If a 
site showed the following pattern at the tips of a path set ACGT AA, then after removing the pair 
of A's, we are left with CGT A, or four unpaired states. In this case this site does not contribute to 
increase the size of this pathsets entry in either a, b, or y. This is because it is not possible, given 
only this information and not the tree, to identify which changes are indicated. 

All these new conjugations claimed to be exact under the model have been checked 
numerically with double precision calculations, by comparing the quantities they estimate with 
their counter parts in the full 4t- I 4-state Hadamard conjugation. In addition mathematical proofs 
within the context of order 4r-l 4-state Hadamard conjugations have been constructed in 
collaboration with Drs Mike Steel and Mike Hendy. These will be given elsewhere. It would be 
interesting to derive equivalent proofs in the same manner that Kimura used to prove his original 
corrections on pairwise distances. 

A2.6.4 Applications to data 

These order t·1 conjugations allow great versatility in the ways sampling variance might be 
reduced from the order 41-1 conjugations. They allow the model to be forced to specific 
submodels, and they may also decrease sampling variance by counting and relating each type of 
implied substitution to just the weights of possible edges in the tree (the bipartition entries in the 
4-state Hadamard conjugation). 

Applying these conjugations to the data of Horai et al. 1 992 has been particularly instructive. 
The order t·1 spectra for transitions and types 1 and 2 transversions look similar to those in 
figure 2.9. However because all the changes in the off diagonal elements are also focused into 
just bipartition entries, there is more obvious evidence of contradictions to the human-chimp 
signal under i .r. models. For example a pattern like ACAT for human, chimp, gorilla and 
orangutan respectively ,  is largely hidden from the gaze in the order 41-1 conjugation as a relatively 
rare model invariant. However under the t·1 it implies a transversional change separating human 
and gorilla from chimp plus orangutan. The same applies with the transitions. Consequently, with 
the Horai et al. ( 1 992) data the non-tree transition bipartition signals are generally twice as large 
as calculated with the 41- 1 conjugation (as shown in figure 2 .9), yet the signals compatible with 
the human-chimp tree remain of a similar size (order t·1 results not shown). When corrections 

assuming a r distribution of rates across sites are then applied (e.g. with k = 0.35), the change is 

more dramatic than seen with the 41-1 conjugation, and the bipartitions clearly become much more 
tree like, in this case again supporting the human-chimp tree. 
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These conjugations can also be run in reverse to predict the vectors (T) s(T)ac. s(T)ag. s(T)ar 
for a weighted tree under any submodel of the generalised Kimura 3ST model with unequal rates 
across sites. Unfortunately as yet we have not found a way to predict all the 41- 1 entries in s(T) 
from the values in just the order i-1 s(T) vectors. This precludes making the normal type of ML 
calculations. A variant form of ML can however be run, by summing the fit of each observed and 
expected s vector to give an overall fit. We do not claim this variant of ML to be exact in any 
specific way (although it could be, as this has yet to be checked). It does however allow direct 
weighting of the transversional changes, over the transitional changes (the vector Sag for example 
counts all observed transversional difference in the data). This could be useful when transitions 
are near saturation, or experiencing more systematic error than the transversional changes (or 
perhaps the reverse). 

Lastly, the variance covariance matrix of each r vector can be obtained by standard methods, 
like those used in Hasegawa et al. ( 1985), Bulmer ( 199 1 )  and Waddell et al. ( 1994) . These 
estimate the variances and covariances between pathset lengths in accordance with the 
proportion of varied sites which simultaneously imply changes on two pathsets. Next, delta 
method approximations like those used for the standard variance estimates of the Kimura 
distances (e.g. see Gojobori et al . 1990) are made to estimate the variance-covariance matrix of 
the p vectors. This is followed in turn by more linear operations to estimate the covariance 

matrix of all entries in the separate y vectors. At present we have not found a neat computational 

form for the covariance matrix of all entries in these separate y vectors, such as with the standard 

Hadamard conjugation (for more detail see chapter 4), although the necessary calculations can 
certainly be made using standard algorithms with today's computers. The bootstrap offers another 
way to make these estimates (although biased towards overestimating model variances and 
covariances due to the non-linear transforms). Overall, we anticipate these new conjugations will 
offer biologists a variety of useful ways to view their data after making "corrections" but before 
tree selection. 
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CHAPTER 3 :  

MODIFYING THE LOGDET DISTANCE TO COPE WITH UNEQUAL 

RATES ACROSS SITES 

"At best, we must discount the precision of our estimates of the phylogeny according to 

our skepticism of the details of the model of evolution, " 

[Felsenstein 1 98 1  b] 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter focuses on the exciting new development of log determinant (LogDet) distance 
measures. Here we review their history, describe them in the context of Markov models, show 
how they may be made robust to unequal rates at different sites, look briefly at their statistical 
properties, and then use them to analyse sequences spanning the "tree of life." 

There exist many i .i .d. Markov models for which a Hadamard conjugation may not reliably 
remove the effect of multiple hits, as they are limited to making exact corrections when 
transition matrices on each edge in the tree have an Abelian group structure (e.g. the generalisied 
Kimura 3ST model). In reality it is expected that the probabilities of all twelve types of 
substitution (A � C etc.) will vary through time, and independently in different lineages, as the 

cellular environment and particularly the DNA replication I repair mechanisms evolve. This not 
only makes distances hard to estimate, but can also dramatically distort their relative sizes either 
with or without one of the simple distance transformations presently used (for example the 
Poisson distance correction of Jukes and Cantor 1 969, or the two parameter method of Kimura 
1 980) . A tree reconstruction algorithm such as neighbor joining can then be mislead by such data 
and select an incorrect tree. One indicator that the relative substitution probabilities have 
changed within a set of sequences is that they have significantly different base compositions. 
This symptom of varying base composition, can become an immediate cause of errors with 
standard distance methods (e.g. Saccone et al. 1 989, Weisburg et al. 1 989, Lockhart 1 990, 
Loomis and Smith 1 990, and especially Lockhart et al. 1 992 and 1994), because they assume 
stationarity of base composition and I or and a specific subset of possible rate matrices 
(especially those giving rise to a time reversible models). 

One of the most exciting developments in the past two years has been recognition that by 
taking the logarithm of the determinant of a matrix of the frequencies of nucleotide pairs in 
sequence i and sequence j gives a tree additive distance under the most general (mild) set of 
assumptions so far (Steel 1 994a, Lockhart et al. 1 994, and Lake 1 994 (who calls the method 
"paralinear distances")). Basically this "LogDet" distance measure, combined with a reliable tree 
estimation algorithm, will be consistent for any i .r. and i .i .d. tree model of sequence evolution 
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(where i .r. is identical rates and i . i .d. states sites are independent and identically distributed, as 
defined in chapter 2). This model is mathematically defined in Steel ( 1 994a) ; it is a very general 
i .i .d. model that allows base composition to vary from species to species. 

A major drawback of the LogDet method being applied to coding sequence 1s these 
transformations are only additive when all sites evolve at an identical rate. Consequently LogDet 
distances are as sensitive to unequal rates across sites as other i .r. distance measures as we will 
show in this chapter (and contrary to the claims of Lake 1994 in this respect). As we have 
already demonstrated in chapter 2, violation of the i .r. assumption is a major cause of 
inconsistency in tree estimation, especially with (but not limited to) coding sequences. In this 
chapter we look further at ways in which we can approximate the effect of a continuous 
distribution of rates across sites by removing an optimal proportion of constant sites (whether 
they are truly invariant or just slowly changing). Combining the LogDet transformation with an 
invariant sites model appears to be a reliable way of obtaining a robust distance estimate when 
rates vary across sites (an alternative way which we also discuss is to separate sites into rate 
classes). We show that application of "invariant sites-LogDet" to Gouy and Li ' s ( 1 989) data set 
of 1 6S-like rRNA leads to important new insights on the evolution of ancient lineages in the 
"tree of life." This section also involves application of all the described methods of inferring 
what proportion of sites should be treated as invariant (that is unable to change at all), and also 
includes the development of a new "capture-recapture" statistic to do this. 

Another question also looms before we can confidently use the LogDet with real data, and 
this is the question of what is its sampling error like in realistic applications (sampling error is 
the result of sampling variance plus bias) . Being a highly general distance measure it may have 
the same failing that appears to plague all distance measures as we add further parameters to the 
underlying model; that is it has variances which become large enough to seriously reduce the 
probability of reconstructing the correct tree (e.g. the results of Rodrfguez et al. 1 990, considered 
in the light of Hillis et al. 1 994). A direct resampling approach (the bootstrap) is  used to do this .  

Lastly the history of LogDet type methods applied to sequence data is  surprisingly large, and 
stretches back to before 1 987. We list the achievements of these researchers as they to are 
relevant to the derivation of our current understanding of this class of methods, and should be 
recognised for their insights . 

Here now is a brief overview of the structure of this chapter. After an introduction to 
Markov processes on trees, we discuss the history of LogDet methods in phylogenetics, and 
show that despite useful work some of the earlier claims were inaccurate. We give an improved 
interpretation of what LogDet distances mean and show how we can interpret these values 
biologically. We then consider different ways we can remove invariant sites, so as to make an i .r. 
distance transformation more robust to unequal rates of change at different sites. We conduct a 
phylogenetic analysis of the 28 taxa 1 6S-like rRNA data set of Gouy and Li ( 1 989), which 
remains very much at the center of research into the so called "tree of life." In particular we 
compare our statistical estimate of support for the monophyly of the archaebacteria with that of 
Gouy and Li ( 1989) . We study this data set in detail not only to learn about the evolution of 
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rRNA molecules, but also about how the modified "invariant sites LogDet" transform performs 
on such data. lllustrated are ways of estimating the distribution and variability of base 
compositions, estimating the proportion of constant sites that should be removed in order to 
make the data best fit to the i .r. expectations, and an assessment of how large the sampling 
variances and bias in the LogDet transform are compared to the Jukes-Cantor distance 
correction. 

To improve the reliability of our statistics, we set up six hypotheses about the "tree of life" 
prior to analysis. We then compare the results we obtain with invariant sites and LogDet models, 
with those of an otherwise identical analysis using the simple, but very popular identical rates 
Jukes-Cantor distance. We find one especially surprising result which argues quite strongly that 
Microsporidia, and not diplomonads (such as Giardia), are the most ancient branching in the 
eukaryotic kingdom. Overall the results are very encouraging and suggest that "invariant sites 
LogDet", combined with a reliable tree building algorithm, may offer the most robust method for 
estimating a tree of relationships from highly diverged (or ancient) functional molecules. 

This a list of some specific terms used in this chapter. 

Symbol 
F 

F* 

p 
R 

IT 

Definition 
A divergence matrix, which counts the frequency of all dinucleotide 
patterns (i.e. AA, AC, . . .  TT) between two aligned sequences 
An F matrix which has been symmetrised by averaging entries ij and ji 

An F matrix estimated from a sample 
An F matrix where entries expected to be equal under the Kimura 3ST model 
have been averaged (e.g. transitions all equal, AG = GA = CT = TC). 
A matrix of transition probabilities 
A transition rate matrix 
A diagonal matrix of normalised (i.e. sum to one) nucleotide base frequencies 

3.2 FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS OF A MARKOV PROCESS ON A TREE 

This section introduces many of the standard probabilistic equations that underpin our i . i .d. 
models of sequence evolution, before moving on to describe new results beginning in section 
3.2.2. The results in this introduction come from standard Markov theory. The mathematical 
statistical background to these equations is standard, and can be found in books such as Bellman 
( 1 960), Karlin and Taylor ( 1 975), Keilson ( 1 979), or Iosifescu ( 1 980). 

The primary result of sequence evolution is that after a time, some sites are observed in a 
different state to their ancestral one. Thus the most fundamental equation for a Markov process 
on an edge going from node m ( nearest the root) to node n is F(mn) = II(m)P(rnn) ,  where F is 

the divergence matrix, and it contains the probabilities (or normalised frequencies) of state i at 
point m being in state j at point n, II(m) is a diagonal matrix of the normalised (so they sum to 

one) frequencies of all states at point m, while P(rnn) is a matrix of the conditional probabilities 
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of state i changing to state j between points m and n (by conditional we mean the probability of 
change of state given that i is already in that state, so consequently all rows in P sum to one). 
The term conditional is often dropped in this context, and P is typically called the transition 
probability matrix. This equation is applicable even when the frequencies of the different states 
are not in equilibrium at point m or n. If the process of evolution is Markovian (i.e. random or 
stochastic) then the determinant of P will always be greater than zero, and tending to zero as the 
amount of diverge (number of substitutions) goes to infinity. If we have a series of edges 
between nodes m and n moving away from the root towards a tip in the tree (say edges 1 ,  2 . .  ,x), 
then F(mn) = TI(m)P( l )P(2) . . .  P(x) . In the most general i . i .d. model the multiplications are non

commutative. An example of this equation is shown in figure 3 . 1 ,  equation ( 1 ) .  

We now consider how we get a matrix P. If we have a continuous time process (i.e. changes 
can be thought of as happening in very fine intervals of time) then P represents exp(Rt), where 
exp is the matrix exponent operation, R is the instantaneous rate matrix operating between 
points m and n (that is a matrix of the relative rates at which substitutions are occurring), while t 
is a scalar (not necessarily linear with time) controlling how much divergence has occurred 
(given that R is set first) . Because R measures rates of change, all off-diagonal elements in R 
must be � 0, and each row sums to zero. The definition of a matrix exponent is exp(Rt) = 

f (Rt;" = I + (Rt)/ 1 ! + (Rt)2/2! +, . . .  , + (Rt)"/n ! + . . .  (if this convergences). The matrix 
n=O n .  

exponent i s  calculating the net effect of process R at each instant of time, as it accumulates over 
a certain period (not real time, best thought of as intervals of change). Treating time as being fine 
grained (for example 1 000 equal spaced intervals of change), then, 

exp(Rt) "" (I + Rt/1000) 1000 = (I +  Rt/1000)1 x (I + Rt/1 000)2 x . . . . .  x (I + Rt/1 000) 1000, 

where I is the identity matrix ( 1  ' s on the diagonal, 0 elsewhere). Every member of the series (I + 

Rt/1 000) is the transition matrix in a short interval of time (t/1000). This relationship becomes 
exact as Rt is divided up an infinite number of times. Conveniently, if (Rt) is able to be 
diagonalised it can be calculated as exp(Rt) = .Oexp('I')Q' 1 , where Q is a matrix of the right 

eigenvectors of (Rt), .o·' is its inverse (which here is the transpose, as eigenvectors are 

orthogonal), 'I' is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of (Rt), and the exponent function is 

applied to each diagonal element of 'I' in turn (i.e. componentwise). 

In the case of 2-state characters, all P matrices with positive determinant can be expressed as 
exp(Rt) for some R (see appendix 3 . 1  for a proof). With three or more states, P matrices which 
correspond to a homogeneous continuous time process (i .e. just one) R matrix, are a strict subset 
of all possible P matrices .  Another useful matrix algebra results for programming these 
stochastic processes are that any product Rt can be diagonalised using the eigenvector approach 
(as long as it does not have degenerate eigenvalues, i .e. two identical eigenvalues). Further this 
diagonalisation always gives eigenvalues such that the largest is 1 ,  while the remaining ones are 
all negative. Some of these negative values may be complex numbers, but their exponents may 
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be calculated using trigonometric functions and come out to be real numbers between zero and 
one. 

lo.985 o.o 1 5] 
l O.D I5  0.985 

1 

:I 0.835 0. 1 65] 
I LO 165 0.835 

A 

n at root [0.5 0.0] 
0.0 0.5 

I 
r 

[0.98 0.02] 
0.36 0.64 

[0.835 0. 16�] 
0. 1 65 0.835 

c B 

[ 0.985 0.0 1 5] 
0.01 5  0.985 

I 
2 

[ 0.98 0.02] 
0.36 0.64 

D 

= [ o.s o.o] x [0.985 o.0 1 5Jx
[0.98 0.02] 

0.0 0.5_ 0.0 1 5  0.985 0.36 0.64 

= [0.433 0.067] 
0.237 0.263 

FAn = (PRI Ih)tTIR(PR2P2o) = 
[0.433 0.067] 
0.237 0.263 

In [det( FAD )] = In (f1 1  f22 - f12f2 1 ) 

= In (0.433 x 0.263 - 0.067 x 0.237 ) 
= -2.33 

2 
7t i = L fij ' so, 7t l  (A) = 0.433 + 0.0067 = 0.50 

j = I  

n A = 
[o.s o.o] 
0.0 0.5 no= [o.67 o.o ] 

0.0 0 .33 

In [det( PAD )] = In [det cni FAn)] 
=- 114 ( In [det( TI A) ]  - In [det(FAD)] )  

FIGURE 3 . 1  Non-homogeneous evolution of  two state characters used to illustrate fundamental equations of 
a Markov model. The tree of 4 taxa (A, B, C, D) has equal internal edge lengths, while the external edges 
are also of equal length (by equation 3 .2- 1 ). Associated with each edge of the tree is a transition matrix (P) 
of the probabilities of seeing a substitution comparing a sequence going from the node at the top (e.g. node 
1 )  to the bottom of an edge (e.g. node C). In the text we call this model a "quasi-clock" , because while the 
number of substitutions is equal amongst all lineages, the rates of evolution amongst states are not (this 
model is described in more detail in section 3.4. 1 ) . Next to the tree are examples of some fundamental 
Markov equations on this tree. 

It has been shown that any R matrix which defines a time reversible process, has all real 
eigenvalues (e.g. Keilson 1979) . This follows since any time reversible process can be written as 
the product of a diagonal matrix TI, and a symmetric rate matrix, S, i .e. R = TIS, (see Tavare 

1986, with a proof of this in Waddell and Steel unpublished)(where n also turns out to be the 

vector of stationary base frequencies). Given that both IT and S are symmetric, it follows from a 

simple result (see for example section 3 .2, p.32 of Keilson 1979) that this matrix always has real 
eigenvalues. As we will see in the next section, the product of a time reversible process, the F 

matrix, is also symmetric so it to has real eigen values. Knowing this helps us by being able to 
use more specific (quicker and reliable) numerical methods to find the eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of such matrices. Keilson ( 1 979, section 3 .2, p. 34) also shows that any time 
reversible process has complete monotonicity ; in our context this means that as the true distance 
increases, so to must the observed distance (and vice versa). 

Given a stationary continuous-time process, and knowing TI, R and t (here time), how does 

one estimate the number of substitutions of each type that have occurred on that edge? (Note that 
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stationarity implies that nR = 0, where n is a row vector of proportions of character states, and 0 

is a row vector of all 0' s) . If the base composition is in equilibrium the solution is simple, the 
proportion of i to j changes per site is just niriit .  S ince each diagonal element of R is minus the 

sum of its row, then the total number of substitutions (often noted as 8ii) from node m to n is just 

-tr(llRt) (where tr is the matrix trace, the sum of the diagonal elements) . This measure is 

additive and so can be can be summed over edges in the tree e.g. if edge e(m,n) (with length t) 
then joins to edge e(n,o) (length t2), then the total number of changes is  -tr(llRt) + -tr(llRt) = 

tr(llR[t1+t2]) .  If ll is not in equilibrium with R the solution of 8ii involves an integral through 

time, as ll changes. For just two states (x and y) the total number of substitutions on an edge can 

be found explicitly as 

be = 1 /p(p2 1t + p2 1t2 - p p - [2p p X ln( l -p) I p]) x: y  x yx y xy yx xy yx (3.2- 1 )  

where p = (p,Y + py),  and pii is the conditional probability of seeing state i replaced by state j, and 
rei is the starting frequency of state i (Steel et al. 1 993a). 

Consider now estimating F, the divergence matrix between sequences m and n,  under 
general i .r. I i .i .d. conditions. Suppose sequences m and n are at the tips of a rooted tree, and 
where r is the root of this path (i.e. last common ancestor of o and p), then F = P'(rm)ll(r)P(rn), 

where P1(rm) is P(rm) transposed. If P(rm) is made up of a series of transition matrices (a, b, . .  
n), then P1(rm) = [P(a)P(b) . . .  P(n)f = (P\n) . . .  P1(b)P1(a)) a standard matrix algebra result. An 
example of such a calculation in figure 3 . 1 .  The actual summation of probabilities occurring via 
this matrix multiplication is fii = I,rc(r)xp(ri)ixp(rj )xj. where the summation is over x all possible 

nucleotide states (i .e. A, C, G, T) at the root of the path (r). This summation is the same 
calculation that occurs with maximum likelihood estimation of sequence patterns, except that 
when inferring sequence pattern probabilities amongst more than two sequences, the summation 
is over all internal nodes (not just the root) (Felsenstein 198 l a) .  

3.2.1 A general distance estimate for time reversible models 

Here we review distances under the general time reversible model before extending them to 
allow for a distribution of rates across sites. It is possible to solve for <:i, the number of 

substitutions per site between sequence m and n (= -trace(Rt)), given just F only if we assume 
some constraints . Here is one approach to making these constraints. We need to be able to 

rearrange the equation so F = ll(r)P(mr)P(m), implying that pt(rm)ll(r) = ll(r)P(mr) . This 

implies time reversibility of the process (i.e. the result is identical going either up or down each 
edge) and consequently R is of a special form (and can have a maximum of nine free parameters, 
or six if we specify n, e.g. Tavare 1 986) . Next we require, 

P(rm)P(rj )  = exp(Rt1)exp(Rt2) = exp(R(t1+  t2)), where t1 is the scalar for evolution from r to m ,  

and t2 i s  the scalar for evolution from r to n.  This requires that R i s  the same in  both lineages 

(with two special exceptions mentioned below). And lastly, it is necessary assume that n(r) is at 
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the stationary value for the matrix R. Recounting that F = ITP, (where we estimate IT from the 

observed nucleotide frequencies in F), implies that P = I1"1F. Recall also that ln(P) = R(q + t2) 

and 0 = -trace n(Rt). Putting all this together we have 

. J  
o = -trace[I1ln(I1 F)] (3.2. 1 - 1 )  

Using just this reasoning no fewer than 4 sets of authors have independently presented this 
solution ( in varying degrees of compactness) as an original result (Taven� 1 986, Barry and 
Hartigan 1 987b, Rodrfguez et al. 1990, and in a slightly different but equivalent form by Lanave 
et al. 1 984). 

The first paper to give a formula to solve for the general time reversible model was Lanave 
et al. ( 1 984 ), although they incorrectly attributed it as a solution to any homogeneous 1 2  
parameter model of sequence evolution (with stationary base composition). Rodrfguez et al. 

( 1990) gave equation 3.2. 1 - 1  as a solution to any time reversible model, but added the 
unnecessary assumption a molecular clock. They did point out that there is one other set of 
models under which this method solves for 0, namely any equi-frequency model (i.e. 1t at 

equilibrium has elements 1 /x, where x is the number of states). Also under equi-frequency 
models, R can be conditionally non-homogeneous (specifically each time R changes it must be 
directly to another equi-frequency rate matrix), and the formula still solves for 0. That both the 

Lanave et al. ( 1 984), and the Rodriguez et al. ( 1 990) distances are based on the same model has 
been noted by Zharkikh ( 1 994) . Interestingly when assisting David Swofford to implement this 
distance into PAUP*,  we noticed these two formulae give exactly the same distance (to 1 2  
decimal places), suggesting their algebraic identity. 

Another interesting feature of the solution of the time reversible model is that it not only 
recovers the total distance, but it also infers the underlying matrix of relative rates of change 
(Rt) . Given our estimate of 1t, we can very simply estimate the total numbers of changes of 

different types. For example number of A � C changes = 1taract, A � G changes = 1taragt, i � j 

changes = 1tiriit (as Lanave et al. 1 984 do). While there appear to be twelve independent rates 

there are in fact only 9 underlying rates, so that some entries in R may be considered products of 
an underlying rate multiplied by the frequency of a state, i .e. IT (see Tavare 1 986)(note these 

same results can easily be extended to any number of states, for example the twenty amino 
acids). Estimates of these relative rates should be of general interest to biologists trying to 
understand the mutation I substitution process (and potentially much more informative than the 3 
rates of the Kimura 3ST model, for example) . Of course we may have good reason to doubt that 
the relative rates of substitution form a time reversible process, in which case we may wish to 
model a general 12 parameter model, and recover the 12 rate categories this way. For four states 
this can only be done using a predictive model (e.g. maximum likelihood, or minimum X2), 

analysing 3 or more sequences simultaneously (e.g. see Blaisdell 1 985). Predictive models, by 
using all the information simultaneously, are also expected to be a more efficient way of 
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obtaining estimates of the overall rates than a multitude of non-independent distance 
compansons. 

If we are assuming a time reversible model, then we expect all divergence matrices to be 
symmetric. A proof of this expectation is given in appendix 3.2 (developed with Dr Mike Steel). 
Consequently we can reduce the error of any distance measure made under a time reversible 
model if we can make a joint estimate of f;i = fii · As Barry and Hartigan ( 1987b) mention, this 
amounts to forming a symetricised divergence matrix, and this matrix F* is also the ML 

estimator of F (since F is  expected to have a multinomial distribution, then the ML estimator of 
A A A A 

f;i + fi; = fu + fji ,  and since f;i = fi;, it follows that the ML estimator of fii or fi; is 1/2 ( fu + JF )). 

Since F* is the ML estimator of F ,  and fi is the ML estimator of II (and since F* i s  the 
sufficient statistic under this model) then it follows that equation 3.2. 1 - 1  is also the ML 
estimator of the distance under the general time reversible model. The expectation that F will be 
symmetric, also allows a test of whether the data were generated by a time reversible substitution 
scheme (although when comparing more than one pair of distances their covariances need to be 
taken into account in a similar manner to Bulmer 1 99 1a, for example) . 

3.2.2 A distribution of rates across sites with the general time reversible distance 

We can also extend distances estimated under stationary time reversible models (with up to 
9 parameters in their transition matrices) using the same general approach used in chapter 2 with 
the Hadamard conjugation. Our new distance estimation formula estimating the expected 
number of substitutions per site is ,  

(3.2.2- 1 )  

where M-1 i s  the inverse of the moment generating function of the distribution of rates across 

sites (table 2.2 gives some examples). The application of M-1 to rr-1F, (here taken as matrix Z) 
is defined as, 

(3 .2.2-2) 

where Q is a matrix containing as columns the eigenvectors of Z, n-1 is its inverse, and function 

M-1 is applied componentwise to the diagonal matrix '¥ which contains the eigenvalues of z. As 

with the time reversible i .r. model we symmetrise F, as doing this we are always able to 
diagonalise the product of Il-1F (the product of two symmetric matrices always has real 

eigenvalues). This method also provides a quick way of calculating P across any edge or path in 
a tree if rates at sites vary . Let, w mn be equal to the total expected number of substitutions on an 

edge or along a path, while R is a normalised Markov instantaneous rate matrix such that its 
positive entries sum to 1 ,  then 

(3.2.2-3). 
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This last result allows us to quickly calculate the divergence matrix under any continuous 

times Markov process where sites evolve independently, and the transition matrix can be written 

in the form R\ (where is the relative rate of substitution at the i-th site). Again if R defines a 

time reversible process it can be diagonalised and has real eigenvalues (Keilson 1 979, section 

3.2). A proof of the last three equations is similar to that for Hadamard conjugations with a 

distribution of rates across sites, and relies upon the fact that F = ITI.exp(Rtf..), and will appears 

in an manuscript with Dr Mike Steel (Waddell and Steel unpublished). That F is a linear sum of 

time reversible processes, guarantees complete monotonicity of time reversible distances with a 

distribution of rates across sites. Further we can derive the variance of this estimate using a delta 

method approximation (see Barry and Hartigan 1987b), and this gives: 

Var[ .5] = �l t.,., ( R., -t.,., R,, ) ' + t. 1r ,  { t. P., ( G" -� P,,C,1 n J + OV' ) (3 .2.2-

- r-1 

4) 

where (Gk.I) are elements of the matrix, G = -La, LBs(B1 )'-I-s , B = I - P (where t indicates 
r=l s=O 

transpose). The term ar is equal to �'( 1 -x) = La;x' . For example, in the case of the r 

distribution this gives, 

an = [(k+ 1)(2k+ 1 )  . . .  ((n- 1 )k+ 1)]/(n !k0), e.g. with shape parameter k = 0.8, a 1 = 1 /0.8 = 1 .25 ; a2 = 

(0.8+ 1)/(2 !(0.82)) = 1 .4 1 ; a3 = [(0.8+ 1)( 1 .6+1 )]/(3 ! (0.83)), etc. 

However the proof in Barry and Hartigan ( 1987b) appears to contain some errors which in 

collaboration with Mike Steel, we are looking to correct if necessary, then check the accuracy of 

this approximation with simulations. By a manipulation of this formula it is also possible to 

estimate the variance-covariance matrix of the entries (rates) in R (not shown). 

Being able to predict P for such a general model, allows us to look into the consistency (and 

for large samples the robustness and convergence) of tree building methods based on specific 

assumptions about R, I1 or the distribution of rates across sites (we can even make F a sum of 

different F matrices, and so model different sets of sites of sites having a different underlying R 

matrix). 

A second use of the method is to estimate pairwise distances under any i .i .d. model . We can 

predict F for any homogeneous and stationary i.i .d. model (requiring R and t, or t, and t2 if the 

process is not time reversible), then it is straight forward to fit F to F ,  and the estimated 

distance is that which maximises the fit (Felsenstein 1993, uses this approach in PHYLIP to 

make a maximum likelihood estimate of distance under the stationary K 2ST model). It is worth 

noting that Blaisdell ( 1 985) suggested a similar procedure to infer distance plus parameters, 

something which can perhaps best be done with ML or X2 fitting of s(T)(inferred sequence 

patterns across all taxa) to data. The real advantage of this type of distance estimation is that if 

we assume a stationary model, then we can fix R so that distances estimates are more efficient 
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(i .e. remove some stochastic variation) . This in turn is expected to help in reduce sampling 
variance in both distance estimation and tree selection from these distance estimates (e.g. 
Kuhner and Felsenstein 1 994) . 

Let us assume that we have evidence that a stationary time reversible model (where R is of 
the form SIT as previously defined in section 3 .2. 1 )  is a reasonable fit, and we have estimates of 

the nine independent entries in S and IT. Further assume that analyses like those illustrated latter 

in the chapter suggest that the distribution of rates across sites is well approximated by a gamma 
distribution with shape parameter k = 0.8. Further we expect that the rate of A �  C is equal to 

that of G � T in the symmetrical matrix S, and the base composition is consistent with the 

frequency of G and C being equaL Thus we average these specific entries and are ready to infer 
o, since we have SIT = R (with 9-2 = d .f.), i .e. 

a � £ 1ta 0 0 0 a ne � 1tc £ 1tt 

a <1> 11 X 0 1tc 0 0 area <j> 1tc 11 1tt 

� <1> a 0 0 1tc 0 � 1ta <j> 1tc a n:t 

£ 11 a 0 0 0 1tt £ 1ta TJ 1tc a 1tc 

s n R 
(we require estimates of all parameters in R, estimating them if we need to from each pairwise F 
matrix, but preferably with a method such as ML based on the sequences of many taxa) . It then 
follows that F = ll(M(Rt)) , where R is given, and M is applied to the whole matrix (via 

diagonalisation as described earlier), and in this case M is equal to ((k - x) I k)"\ or ((0.9 - x) I 

0.9 Y09 (see table 2.2). It j ust remains to alter t until a best fit to is obtained between F and F (or 
F* and F) and the final t is our distance estimate (note we must normalize R so that non-diagonal 
elements of each row sum to 1 if we wish t to be the expected number of substitutions per site 
and not a multiple of this quantity) .  

This approach also allows the estimation of distances under a model we anticipate will be a 
especially useful for analysing "neutral" nuclear DNA (e.g. psuedogenes) .  An ongoing 
conjecture in molecular evolution is whether neutral substitution rates on each strand of nuclear 
DNA are equal. Various studies have looked at this question using statistical tests and concluded 
that there is no good evidence to refute this hypothesis (e.g. Bulmer 199 l b) ,  making it seem 
likely to be an accurate approximation to reality. Taking these studies one step further, we can 
infer the rate matrix under such a model (a new step as far as I am aware). Due to canonical base 
pairing of DNA, the constraint of equal substitution rates on each strand implies a set of six 
constraints (leaving a model with 6 degrees of freedom). Because A pairs with T and C with G, 

this implies, for example that the rate of the change A � T must equal the rate change of T � 

A, or that the rate A � C must equal the rate of T � G, etc. This specifies the rate matrix, 
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A c 

A a 

c a 

G d e 

T e d 

G 

b 

c 

f 

T 

c 

b 

f 

This rate matrix is non-time reversible. So we must infer F mn = 

(Prm)1TIPrn = (M(Rt1))TI(M(Rt2)), and our distance is (t 1 + t2), where t1 is 

the distance (assuming R is normalised) from the root (r) of this path to 

sequence m, and t2 is the distance from the root to n. This rate matrix 

does have a closed form expression for its eigenvalues (M. Waddell 

pers comm.), so it may be possible to obtain a closed form expression for the true distance. It 

seems unlikely that any closed form expression would be either an ML estimator or would easily 

allow the underlying rate matrix to be fixed for all sequence comparisons. Thus this 

computationally more expensive "fitting" approach may be preferable . With neutral DNA M 

would usually be taken to be the moment generating function of the delta function (i.e. identical 

rates at all sites). However during ML fitting of data to model to make the divergence time 

estimates in Waddell and Penny ( 1995), it was found that a distribution of rates across sites 

could improve fit of psuedogene data to model (although not significant at the 5% level ; more 

details are given in chapter 5). Thus we should keep an open mind on this issue and use a non-i.r. 

transformation if there is good evidence for site to site rate variation. 

3.3 DISTANCE ESTIMATION UNDER NON-STATIONARY MODELS 

Here we look at estimators which are hopefully robust to the effect of sequences having 

quite different nucleotide base compositions, a problem recently recognised as potentially 

serious trouble for tree estimation (see for example Weisburg et al. 1 989, Lanave et al. 1989, 

Lockhart 1990, Loomis and Smith 1990, Lockhart et al. 1992, Hasegawa et al. 1992) . Here we 

describe some new properties of LogDeterminant (also called "Paralinear distances) which have 

recently been suggested as a major breakthrough in helping to combat such biases (see 

especially Lockhart et al. 1994). We also look at another class of approximate corrections which 

hopefully make most distance transformations more robust to non-stationary base compositions. 

3.3.1 LogDet distance methods including new results on their interpretation 

While we cannot recover a distance 0 as the number of substitutions per site for the general 

non-stationary model, there is a way of obtaining a tree additive distance under any i .i .d. and i .r. 

Markov model such that, 

Omn = -ln[det(Fmn)] (3.3 . 1 - 1 )  

where det i s  the matrix determinant (Steel 1994a). Subsequently Lockhart et al. ( 1994) suggested 

the formulae, 

Omn = - 114 (ln[det(Fmn)] - 112 ln[det(Tim)] - 112 ln[det(TI0)]), (3.3 . 1 -2) 
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(the same formula was independently derived by Lake 1 994, but leaving out the factor 1 14 which 
as we will see is useful to include) . For explicit mathematical proofs of these distances under this 
general models, see Steel ( 1994a), and Steel et al. ( 1 993a) .  

Let' s look at what these equations are doing. Recalling that F mn = P',m TI,Prn , so 

det(F m) = det(P',m TI,P,) = det(P',m )det(fl,)det(P,n ) (a well known result in matrix algebra, 

which also states that the order of multiplication of determinants is commutative and 

associative) . So -ln(det(F m)) = -ln(det(fl,))  + -ln(det(P',mprn )) .  Further the last term can be 

written as -ln(det(P )), and so -ln(det(P )) = -ln(det(Pm1 )) + -ln(det(P1 2)) + . . . .  + -ln(det(P�m)) m n mn 
(where k is the label of the last internal node on the path from m to n) (see Cavender and 
Felsenstein 1 987, Barry and Hartigan 1 987b, Steel 1994, and Lake 1 994 for a mathematical 
description of this property applied to tree based sequence evolutionary models) .  The taking of 
logarithms has converted a multiplicative property of a distance to an tree additive property, just 
the kind of distance we need for most distance based tree building algorithms to be consistent 
(Felsenstein 1 988) .  Note that under any stochastic process the determinant of P will always be a 
number greater than zero, unless it indicates completely random change (in our case indicating 
an infinitely long edge in the tree) where it will take value zero. Consequently barring sampling 
error, its log will always be defined under the model. Likewise for any Markov process, the 
determinant of TI will always be between zero and one (being zero only if one of the states has 

frequency zero, which should only happen due to sampling error, as any process with all P 
matrices having positive determinants will also generate n matrices having positive 

determinants) .  

It is important to understand what the LogDet formula is measuring. If P mn is divided up into 

k equally spaced intervals, then as k tends to infinity each interval becomes �t, and the transition 

matrix in one of these very fine intervals, P6t. becomes equal to (I + R..1t)(that is the identity 

matrix, I, plus the instantaneous rate matrix, R, for the instant �t). In turn, ln[det(I + R�t)) 

becomes equal to ln[det( l + trace(R)] (since det of I =  1 ,  and det of R as k tends to infinity is 
trace of R), which in turn becomes -trace(R) (as the logarithm of a number becoming barely less 
than 1 ,  tends to ln( l )  (which is 0) minus that number). So, the quantity -trace(R) can be 
interpreted as four times the sum of all the nucleotide changes, i � j, divided by the frequency of 

nucleotide i, in that instance of time. Compare this with the formula introduced earlier which 
said that the total number of substitutions per site was -trace(TIR), and you can see that the two 

would be the same if we multiplied by TI"1 (i .e. R = rr-1ITR). Multiplying by the diagonal matrix 

n- 1 is the same as dividing all elements in TIR by 1 /n:i> which is exactly the additional weighting 

factor we have coming in when we consider what trace of R is counting. So while more common 
distance measures such as the Jukes-Cantor, and even the general time reversible distances, aim 

4 

to recover the unweighted sum of all substitutions, L'..Pr(i -t j),i ::/: j (where i � j are changes 
i=l 

such as A � C), in contrast minus 1 14 of the logarithm of the determinant of P is summing up 
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� Pr(i --7 j) · · 

h h f f · · · d · h · f · h £..J ---'----"-'-.-, l  '# J .  w ere t e requency o z 1 s  estimate m t e mstant o time t at any 
i=I frequency(z ) 

change is occurring. If the process is non-stationary (with respect to the base frequencies), then 
the frequency of state i will change as we move along edges of the tree. This interpretation of 
what -In( det(P mn)) is counting is due to Barry and Hartigan ( l 987b ), and the example above 
loosely follows their proof. 

There are is a set of special cases where - l /4ln[det(P mn)] will recover the distances from m to 
n as the number of substitutions per site. Any model where the frequency of all four bases stays 
at 0.25, will meet this condition (it is here that the 0.25- 1 weighting of each substitution is 
canceling with the I I 4 factor at the front of the equation to give exactly the number of 
substitutions per site, Barry and Hartigan 1 987b, Lake 1 994, and Lockhart et al. 1 994) .  Since 

l /4ln[det(Fmn)] is equal to - l/4ln[det(Pmn)] + - l /4ln[det(II)] ,  then this also explains why 

Lockhart et al. ( 1994) suggested a version of the LogDet which is - l /4ln[det(Fmn)] - l /4rln(r) 
(where r is the number of states, here 4) since the last term rln(r) is exactly equal to -
1 /rln[det(Il)] for any equi-frequency model with r states. Equi-frequency models include all 
models with symmetric rate matrices, and a special subset of asymmetric rate matrices. 

Under any stationary Markov model, then the most general LogDet distance (equation 3 .3 . 1 -
2) will be linear with the number of substitutions per site (and with a molecular clock linear with 
time). This makes it potentially very useful for constructing weighted trees, when we aim to 
calibrate one or more nodes in the tree with a specific age (e.g. from fossil evidence) and then 
infer the age of other nodes by ratios of edge lengths. Using the LogDet transformation rather 
than any of the more specific distance transformations frees us from any specific assumption 
about the form of R. (Note that for this purpose all other pairwise distance measures will give 
systematic underestimates if R contains 1 2  parameters, or 10 or more parameters if a molecular 
clock holds, since F must then be symmetric) . Since F is expected to be symmetric under a 
molecular clock (proof in appendix 3.2), then if we are imposing a clock to hold over the whole 
tree, we can reduce the variance of the LogDet distance by symmetrisation (i .e. F* as already 
discussed in section 3 .2. 1 on general time reversible distances) .  The same argument holds if we 
wish to constrain the LogDet equation to a time reversible model, where we should also apply 
the LogDet to F* (which also must have a symmetric F matrix, see appendix 3 .2). 

Results from the previous paragraph also suggest a new form of LogDet if we expect that the 
base frequencies are stationary, but not necessarily equal (nor need the model be time 

reversible). In this case there should be a IT matrix common to all sequences, and it is more 

accurately estimated as the average of all sites in the sequences (not just a pair at a time). We 
denote this estimate as IIav (average over all sequences), so out additive distance measure 
becomes, 

Omn = - 114 (ln[det(Fmn)] - ln[det(Ilav)]) .  (3.3 . 1 -3) 
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Equation 3 . 3 . 1 -3 is additive on a tree under the same assumptions as other LogDet measures 
since ln[det(Fmn)] is additive (Steel 1 994a) and -ln[det(IIav)] is a constant added to all distances 

thus not altering this additivity (Barry and Hartigan 1 987b ). (It is possible to constrain F to F* to 
make this estimate under a clock or a stationary time reversible model). Due to sampling errors 
and violations of the assumption of stationarity 3 .3 . 1 -3 could return a negative distance between 
closely related species (especially if their base composition was closer to equi-frequency than 
the average of the sequences used to estimate IIav) . If using these distances to estimate a tree 

with an algorithm that required all distances greater than or equal to zero, it may be necessary to 
add a small constant to all pairwise distances so that the smallest distance became zero. Its not 

clear if using IIav will substantially reduce the variance of LogDet distances in this type of 

situation. We presently understand little of the variances and covariances of different LogDet 
distances, and especially how these alter the reliability of tree selection when coupled with 
various tree selection criteria and algorithms. 

It is interesting to note the connection between the LogDet of the F* matrix and the time 
reversible distance of equation 3 .2 . 1 - 1  applied to F* .  Specifically, 

- 1  
oii = -trace(ln[II F*J)  = -trace(Rt) = -(ln[det(P*)J) = -(ln[det(F*]) + ln[det(II-']) ,  (3 .3 . 1 -4) 

where by definition R is a the rate matrix which gives rise to a time reversible model (F*) and 
P* is P estimated from F*.  This relationship holds by the J acobi identity which states that the 
determinant of a matrix is equal to the product of its eigenvalues (and because any symmetric 
matrix has all real eigenvalues, and gives rise to a unique R matrix) .  With real data both F* and 
IT are estimated as described earlier. Thus we suspect that the sampling variance of these 
additive distance estimates is also equal. Under the Kimura 3ST model (and submodels) a further 
restriction is also possible, so that all entries in F* which are expected to be equivalent are 
averaged (e.g. all types of transitions equal, all type 1 transversions equal, all type 2 
transversions equal, and all diagonal elements equal) .  If we call this matrix F# , then it follows 
that, 

-1 # # # 
oii = -trace[ln(II F )] =  -ln(det(P )) = -trace(Rt) = -(ln(det(F )) - 4ln(4)) (3 .3 . 1 -5) 

More specifically under the Kimura 3ST model, then -trace(Rt) = 4 x (no. substitutions per site) 

= -[ln( l -2P-2Q) + ln( l -2P-2R) + ln( l -2R-2Q)] .  This last equation, which is Kimura's ( 198 1 )  
equation bar the factor 1 /4, is thus equal to the constrained LogDet equation, i . e .  ln(det(P#)). 
This relationship holds because the terms 1 ,  ( l -2P-2Q), ( 1-2P-2R), and ( 1 -2Q-2R) are the 
eigenvalues of P#. Thus this constrained form of the LogDet is another way of writing the 3ST 
equation. Consequently, the sampling variance of the constrained LogDet under the Kimura 3ST 
model and its submodels, must be equal to that of the standard ML estimators under these 
models. (Note that the standard Jukes-Cantor, Kimura 2ST and Kimura 3ST distance formulae 
are ML distance estimators under the Poisson, generalised Kimura 2ST and generalised Kimura 
3ST models respectively, e.g. see Zharkikh 1 994) . This helps to explain why even the 
unconstrained LogDet transformation has a very similar variance to the ML estimators of Oij 
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under the Kimura 3ST model (and submodels, unpublished simulations with David 
Swofford)(also see chapter 4 where it is shown that the delta method variance approximations of 
these two methods are equal). 

Unfortunately, even in these constrained cases of the LogDet, we cannot allow for a 
distribution of rates across sites without first separating sites into rate classes . Consider for 
example that ln[det(Pmn)l = ln[product of eigenvalues of Pmnl = ln[e 1 ] + ln[e2] + ln[e3] + ln[e4] 
which is then an additive measure due to the instantaneous interpretation (detailed below) that 
this is a measure of the sum of the trace of the R matrix at each instant of evolution (if we 
assume a continuous process). It is not possible to replace in with a moment generating function 
and get the analogue of the time reversible distance with a distribution of rates across sites 
(3.2.2- 1 ), since M"1 [det(Pmn)] ;e M"1 [e! ] + M"1 [e2] + M"1 [e3] + M"1 [e4] . Others ways of improving 
additivity with unequal rates across sites must be found. 

An interesting new result we add here is that under any stationary i . i .d. and i.r. Markov 
model, the expected value of equation 3 .3 . 1 -2 is always greater than or equal to the total number 
of substitutions .  This amounts to showing that with IT in equilibrium with R, then 

- 1 /h x trace(R) ;:::: -trace(IlR) (where h is the number of character states). We have evaluated this 

condition with 50 twelve parameter R matrices of very different forms plus random numbers and 
it was found to hold in all cases (in addition the amount that -trace(R) exceeded the number of 
substitutions per site was highly correlated with how far IT was from being equifrequency) . (I am 
presently working on a proof of this conjecture with Mike Steel, so far we have proved this 
conjecture for 2 character states. The general proof is elusive because we have yet to find a 
closed form expression for the equilibrium base composition under the general i .i .d. model with 
more than two states). 

Lastly now, how do we interpret the LogDet distance (equation 3.3 . 1 -2) under the most 
general i .r. I i .i .d. model of evolution? A straight forward way of doing this is to realise that, 

- 118 (ln[det(Pmn)] + ln[det(Pnm)]) = - 114 (ln[det(Fmn)] - 1/2 ln[det(Ilm)] - 1/2 ln[det(Iln)]), (3 .3 . 1 -

5) 

(a proof of this is presented in appendix 3 .3) .  As we will demonstrate in section 3 .4 .2 the 
asynchronous distances of Barry and Hartigan ( 1987b) are not tree additive under a non
stationary model, however the average of bii and bii is additive and identical to the favoured form 
of LogDet used by Lockhart et al. ( 1 994), and Lake ( 1 994) (appendix 3 .3) .  So combining this 
result with our previous result we obtain, 

- 1/4 (ln[det(Fmn)] - 1/2 ln[det(Ilm)] - 1 12 ln[det(Iln)])  = 

1 (� Pr(i � j) � Pr(j � i) J . . 
- £..J + £.-J ' l � J  
8c i=l frequency(i) j=l frequency( j) 

(3.3 . 1 -6) 
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(where frequency refers to normalised frequency or proportion). If we multiply our the LogDet 
distance of equation 3 .3 . 1 -2 by the sequence length we have the following interpretation: This 
distance is the average of, the number of substitutions i -7 j weighted by the initial state (i), plus 

the number of substitutions i -7 j weighted by the state it changed into (}) . For example, assume 

a change A -7 C occurred at point x between tips m and n of the tree, and the frequency of A was 

(0. 1 )  at this instance, while the frequency of C was (0.4) . This change contributes 
1 18( 1 10. 1 + 1 10.4) = 118( 10 + 2.5) = 1 .5625 to the distance between points m and n. Notice that 
this is not the same as 114( 1 I [ (f(a) + f(c)) I 2], which gives 114( 1 I [(0. 1 + 0.4) I 2] ) = 1 ,  so 
there is no general way to simplify this distance interpretation. Consequently, the distance in 
(3.3 . 1 -6) is tree additive in expectation (so can be expected to give consistent tree estimation 
when combined with a reliable tree building algorithm under this i .r. model). As we will see 
below this distance can also be a useful approximation to the more traditional distance of the 
unweighted number of substitutions per sites under non-stationary conditions (then often being a 
better estimator of this quantity than the standard distances, e.g. JC, K 2ST, etc .) .  

Lastly notice that interpretation 3 .3 . 1 -6 of the LogDet equation shows that there is no arrow 
of time in this distance, it is gives identical values in either direction. Also contrary to the 
expectation of Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987b) there is no special information in their asymmetric 
distance. The difference in two asynchronous distances is just ln[det(llm)] - ln[det(lln)] ,  a rather 

insensitive measure of inequality of base compositions (e.g. it can be zero if base compositions 

are quite different, but the diagonal of the two ll matrices are permutations of each other). Its 
most general feature is that it is always positive if the base composition of m is equifrequency 
and that of n is not. Consequently ln[det(llm)] - ln[det(lln)] offers no special information and 

would only be useful in locating the root when assuming the ancestral base composition was 
[0.25 : 0.25 : 0.25 : 0.25 ] .  

Before we move on i t  is worth noting that both the general distances (the extended time
reversible distance with unequal rates across sites and the LogDet distance) can be applied to 
any number of states (e.g. Lockhart et al. 1 994, Lake 1 994). In coding regions it is often the 
amino acid and not so much the individual bases in the codon, that acts as a single unit. 
Consequently a rate matrix for amino acid changes may better approximate the course of 
evolution than a single rate matrix applied to all sites in the DNA sequence (or even first , 
second, and third DNA positions treated separately) (e.g. this is the reason for PROTML, Adachi 
and Hasegawa 1 992, see also Reeves 1 992) . However a further refinement is that even amino 
acid substitutions, while being selected for by the properties of the end product (the protein), are 
driven at different rates depending on what the underlying codon is ,  and how readily a particular 
mutation to another codon can occur (a property of the structure of the genetic code, and the 
rates of nucleotide base mutation) . Consequently it is expected that a codon to codon transition 
matrix (64 possible states, with the 3 stop codons typically excluded), may even better describe 
the evolution of a stretch of protein coding DNA (Muse and Gaut 1 994, and Goldman and Y ang 
1 994 have recently studied this question with an ML model) . Thus it may be fruitful to apply 

either time reversible distances, or LogDet, to a 6 1  x 61 F matrix of the divergence of codons 
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between two sequences, or to a 20 x 20 matrix of the divergence of amino acids (or alternatively 

LogDet F* if we assume a time reversible model, which will also help reduce sampling 
variance). Whether either of these approaches can become generally used will depend largely on 
the kinds of sampling error (variance and bias) that can arise when using typical sequence 
lengths of 200 to 2000 base pairs. With so many possible pairs of states, and relatively short 
sequences, it is expected many of the rarer events in the divergence matrix will not be observed, 
and there will also sometimes be completely missing states, e.g. a short protein with no cystine 

residues. This will require either nominal values in I1 or F ,  some pooling of states such as into 
amino acid classes, or else exclusion of a missing state in order to give non-zero determinants 
and thus defined distances. It would be most desirable to assess the reliability of these distances 
(based upon amino acid or codon changes) using simulations before they were used regularly to 
analyse real data. 

One further extension may be of limited use with the LogDet method. It is desirable to be 
able to model insertion-deletion events as well as substitution events, when analysing DNA 
sequences .  If an insertion-deletion is more than one position in length (or one codon if using this 
as the state) then it clearly violates the i .i .d .  assumption, as applied to the other states being 
analysed. There is also the issue of deletions being possible absorbing states, when there can be 
change into a state but not out of it. However there may be scope for including the shortest 
insertion deletion events (say 2 sites or less in length) into the divergence matrix, in the hope that 
the additional information is reliable enough to overcome the model violation which is 
occurring. Non-coding regions can, for example, show a high rate of very short insertions and 
deletions . Again simulation results from a realistic model should be most illuminating regarding 
the utility of such distance estimates. 

It is worth noting that the LogDet transform is to phylogenetic analyses based on distances, 
what the general i . i .d. and i .r. model of Barry and Hartigan ( 1987a) is to maximum likelihood 
tree inference from sequences. This has several important consequences not previously noted. 
Firstly, evidence that LogDet distances are not fitting a tree building model reliably, also implies 
that the general i.i .. d. ML model will not explain the same data adequately. This could be taken 
as proof of the need to consider more sophisticated models, perhaps incorporating correlations 
between sites or elements of high order molecular structure and function. Secondly, just as there 
is no obvious way to extend the LogDet to exactly model unequal rates across sites (without 
separating them into rate classes), then the same restrictions apply to the general i . i .d. ML 
model. The root cause of this is that the general i .i .d. ML model allows for any P matrix with 
positive determinant on an each edge of the tree. However this P matrix need not correspond to 
any homogenous continuous time process, so there is no direct way to infer what the 
corresponding P matrix would be if there were unequal rates across sites (e.g. for a single edge 
the relationship of 3 .2.2-3 no longer holds). 

Previously the LogDet has not been described as an ML distance estimator, however it 
probably is .  For example the LogDet applied to F# (the F matrix formed by averaging entries 
which have equivalent likelihood under the equilibrium root distribution Kimura 3ST model or 
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submodels) reduces to the more familiar ML estimators of Jukes and Cantor ( 1 969), Kimura 
( 1 980), and Kimura ( 1 98 1 )  if base composition is assumed to be equifrequency. Also the LogDet 
applied to F* (the symmetrised matrix) gives equivalent estimates to the ML general time 
reversible distance, except that it is an ML estimate of the weighted distance (3 .3 . 1 -6) .  Lastly 

F is the sufficient statistic under the general i .r. I i . i .d. model, so it seems likely that it too is an 
ML distance estimator. 

To apply the general i . i .d. model reliably when sites do not have identical rates, either an 
invariant sites model must be used, or else sites must be classified into separate rate classes. A 
third point of note is that it will be interesting to compare distance based methods (LogDet) and 
ML methods of tree selection under this very general model with short sequences. The ML 
model is estimating 1 2  (2t-3) parameters per tree, whereas the LogDet is apparently only 
estimating one thing, namely the determinant of the F matrix. ML methods are expected to do 
better than distance based methods with long sequences but it would be very interesting if ML 
did better than distance based methods even with short sequences (say 1 00 or more sites, with 
four or five taxa) under the general i .r. - i .i .d. model . This in turn would beg the question of how 
a ML method which is apparently estimating so many parameters, can do better with very limited 
data than an apparently more simple distance method estimating a only a few key quantities .  

This section is concluded with a look at the determinant of a 4 x 4 matrix. We do this 

because it is interesting to consider how sampling error could bias this estimate of a determinant, 
and to notify the reader of a computational error that was detected. The determinant of a 4 x 4 
matrix can be written as : 

det(F) = dtl - dt2 + dt3 - dt4, 

Evaluations to date show that with short sequences there is a s light downward bias to the 
expected value of the determinant estimated in this way. Overall bias is then increased by the 
non-linear log transform, so that with short sequences the LogDet tends to overestimate the 
asymptotic distance (unpublished simulations with D.L. Swofford and P.O. Lewis, and 
unpublished analyses by D.  Penny). 

Later in section 3 .7  we do some extensive analyses of 28 16S-like rRNA sequences using the 
LogDet equation 3 .3 . 1 -2, as implement by David Penny in the programs "Prepare" and "Trees" 
(Penny et al. 1 993, available by anonymous FTP from FARSIDE@massey.ac .nz). A 
programming error has recently been detected in both these programs, and although now 
corrected (as of July 1 995) there has not been time to rerun and redraw all the analyses. The 
error occurred in estimating the determinant of F as dt1 - dt2 + dt3 + dt4 when the last term 
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should have been subtracted. For many distance estimations this error makes a difference only in 
the third (or fewer) significant place. The reason is that this last dt term tends to be the smallest 
of the four (as the F matrix is programmed the first term of dt4, f1 4, is the relatively rare 

transversion A � T). At higher rates of change this error results in the determinant being 

overestimated, and in fact seems to act to counter the bias of the standard distance in some 
situations .  In our case we have been able to check the main results (figures 3 . 1 1  and 3 . 1 2) using 
early test versions of the program PAUP* which was giving correct distances .  Even with the 
large amounts of change in these sequences, and with the removal of invariant sites, this 
programming error did not change any directly evaluated tree, and made only minor differences 
to bootstrap support estimates (generally less than 5%,  and these differences are noted in the 
relevant text). Consequently we expect that the published analyses made using the programs 
"Prepare" and "Trees" to estimate LogDet distances will not be misleading. We have also 
mentioned this point partially because this programming error may actually point the way 
towards unbiased estimators, and also hints at a fair degree of robustness in this general formula. 
All other distance estimates were made with the program PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1 993), or PAUP* 
(Swofford in press) . 

3.3.2 Approximate methods to give robustness with varying base composition 

There have been intermittent claims in the literature of non-LogDet methods which are 
robust to non-stationary base compositions in estimating additive distances. Here we investigate 
these modified "stationary distances" and show they can be applied to a wide range of distance 
transformations. Whether they actually help (relative to standard distances) is an open question 
not yet considered theoretically. One possibility to increase the robustness of distance 
transformations is to modify them so that they return an " infinite distance" (e.g. taking the 
logarithm of zero) when we observe data which we expect to be random when taking into 
account the observed base frequencies in each sequence. This observation is used to modify 
Kimura 2ST and Kimura 3ST distances, and to consider such distances properties. Examples of 
this approach have been given by Olsen (reported in Weisburg et al. 1 989) and Bulmer ( 1 99 1 a) 
in the instance of the Jukes-Cantor, and "equal input" models (e.g. Felsenstein 1 98 1 a, Taj ima 
and Nei 1984, Tavare 1 986) . For example the Jukes-Cantor distance 3 = -3/4 ln( l -4/3dobs) 

assumes that at very large distances the observed distance for long sequences will approach 3/4, 
and hence the logarithm of the term in the brackets will approach infinity. If base compositions 
are not equal in the two sequences, we could expect random sequences to show either more or 
less than 1/4 matches when randomised. 

A more general distance correction that the Jukes-Cantor, often called the "equal-input" 

model (Tajima and Nei 1 984 ), has a very similar distance correction formula, 3 = -b In[ 1 -dobslb] ,  

where b = ( 1  - f/-f/-fg2-f/) (where b is the expected number of mismatches with randornised 
sequences, and fx is the proportion of nucleotide x) . If base composition varies between two 
sequences i and j then for very large distances dabs will approach faifai + fclci + fgif&i + fufri and we 
can replace b with 1 minus this sum of terms (Bulmer 1 99 1 a) .  If we replace b in the previous 
equation with this last value then for both zero and "infinite" distances this modified formula 
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will be exactly correct, and hopefully more accurate than the unmodified distance for all values 
in between. It is less clear what the coefficient at the front of this equation should be in order to 
(a) give the best estimate of the unweighted number of substitutions per site or (b) the best 
distance for reconstructing evolutionary trees (note that different coefficients may optimise for 
(a) vs (b)). For the present it is arbitrarily taken to be analogue of the stationary case (i.e. -b). 

Despite the informal derivation of the "infinite distance" modification to the Jukes-Cantor 
type equation, it does appear to give a degree of robustness to the analogous distance in the 2-
state case (table 3.2) (and in preliminary 4-state examinations, data not shown) . What i s also 

interesting is that standard distance distances, without the infinite distance modification, have 
been extended to accommodate a distribution of rates across sites (e.g. Golding 1983, Olsen 
1987, Jin and Nei 1 990) , are known to have relatively low sampling variances (e.g. Rodriguez et 

al. 1 990), and have recently been extended (in the case of the Jukes-Cantor and Kimura 2ST) to 
allow "unbiased" estimates (Tajima 1 993, more on this in appendix 4.2). It will be interesting to 
see if it is possible to marry together the unbiased and robust part to give a "best of all worlds" 
distance i.e. robustness plus low variance about the true value, and then extend such a distance to 
allow a distribution of rates across sites. If these hopes are realised, then this type of 
approximate distance could be a useful alternative to the implementations of the LogDet (which 
may suffer problems of sampling variance and sensitivity to unequal rates across sites) . 

Another point not yet addressed is how best to estimate the relative frequencies of the 
nucleotides when making an "infinite distance" modification (rather the average base 
composition of all sites has been used). One obvious solution is to use just the sites that have 
varied between the two sequences. Using just these sites will negate the "drag" on overall change 
of base frequency due to sites which have not changed. Sites may not have changed due either to 
chance under an i.r. model, or to slow or zero rate of change when there is variability of rates 
across sites (e.g. due to stabilizing selection). When estimating short distances, use of only the 
varied sites to infer expected base composition could carry a high penalty in increased variance 
with little gain, as the percentage error due to base composition drift would be low. The biggest 
gain would be expected at larger distances, and at these distances many sites should be varying. 
These factors together suggest that a simple weighting function for the proportion of sites to 

include in estimating base frequency composition of two sequences might be y x (base 

composition in variable sites) + ( 1 -y) x (base composition in unvaried but potentially variable 

sites) + 0 x (base composition in sites most unlikely to change) . Here the value for y could be an 

observed (or preferably a reliable inferred) distance between the two sequences being compared 
(the latter necessitating a new weighting if distance of more than 1 occurred) . In the analyses 
latter in this chapter, the importance of which sites to include when measuring base composition, 
or performing transformations, is demonstrated. 

Going further we can extend the concept of the "infinite distance" correction beyond the 
Jukes-Cantor type model, to any distance which takes the logarithm or power of a value it 
expects to go to zero with increasingly large "true" distance. Two obvious examples are the 
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Kimura 2ST and 3ST distances. The Kimura 2ST distance 8 = -112 In [( 1 - 2P - Q) ( 1  - 2Q)112] ,  

becomes, 

8 = - 112 ln [( 1 - 0.5AP - 0.5BQ) ( 1  - BQ)112] ,  (3.3 .2- 1 )  

where P = the observed proportion of transitions, A =  1 I (asymptotic frequency of transversions) 
= 1 I (faJgj + fgifai + fclti + ftlcj). Q = the observed proportion of transversions, while B = 1 I (faifcj 
+ fcJaj + faifti + fufaj + fclgj + fgifcj + fgifti + f1lgj) .  Similarly the Kimura 2ST distance with a gamma 
distribution of rates across sites (Golding 1983, Jin and Nei 1 990) becomes, 

8 = k I 2 ln [( I - 0.5AP - 0.5BQ)"11k + 0.5( 1 - BQ)"11k -312] . (3.3 .2-2) 

Likewise the Kimura 3ST distance becomes, 

8 = - 118 [M. 1 ( 1 - 0.5XP - 0.5YQ) + M"1( 1 - 0.5XP - 0.5 ZR) + M"1(1 - 0.5YQ - 0.5ZR)] (3.3 .2-3) 

where M-1 is the inverse of the moment generating function of the distribution of rates across 
sites (for a list of closed form formulae see table 2.2), P, Q, and R are the observed proportion of 
transitions, type 1 transversions and type 2 transversions, while X, Y, Z are the inverses of the 
expected number of such observed events when the distance has tended to infinity . Tamura 
( 1992) has suggested similar "infinite distance" modifications to an i.r. distance he derives (itself 
a generalisation of the Kimura 2P method when fa = fh fc = fg, and fa =F- fc) .  but gives no 

discussion of the modification. 

Such modifications can also be invoked for more general distances. One example is the 
general distance solution for a stationary time reversible mechanism as described above (section 
3 .2.2). Under such a model we expect all F matrices to be symmetric. If we observe significant 
departures from symmetry, we may still invoked the "mechanics" of the distance formula but 
apply it directly the nonsymmetrised F matrix. Doing so will hopefully make the distance 
estimate more robust in the given application, but there is no guarantee of this. A counter 
example to the idea that these "infinite distance" modifications can only help is furnished by the 
Kimura 3ST model . This distance is exact if the substitution process follows the generalised 
Kimura 3ST matrix, but the root distribution is not at equilibrium (Szekely et al. 1 993, theorem 
10), allowing relative base composition to potentially vary substantially between taxa. If we 
were to apply the "infinite distance" modification to the standard i .r. K 3ST formula, then under 
such a model the modified distance is not guaranteed to estimate additive evolutionary distances. 
Before any strong advocating of the general use of the "infinite distance" modifications can be 
made, it will be necessary to gauge how much more robust they are than the standard formulae. 
This will necessitate extensive simulations under a spectrum of realistic models of evolution so 
that their advantages (sometimes increased robustness) and disadvantages (possibly increased 
variance) can be appreciated. And, of course, it will be important to evaluate whether this class 
of methods offer any specific advantages over LogDet methods, which otherwise remain the 
preferred option. 
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3.4 CONSISTENCY AND ROBUSTNESS UNDER A NON-STATIONARY MODEL 

Here a simple non-stationary stochastic model of evolution is constructed, using the 
equations described in section 3.2. It is shown that three of these six distances often considered 
to be robust under unequal base composition, can result in inconsistent tree estimation. The first 
transformed distance (c) considered later in table 3 . 1 ,  is the 2-state analogue of the Jukes-Cantor, 
the 2-state equi-frequency Poisson distance (sometimes called the Cavender distance). The next 
transformed distance (d) is the "infinite distance" modification applied to the unequal base 

frequency Cavender ( 1 978) model (this is named the modified Cavender distance, which is a 2-
state analogue of the Olsen 1 987 distance). A third transformed distance (e) is the basic LogDet 
distance of Steel ( 1 994a) (equation 3 .3 . 1 - 1 ), while the fourth (f) is the LogDet - r/n(r) formula of 
Lockhart et al. ( 1 994 )(where r is the number of character states). The fifth estimator (g) is the 
asynchronous distance proposed by Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987b ), and claimed to be consistent 
under any i .r. I i .i .d. model .  Last, (h) is the 2-state analogue of equation 3 .3 . 1 -2, the ultimate 
form of the LogDet of Lockhart et al. ( 1 994), which is identical to the Paralinear distance of 
Lake ( 1994) (but for the latter lacking an overall coefficient of 1/r)(note this distance is also 
equal to the averaged asynchronous distances of Barry and Hartigan 1 987b, see appendix 3 .2). 

3.4.1 A model of non-stationary evolution 

We use a 2-state (e.g. purines I pyrimidines) Markov model for simplicity, but the 
fundamental results extend to any number of states . The root distribution is equi-frequency 
(50:50), and an equi-frequency transition process applies on both internal edges and on the 
external edges leading to taxa A and B .  In contrast on the other two external edges leading to 
taxa C and D, there has been a change in the substitution process, with a tendency to change 
state x to y more readily than to change to state y to x. All the external edges have an expected 
number of 0.2 substitutions per site along them (this number can be verified by applying 
equation 3 .2- 1 above to the data given in figure 3 . 1 ) . We call this a quasi-clock model, to 
distinguish it from the general molecular clock hypothesis, because although the resultant total 
amount of evolution is equal in all lineages: ( 1 )  the rate of substitution between different states 
is not constant in time, or across the tree . (2) The total amount of substitution per unit time is 
generally not equal, but changes as the frequency of the two states change. (Note; if quasi
clocks or something close to them actually exist in biology, as suggested by figure 2. 1 2, one 
explanation is that a group of organisms can tolerate a certain degree of replication error (which 
may be selectively elevated in the case of parasites evading host defenses), but the relative 
proportions of the different types of substitution error change with the replication and repair 
mechanisms evolution). To assess the consistency of a distance transformation plus tree 
selection criterion pairing we need to calculate the expected divergence matrix between each 
pair of species, and we do this using equations already described in section 3.2, and as illustrated 
in figure 3 . 1 .  It is important to appreciate that ultimately all sequences are expected to show 
some drift in base composition; as with any evolutionary trait there is no known biological 
mechanism to ensure they stay at any particular equilibrium. 
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Table 3 . 1  shows the results of applying tree selection to the data generated in figure 3. 1 (in 
section 3 .2) after transformation by the six distance methods being evaluated. The first set of 
distances in the upper left of the table are the true distances, measured as the average number of 
substitutions (of all types) per site. Next to the distances are the results of applying a tree 
selection method to them. Following Buneman' s ( 1 97 1 ) four point metric, the favoured tree is 
that with the smallest sum of distances 8ii + 8kl (where i, j ,  k, I refer uniquely to one of the four 

taxa) . With four taxa, this tree selection method is equivalent to neighbor joining or unweighted 
least squares (tree selection from distance matrices is discussed further in chapter 5) .  The 
column marked "8ii + 8kl" in table 3. 1 ,  gives the sum of pairwise distances 8ii + 8kl, while an 

asterisk marks the minimal sum, thus indicating for example, that TAc (A and C together) is the 
tree selected from the true distances (and indeed this is the tree that generated the data) . 

We will describe the margin by which the true tree (T Ac) is "better" than the incorrect tree 
TAB by (8Ac + 8Bo - 8AB - 8co)/(8Ac + 880) expressed as a percentage. For the true distances the 
correct tree has a margin of + 7.6%. The observed distances are shown to the right of the true 
distances in table 3 . 1 .  Notice that the most underestimated distance is that from C to D, (the two 
sequences experiencing non-Poisson evolution), and when basing tree selection on the observed 
distances, the true tree losses by 5 .9%. We are clearly in a zone of inconsistency, which we dub 
the "Lockhart zone" (as it was Lockhart et al. 1 992, who with a model similar to the one in 
figure 3. 1 demonstrated that inconsistency of tree selection can occur when base composition 
varies during evolution). 
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Table 3.1 Distance matrices and favoured trees for the model in figure 3.1 

(a) true distances 8ij + �  (b) obs distances 8ij + �  
B c D B c D 

A 0.43 1 0.400 0.43 1 TAB 0.8609 0.289 0.292 0 .305 *TAB 0.5502* 
B 0.43 1 0.400 *TAc 0.8000* 0.305 0.292 TAc 0.5846 

c 0.43 1 TAD 0.8609 0.26 1 TAD 0.6092 

(c) Poisson equi-frequency dist. (d) infinite Cavender dist. 

0 .43 1 0 .439 0 .470 *TAB 0.8008* 0.43 1 0.439 0.470 *TAB 0 .8263* 

0.470 0.439 TAc 0.8785 0.470 0.439 TAc 0.8785 

0.370 TAD 0.9394 0.395 TAD 0.9394 

(e) LogDet Fii (f) LogDet - rln(r) 

2.248 2.265 2 .326 TAB 4.65 1 5  0.43 1 0.439 0.470 TAB 0.9394 

2.326 2.265 *TAc 4.5296* 0.470 0.439 *TAc 0.8785* 

2.403 TAD 4.65 1 5  0.508 TAD 0.9394 

(g) B + H distances (h) LogDet using obs. IT 
0.43 1 0.439 0.470 *TAB 0.8780* 0.43 1 0.409 0.439 TAB 0.8780 

0.43 1 0.470 0.439 TAc 0.8785 0.439 0.409 *TAc 0.8 1 7 1 * 

0.378 0.408 0.447 TAD 0.9394 0.447 TAD 0.8780 

0.408 0.378 0.447 

Upper triangles :  eight different distances, for sequences from the model given earlier in figure 3 . 1  (with 

generating tree T Ac) .  The true distances are measured in number of substitutions per site. All distances 

except the Barry and Hartigan "asynchronous distances" are symmetric (i.e. 8ii = 8ji), so it is only for this 

last distance transformation that we have shown also the lower triangle of pairwise distances estimates. The 

optimal tree chosen from each upper triangle of distances is indicated by an asterisk. 

3.4.2 Inconsistency when using the Barry and Hartigan asynchronous distance 

We now consider how tree selection fares after making our six different distance 
transformations to the observed data. The 2-state equifrequency Poisson distance (c), is 
inconsistent, selecting tree TAB with a margin of 8 .8% over the true tree (TAc, table 3 . 1 ) .  This is 
an even worse inconsistency than with the observed distances. Interestingly this increased degree 
of inconsistency comes about because this transformation results in overestimating the distance 
between sequences with quite unlike base compositions i.e. OAc and OBo (and not due solely to an 

underestimation of the distance between sequences C and D) . In this example the modified 
"infinite distance" Cavender distance (d) transformation makes a better estimate of the distance 
between the sequences C and D, and for this reason suffers less severe inconsistency (margin 
5 .9% ) .  The "infinite distance" modification has resulted in improved robustness, but tree 
selection is still clearly inconsistent. 

Next we consider how the straight LogDet distance (e) of Steel ( 1994a) performs. This 
method is perfectly tree additive, as can be seen by the two incorrect trees having the same score. 
The margin of tree TAc over either incorrect tree is a reduced 2.7%, due to this LogDet measure 
effectively having a large constant added to all distances (this constant being LogDet of ITR 
notice the conspicuously large size of these distances in table 3 . 1 ) . The LogDet -rln(r) distance 
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(f) is also perfectly tree additive, while the constant +rln(r) has resulted in the margin by which 
the true tree is favoured increasing to 6.9%. The Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987b) form of LogDet, 
their "asynchronous distance" (g), attempts to remove the effect of the root distribution of states 
by subtracting the log of the determinant of the matrix of state frequencies in the first species of 

a pair (e.g. ITA). Despite Barry and Hartigan' s ( 1 987b) claim, proposed as a mathematical proof, 

this is not a tree additive distance under a non-stationary model and so can lead to inconsistency 
of tree selection. Table 3 . 1  shows that if we take our model sequences in the order A, B ,  C, D, 
then use the Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987b) "asynchronous distance" measure, our tree selection 
method chooses TAB• an incorrect tree (the margin here is just 0. 1 %  as we selected this example 
to be right on the point at which inconsistency occurs) .  

The reason for the non-additivity of Barry and Hartigan's "asynchronous distance" is that the 
amount subtracted from the tree additive measure LogDet F (since 

ln[det(Prnn)] = ln[det(Frnn) ]  - ln[det(Ilm)] ) is conditional on the labeling of the sequences .  This 

non-additivity leads to inconsistency of tree selection with certain tree shapes, and transition 
matrices along edges. The reason for the incorrect tree selection when using the "asynchronous 
distance" in table 3. 1 ,  is that the Barry and Hartigan distance has overestimated all the distances 
between sequences with differing base composition, while those distances measured between 
sequences of equal base composition are correct (i.e. they are the same as the additive distances 
estimated by equation 3.3 . 1 -2). Notice that if we took the sequences in reverse order (the lower 
half of the distance matrix in table 3 . 1 )  then we would choose the right tree . However, even here 
we have undesirable effects, giving too much weight to the difference between trees, which has 
the effect of generating false confidence in the optimal tree when we apply a statistical 
procedure (e.g. the bootstrap) to this data. 

An irony of the history of these distances is that Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987b) when faced 
with a situation of unequal base composition amongst species (in their illustrative example), 
resorted to averaging their distance. Unfortunately they did not justify this averaging and 
throughout their paper emphasized the consistency of their asymmetric, "asynchronous distance" 
which they wrongly believed to be additive under the conditions of general i . i .d .  and i .r. model 
(as their abstract clearly states). As we have shown in appendix 3 . 1 ,  - l/8[LogDet(Prnn) + LogDet 
(P run)] (the average of the "asynchronous distance pairs) is another form of the LogDet equation 
D = - 1 14p[LogDet(F rnn) - 112 (LogDet(Ilm) + LogDet(Iln)] (this identity became apparent from 

discussions with John Hartigan in August 1994). Lastly when the ultimate form of LogDet 
(3.3 . 1 -2) is used to transform our model data, tree selection chooses the true tree TAc with a 
margin 7 .5% over the incorrect trees (table 3 . 1 ). Because the two non-optimal trees have an 

equal sum of Dij + DkJ, we are assured that in this example (and as proven generally by Steel 

1994a, Steel et al. 1993c, and Lake 1 994) that these distances are tree additive. 

Another interesting feature shown in table 3 . 1  is that when the base composition varies 
between species, then the LogDet measure Lockhart et al. ( 1994)given in equation 3 .3 . 1 -2, 
returns more reliable estimates of the average number of substitutions per site than any of the 
other distance measures. This occurs even though the weighting of substitutions moves away 
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from unity as the sequences evolve to have non-equifrequency base composition. As table 3. 1 

shows, when the LogDet distance is measured upon sequences evolving via a non-stationary 
i .i .d. model, it can return values which are both greater than or less than the "true" distance 
measured as total number of substitutions per site. This suggests that if a biologist is interested in 
edge lengths, yet the data are clearly from a non-stationary model, then he should be prepared to 
consider that a tree reconstructed from LogDet distances may have more reliable edge length 
estimates than a tree constructed from any of the other presently available distances . This insight 
should be useful when ball park divergence date calibrations are to be made with non-stationary 
data. Further, given a reasonable estimate of the base composition at the internal nodes of a tree 
and given our interpretation (3 .3 . 1 -6) of what the LogDet distance (3 .3 . 1 -2) is measuring, then it 
is possible to infer whether this distance is over or underestimating the total number of 
substitutions per site on a particular edge. A similar inference can be made for other pairwise 
distance corrections, but their non-additivity under nonstationary models makes the 
interpretation of edge lengths on a tree reconstructed from many pairwise distances much more 
difficult to interpret. 

Surprisingly, the LogDet in the form of equation 3.3 . 1 -2 not only helps in tree estimation, 
but under conditions of nonstationary base composition, the edge lengths on a tree built from 
these distances may be more realistic than any other. As mentioned already in earlier sections, 
under stationary conditions with identical rates across sites and long sequences, LogDet 
distances in combination with a statistically efficient tree reconstruction method are expected to 
give the most reliable relative edge lengths of any distance method. These findings are 
encouraging for the general use of LogDet distances in molecular phylogenetics . They suggest, 
for example, that LogDet distances will be favoured for estimating the relative divergence times 
of taxa, using long non-coding sequences (e.g. estimating the divergence times of mammalian 
orders, given sequences and fossil calibrations times in the more recent Tertiary) .  

3.4.3 Oh No! Long edges can repel 

We now consider permutations of the model in figure 3.2, and describe the robustness of the 
different distance transformations under these related models. Different models were generated 
by simply permuting the transition matrices of the external edges (of the tree in fig. 3. 1 ), and also 
in one case transposing one of these transition matrices (which is equivalent to evolution with 
the opposite trend to the untransposed matrix, e.g instead of a sequence becoming GC rich it 
becomes AT rich). These models are illustrated in figure 3.2 (below). The results of tree 
selection-distance transformation combinations applied to the data from these models, are given 
in table 3 .2. The robustness of the different distance transformations under the four models of 
figure 3 .2 are shown in table 3.2. Table 3.2 also adds the minimum length (X) that the internal 
edge on the tree in figure 3 . 1  must be in order to maintain consistency when using a specific 
transformation. Notice that under model M l ,  the value of X is smallest for the Barry and 
Hartigan "asynchronous distances", which is in agreement with the already described "margin" 
statistic to measure preference for TAB over TAc· Notice that the "infinite distance" modification 
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to the Cavender distance has slightly improved robustness, relative to the unmodified Poisson 
correction. 

Model M2 is constructed by simply reversing the non-stationary process on one of the 
external edges in model M 1  (see figure 3.2). Under M2 the "asynchronous distance" is just as 
susceptible to inconsistency as under M 1 .  This is because the correction factor which needs to be 
added to the "asynchronous distance" ln[det(Pmn)] in order to make it identical to the additive 
LogDet formula in equation (3.3 . 1 -2) has the same value in both cases (specifically the factor to 
add to make it tree additive is ( 1 12ln[det(Tim)]-1/2ln[det(Tin)])  and here since Tin of M2 is just Tin 

of M1 with the order of the diagonal elements reversed, then det Tin is equal in both cases). Note 

that under M2, tree selection based upon either the Poisson or the modified Cavender distance is 
consistent. This is because the biggest error occurring within this model, is that these last two 
distance estimates very much overestimate the true distance from sequence C to D. For this 
model it ensures consistency, but we will see in M4 that this same factor results in inconsistency. 
Because this is a systematic error it is not desirable, and can play havoc with estimating the 
statistical support for a particular tree (which as we have discussed in chapter 1 is of prime 
importance). 

A C B D 

Ml 

A C B D 

M2 M3 

A C B D 

M4 

FIGURE 3.2 Four models used to explore the robustness of different types of distance to non-stationary 
Markov processes on a tree. M l  is the model described in figure 3 . 1 ,  where Pne is the non equifrequency 
transition matrix [0.98 0.02, 0.36 0.64] (where the comma denotes the end of the first row). The 
superscript * denotes the reverse of this matrix namely [0.64 0.36, 0.02 0.98], which is a non 
equifrequency Markov process going in exactly the opposite direction to Pne· Note this reverse matrix is not 
the transpose. 
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Table 3.2 Consistency of tree selection upon the models described in figure 3.2 

M l  M2 M3 M4 

distance X opt. tree X opt. tree X opt. tree X opt. tree 

B + H  0.030 TAB 0.030 TAB consistent TAc consistent TAc 

Cav. mod. 0.058 TAB consistent TAc consistent TAc 0.058 TAB, TAD 

Poisson 0.075 TAB consistent TAc consistent TAc 0.089 TAB• TAD 

Consistency of different distance corrections combined with B uneman's four point metric for selecting the 

correct unweighted tree for the models (M l -M4) described in figures 3 . 1  and 3 .2 .  The value X is the length 

of the internal edge of the unrooted tree (measured as expected number of substitutions per site) below 

which inconsistency occurs, so the larger X the worse the inconsistency problem. The column " opt. tree" 

indicates which tree(s) is optimal (that is the tree selected) as X drops into the range at which inconsistency 

occurs. In all cases the correct tree is TAc· Distance values are taken from the upper right of a table of 

distances (important in the case of the Barry and Hartigan distance, since it is often asymmetric with these 

models). If we were to take the lower left "asynchronous distances" ,  they are consistent on M l ,  and M2, but 

not on M3 and M4 where inconsistency occurs with the tree TAB becoming optimal for small X. If the 

"asynchronous distances" are averaged, this generates the LogDet distance which is consistent in all cases. 

Now two other possible permutations of model M l ,  are examined. The third model M3, has 
sequences with like base composition grouped together on the same tree, and in this case tree 
selection can ' t  help but put sequences with like base composition together. Model M4 however 
shows an interesting new feature "unequal base compositions repelling." Here we see the 
Poisson and the modified Cavender distances greatly overestimating the distance between the 
two sequences B and D which have unequal base composition (the actual distance should be 0.4, 
the estimated distance was 0.657 {Poisson } and 0.594 { mod. Cavender } ) .  Indeed the Poisson 
and modified Cavender distances overestimated all true distances between sequences with 
unequal base composition, with the worst overestimation being between those sequences with 
the most unequal base composition. Under model M4, with the internal edge length set at 0.09, 
the true distances were 0.49(oA8), 0.40(oAc) , 0.49(oAD), 0 .49(0sc), 0 .49(0so) , 0.49(oco), the 

observed distances were 0.326, 0.276, 0.326, 0.326, 0 .366, 0.326, the Poisson corrected 
distances were 0.529 ,  0.4, 0.529, 0.529, 0.657, 0.529, and the modified Cavender distances were 
0.529, 0.4, 0.529, 0.529, 0.594, 0.529 respectively. This "over-estimation" effect was enough to 
cause either tree that separates B and D, to be optimal . 

This result, that standard distance estimators can dramatically overestimate the true distance, 
is new and emphasizes an unappreciated aspect of unequal base composition effects. Contrary to 
the emphasis in Lockhart et al. ( 1994), in this example the two sequences with the most similar 
base composition are not grouping together, but rather unlike sequences are being repelled apart 
by standard estimators. Thus it seems reasonable to say that "edges with unequal base 
compositions repel" ,  as well as "sequences with similar base composition attract", at least for 
tree reconstruction using pairwise distances and the current selection of standard estimators . It 
also follows that generally the longer two edges are, the more opportunity there has been for 
base composition to move further in opposite directions, hence it is sometimes appropriate to say 
" long edges can repel" as well as attract. In the second half of this chapter we encounter a 
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situation where unequal base compositions repelling, adds to the difficulty of resolving the 
earliest branching event amongst eukaryotes .  The observed distances were all clearly 
underestimates, but there was no "anti-Lockhart" effect acting, these distances were somewhat 
more robust than the Poisson distances e.g. with model M4, X had to be less than 0.74 before 
inconsistency of tree selection occurred. 

These findings thus refine the understanding of Lockhart et al. ( 1994) of how base 
composition can affect tree reconstruction. They also give a valuable example for phylogenetics .  
It seems that there is a tacit assumption in phylogenetics "that a method which corrects for some 
multiple hits must be better than no correction." Clearly this need not be the case; prior to these 
analyses it was expected that the Poisson transform would be only partly accounting for multiple 
hits, because the actual model was more complex than the model the transformation is based on. 
That this is not the case raises the question of how as yet unappreciated artifacts of any of our 
current "transforms" could result in incorrect trees, especially when analysing anciently diverged 
functional molecules . Another tacit assumption which may also need reconsideration is that it is 
all right to construct methods piecemeal , "i.e. if a helps and b helps, then a method with a plus b, 
will help more." Examples of this sort of method abound (e.g. combinations of different sorts of 
"weighting" in parsimony, distance or ML analyses). The only solution is to study how our 
current methods behave under more general models which show all the major features of 
molecular evolution (some of which we are only beginning to understand). As an example of the 
unusual results that can arise, consider applying standard logarithmic transformations to four 
sequences, where two sequences have both equal and the median base composition. In this 
situation the favoured trees due to unequal base composition induced systematic error are either 
of the trees that separate the two sequences with unlike base composition, and not the tree that 
puts the two sequences with identical base composition together. The general problem of what 
happens when some distances are systematically overestimated is addressed in chapter 5 under 
the title of the "anti-Felsenstein zone" problem. 

In conclusion then, results of these analyses show that the Barry and Hartigan "asynchronous 
distance" LogDet(P mn) can lead to inconsistent tree estimation, when the Cavender distances are 
consistent, and vice-versa. In contrast the LogDet(F) methods of Steel ( 1994a), Lockhart et al. 

( 1994), and Lake ( 1994) are always tree additive for any i.i .d. and i .r . Markov model (proven in 
the aforementioned references). Interestingly the infinite distance modification to the Cavender 
distance made it a bit more robust than the equi-frequency Cavender distance, suggesting it may 
be a useful modification in some circumstances. The coefficient 1 /b (= 1 - expected match 
frequency) in front of this distance also seemed appropriate, as it was making the distance closer 
to its true value than the factor 1 /2. For all these models (M 1 to M4), the LogDet distance 
8mn = - l /4(LogDet(F mn) - 1/2 LogDet(Ilm) - 1/2 LogDet(Iln)), was the most reliable indicator of 

the "true" distance (substitutions per site) amongst those compared. These analyses have also 
turned up unexpected results such as the strong repulsion that sequences with unequal base 
compositions can have (especially when transformed with standard methods) .  Tacitly this gives 
encouragement to the use of "infinite distance" modified standard distances, or better still, 
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LogDet transforms . Importantly, it also reminds us that there are big gaps in our understanding 
of how systematic errors can occur. One more piece of this puzzle is filled in chapter 5, where 
the " anti-Lockhart zone" effect is put in a more general context of "long edges repel" (which is 
dubbed the "anti-Felsenstein zone" problem). 

3.4.4 A brief history of LogDet distances 

No fewer than five research groups independently developed and appreciated in various 
degrees the importance of LogDet type transformations to genetic distance estimation. These are 
the publications on the method that we are aware of. 

There have been various specific uses of LogDet type equations in the area of Markov 
modeling going back decades . We do not review these, but do note that an application of LogDet 
equations which is essentially like that of phylogenetics is given in Pearl and Tarsi ( 1986). In 
1 986 Rodriguez and Medina (unpublished) developed the distanced �\ = - 1/4 (ln[det(F)]

ln[det(ll)] ,  where n is nucleotide frequency at the root) under a stationary molecular clock 

model. They noted that this distance would be additive for any i.r. and i . i .d. model, and noted 
that (\ is a summation of the diagonal terms of the instantaneous rate matrix given a stationary 

base composition, for example, det(P) = det(P') = det(exp(Rt)) = exp(tr(Rt)), Bellman ( 1970) . 
This manuscript also developed a solution to the general i . i .d. and i .r. reversible rate model (after 
rejection of this first manuscript only this latter part was published in Rodrfguez et al. 1 990) . 
Another paper of the same period, Cavender and Felsenstein ( 1 987) described the log of the 
determinant of internal edges of a tree as a measure of edge length and showed that it is tree 
additive, but did not use it for any specific purpose. 

Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987b) described what they called an "asynchronous distance", 
omn = - l/4ln[det(Pmn) ] .  Despite assuming that this distance was tree additive, and so consistent, 

under non-stationary models (shown to be incorrect in sections 3 .4. 1 and 3 .4.2) they produced 
many useful results. They gave a useful interpretation of their distance meant in terms of 
weighted nucleotide substitutions (which again can be thought of as the trace of R; we used this 
results earlier in 3 .3 . 1 -6 to infer what the tree additive LogDet distance of Lockhart et al. ( 1994) 
and Lake ( 1994) is measuring) . They also derived a delta method approximation to the variance 
of LogDet(P), (which Lockhart et al. 1 994 then used to derive the variance of LogDet(F), 3 .3 . 1 -
1 ) ,  and studied how adequately this estimated variance could be used to construct a confidence 

interval about o. Their paper also contained the same results for the time reversible distance 

correction formulae (definition, proofs, a variance estimate, and evaluation of confidence 
intervals). At the end of their paper they analysed some primate mtDNA sequences using these 
distance estimates, averaging the asynchronous distances (although they did not justify this, nor 
did they advocate it) . At this point they missed the opportunity to reexamine their results and 
realise that it is the averaged asynchronous distance only which is tree additive under non
stationary models. 
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Chang and Hartigan ( 1 99 1 )  looked again at asynchronous distances, but again they were in 
error claiming that asynchronous distances are additive under the general i .r. and i . i .d. model. 
Unfortunately this error undermines their claims of being able to identify the generating tree 
under any i.r and i . i .d. model. 

After a delay of lying dormant, two researchers (M.A. Steel and J .A. Lake) independently 
realised that the log of the determinant of the matrix F would be a tree additive distance under 
the general i .r. and i.i .d. model. Steel ( 1 994a) constructs a proof a mathematical proof of these 
properties for any number of states, describing exactly what conditions must be met for the 
distance measure to be tree additive. He also used the result in reverse to show that all i . i .d. and 
i.r. evolutionary models will produce a unique set of sequence pattern probabilities, and that any 
tree of sequences evolving under this model could be recovered by use of the LogDet 
transformation, and a consistent tree building method (or by the general 1 2  parameter per edge 
ML method of Barry and Hartigan 1987a). (Pers. comm. from Terry Speed notes that Trang 
Nguyen independently used this approach to show the uniqueness of sequence patterns in her 
199 1  Ph.D. thesis at UC Berkeley) .  Dr Steel's discovery of the LogDet method was prompted by 
Dr P.J . Lockhart' s ongoing search to find a method that could better cope with unequal base 
composition effects (e.g. Lockhart et al. 1 992) . This resulted in the paper Lockhart et al. ( 1 994), 
which also specified various ways to subtract the influence of the ancestral base composition 
from the distance in Steel ( 1 994a). Most importantly, they emphasized with real examples the 
important role that LogDet distances can play by apparently overcoming unequal base 
composition effects in real sequences, ensuring that biologists would appreciate the advantage 
that these distances potentially offer. Lockhart et al. ( 1994) voiced a note of caution that the 
LogDet was not robust to unequal substitution rates between sites. In their study they suggested 
that reducing sequences to just those sites which were parsimony informative, then applying the 
LogDet transform gives more reliable results than using all sites, but did not explain why. 

J.A. Lake described his findings in UCLA patent case LA 91 -035-0 1 (May 3 1 ,  199 1 )  and 
Lake ( 1 994)(the patent application was withdrawn in 1994) . Lake ( 1 994) derives the most 
refined version of the LogDet distance, calling it a "paralinear" distance. Using a different 
approach to previous authors, he constructed a partial mathematical proof of the asymptotic (c 

� oo )additivity of this distance estimate (his proof is not unambiguous, M.A. Steel pers comm.). 

He also emphasised that the this distance is sensitive to unequal rates across sites, but from a 
numerical example suggested it is intrinsically more robust than traditional distance measures. 
Below we show that this extra robustness is not generally true, but then go on to show that there 
are modifications that can give both LogDet and other i .r. distance methods a great deal more 
robustness when rates at sites differ. 
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3.5 MAKING LOGDET DISTANCES ROBUST TO RATES ACROSS SITES 

We now look at a modification to distance estimates which gives them much enhanced 
robustness to unequal rates across sites. Unfortunately the apparently sensible thing step of 
replacing the ln(det(F)) distance with an M"\det(F)) when there is a distribution of rates across 

sites does not work. The reason for this is that det(A + B) ::f:. det(A) + det(B), where A is Fmn at 

rate A., and B is F mn for rate xA., with sites otherwise having the same instantaneous relative 

rates of substitution. One promising exception to this apparent bind is the invariant sites model 
which we now examine in detail in the hope that it in combination with the LogDet will produce 
possibly the most robust method of transforming sequences into tree additive pairwise distances. 

3.5.1 Four ways to modify distances to be consistent under invariant sites models 

As we have already seen in the case of Hadamard conjugations (and with more relevant 
results in chapter 5), to a first order of approximation, the invariant sites model compensates for 
unequal rates at different sites. For this reason we pay special attention to invariant sites I 
LogDet models, in the hope that removing just the right proportion of unvaried sites will give 
the method a large degree of robustness under any distribution of rates across sites. This is quite 
crucial to a distance method and we show (counter to the example in Lake 1 994) that LogDet 
distances are just as prone to error due to unequal rates across sites as are more commonly used 
distances such as the Jukes-Cantor or Kimura 2P. In this section we detail important steps in 
how to separate out invariant sites, before going on look in detail at the best way to estimate the 
proportion of sites to be excluded. The same principals discussed here apply, with a little 
modification, to other methods which are influenced by the base composition of unvaried sites, 
for example maximum likelihood models. 

For distance estimators which use the relative frequencies of AA, CC, GG, and TI matches 
and not just their sum (as with the generalised Kimura 3ST method) there are a number of ways 
of removing a proportion of invariant sites. The model we will assume for this section will be 
one in which we have invariant sites which do not change identity (i.e. not a covarion model, 
Fitch and Markowitz 1 970) with the remainder of sites being i .i.d and i .r. 

Let D be the 4 x 4 matrix where entries correspond to the number of times sequence m has 
state i and sequence n has state j in a pair of aligned sites. Under our invariant sites model D = V 

+ cilinv' where V is the divergence matrix of the sites able to undergo substitution, c is the 

sequence length, while il1nv is the diagonal matrix of the relative proportions of invariant sites 

AA , CC, GG, and TI. The unvaried sites are distributed in an unspecified way between the 
diagonals of V and cilinv· To remove the effect of the invariant sites we must subtract cilinv from 

D before calculating F.p;nv or applying any correction formula, so let V = D - cilwv· If we wished 

to express our divergence matrix as proportions (that is dividing all entries in D by the sequence 
length, c) then Fall = D I c , where Fall is the normalized divergence matrix of all sites. F.p;nv = (D -
cil1nJ I ( c [ 1 -p1nv]) = (F - il10J I [ 1 -p1nJ .  So for our purpose F.pJnv is our estimate of V I c. 
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We now examine a number of ways to estimate nin• with 4-state sequences ;  we describe each 
m turn and briefly describe their inherent assumptions. To illustrate how different ways of 
estimating nin• can change the additivity of a transformation of F_ pinv we will plot the sum of 

squares residual of a tree reconstruction method as we assume different values and forms of ninv· 
The tree reconstruction method we are using is weighted least squares (see Felsenstein 1 982). 

The distance estimate is Omn = - ( l n (de t( F " ' " ) -
r l n ( r ) )  , and the weights are the estimated 

r 

variance of this distance (where r is the number of character states, see Lockhart et al. 1 994, 
eq3) .  The variance of this form of LogDet is equal to 1Jr2 the variance of -ln[det(Fm)] (since the 
factor rln(r) is a constant). An estimate of the variance of -ln[det (F mn)] is given by Lockhart et 

al. ( 1 994) equation 2. Rewriting this variance estimate in matrix form and adding in the factor 

1 fr2 we have, 

Var[ l /4(-ln[det(Fmn)])] = (trace(BFm)-r2) I 1 6c, (3.5 . 1 - 1 )  

where B i s  the matrix whose ij-th entry i s  the square of the ij-th entry of F- 1 (inverse of F mJ We 
chose to use this variant of the LogDet because it gives additive distances for an i . i .d. and i .r. 
model (as we assume all variable sites are thus distributed), and because a closed form variance 
estimate i s  currently available. For illustration purpose we will apply our different methods to 
the 1 6S-like rRNA sequences used for figure 2.7 and described in chapter 1 (as aligned by Lake 
1 988). 

Each of the methods below reqmres an estimate of the proportion of sites which are 
invariant (this overall proportion is called, pinJ We examine different ways of obtaining this 
estimate later in section 3.6. For now we assume we know pin•' and consider the following ways 
of estimating what ninv is. 

Method Cl). Having been supplied with a value of Pinv a straight-forward approach to 

inferring the diagonal elements of ninv is to allocate invariant sites equally amongst the character 

states r, that is, 

(3.5 . 1 -2) 

where I is the identity matrix. This model assumes automatically that invariant sites are equi
frequent. Despite this being unlikely to be exactly correct, the removal of invariant sites by this 
method shows dramatic results, making our distance data much more tree additive (figure 3 .3) .  

Method (2). Since nucleotide frequencies are often clearly unequal in real sequences, we 
may expect there to be a strong correlation between the average proportion of each nucleotide in 
the sequences (TI) and the entries in ninv· Accordingly we calculate, 

(3 .5 . 1 -3) 

Application of this method to the four sequences gave nearly identical curves to those in figure 
3 .3, but noticeably the point of best fit moved to a slightly higher value of Pin• (about 0. 1 4), while 
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the steep right hand side of the curves (an apparent asymptote) moved from about 0.23 to 0.25. 
Both these observations suggest that this method is a more realistic estimation of invariant sites 
in this data. In particular, we expect the asymptote for this LogDet transformation to occur at 
smaller values of Pinv when more sites are removed from a particular class of unvaried sites than 

should be (because this drives the determinant of F_pinv more quickly towards zero). 

Method (3). Since we know that sites in cPinv are amongst the unvaried sites then we may 
wish to replace the all sites I1 with Il" estimated from just the unvaried (constant) sites, thus 

(3 .5 . 1 -4) 

For our data this method shifts the point of best fit (and the apparent asymptote) to coincide with 
slightly higher values of P;nv than either of the previous two methods, suggesting that it is a more 
accurate estimate of the invariant sites. Method (3) will estimate Ilinv with higher variance than 

method (2), so it may be desirable to use this method only when there is  good evidence that the 
frequencies of the invariant sites are different to those of the variable sites, or when there are 
large amounts of change so that the unvaried sites are dominated by invariant sites. Indeed if our 
model of strictly invariant and i .r. variable sites holds, then Ilu will converge to Il;nv of the 

invariant sites as new aligned sequences are added (assuming they are different to each other and 
do not contain sequencing errors) .  When this method of removing "invariant sites" was applied 
to the data used in figure 3 .3 ,  the inferred number of invariant sites again increased slightly . 

Method (4). Given a measure of the fit of our distances to a tree, we numerically optimise 
the four entries in n (while the sum of the diagonal of this matrix would give p. ). An explicit 

- -

optimisation must improve the fit of an invariant sites model to the data to model and may also 
be expected to move the asymptote to higher values of Pinv· One fit measure for this purpose 

would be generalised least squares (see chapter 5) .  An alternative approach would be to optimise 
by maximum likelihood (or a related method such as minimum X2) the parameters of an 
invariant sites model of the sequence data. For example, if we were using the general LogDet 
transformation, then the corresponding ML model would be the general 12 parameter per edge 
(where we directly optimise the values in the transition matrix of each edge with no concern for 
whether it describes a single rate matrix on that edge) i . i .d. and i .r. model (like that described by 
Barry and Hartigan 1 987a), plus four proportions (three of which are independent) of invariant 
sites for A, C, G, and T. For a moderate or large number of taxa, the ML method may be 
preferable as it does not require explicit evaluation and manipulation of a covariance matrix of 

order e. However the optimal Ilinv for the ML method may differ slightly from Ilinv' with the 

latter perhaps being the more useful in cases of moderate model violation. Simpler models could 
also give reliable estimates of Ilinv if the data were not especially non-stationary, and the 

underlying transition process was well approximates by the ML methods assumptions .  In some 
circumstances it might also be important to use other biological information to estimate the 
proportions of each type of invariant site (e.g. information from other sequences not included in 
the study) .  
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FIGURE 3 .  3 The weighted least squares fit of the three resolved unrooted trees to the LogDet distances 

(using the rln(r) adjustment factor and minus invariant sites by method ( 1 )  from four sequences of Lake 

( 1 988)(see section 1 . 9 . 1 ) . The measure of fit, is equal to the average amount (measured in percent of a 

standard deviation) by which observed and tree distances disagree. The halobacteria tree collapses to the 

star tree (i .e. no support for an internal edge) with no unvaried sites removed, while the archaebacteria 

tree collapses with > 7% of sites assumed invariant. Interestingly while the model is fully parameterised 

(i.e. 6 distances and 6 parameters, 5 edge weights plus Pinv) we hypothesise that it still has some 

discriminatory power because of the qualitative aspect of the model, i .e .  different unweighted trees. Due to 

the high standard errors on the estimated distances, these trees are not clearly resolved in this example. 

In summary then we have four main ways to apportion invariant sites into the four classes A, 

C, G, T. Whichever approach(s) is I are used can be checked for appropriateness by the types of 

studies made in section 3 .6  on base composition in sequences. Lastly, by removing unvaried sites 

directly from the diagonal of each D matrix, prior to forming the F matrices, it is possible to 

effectively remove more "unvaried sites" from pairs oftaxa than are unvaried across all taxa . This 

may be appropriate when the model does not hold exactly, yet this is the treatment which yields the 

best additivity of distances. Such a situation might also arise under a covarion invariant sites model 

(where invariant sites are only locally invariant), like that discussed in Fitch and Markowitz 

( 1 970). 

3.5.2 A direct look at the robustness of the invariant sites-LogDet method 

As discussed in the previous section, for the most general i . i .d. model it is not yet possible to 

model a continuous distribution of rates across sites without first separating sites into rate classes 

(since the determinant of a sum of transition matrices at different rates, is not equal to the sum of 

determinants ofthose same matrices). One variable rates at sites model which can be made exact in 

combination with the LogDet distance transformation is the invariant sites model (Fitch and 

Markowitz 1970), as described earlier in section 2 . 3  .4 .  Throughout this thesis we argue that 

removing a certain proportion of invariant sites, offers a robust first order approximation to any 

distribution of rates across sites. We now present a further piece of 
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evidence to support this c laim in the form of figure 3 .4 .  This shows how wel l the i nvariant s ites 

p lus LogDet transformation can est imate an additive distance, when the true model is a Kimura 

3P process with a substantial distribution of rates across s ites according to a gamma distribution 

with shape parameter of 1 .  The parameters we have chosen for this examination are very similar 

to estimates we obtain (and have obtained, chapter 2) from 1 6S -like rRNA sequences (which are 

analysed extensively i n  the fol lowing sections) , and the range of distances are also very similar. 

Any distance which g ives a perfectly s traight l ine with positive slope in figure 3 . 4  is 

additive, a crucial property for phylogenetic estimation. As can be seen in th is figure, the 

distance transformations assuming identical rates of change across sites become dramatically 

non-additive when the true distance (x-axis) exceeds 0.4 substitutions per s ite . (Also note that 
interestingly the between the 2P and the 3P model is minimal, despite the two fold 

""'r"''"' P in transvers ion rates) . However, the i nvariant sites LogDet transformation with e ither 

0 .2 or 0.22 removed from the diagonal of F (in this numerical example methods 1 -4 of section 

3 .5 . 1  are equivalent), offers a good first order approximation to additivity for the distances 

considered. Note also that whi le the LogDet transformation with invariant s ites parameter Pmv = 

0.22 tends to overestimate the shorter distances, it appears overall to generate a straighter l ine 

than with = 0.2 or 0 . 1 7 . An important implication here is that LogDet di stance estimates are 

no more robust to a distribution of rates across s ites than are standard distance measures .  This 

is contrary to a c laim by Lake ( 1 994) of some robustness of tree selection to a 

distribution of rates across s i tes when a LogDet transformation was first performed. In fact the 

robustness of LogDet method over all other methods in his simulations (including the 

Kimura 2P transformation, table 1 ,  Lake 1 994) is best attributed to the model used viol ating all 
methods of the form of the underlying transition rate matrices (e .g .  equal 

rates to tv l and tv2 transitions), which d id not hold. 
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FIGURE 3 . 4 . Approximation of the true distance with a gamma distributed rate model by a LogDet 

invariant sites model. The observed sequence patterns are calculated under K.imura 3 parameter model 

(parameters set to tr = 5, tv 1 = 2, tv2 = 1 )  with a gamma (f) distribution of rates across sites, k = l (i .e . an 

ex'J)Onential distribution). An additive distance measured in unweighted expected no. substitutions per site 

is indicated by the diagonal black line (f K3P) .  The green line marked "Inv 0.2" indicates the number of 

substitutions estimated by the invariant-sites LogDet transform with 20% of unvaried sites removed. 
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FIGURE 3 .5 .  The linearity (and hence additivity) of the invariant sites - LogDet distance with different 

values of Pinv with respect to the true distance for the data in figure 3 .  4. Here the linearity is measured by 

the correlation coefficient with 1 indicating a perfect linear relationship. The optimal linearity occurs at 

Pinv "=' 0. 275 . 

Since it 1s the straightness of the line that measures additivity (for our example) we 

investigated this feature further. We measured the linearity of the invariant sites LogO et distance 
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for various values of Pinv, using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The results, shown in figure 

3 .  5 ,  indeed show that the best linearity is achieved with a value of Pinv of close to 0. 2 7 5 .  Another 

way of looking at linearity is to plot the extent to which a distance over or underestimates the true 

distance, taken over the range of true distances . Such a plot is shown in figure 3 . 6  for a variety of 

proportions of unvaried sites removed. In general, the flatter the line, the more we may consider 

the distances additive. By this criteria, removing somewhere in the region of 30% of all sites from 

the diagonal of F results in the highest degree of additivity. At this value of pinv, the true distance 

is about 3/4 that of the inferred distance, which is still a reasonable estimate given the mismatch 

of the models . These of how invariant sites models achieve additivity, combined with the 

importance of additivity, offer one way of looking at why Hadamard conjugation (and we will see 

later also ML methods) invariant site models tend to give a larger sum of edge lengths than a 

corresponding gamma distributed model. 
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FIGURE 3 .6 . Plot of the size of distances inferred by invariant sites method relative to the true distance, 

when the observed sequence data is generated with an exponential distribution of rates across sites (as in 

fig. 3 .4). The closer each curve is to horizontal, the closer the distance is to additive. Most of the 

distances crucial to estimating the higher order tree structure of the Li and Gouy ( 1 989) l6S-like rRN A 
data set have a magnitude (measured in no. subs. per site) which falls between the two vertical dotted 

lines. In this region removing 30% of all sites from the diagonals of the overall F matrices, to give F-pinv, 

results in very near additive distances. 

In conclusion then, removing unvaried sites can dramatically improve the additivity of 

distance estimates even if the true distribution of rates across sites is quite unlike an invariant 

sites model (in our example it follows an exponential distribution). As we will see in chapter 5, an 

invariant sites model can also often fit bimodal data better than a gamma distribution . This 

suggests that an invariant sites model can offer robustness to the rates across sites problem and 

we suspect that this degree of robustness may well be in excess of other potential failures of our 

models other i . i .d.  assumptions (for example that all sites have a similar set of relative 
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substitution rates). We agree with Lake that an unequal distribution of rates across sites is a 
major concern when analysing ancient functional molecules (but unlike Lake 1 994, would not 
single out rRNA as necessarily being worse than protein coding regions in this regard) . With 
results showing that the invariant sites-LogDet transformation can be nearly additive even 
though the underlying distribution of rates across sites is an exponential distribution, we feel 
confident in going towards the next stage of our evaluation of this method. 

3.6. IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY STEPS IN ANALYSING SEQUENCES 

The data we now analyse are the 28 16S-like rRNA sequences used by Gouy and Li ( 1 989a) 
to evaluate the statistical support for the archaebacterial tree . Gouy and Li ( 1 989a) ascertained 
that the alignment of the conserved regions they were using was not a problem, and stated that 
alternatives to their multiple alignments had little effect upon the tree. We accept their 
conclusions, but at some future time will be most interested to see if any realignment is 
suggested by the additional 1 6S-like rRNA molecules now available. 

In this analysis a more stringent alignment than that of Gouy and Li ( 1 989a) is generated by 
removing all sites where any taxa shows an insertion or deletion (indel), leaving, coincidentally, 
exactly 800 sites . The edited sequences of Gouy and Li ( 1 989a) are used exclusively throughout 
the remainder of this chapter, but rarely outside of it. A full list of these sequences is given in the 
caption of figure 3 . 1 2. 

The two main motivations for removing all "indels", were ( 1 )  the expectation that sites in 
indel regions would be undergoing substitution more rapidly than sites conserved amongst all 
taxa, and (2) retaining them implies that the distribution of rates across sites will be different 
amongst distance comparisons (a violation of the assumption of a stationary distribution of 
relative rates across sites, see chapter 2). Despite sites in indel regions being useful for resolving 
finer structure on the tree, their inclusion is expected to result in larger stochastic and systematic 
errors when estimating the deepest divergences. A third good reason for excluding sites in 
insertion-deletion regions is that it makes the application of methods of estimating the 
proportion of invariant sites more straight forward. 

The conclusions reached by current methods of analysing rRNA sequences have been the 
center of recent controversy, with some authors claiming that non-stationary nucleotide 
compositions may have resulted in serious errors in estimates of the early branchings amongst 
eukaryotes (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1 992 and 1 993, Hasegawa and Hashimoto 1 993, Hashimoto et 

al. 1 994a and 1 994b). Further it has been argued by Weisburg et al. ( 1989) and Lockhart et al. 

( 1 992) that similar problems plague the analysis of both the archaebacteria and eubacteria. 
Before presenting results of tree building algorithms we believe it is important to gain a 
"feeling" for the data, especially how it may be violating a tree building methods assumptions. 
Such information is essential to interpreting the results of any phylogenetic analysis. Firstly we 
look at ways of assessing the degree of non-stationarity in the substitution process amongst taxa, 
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something which can be gauged to a large extent by differences of nucleotide composition. 
Following this we look at methods which can tell us something of the distribution of rates across 
sites in our sequences, and give estimates of the proportion of sites that may effectively be 
regarded as invariant. That is, ways of estimating pinv' an essential parameter in the invariant 
sites-LogDet transformation. 

3.6.1 Studying the base composition of rRNA 

We begin by comparing the base frequencies in the constant sites versus the parsimony sites 
(excluding singleton sites). The unvaried sites were [A = 95, C = 42, G = 78, T = 42](totaling 
257 I 800 or 32% of all sites), and giving base proportions of [A = 0.370, C = 0. 1 63,  G = 0.303, 
T = 0. 1 63] .  At the 55 1 or 56% of parsimony informative sites the base proportions were [A = 
0. 1 84, C = 0.289, G = 0.308, T = 0.2 19 ]  (measured using the program MacClade 3, Maddison 
and Maddison 1 993). The base composition of the remaining 86 singleton sites is discussed 
later. The singleton sites are initially ignored as they are a third class which must be nearly 
invariant, and also a class of which a large percentage could be due to sequencing errors (we 
check this later) . Assuming independence of sites, it is possible to test the null hypothesis that 
these two sets of frequencies came from the same underlying model. The sampling distribution 
is a multinomial, and our maximum likelihood estimate of the underlying proportion of "A", for 
example, is  (f(A)unv + f(A)v.)/(nunv + n,.) where f(A) is the observed number of A's in the varied 
and unvaried sites, and n is the total number of sites in each set. Doing this for each nucleotide, 
we can then calculate the expected frequencies for the 8 cells of our contingency table of 
observed frequencies. Given our assumptions, then under the null model it is expected that the 
sum of Pearson ' s  X2 statistic for these 8 cells should be X2 distributed with degrees of freedom 

(d.f. )  equal to the number of cells minus the number of constraints minus the number of 
parameters estimated (there is a constraint on the sum of each set of four cells, and three 
independent expected frequency parameters are estimated, so test d.f. = 3). The X

2 
values for 

each cell were: Unvaried sites, A: 14.38, C :  6.75, G :  0.0 1 ,  T: 1 .64. Varied sites, A :  8 .20, C:  3 .85 , 

G: 0.0 1 ,  T: 0.94. The overall X
2 

statistic is 35 .767, with associated P value 8 .4 x 1 0-8 • It seems 

highly unlikely then that the nucleotide composition of the unvaried sites is the same as that of 
the parsimony informative sites. The result is even more significant than it seems because our 
test is conservative since it takes just one average value for the 28 sequences considered (a test 
with near exact probabilities would have to take into account the sampling correlations of the 
different sequences e.g. due to phylogeny, so that multiple comparisons would not yield inflated 
overall X

2 
values). In comparing the unvaried sites with the varied sites almost all the difference 

is in the relative frequencies of A and C. Nucleotide A is very rich in the unvaried sites 
compared to the parsimony informative sites, while C is the exact opposite. This may indicate 
that the most conserved sites are in the "bulge" and "loop" regions of rRNA as opposed to the 
more canonically paired (i .e. G:C or A:T pairs) that predominate in the stem regions (e.g. Gutell 
et al. 1 985, Vawter and Brown 1 993). 

The observation that the variable sites have a different base composition to the constant 
sites, has important implications. LogDet methods will give additive distances amongst taxa 
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under any i . i .d. and i . r  model ,  but in this case the unvaried sites (which almost certainly contain 

many "invariant" sites) may be expected to "fool" the LogDet into both misestimating and 

underestimating the degree of base composition difference between different sequences. I t  is 

unclear how robust the LogDet is to this deviation from i . i .d . ,  which may be categorised as 

different sites having a different set of stationary frequencies . 

Further if we expect unvaried sites to contain a significant proportion of invariant or nearly 

invariant sites, then these s ites wil l essential ly be stationary in base composition. Just how 

important exclusion of unvaried sites from calculations of base composition variabi l ity can be is 

shown in figure 3.7 .  We measured the difference each sequence is from equal base composition { 4 

}0.5 
using the Eucl idean distance � ( 77: i - 0.25) 2 , where 1t; is the proportional frequency of the 

i-th nucleotide in a sequence. As figure 3.7 shows, when we remove the unvaried sites there 

emerges a view of large differences in base composition between these species, with the 
standard deviation of our Eucl idean distances nearly doubl ing. Interestingly the Eucl idean 

distance from equal base composition at the unvaried sites is also quite l arge (0. 1 79) .  This 

means that the base composition of the unvaried sites is nearly as different from equi-frequency, 

as are the pars imony sites in the thermophiles Thermus and A rcheoglobus (distance 

approximately 0.2 1 on figure 3 .7 ) .  These results also suggest that when we come to remove 

invariant sites we should be looking a using method (3)  or (4) of section 3 . 5 . 1 .  

Euclidian distances of rRNA sequences from equal base frequencies 

1 6  
D mean = 0.099, s.d. = 0. 1 27 

1 4  
• mean = 0.042, s.d. = 0.079 
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FIGURE 3 .7 A histogram of the deviation of the base composition of each rRNA sequence from equal 

nucleotide frequencies (the data used are the 28 rRNA sequences described in section 3 .6) . Note how the 

dispersion becomes much wider when j ust the parsimony informative sites  (sites known to be variable) are 

considered.  Singleton sites were not included, partly because an unknown proportion o f  these could be 

invariant sites which appear variable due to a sequencing error, and because i f  they are really variable they 

must be very near invariant in  this instance . 
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45 1 5  

FIGURE 3.8 A three dimensional plot of  the nucleotide frequencies of different taxa (consider the tip of 

each bar to be the nucleotide composition). All information about nucleotide frequencies is contained in 

the graph (the content of A is equal to 1 - sum of the other three axes) so taxa without identical nucleotide 

composition cannot have the same bar. The colours represent major groups of taxa (green = eukaryotes), 

(purple = eubacteria), (red = eocytes), (burgundy = methanogens, expect Archaeoglobus which is yellow). 

The black column indicates the point of equal base composition, while the blue one is the base 

composition of the unvaried sites. The labels are: Va = Vairimorpha, Di = Dictyostelium, Ho = Homo, Th 

= Thermus, Ar = Archeoglobus, and Gi = Giardia (full taxonomic information on these sequences is 

given in the caption to figure 3 . 12) .  If we assume all sites to be independent, then the standard error along 

any one axis for the percentage of C, G or T is very close to 2% (estimated using binomial 

distribution)(and fluctuating in the narrow range of 1 . 7% to 2 . 3% with the sequences used here). It is 

therefore easy to imagine the standard error on any one bar tip to be approximately a sphere with radius 

2%, as shown by the axes at the base composition point for Vairimorpha. (the standard error for the 

unvaried sites is slightly less than 3% at its greatest breadth, due to fewer sites being used). Clearly most 

points are significantly differentiated from one another. 

Figure 3 .  8 shows another useful way of presenting the base composition of sequences. The top 

of each bar indicates the base composition as a point in three dimensional space, with the bars 

serving principally as a means of giving perspective to these points . An interesting property of this 

graph is that if GC and AT content vary concomitantly (i.e. frequency of G = C and A = T, e.g. 

f(g) = f(c) and f(a) = f(t)), then such sequences would fall perfectly in a line from the top left 

corner to the point 5% above the lower right corner in figure 3 . 8 .  Clearly most of the base 

compositional change amongst these sequences follows this trend, with the exception of two 

dramatic outliners, these being Giardia and Vairimorpha. This trend may be largely due to the 

predominantly canonical pairing in the stem regions of these molecules (e.g. GC pairs with triple 

hydrogen bonds, and AT pairs with double hydrogen bonds), and higher GC is structurally 

correlated with greater thermal stability (see Gutell et al. 1 985). 
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The "deviant" sequences not following a trend of f(g) = f(c) and f(a) = f(t) are far apart, and 
show opposite deviations from the general GC trend. Vairimorpha favours G over C, while 
Giardia favours C over G. This mismatching of GC contents suggests that the base compositions 
of these species cannot be readily identified with increasing or decreasing thermal stability . 
Indeed neither of these species is expected to be under much selective constraint due to thermal 
stability of rRNA, as both are mesophilic (like their relatives) living at temperatures below 45 
degrees Celsius. It is interesting however that the departure of these species from the equal GC 
line, is in the direction which preserves nearly equal purine I pyrimidine (i.e. AG vs CT) content. 
This observation is compatible with a modification to the DNA repair enzymes such that they 
still have the ability to discriminate between nucleotide chemical classes, but not so well within 
classes. Apart from these outliers, note the generally tight clustering of the species groups on this 
figure. For these sequences there is little deviation within the more recent eukaryotes, or within 
the eocytes, methanogens and eubacteria (except for the thermophilies Archeoglobus and 
Thermus whose GC contents again appear subject to selection for higher GC to confer thermal 
stability), but often distinct differences between these major groups. Only a part of these 
differences can be explained in terms of the temperature these organisms live at. 

The results in figure 3 .8 ,  combined with the results of section 3 .4, suggest that we should 
expect that nucleotide composition differences will cause underestimation of the distance 
between Giardia and the thermophiles which are prominent amongst the prokaryotes, while 
Vairimorpha will generally be repelled from the prokaryotes (and Giardia) due to its base 
composition (when using standard distance transformations) . The archaebacteria may show some 
clustering together due to their generally similar base composition, hence potentially hiding 
evidence for the "eocyte" tree. The methanogen Archeoglobus is experiencing some "attraction" 
to the eocytes, while base composition is causing Thermus is be "attracted" more towards 
archaebacteria than to any other eubacteria. The eukaryotes (Giardia and Vairimorpha aside) are 
the only species to have near equal nucleotide frequencies (i.e. near equifrequency, as indicated 
by the black bar in figure 3 .8). This type of plot offers a valuable alternative to building a tree 
based on base composition distances (e.g. Lockhart et al. 1994), as it retains all information 
about the composition distance between different species. It does not lose important information 
such as the fact that Giardia and Vairimorpha are deviating substantially from the general f(g) = 
f(c) and f(a) = f(t) trend.  Further, it is easy to estimate if two species have significantly different 
base compositions, by considering the ellipsoid of errors about each point. For example figure 
3.8 shows the axes of such an ellipsoid about the base composition of Vairimorpha, which is 
clearly significantly different to all other species. 

The blue bar in figure 3.8 indicates the average base composition of the unvaried sites in 
these sequences .  It is clearly unlike the base composition of the parsimony sites of any other 
sequence, suggesting that these sites have quite different evolutionary forces acting upon them. 
Note that this situation is probably more extreme than that seen in mtDNA, where the base 
composition of the constant sites more closely reflected that of the of the variable sites (see 
section 1 .9.2) , .  
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Perhaps even more startling than the average base frequencies at the parsimony informative 
sites, were the parsimony singleton sites of Vairimorpha and Giardia (by singleton site we mean 
sites where all taxa have the same base except the taxon indicated) . Giardia had unique 
substitutions [A = 1 ,  C = 1 1 , G = 3, T = 1J, while Vairimorpha had changes (A = 9, C = 1 ,  G = 2, 
T = 1 0], suggesting an even more biased substitution process than that indicated by averages 
across variable sites. The extreme base composition of these substitutions, concordant their 
greatest frequency in these two long branched taxa, suggests few of them are due to sequencing 
errors. Thus these do appear to be genuinely extremely conservative site substitutions. 
Accordingly i t  is  expected that a strong substitution bias has operated in these two lineages over 
a considerable period of time. This in turn suggests that relatives of these species will have also 
experienced the same strong underlying substitution bias over a long period of time, which 
should still be evident in their base composition. The only other species to show more than two 
singleton substitutions where Crithidia [2, 2, 1 ,  2], Physarum [ I ,  0, 0, 5] and Thermus [ 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 ]  
(in order of A ,  C ,  G, T) . Crithidia and Thermus show singletons consistent with long periods of 
independent evolution, but no strong bias . However Physarum looks unusual and despite the 
sample being small and the possibility of sequencing errors, its substitution biases will be 
interesting to check in future with other genes. These findings highlight further difficulties to be 
expected in resolving deep parts of the eukaryotic tree. Interestingly the archaebacteria, and the 
eocytes in particular, show very few singleton changes. Assuming these species to be anciently 
diverged, this reinforces the view that they are in generally evolving at a slow rate, something 
evident also when trees are built from all sites (e.g. Olsen 1 987, Lake 1 988). 

3.6.2 Five different types of method to infer the number of invariant sites 

As already seen these rRNA sequences are expected to have large site to site differences in 
evolutionary rate, and for this reason Lake ( 1994) has recently suggested that LogDet methods 
should not be used on such data. In section 3 .5 we devised a way of overcoming this effect, and 
showed it is expected to result in a marked improvement. Due to the quite distinct base 
composition of the unvaried sites, we should be using either method (3) or (4) from section 3 .5 . 1 
to give robustness to unequal rates across sites. We now address the question of estimating the 
precise number of constant sites to remove in order to yield the best additivity of transformed 
distances. Illustrated next are four different types of method, including a new application of 
capture-recapture techniques applicable to rRNA. By using four methods with different 
assumptions, we hope to obtain by conciliance, a robust estimate of the number of sites which 
should be removed before making distance corrections or constructing ML trees. 

3.6.3 A new capture-recapture method suitable for rRNA 

The first method we consider is a new application of a capture-recapture model to sequence 
data, and was inspired by the work of Seber 1 982, and Sidow et al. 1 992. Firstly we separate our 
sample of sequences into two disjoint subsets. By exclusive we mean that assuming we knew the 
unrooted evolutionary tree, then all paths between sequences in set 1 ,  share no edge in common 
with paths between sequences within set 2. This separation is important because we can treat 
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evolutionary change in set 1 as independent of that in set 2 (and it implies monophyly, via a 
unique common ancestor for at least one of the two sets of sequences) .  We then estimate the 
quantities n1 (number of sites that show any change in set 1 ), n2 (number of sites that show any 
change in set 2) and m2 (the number of sites which show change within both sets) (see table 3.3) .  
Treating changes at a site in an analogous way to tags on animals, then our estimate of the 
number of the number of variable sites is, 

(3.6.3- 1 )  

a statistic sometimes called the "Petersen estimate" (Seber 1 982, p.59). The sample variance of 

N (via the delta method approximation) is, V[ N ]  = n1n2(n1 - m)(n2 - m) I m/ . So our estimated 

faction of invariant sites is p in• = (c - N )  I c, where c is the total number of sequence sites (or 

codons if amino acid sequences are used). Consequently the standard error of p in• is, 

A s .e. p lnv = 
-c 

(3.6 .3-2). 

The decision of how to separate the data into two sets is governed by two main factors : ( 1 )  
Being confident at least one of the groups i s  monophyletic) .  (2) Keeping the probability of 
observing changes about equal in the two sets (an important point to help minimise the variance 
of when we estimate Pi.J. For our rRNA sequences separating eukaryotes from prokaryotes 
achieved this aim very well. Table 3.3 shows the resulting numbers of changes observed within 
each set and the proportion shared. Our estimate of pinv is thus 0.269 (with s .e .  0 .01 3), so this 
method (with 95% confidence) estimates that 24.3 - 29.5% of sites are invariant (with 95% 
confidence) .  As Seber ( 1982) and Sidow et al. ( 1 992) point out, this estimate is the maximum 
likelihood estimate if we make no further assumptions about the model (in this case of 
evolution) .  

Table 3.3 Table of  changes in prokaryotes, eukaryotes and both groups 

Euk. 

Prok. change no eh. 

change 284 97 3 8 1  n2 
no eh. 1 52 ? ? ? 

- - - -- - - - -- - - - -

436 ? f l?  ? 

n, 

The four central cells in this table will be independent if sites are evolving i.i.d . .  Therefore the ratio of entry 

m2 (in bold) divided by column total n1 must equal n2 I N .  Rearranging m2 I n1 = n2 I N  we have N = n1n2 
I m2, which here gives 436 x 3 8 1  I 284 = 584.92. Thus p inv = (800 - 584.92) I 800 = 0.2692. 

It is worth examining the assumptions of this capture-recapture statistic in light of the 
A 

biology of molecular sequences .  We now rewrite the assumptions required for N to be a 
reasonable estimate of N (see Seber 1 982, p59), in terms of sequence evolution: 
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( 1 )  The sequence is of constant length and made up of only correctly aligned homologous 

sites 

(2) All sites have the same probability of substituting in the first sample (excepting those 

that are strictly invariant). 

(3) A site changing in the first set does not affect the probability of a site changing in the 

second set 

(4) The second sample of site substitutions is a simple random sample, i .e .  each of the (N 
choose n2) possible samples is equally likely . 

(5) Sites do not loose their "marks" in the time between two samples (see later) . 

(6) All marks are reported on recovery in the second sample (see later) . 

Assumption ( 1 )  is clear. Assumption (2) is clearly unlikely to be correct in a coding region, 

because of unequal rates across sites ( i .e. different intrinsic rates of substitution).  Assumption 

(3) is just as potentially important. If a covarion model is operating, then generally we expect 

that some of the sites changing in one part of the tree, will become invariant in another part 

(Fitch 1 97 1) .  Consequently sites showing change in both parts of a tree will be rarer than 

expected if the covarion model was not operating. There is a high likelihood that a covarion 

model is playing a significant role in the evolution of these molecules (given the observed slow 

substitution rate of many sites, the clear hierarchical structure of changes, and the vast period of 

time, see discussion section of chapter 2) and hence we expect m2 to be biased downwards due to 

this factor (i.e. an underestimate), making N an overestimate, and in turn biasing the estimate of 

Pinv downwards. Unequal rates across sites also violates assumption (4). That is with highly 

catchable sites, we underestimate the number of variable sites, and so overestimate P;nv· However 

in the last section of this paragraph we explain why this overestimation is usually a desirable 

feature. Lastly non-independence between sites will also result in a violation of assumption (4), 
which we expect will principally affect the reliability of our estimate of the s.e.  of gnv' almost 

certainly making it an underestimate. Assumptions (5) would seem to hold as the mark in this 

case is the nucleotide state, which could only be lost if we were including "indel" regions, which 

we are not. Assumption (6) could be violated by sequencing, or other errors, in defining the final 

data. The expectation is that these types of errors, if random, will tend to bias the estimate of P;nv 
downwards. 

Given that the estimate of pinv by this method is  in good agreement with estimates by four 

other methods (as we will soon see),  it seems likely that our two probable causes of bias 

(unequal relative rates at sites, and a covarion effect) are to a large extent canceling each other 

out. This need not be the case with other sequences, where one or the other effect may dominate, 

depending at least partly on the degree of divergence amongst the sequences . One possible way 

to reduce the error of unequal substitution rates would be to eliminate sites showing many 

changes on a reliable e stimate of the tree (and hence unlikely to have any of their number 

showing no changes) , and base the estimate of unvaried but variable sites on the remaining set of 

more slowly evolving sites. The properties and biases of this modification need further study. 
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An extension of this method would be to classify sites into a number of rate classes, and 
make a capture-recapture estimate of p1 •• from each, then sum up all these estimates to get the 
overall estimate. Other possibilities are given an estimate of the distribution of rates across sites 
from some other method (say r distributed with shape parameter 0.8), predict how many 

unvaried sites there should be between two groups (this can easily be done if we approximate the 
continuous distribution with a few discrete rate classes, using the mean rate of each to represent 
that class). There are even some analytic results relevant to this issue (see for example capture
recapture estimates which assume that "catchability" follows a Pearson type 3 distribution on p. 
177 of Seber 1982) . In any case, as far as is apparent here, the standard estimator works 
reasonably well as an overall estimate of how many sites should be treated as invariant (given 
that we do not also distinguish between the substitution rates of the variable sites). 

We now look more closely at sample size bias in estimating N and the variance of our 
A 

estimate of N. Under the hypergeometric geometric distribution N is a maximum likelihood 
estimate of N (Seber 1982, see also Sidow et al. 1992) . However it is also a biased estimator. An 
approximately unbiased estimator (exactly unbiased when n1 + n2 � N) is, 

N* = (� + 1)(n2 + 1) - 1 
(� + 1) 

while an approximately unbiased (exactly unbiased when n1 + n2 � N) of its variance is, 

V[N*] = (n1 + l)(n2 + 1)(n1 -�)(n1 -� ) 
(� + 1)2 (� + 2) 

(3 .6.3-3) 

(3.6.3-4) 

(Seber 1 982) . Consequently our unbiased estimate, p*1 •• becomes ( l  - N*/c), while the standard 

error of p*1 •• becomes 1/c �V[N*] .  Applying these formulae to our rRNA data gives a very 

slight increase in p*1 •• , and decrease in V[p*1J (both in the fourth significant place) relative to 
the ML estimators (for this data n1 + n2 � N, clearly holds). Clearly in this example the validity 

of our assumptions is our main concern regarding the accuracy of our estimates. 

The capture-recapture method of Sidow et al. ( 1 992) has recently been used to infer the 
proportion of invariant sites in some anciently diverged proteins involved in chlorophyll and 
bactriochlorophyll synthesis (see Lockhart et al. 1 995) .  The values of nl ' n2 and m2 obtained 
were 38,  20, and 15 respectively, in a comparison amongst a set of proteins with similar function 
(the protochorophyllide reductase subunits, chL + bchL) . However values of 64, 43, and 32 
(respectively) where obtained when some more diverged proteins were added to the previous 
data set (chL + bchL + the chlorin reductase subunit, bchX) (in both cases the entire sequence 
length was 1 2 1  codons). It is important to know if the estimate of N, the variable sites, goes up 
significantly when bchX genes are added; if so it is a strong indication that these sequences have 
a different set of sites able · to vary than those in chL and bchL. Because our numbers of captures 
and recaptures are much smaller than our previous rRNA example, it i s  necessary to look closer 

at the test statistic. For this data N (chL + bchL) = 50.67, with s.e. 5 .09, while N*(chL + bchL) 
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A 

= 50. 19 ,  with s .e. 4 .65, while for the expanded data set we have, N (chL + bchL + bchX) = 86, 

with s .e.  10.73, while N*(chL + bchL + bchX) = 85 .67 with s.e. 10.29. There is little difference 

when using the unbiased estimators, although the difference in the means appears slightly larger 

and more significant (also since it seems nearly certain that n1 + n2 > N, then the N* estimator 

should be unbiased) . Seber ( 1 982, p62) mentions that a confidence interval about 1/N* is usually 

more symmetric than that about N* .  So for the (ChL + bChL) data 1 /N* = 0.099, with s .e .  

0.00 1 8, so finding ± 2 s.e. of 1/N* and then inverting we have, a 95% C.I. on N*(ChL + bChL) 

as 42.3 - 6 1 .6 (vs. 40.9 - 59.5 for the direct approach). For N*(ChL + bChL + bchX) a 95% C.I .  

by the inverse method is 69. 1 - 1 12.8 (vs 65 . 1  - 1 06.3), so making some difference (this method 

applied to the rRNA data analysed previously subtracts just 0. 1 %  from the previously given 

limits of the C.I .) .  Since these two confidence intervals are non-overlapping it seems likely the 

means really are different. Unfortunately our assumption of normality may not be justified, 

Seber ( 1982) suggests that if p or ( 1 -p) (where p = m2 I n) is less than 0.3, then n2 should be at 

least 80 for the normality assumption to hold. Otherwise if p > 0. 1 a binomial approximation can 

be used, or if p < 0. 1 use a Poisson approximation. 

In this example a direct test of the difference of means i s  in order, so x - y = (85 .67 - 50. 1 9) 

35 .48, with variance = Var[X] + Var[Y] - 2Cov[XY) . Estimating the covariance requires 

counts of how many sites e stimating n i' n2 and m2 are shared in common by the two sets of 

sequences . This test becomes complicated to do exactly and approximations could result in 

inaccurate estimates of the true sampling distribution of the mean difference in the number of 

covarions estimated, unless n 1 ,  n2, m2, (n1-m) and (n2-m2) are all large (one would suspect at least 

50 each), so that the distribution is particularly close to multivariate normal . Given the ease with 

which simulations can be performed with modem computers (or even a spread sheet such as 

Excel), we do not follow this avenue further here, but recommend the use of simulations .  

As we will see later, the capture-recapture estimate is apparently giving reasonable estimates 

of the number of variable sites for the rRNA data. For the purpose of making LogDet distances 

more additive, it would seem that the standard Peterson estimate applied to all sites, is giving an 

estimate of pinv which is biased upwards enough to compensate most fully for unequal rates 

across sites .  To help explain this, note that under a r distributed model there are no truly 

invariant sites, and with many recaptures this could be established. Yet this would then give an 

estimate of Pinv that was quite useless (i .e .  Pinv = 0) for improving the additivity of LogDet or 

other i .r. distances. This same overestimation of pinv is almost certainly also happening with all 

the other methods when rates vary across sites, but the model is assuming just i .r. variant and 

invariant sites .  In these instances the bias towards overestimating pinv is apparently benevolent to 

our purpose of improving distance additivity. This type of overestimation of shape parameters 

when assuming an incorrect form of distribution, probably occurs with all rates across sites 

models . In these too it appears to be a benevolent bias, so that the end result appears to be 

distances that are much closer to additive. 
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3.6.4 Using "observed" numbers of changes to infer Plnv 

This second method is based on the expectation that the number of changes per site is Poisson 

distributed (e .g. Fitch and Markowitz 1 97 1) .  Using parsimony, we can estimate the number of 

substitutions that have occurred at each site. Although this will tend to give underestimates, with 

the rRNA data we suspect it to be introducing little error. This is because estimates of the true tree 

show it to be quite evenly branched, with most sites showing far fewer than the maximum possible 

number of changes that could be detected by parsimony (see Wakeley 1 993 for an assessment of 

the bias in these estimates). Using the optimal LogDet tree (see figure 3 . 1 2) which is our best 

estimate of the true phylogeny, in place of the maximum parsimony tree, should help give a more 

reliable estimate of the number of substitutions per site. We present these numbers as the black 

columns in figure 3 . 9. To this data various distributions and mixtures of distributions are now 

fitted. The essential assumption is that given an intrinsic rate A, the expected number of 

substitutions per site with this rate follows a Poisson distribution with mean A (e.g. see Fitch and 

Markowitz 1 970, Uzze1 and Corbin 197 1 ,  Wakeley 1 993). 
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FIGURE 3 .  9 .  A plot of the observed number of changes per site for the 16S-Iike rRNA data of Gouy and Li 

1989a, and in different colours the ex-pectations of different models. The invariant sites plus a gamma 

distribution of variable sites model fits very well, while the remaining models show various inadequacies 

(e.g. the gamma model shows poor fit of the sites with one change, the invariant sites model shows a 

bimodality not seen in the data, while the i .r .  model is poorly fitting every where) . The observed numbers 

of changes per site were measured by the parsimony criterion upon the optimal tree shown latter in figure 

3 . 12 .  The expected number under different models were predicted by the probability distributions 

described in the text, with all free parameters optirnised so as to minimise the G2 In likelihood ratio fit of 

observed to expected data. 

Letting the number of substitutions per site be x, and letting the intrinsic rate (mean expected 

number of changes for a set of sites with identical rates) be A, then P[X = x] = Axe-'A/x! under a 

standard Poisson model (Stuart and Ord 1 987 p .  1 60, see Fitch and Markowitz 1 970 for an 
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appl ication) . Given P[X = x] then the expected number of s ites showing x changes i s  just P [X = 

x] x c (the sequence length ) .  Having both the observed and expected numbers of sites showing x 

changes we can measure the agreement of these two sets of numbers using either the Pearson X2 

statistic , or G2 (the log likelihood rati o  statistic, explained further in chapters 5 and 6) .  The next 

step is to choose A to minimise either of these statistics (we wi l l  use G2) and this can be done 

using an iterative procedure. The resulting expected number of changes per s ite under the 

Poisson model are shown in figure 3 .9 as the blue co lumns, which c learly do not fit so wel l .  

Table 3.4 Fit of different distributions to parsimony inferred number of changes per site 
Model d .f. o- 0 

In L.R.  x-o ol Pinv kl (k2) eT A.1 (A.2) P 1  

Observed 9 (0) 
r r 4 ( 5 )  2 . 8 7  1 3 .28 0 .6 1 9  (29 .9)  2 .58 (0. 1 5 ) 0 .69 
r L L  5 ( 4 )  3 . 1 7  1 5 . 09 0.30 4 .6 1 0 .79 0 .249 0 .64 
t . r .  + i . r  6 (3)  24 . 3 3 *  1 6. 8 1 2 1 .46* 0 .5 3 3 (4.43) 0 .5 1 
r + Pinv 6 7 . 89 ! 6 . 8 1 5 .02 0 .2 1 6  2 .45 1 .26 0.78 
r 7 36 .24*  1 8 .48 28 . 35*  0 .97 2 .52 
l . !" .  + Pinv 7 1 35 .69* 1 8 .48 1 27 .80* 0 .299 3 .46 0 .70 

8 ( 1 )  665 .55*  20.09 657.66* 2.42 

The fit  o f  various models to the data shown in figure 3.9.  The degrees of freedom shown are after 

the 3 h ighest observed rate c lasses i n  order to give a better approximation of fit statistics to 

x' expectations p, is  the number o f  parameters optimised in  each The G' goodness 

of fit statistic indicates that of the models shown, only the gamma en mixed with another d istribution fits 

sampl ing  error 

x' critical 

Likel ihood ratio 

submodeL The l ike l ihood ratio 

at the 99% level 

to the r 
+ i .r .  it does not have the 

by this statistic at the 99% level are marked * ,  whi le  the 

Al l  the models shown here are submodels of a mix ture o f  two gamma 

are thus valid between the most model and each 

fai l s  to e ither the r + i . r. model or the r + p," models as being 

again indicated by 

model suggests a 

The in  the statistic when the r + Pmv 
i ncrease in  o f  however the r 

power o f  the r + p," model ; its better fit may j ust reflect an 

in the assumed form of the distribution of the sites that can change the r distribution 

The choice of model on  such fine points might also be influenced our expectation that a 

few of the singleton s i tes are errors. Another, nonnested made up of Pmv + i . r . (A) + 

fits v ery wel l  and d iscussed m the text The optimised model parameters are the proportion 

of invariant p,.,v, the parameters of each r distribution, k and the substitution rate in  each i .r. 

of sites belonging the first component of the two part distributions. 
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If we assume A; (here the absolute rate at the i-th site) to be randomly drawn from a gamma 

distribution (with shape parameter k, and scale parameter P), then it is possible to integrate the 

Poisson predicted number of changes for each infinitely narrow rate class, to give the expected 

number of substitutions per site. This yields the often used negative binomial distribution, so 

P[X = x] = 
( k + x - 1 )(_!_)-" (

_
1 )k , 

k - 1  P + 1 1 + P  
(3.6.3-2) 

where x = 0, 1 ,  2 . . .  , the number of observed events, k is the shape parameter of the underlying 

gamma distribution (k > 0), and P = 8T (P > 0) is a scale parameter from the underlying gamma 

distribution (the mean number of substitutions per site per site is given as k8T) (Stuart and Ord 

1987 p 1 69, see Uzzel and Corbin 1 97 1 ,  and Wakeley 1 993 for applications). When k is not an 

integer, then the first term in this formula can be evaluated as r(k + x) I (r(k) !x), where r(z) is 

the gamma function (a generalisation of the factorial function) applied to z. It is straightforward 

to add a proportion of invariant sites (P;nJ to either of these distributions as all such sites belong 

to the 0 changes class. It is also easy to mix and match models by adding up their proportional 

expectations, while optimisation of the component distributions free parameters was 

accomplished with quasi-Newton and checked with conjugate gradient optimisation methods 

(e.g. see Minoux 1986). 

The results of fitting a number of models to the observed number of substitutions per site are 

given in table 3 .4. The invariant sites I i .r. (i .r. + P;nJ model gives the estimated number of 

invariant sites as between 26% and 30% depending on the measure of fit used, i .e. X2 or G2, and 

whether the 3 highest rate classes are grouped. Work by Wakeley ( 1 993) suggests that this 

estimator of Pinv will usually be biased slightly downwards, but still reasonably accurate, as long 

as there is an adequate sampling of diverse sequences. The optimal shape parameter when fitting 

a gamma distribution of rates across sites model was 0.97 (similar to the figures obtained by 

Hadamard conjugation and ML analyses of the same type of data in chapters 2 and 5) .  However, 

the only models fitting within expected sampling error, when assuming all sites to be 

independent, mixed the gamma with a second distribution . The sum of two weighted gamma 

distributions model fitted best of those evaluated (table 3 .4), however the gamma plus an i .r. rate 

model fitted almost as well with 1 fewer parameter, while the gamma plus invariant sites model 

was also a very good fit (an Akaike type model selection would favour the r + i .r. model, 

although the improvement in fit is just significant at the 5% level over the r + pinv model, e.g. see 

Miller 1 990 for criteria in picking a model). We favour the last of these three models because it 

fits prior expectations better than the other two somewhat contrived models (i.e. what biological 

model predicts a mix of two gamma distributions?). Lastly the sum of two Poisson distributions 

(i .r. + i .r.) plus a proportion of invariant sites model (not included in table 3 .4) was also found to 

fit very well, and has only 4 parameters (G2 = 4.88, optimised parameters are pinv = 0.23, A1 = 

1 .53, A2 = 5 . 1 2, proportion of A1 = 0.42). This model and its subtypes were considered by Pitch 

and Markowitz ( 1970) and Uzzel and Corbin ( 197 1 ) .  The very good fit of this last model is 
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relevant to the penultimate section of this chapter where another approach to making LogDet 

type transformations robust to unequal rates across sites is described. 

When using the X2 goodness of fit statistic to select a distribution of rates across sites much 

more weight was given to the fit of the rarer cells showing high rates of change, relative to using 

the G2 statistic. Consequently the fit of the i .r. model was over twice as bad as given in table 3 .4, 

while the mean number of changes inferred for variable sites rose for the two worst fitting 

models (which have trouble explaining the prevalence of rapidly evolving sites).  An 95% 

confidence interval on the number of invariant sites under the p. + i .r. model was 0.265-0.335 
mv 

when the G2 criteria of fit was used, or 0.225-0.295 by the X2 criterion (the confidence intervals 

estimated assuming a binomial marginal distribution to the inferred number of invariant sites 

were nearly identical) .  So given our understanding of the invariant sites-LogDet transform, this 

data suggests that we remove approximately 25 to 30% of unvaried sites. Even the favoured 

model (r + p,"J, infers about 22% of all sites invariant, and this is expected to be an 

underestimate (e.g. see figure 3 .6) if the aim is to make the LogDet optimally additive without 

separating the variable sites into rate classes. 

Lastly note that this method can be modified to remove the effect of parsimony tending to 

underestimate the number of changes at a site, by using probability calculations to directly infer 

the expected parsimony length of sites under a certain model. To do this we would start with a 

reliable estimate of the weighted tree, predict s(T) for a specific mechanism of substitution, and 

sum up the probabilities of all sites having the same parsimony length on the model tree (for 

some mechanisms we could use a Hadamard conjugation, else the more usually likelihood 

calculations to estimate the probability of all site patterns) . Multiplying this probability by the 

sequence length would then give the expected number of sites with that parsimony length. These 

statistics of observed to expected parsimony length might also be useful in diagnosing the fit of 

ML models, by checking the ability to explain the frequency of sequence sites of a certain length 

(see chapter 6) .  

3.6.5 Inferring P1 • •  with a ML model of sequence evolution 

The third method of estimating the proportion of invariant sites is finding the value which 

maximises of the likelihood of a set of sequences as evaluated by some model. For this purpose 

we used the stationary 5 parameter i . i .d.  and i .r. model of Felsenstein, as implemented in the 

program DNAML 3.5 (Felsenstein 1 993).  Others that have used this sort of method include 

Reeves ( 1 992), Churchill et al. ( 1 992), and Sidow et al. ( 1 992) . The calculations evaluate the 

likelihood of the data as a mix of variable and invariant sites, analogous to the probabilities for 

s(T) under the invariant sites models in chapter 2. We seek the maximum likelihood tree, and the 

proportion of sites treated as invariant which will maximise its likelihood. The intricacies of 

these calculations were touched upon in chapter 2, and are given again later in this section and in 

chapter 5 .  For this section we use an option in DNAML 3 .5 to make these calculations (the 

option is to allow different rate classes, specify two rate classes, set the first to any positive 

value and the other to zero along with the proportion of sites to assume invariant) . This 
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program, as compiled, had a limit of 1 9  sequences, so this many widely separated sequences were 

selected from the 28 shown in figure 3 . 1 2 .  The results of this analysis are presented in figure 3 . 1 0 ; 

like earlier estimates, this method too suggests that about 30% of all sites should be regarded as 

invariant under an Pinv + i .r. model . 

It is difficult to know if this estimate is biased, with respect to the optimal additivity that could 

be achieved for LogDet distances . Results elsewhere in this thesis (chapter 5) suggest that when 

the model is in some way moderately inadequate, and cannot explain an excess of certain s ite 

patterns, then the proportion of invariant sites estimated often increases as a compensatory factor. 

This possibility seems reasonable since our results clearly show that a stationary i . i .d  model cannot 

explain the very unequal base compositions between sequences. However, we also observe 

situations where if the model is strongly inadequate in some crucial way, then the above trend need 

not hold and can even be markedly reversed, with the result being a much lower estimate the 

number of invariant sites (see chapter 5). It would be interesting to re-evaluate this data with an 

ML model that allowed for non-stationary base compositions (especially a 1 2  parameter per edge 

model which is analogous to the LogDet) . 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 0  (a) A plot of log likelihood vs proportion of sites modeled as invariant. The line with 

triangles represents the curve obtained with a tr I tv parameter of 1 . 1 1 , while the line with diamonds 

represents that obtained with tr I tv set to 1 .22. (b) Curves showing how the optimal tr I tv ratio increases 

as we take account of invariant sites (the upper curve marked by diamonds, and with higher likelihood, is 

when 30% of sites are treated as invariant, the lower curve is with no invariant sites). In this example the 

tr I tv ratio is having a little effect upon the estimated proportion of invariant sites. 

In the case of the DNAML model it would also be desirable to take into account the distinct 

base frequencies of the unvaried sites, which are probably largely composed of invariant sites . The 

likelihood of the constant sites, both unvaried and invariant sites mixed together, under such a 

model is just {pinv1tj + ( 1 -pinv)(s(T)j)} ,  while the likelihood of the varied sites is ( 1 -pinv)s(T)i 
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(where n:i is the proportion of invariant sites with base frequency j, s(T)J is the probab il i ty of a 

variable but unvaried s ite with base j, and s (T)i i s  the probabil i ty of the i-th pattern under some 

i . i .d .  model of evolution w ithout invariant s i tes) . If such a model where implemented in p lace of 

the current model in DNAML we would expect the l ikel ihood of the data to increase by at least 

tens i f  not hundreds of  lnL units . We base this expectation on the X2 lack of fit between the base 

frequency of the varied and the unvaried s ites (calcu lated earlier in section 3 .6 . 1 ) .  Our 

anticipation is that this quantity w i l l  be a lower bound on the improvement. The X2 test should 

gauge the increase in l ikelihood at the unvaried sites quite well ,  but the increase for the varied 

s i tes wi l l  probably be much larger, s ince these l i ke lihoods involve many multiplications of edge 

transition matrices, which are conditional upon base frequencies. 

Models taking into account distinct base compositions of the invariant s ites wil l  have 

increased robustness. As an example, consider what happens when base compositions in the 

variable and the invariant sites are stationary , but skewed in opposite directions, e .g . n:var = [0. 1 ,  

0 .4,  0.4,  0 . 1 ] , while n:"" = [0.4, 0 . 1 ,  0. 1 ,  0.4] . Overal l  if 50% of sites are invariant, we wi l l  

observe near equal base composition in such sequences .  Applying DNAML to these sequences, 

it would effectively revert to using the Kimura 2ST model ,  when it should be ignoring the 

invariant sites base composition and using a 5 parameter model for the remaining variable sites. 

3.6.6 Estimating by directly measuring additivity of distances on a tree 

Given that we are wanting to modify distances to make them more additive, it makes sense 

to find the proportion of s ites assumed invariant which does thi s  directly .  Probabl y  the most 

exact way is to used a method such as general ised least squares (GLS, see chapter 5)  which 

measures the significance of errors on distances, taking account of their correlated errors, to give 

a statistic which i s  asymptotical ly  (c � oo) distributed as a l variable (see chapter 5) .  This 

requires a variance-covariance matrix of distances ; a delta method approximation to the 

covariances of the LogDet distances is currently being sought . If we ignore the correl ations 

between distances, then we have weighted least squares which we have already implemented for 

LogDet on another data set (see figure 3 .3 ) .  There, the inferred number of invariant s ites (about 

0 . 1 5) differs from that obtained with al l  other methods probably due to corre lations between 

distances not being taken into account and because onl y  four, perhaps atypical taxa where used 

from a different alignment. GLS estimation of pJIJY should be achievable for up to about thirty 

taxa (the major step being inverting a 30 x 30 element covariance matrix) ,  although the 

evaluations would probably be l imited to a few trees selected as near optimal by other methods. 

Other distance methods such as ordinary least squares or minimum evolution do not appear 

to be very promising for this type of fitting. This is because they are not associated with a fit 

s tatistic that takes account of increasing variances and covariances as unvaried s ites are removed 

(more on this in chapter 5) .  Hasegawa et al. ( 1 985) probably used a fitting procedure of thi s  
type; they are very frugal in their description and i t  i s  not c lear exactly what they did. 
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3.6.7 The Bealey theorem inequality 

While there is no simple way to predict exactly the expected frequency distribution of 

parsimony length under a particular model,  there has recently been developed, an inequality 

which goes some way towards meeting this aim. This is the Bealey theorem of Steel et al. 

( 1993a) . It states that under the 2-state Poisson model, the probability of a site showing m or 

more substitutions (denoted P[m � x]) on the true tree, must be less than or equal to a simple 

function. Specifically, 

j-1 
P[m � x] � P[ lJ" � ,  (where is v equal to P [ 1 ]/P[0]2) L.. . ,  j'2x J · 

(3 .6.6- 1 )  

This inequality can be used to find an approximate lower bound on how many sites can be 

regarded as invariant. One way to do this is by requiring all the observed site lengths strictly 

meet this inequality (although we must ignore the inequality if the observed number of sites with 

x changes is zero). It is best to measure the parsimony length of sites on the best estimate of the 

true tree, which is not necessarily the shortest parsimony tree. If all site lengths do not initially 

meet the constraints of the Bealey theorem, then we vary the quantity P[O] (proportion of sites 

showing no change) until the constraint is meet. Table 3 .5 gives an example of these 

calculations, using some four taxon transversion data analysed more extensively in chapter 5 .  

With few taxa this lower bound on Pinv tends to be very loose (compare the lower bounds of table 

3 .5 ,  which are 0.7 and 6.7%, with about 15% when the same data is analysed with ML in 

chapter 5) and also quite dependent on which tree is selected as "true" . 

Table 3.5 Predicting minimum number of invariant sites with the Bealey inequality 

Observed data Bealey theorem predictions 
no inv. 75 inv. 

X Obs[m = x] Obs[m � x] Inf.[m � x] Inf.[m � x] 
0 787 1 352 1 26 1 .4 1 352.6 ( 1 277.6 + 75) 
1 457 565 803 .3 880.6 
2 1 08 108 339.3 4 16.6 
3 0 0 1 04.3 145 .4 

Here x is the number of changes per site, while Obs [m = x] is observed number of sites showing x 

substitutions as measured by parsimony upon the "eocyte" tree for the transversion data used in figure 5 .2. 
We have given the predictions of the Bealey theorem as inferred number (P[m � x] x sequence length) of 
sites that should show x or more changes. By the inequality of equation 3 .6.6- 1 the inferred number should 
be less than the observed number (not the case with the underlined number), and it was necessary to infer 
that 9 1  sites were invariant before this inequality could be meet by all site patterns. This gives a lower 
bound on the number of invariant sites of 9 1 1 1 352, i.e. at least 5 .5% of sites are invariant. Using the same 
methods and data but measuring Obs[m = x] on the "archaebacteria" tree gave a prediction of more than 
0.7% invariant, while the halobacterial tree inferred at least 6.7% invariant. 
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Table 3.6 Using the Bealey theorem to infer p1.v for the 28 16-S like rRNA sequences 

Measured on tree from Measured on 

LogDet NJ Max. Pars. tree 

Inv. 0 202 1 9 1  

X Obs[m = x] Obs[m ::?: x] Inf. [m ::?: x] Inf. [m ::?: x] X Obs[m = x ]  Obs[m ::?: x ]  Inf.[m ::?: x ]  

0 399 800 458.28 1 026.89 0 399 800 926.04 

1 65 401 259.28 759.99 1 1 66 401 664.00 

2 88 235 93 .28 594.99 2 l OO 236 498 .00 

3 75 1 35 24.04 385.24 3 70 148 304.06 

4 40 65 4.79 207.48 4 3 8  7 3  1 5 3 .00 

5 1 9  27 0.78 94.49 5 20 33 64.75 

6 8 7 0. 1 1  37.04 6 2 1 4  23 .5 1 

7 3 5 0.0 1  1 2.69 7 3 6 7 .45 

8 2 2 0.00 3.85 8 2 3 2.09 

9 0 0.00 1 .04 9 0 1 0.52 

1 0  0 0 0.00 0.25 lO 0 0 0. 1 2  

As with the previous table x i s  the number o f  changes reconstructed b y  parsimony o n  a tree. Obs[m = x) 

indicates the number of sites with x changes ( [m ::?: x] number of sites with at least x changes), while 

inferred (Inf.) is the B ealey theorem inequality value. The first set of site lengths was measured on the 

LogDet tree from figure 3 . 1 2, which we consider the most reliable estimate of the true tree. The row 

marked Inv. indicates how many invariant sites are included when calculating the inequality which is first 

meet by all sites with 202 invariant sites (25.25% ) . To the right are estimates made with tree lengths 

measured on the maximum parsimony tree for the unweighted observed R !Y coding of the data ( 19 1  or 

23.88% invariant sites for the inequality to hold) .  

Applying the Bealey theorem inequality to the transversional changes in the Gouy and Li 

( 1989a) data set, we estimate that at least 202 sites (25 .3%) are invariant, when taking the tree of 

figure 3 . 1 2  (estimated using the LogDet transform) to be the true tree. Alternatively if we take 

the maximum parsimony tree for this data (shown in figure 2 . 14) as the true tree, we infer that at 

least 1 9 1  sites (23 .9%) are invariant. 

The numbers returned by this approach can be termed an approximate lower bound for two 

reasons .  Firstly because there are no expected values calculated, we cannot use a measure such 

as X2 to define when the randomly fluctuating observed proportions best meet the theorem's 

predictions. Secondly as we have already seen, a distribution of rates across sites with a distinct 

tail (e.g. the inverse Gaussian or the gamma distribution) tends to produce a much higher 

probability of sites with many changes than under the corresponding invariant sites plus identical 

rate model. With the 28 taxon rRNA data, it was just these sites which were the last to meet the 

inequality (and they meet the inequality in reverse order of their parsimony length) . Unlike a 

model which is fitted by the G2 statistic, for example, the absolute requirement of meeting an 

inequality gives these sites absolute leverage in determining what proportion of invariant sites 

are estimated. A situation where the Bealey theorem method may overestimate the proportion of 

invariant sites would be a data set with more taxa and I or a longer tail of rapidly evolving sites. 
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For this reason we consider the Bealey theorem method interesting, but generally not as robust or 

reliable as the other methods used in this section. The close agreement of the Bealey theorem 

and the other methods is encouraging, but may be largely due to coincidence in this instance 

(notice for example how large, and hence loose, the Bealey theorem predictions in table 3 .6 

become as the number of changes at a site decreases) .  Consequently the Bealey method should 

be used with caution, and preferably never be the only method used to infer a proportion of 

invariant sites. 

3.6.8 Summary of diagnosing this 16S-like rRNA 

It is clear from these studies that we must treat a proportion of sites as being invariant and 

that the base composition of these invariant sites is quite distinct from the very nonstationary 

base compositions of the variable sites. As such it seems most appropriate to use an invariant 

sites-LogDet transform upon this data prior to tree estimation. The estimates of the proportion of 

invariant sites were predominately in the range of 0.25 to 0.3, and as such were quite consistent 

given the different assumptions of the four distinct estimators applied to all 28 sequences. In this 

section and elsewhere in the thesis, these data when fitted to a r model predict the shape 

parameter k to be approximately 0.8 to 1 .  Even if the r where a better model, then figures 3 .5 

and 3 .6  suggest that 25 to 30% of unvaried sites is an appropriate proportion to remove in order 

to improve the additivity of LogDet distances. 

3. 7 FIELD TRIALS OF THE INVARIANT SITES-LOGDET TRANSFORMATION 

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the utility of the invariant sites-LogDet upon a set 

of data which has clearly evolved by non-stationary substitution process with a marked 

inequality of rates across sites. Like any good field trial a method needs to be evaluated side by 

side with a strong competitor. Our analyses here make a paired comparison between the 

invariant sites-LogDet method and the invariant sites-Jukes-Cantor distance correction, so we 

can identify where and to some extent why different transformations are leading to different 

conclusions about evolutionary history . The Jukes-Cantor correction is a very popular measure 

with this type of data (e.g. Bruns et al. 1 992, Hinkle and Sogin 1993). It is often argued to be an 

appropriate transformation since the transition I transversion ratio in this type of data is low and 

because this measure has a lower sampling variance than any other commonly used distance 

correction. 

To avoid setting the Jukes-Cantor distance up as a "straw man" many other parallel 

assessments were made using other distance transformations in the programs DNADIST, form 

Phylip 3 .5 ,  and PAUP* (Swofford in press). These distances include the Kimura 2P method with 

a gamma distribution of rates across sites (Golding 1 983, Jin and Nei 1990), and the general 

time reversible distance with a r distribution of rates across sites (this thesis section 3 .3 .2, and 

Waddell and Steel in preparation). Also tried were a variety of ML methods (including removal 

of constant sites) and also maximum parsimony methods. Some of the results are surprising and 
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tend to indicate that the invariant sites-Jukes-Cantor transformation followed by the neighbor 

joining tree selection algorithm was possibly one of the better performers (more on this later) . 

Where we noticed a substantial difference of any other method from the results of the Jukes

Cantor I neighbor joining combination it is noted in the text. 

An important question is how an invariant sites-LogDet analysis might change our 

perceptions of the "tree of life" which has for the past decade been inferred primarily with 

methods based upon simple i .r. and stationary i . i .d .  models of evolution. One possibility is that 

the invariant sites-LogDet tree will be distinctly different to the trees previously obtained. An 

alternative possibility is that large parts of the tree will be shown to have very low bootstrap 

support, thus bringing into doubt the resolving power of the data. This second conclusion was 

often reached by Peter Lockhart (pers comm.) in analyses of datasets such as those in Lockhart 

et al. ( 1994) (although these were often run after removing all constant sites, or all parsimony 

uninformative sites) . Poor resolving power was also the expectation of statisticians such as Terry 

Speed (pers comm.), who suggested the method would have critically high sampling variance 

due to its generality . If it turns out that the LogDet transform shows similar resolving power to 

the Jukes-Cantor and other simple i . i .d. distances with these highly diverged and relatively short 

rRNA sequences, it has quite acceptable sampling errors. In order to make the most of this  

opportunity to look at  major aspects of organismic evolution in a new light, we have chosen to 

test six specific prespecified hypotheses.  

In this following section we use the term "methanogen" to include the halobacteria, and any 

archaebacteria showing evidence of having at least had ancestors with the enzymes required to 

produce methane. This grouping is well supported by biochemical features and previous 

sequence analyses of 16S-like and 23S-like rRNA (e.g. see Olsen and Woese 1 989). The term 

"crown group" relates to plants, animals,  fungi, red and brown algae, plus their immediate protist 

relatives (e.g. Sogin 1 99 1 ) . The term "middle eukaryotes" is used for the mitochondrial protists 

that do not appear to be closely related to the crown group, which in this study are taken to 

comprise Dictyostelium, Physarum, and Crithidia (see figure 3 . 1 2  for full details of the other 

taxa in this study) .  

3.7.1 Six prespecified hypotheses about the "tree of life" 

We evaluate the following hypotheses which were selected prior to data analysis; indeed all 

of these hypotheses are discussed in others research, and all are presently controversial. Our 

hypotheses to "test" are: 

(I) Are the archaebacteria a single cluster on the unrooted tree? This grouping was suggested 

by Woese and Fox ( 1 977), with additional support claimed in many recent publications 

(although not proving the strict monophyly, i .e .  exclusive ancestry of this group e.g. Hennig 

1 966, this thesis conveniently labels this hypothesis "archaebacteria monophyletic") .  The most 

prominent alternative hypothesis claims good evidence that thermophilic sulfur metabolising 

bacteria (so called "eocytes")  are sister taxa to the eukaryotes (Lake 1986, Wolters and Erdmann 
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1 986, Lake 1 987, Rivera and Lake 1992)(this implies eukaryotes and eocytes will form one half 

of a partition on an unrooted tree). 

(II) Are the parasitic Microsporidia the most anciently diverged eukaryotes? This is 

suggested by their 5 .8S-rRNA being part of the 23S-like rRNA molecule (Vossbrinck and 

Woese 1986). Alternatively does this distinction go to the diplomonad lineage (often 

characterized by Giardia) as suggested by the rRNA analysis of Sogin et al. ( 1 989)? Leipe et al. 

( 1 993) identified this as a situation where compositional bias may be misleading standard 

methods, yet nearly all published trees present Giardia as deepest branching of the eukaryotes 

(ironically many of these still originating from Or Sogin, e .g. Brul and Stumm 1 994, fig. 3) .  

Hasegawa et al. ( 1 992, 1 993) and Hasegawa and Hashimoto ( 1 993) have also voiced their 

concern that base composition is misleading rRNA trees of early eukaryotic evolution. 

(Ill) Can we reject the traditional view of the strict monophyly of the slime molds 

Dictyostelium and Physarum, as claimed in Sogin ( 1 99 1 )? If so, how does Sogin's alternative 

hypothesis of Physarum being more distantly related to the "crown group" than Dictyostelium 

fare . 

(IV) There is the old question of whether animals are sister taxa to plants or to fungi, or are 

these latter two closest relatives? The grouping of plants and fungi is the traditional view, 

popular before the last decade of sequence analysis. 

(V) The grouping of the methanococcal and methanobacterial archaebacteria appears in trees 

estimated from 23S-like rRNA (my own unpublished analyses of the 23S sequences aligned by 

Gouy and Li 1 989a, Burggraf et al. 1 99 1 ,  although these authors made no comment upon this 

grouping). This grouping has also appeared in RNA polymerase trees (Garret et al. 1 994, Klenk 

and Zillig 1994). The question : Is this grouping consistent with the 1 6S-like rRNA data? 

(VI) Is the thermophilic genus Thermus (which is allied with the non-oxygenic 

photosynthetic green non-sulphur bacteria e.g. Chlorojlexus, in most 16S-like rRNA trees) more 

deeply diverging than the oxygenic photosynthetic cyanobacteria? Fossil stromatolite bacterial 

forms, photosynthetic pathways, and more recently trees from DNA dependent RNA polymerase 

genes have been used to argue for the more ancient divergence of cyanobacteria (Klenk et al. 

1994). Conversely trees built from 1 6S-like rRNA have tended to put many thermophiles, 

including Thermus, nearer to the root of the eubacteria than cyanobacteria. Doubts currently 

loom over the validity of the rRNA trees due to a "GC" bias drawing Thermus towards the 

archaeobacteria (e.g. Lockhart et al. 1 992) . 

Hypotheses (I), (II) and (VI) are considered good candidates for a marked difference 

between the invariant sites-LogDet transform and previous analyses, since the sequences 

emanating from the internal edges of the phylogenetic tree defining these hypotheses show 

distinctly unequal nucleotide content (as shown in figure 3 . 10) .  It is important to note that while 

we call these hypotheses, because of their contentious nature each can comprise up to three 
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mutually exclusive hypotheses. In these cases it is necessary to be aware of alterations in 

significance levels, a question we address later. 

3.7.2 Using the bootstrap as a guide to statistical support. 

To help evaluate the support for our hypotheses I-VI we use a variant of bootstrapping 

(Felsenstein 1 985, Penny and Hendy 1 985), which places emphasis on a local part of the tree. If 

a tree has a stable structure, then many points of uncertainty will be limited to local 

rearrangement about internal edges in the optimal tree (nearest neighbor interchanges in the 

language of tree searching, e.g. Swofford and Olsen 1 990, Swofford 1 993). Most of our 

hypotheses I-VI probably fall into this category. By plotting the sum of the three partitions in the 

bootstrap replicate trees that correspond to the three rearrangements possible about a specific 

edge in a tree, we can see how the support for these hypotheses varies as different distance 

transformations are applied to the data. Further, by taking the sum of the three partitions about 

an internal edge in the bootstrapped trees, we can construct a test of the hypothesis that "the 

edge in the true tree is either this edge, or an edge only one nearest neighbor interchange 

different." That is we will accept that a hypothesis about the relative relationships of taxa can be 

framed in terms a nearest neighbor interchange, if the taxa (or groups of taxa) of interest are 

separated by no more than one internal edge in more than say 90% of all bootstrapped trees .  This 

type of test is an novel example in the spirit of Sanderson ( 1989) , who argued there is much 

benefit to be gained by examining which loose groupings where very frequent in bootstrapped 

trees .  

The results of a bootstrap analysis with particular emphasis on our s ix hypotheses are shown 

in graphical form in figure 3 . 1 1 . Note that for each hypothesis we have two tests, the second one 

being that if the hypothesis does not gain overwhelming support in its own right, then what is the 

likelihood that the true relationships are one of three possible nearest neighbor interchanges 

about a single internal edge in the optimal tree. Here we are "testing" six sets of hypotheses, and 

later in chapter 6 we consider the multiple test problem in more detail. 

To accommodate variation of rates across sites we took out a specified proportion of 

constant (unvaried) sites (pinJ · We did this such that the number of constant columns with 

nucleotide i which were removed was Pinv1tunv' where 1tunv is the frequency of the i-th nucleotide 

amongst just the unvaried nucleotide sites (overall 32.5% of the sites were unvaried). Taking out 

constant sites in proportion to 1tunv is an important factor since the base frequencies of the 

unvaried sites are significantly different from those at which changes occur (section 3 .6. 1 ) .  

Following this we  applied a distance correction then used the neighbor joining algorithm to a 

build a tree (via the program "Neighbor" in Phylip 3 .5 ,  Felsenstein 1 993) . Our selection of this 

distance algorithm was based upon its good statistical efficiency in estimating trees in 

simulations of 20 to 30 taxa (using distances with similar sampling error to those used here, 

Charleston 1 994, chapter 6). Its selection was also based upon its computational efficiency 

(Studier and Keppler 1 988), which allowed us to perform 1000 bootstrap replicates upon each 

distance matrix. Preliminary investigations by Charles ton ( 1994, chapter 5) suggest that 
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neighbor j oining can handle violations of the model as wel l as many other commonly used 

methods (maximum likel ihood was not included in these comparisons) .  A check of the rel iabi l i ty 

of neighbor join ing for assessing bootstrap support i s  made with the related minimum evolution 

criterion, and the agreement was h igh for this data set (fu l l  detail s  in section 3.7 .4) . 

As a further check we analysed the distance matrices with an ordinary least squares cri teria 

(Caval l i-Sforza and Edwards 1 967, as implement by Felsenstein 1 993  in the program "Fi tch" )  

and a weighted least squares cri teria (Fitch and Margol iash 1 967, also implemented in Fitch) .  

The support as gauged by bootstrapping w ith these two tree selection procedures was practical ly 

identical to that obtained by neighbor joining when the bootstrap support for an edge exceeded 

70% (the agreement was less when negative edges were al lowed in the optimal trees, see Kuhner 

and Felsenste in 1 994 for general discussion on this issue). For all other part itions the smaller 

number of boots trap repl icates performed with these methods ( I  00 samples) general ly agreed to 

within 5 %  to l O% of the values given by neighbor j oining. 

The bootstrap has been somewhat controvers ial throughout i ts usage in phylogenetics (e .g .  

see Sanderson 1 989, Hi l l is and Bul l  1 993) .  There is a general fee l ing from s imulations that 

bootstrap resul ts can be regarded as conservative estimates of support in real s i tuations, because 

they tend to be so in s imulations. However the bootstrap assumes independence between s i tes, 

and yet in rRNA sequences there are correlations (often strong between base pairing s i tes) which 

will tend to exaggerate statistical support measured under the assumption of independence 
(Fe lsenste in 1 985) .  We wil l  discuss these and other Issues further in chapter 6, but for the 
present i t  is worth being aware of this poss ibi l i ty. 

3.7.3 Support for our six hypotheses with the invariant sites-LogDet transform 

The bootstrap support for the prespecified hypotheses are shown in figure 3 . 1 1 . The region 

where analyses are usually performed is on the extreme left of each subplot, i .e .  al lowing no 

accommodation for unequal rates at di fferent sites .  Our previous assessment of the distribution 

of rates across s i tes in this data set suggests that at least 20% of unvaried s i tes should be 
removed, with good evidence (sections 3 .6 .2 - 3 .6 .6) that the optimal proport ion to remove is 25 

to 30% . This v iew is reinforced by the earl ier numerical finding that if the true distribution of 

rates across s i tes is r then the shape parameter should be approximately 0 .9 to I (see figure 3 .9, 

and table 3 .4) . Even i f  this were the distribution, then the results in figures 3 .4-3 .6 suggest the 

removal of 25% to 30% of unvaried s i tes to optimise the addit ivity of the invariant s i tes-LogDet 

transform. (All the more suggestive s ince the favoured r + p'"v model of table 3 .4 would suggest 

at least thi s  many sites be treated as invariant to optimise additiv i ty) . 

For each hypothesis our interpretations after this analysis are : 

(I) The results indicate that taking into account both GC bias and more particularly variable 

rates across s ites drops the support for the archaebacterial tree. With 0% of constant s i tes 

removed our bootstrap analysis reaches a s imi lar conclusion to the s imple edge length 

confidence interval analysis of Gouy and Li ( 1 989a), suggesting s ign ificant support for the 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 1 .  Relative support for the six a priori hypotheses presented in the text (labeled as I-VI). The 

horizontal axis shows the proportion of constant sites removed Pinv (removing more sites increases the 

adjustment for unequal rates of change at different sites). The y-axes denote the frequency with which a 

the bootstrapped trees supported a specific hypothesis. The solid lines and symbols indicate trees 

reconstructed after the LogDet transformation has been applied, dotted lines the equivalent support with 

the standard Jukes-Cantor correction. In general the red squares mark what is assessed to be the most 

"popular" hypothesis (prior to this analysis, and based upon recent publications), while green diamonds 

mark a prominent alternative hypothesis. (I) squares (red), archaebacterial tree, diamonds (green) eocyte 

tree, triangles (blue), halobacterial tree, (II) squares, Giardia deepest of all eukaryotes, diamonds 

Microsporidia deepest, triangles Giardia and Microsporidia together and deepest, (Ill) squares, Physarum 

deeper than Dictyoste/ium, triangles the reverse, diamonds Physarum and Dictyoste/ium together, (IV) 

squares, fungi and animals together, diamonds plants with animals, triangles plants with fungi, (V) 

squares methanococcals deeper than methanobacterials, triangles the reverse, diamonds methanococcal-
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methanobacterial grouping, yellow circles Archeoglobus deepest of methanogenic archaebacteria 
considered, (VI) squares, Thermus deepest, diamonds cyanobacteria deepest, triangles Thermus and 
cyanobacteria together. The solid black symbols at -20 denote support for the various hypotheses after 
removing 20% of all sites (only constant columns removed), plus removal of the 5.6% of the sites showing 
most change on the best supported tree, followed by the LogDet correction. Hollow symbols denote 
support when just 20% sites are removed, and the 5 parameter ML distance transformation in Phylip 3.5 is 
used. 

archaebacterial tree at the 95% level. However we cannot accept this analysis in light of the 

evidence for a highly skewed distribution of rates across sites. When we evaluate the data with 

20 to 30% of unvaried sites removed, we must conclude that the archaebacterial tree has lost 

much of its support. The total frequency of the three alternatives archaebacterial, eocyte plus 

halobacterial tree was over 95% even with 28% of sites treated as invariant, so it seems likely 

that the correct arrangement is one of the three shown. This result is in contrast with Lake ( 1 988) 
whose analyses suggested a much more fragmented archaebacterial group. 

(II) The compensation for unequal nucleotide composition, and for unequal rates across sites 

has a major effect upon the support for Microsporidia being the most anciently branching 

lineage amongst the eukaryotes (i.e. the sister taxa to all other living eukaryotes). Indeed use of 

the invariant sites-LogDet turns the result around almost as far as is possible (from Giardia first 

having high bootstrap support to Microsporidia first having strong bootstrap support). 

Interestingly, with no constant sites removed the tree placed the microsporidium sequence 

deepest, whereas on bootstrapping the same data Giardia was slightly (but more significantly 

than can be explained by error in estimating the bootstrap proportions) favoured as earlier in the 

consensus tree of bootstrap replicates. A possible cause of this is that the largest distances in the 

tree are from the prokaryotes to Vairimorpha (the microsporidian) and this combined with their 

dissimilar base compositions lead to the largest biases in the whole tree. This could then result in 

the microsporidium being pushed further away from the prokaryotes than Giardia and hence 

away from the root. In contrast Giardia is involved in the second largest set of distances in this 

data, and its base composition sees an attraction towards the prokaryotes in general, but just as 

importantly a repulsion from all the other eukaryotes. Given these two factors acting in concert it 

is not so surprising that distance trees to date, have tended to place Giardia deepest, and that this 

deep placement is even more forceful as distance estimates become larger when taking into 

account variation of rates across sites. 

The hypothesis of Microsporidia and Diplomonadea (here represented by Giardia) being 

specifically related (albeit very anciently) receives no support (not one tree in all the 1 8 ,000 
bootstrap replications) . In the case of the Jukes-Cantor correction this could well be due to a 

strong bias of different base compositions repel (section 3 .4.2), while in the case of the LogDet 

it could be this and I or partially a sample size bias. This example shows nucleotide 

compositional bias worse than that reported in Weisburg et al. ( 1989), since unlike their 

analysis, concentration on the conserved sites alone still sees the Jukes-Cantor distance selecting 

what we consider is most likely an incorrect edge in this part of the tree. With both distance 
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corrections, the two alternative hypotheses of "Microsporidia first" or "Giardia first" account for 

99% of all replicate trees, with 28% of invariant sites removed. 

(III) In the case of the "slime molds", the hypothesis of Physarum and Dictyostelium 

together has most support, but the support for Physarum being a more ancient divergence is not 

far behind (especially with the LogDet correction) .  The hypothesis of Dictyostelium being more 

distantly related to the "crown" group than Physarum seems highly unlikely by either method. 

These three hypotheses together do not account for more than 78% of all trees (with P;nv = 28%) 

with the LogDet transform, and even less with the Jukes-Cantor correction (just 50%) .  

Consequently we expect that the resolution of the branching order o f  the "middle eukaryotes" 

will be quite challenging. Although we did not set out to test this hypothesis, in figure 2 . 12  we 

see reasonable support placing Dictyostelium outside the grouping of plants, animals and fungi. 

This is interesting in that one of the first papers to suggest base composition bias problems was 

Loomis and Smith ( 1 990) who made this suggestion because they felt that their protein 

sequences placed Dictyostelium in the right place (which from their analysis was next to plants, 

see also Hasegawa et al. 1 992 who reach the same conclusion). Based on both the invariant sites 

LogDet analyses, very similar placement for the ML, parsimony and other distance analyses 

(e.g. figures 3 . 1 3, 3 . 14) and the fairly standard base composition shown in figure 3 .8, it seems 

likely that if there is a misplacement of Dictyostelium in the rRNA analyses, it is not due simply 

to overall base composition. (Note though, we cannot exclude the possibility of biased 

substitution causing problems, without examining more closely the actual substitution their 

location on the sequence, and the rate classes they belong to) . 

(IV) Surprisingly this data combined with these methods gives strong and unwavering 

support for plant and fungi being closest relatives . This result contradicts a previously published 

analysis (Wainright et al. 1 992) based on 1 6S-like rRNA, which claimed significant support for 

the animal-fungi association (although many similar studies have been equivocal) .  Some 

phylogenetic analyses of slowly evolving protein sequences claim support for the animal-fungi 

grouping (e.g. Baldauf and Palmer 1 993), while others (Gouy and Li 1 989b, Sidow and Thomas 

1 994) claim significant support for the grouping of animals and plants together. (However both 

these later studies are disturbing in that they used outgroup sequences from prokaryotes or very 

early gene duplications to root the tree) .  I have noticed however that at least one tree for 

heatshock protein 70 gene sequences (HSP70, a molecular chaperone located on membranes) 

shows a grouping of plants and animals to the exclusion of fungal sequences (e.g. see B oorstein 

et al. 1 994, although the original authors did not comment upon this feature of their tree) .  What 

is particularly persuasive is that all three subfamilies of HSP70, which are apparently found in 

all eukaryotes with mitochondria, repeat this same grouping. These results are from a gene 

which is arguably the most alignable and conserved of all known ubiquitous protein sequences 

(although caution is called for since a trypanosome HSP70 sequence groups with fungi in one of 

the protein subfamilies). 

This strong support for plants and fungi together immediately raises the question of whether 

large subunit (23S-like) rRNA sequences, which almost certainly had the same evolutionary 
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history, support this result. Our own reanalysis of Li and Gouy's ( 1989) conserved aligned 

regions of large subunit rRNA' s gave 95% bootstrap support to the plant-fungi grouping, when 

the invariant sites-LogDet transform was applied (20% of constant sites removed)(very similar 

results were obtained with other methods) . Clearly much remains to be learned about the process 

of molecular evolution, and it will be particularly interesting to see why these analyses of 

conservative sites contrast so strongly with inference from the larger data set used in Wainright 

et al. ( 1 992) . (Note however that Rodrigo et al. 1994 criticise the Wainright study, suggesting 

the claims in this paper are not well supported) . We will examine this same hypothesis of plant, 

animal and fungi relationships again later in this chapter using other methods of analysis. 

(V) Moderate support for the methanococcal lineage earlier than the methanobacterials 

comes from most transformations of this 16S-like data. The grouping of methanococcals and 

methanobacterials has low support, steady at about the 10% level. Thus it is still reasonable to 

consider that this data set and analysis do not completely refute the grouping of 

methanobacterials and methanococcals evident in other analyses, including those of 23S-like 

rRNA sequences.  In addition, either of these groupings plus the alternative that 

methanobacterials branch immediately prior to the methanococcals, occurred in only 65% of all 

bootstrap trees, suggesting that still other rearrangements are quite possible. These three 

hypotheses are not separated by just one edge difference in the optimal tree (rather the taxon 

Archaeoglobus comes between these taxa) so this last cited support has a slightly different 

meaning to rearrangements about a single internal edge. (Rather it is rearrangements of these 

taxa over two internal edges, or alternatively rearrangements about an internal edge when the 

position of the taxon Archaeoglobus is not important) . 

Thus it seems likely that sorting out the exact branching order of the methanobacteria will 

also be challenging. In this regard we take the opportunity to make a second (not a priori) test of 

a hypothesis that Woese et al. ( 1 99 1 )  argued for, namely that Archaeoglobus is quite deeply 

nested in the methanobacterials, being a sister taxa to the methanomicrobials and the 

halobacteria. Opposite to this conclusion were many earlier analyses that suggested 

Archaeoglobus was near the root of the methanobacterial taxa as then known. (the yellow line 

shows support for this hypothesis) Interestingly the LogDet transform did not drop the support 

for Archaeoglobus deep, one which Woese et al. ( 1 99 1 )  argue is an artifact of base composition 

bias . Their own evidence for placing A. fulgidus as sister taxa to, or even within the 

methanomicrobial-halobacteria group is based upon a procedure called "signature analysis . "  This 

is essentially a process of looking for specific motifs (sometimes single base substitutions) 

which characterise most members of a group. In this instance it will be interesting to explore 

which hypothesis (if either) is correct, as an analysis of the A' -A" subunits of RNA polymerase 

(Garret et al. 1 994) also suggests that Archaeoglobus is not a sister taxa to just the 

methanomicrobials and halobacteria (when their tree is pruned of additional taxa not in our 

analysis). 

(VI). The final hypothesis is answered in the affirmative, Thermus indeed appears to diverge 

deeper than the Cyanobacteria. The similarity of support by both the Jukes-Cantor model and the 
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LogDet model suggests that in this instance unequal base composition was not a major factor 

(the four singleton changes in the Thermus sequence support this conclusions as they are to each 

different base) . 

Before concluding this section, we consider how the programming error (see end of section 

3 .3 . 1 )  in calculating the LogDet in the programs "Trees" and "Prepare" (Penny et al. 1 993) may 

be distorting bootstrap results reported here. We have checked all the results presented here with 

early versions of the program, PAUP* (Swofford 1 995) known to be calculating LogDet 

distances accurately. Figure 3 . 1 2  compares support by the two programs in one instance, with 

20% of constant sites removed. Overall the support was very similar. Because these two 

programs are using different pseudo-random numbers, the expected difference for bootstrap 

support (b.s.) is the difference of two binomial distributions with the same expected value, and 

1 000 trials each. Accordingly the expected bootstrap disagreement in figure 3 . 1 2  is 2 .2% when 

b.s is 50%, dropping to 2.0% when b.s support is 70 or 30%, then dropping below 1 .3 %  when 

b .s .  support is 90 or 1 0%.  Clearly some of the differences in support are significant. Certain 

trends were detected with larger bootstrap sample sizes, and these are now described in terms of 

how they alter the support for sets of hypotheses (1)-(IV). The flawed LogDet distance was 

underestimating the distances between sequences, and was generally giving similar results to the 

true LogDet distance but with pinv approximately only 3/4 as large. The bootstrap support 

difference with these two distances was often only marked with 30% or more of all sites treated 

as invariant. With all unvaried sites treated as invariant the previously well supported edge 

grouping eukaryotes, and also the edge grouping eubacteria suddenly dropped from 100% 

bootstrap support to the low 80's .  Accordingly we suspect that i t  was at this point that sampling 

variances became distinctly larger and may underestimate the true support. With more than 30% 

of sites treated as invariant there was also a sharp increase in the number of negative 

determinants occurring in the bootstrap samples. 

Support for the archaebacteria monophyletic fell off slightly more quickly with the correct 

LogDet transforms than is shown in figure 2 . 1 1 , so with 32.5% (or all) unvaried sites treated as 

invariant the support for the archaebacteria tree was nearly random at just 35%. In addition the 

support for the eocyte tree was nearly always as high as that for the halobacterial tree. 

In figure 3 . 1 1  (II) the bootstrap support for Microsporidia being the deepest divergence 

amongst the eukaryotes was generally about 1 .2 times as large as that shown in figure 3 . 1 1 with 

the programming error. With the LogDet implemented in PAUP* support for "Microsporidia 

deepest" started at 54% with no sites treated as invariant, and rose steadily and smoothly to over 

90%, before falling back slightly to 85% with all sites removed (so in the range of 20 to 30% of 

sites treated as invariant support was 80 to 92% ) .  Conversely the support for Giardia started at 

46% and dropped to 7 %  with 30% of all sites treated as invariant, then increased s lightly to 1 1 % 

with all unvaried sites treated as invariant. There was still no support for Microsporidia and 

Giardia together (we observed one tree in 1 ,000 with this feature) . Support for hypothesis (Ill) 

showed no notable changes. There was a practically no change in the overwhelming support for 

the plant I fungi grouping in hypothesis (IV) . The general trend of support for the fifth set of 
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hypotheses was similar. In the case of (VI) there was an slight drop in support for Thermus being 

deepest of the eubacteria, with nearly all constant sites removed. This drop became apparent at 

P;nv of about 0.25, but more notable at 30% of sites treated as invariant (when support had 

dropped to 95%), decreasing to 85% support with all unvaried sites removed. Support for the 

alternative hypotheses of "cyanobacteria deepest" only increased to 2% (as large sampling error 

seemed to be the probable cause for the drop in support for " Thermus deepest") .  

In conclusion, the invariant sites-LogDet transform has picked up at least one case (ll)(the 

position of Microsporidia) in which failure to account for both invariant sites and base 

composition effects has hidden an important feature of evolution (namely the earliest eukaryotic 

divergence). What is also pleasing is that in direct comparison to the invariant sites Jukes-Cantor 

transforms, the invariant sites LogDet transforms showed little evidence of sampling variance 

being a noticeable concern except possibly with all unvaried sites removed. Indeed in these 

comparisons the LogDet transform was apparently more stable than the maximum likelihood 5 

parameter distance in PHYLIP (support with this pinv transformation is shown as the hollow 

symbols in figure 3 . 1 1 ) .  With all unvaried sites removed, the LogDet transform was generally 

showing clear signs of lower sampling error than the 5 parameter distance, which was something 

of a surprise. However it is apparent that sampling error of very large distance estimates, and 

secondarily some of the deepest nodes in the tree, is rapidly increasing when 30% or more of all 

constant sites are treated as invariant, and this needs to be a concern with all transformed 

distance methods . It is partly indicating just how diverged some of these sequences really are 

when unequal rates across sites are considered. 

3.7.4 The overall invariant sites-LogDet "tree of life" 

In figure 3 . 1 2  we show the weighted tree as estimated by the neighbor joining algorithm 

applied to the 16S-like rRNA sequences, after the invariant sites-LogDet transform .. The tree did 

not change between P;nv = 0 and Pinv = 32%, while the branch lengths shown are for 20% of 

constant sites removed. The edge lengths remain quite similar to those inferred by other 

transformations .  The edge lengths show the eukaryotes to be more divergent in sequence than 

the prokaryotes, while thermophiles appear to be especially slowly evolving. These distinct 

differences in edge length are unlikely to be a compositional bias due to the properties of the 

LogDet transform. Overall the branch lengths suggest that for much of the tree, total amounts of 

change are not in the region that suggests randomisation. While the edge lengths increase 

approximately 1 5 %  when 30% of sites are removed, the edge lengths shown in figure 3 . 1 2  seem 

to generally overestimate distances measured in the unweighted number of substitutions per site 

by about 15 to 30% (due to the weighting of base changes by the inverse frequency of bases at 

the time the change occurs and due to the invariant sites transform probably inflating many 

distances over that which might be inferred by a continuous distribution of rates).  It would be 

surprising if many proteins can achieve such low rates when all sites with deletions are removed, 

the proportion of sites implied to be invariant are removed, and a LogDet transform is then 

applied. (Note: the position of the root shown in figure 2. 1 2  is arbitrary, although some authors 

e.g. Sogin 1 99 1 ,  Jeffares et al. 1 995, favour this location. If, alternatively, the root is on the edge 
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leading to eubacteria e.g.  see Iwabe et al. 1 989, then there would be clear evidence for an 

increase in eukaryotic evolutionary rates) . 

A common argument for keeping all sites in an analysis, is that that removing the more 

rapidly evolving sites (especially those in insertion deletion regions) will obscure the resolution 

of the finer features of the tree. Here however we seem to have kept very good resolution, down 

to known features as fine as the grouping of purple bacteria, halobacteria, the plants, and even 

resolving the five animals apparently correctly. One of the most labile sequences of all appears 

to be that of nematode which, as we see later, shows many homoplasies despite being a 

relatively shallow branching lineage amongst sequences with very equal base composition. 

These misleading changes offer a partial explanation of why it may be so difficult to resolve the 

early evolution of the metazoans. The relatively long edges leading to many of the early and 

middle eukaryotes suggest that this part of the tree may be prone to convergent and parallel 

changes .  In contrast the eubacteria show much less divergence (only about 0.2 substitutions per 

site for many pairs), but may have diversified into the major groups in a short period of time, 

and it is possibly for this reason their resolution is proving difficult (e.g. see van De Peer et al. 

1 994) . 

One point of this tree that deserves mention is the ratio of the height of the branching point 

of the crown group (here plants, animal and fungi) to the deepest eukaryotic divergences.  As 

Hasegawa et al. ( 1 992) point out the date of this divergence is often inferred to be approximately 

1 .2 billion years ago. Extrapolating back on earlier trees inferred from 16S-like rRNA, the time 

of divergence of the earliest eukaryote (in most other trees taken to be Giardia) results in a date 

as early as 1 2  billion years, 3 times the age of the earth ! (Hasegawa et al. 1 992). In this tree, the 

same type of calibration (taking the average divergence of the crown group members, except the 

fast evolving nematode, and extrapolating back along the backbone of the tree) suggests the 

earliest eukaryotic divergence is 2 to 3 times as old as the crown group. This gives a much more 

credible age of 2 .4 to 3 .6 billion years ago. Given the base compositions of present day taxa 

(including dozens of early eukaryotes not shown in this tree), it seems possible that the 

"backbone" eukaryotic lineage had a near equifrequency base composition for the whole of this 

time. This, in turn, would make such estimates more valid, as would further confirmation of the 

quasi clock-like evolutionary rate of many eukaryotic lineages. It would be desirable to have 

better statistical tests of both these features in future. 
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FIGURE 2 . 1 2  The unrooted weighted tree recovered by applying the neighbor joining algorithm to the small 
subunit rRNA alignment of Gouy and Li ( 1 989a) after transformation by the LogDet method with 20% of 
unvaried sites removed (with sites removed in proportion to the frequency of nucleotides at constant sites). 
Numbers indicate the frequency with which an internal edge was recovered after applying the same 
method to 1 000 bootstrap samples of the original sequences (values of 70% and above are in bold). (the 
underlined numbers are the frequencies obtained with the erroneous LogDet calculation in "Trees") . The 
edge lengths correspond to the LogDet distance (a weighted form of the number of substitutions per site, 
eq. 3 . 3 . 1 -6). The sequences are from the following species (from left to right): The eubacteria, Ps = 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (a subdivision of purple bacteria), Ec = Escherichia coli (a purple bacterium), 

cy = Anacystis nidulans (cyanobacterium), G+ = Bacillus subtilis (low GC gram-positive bacterium), Th = 

Thermus thermophillus (a thermophilic bacterium, probably close to the green non-sulfur anaerobic 
photosynthetic bacteria). The archaebacteria, Tt = Thermoproteus tenax, Py = Pyrodictium occultum, Dm 

= Desulfurococcus mobilis (all three sulfur metabolising archaebacterial thermophiles, sometimes called 
eocytes), Me = Methanococcus vannielii, Mb = Methanobacterium formicicum, Ar = Archaeoglobus 

fulgidus, Ms = Methanospirillum hungatei, Hh = Halobacterium halobium, Hm = Halococcus morrhuae, 

Hv = Halobacterium volcanii (all "methanogenic" archaebacteria, with the last three being extremely salt 
tolerant, while Archeoglobus is an thermophilic methanogen). The eukaryotes, mi = Vairimorpha necatrix 

(a microsporidian), di = Giardia Lamblia (a diplomonad, a flagellated amitochondrial eukaryote), eu = 

Crithidia fasciculata (of the euglenoid group), Ph = Physarum polycephalum, Di = Dictyostelium 

discoideum, hu = Homo sapiens, mo = Mus muscus, fr = Xenopus laevis (frog), fly = Drosophila 

melanogaster, ne = Caenorhabditis elegans (nematode), fu = Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast), ri = 

Oryza sativa (rice) and Gl = Glycine max (soybean) (both angiosperms). 

When taking out 28% or more of the constant sites we begin to encounter the occasional 
negative determinant (range 1 per 1 00 bootstrap samples, each of 378 unique distance values 
with 28% of constant sites removed, increasing to about 1 per 10 bootstrap samples, with all 
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constant sites removed). The program "Trees" (Penny et al. 1 993) set all such values to 9 .990, 

which is rather a large number (other boots trapped LogDet distances for this data rarely 

exceeded 1 .5 ,  even with all constant sites removed). To consider how much effect these large 

9 .99 values were having upon the neighbor joining algorithm, and the corresponding bootstrap 

partition frequencies, they were reset to 0.8, 1 . 1 ,  2 and 3 ,  prior to tree selection. Even for the 

bootstrapping of samples with all constant sites removed, these modifications lead to only a 

small increase (less than 1 .5 %)  in the boots trap support for the favoured hypotheses in figure 

3 . 1 1 .  Consequently we do not see the value assigned to a negative determinant as critical, the 

main problem must therefore reside in the increasing variance and bias in all the other distance 

estimates. 

Sometimes an especially rapidly evolving species can produce extra noise in a phylogenetic 

analysis. Using PAUP 3 .0, the nematode worm had the highest homoplasy index of any species 

(greatest number of convergences and parallelisms implied by parsimony reconstruction).  These 

distance analyses were rerun with the sequence for nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans) 

removed. The results remained nearly identical to those presented in figures 3 . 1 1  and 3 . 1 2, 

except the stability of the grouping of the remaining animals increasing dramatically when all 

constant sites were included. More stability amongst the middle diverging eukaryotes was also 

observed, with the order (((crown group, Dictyostelium), Physarum), Crithidia) being clearly 

favoured over any others. This  apparently increased resolution decayed away with the removal 

of constant sites, so that with all constant sites removed the analysis overall was very similar to 

those with the nematode included. 

One approach to boosting the robustness of the invariant sites-LogDet transform to unequal 

rates across sites, is to remove sites from the data that are implicated to be the most rapidly 

evolving. To do this we imported the data into MacClade and then removed the approximately 

5 %  of sites showing the greatest number of changes on the LogDet tree. The sum of sites 

showing 8 or more changes on this tree was 45 (equals 5 .6% of the original 800 sites) and all 

these were removed. That these were more rapidly changing sites is supported by many distinct 

clusterings of sites with 8 or more changes along the sequence, which is consistent with local 

regions of higher rates substitution. 

The same analyses performed earlier were repeated on the data after the above editing and 

after removing 20% of constant sites (from the original 800). The results are shown in figure 

3 . 1 1  as the black symbols detached from the continuous lines (LogDet transformation only 

shown) . Notice that the bootstrap support remains similar for many hypotheses; interestingly 

those for the fungi-plant grouping do not change perceptibly , suggesting that this grouping is not 

an aberrant effect of the more rapidly changing sites. In the case of the root of the eukaryotic 

tree, this editing increases support for the Microsporidia being deepest branching. Editing has 

also increased the support for Physarum being a deeper branching lineage than Dictyostelium. 

Another notable change is that Archeoglobus has more support for being deeper amongst the 

methane producing archaebacterial group, suggesting that the sites supporting its inclusion near 

the halobacteria are faster evolving than the average for this data. This does not necessarily 
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suggest that support from the more rapidly evolving sites is misleading (in this instance we 

suspect it may be useful to resolve some of the shallower branching), rather we seek just to 

diagnose the effect of these sites (which overall does not seem substantial) .  Very similar effects 

were observed with the Jukes-Cantor correction (results not shown). 

As mentioned earlier we have considered how a variety of other commonly used distance 

corrections performed in these analyses (the Kimura 2P distance, with or without a gamma 

distribution of rates across sites setting shape parameters of 10 down to 0.6, with 1 being 

favoured by the analysis in table 3 .4), and the 5 parameter distance derived from the substitution 

matrix used in DNAML (Phylip 3.5,  Felsenstein 1 993). All gave very similar results to the 

Jukes-Cantor distance, for example all strongly favouring Giardia as the deepest branching 

amongst the eukaryotes. The 5 parameter distance appeared to have the largest variance of the 

transformations used from PHYLIP (evidence for this included a more prominent mixture of 

unlikely phylogenetic groupings amongst the partitions not included in the bootstrap consensus 

tree) . The bootstrap values when 20% of unvaried sites are removed then the 5 parameter 

distance estimated, are shown in figure 3 . 1 1  as the hollow black symbols. With PAUP* the 

Tamura-Nei distance appeared to have the worst sampling errors, which were distinctly worse 

than even the general time reversible distance (this comparison was made by noting how often 

these distance estimates had to be adjusted due to a sample inferring an infinite distance) .  

We have assisted Or David Swofford to  program the general time reversible distance with a 

distribution of rates across sites into the program PAUP*. The results of using this distance 

transformation (in a test versions of PAUP*) on this data when assuming a r distribution (and 

shape parameter k = 1 )  are very similar to the time reversible 5 parameter distance in Phylip with 

about 25% of invariant sites removed. Both methods tended to show lower bootstrap support 

then the simpler distances (e.g. the Jukes- Cantor and Kimura 2ST), especially when making 

modifications to allow for a realistic distribution of rates across sites (as estimated in section 3 .6  

for this data). The generalised time reversible distance with unequal rates across sites also gave 

high (approximately 80%) bootstrap support for Giardia deepest amongst the eukaryotes.  

Accordingly we suspect it  is  no more robust to nonstationary base composition than the simpler 

distances which also assume stationary base composition. 

Lastly, to check that the neighbor joining method was not giving bootstrap support which 

was overly distorted by its very local tree search strategy, we employed extensive searches using 

the related minimum evolution criterion. With the original data this criterion gave the same 

optimal trees as neighbor joining, in spite of the quite thorough searching allowed by PAUP*. A 

boots trap run of 1 000 was performed using the minimum evolution, starting with the same 

pseudorandom number used to give the neighbor joining bootstrap supports in figure 2 . 1 2  (the 

number being 5) .  Selecting a TBR search for each replicate (e.g. see Swofford and Olsen 1 990), 

between 1 0,000 and 40,000 minimum evolution trees were evaluated starting from the neighbor 

joining tree of each replicate. It was obvious watching the output, that 3 or 4 times during each 

replicate a better minimum evolution tree was found. However this difference in preference did 

not show up strongly in the overall bootstrap support. The resulting bootstrap consensus tree, 
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with bootstrap support given in percent, was (((((Ps, Ec) : l OO, cy) :39, G+) :98, Th) : l OO, (((Py, 

DM) : IOO, Tt) : lOO, ((((((Hm, Hv) :60, Hh) : l OO, Ms) :89, Mb) :81, Mc):45, Ar) : 99, ) :76, 

(((((((((hu, mo) :  99.5, fr) : l OO, fly) :97, ((ri, Gl): l OO, fu) :  99) :65, ne) :47, (di, Ph) :47) :41, eu) :96, 

di) :83 ,  mi) : l OO). We have highlighted the more significant differences from the neighbor joining 

analysis. In general there has been an increase in support for most of the already well supported 

edges in the tree. A minor rearrangement occurred in the archaebacteria tree (from both the 

optimal minimum evolution tree, and the consensus tree from bootstrapping neighbor joining). 

In either case bootstrap support was low at approximately 50%. The last notable feature was that 

the minimum evolution boots trap replicates (but not the optimal minimum evolution tree) tended 

to place the nematode just outside the remaining crown group taxa, with bootstrap support of 

only 47% .  Overall it would seem that in this instance the differences are minor and neighbor 

joining does not appear to be strongly biased by its tree search procedure, if anything it generally 

tends to underestimate well supported edges, compared to what a fairly extensive minimum 

evolution search gives. These findings are consistent with those in Charles ton ( 1 994 ), and 

Charleston et al. ( 1994) who showed very small differences in the errors made by neighbor 

joining on different tree topologies (distinct unweighted, unlabeled trees). 

3.7.5 The relative performance of ML and parsimony methods on this data 

The 5 parameter ML method in Phylip: Compositional bias was expected to be a prominent 

factor affecting these methods, while unequal rates across sites would certainly alter bootstrap 

support for specific hypotheses. The 5 parameter ML method of DNAML (Felsenstein 1 993), 

produced trees similar to those produce by the Jukes- Cantor I neighbor joining combination. 

This method clearly favoured Giardia being deeper than the microsporidian sequence. However, 

careful analysis of 1 1  representative taxa using DNAML, showed this method to apparently be 

even more sensitive to anomalies in the data than any of the distance methods (the taxa were 

human, Dictyostelium, Physarum, Crithidia, Giardia, Vairimorpha, Halobacterium, 

Desulfurococcus, Methano sp., Escherichia, and Thermus). This reduced subset had the 

Trypanosome (Crithidia sp.) moving from its apparently correct position in the 28 taxa 

consensus tree (fig. 3 . 1 2) ,  to a position next to human (this involved moving past two other 

branches, Dictyostelium and Physarum). The Kishino-Hasegawa test (as implemented in 

DNAML) verified that the log likelihood between this optimal ML tree and the LogDet neighbor 

joining tree was significant. An examination of figure 3.8 shows no evidence for base 

composition causing this problem, nor was it as evident with any of the distance methods used 

on the same data set (including the 5 parameter distance correction in DNADIST, Felsenstein 

1 993), although Crithidia sometimes moved closer to the "crown group" than Physarum, but not 

closer than Dictyostelium. 

The same study was repeated after removing various proportions of the constant (taking 

account of their distinct base composition) followed by ML tree estimations were. By doing this 

we were effectively performing maximum likelihood tree estimation while taking account of the 

distinct base composition of the slowest evolving sites. Either doing this ,  or else modeling some 

sites as invariant but otherwise similar in base composition to the variable sites (and option in 
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DNAML 3.5 ,  Felsenstein 1 993), made little difference to tree selection in this instance .  The log 

likelihood difference between the favoured ML tree and the LogDet tree remained nearly 

constant with 0 to 32% of sites treated as invariant. More recent runs with likelihood in PAUP* 

(Swofford 1 995) tend to confirm that current homogeneous 4-state ML methods will not put 

Microsporidia as the sister taxa to the other eukaryotes (with these sequences), and are also 

sensitive to the misplacement of nematode. Results such as these caution us that while the ML 

tree selection criterion appears to have desirable robustness to violation of rates across sites (see 

chapter 5 of this thesis), and also base composition in simple models (Fukami-Kobayashi and 

Tateno, 1 99 1 ), we should not assign it magical properties especially when the model is violated 

in multiple ways. Given results such as this we see no reason to believe that it will always do 

better than distance methods, which apparently have some interesting robustness properties of 

their own. (This claim is assuming we can be confident of the other biological evidence which 

shows Dictyostelium as the most closely related of the middle eukaryotes to the crown group). 

Unweighted parsimony on the observed sequences : A tree was selected from the observed 

untransformed data with parsimony, and then subjected to a bootstrap analysis, the results of 

which are shown in figure 3. 13 .  As with the 5 parameter ML method, this sequence pattern 

based method also moves Crithidia next to the crown group, and Giardia replaces Vairimorpha 

as the deepest branching eukaryote (the optimal 1 1  taxa tree selected by ML is a subtree of this 

tree) . Other changes are Archaeoglobus moving to the deepest position amongst the 

methanobacteria, while nematode and Drosophila have come together. Bootstrap values have 

changed considerably in some parts of the tree, for example, there is apparently strong support 

for cyanobacteria branching more shallowly than the gram positives, while values supporting the 

structure in the middle and lower parts of the eukaryotic tree have dropped dramatically. We 

interpret this last effect as due to a fair amount of homoplasy amongst these eukaryotes.  

Curiously, the Fitch-Margoliash method shows similar differences with respect to the 

LogDet tree. An examination shows that some of this methods differences from the LogDet tree 

branching order require only a 1 5% or so alteration in bootstrap support to become favoured, 

while others are more substantial requiring a > 25% change in support. To reiterate, neighbor 

joining using the observed distances has the group (plants, fungi and all animals except 

nematode), then a split with nematode, then a split with Dictyostelium, then a split with 

Physarum, then a split with Crithidia, then a split with Giardia, and so on. It certainly appears 

that the attraction (which must be due to convergences and parallelisms) between nematode and 

much earlier eukaryotes can cause problems in this part of the tree for most methods. Again this 

result is unexpected and presently undiagnosed, especially given the fairly even base 

composition in these taxa as seen in figure 3.8 .  
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FIGURE 3 . 1 3 . The unweighted maximum parsimony tree for the observed nucleotide patterns ,  along with 

bootstrap support for internal edges. Edge lengths are approximately to scale, and the taxa are as listed in 

the caption of fig. 3 . 1 2. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 4. The transversion parsimony tree for the observed data recoded as purines and pyrimidines, 

along with bootstrap support for internal edges. Edge lengths are approximately to scale, and the taxa are 

as listed in the caption of figure 3. 1 2. 

3.7.6 Does an analysis of just transversional changes help? 

When amounts of change are large, using only transversional changes can help by negating 

what are usually expected to be more common and misleading transitional changes. One way of 

achieving this is to map the states A and G to state R (purines) and map the states C and T to Y 

(pyrimidines), so any change R H Y must be a transversional change. An added rationale for 

this "mapping down to two states" is that transitional changes (A H G and C H  T) are not only 
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proceeding at a higher rate then transversional changes, but are likely to be the prime proximal 

cause for changing "GC" content. As a result purine-pyrimidine content will remain stable 

longer e.g.  sequences on the main diagonal of figure 3 .6 will remain stable at 50% R I Y 
indefinitely. Consequently various groups (e.g. Weisburg et al. 1 989) have advocated using 

transversional changes to analyse data where unequal base compositions are suspected of 

causing problems with tree inference. Tree inference based on just the R I Y recoded data for all 

28 taxa was explored with a variety of tree estimation methods. 

Firstly we applied unweighted maximum parsimony (MP) to the observed R I Y sequence 

patterns. The transversion MP tree (e.g. see Swofford and Olsen 1 990), along with bootstrap 

proportions, is shown in figure 3 . 1 4. A most notable change is that while the Crithidia sequence 

has moved one step towards the crown group, the nematode sequence has jumped three internal 

edges to group with Crithidia. Further, if we examine the 1 000 bootstrapped trees, not one of 

them has the animals grouped together! Another notable rearrangement is that there is no longer 

any clear support for Thermus being the deepest branching of the bacteria, while 23% of trees 

place the cyanobacteria deepest (vs 28% placing Thermus clearly deepest) . Another notable 

change is that the methanomicrobials and the methanobacterials group together with moderate 

support (something not apparent in the other analyses, but suggested by other gene trees). 

Archaeoglobus is again the deepest of the methanogenic bacteria, while the methanomicrobial, 

halobacterial grouping now has only 20% support, having been quite well supported in all the 

earlier analyses using four states .  Lastly ,  there is strong support (95%) for the microsporidian 

sequence diverging earlier than Giardia. Of these rearrangements one definitely contradicts 

biological knowledge (nematode position), another is quite unlike most published rRNA 

eubacterial phylogenies (e.g. that of Olsen and Woese 1 993), another strongly supports a novel 

feature of the invariant sites LogDet sequence analysis ("Microsporidia deepest"), while another 

disagrees with our previous analyses of these sequences, but agrees with trees from other genes 

(the methanococcus I methanobacteria grouping). 

The data were also converted to distances, followed by Poisson model corrections then tree 

estimation with the neighbor joining algorithm and minimum evolution. Corrections included 

allowing sites to follow a gamma distribution with shape parameter k = 1 .  These corrections 

were made with the program PAUP* by running Kimura 2ST distances, but having just the 

transversional changes counted. All the trees obtained by this general procedure were practically 

identical, being similar to both the LogDet tree, and the tree of figure 3 . 1 4. They generally gave 

similar amounts of bootstrap support to the LogDet tree (e.g. "Microsporidia deepest" has low 

90's support, plants with fungi 88%). The support for Thermus at the root of the eubacteria was 

however low, at 66%. There were also some surprising rearrangements, the eocyte tree was 

favoured over the archaebacteria tree and the halobacteria tree by 50: 1 8 : 1 0  (respectively) . The 

middle eukaryotes showed yet another rearrangement with the order Dictyostelium, Crithidia, 

nematode, Physarum, and Giardia as progressively more deeply branching lineages. These 

arrangements from the uncorrected transversion parsimony tree of figure 3 . 1 4  are relatively 

minor (being in regions with low bootstrap support), except for splitting up the archaebacteria 
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which was a complete surprise. Just why the corrected transversion distances are doing this is 

unknown, although it could possibly have something to do with tied neighbor joining trees 

which occurred only when bootstrapping this data. Clearly, correcting for multiple hits in the 

transversional changes is making at least as much difference to the inferred trees as corrections 

with 4-state data. Thus it should not be acceptable to quote just the transversion parsimony tree 

estimated from the observed data, in this type of analysis. Overall then using just transversional 

changes has been insightful ,  but the number of rearrangements in the trees seen when they alone 

are used is quite surprising, and suggests the need for closer study of the methods used with this 

type of mapped down data. 

3. 7. 7 The validity of grouping transversions 

An interesting point regarding analysing just transversions relates to the grouping of states in 

a Markov process. An assumption of current tree building methods is that the probability of a 

particular site substitution on one edge m in the tree, does not depend upon evolution occurring 

in another edge in the tree, unless that edge is between m and r, the tree's root (e.g. Steel et al. 

1 993a) . While a 4-state i . i .d.  Markov process on a tree will meet this condition, grouping states 

can violate the assumption of independence, in just the same way that grouping states can 

inval idate the probabilities obtained from a Markov chain (e.g. proposition 5 .9 of Iosifescu 

1 980). Characterise the transition matrix on each edge of the tree as, P = 

* a b c 

d 

g 

* 

h 
e f 
* 

j k l * 

Then states 1 and 2 vs 3 and 4 are groupable without distortion of the model if, b + c = e + f, and 

g + h = j + k (giving P at most 1 0  free parameters, since * is one minus the other entries in that 

row) . Interestingly evolution by the generalised Kimura 3ST model will always meet this 

condition, but a stationary time reversible model need not. The condition for evolutionary 

parsimony to be consistent is similar, except we replace the constraint on sums of entries with b 

= c ,  e = f, g = h, and j = k (known as the balanced transversion model, e .g. Navidi and Beckett

Lemus 1 992) . Consequently , while both procedures place emphasis upon transversions, they are 

guaranteed to be consistent under slightly different models .  There is evidence that evolutionary 

parsimony is quite robust to violations of its constraints on P (Navidi and Beckett-Lemus 1 992), 

and we suspect robustness when analysing just transversional changes, but this remains an 

important area for study. 

Table 3.7 Unambiguous substitutions on the invariant sites-LogDet N.J. tree 

To Giardia To Vairimorpha 

A G c T A G c T 

A 1 3  1 7  A 0 1 10  

G 1 0  l G 35 3 28 

c 1 8 0 c 1 8  5 15  

T 3 5 27 T 5 
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Table 3 .7 shows the numbers of unambiguous substitutions on the edges leading to Giardia 

and Vairimorpha, based on the LogDet-neighbor joining tree. Assuming the equi-frequency base 

composition of the sequences prior to evolution down these edges, we can make a Pearson X2 

test of the assumptions for grouping states into transitions and transversions. We find no 

significant difference in the observed frequency of A � C + A � T vs G � C + G � T 

substitutions, or C � A + C � G vs T � A + T � G changes on the edge leading to Giardia, 

but do reject these equalities in the case of Vairimorpha (P < 0.001 ) .  The ideal test that the 

transversional changes were groupable would be to compare the likelihoods of the data with and 

without the transition matrix constraints in place . Then of course the likelihood model must 

entail allowing for nonstationary base compositions, plus distinct base compositions in different 

rate classes, to make the test valid. Again it is noticeable just how oppositely skewed the 

substitution process in these two lineages is, with the expectation from the very rare singleton 

site changes that it has been this way for a very long time. 

3.8 CHECKING THE INVARIANT SITES· LOGDET TREE RESULTS 

In this section we aim to put the results of the previous sections into some sort of perspective by 

critically looking at the support for our hypothesis. It is very important to be eclectic (to gather 

together the best from diverse sources) when evaluating evidence for evolutionary relationships 

using anciently diverged molecules .  This is because it is certain that the real process of evolution 

is not i . i .d . ,  nor are the fixed informative changes neutral, in the sense that their persistence must 

be due to their being selectively favoured over alternatives (although the original substitution 

may have occurred at a time when it was effectively neutral) .  

3.8.1 Using just the most conserved informative sites to avoid model uncertainties 

In this section we seek to test the validity of the inferences made earlier using i . i .d. model 

dependent methods, when we know that the model is almost certainly a covarion type model of 

evolution (see the discussion section of chapter 2) . The method used here harks back to those of 

traditional systematists (e.g. Hennig 1966) who strove to find a set of unambiguous characters 

that clearly demarcated phylogenetic events. Hennig ( 1 966) called these characters 

synapomorphies, and desired to polarize all of them, but there is nothing to prevent their 

generalisation to unrooted trees. Here we define a set of unrooted characters which would 

unambiguously support our six prespecified hypotheses I-VI, and call them "perfect" characters . 

While our data set contains sites with widely varying rates, one would hope that at least 

some of these hundreds of sites have evolved at a sufficiently slow rate that the partitions they 

define are in perfect agreement with partitions in our inferred phylogeny .  Thus we want to 

identify very slowly evolving sites, and count how many of them support each alternative to our 

prespecified hypotheses .  Three rather strict criteria can be used to identify very slowly evolving 

but potentially informative sites. The first criterion, defines type ( 1 )  sites, which have just two 

states in the whole data set, and the partition defined by this matches one of the hypothesised 
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partitions in I-VI exactly .  The second criterion for type (2) sites, is a slight relaxation of the first; 

a site may have more than two states, but must fit one of the six sets of prespecified tree 

partitions perfectly, with no possibility of contradicting any other partition in the tree. This 

eliminates sites contributing to the resolution of more than one of the possible partitions. Our 

definition of a site to meet this criteria is a site like that which meets criterion ( 1 )  but is allowed 

up to two singleton states (had by only one taxon) which occur in taxa well away from the 

"informative" partition that site supports (to avoid ambiguity). Finally, type (3) sites are defined 

as for type ( 1 )  sites, except characters are recoded as either purines (R) or pyrimidines (Y), so 

these are sites with apparently unique transversional changes supporting just one resolution of 

the hypotheses.  

A similar type of analysis was used to evaluate the support for the archaebacteria as 

monophyletic in Olsen ( 1 987). His criterion for accepting sites was more relaxed than those used 

here (he allowed one taxon per group to have a different state to the others) . This criteria could 

lead to some characters showing quite ambiguous and perhaps contradictory support for the 

group they are claimed to support. Our criteria do not have this problem. They also make it more 

straightforward to evaluate multiple hypotheses on the same data set, since a site can only 

support one hypothesis. The results of this analysis are shown in table 3 .8 .  

The "perfect sites" counting i s  focused upon just those hypotheses where one alternative 

received at least 90% bootstrap support with some number of invariant sites removed. The 

archaebacterial hypothesis is also included, since it had received very high support with no 

constant sites removed (figure 3 . 1 1 ,  Gouy and Li 1 989a) . It is possible that the loss of support 

for the monophyly of archaebacteria is an artifact due to an "anti-Felsenstein zone" effect 

(mentioned previously in section 3 .4.3 and covered more completely in chapter 5),  which could 

be triggered by the bias in distance transformation (due to either stochastic error, or a systematic 

error of the type discussed in section 3 .4) . Thus, in a sense, the "perfect sites" counts are a test of 

not only the support for monophyly, but of the validity of the tree building method that was 

applied to the bootstrapped data. 

The results of our "perfect sites" counting are shown in table 3 .8 .  In the case of the first set 

of hypotheses, there is plenty of support for the monophyly of the archaebacteria. In the case of 

character types ( 1 )  and (2), there is an 8: 1 :  2 advantage for the archaebacterial tree over the 

eocyte and halobacterial tree hypotheses respectively. There is little evidence of excess parallel 

changes in this vastly reduced dataset, and there is no evidence for the eocyte tree being better 

supported than the halobacterial tree (something also evident in the bootstrap analysis) . It is also 

interesting to note that many of the "perfect sites" involve transitional changes (specifically 6 of 

the 8 sites of type 1 and 2). If we add up all three types of "perfect sites" ,  then the 

archaebacterial tree is favoured by 12 :  1 :  2. We do not anticipate that there is a serious alignment 

bias in this data, as Gouy and Li ( 1989a), used secondary structure to check the alignment and 

all regions of ambiguity of alignment were excluded. It is desirable in future to check if any of 

these "perfect sites" are complementary base pairs changing together in which case we may wish 

to exclude one of the pair. We suspect that perhaps two of them are, as Olsen ( 1 987) noted that 
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of the 1 1  conserved sites (by his definition) supporting the archaebacteria as monophyletic, there 

were two pairs of sites (hence 9 that are apparently independent). This part of the analysis agrees 

very well with the studies of Olsen ( 1 987), and Olsen and Woese ( 1 989). 

"Perfect sites" of type ( 1 )  and (2) give a tie in terms of the deepest eukaryotic branching, 

with 2 sites supporting each alternative resolution. However, amongst transversional "perfect 

sites" type (3), there is clear support for the "Microsporidia deepest" hypothesis (with 8 :  2 :  1 for 

the alternatives defined in table 3 .8) .  One explanation for this difference is that transitional 

changes, especially on the long external edges leading to Giardia and the microsporidian, have 

erased much of the original signal. This explanation however deserves further scrutiny. If later 

transitional changes were erasing this signal, then why did this same factor not erase many of the 

type 1 and 2 changes supporting the archaebacterial tree? The best explanation seems to be that a 

covarion model was operating and that many of the archaebacterial sites were no longer labile to 

substitution on the early eukaryote, or any other lineages. Another explanation is that the bias is 

simply a sampling effect (although this does not seem probabilistically likely given the quite 

different numbers of each type of site).  If the covarion explanation is accepted, it suggests that 

these sites which changed early in eukaryote history were still labile to transitional but not 

transversional changes for some time later. Over all types of sites, the Microsporidia first 

hypothesis has 9 :  4: 3 support which is still reasonable (in chapter 6 we look at tests for the 

significance of such a result). 

Table 3.8 "Perfect characters" for hypotheses which received > 90% bootstrap support. 

Hypothesis 1 .  Archaebacterial tree Eocyte tree Halobacterial tree 
character type 1 75, 98, 1 45, 329, 505 506 
character type 2 146, 1 6 1 ,  1 76 1 08, 1 28 
character type 3 75, 98, 1 1 2, 1 25, 1 96, 1 08, 1 28 

355 
Hypothesis 2 .  Microsporidia first Giardia first Micro + Giardia 

character type 1 1 90, 25 1 33 1 , 504 334 
character type 2 64 

character type 3 39, 43, 65 , 1 90, 1 97, 454 477 
338, 393, 455, 533 

Hypothesis 4 .  Plants + Fungi Animals + Fungi Plants + Animals 
character type 1 
character type 2 
character type 3 

Hypothesis 6 . Thermus first Cyanobacteria first Thermus + Cyanobact. 

character type 1 374, 422 
character type 2 
character type 3 228 

Note: Numbers refer to the site index for the reordered dataset of Gouy and Li ( 1 989a) (the original data 
set minus all sites showing one or more missing characters, with all constant sites then removed). 
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There are no "perfect sites" supporting the resolution of the animals, plants and fungi. This 

could be due to a short period of time, and no major functional changes. It does cast some doubt 

on the reliability of the bootstrap support for this resolution. However there are sites which 

apparently change only once amongst the sampled eukaryotes that do support this hypothesis 

and importantly, no such sites support the alternative resolutions.  

Support for Thermus being the earliest branching of the eubacteria we studied is  spare (3 

sites),  but importantly there is  no contradiction to this support. We take this as being in favour of 

interpreting the bootstrap support for Thermus first as likely to be well founded (for this data 

set) .  

I t  ts  interesting that there are many more "perfect sites" supporting archaebacterial 

monophyly than the other hypotheses. This may also suggest a considerable period separating 

these from all other taxa. Alternatively perhaps it represents a period of positve selection for 

functional substitutions which are of such importance that they are fixed in all the descendants 

studied (and that the rate of these changes was elevated relative to majority of the substitutions 

which the tree building algorithms use to estimate edge length). 

Also surprising are just how many of the perfect sites are transitional changes and not the 

more conservative transversional changes. A count can be made by noting that any 

transversional changes defining "perfect sites" of type 1 or 2 will show up in "perfect sites" of 

type 3 .  For the favoured hypotheses (the first column in table 3.8) only 3 out of 12 substitutions 

of types 1 and 2 are transversions, with just 2 out of 7 for the alternative hypotheses (a test of 

these different proportions is clearly highly significant over the expected value if the " perfect 

site" substitutions were randomly chosen from all 1 2  possible changes, only 4 of which are 

transitions) .  This tends to suggest that the model is not i . i .d .  (since the expectation should then 

be transversions predominant amongst the variable sites showing the fewest changes) .  An 

alternative interpretation is that rather common, near neutral, transitional changes are being 

subsequently frozen by what is probably strong stabilizing (or purifying) selection. This is a 

form of covarion model, and this perhaps should be considered one of its logical predictions if 

the form of model proposed by Fitch and Markowitz ( 1970) is operating (a prediction I have not 

seen noted elsewhere) .  Another alternative, which seems more ad hoc, is that these were always 

selectively advantageous changes, and they just happen to be mostly transitions .  

Amongst other things this finding would tend to suggest that transversion parsimony may be 

excluding a lot of the most important information when studying anciently diverged molecules. 

This in turn may help to explain the somewhat erratic behaviour of all the transversion based 

methods studied in section 3 .7 .6.  One way to test this hypothesis is to suggest that the transitions 

should define most deeper branches in the tree as well as the transversional substitutions . We 

have made this comparison first removing 20% of the unvaried sites by method (3) (in 

proportion to their frequency in the constant sites), then estimated a corrected distance matrix 

from the transversions, and separately the corrected transitional rates implied by Kimura's 

( 1 980) formulae (e.g. see appendix 2.6 for the same sort of methods used on all the pathsets) .  To 
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indicate the degree of difference, we bootstrapped the data 1000 times, and built neighbor 

joining trees for transversion, then transition distances (using the program PAUP*,  Swofford 

1 995). 

The transversion tree was very similar to that described already at the end of section 3 .7 .6 

which was built with transversional changes corrected with a gamma distribution of rates across 

sites. The transition distance tree was also very similar to the LogDet tree. The notable 

differences between the transition and the transversion trees were: Stronger favouritism (80's b.s .  

support vs 50's with tv's) for Thermus deepest, then Bacillus second deepest in eubacteria. Much 

stronger support for the archaebacteria grouping (Ms, (halobacteria)) (89% vs 3 8 %  with tv), but 

lower support for the grouping (Dm, Py) (57% vs 100% with tv). The archaebacteria 

monophyletic had support of 72% with transitions vs 49% with tv. The most marked changes 

were amongst the eukaryotes with: 100% transition b.s .  support for Giardia at the root, and very 

equivocal whether the microsporidian or Crithidia was next deepest (consensus tree had 

Crithidia deeper but only in 35% of replicates). The slime molds, Dictyostelium and Physarum 

were of uncertain affinity, with very low b.s .  support (33%) placing them as sister taxa to the 

still strong grouping of plants and fungi. The animals remained monophyletic (68%) in strong 

contrast to the transversions, while nematode was favoured slightly as a sister taxa to the fly 

(58%). Overall two points are apparent : ( 1 )  generally the transitions appear as reliable as the 

transversions across this whole data set, (2) where the transitions were the most frequent perfect 

sites, the overall transitions distances tended to reflect this, and visa versa for transversions. 

Thus the alternating nature of transitions or transversions supporting different parts of the tree at 

different levels is upheld, as is the generally equally useful nature of the transitional and 

transversional changes.  

Statistical testing of phylogenies based on "perfect sites" counts is possible assuming 

independence of sites and using multinomial probabilities. We describe such tests further in 

chapter 6, using these "perfect sites" counts as examples. 

In conclusion to this section, it is important to consider what the rarest changes in the data 

are suggesting and to examine whether these changes are strongly supporting, mildly supporting, 

or even contradicting the results of other tree building exercises. In this instance there were no 

contradictions to the best supported partitions in the invariant sites-LogDet tree, but the 

conserved sites certainly suggested that support for the archaebacteria as monophyletic may an 

underestimate. On a data set which has no such "perfect sites" or sites nearly as conservative in 

their change, then we are putting an awful lot of trust into tree building methods which have not 

been evaluated under realistic evolutionary models (and to some degree all i . i .d.  models must be 

suspect). The only conclusion can be that there will be some success, but inevitably some 

spectacular failures. The strong claim that diplomonads are the deepest branch in the eukaryotes 

which was started by just such an analysis in Sogin et al. ( 1 989) and followed with great 

enthusiasm (examples are given in Siddall et al. 1 992), is a probable example. 
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3.8.2 What level of bootstrap support is significant on our tree? 

A critical question frustrating nearly every one doing phylogenetic analysis, is what level of 

bootstrap support should an edge receive in order to have X% confidence that partition in the 

tree is correct? (This assumes of course confidence that the assumptions of the tree estimation 

method are well met) . When a hypothesis is specified a priori, the bootstrap support tends to be 

a conservative estimate of the true support for a partition (see Rodrigo 1 993,  Hillis and Bull 

1 993) . If a partition is deep in the tree, some simulations indicate that a 70% bootstrap support 

can indicate up to 95% confidence. Here confidence is defined as, 

1 - { the probability of a type one error } ,  

where a type one error equals the probability o f  this much support for an edge, when i t  i s  not in 

the true tree (e.g. see Felsenstein and Kishino 1993) .  Of course if we do not have much 

confidence in our methods of building trees being reliable, and expect it could be strongly biased 

away from getting the correct tree, then bootstrap support is not necessarily related to confidence 

of an edge being correct. Rather it simply gauges whether it is expected this edge will remain in 

the optimal tree as longer equivalent sequences become available (where equivalent means 

evolved by substantially the same process) (e.g. Felsenstein 1985, Penny and Hendy 1 985). 

A statement to the effect that under model simulations the bootstrap tends to be 

conservative, often acts as an open invitation for researchers to attach as much significance to 

their finding as possible. One such example occurs in Baldauf and Palmer ( 1 993) who seemed 

happy to take 70% bootstrap support as 95% confidence that they had found a strong evidence 

for grouping animals and fungi together, never mind the fact that other parts of their tree looked 

decidedly wrong but also had similar bootstrap support ! The issue of the calibration of the 

bootstrap is discussed more fully in chapter 6. For the moment ponder the consequences of the 

fact that on the tree in figure 3 . 1 2, some partitions with very good support will appear in almost 

all the bootstrapped trees. Four good examples are the partition of eukaryotes from all others, 

eubacteria from all others, the "eocyte group" from all others, and lastly the "methanogens "  from 

all others. Trapped between these 4 solid partitions is the edge answering the question, are the 

archaebacteria a single group? Thus it is reasonable to expect that in most trees reconstructed 

from this data, there are only two likely alternatives to the archaebacteria forming a single 

group, and these we have named the eocyte tree edge and the halobacterial tree edge. In section 

4.9, we see that tree selection in such a case reduces to selecting the largest value in a three 

dimensional multinomial space. Consequently there is limited opportunity for conservatism of a 

test statistic based on resampling, but also the real possibility of a Bonferroni type problem if we 

do not prespecify the hypothesis we are testing. This problem is examined in more detail in 

chapter 6, but for the moment note that confidently resolving the archaebacterial question, will 

probably require at least 80% bootstrap support to achieve 95% confidence. This is all the more 

obvious when it is remembered that there are really only three alternatives, and two of these can 

readily be claimed to be "a  priori" hypotheses. 
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3.8.3 Other sequences supporting Microsporidia as earliest diverging eukaryotes 

It is interesting to consider in more detail the probability that Microsporidia are indeed the 

most anciently branching eukaryotes. When the high bootstrap support for this hypothesis under 

the invariant sites-LogDet transform was determined two years ago, we were still suspicious and 

sought all possible ways to corroborate the finding. During a research fellowship at the 

Smithsonian Institution, I was fortunate to visit Woods Hole and discuss my findings with Dr G. 

Hinkle, a postdoctoral researcher in Dr Mitch Sogin's lab. One of the data sets made available to 

those attending the NSF Molecular Evolution course organised by Dr Sogin, was a combination 

of 1 6S-like, partial 23S-l ike and near complete elongation factor-G gene sequences of early 

eukaryotes, with outgroups amongst the archaebacteria and eubacteria. Greg Hinkle claimed that 

this combined data set still gave substantial support for Giardia being deepest (approximately 

70% bootstrap support with the Jukes-Cantor correction, followed by tree building with the Fitch 

Margoliash criterion). The reliability of this result is in question given the base composition 

biases and prior analyses with invariant sites LogDet. 

Accordingly the previous data set was divided, and the elongation factor sequences analysed 

alone (this data set was similar to that of Hashimoto et al. 1 994, but included unpublished 

sequences from Dr Doolittle's Nova Scotia laboratory for a microsporidian and a parabasalid) . 

With a standard method (Jukes-Cantor transform, then Fitch-Margoliash tree selection as 

implemented in "Fitch", Felsenstein 1 993) these sequences gave 70% bootstrap support to the 

Microsporidia being deepest. Congruence is often a good indicator of reliable results, and it will 

be useful to analyse this data set again when it is made publicly available. However obtaining 

clear congruence between different genes with very deep divergences is not that frequent, and 

unpublished analyses with Peter Lockhart and Tony Larkum suggest that despite previous claims 

eubacterial elongation factor a and G genes and RNA polymerase genes, do not show clear 

congruence with 16S-like rRNA sequences when invariant sites are removed and base 

composition taken into account (and contrary to earlier claims, e .g. ) .  Cautioning us in the case 

of the early eukaryotes, the relatively long and apparently conserved transfer RNA synthase 

genes which Brown and Doolittle ( 1 995) analysed, give no clear resolution to a trichotomy of 

human, fungi and a microsporidian (bootstrap supports of very near 50%, with one standard 

procedure putting the microsporidian and fungi together ! ) .  It is important to strive to understand 

why "reliable" genes (such as a and � tubulins and elongation factors), and "sophisticated" tree 

estimation methods including likelihood, give apparently contradictory trees with other not quite 

so ancient eukaryotic divergences. (As an example see the trees reported in Baldauf and Palmer 

1993, where the lack of congruence is striking) . 

Unfortunately there is a tendency to attempt to answer the most difficult questions m 
phylogenetics, with the most incomplete data sets. In the case of resolving early eukaryote 

sequences, there is a potentially very useful data set which is lame due to it lacking one 

sequence. 23S-like rRNA sequences are completely sequenced for four Giardia species, a 

parabasalid (trichomonad), Physarum, Dictyostelium, Crithidia, and a host of other "middle 

eukaryotes," but presently only 500 base pairs of the 5' region are sequenced from 
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microsporidians (and much of this is from a variable region not appropriate to very deep 

phylogenetic analyses, Vossbrinck et al. 1 993, Baker et al. 1 994) . A complete 2kb 

microsporidian sequence added to this data set should approximately double the resolving power 

of the rRNA sequences. This would still leave open the question of which models are reliable 

for evaluating such early divergences, although a "perfect sites" analysis could be particularly 

informative. 

3.8.4 Results of the application of split decomposition to this data 

In this section split decomposition is used to further examine the relationships implied by 

our transformed distances and also properties of the distance transformations themselves. Split 

decomposition is a method for visualising non-tree biases in distance data (Bandelt and Dress 

1 992) . For our purpose, all we need know is that it measures the extent to which the Buneman 

four point metric is violated. With 4 taxa if the Buneman four point metric is met then a resolved 

internal edge is a one dimensional link, with length proportional to some measure of separation 

of two groups. If the four point metric is not met then usually two sums of disjoint distances 

(hypothetically d13 + d24, and d14 + d23) will be greater than the minimal sum d1 2 + dw and in this 

case let d14 + d23 be the maximal sum (in the extreme case two sums are equal and minimal, yet 

this can be treated in the same way) .  A weight of 112 (d14 + d23 - d12 + d34) is assigned to the main 

edge which separates taxa 1 2  from 34, then a weight of 112 (d14 + d23 - d13 + d2J is assigned to the 

edge which separates taxa 1 3  from 24 (this quantity is also called a "quartet" measure) . This 

relationship with two orthogonal edges can be shown as a graph with rectangle, instead of a 

single edge, with the four taxa one at each corner. The more square the internal portion of such a 

graph becomes, the more the 4-point condition is apparently violated (and in the extreme case 

we have a square when two sums of disjoint distances are equal, and the third is dramatically 

larger). The method of Bandelt and Dress ( 1 992) is a way of measuring this "boxiness" of all 

subsets of 4 sequences, followed by projecting as much of this information as possible onto a 

planar graph of all the species. For these calculations we used the "Splits Tree" program of R .  

Wetzel and D. Huson (available from D.  Huson, Dept. of  Mathematics, University of  Bielefeld, 

em ail : huson @ mathematik.unibielefeld.de) . 

Generally, split decomposition works best with a few taxa, since it is rare to see systematic 

biases in a large set of taxa all in the same "direction" so they can be shown on one planar graph. 

However application to our data set of 28 taxa revealed two consistent trends with all taxa 

included. Firstly, using Hamming (observed) distances gave the result shown in figure 3 . 1 5 .  

Note the nearly square box with Vairimorpha, prokaryotes, Giardia and all other eukaryotes in 

this order at each corner (the fit statistic was 63.4%, while the split prime residue was 34.2%, 

see B andelt and Dress 1 992 for descriptions of these values) . This pattern appeared to be 

indicate Giardia being drawn towards the prokaryotes due to their generally higher GC base 

composition, while Vairimorpha is partitioned with them by an orthogonal signal, due to what 

we expect is an historically correct signal . Elsewhere in the graph are smaller boxes indicating 

that the nematode sequence has attraction both to other animals and also quite strongly in the 

direction of the Crithidia sequence, which itself sits in one corner (along with the edge to 
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Physarum and the edge leading to Giardia, Vairimorpha and all the prokaryotes). All other 

resolved details were in agreement with edges of the LogDet tree which received substantial 

bootstrap support, except for the large polytomies in the archaebacteria and eubacterial lineages 

indicating possibly quite strong conflicting biases. Within the archaebacteria, this lack of 

resolution could be partly explained by Archaeoglobus being attracted to both eocytes and 

methanogens combined with not being specifically placed within the methanogens. 
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FIGURE 3 . 1 5  The split decomposition graph for the observed or Hamming distances of the 28 1 6S-like 
rRNA sequences (to scale except that the external edges to mi and di have been shrunk by 2/3rds). The 
two main areas of "boxiness" are around the resolution of the earliest split in the eukaryotes, and the 
divided affinities of the nematode (ne) sequence for other eukaryotes. There is a third fine "boxiness" 
indicating that Thermoproteus (Tt) is slightly less attracted to the methanogens than the other two eocytes. 
The unresolved portions indicate conflicting biases. The sequences, and sequence labels are as given in 
figure 3 . 1 2. 

Running the same analysis but applying the Jukes-Cantor logarithmic transform (results not 

shown), the box with Giardia etc. around it becomes more rectangular (edges in a 2: 1 ratio), 

with the Giardia now showing a closer relationship to prokaryotes, but the alternative of 

"Microsporidia deepest" is still visible (about 50% of the size of the alternative resolution) . 

Removal of 25% of constant sites, sees the rectangle become much more extreme with the 

Microsporidia-prokaryote edge now only 1/4 the size of the alternative Giardia-prokaryote edge. 

These findings agree with our earlier claims that it is not just base composition similarity which 

causes attraction of edges in trees. Equally important is the fact that standard types of 

logarithmic distance correction dramatically overestimate the distance between sequences of 

unlike base composition (and so repel certain groups e.g. this Microsporidia sequence from 

prokaryotes). As would be predicted by this hypothesis, the application of a more complex 
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stationary distance correction formulae, here the K 3ST distance, made the situation slightly 

more extreme (i .e. more repulsion, especially with invariant sites removed) . 

Transforming the data with the LogDet saw the opposite trend. With all sites included, the 

edge separating Giardia from the other eukaryotes (Microsporidia excluded) decreased to only a 

114 the size of the edge grouping Microsporidia with the eukaryotes. Removal of 25% of 

constant sites, saw support for "Giardia deepest" disappear from the graph of all 28 taxa. 

Application of the LogDet transform also removed the "boxiness" in the earlier graph indicating 

an attraction between nematode and the middle eukaryotes. 

Recoding the data to purines and pyrimidines, we observed no boxes in the graph at all and a 

similar degree of resolution to Hamming distances for the 4-state data. Vairimorpha was 

partitioned with the prokaryotes by a larger edge than with the 4-state LogDet transform, and the 

nematode had left the animals completely and sat in an unresolved polytomy of the mid

branching eukaryotes, Crithidia, Physarum and Dictyostelium. These results confirm that 

transversional changes do tend to strongly support " Vairimorpha first" ,  while transversional 

changes also strongly support nematode leaving the animals for the mid-branching eukaryotes .  

Future studies will include examining the graph when making 2-state distance corrections, 

including the LogDet, to this R I Y data. 

It is important to evaluate the LogDet distance transformation on smaller sets of taxa, since 

split decomposition only shows boxiness if a bias in the Buneman four point metric is consistent 

across all taxa. With distant sequences, or just large numbers of taxa in a study, sampling error 

or uneven biases result in the split decomposition graph not revealing important features .  If there 

is ambiguity in the ordering of the size of the three sums of distances between certain groups of 

taxa, then split decomposition will show a resolved edge if a certain grouping of all taxa 

indicates the same smallest sum of pairwise distances, while the other two distance sums 

fluctuate in rank size. Alternatively, if there is no consistently minimal sum of distances, then 

the relationship between those groups of taxa will be unresolved. 

Of particular interest is whether the invariant sites-LogDet transformation has fully 

accounted for base composition biases, or perhaps even over-compensated. In fact, when we 

took high sets of just four or eight taxa, including Giardia, Vairimorpha, other eukaryotes and 

prokaryotes, then there was frequently still evidence of an attraction between Giardia and those 

prokaryotes with the highest GC content. Thus we suspect that in the most extreme parts of the 

tree, the LogDet is still undercompensating for base composition biases. This is most likely due 

to the confounding factor of rates across sites being only partly negated by the removal of 

constant sites . Accordingly, we expect similar biases to still exist with other methods which can 

accommodate base composition in other circumstances (e.g. the FD tests of Steel et al. 1 993).  

The same deficiency would thus be expected in i . i .d .  maximum likelihood tree selection methods 

which allow for unequal base composition (e.g. the 1 2  parameter per edge model of Barry and 

Hartigan 1 987b) but do not separate sites into rate classes. The ML methods based on a r 
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distribution of rates across sites developed in chapter 5 do not separate sites by rate, so they too 

would be vulnerable. 

On these smaller set of taxa, the nematode continued to show signs of attraction for 

particular middle eukaryotes including Crithidia. However here it also appears that the 

nematode is especially attracted towards Vairimorpha. This had not been so apparent in the tree 

analyses, but was hinted at by partitions including Crithidia, Vairimorpha and nematode 

appearing in a few of the bootstrap replications .  While the particular nematode C. elegans itself 

is not an internal parasite, it is deeply nested within a group of parasitic organisms, and its 

ancestors were probably parasitic . This apparent attraction of just these three parasites which 

invade host tissues deserves further study beyond the scope of this thesis (Giardia and its 

relatives are, in contrast, confined to the gut, and so are not directly exposed to the immune 

system). 

Overall, split decomposition has proven a valuable tool to help reinforce our diagnoses of 

how the LogDet transform and other distance corrections are interpreting this data. The fact that 

a graph can lose a lot of information on the predominant direction of biases as more taxa are 

added in, is certainly something to be aware of. It would be interesting to build the set of all 

"quartets" for a distance matrix, draw the split decomposition graph, then go back to the list of 

all quartets and remove just hose that are implied by the graph. Then build another graph 

showing as much as possible of the relationships amongst these remaining quartets and so on. A 

procedure like this would allow more detailed work on larger sets of taxa, without so much risk 

of missing important, but local biases. 

3.9 ROBUSTNESS VIA CLASSIFICATION OF SITES INTO RATE CLASSES 

In this section, the utility of classifying sites into additional rate classes is considered. This 

approach was inspired by the finding in table 3 .4 that a mixture of two i .r. processes can give a 

substantial improvement in the fit between the observed and expected number of substitutions 

per site. Allowing two variable rate classes plus a proportion of invariant sites resulted in a G2 

statistic as good as any of the other models considered in table 3.4. Our assumptions, apart from 

the usually i . i .d .  assumptions, are that sites that can undergo substitution follow one of two rate 

classes, and that the instantaneous rate matrix in one class is just a scalar of that in the other rate 

class. We also assume the number of sites in each rate is reliably estimated with methods like 

those used in table 3 .4. Since the rate matrices in each rate class are multiples of each other, then 

conditional on a site having undergone x changes, we expect that the probabilities of the site 

patterns will be equal irrespective of the rate class the site belongs to. 

For all sites showing x changes, construct a divergence matrix F,. Let the divergence matrix 

F1 for sites in rate class (i) be LFxp(X = x I A) be composed of dinucleotide pairs for sites 
X 

showing x changes, weighted by the probability that a site showing w changes is from rate class i 

and not some other rate class. Under this model we conjecture the LogDet transformation 
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applied to any F; will return distances which are additive in expectation (with both long 

sequences, and a sampling of sequences that allows an accurate gauge of each sites rate) . It is  

then a mater of summing up the additive distances from each rate class to obtain an overall 

distance. In order to reduce variance we suggest that a tree selection procedure be applied to a 

�wiDi, where Di is a square matrix of pairwise distance estimates for the i-th rate class .  An useful 

weighting, Wj, should be the inverse of the standard deviation of the sum of entries in Di, or some 

similar measure expressing the stochastic error in the distances for that rate class .  

An important result helping to justify the above approach is ,  if two distance matrices are 

additive upon the same (unweighted tree), then any weighted sum of these same two distance 

matrices (D) will be additive upon a weighted form of the same tree (see proof in appendix 3 .4) . 

So  if we can separate sites into their respective rate classes e.g. 1 ,  2, . .  , n (including sites with 

different underlying instantaneous rates) then as long as they evolved upon the same unweighted 

tree they D1 + Dz + . . .  + Dn, can be added together prior to tree selection (as an aid to cutting 

down variance) and will be additive if each D matrix is additive, and hence allow accurate 

recovery of a weighted tree (where the weights may be interpreted as weighted averages of 

weighted averages of substitutions per site). This may be a useful way of adding together 

information from different molecules, if we expect they evolved according to the same 

unweighted tree, but at different relative rates in each lineage. 

Exactly the same sort of procedure could be used to generate separate s vectors from each 

rate class, followed by the Hadamard conjugation, prior to adding together to give a single y 

vector. A similar approach has been used by Van de Peer et al. ( 1 993)(note however that they 

advocated using sites with deletions in as many as 25% of taxa, unaware of the non-additivity 

that such an inclusion can cause, nor did they consider the merits of weighting the distance 

matrices from each set of sites). These authors separated sites into 5 rate classes, using the 

observed pairwise similarities between disjoint groups of taxa to indicate the rate of each site. 

Barry and Hartigan ( 1987b) also considered a similar approach to making "asynchronous" 

distances more additive, by separating sites into first, second and third positions in proteins .  The 

approach discussed here could be an improvement on classifying sites into very stringent rate 

classes, since we have more accurately estimated the set of sites which we expect would have 

one or the other intrinsic rates ,  by considering their expected parsimony length distribution. This 

type of approach is expected to become increasingly accurate as more sequences are aligned, 

since this is ought to give more information on the parsimony length of a site, and hence its 

expected relative rate. The observed number of changes on a tree (Farris 1 969), likelihood 

(Olsen 1 994) , a tree independent compatibility weighting (Penny and Hendy 1 985, 1 986), or a 

pairwise distance comparison (Van de Peer et al. 1 993) all offer useful ways of assigning sites 

into relative rate classes. 

It is also possible to directly weight each site by its estimated rate, and then using these 

weights to form a weighted F(w) matrix, followed by applying the LogDet to F(w) . This method 

is not guaranteed to be consistent. This is because while a weighted sum of transformations of 

observed distances for each rate class gives an overall additive distance, is not the same as the 
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log transformation of a sum of a weighted observed distances (analogous to the logarithm of a 

sum, not being the same as a sum of logarithms). However such a method could work well, 

especially since this type of weighting effectively ignores the information coming from more 

rapidly evolving sites in a graded way. It may be important not to give the slowest evolving sites 

too much weight however, since they could, due to the rarity of change, be marked by a high 

stochastic error in their frequency of occurrence. All these approaches should help to overcome 

the effects of unequal shifts of base composition in different rate classes, but those that 

accurately separate sites into distinct rate classes are expected to work best. Another type of 

weighting that might also yield useful approximate distances is analogous to generalised 

parsimony, and involves weighting of entries in F directly (e.g. scale down the size of the 

transition entries in D prior to forming F)(a suggestion by D. Penny) . Such weighting should be 

carefully evaluated, and checked to see that it does not disrupt the robustness of the LogDet 

transform in real applications. 

3.10 DISCUSSION 

3.10.1 Earliest eukaryotic evolution reconsidered 

This analysis suggests that the 1 6S-like rRNA data, when analysed under a more general 

model, provide support for Microsporidia being the sister group to all other living eukaryotes. 

With the removal of inferred invariant sites, the bootstrap support for this hypothesis is in the 

range of 80 to 92%, which may be considered strong evidence when the bootstrap is calibrated 

for type 1 and 2 errors (Rodrigo 1 993) given an a priori hypothesis. It is important to consider 

other evidence that supports, or refutes, this conclusion. All Microsporidia, like Giardia (and 

other Diplomonadea) apparently lack mitochondria (and its possible derivative, the 

hydrogenosome), do not have well developed dictystomes on the Golgi body (involved in post 

translational protein modification) and lack peroxisomes (single membrane organelles which 

generate Hp2 for degradation of phenols and other cellular "waste") (e.g. see Cavalier-Smith 

1 993). These features suggest that these two lineages are more ancient than any other known 

eukaryotes, with the exception of possible relatives of the Diplomonadea, the Oxymonadea and 

the Retortamonadea, groups of flagellated protists that generally lack these features also. 

Attempts to culture these last two groups have failed thus far, and no sequences are reported 

from them as yet. 

Further Microsporidia, like prokaryotes (and unlike Giardia) have 70S ribosomes, and the 

5 .8S rRNA sequence remains part of the 23S-like rRNA (Vossbrinck and Woese 1 986). This last 

feature of a separate 5 .8S rRNA, is unique amongst living eukaryotes, and since no prokaryote 

cleaves off the 5 .8S rRNA fragment, this suggests it is a reliable phylogenetic marker indicating 

the branching of Microsporidia first from all other eukaryotes. Small 70S ribosomes are noted in 

only one other early eukaryotic group, this being the trichomonads, which appear to be more 

derived than Microsporidia and Giardia in having well developed Golgi bodies and 

peroxisomes. Trichomonads also have hydrogenosomes, which from sequence analysis appear to 
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be the result of an ancient symbiosis with a purple bacterium (Uinge et al. 1 994) .  Some suggest 

this organelle is a degenerate mitochondrion (e.g. Cavalier-Smith 1 993), although direct 

evidence for this is lacking. Microsporidia also lack a suite of other morphological features even 

the diplomonads, trichomonads, oxymonads, and retortamonads have. Microsporidia lack 

lysozymes (involved in intracellular "digestion"), cilia and also centrioles (including those that 

form part of the spindle and centrosome, involved in meiosis and mitosis)(e.g. see Cavalier

S mith 1 993). While it can be argued first two features may have been secondarily lost due to the 

extremely sessile intracellular parasitism that all Microsporidia practice, the third may well have 

not evolved amongst eukaryotes at the time Microsporidia diverged. 

There is no good evidence to contradict a claim that Microsporidia are the most ancient 

diverging eukaryotes ,  suggestions discounting the above evidence seem to be based on the belief 

that standard sequence analyses do not lie (Cavalier-S mith's 1 993 discussion seems to follow 

this line). It has been suggested that Giardia may have a Shine-Delgarno recognition sequence to 

initiate translation (e.g. Sogin et al. 1 989). However, the leader sequence on mRNA's in Giardia 

are short, and so it appears unlikely prokaryotic processing is being used (M. Sogin pers. 

comm.) .  It remains unknown whether Microsporidia may harbour similar sequences, or could 

be using these actively,  but this question deserves further study. As such there is no evidence 

here to suggest that Giardia and other Diplomonads, diverged earlier than Microsporidia. Some 

earlier studies of 1 6S-like rRNA sometimes put trichomonads deeper than Microsporidia (e.g. 

Leipe et al. 1 993). However our own unpublished analyses of larger 1 6S-like rRNA data sets 

than those used here (results not shown) do not show trichomonads deeper than Microsporidia, a 

finding consistent with the earlier result being coloured by base composition effects ; a 

possibility also acknowledged by the previous authors. Indeed there is some evidence from both 

sequence analyses (especially those placing emphasis upon transversional changes) and also 

morphology (Farmer 1 993)  that trichomonads (and their parent group the Parabasala) may form 

a monophyletic group along with diplomonads, retortamonads, and oxymonads. 

Given what is apparently a strong prior probability on Microsporidia being the earliest 

diverging eukaryotes, it is surprising then that I have not seen this viewpoint championed in 

publication. S ince Sogin et al. 's ( 1 989) analysis which found strong bootstrap support for 

Giardia being deepest, it seems that biologists have only been to happy to take such findings as 

correct and explain away the contradictory morphological and biochemical evidence (Cavalier

S mith's 1 993 does this) .  Worse still Cavalier-Smith ( 1 993) put such faith in his analysis of 

sequences from the data base that he formally created and named many new phyla just because 

groups happened to appear on his tree. The analysis itself was inadequate, being an automated 

process with no serious attempt made to check the validity of the results (sequences were taken 

straight from data bases, put into an automatic alignment program with no use of secondary 

structure to verify alignments, all regions of the alignment were used, the only tree built was one 

based on Jukes-Cantor distances across all sites including large insertions and deletions ,  

followed by  neighbor j oining). I t  is  disappointing that phylogenetics and also systematics can be 

dominated by such superficial analyses, largely because the perception is that sequences always 
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contain much more information that other evidence. This misguided reverence to simple 

sequence analyses is repeated in the field of photosynthetic origins, where sequences experience 

similar strong shifts in base composition (see Lockhart et al. 1 992) and also function (Lockhart 

et al. in press), yet are often taken at face value to overturn earlier arguments based on 

ultrastructure and biochemistry. 

Despite these new findings we see no reason to reject the suggestion that the eukaryotes last 

common ancestors had an amoeboid form, although justification for this needs to be 

reestablished. Cavalier-Smith ( 1993) has supported this view, based largely on his assessment 

that vahlkampfiid amoebae would be the earliest branch in the eukaryotes. Sequences of these 

taxa by Hinkle and Sogin ( 1 993), and our own analyses (not shown) make this appear unlikely . 

Nor does the hypothesis of "amoebae first" gain any direct support form trees such as that in 

figure 2 . 12 .  The problem of defining the form of the last common ancestor of living eukaryotes 

is partly that all described Microsporidia are so uniformly specialised in their morphology, it is 

difficult to make any guess as to their ancestral state . The diplomonads (plus retortamonads and 

oxymonads) and the trichomonads are also amitochondrial, but these are all flagellated forms. It 

is still unclear how these flagellates are related to one another, although as mentioned earlier, it 

is possible that they may form a single large monophyletic group. Farmer ( 1 993) suggests this 

possibility based on specific ultrastructural features of some trichomonads and retortamonads. In 

nearly all trees after the divergence of these earliest exclusively amitochondrial groups are the 

unresolved relationships between amoebic forms (e.g. Entamoeba, Physarum, the vahlkampfids) 

and flagellated forms (e.g. the euglenozoa group including trypanosomes and Crithidia) with 

members having mitochondria, or at least evidence for mitochondria in their ancestors. My 

favoured interpretation is that the early eukaryote world was dominated by amitochondrial 

amoebic organisms that were the top predators on earth for a considerable period (at least 

several hundreds of millions of years) before (and probably after) increasing oxygen levels 

promoted endosymbiosis. One would expect that some such cells evolved to be quite large and 

possibly complex prior to the advent of mitochondrial forms, but that large amoebic forms (by 

then probably dominated by mitochondrial forms) demised with the rise of multicellular 

organisms. The Microsporidia may well have been a lineage that took to parasitising their larger 

cousins long before multicellular life evolved. Indeed some Microsporidia are known to 

parasitise single celled protists, including gregarines (e.g. Sprague 1 977) which are possible 

relatives of the apicomplex group (a diverse group possibly just within the crown group, which 

include organisms such as Plasmodium, e.g. Sogin 1 99 1 ) .  

The approximate time o f  origin of the Microsporidia can be made by noting that they branch 

approximately 2.5 times as deeply as the divergence amongst what is often called the crown 

group (the multicellular organisms and their close protist relatives). The crown group radiation 

from fossil data is typically put at about 1 to 1 .4 billion years ago (e.g. Knoll 1994, So gin 1 99 1  ) , 

suggesting that Microsporidia separated as long ago as 2.5 to 3 .5 billion years. There have even 

been claims of multicellular eukaryotes as old as 2 . 1  billion years (Han and Runnegar 1 992), and 

if substantiated then the implication must be that Microsporidia separated from other eukaryotes 
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very early in the history of the earth .. This, of course, assumes approximately equal rates of 

evolution amongst the eukaryotic taxa used to make this assessment. This assumption of clock

like behaviour is compromised when the substitution process varies significantly as in the case 

of the earliest eukaryotes studied (exemplified by varying GC contents) .  Further the earliest 

eukaryotes have also probably evolved faster than the latter eukaryotes.  While the LogDet 

distances probably have a bias towards overestimating the relative external edge lengths to 

Giardia and Vairimorpha, their parasitic life styles would be consistent with higher substitution 

rates as a selective factor towards avoiding host defenses (this will become more clear when as 

more representatives of these groups are sequenced). However even with these possible 

violations, when the tree is rooted outside the eukaryotes (which is almost certainly the case), 

then the similar edge lengths suggest that to a first order of approximation this extrapolation is 

probably still valid. Further a clock-like calibration could be quite valid if the "back-bone 

lineage" was not experiencing major base composition changes. Determining the accuracy of 

this assumption would require further sequences and a more accurate inference of ancestral base 

compositions of this molecule during early eukaryotic evolution. 

Microsporidia being deepest amongst the eukaryotes has interesting implications for the 

origins of sex. One category of Microsporidia have alternating paired and unpaired nuclei in 

different stages of their life cycle. Meiosis is known only from these species, which have a 

complex sexual cycle (e.g. Canning 1 994) . Given the complexity of this process and the fact that 

a few early groups including the diplomonads and some of the early amoebae, show no evidence 

of meiosis, makes it appear probable the Microsporidia separately evolved sexuality. This in turn 

appears to suggest that the last common ancestor of living eukaryotes if sexual at all ,  was not 

using the cellular structures seen in the more familiar eukaryotes. This may explain why 

Microsporidia lack centrioles, which are part of the meiotic apparatus of other eukaryotes. 

3.10.2 The need to study variances and bias 

It is important that we do not become complacent with the methods we have, but should seek 

to understand their performance in detail .  One area that deserves further study are the sampling 

and systematic errors that occur with distance transformations. In this chapter we have already 

illustrated the very strong systematic errors that can occur in either direction (over or 

underestimation) when standard stationary model distance transformations are applied to data 

with non-stationary base compositions. We also have discussed how the LogDet will also show 

systematic error, particularly an inability to fully account for base composition shifts when 

estimating distances between sequences where sites evolve at different rates.  More study should 

also be done on the sampling errors of distance estimates, with a view to improving their 

performance if possible (e.g. Schoniger and von Haeseler 1 993). 

In recent unpublished studies with P.O. Lewis and D.L. Swofford it was observed that the 

sampling error of the LogDet transform generally stops having an significant effect on tree 

selection as soon as the sequence length becomes reasonable (for example > 200 sites). By 

looking at trees with long edges in various configurations (see chapter 5) ,  it is possible show that 
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sampling bias is also dropping away quickly in its effect upon tree selection. It will be important 

to study if systematic or sampling bias is responsible for certain features of tree selection, for 

example the very low bootstrap support for Microsporidia and Giardia together which have very 

different base compositions (although this could also be due to a bias in the neighbor joining 

algorithm). 

To look at ways of improving the sampling properties of the LogDet, which already seems 

very favourable, it is important to study the various components of the total error. The sampling 

bias in the LogDet is a combination of two main factors, the bias in the estimation of the 

determinant, and the bias that is imparted by the non-linear log transform. It is interesting to 

study the contribution of each, as well as a possible third factor, which is due to the base 

frequency correction terms (only in equation 3 .3 . 1 -2). Preliminary results (simulations with D.L. 

Swofford and P.O. Lewis) show that the overall bias, which is generally towards overestimating 

the true distance, drops away quickly as c increases, although not as quickly as with the simpler 

standard distances, e.g. the Kimura 3ST formula (when compared under that model and 

submodels). Simulations by D. Penny (pers. comm.) suggest that a bias towards underestimating 

the determinant falls away even more quickly with increasing c. Logically then, this leaves a 

higher sampling variance to the determinant (verses the eigen values of the Kimura 3ST 

equation, e.g. [ 1 -2P-2Q]), combined with the nonlinear logarithmic transform, as the reason for 

the bias persisting longer than with the other methods .  A fourth source of bias will come into 

play when distances are larger than expected under the model, and will be dependent upon how 

such large distances are treated. We have already shown (see section 3 .4.7) that by altering the 

distance value that is given to negative determinants in bootstrap samples, that this source of 

bias does not appear to have much effect upon tree selection (other studies in chapter 4 consider 

this bias with other methods). Studies can also be carried out on ways of estimating the variance 

of the LogDet, with Bar-Hen and Penny ( 1996) looking at bias in variance estimates generated 

by the jackknife and the bootstrap. However, studies in Waddell et al. 1 994 (and chapter 4) 

suggest that when working with a sample the delta method approximations (such as equation 

3 .5 . 1 - 1 )  may offer both convenient and minimum bias estimation of variances, so it is important 

to study these estimators (e.g. equation 3 .5 . 1 - 1 )  also. 

3.10.3 Miscellaneous discussion 

Our aim has been to better control for what are often considered the three major causes of 

inconsistency in tree building; unequal edge lengths in the tree, unequal rates at different sites, 

and an unknown form of substitution matrix (and especially a non-stationary underlying process 

of substitution leading to nucleotide composition differences). After doing this much of the tree 

remained stable, often giving fairly strong resolution of internal edges. However the more 

closely we study the actual molecules, and either different subsets of sites or taxa, the more it 

becomes apparent that there remain important non-i.i .d. effects in the evolution of these 

molecules which are capable of leading to inconsistency. In the case of early eukaryotic 

divergences (and almost certainly the case amongst the bacteria also) much more care and 

fundamental research needs to go into constructing reliable phylogenies based upon both 
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sequences and morphology. Clear examples of phylogenetic sequence analysis being woefully 

inadequate with regard to conclusions are evident in Cavalier-Smith ( 1 993) and Sogin et al. 

( 1989). Kabnick and Peattie ( 1 99 1 )  then built further conclusions upon the later paper. The 

analyses by Siddall et al. ( 1 992) are a good example of dismissing some of the dubious analyses 

that have been published in this area recently . Much useful work remains to be done even with 

the present sets of sequences (e.g. rRNA' s ,  elongation factors, RNA polymerase, a and � 

tubulins) to explain why even these few data sets do not seem to be agreeing on early eukaryote 

evolution within expected sampling errors. 

An important general implication of the work in this chapter is that there appear to be at 

least 1 60 sites (or at least 20% of this data set) in 1 6S-like rRNA sites which should not be used 

in any phylogenetic analysis of major taxonomic groups. This conservative "20%" estimate 

being made by the mixed invariant sites-r model in table 3 .4. It has yet to be studied whether 

this statement holds also for the 1 6S-like sequences of mitochondria and chloroplasts, or when 

comparing them to nuclear encoded genes .  Given that 1 6S-like rRNA is evolving by some sort 

of covarion process, then some of the invariant sites in the nuclear copy of this gene may be 

changing at a perceptible rate amongst the highly divergent organelle rRNA's .  It could turn out 

to be problematic for mixed analyses of organelle and nuclear 16S-like sequences (which are 

used especially in deriving the origins of chloroplasts and mitochondria) if the invariant sites 

each type did not match up. 

Identifying, or even counting, the number of these invariant sites in genes with many 

available sequences could be greatly compromised by sequencing errors. Assuming the rate of 

such errors to be as low as 1 in 1 000, then across all the sequences in the current databases (over 

4,000 for 1 6S-like rRNA) there would be approximately 4 errors per site. While good 

sequencing studies have been shown in retrospect to have error rates as low as 1 in 3000, some 

recently published 1 6S-like rRNA sequences from Microsporidia have error rates as high as 5%,  

or 50 per 1 000, including missing bases ! (N. Pieniazek, pers. comm., based on resequencing 

others studies). Hopefully the use of phylogenetic information and secondary structures can 

weed out many of these sequencing errors in slowly evolving sites, which, if errors are random 

should not occur in closely related species. It must be useful to phylogeneticists to have these 

sites identified so that they can readily be removed from an analysis, say, of arthropod origins, 

prior even to any further corrections for unequal rates between sites . Their removal will not only 

help on this account but also allow researchers and methods including LogDet transforms and 

maximum likelihood to "see" base compositional biases more easily. 

The identification of the problems caused by different rate classes (including constant sites) 

having different base compositions, that will shift relative to one another through time is  

important. All methods of phylogenetic analysis (including maximum likelihood) must attempt 

to take this into account when it becomes significant. A second effect which may also need to be 

considered is unequal base compositions between regions of a molecule or between different 

molecules. Vawter and Brown ( 1 993) for example have shown that stem and loop regions can 

have a quite distinct base composition from bulges, and loops. While it may be splitting the data 
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up to much to do this when analysing just 1 65-like rRNA sequences, it should be considered in 

larger data sets. For example adding together 1 65-like, 235-like and 55-like rRNA sequences 

will often give over 4000 base pairs (although dropping to less than 2,000 for the deepest 

divergences) and we could consider making these separate classes even when using invariant 

site-LogDet transforms as each classification could then have over 500 sites, even with 

additional separation of sites into a few rate classes. 

Some my ask, "was it really necessary to reduce the data set down to so few sites by 

removing regions containing insertions and deletions?" The answer is yes, given the reliance 

upon i.i .d. models when making inferences for very anciently diverged molecules, especially 

studies which require rooting from another group (e.g. rooting the eukaryotic tree with 

archaebacteria) . A major concern with some recent analyses are that they include badly aligned 

regions. In addition even when a correctly aligned insertion or deletion region is used to help 

estimate the distance to some but not other groups, this is almost certainly introducing extra non

additivity (it is very much like comparing "apples and oranges") . In addition, at least for the 

deep divergences in the tree, insertion I deletion regions frequently appear to be evolving more 

rapidly than the average of the remaining variable sites. The main resistance to removing these 

sites are ( 1 )  it makes my sequences look short, (2) it may reduce the bootstrap support for my 

group of interest, and (3) it is throwing away data (albeit data which is expected to distort 

resolving the deepest parts of the tree) . Of these three sources of resistance, only the third is a 

valid objection, and how it impinges upon 2. 

To overcome objection (3) we suggest a compromised form of data editing and analysis 

which retains the most reliable information in a distance analysis. From the set of all sequence 

sites, build trees for subsets of the taxa which do not have a major insertion I deletion problem. 

From these analyses determine which parts of the tree you are very confident in. If it turns out 

that insertions or deletions are supporting these edges, or quite unambiguously supporting other 

edges, use this information to specify a set of constraints on the optimal tree when using all the 

edited sequences (programs such as PAUP*, Swofford 1 995 allow such constraints and include 

distance and ML analyses). Next remove all the poorly aligned and indel regions, plus any 

regions which are accumulating too many changes for estimating the deepest divergences, and 

run the tree selection with the constraints in place. By doing this you lost a minimal amount of 

information and at the same time made the sensible move to make distances additive. 

Clearly it is not reasonable to expect standard distance transformations, or the LogDet, to 

restore additivity if some of your sequences have less than 50% of sites in common and some of 

these of dubious alignment. If it is not certain that an insertion or deletion event is a reliable 

marker, then the difficult decision of whether to specify a constraint must be made. This is of 

course preferable to throwing in sites affected by insertions and deletions and hoping for the 

best. Even if a potentially informative insertion or deletion is not used to specify a constraint on 

the optimal tree, a search of the partitions in the bootstrapped trees is reasonable. This could 

indicate if it was likely to have been defining a correct group, and this can be mentioned in the 
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results . In future an integrated and realistic likelihood approach for including such information 

may be possible (see Kishino et al. 1 990 for an attempt to do just this). 

3.10.4 Base composition bias and biased substitution 

It is important to distinguish two features which could be grouped under the heading of 

"base composition problems" .  One is the overall base composition of a sequence, which causes 

the gross effect of grouping of sequences by base composition (e.g. Lockhart et al. 1 992), or the 

potential strong repulsion of sequences when standard distance transformations are applied 

(section 3 .4.3). To a large extent the invariant sites-LogDet transform should counter this sort of 

effect, although with unequal shifting of base composition for sites in different rate classes, it 

may be necessary to separate sites into more rate classes prior to making separate 

transformations. A second effect which is much harder to detect and presently little understood 

is a more specific type of biased substitution. If sequences are generally very slowly evolving 

and have many near invariant sites, it may require relatively few parallelisms or convergences at 

the variable sites to mislead all current methods. One possible reason for a high proportion of 

misleading changes would be substitutions in a small subset of sites, coupled with different taxa 

having strong and distinctive substitution preferences. Giardia and Vairimorpha show evidence 

for strong and distinct substitution, which is accompanied by gross base composition shifts. 

However Physarum hints at biased substitution at the singleton sites, yet overall has a base 

composition frequency very like that of most other eukaryotes. 

An important challenge is to understand how such biased substitution, coupled with covarion 

evolution (Fitch and Markowitz 1 970) which could open up suites of previously invariant sites 

to substitution under particular conditions ,  can be detected and diagnosed. The cause of the 

distinct attraction between the nematode and other more ancient eukaryotes (particularly 

Crithidia and Vairimorpha) is not yet apparent, but something of this nature could be the 

explanation. The possibility that a combination of shifting base composition, rates across sites, 

and covarion types of evolution could effectively hide very strong substitution biases, needs 

further investigation. 

The evidence from the perfect sites evaluations (section 4.8. 1 )  suggest that some sites which 

were only evolving during the early part of the eukaryotic tree, showed strong base composition 

bias (leaving just the transversional changes as clearly informative) and but did not undergo 

transversional changes again over the rest of the "tree of life" .  It is easy to imagine that similar 

processes could lead to apparently slowly changing sites being subject to misleading changes in 

the critical period when they were recording evolutionary history. With shifting variable sites 

and shifting substitution biases, it is possible that such locally strong biases around certain 

internal edges could go largely "unnoticed" and unaccounted for by all current methods, 

including the LogDet. This problem could be worse for coding sequences if they undergo 

preferred changes (for example in the same amino acid class), with what might also be strong 

codon preferences. Thus intermittently variable codons might well have just two possible states 

when they are variable, making parallelisms and convergences relatively common place. 
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While we presently look for similar base compositions leading to sequences groupmg 

together, it is also important to consider what happens when two near relatives begin to 

experience nucleotide content changes in opposite directions. If the internal edge linking them is 

not long it is easy to see that standard distance methods in particular (but other methods also) 

could decisively overestimate the distance between them (relative to the estimate of distances 

between stationary sequences, see section 3 .4.3). Consequently we have an "anti-Felsenstein 

zone" scenario due to edges repelling each other (see chapter 5), and a rapidly climbing 

probability of separating these two sequences the longer this pattern of evolution occurs. This 

possibility must be considered in real sequences. It may, for example, be part of the reason why 

distance methods very rarely group Giardia and Vairimorpha even by chance in 1 000's of 

bootstrap replicates.  Overall it is fair to say we are only beginning to understand how 

convergences and parallelisms may perturb tree estimation, and as yet we have only vague ideas 

of how to diagnose what is occurring in real sequences which do not follow simple i.i .d. models. 

Accordingly, it is unwise to be over-confident in ruling out problems just because the more 

sophisticated i.i.d. tree inference techniques (including LogDet or ML) give similar answers to 

earlier methods .  

3.10.5 Invariant sites-LogDet transforms: A most useful distance estimate 

Overall then, invariant sites-LogDet transformations would seem to offer distances that are 

more additive over a much wider range of models than the standard distance transformations. It 

is also very pleasing to find that the sampling variance of these transformations does not appear 

to be any more serious a concern than using standard distances, as long as sequences are at least 

some hundreds of bases long. Indeed, in our examples the invariant sites-LogDet transform was 

giving trees with very similar overall bootstrap support to the simple maximum likelihood 

Poisson distance estimator (the Jukes-Cantor distance estimate). In contrast, a real concern is 

that the application of standard stationary distance estimators can make the situation markedly 

worse than using observed distances when base composition is non-stationary . If one is going to 

use these estimators, then it would seem desirable to make "infinite distances" modifications to 

them (see section 3.3 .2) (this applies double to distances allowing for a distribution of rates 

acros s  sites, e.g. those of Golding 1 983, Olsen 1 987, Jin and Nei 1 990). It will be important to 

study the performance of these estimators in simulations, as well as compare them with invariant 

sites-LogDet transforms on real studies. If stationarity of sequences can be established, then with 

long sequences it may well be desirable to use the general time reversible distance with an 

appropriate distribution of rates across sites (equation 3 .2.2- 1 ). The issue of different rate classes 

having different base compositions is very important, and if phylogenetic methods are to claim 

to be robust to both base composition and unequal rates across sites they must consider this 

factor (this goes also for maximum likelihood methods, which should not automatically be 

assumed more robust than other methods). 
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Appendix 3.1 Proof that all 2-state transition matrices can be considered the result of a 
continuous time process 

We show that every 2-state probability transition matrix with positive determinant can be 
expressed as the result of a continuous time process.  We define P as, [I -a a J , where a and b are each zero or greater, but less than 1 .  

b 1 -b 

For a continuous time Markov process, P = exp(Rt), which rearranges to ln(P) = Rt, where P 
is a matrix of all positive values such that each row sums to 1 ,  R is an instantaneous rate matrix 
(off diagonal elements � 0, and rows sum to 0), t is a scalar (not necessarily linear with time), 
and exp is the matrix exponent, while In is its inverse function. The matrix log of P will be 
interpretable as the result of a continuous time process if ln(P) = O.ln('I')Q"1 , where Q is a matrix 
containing as columns the eigenvectors of P, n·1 is its inverse, while '¥ is a diagonal matrix of 
the eigenvalues of P, and the logarithmic function is applied to the diagonal entries of 
componentwise. This condition holds if P has two distinct and positive eigenvalues. The 
characteristic equation of P is,  0 = ( 1 -a-x)( l -b-x)-ab = ( 1 -a-b) + (-2+a+b)x + x2, which is 
obtained by subtracting x from each diagonal element, then setting the determinant equation to 
zero. Since the roots of x are the eigenvalues of P, it remains to be shown that they are always 
distinct and positive. Recalling that det(P) > 0, so ( 1 -a)( 1-b )-ab > 0, thus 1 -a-b > 0, while (-
2+a+b) = - 1 -( 1 -a-b). Consequently ( 1 -a-b) + (-2+a+b)x + x2 always factorises as (( 1 -a-b)-x) ( 1 -
x), given our constraint that 1 -a-b>O, and a and b � 0 .  That the roots are distinct a s  long a s  there 
is any change follows because the discriminant = (-2 + a + b)2 - 4( 1 - a - b) = (a + b) > 0 

(provided a or b >  0) . Thus the characteristic equation always has two positve roots, for P with 
determinant > 0, completing the proof. 

Appendix 3.2 Proof of the identity of averaged "asynchronous distances," LogDet and 
paralinear distances 

Barry and Hartigan symmetrised their asynchronous distances when doing a practical 
example, but gave no justification for this, having based their proof rather on the consistency of 

- 1 /4 ln[det (P;i)] or - 1 14 ln[det (Pi)] .  Recalling that P;i = n:r l Fij .  and Pji = n:r l Fijt (Barry and 

Hartigan 1 987, and where t defines transpose), then, 
l /2(- 1/4 1n[det (Pij)] + - 114 ln[det(Pji)]) = - 118(ln[det (Pij)] + ln[det (Pji)]) 

(matrix determinants are multiplicative) 

(determinants are commutative) 

(since det(M-1 ) = 1 /det(M)) 

(taking logs of terms in [ ] brackets) 

= - 1/8(ln[det (n:c l Fij)] + ln[det (n:f1 Fi/)J) 

= - l /8(ln[det(n:r 1 )det(Fij)]+ln[ det(n:f 1 )det(Fil)]),  

= - 118(ln[ det(Fij) det (n:r 1 )] + In[ det(Fi/)det (n:f 1 ))) 

= - l /8(ln[ det(Fij )  /det (1ti )] + In[ det(Fi/) /det (n:j )J) 

= - l/8(ln[det(Fij)] -ln [det (1ti ) ]  +ln[det(Fil)J -ln[det (1tj)]) 
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(transposing doesn't change determinant) 

[a convenient form for computation] 

(taking minus sign outside) 

(taking logarithm of inner expression) 

= - 118(2ln[det(Fij)] -ln[det (1ti )] -ln[det (1tj)]) 

= 1 14(-ln[det(Fij)] +0.5ln[det (1ti )] +0.5ln[det (1tj)]) 

= 1 14(-ln[det(Fij)] + ln[det (1ti1tj)] I 2) 

= - 1 14 (ln[det(Fij)] - ln[det (1ti1tj)] I 2) 

= - 1 14 ln(-[det(Fij)] I [det(1ti1tj)] 112) 

= - 114 ln([det(Fij)] I [det(1ti) 112 det(1tj) 112]) .  
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Notice that the penultimate form is the same as equation (3) of Lock.hart et al. 1 994 (the 

standardised form of Steel's ( 1994) -ln[det(Fij)]) .  The final arrangement is the same as that of 

Lake ( 1994) but for his neglecting the factor of 114 .  The form fifth from last is probably the most 

convenient computationally (in terms of operations used, and avoiding round off error) . 

Appendix 3.3 Proof that F is symmetric under time reversibility and the clock 

Proof that under a time reversible model, with the root distribution stationary, F is always 

symmetric. (N.B.  here A1 denotes transpose of A). 

If R is reversible, F = exp(Rt1Y llexp(Rt2) 

= I1exp(R(t1 + tz) 

so, 

F1 = exp(RtzY ll1exp(Rt 1 )  

= exp(RtzY llexp(Rt 1 )  

= I1 exp(Rt2) exp(Rt 1 )  

= TI exp(R(t1 + tz)) 

Proof that for any Markov process operating on a rooted tree obeying a molecular clock, then 

F is symmetric (no assumption about root being in equilibrium). 

Since F has at most 9 degrees of freedom under a molecular clock, yet R can have up to 1 2, it 

follows that we cannot solve for R given just F under the most general i . i .d .  model. Hence we 

cannot solve for 8 = -tr(TIR) (the number of substitutions per site. However we can solve for 

trace of R using the LogDet equation of Steel et al. ( 1 993) or Lake ( 1994), and as long as the TI 

matrix of the root distribution is in equilibrium with R, then this measure will be collinear with 

time. Hence this LogDet distance is quite suitable for divergence time calibrations on any tree 

reconstructed from data obeying this model .  Analogous to the case with the time reversible 

model, if LogDet is to be used for reconstructing trees under a molecular clock, then F should be 

symrnetrised to reduce its (and the final distances) variance. These results are due to 
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collaborative research with Dr Mike Steel, and are contained m Waddell and Steel (in 

preparation). 

Appendix 3.4 Proof that any two distance matrices additive on the same 

unweighted tree are still additive when linearly combined 

Proof that any two distance matrices additive upon the same unweighted tree (but possibly 

with quite unlike edge weights), when summed are also additive upon the same unweighted tree. 

Let D 1  x x be an additive set of distances upon tree T� .  and D2 x y be additive upon Tz (and x 

and y are both 2 0). Now T1 and T2 are the same unweighted tree if they have exactly the same 

set of edge indices. So let w1 be the ordered vector of indexed weighted edges in T1 and let Wz be 

the ordered, indexed set of edge weights in T2. Let w 1 + w2 = w3; clearly by the additive property 

of vectors, w3 is the set of weighted edges defining tree T3. Thus xD1 + yD2 is additive upon T3, 

and T3 by having the same set of edge indices as T1 and T2, is the same unweighted tree, 

completing the proof. (Note: Proof can be extended so x and I or y may be negative, but this 

makes little sense in the current context) . (Thanks to Jeff Thorne for inciting this proof). 
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CHAPTER 4: 

SAMPLING ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSFORMED DATA 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

A major priority in phylogenetic research is to assess the statistical reliability of trees built 

from sequence data (Felsenstein 1 988; Penny et al. 1 992). For trees estimated from distances, 

the variances and covariances of edge lengths are important in quantifying the sampling errors 

arising from finite sequence length (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1 985, Nei and Jin 1989, while Bulmer 

1 99 1 a  provides a useful summary of standard least squares techniques on trees). Here we 

describe equivalent results for sequence data corrected for multiple changes by Hadamard 

conjugations (chapter 2) . With this method, aligned sequences are corrected for implied multiple 

changes (hits) prior to choosing an optimal tree(s). 

The proportions of sites which show each pattern of character states are expressed as a 

vector � (s from sequences, " being a sample estimate of pattern probabilities). If sites are 

independent, then the patterns observed in a sequence of length c are a random sample from a 

multinomial distribution (Felsenstein, 1 98 1 ;  1 982), with parameters c and s(T) (the vector of 

model probabilities of observing each pattern).(Thus s(T) may be considered the population 

mean vector, while � is a sample). Assuming a sample form a multinomial distribution, it is 

possible to estimate V[h the variance/covariance matrix of �. The sample error in � is 

transformed by the Hadamard conjugation into error in y. In this chapter we show how to 

calculate the variance-covariance matrix V[y] for the entries in y, and from this derive the size 

of the correlations of pairs of entries in y. 

The variances and covariances of y give an approximate measure of the sampling error of an 

entry in y. To know precisely the probability of an error, we need to know the form of the 

marginal distributions of y (the values Yi takes when � is a random sample from s(T)) .  For 

example, are the marginal distributions Poisson ? Normal ? etc. The bivariate distributions of 

entries in y will show if specific pairs are linearly correlated. It is already known that y is a 

consistent estimator (Hendy and Penny 1993, Steel et al. 1992 chapter 2) under a variety of 

identical rate (i .r.) models. That is y, estimated from longer and longer sequences, will converge 

to 'Y(T) a vector representation of the original weighted tree, T. Since the Hadamard conjugation, 

like distance corrections, is a non-linear transformation we expect a degree of statistical bias (a 

systematic departure of the mean of y from 'Y(T)) when applying it to short sequences (Stuart and 

Ord 1 987, p. 324). Using simulations we estimate the bias in y when it is calculated with 

sequence lengths commonly used in phylogenetic studies. 
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Two factors effecting the form of the multivariate distribution of y are c (the sequence 

length) and the rate of change per site (A). Parameter c will influence the magnitude of the error 

in � (relative to entries in s(T)) ,  while A will determine how many multiple changes are 

expected. We infer the effects of c and A on the distribution of y by considering the intermediate 

steps in the Hadamard conjugation from � to y. The changes in the multivariate distribution of y 
are illustrated with simulations at selected values for c and A. Note that in this chapter, A is a 

label referring to the intrinsic rate of all sites, which are also assumed i.r in section 4.2 to 4 .4. 

For these sections, factor A only changes when we consider another scaled version of the same 

weighted tree (i.e. the same weighted tree times a scalar e.g. see figure 4 . 1 ) .  

The delta method (Stuart and Ord 1 987, p .  324, Kimura and Ohta 1 972, Bulmer 1 99 1 a, 

Rzhetsky and Nei 1 992), a convenient first order approximation used to estimate the variances 

and covariances of variables after a non-linear transformation, is also expected to cause bias in 

estimating V[y] (Stuart and Ord 1 987, p. 324) . We examine the magnitude and pattern of this 

bias when calculating population and sample variance-covariance matrices of y. 

This chapter is large and contains a number of distinct, but related, themes. The first four 

sections of this chapter deal with understanding the sampling structure of the i .r. Hadamard 

conjugations . This work has been published as Waddell et al. ( 1994) "The sampling distributions 

and covariance matrix of phyla genetic spectra." The next section, 4.5, extends these results to 

include unequal rates across sites (URAS) correction formulae. It reveals some surprising 

results, which are relevant to all methods which explicitly allow for URAS effects, including 

distance transformations and ML. It is shown that when considering the issue of weighting 

transformed data sets prior to their recombination, there comes a definite point where it is best to 

remove rapidly evolving sites, rather than try to incorporate them in the model or give them low 

weight. This is shown to be the case using sampling error alone, but is reinforced by the 

expectation of a positive correlation between systematic errors and the amount of evolutionary 

change sites undergo. Similar findings are expected for predictive-fit methods, including ML 

tree selection. 

Section 4.5 also indicates that gtven long sequences, surprisingly large distances (=== 2 

substitutions per site), can be more informative than moderately short distances (taking into 

account random, but not systematic errors) .  Retaining sites showing many changes goes against 

the traditional wisdom of excluding sites such as third positions (e.g. Horai et al. 1 992) if they 

are suspected of having an average of, say, 1 change per site. In contrast, Waddell and Penny 

( 1995)(see also chapter 5) retained the third position sites in their 4-state ML analyses of the 

Horai et al. ( 1992) data (because there was still some clear "tree signal" amongst them e.g. see 

figure 2 .8) .  Conversely, it would probably be unwise to retain all mtDNA third position sites 

when making 4-state ML analyses of the origin of mammals. Clearly, an important question 

which has yet to be seriously addressed are procedures to include I exclude sites for a specific 

analysis . While general guides for classes of sites are fairly straightforward (e.g. do the third 

position sites well differentiate the tree) ,  it is harder, for example, to know when specific first or 
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second position sites should be excluded because they are evolving too fast (or conversely when 

only slowly evolving third position sites should be retained) . The studies in this section are step 

towards this goal . 

Section 4.6 considers ways to reduced the sampling variance of Hadamard conjugations, 

which tend to be higher than those for just pairwise distance transformations. These include a 

way of forcing the 4-state Hadamard conjugation to the generalised Kimura 2ST model, or the 

Jukes-Cantor model . Important extensions of these restrictions are the identification of families 

of linear tree invariants under the Kimura 2ST and Jukes-Cantor models, which exist for any 

number of taxa. Another exciting finding is that reduced bias estimators of the form introduced 

by Tajima ( 1 993a) are applicable to Hadamard conjugations. Further study of these, and other 

novel estimators in appendix 4.2, show that they may offer substantial reductions in sampling 

variance. This, rather than their unbiased nature, is expected to be the real advantage to their use. 

An additional result is that the delta method of estimating the variance of these estimators can be 

quite inaccurate with very short sequence lengths (c < 100). 

Section 4.7 considers sampling properties of the distance Hadamard, a method for going 

from just pairwise distances (B) to an analogue of y. This method, introduced by Hendy and 

Penny ( 1 993), estimates pathset lengths indirectly as a minimal sum of pairwise distances with 

the same endpoints. It is an intriguing method, being able to use any pairwise distance data, yet 

little is known of its statistical properties . The distance Hadamard is known to be consistent (in 

estimating a vector description of the true tree) if the pairwise distance estimates are additive 

upon the true tree (Hendy and Penny 1993). It is called the "distance Hadamard transform", or 

just "distance Hadamard," (rather than a "Hadamard conjugation") because only one Hadamard 

transform is used. The distance Hadamard starts with a pairwise distance matrix (usually already 

"corrected" for multiple substitutions), estimates all the pathset lengths between more than two 

end points using just pairwise distances (to generate the p(d) vector), then applies the inverse 

Hadamard transform (U') to estimate y(d) . The variance covariance matrix of )\d) is derived, 

and using simulations, the sampling distribution of )\d) is also evaluated. Overall the vector y 
(d) is found to have reduced sampling variance relative to y, and the reasons for this are 

explained. Later, in chapter 5, the results in this chapter are related to the statistical efficiency of 

tree selection from y verses tree selection from )\d). 

The final results section, 4.8, considers the perplexing question: What sort of ML estimators, 

if any, are y vectors? This section concludes by relating the sampling properties of y to the 

statistical efficiency of tree selection. 
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4.2 CALCULATING THE V ARIANCE-COV ARIANCE MATRIX OF 

PHYLOGENETIC SPECTRA 

4.2.1 Our illustrative model 

For the next few sections (4.2. 1 to 4.3), we will use the following four taxon example to 
generate a starting s vector and to illustrate our calculations. Following Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) 
let our weighted tree, T of t taxa, be described by the vector of weighted edge lengths y(T). The 

tree T we use to illustrate our methods (fig. 2 . 1 ,  chapter 2) is similar to Felsenstein's  ( 1978a) 
example with only two distinct edge weights which are chosen so that parsimony applied to 
uncorrected sequence data will converge to the wrong tree. The edge lengths (weights) are the 
total expected number of changes per nucleotide site (counting multiple substitutions). These are 
represented by y(T) of figure 2 . 1  b The mechanism of character state change used here is that of 

Cavender ( 1 978) and Hendy and Penny ( 1 989), the 2-state analogue of the Jukes-Cantor 
equation. Changes at sites occur independently of each other and the probability of changing is 
identical at all sites, so the mechanism of change is i .i.d. (independent and identically 
distributed) and i .r. (identical rates at each site) . The use of A in the first sections ( 4.2 to 4 .4) of 

this chapter means the intrinsic rate with respect to total amounts of change (not relative rates 
among sites). We assign A =  1 (or A) to the sites on the weighted tree in figure 2. 1 .  If we scale 

this tree by 1 /2, then we assign A112 to sites evolving on this tree etc. 

Following Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) we apply the Hadamard conjugation to y(T) to obtain 

s(T) the vector of the probabilities for each of the possible 2t- l site patterns (bipartitions), that is 

s(T) = H- l (exp(Hy(T))). (4.2. 1 - 1 )  

In this formula H i s  a symmetric Hadamard matrix of 2t- l rows, H- 1 = 2-(t- 1 )H, and the exponent 
function is applied component-wise. The calculations of equation ( 4.2. 1 - 1 )  are fully invertible. 
Recalling that y(T) = H- 1  (ln(Hs(T)) ), the calculations of the variance-covariance matrix of y are 

broken up into a series of intermediate steps and give the results of a numerical example, starting 
with s(T) and its covariance matrix in table 4. 1 .  

The vector s(T) (shown in table 4. 1 ,  and as the grey columns or A =  1 in figure 4 . l b) is  

calculated from the y(T) of figure 2. 1 b using equation 2.2. 1 - 1 .  The frequencies of the bipartitions 

in a sequence of length c are, under this model, a random observation from a multinomial 
distribution (Felsenstein 1 98 1a) with parameters c and s(T). Vector � is vector f I c (where fi is 
the observed frequency of the i-th sequence bipartition) and so is our maximum likelihood 
estimate of s(T) . Consequently � has the distribution of the above multinomial scaled by 1 /c .  
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FIGURE 4. 1  Vectors s(f) and 'Y(T) derived from the tree in figure 2. 1 with three scalings of edge weights; 1 /4 (white = 

Al /4 in text), 1 /2 (dark grey = Al/2) and I (light grey = A J )  (s(T)Q and 'Y(T)o omitted). The y axis measures Si as the 

observed proportion of sites showing that pattern, while 'Yi is measured in expected number of substitutions per site on 

the edges of the tree. Note the relative size of si to 'Yi for the parsimony "informative" i .e .  non-pendant bipartitions, s3 , 

ss and s6. Bipartition ss exceeds the size of s3 when the rate of change per site (A) is highest, indicating that except for 

sampling error, the parsimony tree selection criteria applied to s(T) will choose the wrong tree. Parsimony will 

however be consistent when applied to y (e.g. Steel et al. 1 993b). 

4.2.2 The variance-covariance matrix V[�] of the sequence spectrum � 

The entries in the multinomial population variance-covariance matrix V[�] = Yij (referred to 
from now as a covariance matrix) of � estimated from c sequence sites are 

Vii = s(T)i( l -s(T)i) I c , 

Vij = -s(T)is(T)j 1 c, 

(4.2.2- 1 )  

(4.2.2-2) 

where Vii is the variance of �i and Vij (i '# j) is the covariance of �i with �j · V[�] is symmetric 
with (2t- l )2 = 4t- l entries. Table 4. 1 shows the covariance matrix of our example. Note: For 
ease of presentation, none of the values that appear in covariance matrices of this section are 
divided by the sequence length. With sampled data we replace s(T) with its maximum likelihood 

1\ 
estimate �. obtaining the sample covariance matrix V[�] . 

The marginal distributions of entries in � are binomial distributions (with parameters c and 
si) scaled by 1 /c. When csi and c( l -si) are both > 5 then the normal approximation to the 
binomial is reasonable (Freund and Walpole 1 987 p. 229). A better approximation to these 
binomials when c is large and csi is less than 5 is the Poisson distribution. When all csi > 5 then 

� is distributed approximately multivariate normally . As c � oo, � tends to a multivariate normal 

distribution with variance tending to zero. 
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Table 4.1 Tbe vector s(T) and the covariance matrix V[�] 
Index 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Bipartition { 0/1 23 } { 1 1234 } { 21 1 34 } { 1 2/34 } { 31 1 24 }  { 1 3/24 } { 23114 }  { 1 23/4 } 

s(T) � .6479 . 1 28 3  .0200 .0226 . 1 283  .0258 .0070 .0200 

V[�] 
Index 

0 .228 1 - .083 1  -.01 30 - .0 146 - .083 1 - .0 1 67 - .0046 -.01 30 

- .083 1 . 1 1 1 9 -.0026 - .0029 -.0 1 65 - .0033 - .0009 - .0026 

2 - .0130 - .0026 .0 196 -.0005 -.0026 - .0005 - .0001 - .0004 

3 - .0146 - .0029 - .0005 .022 1 -.0029 -.0006 - .0002 - .0005 

4 - .083 1 - .0 1 65 -.0026 - .0029 . 1 1 19 - .0033 - .0009 - .0026 

5 - .0167 - .0033 - .0005 -.0006 -.0033 .025 1 - .0002 - .0005 

6 - .0046 - .0009 - .0001 - .0002 - .0009 -.0002 .0070 - .000 1 

7 - .0 1 30 - .0026 - .0004 - .0005 -.0026 -.0005 -.0001 .0 1 96 

Note: Vector s(T) was generated form the vector )'(T) in figure 2. l (B)  using equation 4.2. 1 - l .  The indexing 

of the bipartitions is that of Hendy and Penny ( 1 993). Following this is the multinomial covariance matrix 

of �. V[�] .  For convenience, the values in this and the subsequent covariance matrices (tables 4.2, 4 .3  and 

4.4) are calculated independent of a sequence length, so, to calculate their entries for a sequence of length 

c, simply divide each entry by c .  

For illustrative purposes the inverse of the Hadamard conjugation 

is broken up into three parts, 

which will be analysed in turn .  

y = R1(ln(H�)). 

1\ 1\ 
r = Hs ; 
1\ " p = In r; 
1\ } /\  y =  H- p ,  

4.2.3 The calculation of � (= H�) and its covariance matrix V[�] 

(4.2.2-3) 

(4.2.2-4) 

(4.2.2-5) 

(4.2.2-6) 

The first operation in the Hadamard conjugation is the calculation of �. The Hadamard 
matrix, H, is a matrix of plus and minus ones. A subset of the entries in � are 1 - 2dij • where dij is 
the observed distance between taxon i and taxon j. Since r = Hs is a linear transformation 

(4.2.3- 1 )  

where V is the covariance matrix of � (Krzanowski 1 988, p. 205). (See Appendix 4. 1 for a more 
efficient implementation of these operations). Table 4.2 shows the results of these operations on 
V[�] .  

The entries in  � (like the entries in  �) have marginal distributions which are scaled binomials 
even though their covariance structure is not that of a multinomial . We now describe the 
marginal distributions of entries in �: 
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1\ 1\ 
For any subset J c { 0, . . .  , 2t- I - 1  } of indices, let f 1 = L, fj and s1 = I, Sj (where Sj is from s(n). 

jE 1 jE 1 
1\ 1\ 

Recalling that f ( = c�), then f 1 is distributed as a binomial with parameters c and s1 i .e. 

- B(c, s1)(that is binomial with parameters c and s1) .  Since � = f I c, then �1 will be distributed as 

a scaled binomial, that is �J - (B(c, s1 ) scaled by 11c). Let Ji = {j : hij = -1 } (h from the Hadamard 

matrix), then �i = 1 - 2�1i is distributed as 1 - 2 (B(c, s1i ) scaled by 1 /c ) .  The variance of �i is 

therefore 4s1i (1 - s1i )le = ( l -ri2)1c. In biological data sets entries in � will often be estimated 
1\ 

from an expected 5 or more observable sequence changes i.e. E[fj] is 5 or more. 
Correspondingly the marginal distributions of �i will often be well approximated a normal 
distribution with mean fi and variance as given above. 

Since � is a linear transformation of �. then both � and � tend to multivariate normal as 

sequences get longer (c � oo ), with variance tending to zero. This is a generalisation of the 

pairwise distance matrix (a subset of �) tending to multivariate normal (e.g. Bulmer 1 99 1 a) .  

Table 4.2 The covariance matrix of � ,  V[�]. 
Index 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Pathset { 0 }  { 1 ,4 } { 2,4 } { 1 ,2 } { 3,4 } { 1 ,3 }  { 2,3 } { 1 ,2 ; 3 ,4 } 

r(T) 1 .000 .6065 .8607 .6376 .6376 .4274 .6065 .4066 

V[�] 
Index 

0 .0000 .0000 .0000 . 0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 

.0000 .632 1  . 1 156 .4740 .0407 .3784 .0387 .3599 

2 .0000 . 1 1 56 .2592 .0577 .0577 .0387 . 1 156  .0775 

3 .0000 .4740 .0577 .5934 .0000 . 3340 .0407 .3784 

4 .0000 .0407 .0577 .0000 .5934 .3340 .4740 . 37 84 

5 .0000 .3784 .0387 .3340 .3340 . 8 173 .3784 .6869 

6 .0000 .0387 . 1 156 .0407 .4740 . 3784 .632 1 .3599 

7 .0000 .3599 .0775 .3784 .3784 .6869 .3599 . 8347 

Note: The first row and column of this matrix will always be 0 since r0 the sum of all entries in � is 1 .  For 

convenience of presentation, all entries in V[�] have yet to be divided by the sequence length, c. 

4.2.4 The covariance matrix V[p] of the estimated path lengths p 

The total implied number of changes per site on the i-th set of edge paths is -Pi I 2, where Pi 
= ln �i · This value is also the componentwise maximum likelihood estimate of Pi (this follows, 

since �i is the ML estimator of r(T)1, and the value of p(T)1 most likely to have given �i is  just 

p(n1 = ln(r(T);). The estimates of corrected pathset length are expressed as minus twice their 

expected value, since multiplication of p by H- 1 will then give the implied total number of 

changes on each bipartition in y, the corrected sequence vector. 

The entries in V[�] must be adjusted for this non-linear transformation to give V[p] . We 

may estimate the variance of Pi exactly as var [Pi] = var [ln(�/c)] which involves summing 
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many binomial terms. This computation is time consuming so we estimate the variance of Pi 

using the first order approximation known as the delta method (Stuart and Ord 1 987, p .  324). 

The delta method uses the result that any transformation changes the variance by a factor 
approximately equal to the square of the gradient of the transformation curve. We denote 
covariance and correlation matrices estimated using the delta method with a prime e.g. V' [p] . 

The gradient of the transformation Pi = In (fi) with respect to rj is llq. So letting Vij be the ij-th 

entry in V[�] we have 

a similar result for covariances gives 

V'[p"]  . .  - ( 1 /r ·)2 y . .  u - 1 n (4.2.4- 1 )  

(4.2.4-2) 

where ri and rj are respectively the i-th and j-th entries in the vector r and i :F j .  Table 4.3 shows 
the results of these calculations. Later we investigate the size and direction of bias when using 
the delta method. 

All values in p will have greater variances and covariances than the corresponding entries in 

� because the gradient of the log curve with respect to the r axis is 1 at ri = 1 ,  increasing without 

limit as ri tends to 0. As c --+ oo, � tends to multivariate normality with variance --+ 0, so p also 

tends to multivariate normality with variance --+ 0. The logarithmic function introduces positive 

skewness to the marginal distributions of p relative to �. This skewness (which causes bias since 

E[ln (�i)] is always > In (E[�i]) ,  E being the expected value) tends to zero as c tends to infinity 
(and variance goes to zero). Skewness also tends to zero as A (the rate of change per site) goes to 

zero (i .e. the paths require almost no correction) .  

If  pathsets k and l have no edges in the tree in  common then their correlation will be zero. 
Generally, for low rates of change, the covariance of two additive pathsets will be approximately 
the sum of the variances of the lengths of the edges they share in common. This is a standard 

k 
result of linear variables;  that is if g = Ia;X; , where a; is a scalar, and x; is a random variable, 

i=l 
then var[g] = Ia;2 var[x; ] + :Laiaj cov[xi , xj ] (Stuart and Ord 1 987, p. 324). This result is i;< j 

obvious when it is noted that in this instance the a;'s are all 1 ,  and the covariances between edges 
at low rates tend to zero. Further because there is practically no correction for multiple 
substitutions at low rates, the mean and the variance of an edge i converges to the mean and the 
variance of the pattern s;. In turn, pattern s; has a scaled binomial marginal distribution, which 
converges to a Poisson distribution with variance = s; I c. Therefore, the correlation of pathset k 
and l (at low rates of change) is approximately the sum of edges in common, divided by the 
square root of the length of pathset k then divided by the square root of the length of pathset l 

(since cor[k,l] = cov[k,l] I (s .d.[k] x s.d. [l]) , and the effect of c on the top and the bottom line of 

this equation cancels) .  So, as Pk and p1 count events on increasingly equivalent pathsets, their 

covariance tends to their variance, and their correlation tends to one. This interpretation is a 
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generalisation of the covariance structure of pairwise distances on trees (Nei and Jin 1 989, 
Bulmer 1 99 1 a) .  Unfortunately this relationship breaks down at higher rates of change, such as 
the example used here. 

Table 4.3 The covariance matrix V'[p] estimated using the delta method 

Index 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Path set { 0 }  { 1 ,4 } { 2,4 } { 1 ,2 }  { 3,4 } { 1 ,3 } { 2,3 } { 1 ,2 ;  3 ,4 } 

p(T) .00 -.50 - . 1 5  -.45 -.45 -.85 - .50 - .90 

V'[p] 
Index 

0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

.000 1 .7 1 8  .22 1 1 .226 . 1 05 1 .460 . 1 05 1 .460 

2 .000 .221 .350 . 1 05 . 1 05 . 105 .22 1 .22 1 

3 .000 1 .226 . 1 05 1 .460 .000 1 .226 . 1 05 1 .460 

4 .000 . 1 05 . 105 .000 1 .460 1 .226 1 .226 1 .460 

5 .000 1 .460 . 105 1 .226 1 .226 4.474 1 .460 3 .95 3  

6 .000 . 1 05 .22 1 . 1 05 1 .226 1 .460 1 .7 1 8  1 .460 

7 .000 1 .460 .22 1 1 .460 1 .460 3 .953 1 .460 5 .050 

To obtain pathset lengths from p(T), multiply entries by -2; to obtain the variances of these pathset lengths 

divide entries in the covariance matrix by 4. The variances of the longest sets of paths, PS ( -2 the estimated 

distance between taxa 1 and 3) and P7 ( -2 the estimated length of the non-intersecting path set between taxa 

1 ,  2, 3 and 4 (i .e edges I ,  2, 4 and 7)), have increased considerably due to the uncertainty created by 
multiple substitutions at a site. Since these two entries estimate the weights on an very similar sets of tree 
edges (which equates to counting mostly identical sequence bipartitions) they have a large covariance and 
a correlation of approximately 0.85 (cor(i,j) = cov(i,j) I [s.d.(i) x s.d.(j)] ) . 

4.2.5 The covariance and correlation matrix of y, the corrected data 

The conjugate spectrum y of transformed bipartitions is calculated from p by equation 4.2.2-

6. Its covariance matrix vry] is equal (Krzanowski 1 988, p. 205) to 
" " I V[ y] = H-1V[p]H- . (4.2.5- 1 )  

These operations are computationally almost identical to those involved i n  going from V[�] to 
V[�] since u-

1 is ( 1 /2t- 1 )H. Alternatively we can describe the whole series of transformations as 
V[y] = u-1 (o(HV[�]H))H- 1 , where <5 is the delta method applied as described in equations 

(4.2.4- 1 )  and (4.2.4-2). We still have the same 21- ' - 1  degrees of freedom in y that we started 

with in �. 

Table 4.4 shows V'[y] ,  while figure 4.2 shows the relative sizes of errors on entries in y as 

implied by V' [y] with c = 1000. Hendy and Penny ( 1 989) observed that long edges cause 

parsimony on uncorrected data to be inconsistent (paraphrased as "long edges attract"). Here we 
observe that with a consistent method of tree building, long edges cause increased variance of 
corrected bipartitions which are not in the tree that generated the data. In this case (and we 
expect generally with appropriate path corrections) there is little increase in the variance of the 
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entry in Yi relating to the correct internal edge(s) but a large increase in the variance of entries in 

y that group these long edges together. This will greatly increase the probability (with respect to 

the same tree without long pendant edges) of such non-tree entries being in the tree selected by 
any optimality criteria, that is choose the wrong tree. Generally, resolving the branching order 
around long edges will be more error prone and require more data for the same degree of 
precision than if all edges were the same length. This result is implied for other methods as well 
e.g. ML (more on this in chapter 5) .  
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FIGURE 4.2 Error bars for the estimator y 

made with random samples of c = 1 000 

sites from s(T) (fig 4.2, grey columns)(YO 
excluded) .  Even for a sequence of this 
length there is significant overlap in the 
distribution of )3 (representing support for 
the internal edge in the tree generating the 
data, labeled with a T) and Y5 (support for 

an erroneous tree, labeled with an F). The 
magnitude of the size of error on Yi 
correlates highly with the variance of �i 
(see text). 

Table 4.4 The covariance matrix V'[y] (via the delta method) 

Index 0 2 4 5 6 7 

Bipartition { 0/ 1234} { l/234 } { 21 1 34 )  { 1 2/34 } {3/1 24 )  { 1 3/24 } {23/ 14 } { 1 23/4 } 

y(T)-t .475 .200 .025 .025 .200 .000 .000 .025 

V'[y] 
Index 

0 . 8445 -.43 1 8  -.0389 -.0250 -.43 I 8 . 1 022 .0 1 97 -.0389 

-.43 1 8  .4336 .0020 -.0039 . 1 01 6  -. 1 0 1 9  -.01 1 2  .0 1 1 6  

2 -.0389 .0020 .0604 -.0235 .0 1 1 6 -.0039 -.0 1 6 1  .0084 

3 -.0250 -.0039 -.0235 .0684 -.0039 .0036 .0077 -.0235 

4 -.43 1 8  . 1 0 1 6  .0 1 1 6  -.0039 .4336 -. 1 0 1 9  - .0 1 1 2  .0020 

5 . 1 022 -. 1 0 1 9  -.0039 .0036 - . 1 0 1 9  . 1 03 1  .0027 -.0039 

6 .0 197 - .01 1 2  -.0 1 6 1  .0077 -.0 1 1 2  .0027 .0246 -.0 1 6 1  

7 -.0389 .01 1 6  .0084 -.0235 .0020 -.0039 -.0 1 6 1  .0604 

The largest covariance (excluding y0 which cannot be an edge in any tree) is the negative covariance 

(underlined) between either YI and Y5 · or Y4 and Y5 · That is, between either long pendant edge 1 or 4 of 

the model tree (fig. 2. 1 ) , and Y5 which groups these long edges together. B ipartition ss causes parsimony 

applied to s(T) to converge to the wrong tree, while Y5 (its corrected estimated value) has a relatively 

large variance. This larger variance makes Y5 more likely than Y6 to be greater than h (which estimates 
the internal edge in our model tree) by chance. Many optimality criteria such as parsimony, compatibility 
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or closest tree when applied to this y will simply choose the largest of the three previous entries as the 

internal edge in the optimal tree. For ease of presentation values in this matrix have yet to be divided by c. 
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Correlations within ? at a low rate of change per s i te 

FIGURE 4.3 A plot of the correlations of pairs of entries in y (Yo excluded) at a low rate of change per site 

(A1 /4) on the x-axis vs the corresponding correlations within y at a high rate of change (A ] )  (see text). The 

bar marks the origin and the axes are to scale. The trend in this graph il lustrates how higher rates of 

change per site lead to higher correlations within y. This effect is due to higher rates of change causing 

more multiple changes. Calculated with c = 1 000. 

Table 4.5 The correlation matrix C'[y] (via the delta method) 
Index 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Bipartition { 0/ 1 234 { 1 /234 } { 2/ 1 34 }  { 1 2/34 } { 3/ 1 24 }  { 1 3/24 } { 23/ 1 4 }  { 1 23/4 } 
} 

')'(T) � - .475 .200 .025 .025 .200 .000 .000 .025 

C'[y] 
Index 

0 1 .000 -.7 1 3  - . 1 72 - . 1 03 - .7 1 3  .346 . 1 36 - . 1 72 

- .7 1 3  1 .000 .0 1 2  - .022 .234 -.482 - . 1 08 .07 1 

2 - . 1 72 .0 1 2  1 .000 - . 365 .07 1 - .048 - .4 1 8  . 1 3 8  

3 - . 1 03 -.022 -.365 1 .000 - .022 .042 . 1 87 - .365 

4 -.7 1 3  .234 .07 1 -.022 1 .000 -.482 - . 1 08 .0 1 2  

5 .346 -.482 -.048 .042 -.482 1 .000 .053 -.048 

6 . 1 36 - . 1 08 - .4 1 8  . 1 87 - . 1 08 .053 1 .000 - .4 1 8  

7 - . 1 72 .07 1 . 1 38 -.365 .0 1 2  -.048 - .4 1 8  1 .000 

Note: The largest correlations between entries in y (excluding )D) are the negative correlations 

(underlined) between Y1 or Y4 (estimates of the long pendant edges I and 4 respectively) and Y5 which 

corresponds to the "parsimony goes wrong pattern" ss that groups the long edges together. 
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Let C[y] be the correlation matrix of y so 

(4 .2.5-2) 

where W is a diagonal matrix with entries Wii = l lVVii (the inverse of the standard deviations of 

y) . The correlations of entries in y (excluding those with Yo) for the tree in figure 2 . 1  a and with 

c = 1000 are apparent as the ellipsoid bivariate distributions shown in figure 4.5b. 

We consider now the causes of the correlation structure of the weighted transformed 
bipartitions ( Yi, i "# 0).  All entries in y are correlated. Excluding Yo, these range in value from 

-0.48 to +0.23 . This is due to the non-independence of cells in the multinomially distributed � 

and the transformation for multiple changes which alter the relative sizes of these correlations. 
For example the cells in � excluding the larger cells s0, s 1 , and s4 have correlations between 0 
and -0.07 (not shown) ,  but the corresponding small entries in y may have large correlations, for 

example, y2 and y6 have a correlation of -0.46. 

The differences between corresponding entries in C[y] and C[�] (the multinomial correlation 

matrix of �) are the result of multiple changes at sites in sequences evolving on the weighted tree 
in fig. 1 .  For example in table 4.5 the largest correlation is the negative correlation ( -0.48) of Ys 
with both y1 and y4. This correlation is predominantly due to parallel changes along the edges 

y(T) } and y(Tk The majority of such parallel changes result in patterns s 1 or s4 becoming 

pattern ss, which adds support to Ys at the expense of y1 and y4. The only other double change 

that would add support to ss would be parallel changes on the short edges e2 and e7. This is 
much less likely, as are sets of 3 or more changes giving the pattern ss. As a result the small 
negative correlations between Ys and either y2 or y7 are little changed from the corresponding 

entries in C[�]. The impact of multiple substitutions in increasingly differentiating the 
correlation structure of y from the multinomial correlations of � is illustrated in figure 4.3. In 

this plot the only difference between axes is that A (the rate of change per site) on the x axis is 

only 1/4 of that on the y axis (that is the correlations of the white vs the light grey columns in 
fig. 2). As A -t  0 the correlations of y ( Yi, i -:t: 0) tend to those of �. which also tend to zero. 
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4.3 THE MARGINAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF ENTRIES IN y 
In order to know the probability of entry y; exceeding a certain value due to sampling error 

alone we need to know not only its mean and variance but also its marginal distribution. Here we 
explore the marginal distributions of entries in y by varying: 

( 1 )  Sequence lengths (using c = 100 and 1000). 

(2) The rate of change per site (A) without altering the relative weights of edges on the tree. 

We denote the relatively high rate in our model tree (fig. 1 a) as AJ, then reduce this rate by a 

factor of two (AI /2) and four (AI /4) as shown in figure 4. 1 .  

We will restrict our attention to the entries in y which may be used as edge length estimates 

in a tree and ignore y0, which is a function of the other 7 entries. Due to the symmetry of this 

tree, the Monte Carlo distributions of y1 are equivalent to those of y4 and likewise for the pair y2 
and y7. All combinations of c and A were checked with high resolution univariate, bivariate and 

normal probability plots but only illustrative examples are shown here. 

The generalities that emerge are: 

( I )  An arbitrarily small rate of change implies few multiple changes so that the conjugation 
causes little difference between the values in � and y. Consequentially y has a distribution close 

to a multinomial. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b illustrate the binomial-like marginal distributions of Yl 
and Y3 with A114 and c = 1 00. Increasing c increases the expected values in � causing the 

marginal distributions to become more normal in shape. 

(2) When c is small and � is distributed like a multinomial there may be slightly non-linear 
relationships between entries in y irrespective of the rate of change (for example YI and Ys in 

figure 4.5a, c = 1 00 and AJ/4). High rates of change can exacerbate such effects. These 

relationships between Yi and � become linear as c increases .  Entries in y with c = 1 000 and AJ 
(fig. 4.5b) show the distribution has converged close to multivariate normality (apart from a 
slight amount of skewness). 

(3) Smoothing due to correction for implied multiple changes can introduce either positive 

or negative skewness to the marginal distributions entries in y .  For example the bipartition Ys in 

fig. 5d shows smoothing and skewness. Smoothing has erased the discreteness present in the 

marginal distribution of �5 ( - B( 1 00, 3 .6) ) . Smoothing is pronounced on this variable because 

the two longest sets of paths p5 and p7, which have the highest skewness, variance, and also a 

high correlation, both have the same sign in the summation from p to give y5 . That is, the largest 

potential errors after taking into account multiple substitutions are additive when estimating Y5· 
The entries in y relating to the two longest tree edges (YJ and Y4) have skewness and smoothing 

for the same reason, but their skewness is positive due to a reversal of the signs on Ps and p7 in 

their estimation from p (fig. 4.4c). 
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(4) High A and small c both increase the skewness resulting from correction for multiple 

changes, which in turn results in bias . Figures 4.4c and d show the skewness on Yl and Y5 with 

c = 100 and /...1 .  Increasing c to 1000 as shown in fig. 4 .5b reduces the skewness greatly. 

(5) If other factors are kept constant, as c increases the amount of smoothing decreases 

around individual peaks in the marginal distributions of y. However, this decrease is not as rapid 

as the decrease in the size of the gaps between peaks, so the net result is that the marginal 

distributions of y become effectively continuous as c becomes large. 

(6) In general if the variance of Yi is greater than 5/c then its marginal distribution 

approximates a normal distribution in overall shape. Figure 4.4a illustrates a worst case example 

where Var[yj] just meets this criterion, and the marginal distribution retains much binomial 

character. When the variance of Yi is less than 5/c it tends to show the characteristics of a 

binomial distribution with an expected value of less than 5 .  An example of this is seen in figure 

4.4b. We make these comments in light of the commonly used rule for approximating a binomial 

with a normal distribution when csi and c(l -si) are > 5 (Freund and Walpole 1 987 p. 229) . 

Chapter 6 describes hypothesis testing of entries in y, elaborating upon these findings . 

0 0 0 0 \0 (a) (Yl) �l (b)  ("tJ) 
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FIGURE 4.4 Marginal distributions of y from a simulation of size n = 10, 000. 4.4a and 4.4b Yl and Y3 
with Al /4 and c = l OO. 4.4c and 4.4d Yl and Y5 with c = 100 and A .  I 
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a b 

FIGURE 4.5 Bivariate plots of entries in y (excluding yo) from a simulation of size n = I 0,000. 4.Sa 

Parameters c = I 00 and A.t /4· 4.Sb Parameters c = 1000 and A. . I 

In these simulations the largest bias occurred on variable y1 with c = 1 00 and "- 1 ·  This bias 

was 0.0065 compared to an expected mean of 0.2, which contributed less than I 0% to the mean 
square error (MSE) of estimating 'Y(T) 1 from y1 (MSE = bias2 + variance, which here are 

4 X I o-5 and 43 X I o-5 respectively). Accordingly we expect that the bias in the Hadamard 

conjugation due to the log transform is likely to have minor bearing upon estimated edge lengths 
in trees calculated from sampled data. This should be especially true with real data where the 
choice of model, and therefore corrections for multiple changes, are likely to be a much larger 
source of error. This bias could be eliminated with an unbiased estimator of inferred path lengths 
to replace the maximum likel ihood estimator used here (equivalent to replacing n with n- I when 
estimating sample variances). 

Simulations (including those on other trees, not shown) and theory suggest that the two 

factors c and A. will influence the form of the marginal distributions of bipartitions generated via 

the Hadamard conjugation in the ways illustrated above, irrespective of the number of taxa or 
tree shape. The major effect of tree shape (edge lengths plus topology) is that parallel changes 
are most likely on long edges. When long edges are separated by short internal edges, the 
variances of the Yi which suggest grouping the long edges together are often of a similar size to 

the variances of the Yi for the correct internal edges. For short sequences (where the size of the 

standard error of the Yi relating to a short internal edge is of similar magnitude to its expected 

value), these factors can make it quite likely that any tree selection criteria applied to y will 

choose the wrong Yi when resolving such a short internal edge(s) . We also expect that, in 

general, the marginal distributions of Yi relating to �i which are the result of relatively common 

parallel changes will show the same sort of smoothing that we saw occurring to the marginal 
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distribution of y5 in the above simulations. The form of the marginal distributions in these cases 

will, however, remain of secondary importance to the absolute size of standard errors in 
determining the size range that a Yi is expected to take due to sampling error. 

The other major effect upon the distribution of y is that, as the number of taxa (t) increases, 

the number of possible sequence patterns (bipartitions with 2-states, generically labeled 
quadrapartitions with 4-states) increases exponentially. In addition most of these patterns will be 
incompatible with any given tree, which typically results in any such pattern having a low 
expected frequency of occurrence. So for even modest t the majority of entries in � will have 
expected frequencies of < 1 for any biologically realistic sequence length (even for sequences of 
the order of 1 06) .  Consequentially, most entries in y will have marginal distributions like those 

of a Poisson variable with an expected values of < 1 .  This poses a major problem for statistical 
testing, especially for overall tests of fit of data to model (including the tree), where the most 
tractable approaches using multivariate normal statistics (e.g. Bulmer 1 99 1  a) will often be 
invalid. In chapter 6 we consider strategies to negate this problem. 

4.4 PROPERTIES OF DELTA METHOD COVARIANCE MATRICES 

In this section, the properties of covariance and correlation matrices of y estimated using the 

delta method are examined. For this section, the population covariance matrix V[y] was 

estimated without using the delta method, but rather by numerical estimation from 10,000 

samples of y (each originating as an independent random sample of size c from s(T), with a 

specified A.). C[y] was then calculated from V[y] .  As noted earlier V'[y] is an approximation of 
A 

the population covariance matrix of y, V[y] the population covariance matrix of y. Let V'[y] be 

an estimate of the population covariance matrix calculated using the delta method, but replacing 
A A 

s(T) with �- Here we examine the bias of entries in V'[y] , C'[y] ,  V'[y] and C'[y] for 

combinations of c and A. . 

4.4.1 Bias in entries in V'[y] and C'[y], estimated with s(T). 

To examine the extent and pattern of bias introduced by the delta method when calculating 
the population covariance matrix, we plotted the elements of V[y] against VTyJ . With c = 1 000 

all these plots were linear with a gradient indistinguishable from one. This was also the case 
with A.v4 and c = 1 00. Consequentially correlation matrices, C'Py], estimated from V'[y] in these 

instances were also indistinguishable from C[y] . These results indicate that the delta method had 

converged to give accurate estimates of V[y] . The gradient of the plots with c = 1 00 and /..1 12 
then /..1 were 1 . 1  and 1 . 1 5 respectively, indicating underestimates of the entries in V[y] by 

approximately 1 0% and 1 5 %  respectively. Closer examination of the size of the underestimate 
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of each entry in Vfy] in percentage terms showed that those near zero did not all have the same 

percentage of bias (plots not shown). This showed up in the corresponding plots of C[y] vs C' [y] 
as a slight s bend to what would otherwise be a straight line constrained to go through 1 ,  0 

and - 1 .  Maximum departures of these correlation matrix entries with AI /2 and At (0.04 and 0.02 

respectively) are considered insignificant. 
1\ 

4.4.2 Error and bias in V'[y] estimated from random samples, t 

We now calculate the covariance matrix of y (via the delta method) repeatedly ( 10,000 
1\ 

times) from samples of s(T). The marginal distributions of entries in V'[y] show similar features 

to the marginal distributions of y, that i s, some discreteness, smoothing and skewness for small c 

or A. This may be better understood by realising that the calculation of these covariance matrices 

can also be achieved by applying a Hadamard conjugation to a vector representation of V[�] (see 
1\ 

appendix 4. 1 ) .  However, since entries in V[�] are products of multinomial cells, they are more 

smoothed and skewed than entries in the samples themselves (�) . The increased smoothness and 
1\ 

skewness  of entries in V'[y] vs y is also due to the covariance matrix of p being a quadratic 

function of the covariance matrix of r (which can show more skewness than the logarithmic 
function) .  

1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ In contrast to the underestimation of entries m V[ y] by V'[ y] , V'[ y] appears to be 

considerably closer to an unbiased estimator of V[y] .  Whereas entries in V'[y] are biased 
1\ 

downwards in absolute magnitude, V'[y] tends to give slight overestimates of the absolute 

magnitude of entries in V[y] .  This is understandable because application of the delta method, 

which involves multiplying pairs of estimated gradients, shows positive bias when applied to 
gradient estimates which are already skewed by the natural log function. In effect, these two 
sources of bias cancel each other to a large degree, to reduce the overall bias. 

1\ 
The sampling variance of V[�] is a larger contributor to the mean square error (MSE) of 

1\ 
entries in V'[y] than is the bias . In all cases, including the most extreme with c = 100 and At , the 

1\ 
bias contributed to less than 1 .5% of the MSE of any entry in V'[y] .  We could discern no 

correlation between the bias (as a proportion of the MSE) with either the magnitude of entries in 
1\ 

V[y] or the observed variance of entries in V'[y] (plots not shown). Thus the influence of bias 
1\ 

appears to be quite evenly distributed throughout all entries in V'[y] .  

Converting variances to standard deviations (a square root transformation) removes the 
skewness in the marginals of these covariance matrix entries except when c = 100. In this case, 

there remains skewness due to the natural logarithm transformation applied in going from r to p .  
1\ 1\ 

Entries in C'[y] are generally closer to normal in their marginal distributions than entries in V'[y] 

(except when distorted by the bounds of 1 or - 1  ) , yet still have large variances. For example, the 
1\ 

correlation entry of y5 and y6 in C'[y] had 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of approximately -0.5 to 0.6 

and mean 0.05 when estimated with c = 1 00 (and A =1) .  
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" 
In a given sample, the variance entries in that sample's covariance matrix V'[y] (that is the 

diagonal) showed a high degree of correlation (all > 0.85) with corresponding entries in � .  This 
indicates that the raw count for a character bipartition is the dominant variable in determining 
the variance of the same bipartition in y. This is not unexpected given the relatively small 

correlations between entries within y. As A �  0, then variance of Yi tends to the variance of �i · 
" 

The correlation of the i-th variance in V'[y] with Yi in these simulations was always distinctly 

less than that with �i· Again this is expected since y aims to represent the expected values of 

bipartitions after taking into account multiple changes, but not their variances, whereas �i by its 
" 

multinomial nature reflects both in its magnitude. Most entries in V'[y] also show high 

correlations with many other entries in the same matrix. This is understandable since the order 
(2t- l )2 entries in the covariance matrix, are being estimated from just 2t- l values in �. The high 
correlation between the size of �i' and the variance of � suggests that the variance of �i may be a 

" 
useful approximation to the variance of yi when V'[y] is prohibitively large to calculate and 

rates of change are low. 

4.5 ESTIMATING V'[y] WHEN COMPENSATING FOR UNEQUAL RATES 

ACROSS SITES 

In chapter 2 we derived formulae that can be used to make the transformation from r to p 
when rates of substitution vary across sites (see table 2.2 especially) . All the steps in calculating 
V'[y] are the same as those for the i .r .  model, except that when the delta method is applied. So to 

calculate V'[p] when using unequal rates across sites (URAS) correction formulae, the terms 1 /ri 
and 1/rj in formulae 2.9 and 2. 1 0  are replaced with the appropriate first derivatives of the 
correction formulae at ri and rj . As already discussed in chapter 2, with continuous distributions 
of rates across sites, the i .r. model is a limiting form as the coefficient of variation (c.v.) of the 
distribution of rates across sites goes to zero. As the c.v. becomes larger to give unequal rates 
across sites, then the non-linearity of the appropriate transformation becomes more pronounced. 
Consequently , features like bias and skewness in y will be exacerbated relative to the i.r. model 

(for a given sequence length, and weighted tree combination), yet the general features of the 
marginal distributions of y will be like those described already in section 4.3 .  
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4.5.1 First derivatives of closed form URAS correction formulae 

The maximum likelihood formulae for transforming � to p when sites follow a gamma (1) 
distribution is, from table 2.2, Pi = k( l - �( Ilk) (where k is the shape parameter, taking any 

positive value). The first derivative of this formulae with respect to ri is, 

P 'i = -k x -( 1 /k)ri ·< llk)-1 = r(< Jik)- 1 (4.5 . 1 - 1 )  

Using the delta method, our estimate of the variance of Pi i s  thus (r(Oik)- I )2Var[�i] which equals 

(r((21k)-2)Var[�j] .  As k � oo, this r distribution transformation converges to the natural log 

transform, and accordingly V'[p]11 � (r(2)Var[�i] (the delta method variance of the i.r. model, 

equation 4.2 .4- 1 ). Correspondingly the covariances of entries in p (by the delta method) are, 

V'[PJ ij = (r(Oik)- 1 )(rfOik)- 1 ) V[�J ij , 

which correspondingly converges to equation 4.2.4-2 as k �  oo. 

The correction formulae, assuming an inverse Gaussian distribution of rates across sites, is 
from table 2.2, Pi = 0.5d[ 1 - {  1 -(ln(ri)/d) } 2] .  Expanding out this expression we have, 

Pi = 0.5d[ 1- { 1- 2(ln(ri)/d + (ln(q)/d)2 } ]  = 0.5d[- 2(ln(q)/d + (ln(ri)/d)2] 

Differentiating gives, 

P'i = 0.5d[- 2/(qd) + l l(rid).2(ln(ri)/d)] 

= 1/ri - 1/ri .ln(ri)/d 

= 1 /ri[ 1- ln(ri)/d]. (4.5 . 1 -2) 

Again as d � oo, derivative 4.5 . 1 -2 � l /ri, since the underlying distribution of rates across sites 

then converges to the i .r. model. 

Next, we derive the variances and covariances of p when assuming a proportion of invariant 

sites. Assuming that the distribution of rates across sites has variable sites, x, plus a fixed 
proportion of invariant sites, P1 •• , then the correction formula is Mx-1 [(r1 - P1.) /( 1 - P1.)] (eq 2.3.4-

6) . Thus, using the delta method, the variance of Pi for a model with a proportion (P1.) of 

invariant sites and all other sites i .r. is :  

while for the covariance: 
1 A A - 1  - 1  A A Cov [pi , Pj] = ((ri- P1.JI( l - P1.)) ((rt P, • .)/( 1 - P;.)) Cov[r;.pin•' r;.p�.J 

1 1 A A 2 = ((r1·- p. )/( 1 - p. ))- (rJ
·- p. )/( 1 - p. )t Cov[r. , r ] . l /( 1 - p. ) mv mv mv mv 1 J mv 

(4.5 . 1 -3) 

(4.5 . 1 -4) 

where ri-pinv is the value of ri when removing the effect of the invariant sites, and the factor 
11( 1 - p1./ approximately accounts for the conversion of r1 into ri-pinv by rl·pinv = (r1_P1.)/( 1 -P1.J The 
approximation Var[�j]( l /[ 1 - p1.J

2
) , gives a slight overestimate of Var[�l-pinJ ,  but results in 
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standard deviations within 1 0% of their true value for Pinv "" < 0.4 and r; :::: > 0.2. The variance of 
just the variable sites estimating r;, Var[�i-pinJ, can be estimated exactly as, 
( [ 1 -ri-pinJI2)( 1 - ( l -r;.p;nJI2) I c( l -p;n), where ri-pinv = (rtP;nJ/( 1 -p;n) (this is because the marginal 
distribution of ri is a binomial distribution, a described in section 4.23). Unfortunately, there is 
no such convenient formula for the covariances of just the variable sites, given the variances of 
the mixture of variable and invariant sites, since these are an uneven non-linear function of the 
observed sequence pattern proportions. (That is, when a proportion of constant sites are 
removed, the estimated covariances of � , and � change as, 

I J 
A A  A A A A  3 s . s/c � s/( 1 - p. ) x s/( 1 -p. ) I cl( l -p. ) = s .s/(c( l -p. ) ), 

1 J 1 mv J mv mv 1 J mv 
while the variances change as, 

�;( 1 - �)le � �;( 1 -pinv) x( l - �; 1( 1 -p;nJ) I (cl( l -p;")) = �;( 1- �/(1 -pinv))l(c( l -p;n/), 

so the change is not uniform across all entries in our estimate of V[�]). Fortunately, i t  is usually 
not prohibitive to recalculate V[�i-pinJ after removing a proportion, pinv' from �0, multiplying all �; 
by 11( 1 -p;"), recalculating c as ( 1 -p;n), then using equation 4.2.3- 1 to estimate V[�i-pinJ More 
generally, this same approach needs to be used to estimate the variance of any mixture of 
invariant sites plus variable sites, with the variable sites following a distribution with moment 
generating function M. That is, 

Var' [pd = ( li(M- 1 )')2Var[�i-pi.J , 

where (M-1 )' is the first derivative of the path correction formula with ri replaced by, 
ri-pinv = (rj - P;nJ/( 1 - PinJ 

4.5.2 How unequal rates across sites affect accurate distance estimation 

(4.5 . 1 -4) 

Figure 4.6 is an illustration of how much unequal rates across sites increase not only the 
corrected pathset length, but also its variance (or standard deviation) .  The parameter values 
shown for the r distribution correction, and for the invariant sites correction, are practically 
identical to those estimated from the conserved regions of anciently diverged rRNA (see 
chapters 2 and 3). Only the variance for ri > 0.3 is shown in figure 4.6a, since for lesser values of 
similarity it becomes very large. The variance of the uncorrected data (marked u in fig. 4.6a) is 
the same as the variance of �i• which, as already mentioned, has a scaled binomial distribution. 

It is crucial to consider the size of relative errors, after making non-linear transformations .  
Figure 4 .6b shows the relative accuracy of pathlength correction (the ratio of pi  to it's estimators 
s.d.) with respect to the similarity, r; (shown here for a sequence length of 1000 sites). This 
measure of relative error, which is not discussed in phylogenetics, can be considered a type of 
'signal-to-noise' ratio. This type of measure should be given more prominence. It is a much more 
useful predictor of the performance of transformed distance tree estimation methods, than 
quoting raw standard errors. Just because one transformed value has a larger variance than 
another, it need not be a worse estimator if its mean value has also increased Gust as we see in 
figure 4.6). 
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FIGURE 4.6a The standard deviation of corrected pathset lengths with respect to the expected value of the 

observed dissimilarity, ?i (standard deviations shown are for a nominal sequence length of I ,  and 

evolutionary distances are becoming larger moving to the right, or smaller r, values). The symbols are Pinv 

for proportion 0.25 of sites invariant (blue lines), k for an underlying gamma distribution shape k = I 

(green), i .r. the identical rates correction (red), and u uncorrected (black). The lines for pinv include 

resetting, c to c( 1 -Pinv). 4.6b A graph of -pi divided by the standard deviation of Pi. plotted against the 

expected value of ?i (for sequence of length 1000). Here the higher the y-entry, the more accurately, in 

terms of parentage error, Pi values can be predicted (given just sampling error). 

Using a signal-to-noise measure is important to obtain a fair idea of how different models (here 

distinct underlying distributions of rates across sites) will behave. Figure 2 .6a shows that the 

optimal accuracy with which a pathset-length can be predicted occurs when ri is approximately 

0 .55  (for the 2-state Poisson i .r .  model), which translates to an observed distance of 0.275 . At this 

value, with a sequence of length 1000, the average stochastic error is expected to be approximately 

1 / 12 . 7  (or 8%) of the distance measured (not stunningly accurate, but not awful either). For 

models with a proportion of invariant sites, the accuracy with which a distance can be measured is 

always worse than that under the i .r .  model . In contrast, while a 1 distribution of rates across sites 

always results in lower accuracy than the i .r .  distribution, it can be both better and worse than a 

proportion of invariant sites (worse for the short distances, but becoming better on the largest 

distances). 

The results in figure 4. 6b can be used to predict the best accuracy for measuring distances, 

which should will also coincide largely with not only the best tree estimation, but also the most 

accurate inference of relative branching times (assuming, of course, that the model holds). Any 

distribution of rates across sites will decrease the maximum accuracy from the optima achievable 

under an i .r .  model as will any deviation from equifrequency (even if stationarity holds) . Put 

another way, if you were looking for the ideal sequences with which to analyse a particular 

phylogenetic problem, a rough guide is that you would want sequences: 

(I)  with very little site to site variation in rates, 

(2) near equal frequencies of the 4 bases, 
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(3 )  observed distances neither too big nor too small (and hopeful ly mostly fal l ing around 0.27 

w ith 2-state data, then higher the more states your sequences have) . 

This , of course, i s  only a rough guide since tree estimation algorithms combine distances i n  

many different ways . A s  shown l ater, i t  i s  sometimes the smaller o r  l arger distances (not just the 

average distance) that you want measured most accurately but none-the-less, this approach 

conveys a useful sense of what is going on. 

The issue of the relative accuracies expected under an invariant s ites I i .r . mode l ,  and a r 
distributed rates model, i s  interest ing. In figure 4 .6b, notice how the accuracy of the invariant 

sites I i . r. transform (when appl icable) is general ly higher than that of the 1 transformation. Even 

increasing the proportion of invariant s i tes to 0 .3  to make this distance more additive when the 

true underlying distribution of rates is r with k = 1 ,  the accuracy remains very similar than that 

of the 1 transformation for short to moderate distances. I t  only deteriorates at the larger distance 

estimates ( in this case r, = 0 .35 ,  dons = 0 .325 ,  which gives d,ns-rmv = 0.433, or a transformed 

distance of > 1 .00) . This suggests that an invariant sites-distance transform wi l l ,  with long 

sequences, perform quite comparabl y  to corresponding r distribution transformation . A further 

interesting point is that when the invariant sites model begins to deteriorate in its relative 
performance, i t  does so quite rapid ly .  Soon after this deterioration , observed ri values which wi l l  

not  a l low the usual logarithmic transform ( i . e .  negative logarithmic arguments) are expected to 

be encountered increasingly often. 

In chapter 3, the exact same transformations i l lustrated here were used on the transversional 

changes in the 1 6S- l ike rRNA sequences representing the tree of l ife (these were done by 

considering the transversional distances under the 4-state Kimura 2 or 3 ST model , see appendix 

2.6) . According to predictions, the bootstrap support on neighbor j oining trees was very s imil ar, 

even after removing up to 30% of the constant sites . In this case, no negative logarithm values 

were encountered in the original data, and they were also very rare in the bootstrap samples . 

Thi s  i s  in agreement with the observation that the longest paths through the tree bui l t  from 

tran sversional changes alone tended to be less than 0.5 ( i .e .  the transformed distance) even with 

30% of constant s i tes removed. 

The s i tuation was s lightly different with the 4-state invariant sites-LogDet transform applied 

to this data (see section 3 .7 . 3  and 3 .7 .4) .  While no negative l ogarithmic arguments were 

encountered upon application to the observed data, they became quite frequent when more than 

30% of constant s i tes removed (occurring one or more times in 1 1 1 0  of boots trap replicates w ith 

al l  constant sites removed) . Thi s  suggests that the invariant sites-LogDet transform would 

probably have had s imi lar sampl ing variance to a transform taking into account the exact 

distribution of rates across sites ( if such a transform existed), but then deteriorated with 

approximately 30% or more of the constant sites removed. This  is compatib le with what i s  seen 

in figure 3 . 1 1 . This agreement in turn ,  gives further confidence that the evaluations were 

reasonable, but with the invariant sites-LogDet there can be a rather sudden drop in support past 

a critical number of constant sites removed. In this region, the invariant sites LogDet transform 
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may not reflect the continued higher bootstrap support of other, sometimes equal ly valid, 

procedures for tree estimation ( including the general invariant s ites I i . i .d .  ML model ) .  Thus, as a 

rule of thumb, it may be appropriate to take the best estimate of support in  such s ituations at the 

point when negative logarithmic arguments are just becoming noticeable ( say 1 150) in the 

bootstrap rep l icates .  Of course, the more shallow branching lineages are not so affected by this 

factor, so support for them can sti l l be accurately  gauged with further constant s ites removed. 

It is usefu l  to consider other ways of comparing distance signal-to-noise ratios. In figure 4.6 

the accuracy of distance estimation was plotted against r ,  (a similarity measure) . Many tree 

estimation algorithms, however, compare the standard deviations of the corrected distance 

directly with its size (e .g . weighted least squares tree building procedures, see Felsenstein 1 982, 

1 988) .  In th is case a plot of signal-to-noise ratio verses the true pathset length ,  Pi ·  should reveal 

further features of .the interaction of distance estimation and tree selection . This is shown in 

figure 4 .7a and several points become apparent. The invariant sites model has errors which are 

proportionately worse than those under the i . r . model .  This is expected since the variable sites 

are i . r . ,  but constitute only 1 -p,.v of the sequence. Accordingly, the variance is higher by a factor 
of 11( 1 -p,.J , which in this case is 110.75 or 1 . 3 3 .  Thus, the standard deviation (s .d . ) is higher by 

Jl33 "" 1 . 1 5 , so the signal-to-noise ratio is worse by 1 - 1 / 1 . 1 5  = 1 -0 . 87  or 1 3% lower. It is 

obvious, also, how the peak accuracy is achieved at a moderately large true distance of o ""  0.275 

(or r ,  "" 0.45) with the i .r. model , or invariant sites model, and i t  does not fal l  off quickly ;  

something not  so immediate ly evident in figure 4.6b. 

Figure 4 .7a also shows an important property of the gamma distribution and other 
continuous, tai led distributions (e.g. the lognormal or the inverse Gaussian) . Under these models 

the relative accuracy of path length corrections remains much more constant between long and 

short paths when rates across sites become highly spread out. This effect is c learly seen as the 

difference in the curves for k = ""  (the i . r. model, c .v .  = l I k"5 = 0) vs k = l (c .v .  = I )  vs k = 0.25 

(c .v .  = 2) .  This trend is predictable ;  as time goes by , s ites with progressively s lower rates 
become more important to inferring the true distance, and with these skewed uni-modal 

distributions there can be a good supply of such slowly evolving sites, even at relatively large 

distances. In the authors experience, fitting a model with an underly ing gamma distribution of 

rates across sites to DNA sequences with functional constants (near neutral s ites removed) 

typically  returns an estimate of k between I and 0.25 (see also Uzzel and Corbin 1 97 1 ,  Wakeley 

1 993, Yang 1 993 ,  Waddel l  and Penny 1 995 for simi lar findings). Accordingly, if real sequences 

have this sort of distribution of rates across sites, then it can be expected when using distances 

estimators which assume this type of mode l ,  that the signal-to-noise ratio  wi l l  be relatively flat 
for transformed distances between 0 . 1 and 1 .5 or more. This feature is even more pronounced 

with 4 or more states. 
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FIGURE 4.7a A plot of a distance estimates signal-to-noise ratio, or 8/s.d, verses the expected transformed 

distance, 8 (measured in substitutions per site), under 2-state Poisson models. The identification of the 

models is given in figure 4 .6 .  4.7b The signal-to-noise ratio for Poisson distances when the data are 2-

state (blue), 4-state (green), 10-state (purple), and 20-state (red), plotted against the observed distance. 

Importantly, the Fitch-Margoliash fit criterion (Fitch and Margoliash 1967, Felsenstein 1 982, 

1988,  1993) is a weighted least squares method that makes the assumption that the s .d. is in a 

constant ratio to the true distance. This assumption of that criterion is not always noted, as it is 

usually expressed as minimising the sum of {transformed observed distance - tree distance} 2/tree 

distance. Consequently, it may be a reasonable criterion to get some indication of which 

distribution of rates across sites give the best expected additivity, taking account of the increased 

sampling variances that the more extreme transformations impart. Hopefully it should allow the 1 
distributions shape parameter k (when less than < 1 )  to be optimised moderately well by the Fitch

Margoliash criterion, especially ifthe correlations between distances do not change appreciably as 

k changes (something which needs to be verified). This observation is of practical use since the 

only generally available weighted least squares program appears to be the "Fitch" 
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in the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein 1 993). More generally, this program also allows fitting of 
distances to trees by minimising the sum of (estimated distance - tree distance)2 I (tree distance)\ 
where y is specified by the user. By choosing y appropriately, it should also be possible to refine 
the assumed relationship between random errors and size of distance. This fine tuning of the 
algorithm should offer more reliability in tree selection, while the algorithm itself involves less 
computational cost than having to store and recalculate many independent distance variance 
estimates. Up to the peak of each curve in figure 4.7a the variance is increasing more slowly 
than the square of the distance (else the first part of the curve would be perfectly linear rather 
than concave), and only begins to increase in proportion to the square of the distance once the 
peak is reached. For these shorter distances, the optimal value of weighting factor y will fall 
between 0 and 2 (these values are respectively the Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1 967 least 
squares weighting which assumes constant variance, and that of Fitch and Margoliash 1 967) .  A 

factor of about 1 would seem a reasonable compromise value, if all distances fell between zero 
and the peak signal-to-noise distance. Beyond the peak of distance I s.d. the variable y needs to 
rise above 2 in order to give a distance weighting in line with the expected increase of variances 
with distance. 

It is also important to note that the signal-to-noise ratio improves substantially when the data 
has more states, as is clearly shown in figure 4.7b. The trend is for the peak signal-to-noise ratio 
to become higher with the number of states, and to then occur at larger distances (some times 
surprisingly large distances). Here is a list of the points at which these maxima occur, and also 
the largest and smallest distances at which the signal-to-noise ratio is at least 50% as large as at 
the peak value. 

max. s to first hits 50% reaches peak drops under 50% 
n ratio observed d (corrected) observed d (corrected) observed d (corrected) 

2-state 1 2.7 0.043 0.045 0.275 0.399 0.460 1 .263 
4-state 1 7 .5 0.079 0.083 0.463 0.720 0.705 2. 1 1 0 
1 0-state 2 1 .3 0. 1 1 6 0. 1 25 0.620 1 .05 1 0.864 2.899 
20-state 23.0 0. 1 34 0. 1 44 0.692 1 .238 0.92 1 3 .3 1 5  

So, under the 4-state Poisson model, the maximum signal-to-noise ratio i s  estimated to  be  1 7 .5 
with c = 1 000. The signal-to-noise ratio first hits 50% of this maximum when the observed 
distance reaches 0.079 (which corresponds to a corrected distance of 0.083 under this model); it 
peaks at 8 = 0. 720 and does not drop more than 50% until a fairly huge distance of 2 . 1 .  The 
figures for the 20-state model, which may be considered a very simple amino acid model (e.g. 
see Cao et al. 1 994), are even more stunning. 11tat the number of states gives models this 
characteristic shows up an important feature not usually considered: it is substitutions back to 
the original state, and not multiple substitutions at a site which are the major problem. In this 
way distances are behaving very like character based methods such as parsimony or maximum
likelihood, where multi-state characters are generally fine, and it is parallelisms and 
convergences which are the major bugbear. 
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The 10-state model, shown in figure 4.7b, may be considered to better approximate protein 
sequences, where there is unequal amino acid usage frequencies. That is, a b  value of about 9/10, 
rather than 19/20, is usually more appropriate for an equal-input model formula such as 
o = -b.ln( l -doo/b) (e.g. Nei 1 987). Of course the same thing can be said of the 4-state model 
when unequal nucleotide frequencies are encountered (e.g. for the Horai et al. 1 992 data of 
section 1 .9 .2, b estimated for the variable sites would be 1 -:Ef(i)2 = 1 -(0.25 1 2 + 0.3852 + 0.0892 + 

0.2752 = 0.705 rather than 0.75). Of course, quite unequal transition probabilities between states 
will also lower the maximum signal-to-noise ratio. A highly unequal transition to transversion 
rate is one example. Such factors act approximately as if there were fewer states, and unless the 
effect of increased parallelisms and convergences is countered (for instance, by down weighting 
the most frequent changes, e .g. Schoniger and von Haeseler 1 993, and appendix 2.6) then the 
peak is not so high, and the signal-to-noise ratio decays more quickly than in the Poisson case. In 
such a situation where transitional changes are all but saturated, the signal-to-noise ratio will be 
higher at large distances under a 2-state purine I pyrimidine model, than the full 4-state model 
(the same thing will ultimately hold for sequence based ML tree selection, although we suspect 
at s lightly larger distances due to its greater stability to sampling error) . 

An important point is that the trends shown in figure 4.7b do not automatically mean it is 
better to keep coding data as amino acid changes. The sequences being compared are not 
identical, i .e. the 4-state sequences are not taken from the amino acid codons (of course if there 
were we would be comparing 3000 nucleotide sites with 1000 codons). However, the graphical 
method of analysis developed here can be extended to study the question of when distances are 
best estimated by nucleotide sequences verses amino acids, or their 6 1  codons (excluding the 3 

stop codons). It is easy to see a simple approximation under these Poisson models . Our model is 
one in which all changes in the sequences are Poisson, all amino acids have 3 codons, there are 4 
stop codons, and all three coding positions evolve at the same rate (thus changes at codon 
positions are almost independent, but for the avoidance of the stop codons). Here, it is 
approximately correct to compare using 4-state Poisson sequences which are 3,000 base pairs 
long, with amino acid sequences (under the 20-state Poisson model) which are 1 ,000 codons 
long. This will make the signal-to-noise ratio for the 4-state sequences the square root of three 
(or about 1 .73) times as large as they are in figure 4.7b. Thus, at short observed distances such as 
0. 1 34, the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio using the nucleotide sequences will be approximately 19  .5, 
while that for the amino acid sequence will be 23.0 I 2 = 1 1 .5 .  The peak for the amino acid 
sequences will remain unchanged from the list given earlier (the table on the previous page), that 
is 23.0, while that for the nucleotide sequences will climb to 1 .72 x 17 .5 or 30. 1 .  However at the 
larger distances, the SIN ratio of the amino acids sequences will catch, then steadily exceed that 
of the nucleotide sequences. Having unequal rates at the three codon sites, will tend to 
exaggerate these differences. By an extension of this approach it should be possible to make 
predictions of the performance of these two distinct treatments of the data, without needing to 
resort to time consuming and less theoretically grounded simulations (although simulations may 
be important to check for the effects of bias etc. with short sequence lengths) .  
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4.5.3 Knowing the model, we can estimate even very large distances accurately 

Here we look in more detail at the implications of signal-to-noise ratios which remain good 
up to substantial distances, often in excess of an average of 1 .0 substitutions per site. As figure 
4.7a and b show that the signal-to-noise ratio remains reasonable (relative to the peak accuracy) 
for distances of up to about 1 .25 substitutions per site, even under the i.r. model . Under r 
distributed models, larger true distances (but smaller observed distances) retain even more 
favourable accuracies compared to the shorter distances. This aspect is even more marked when 
4-state models are studied, with the maximum signal-to-noise ratio jumping from 1 2 .7 to 
approximately 1 7 .5 for the same length of sequence (c = 1 ,000) under the i .r. Jukes-Cantor 
model (see figure 4.8) . Contrary to these findings, a number of authors have been dismissive of 
using these formulae to estimate distances when there has been more than one substitution per 
site (e.g. Jin and Nei 1990, Rodrfguez et al 1 990), with the standard reason being increasingly 
large standard errors (not systematic errors) . This objection obviously need not hold with 
sequences of reasonable length (more than 1000 sites, possibly of the order of 5,000 + sites to 
nearly completely remove the effects of sample size bias). 

The two factors which can make distance estimation deteriorate more quickly than suggested 
here are bias and systematic error. The other factor which our graphs do not show (being based 
on the delta approximation) is bias, yet bias itself falls away rapidly (it is a second order effect) 
beyond some critical sequence length (simulations in section 4.4 give an example of how bias 
disappears as sequences get longer). The more serious concern is systematic error between 
substantially diverged sequences ;  it is necessary to be suspicious of any model applied to the 
data, due the potential for serious departures between reality and the methods assumptions 
(systematic error) . Accordingly, we conclude that if systematic errors remain acceptable, it is 
possible to estimate large distances ( 1  to 2 substitutions per site) as reliably as many shorter 
distances, given long sequences. 

One situation where it may be possible to have confidence in tree building using sequences 
where there has been more than one substitution per site (and perhaps up to 2.5 to 3 in the largest 
pairwise distances) are in non-coding DNA regions. Here, the three necessary requirements of: 
( 1 )  long sequences ( 1 0  kb or more). (2) distances based on a model which well approximates 
reality . (3) a substitution process which is uniform and not too extreme, might be satisfied. The 
first requirement should be easily meet by the rapid advances in sequencing technology. The 
second requirement needs consideration. Firstly, while intrinsic substitution rates do vary 
between sites, overall the coefficient of variation is probably low. For example, Waddell and 
Penny ( 1 995, see also chapter 5) used ML to fit models allowing sites to follow a r distribution, 
to two stretches, each approximately 1 Okb in length, of non-coding nuclear primate sequence, 
and in each case found an optimal k value of about 4 (with no significant difference from k = oo) . 

Secondly, sites often evolve pretty much independently .  Studies have found low, but 
measurable, correlations between sites 1 to 3 positions distant, yet hopefully such local 
correlations will not be a major problem with 10kb sequences (e.g. Bemstein' s  theorem, Renyi 
1 970, p. 379) . The third requirement is that base compositional shifts are fairly uniform across 
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the sequences (e.g. all sites analysed together are from the same isocore) . If this is met, then it is 
reasonable to hope the LogDet transform (combined with the removal of constant sites, if 
necessary) will be reliable. The final qualification is that base compositional shifts (and the 
underlying rate matrix) do not become too extreme. If this occurs, stochastic error under the 
model can double (or worse), and much longer sequences would be necessary to ensure an 
equivalent level of confidence at the largest distances. 

Thus we expect that for long sequences the sampling error of LogDet distances will be very 
reasonable as long as the process of substitution is not extreme (e.g. all off diagonal entries of 
the F matrix approximately similar, with the diagonals also being of similar size). Examining the 
form of the variance estimate equation 3.5 . l - 1 ,  it becomes evident that the variance will increase 
as entries in F become more uneven in size. This includes increasing asymmetry of F, and also 
more unequal base composition (note that while equation 3 .5 . 1 - 1  ignores bias, this is a second 
order effect which decreases rapidly with sequence length; see section 3 . 1 0.2 for another 
examination of this issue) . 

A useful new finding in regard to estimating large distances, is that the variance of the 
LogDet transform (equation 3 .5 . 1 - 1 )  converges to that of the Kimura 3ST distance (or to any 
submodel the data was generated according to) with increasing sequence length. We noticed this 
in our numerical studies. The equivalence of the delta method variances of the Kimura 3P (and 
its submodels, including the Jukes-Cantor Poisson model) with that of the LogDet, was noticed 
preparing graphs like that in figure 2.9. It has been verified by trying many different rate matrix 
forms and checking the algebraic identity under these simpler models. The error in this 
equivalence is expected to be of order l lc2 • Simulations have tended to confirm this feature. 
Interestingly, the invariant sites-LogDet transform may offer a slight improvement in sampling 
error over, for example a r model, when these two methods return similar transformed distances 
of small to moderately large size (e.g. up to 2.0 or so with two state data). This all helps to better 
understand the likely behaviour of a very useful transformation, which can be used with a wide 
variety of types of data. 

To summarise, these results suggest that long homogeneous non-coding (hence typically 
nuclear) sequences corrected with the LogDet transform may provide reliable data for tree 
inference even when there is an average of more than one substitution per site. This finding is 
contrary to conventional wisdom in the field (e.g. Jin and Nei 1 990, Kumar et al. 1 993). Good 
examples of unsolved problems where highly diverged nuclear sequences may be useful are the 
relationships within mammals, birds, and many other vertebrate and invertebrate groups which 
have diversified into major lineages between 60 and 200 million years ago. The main obstacle 
here is that substantial numbers of deletions can make alignment and data editing difficult. 
Using four-fold degenerate third position sites from many proteins may offer a useful alternative 
if this problem is too serious. Alternatively, alignment can be helped considerably if there is a 
good sampling of diverse sequences from each group, as these give extra information on the 
more likely alignments. An added bonus is that because of the expected regularity of substitution 
processes, it will be more appropriate to make pairwise comparisons of all alignable sites in two 
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sequences ,  without needing to exclude a site from all comparisons if it incurs deletions in some 

species (as is often advisable with coding regions) . This should mean a substantial reduction in 
the loss of effective sequence length . Of course, in practice, we would wish to test all the 

assumptions made here , as we should test the assumptions of any other tree estimation 

technique . 

A further interesting speculation from these results is that when the correction matches the 

model, and a sufficient number of sites are used, then the maximum rate of recovery of trees 

from distance data wil l  be when average path lengths fall c lose to the peak signal-to-noise ratio ;  
that i s ,  substitution rates are neither too high nor too low for the tree to  be  rel iably recovered . 

This prediction is evaluated in chapter 5 and there it is shown that the complexities of tree 

estimation require that the prediction be refined . An alternative conjecture, that seems more 

likely, is that with a re liable tree building method, the best statistical efficiency in tree recovery 

wi l l  occur when the longest path through the tree is longer than the distance which achieves the 
best signal-to-noise ratio . This relaxed prediction is expected to generally hold true given that: 

the tree bui lding method is consistent, distance transformations are additive in expectation, 

sequences are suffic iently long, the relative edge lengths on the tree are fixed (that is the general 

rate of evolution which is changing) , and that the tree is not a star tree with all distances equal 

(in which case the optima will be at the peak distance) .  This prediction provides a usefu l  starting 
point to understanding the re lationship between stochastic errors and tree bui lding algorithms 

based on either distances or generalised distances ( i . e .  the Hadamard conjugation) .  

Finally i n  this section, we consider the use of uncorrected or  observed distances. Figure 4 . 8  

shows the s ignal-to-noise ratios for uncorrected distances a s  the purp le l ine. As can be  seen in 
this example, the ratios become noticeably better than that of any log transformed distance once 

the observed distance exceeds approximately 0 . 1 .  Clearly if non-additivity is not a major 
problem (something which has a lot to do with tree topology and edge weights) then the 

observed distances in combination with reasonable tree building method should be statistical ly 

more effic ient than any transformed distance method of recovering the unweighted tree . The 

problem, of course, is knowing when inconsi stency of tree estimation could be occurring . Also, 
even before inconsistency of recovering the unweighted tree, estimates of edge weights, and 

statistical estimates of accuracy can be severely biased. 

If our conjectures and assumptions in the previous paragraphs hold true, then it should be 

possible to predict how divergent sequences ought to be in order to best resolve a specific 

phylogenetic problem (and then use this estimate to help select regions for sequencing) . Further, 

figure 4.8,  for example, suggests there is some latitude for error in this estimate as the signal-to

noise curves are fairly flat topped. Because systematic errors due to v iolations of the 

assumptions of distance transformat'ons are a generally unknown quantity, it would be sensible 

to chose distances at the shorter, rather than the longer, end of any such a range of estimates ( i .e .  

to the left in figure 4.8) .  
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FIGURE 4.8  A plot of the observed path length, dab,, versus its signal-to-noise ratio (measured as 8 I s.d) 

measured under four different 4-state Poisson models (with a nominal sequence length of 1000). The red 

line is the i .r. model, blue the invariant sites model with Pinv == 0.3  (and Pinv == 0 .2  for the dashed blue line 

marked in for visual comparison), green the gamma distribution of rates cross sites (k == 1),  while the 

purple line is the signal-to-noise ratio of the uncorrected distances. An important point discovered in 

preparing this graph is that replacing the Jukes-Cantor (J.C.)  correction formulae with the LogDet 

equation and its estimated variance (equation 3 . 5 . 1 - 1), yields an identical curve to that of the i .r. I J.C in 

this graph (the same also holds for the invariant sites-LogDet vs the invariant sites-J.C. transform). 

Considering the signal-to-noise ratio, the maximum values are 1 7.48 for the i . r. model, 14 .62 for the Pinv 

== 0 .3  model, and 12 .44 for the gamma (k == 1 )  model. The horizontal line is at a signal-to-noise ratio of 

10, which is almost exactly the signal-to-noise ratio for an observed distance of 0. 10  (8 == 0. 107 subs. per 

site corrected by J .C.  formula). Following this line to the right, you can see the largest observed distance 

at which has a signal to noise ratio better than an observed distance of 0. 1 .  The result is: dabs == 0.695 for 

the i .r. model (8 == 1 . 96); dabs == 0.47 with i .r. I Pinv == 0 .3  (8 == 1 .69), and lastly dabs == 0. 525 for the gamma 

distribution (8 == 1 .75) (each 8 estimated under the matching model). 

4.5.4 Can data editing improve consistent tree building methods? 

This section considers a fundamental issue in phylogenetic practice: Given a set of sequences, 

are there some variable sites I should exclude before performing an analysis? Here we approach 

this question from the viewpoint of statistical accuracy (or sampling error), assuming that we have 

a model which is consistent across the whole parameter space. That is, here we ignore issues of 

editing for consistency, for example excluding invariant sites, regions of atypical GC content, 

gaps, and other factors which will cause systematic error (see chapter 3 for examples of editing to 

improve consistency, while Bull et al. 1 993 examine this question theoretically) . 
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Evaluations of sampl ing error wi l l  be made on a simple i l lustrative mode l ,  a sequence with 

just two sorts of s ites. Two thirds of the sites evolve at a lower rate (set a), while one third 

evolve at a h igher rate (set b). The mean rate is fixed to one, so there is just one free parameter, 

namely the ratio of the rate of sites in the two c lasses. We wil l plot the s ignal to noise (observed 

distance versus 8/s .d.) curve for each set of sites separately , and in combination . S ince sites in 

each set are independent, then Var[x8,+y8h] = x2Var[8,] + /Var[8h] (where x and y are weights) .  

This model approximates the different rates that might be  encountered in a functional region 

(e.g. for a protein), and so should give some interesting insights to the val idity of the practice of 

excluding third position s ites when they appear to approach saturation . The deci sion to exclude 

th ird position s i tes is sometimes judged to be at the point where d .. h, of set (a) and d .. h, of set (b) 

show a c lear curvi l inear relationship, e .g .  Horai et al. 1 992. Important ly under this model ,  we 

can allocate sites to rate categories a priori .  The appl icabil ity of the results to real sequences wi l l  
of course be partially contingent upon how the real sequences evolve (e .g .  are we ignoring 

different substitution processes at third vs first and second position sites) . 

Figure 4.9 shows the results of these experiments. The results are i l lustrated with three 

different ratios for the rate of the fast to slow sites, namely 4, 8 and 1 6. The average distance 

was calculated as two thirds of 8, (the corrected distance for the sites of set a) plus one th ird of 

8h, and the variance of this sum was then estimated as described in the previous paragraph. 

Clearly the signal-to-noise ratio of the third position s ites can "go bad" wel l  before that of the 

more s lowly evolving sites, and in doing so, can ruin the signal-to-noise ratio of the averaged 
distance (this effect becoming worse as the rates of the two classes of sites become more 

unequal) .  Next to each of the plots of s ignal-to-noise ratio for distances ( the right hand plots), is 

shown a smaller plot of d . .  h ,  for the s lower evolving s ites versus d . .  h ,  of the faster sites (the dark 
blue l ines) . In al l  cases, these plots show a curvi l inear relationship. Next, consulting where the 

average distance has become unrel iable (here taken to be when the s ignal-to-noise ratio of 8JVCragc 

drops below half that of the first and second positions alone, that i s  8,) , it i s  inferred at what 

position on the right hand plot this point relates to. This is done by using the red l ine in the plots 

to the right, which measure d . . h, averaged over al l  s ites (the values on the x-axi s  of the p lots on 
the right) vs .  d . .  h ,  of the slowly evolving sites . Consequently the point where the vertical dotted 

line (on the plots to the right), intersects the dark blue l ine indicates when we should seriously 

consider down weighting or removing the more rapidly evolving set of s ites . 

(figure next) 
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FIGURE 4 .9  Plots of signal-to-noise ratio for distances estimated under the 4-state Poisson model with two 

rate classes (see start of section 4 .5 . 1 for a full description). The ratio of the rate at the third position to 

that at the first plus second position is 4 in the first row, 8 in the second and 16 in the third. The x-axis of 

the main (left-hand) plot is observed sequence divergence across all sites. In the smaller plot to the right 

we plot observed pairwise divergence at first and second position sites (x-axis) vs divergence at third 

position sites (the blue lines)( as is often done in practice). The red line is a plot of divergence at first and 

second position sites vs the overall sites sequence divergence. This red line is used to measure the overall 

sequence divergence value indicated by the dotted line on the main graph, then read across from its value 

on the y-axis of the second plot, to show the observed sequence divergence at first and second position 

sites alone. Note, in all cases the point where you would wish to discard the third position sites, coincides 
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with the middle of the bend in the blue line plots (offering a useful visual guide of when to discard the 
distance estimate from third position sites). Note that when the maximum signal-to-noise ratio drops to a 
half its peak value, there have been more than 2.0 substitutions per site on average for sites in that rate 
class. Finally, the last row shows the effect of downweighting third position sites by a factor of 1 1 16  and 
1/1 60, then estimating the variance of the average of all sites (the dotted purple lines). Interestingly a subtle 
down weighting of third position sites by 2/3, yields the dotted green curve which suggests a general 
improvement over the straight averaging of all sites (the light green curve). Note that while this does allow 
the averaged distance to have the best signal-to-noise ratio in certain regions, it still does not allow for 
accurate inference at much higher observed distance values. 

One way to try and make the average distance more reliable across a larger range of 
distances is to downweight the contribution of the rapidly evolving sites. In the last row of figure 
4.9, the plot on the left shows the results of such weightings (i.e. 8wei

g

h•oo = [2/38.+y 1 13�\] , where 
y is the weighing factor of the more rapidly evolving sites). The subtle downweighting with y = 

2/3 (the dotted green line) gave good results compared to the standard average (y set to 1 )  for 
almost all distances (and with the rate ratios 4, 8, and 1 6) .  This weighing factor may be useful 
when one feels the more rapidly evolving sites do make a positive contribution to estimating the 
total distance. More severe weightings ( 11 16  and 1 / 1 60) push the optimal signal-to-noise ratio of 
the rapidly evolving sites to the right (and hence to longer distances). A useful weighting of 
whole distance matrices to better take into account stochastic error (but not putting emphasis on 
any particular distances) appears to be, 

D(•+�>+ n) = mD,f s .d. [D,] + mDJ s.d. [Db] + . . .  + mDJ s .d. [DJ,  (4.5 .4- l )  

where D. is a distance matrix estimated from set of sites x, s.d. is the average standard deviation 
of distances within that matrix (a matrices scaling factor), while m is a scalar which ensures that 
the weighting factors sum to one (m = I I :t s.d.(D.)). 

Figure 4.9 shows that uniform weighting schemes for whole matrices are clearly a 
compromise. While they are an improvement over using just the slowly evolving sites for small 
to moderate distances, they can quickly loose all information at larger distances, and also don't 
do nearly as well as third position sites alone in estimating shorter distances .  Unfortunately, for 
current tree estimation algorithms based on distances, additivity is required to guarantee 
consistency. As we prove in appendix 3.5, any sum of single weightings of distance matrices 
still gives additive distances when these separate distance matrices are combined (given that the 
original matrices were additive on the same unweighted tree), but different weightings of 
distances within the same matrix do not make this guarantee. (If so, it would be possible to 
derive a distance which combined the distance estimates of fast and slow sites using their 
relative variances at each distance; the resulting signal-to-noise ratio would beat that of any 
signal-to-noise ratio in figure 4.9). The variable weighting of transversions over transitions (e.g. 
Schoniger and van Haeseler 1 993, appendix 2.6) which can preserve additivity in expectation, is 
a distinct case where the weighting is occurring between states, and not between sites. 

There is, however, a way to take into account the distinct signal-to-noise ratios of all 
distances, and that is via generalised least squares (GLS) tree selection (this method is described 
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extensively in chapter 5) .  To do this, apply GLS tree estimation to the distance matrix for each 
rate class, and then sum up the difference in GLS scores (sum of squares, SS) for the different 
trees. This works because GLS takes into account the variance-covariance structure of distances 
from any single rate class, outputting a measure of fit which is smallest for the best tree. 
Secondly, this fit measure is additive, so the overall GLS score of T1 vs T2 is GLS SS(T1(D.) + 

T1 (bb)) vs GLS SS(T2(b.) + T2((\)), (the best tree being that with the overall minimum GLS SS). 
Consequently, using this method may offer an advantage by more fully using the information 
from each separate site class. (Note that ML tree selection on sequences can work in the same 
way, giving additive likelihoods for the data from different rate classes). 

It is interesting that even using statistically efficient estimators like ML or GLS, we may 
still do better by excluding some of the more rapidly evolving sites from the final analysis. The 
more rapidly evolving sites can add a lot of stochastic noise to our overall GLS SS statistic, and 
in the extreme of being completely randomised, they will add just noise and no tree resolving 
signal. Accordingly, while the difference between trees is expected to become larger as we add 
more data, some of this data does more to make the difference between trees indistinct than 
distinct. In the case of ML tree selection from sequences, consider there is a set of sites (x) 

which clearly demarcate two trees to be tested against each other, and such a test is made (e.g. 
the bootstrap proportion where tree a is better fitting than tree b, a test approximated by that of 
K.ishino and Hasegawa 1 989, both of which are a type of likelihood ratio test). Imagine repeating 
the same test, but using a set of completely random sites (y, which have the same history but 
have evolved at a much higher rate) . Assuming no systematic errors, then the likelihood 
difference between the two trees with the second set of sites has an expected value of zero, but 
potentially a large variance. Adding the likelihood ratio statistics from x and y together will 
clearly give a likelihood ratio statistic with the same expected mean value, but more variance 
than the likelihood ratio form set x alone. Clearly, we can potentially increase the resolving 
power of all tree to tree testing, or tree selection, by being suitably, and objectively selective of 
the sites being used in an analysis. This can take the form of a variety of weighting schemes. 

The findings of the above section have particular relevance to distance and ML methods 
which integrate rates across all sites (for example the extended Hadamard conjugations of 
chapter 2). When faced with an analysis, the simplest approach is include all the aligned sites 
together, then use a correction which approximately accounts for site to site rate heterogeneity 
(e.g. assume a r distribution of rates across sites and optimise the shape parameter k). 

Unfortunately, for most problems, this will not be the optimal way of resolving a phylogenetic 
question and being an automatic approach has the danger of becoming a "lazy standard" in 
contemporary analyses. That is not to say that ML fitting of distributions of rates across sites to 
observed data does not offer one of the most useful ways of studying this feature of molecular 
evolution; it clearly does .  However this is quite a distinct question to resolving a series of 
speciation events. The issue of site weighting does not go away, and is something which has yet 
to be addressed comprehensively in a likelihood frame work. (The program of Olsen 1 994 which 
allows site weighting in ML analyses is a step in this direction. However, it seems unlikely to 
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have the weighing functions, or the site rate estimations exact. In addition it can easily be fooled 
by data which comes from a "Felsenstein zone" tree when few taxa are involved, when the 
integrative methods, while not maximally efficient, are consistent in such a situation). Clearly 
the method(s) of preference will be partly dependent upon the extent to which the data can 
unambiguously inform us of a site rate (and not be confounded by the generating tree's edge 
lengths). 

Thus there is no universal answer as to whether to weight or exclude sites. One conclusion 
however is that if we desire to resolve a specific phylogenetic question then we should evaluate 
whether it is best to try to combine all the data into one analysis with some weighting, or 
whether it is better to edit the data to exclude certain sites which will almost certainly add noise. 
This does pose the immediate challenge, of when we may do better if we can get the "trouble 
maker" sites out. If we take this direct editing approach, rather than building the weighting into 
the model, then after such editing, it is of course, still advisable to use a method which integrates 
over the rates of the remaining sites. Another conclusion of these studies so far, is that we should 
not expect to be able to reliably estimate relationships for a whole set of very diverse organisms 
from just one data matrix. Although we generally appeared to do well with the edited rRNA data 
of Gouy and Li ( 1 989a)(see chapter 3), resolving the archaebacterial question, for example, 
appeared to require just the most slowly evolving sites. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, only stochastic error would be considered. 
With real data the more evolution has occurred, the more the violations of a model's assumptions 
are likely to lead to significant systematic errors due to the higher degree of "extrapolation" for 
unobservable changes. Obviously, in a real analysis, data is likely to be legitimately excluded for 
both reasons. Accordingly, it is important to appreciate that for evaluating very ancient 
divergences (e.g. the monophyly of the archaebacteria, or the root of the tree of life) discarding 
at least 50% of all sites as unsuitable for the purpose is not throwing away data, but, rather a 
necessary step in order to give the analysis meaning. This almost invariably means selecting 
sites with the slowest rate of substitution and excluding any sites showing a neutral rate of 
substitution. Unfortunately at present this is not a popular option, nor has much effort been put 
into estimating which sites are most reliable. For these reasons, the weighting schemes such as 
those used by Farris ( 1 969) and Penny and Hendy ( 1 985, 1986) are worthy of careful 
investigation for the purpose of evaluating a sites probable rate of evolution. Studies need to be 
conducted to compare these, generally computationally fast methods, to those of likelihood (e.g. 
Olsen 1 994) under current models. It can be expected that these "non-model" methods will give 
both inferior and superior weightings, depending largely upon the likelihood model's 
assumptions, and the evolutionary processes that generated the data. 

The results of this section generalise the question of when to combine data when using 
inconsistent methods (e.g. Bull et al. 1 993) to cover consistent methods, and widens the scope of 
the discussion from one of systematic errors to include stochastic errors. 
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4.6 NEW 4-STATE HADAMARD CONJUGATIONS TO REDUCE VARIANCE 

In this section we show a way to enable the order 4'· 1 4-state Hadamard conjugation to make 
corrections under either the Jukes-Cantor (Poisson model) or the generalized Kimura 2ST model 
(where the rates of transitions to transversions can be independent on all edges in the tree). So 
far the 4-state Hadamard conjugation has offered no alternative but to making corrections 
according to the generalised Kimura 3ST model (see Steel et al. 1 992, Hendy et al. 1 994, and 
extended to a distribution of rates across sites in chapter 2) . This simplification of the Hadamard 
conjugation model has the advantage of reducing the sampling errors in y. It will also allow us 
to examine how important the more generalised models are to obtaining a good fit between 
model and sequence data. Further, it highlights the existence of whole sets of linear invariants 
under the Kimura 2ST and Jukes-Cantor models, some of which are tree invariants, while others 
are model invariants (which allow tests of fit of the data to model expectations) .  These are a 
different, though related, set of invariants to those which are associated with the order 2'· 1 

Hadamard conjugations of appendix 2.6. 

4.6.1 Kimura 2ST and Jukes-Cantor 41-1 Hadamard conjugations 

These novel transformations were inspired after using extended order 4'· 1 4-state Hadamard 
conjugations for likelihood calculations (e.g. Waddell and Penny 1 995, and chapter 5) . Going 
from tree to sequences, it is easy to set the model to a generalised Kimura 2ST model by making 
edge weights in y(T) for the two transversions equal (i .e. averaging bipartition transversion 
entries in the same row of column). Taking this one step further and making the transitions 
entries in 'Y(T) equal to those of the two transversions gives s(T) (which are pattern probabilities 
or likelihoods) under the Jukes-Cantor model. If you examine the s(T) vectors of the generalised 
Kimura 3ST model, then you will find that no two are expected to be equal. If two were identical 
(say s(T)1 and s(T)) then E[s(T)1 - s(T)i] = 0), this would constitute a linear invariant, and in Steel 
et al. ( 1993c) we prove that no linear invariants of any kind exist under the generalised Kimura 
3ST model (see also Evans and Speed 1 993). 

Examining the s(T) vector under the generalised Kimura 2ST model, we observed pairs of 
equivalent entries (in fact a whole family of linear invariants if one such entry is subtracted from 
its mate, table 4.6 gives an example). The equivalence of these entries is understandable in terms 
of a patterns probability, or likelihood. Under the general 1 2  parameter i .i .d. model the pattern 
AAGT has a unique likelihood. However, under the more simple Kimura 3ST model, the 
patterns CCTA, GGAC, and TTCG all have equal likelihood if the root base composition is 
equifrequency (see section 2 .4 . 1 ). Constraining the model further, to the generalised Kimura 
2ST model, the pattern AAGT is also equal to AAGC (i.e. a transition separates the first two 
sequences from the third, and a transversion separates the fourth sequence from all others) . 
Thus, what was one pattern under the generalised 1 2  parameter model has 1 6  equivalent patterns 
under the generalised Kimura 2ST model with equifrequency root composition. There is also a 
carry over of the property from the Kimura 3ST model, that the sum of the four "equivalent" 
patterns remains unvaried with respect to root base composition i .e .  f(AAGT + CCTA + GGAC 
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+ TTCG) remains the same. So even with unequal root base composi tions,  there w i l l  be pairs of 

the 4'· 1 patterns which are equivalent. 

There are even more equ ivalent patterns under the ! -parameter Jukes-Cantor model .  For 

example, the pattern AAGT implies the first two sequences have the same state, the third 

sequence a second state, and fourth sequence a th ird state , so AAGT = AAGC = AA TG = 

AACG = AATC = AACT (if the root base composi tion is in  equi l ibrium) .  Tabl e  4.6 h ighl igh ts 

the examples of six equivalent order 4'·
1 

patterns that occur under this mode l ,  wi th  4 taxa. Thus 

unique patterns under the Kimura 3ST model become equivalent to other patterns under its 

submodels ,  and these equivalent patterns can be thought of as s imple permutations of the 

original pattern . So, without any additional constraints on root base composit ion or the number 

of taxa, there wi l l  be pairs of e lements in the order 4'· 1 s(T) equivalent under any Kimura 2ST 

model ,  and sets of three and six equivalent entries in  s(T) generated under the Jukes-Cantor 

model .  

If w e  take t observed sequences and convert them t o  the 4'· 1 relative patterns ,  then apply  a 

Hadamard conjugation, the resultant sequence pattern frequencies have been corrected for 

mult iple changes under the Kimura 3ST model .  If we then go through �. and make an 

unweighted average of a l l  the entries which are equivalent under the genera l i sed Kimura 2ST 

model (to give vector �K2), then apply  a 4'· 1 4-state Hadamard conjugation,  the result ing vector, y 

K2, i s  the observed sequence data corrected according to the Kimura 2ST model .  If a l l  the 

equ ivalent entries under the ! -parameter Jukes-Cantor model are averaged (unweighted), th is  

gives vector � �p· Applying the Hadamard conjugat ion to this vector generates the vector yiP' 
which are the sequence pattern frequencies corrected according to the Jukes-Cantor mode l .  A l l  

of  these averagings and conjugations can be made independent of knowing the  true tree. 

(table next) 
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Table 4.6 Pattern probabilities (s) under constraints of the generalised Kimura JST model 

(Note: To code into binary indexing here use A =  00, G = 10, C = 1 1 , and T = 0 1 ,  otherwise see 
section 2 .4. 1 for the indexing). 

A General patterns, K 3ST 

AAAA AAAT AATA AATI ATAA ATAT ATIA ATTI 

AAAG AAAC AATG AATC ATAG ATAC ATIG ATIC 

AAGA AAGT AACA AACT ATGA ATGT ATCA ATCT 

AAGG AAGC AACG AACC ATGG ATGC ATCG ATCC 

AGAA AGAT AGTA AGTI ACAA ACAT ACTA ACTI 

AGAG AGAC AGTG AGTC ACAG ACAC ACTG ACTC 

AGGA AGGT AGCA AGCT ACGA ACGT ACCA ACCT 

AGGG AGGC AGC G  AGCC ACGG ACGC ACCG ACCC 

B. K 2ST non-homogeneous 

0.664863 0.00 1 1 1 9 0.00582 1 0.005791 0.01 5348 9.98£-05 0.000 1 48 0.008574 

0.016557 0.00 1 1 1 9 0.0005-17 0. 000-1 1 5  0.0004 5 5  3 .84F-0 5  3 .93£-0 5 0.00025 1 

0.033447 0 000 1 79 0.00582 1 0.0004 1 5 0 OOOR04 8 .0-IE-05 O .OOO I .l 7  0.000448 

0.047996 0 . 000 1 79 0.00054 7 0.005791 1 .90F-Il5 2. 84£-0 5 

0.061212 0.000 1 1 5  0.0005-19 0.01 5348 3.84E-05 0 OOO I .l 7  

0.004835 (1 .000 1 1 5 0 .000644 � .94F.-05 (1 .000455 9.98£-05 2.84E-0 5 0.000448 

0.004531 0.000 1 3 2  0.0005 49 8.9-IF.-05 0.000804 ! .90F.-05 0.000 1 48 0.0002 5 1  

0.072318 0.000 1 12 0.000644 8 .04E-05 1 93E-05 0.008574 

C. K 2ST homogeneous 

0.697677 0.00 1 247 0.002876 0.00380 1 0.005255 3 .60£-05 3 . 3 1 £-05 0.006468 

0.017369 0.00 1 247 0.000 2 72 0.000 2 7 1  0 .000 1 56 1 .39E-05 1 56E-05 0.000 1 86 

0.035058 0. 000 1 6 ) 0.002876 0. 000 27 1 0. 0002 75 2 . 87E-05 2 J9F-05 0 .000336 

0.050304 O.OOO I 6.l 0.000� 7 2 0.00380 1 6.1'iOE-Ot> 6.4 1 £-06 

0.063951 (1.000 1 22 0 .0002 "0 0.005255 I .J9E-05 2 . J9F-0 5 

0.005061 0.000 1 22 0.0003 1 8  5 . . 1tiF.-05 0.000 1 56 3.60£-05 6.41 E-06 0.000336 

0.004736 0.000 1 42 Ll.0002 70 5 . 3 6Jc -05 0.0002 75 6.60C.-06 3.3 1 E-05 0.000 1 86 

0.075823 0.000 1 42 0.0003 1 8  2 . 87£-05 l . 56E-05 0.006468 

D. 1 P mode1 

0.397306 0.0 1 0344 0.02 1 036 0.03 1444 0.040200 0.003357 0.003 1 24 0.048 1 52 

0.0 1 0344 0.0 1 0344 0.002 736 0.002736 0.00 1 446 0.00 1 446 0.00 1 6 1 1 0 .00 1 6 1 1 

0.02 1036 0.00 2 7 1 6  0.02 1 036 0. 002736 0.002330 0.002728 0.002 3 30 0.002728 

0.03 1 444 o oo::7 1t> IJ .002 7.l !> 0.03 1 444 0 .0008 1 7 0.0008 1 7 

0.040200 0.00 1 446 0 .002330 0.040200 0.00 1446 0 .002330 

0.003357 0.00 1 446 0.002 728 0 .0008 1 7 0.00 1 446 0.003357 0.0008 1 7 0.00272 8 

0.003 1 24 0.00 1 6 1 1 0.002 .130 0.0008 1 7 0 .002330 0.0008 1 7 0.003 1 24 0.00 1 6 1 1  

0.048 1 52 0.00 1 6 1 1  0.002 728 0.002728 0.00 1 6 1 1 0.048 1 52 

Notes to table. Part A. gives the order 41-1 site patterns in s(T). B. gives an example of generalised Kimura 

2 ST model pattern probabilities, without any further constraints. This model has the same rate of type 1 

and 2 transversions, but their rate to relative to the transitions is different on each edge. The tree used to 

generate this data had randomly generated transition frequencies of (0.02 1435, 0.048754, 0.062356, 

0.085327, 0, 0, 0. 103645) and transversion frequencies of (0.00 1 567, 0.008323, 0.007825,  0.02 1047, 0 ,  

0, 0 .0 1 1444) (where the indexing is  that of the second component of  the 4-state indexing of Steel et al. 

1 992, Hendy et al. 1 994, and section 2.4, starting counting at 1) .  Hence the true tree is T12 . Notice the 

numerous identical entries in s(T) under this model. Pairs of transversion bipartitions, and non-bipartition 

entries have identical values, but transition bipartitions and So are uniquely valued. An example of a linear 

invariant is the expected value of the difference of the two red entries in column two i .e. E[s2,1 - s3.d = 

0. 000 1 79 - 0. 000 1 79 = 0. C. is an example of pattern probabilities under the homogeneous fixed 

transition to transversion ratio Kimura 2ST model (obtained by setting the tr/tv ratio = 12 .453 ,  with edge 
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weights the same as those given previously for transitions). Notice that no more identical entries have 
emerged in s(T) given this constraint. D. shows pattern probabilities under the ! -parameter Poisson model 
(Jukes-Cantor) model obtained by setting the relative transition and transversion rates equal on each edge 
(so all changes occur at the same weight as the transitions in the generalised Kimura 3ST example). Notice 
that many more equivalencies have arisen, there are sets of six identical nonbipartition patterns with 
identical probabilities (shown in the same colour), sets of three identical bipartition values (underlined), 
and a single unique s0 value. Notice that it is these sets of six which break into pairs under the 2ST models, 
while the sets of three break into a pair and a unique value. Vector s(T) was also generated under a 
stationary Kimura 3ST model (not shown), but no equivalent entries appeared. Putting a r distribution of 
rates across sites (k = 0.9) for all these models, exactly the same equivalent entries appeared. 

It is also possible to predict how many patterns will be equal in each submodel . Under the 
generalised Kimura 2ST model, only patterns with a transversion indicated amongst the taxa can 
give rise to a second pattern, which is equivalent by interchanging the states indicating a 
transversion. For example, keeping A fixed at the first taxon, if the pattern has either a T or a C 
in it, switch T's for C's, or C's for T's, or if both C's and T's appear in a pattern they must be 
switched simultaneously e .g. ACTA, becomes A TCA. Thus no equivalent entries appear in the 
first column of the Kimura 2ST models of table 4.6 as the only changes indicated there are 
transitions, but equivalent pairs occur throughout the rest of the s vector. Under the Jukes-Cantor 
model there is only one unique entry, that is s0• All bipartition patterns can be permuted to three 
equivalent patterns. Keeping A fixed for the first taxon, a pattern such as ACAC can be 
permuted to AGAG and ATAT, as all these patterns have the same likelihood on any tree (so we 
just swap the C to G or T). Once a pattern involves three or more states, then under the Jukes
Cantor model, there will be six patterns with the same likelihood. Taking for example the pattern 
ACGA, then switching the G to a T  now gives two equivalent patterns, the original plus ACTA. 
Next, switch the original C to G, which means the original G must become a C to a T to be 
different, so giving another two equivalent patterns, AGCA and AGTA. Lastly, switching the 
original C to T, so the original G can then switch, gives the equivalent patterns ATGA and 
ATCA. Note that patterns with four different states shown do not give any more equivalent 
patterns, since the fourth state has no choice of what it must swap to, as it must remain different 
to the other three states . Consequently all patterns with more than two states appearing (that is 
all entries other than the first row, first column, or leading diagonal) permute to 3 x 2 = 6 
equivalent patterns under the Jukes-Cantor model .  

I t  i s  important that the same sets of identical values in s(T) appear when there is a 
distribution of rates across sites. Thus these modifications to s(T) are also quite valid prior to the 
use of the extended Hadamard conjugations of chapter 2. A proof of this is sketched at the end of 
section 4.6.4. We also conjecture, that equivalent entries in s(T) will appear under the submodels 
of Kimura 3ST even if the root distribution is not in equilibrium and each rate class has a 
different root distribution of nucleotide frequencies. This is easy to prove, since each rate class 
will independently behave as it does under an i.r. model, so an order 4'·1 s(T) vector at rate A.i, is 
equivalent no matter what the root distribution (see section 2 .4. 1) .  Since s(T) with unequal rates 
across sites is just (s(T)A.), (and in the case of a continuous distribution, this becomes an integral 
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in the limit), then the overall s(T) vector must also remain the same no matter what the root base 
composition of each rate class. 

4.6.2 Linear tree invariants under the Kimura 2ST and Jukes-Cantor models 

While the equivalent entries in the s(T) vectors under the Kimura 2ST and Jukes-Cantor 
models suggest many model-invariants, no tree-invariants are immediately obvious. However if 
you look at the r(T) vectors generated under the Kimura 2ST model you immediately see pairs 
of identical entries, in a very similar pattern to those in the s(T) vector. For the Kimura 2ST 
model, the positions of equivalent entries are the same as in the s vector shown in table 4.6 part 
2 when viewing the table from side on (that is turn the table so that the last column as you now 
see it forms the last row). The only difference in terms of where entries are equivalent, is that the 
first entry r0•0 is at the same position as s7.o in the rotated table. 

At the r level, tree invariants under the Kimura 2ST model become obvious. Under any 
resolved 4 taxon tree, the last 8 entries in r form two sets of four equivalent entries. On tree T12, 
the equivalent entries are r56 = r59 = r60 = r63, and r57 = r58 = r61 = r62• Whereas on tree T13, r56 = r58 = 

r61 = r63, and r57 = f59 = r60 = r62, while on T14, r56 = r57 = r62 = r63, and r58 = r59 = r60 = r61 •  It is easy to 
see how these equivalent values interrelate if we write them out as, 

T12 56 57 58  59 60 Ql 62 63 

Tl3 56 57 58 59 60 61  62 63 

T14 56 57 58  59 60 Ql 62 63 

Elements of r in the same type face are expected to be equal for the tree indicated. This then 
gives rise to a set of tree invariants : For T1 2 the two element tree-invariants are: 

For tree T13 the tree-invariants are: 

While T14 has tree-invariants: 

Of course these invariants are interdependent, as are higher order invariants, e .g. for T12 the 
invariant r56 + r59 - r60 + r63 = 0, and so on. In order to use these invariants to identify the tree it is 
probably best to do an appropriate goodness of fit test (taking into account the correlations in r, 

e .g. by generalised least squares, see chapter 5) of how well each set of equivalent values fit the 
expectation of all being equal. Thus for tree T1 2 we would ask how well r56 = r59 = r60 = r63, and r57 
= r58 = r61 = r62• The tree which relates to the set of entries which are most closely equal is then 
taken to be the optimal tree. It is also possible to test whether any tree fits this expectation as 
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well as would be expected if the model was correct. Importantly these same invariants exist 
when there is a distribution of rates across sites (this was evaluated numerically, and a proof is 
given at the end of section 4.6.4). 

Interestingly, sets of invariants also exist under the constraint of the Jukes-Cantor model, 
where they are joined by extra tree invariants in r (which implies in s also since r is a linear 
combination of s) . With four taxa, the following sets of entries in r have identical values under 
any tree: 

{ 0 } ,  { 1 ,  8, 9 } ,  { 2, 1 6, 1 8 } ,  { 3 , 24, 27 } ,  { 4, 32, 36 } ,  { 5 , 40, 45 } ,  { 6, 48, 54 } ,  { 1 0, 1 1 , 17 ,  1 9, 25, 

26 } ,  { 1 2, 1 3 ,  33, 37, 4 1 , 44 } ,  { 20, 22, 34, 38, 50, 52 } ,  { 29, 30, 43, 46, 5 1 ,  53 } .  

However, the following elements of r are equal only in the trees indicated, 

1 4  1 5  2 1  23 42 47 49 55 57 58 61 62 

14 15 28 31 35 39 49 55 57 59 60 62 

21 23 28 31 35 39 42 47 58 59 60 6 1  

and also elements of this complimentary set will only be equal under the indicated tree, 

7 28 3 1  35 39 56 59 60 63 

7 2 1  23 42 47 56 58 6 1  63 

7 14 1 5  49  55 56 57 62 63 

Notice how the these sets are different for each tree, and it is from these elements that invariants 
are generated. For example, an invariant of T,2 alone (of the binary trees) is r,4 - r2 , = 0. As with 
the Kimura 2ST model, these invariants still exist when there is a distribution of rates across 
sites. There are so many interrelated invariants here that the most practical (and statistically 
integrated) approach to picking a tree, would again appear to be to evaluate which set of tree 
dependent r values come closest to being equal (when doing this test it would be appropriate to 
drop elements 7, 56, and 63 as they do not discriminate between trees). 

As yet we have not explored how the invariants under the Kimura 2ST model relate to 
Lake's ( 1 987) 'evolutionary parsimony' invariants, but we suspect that with four taxa they will be 
equal. An important discovery here is that similar sets of invariants exist with more than four 
taxa (this can be seen looking at r generated after the Hadamard transform), and these may be an 
equivalent to an extension of 'evolutionary parsimony' to many taxa. Further study of this 
question is required. Presently, we do not see these invariants as being the most reliable way to 
pick a tree, but their existence is interesting to note and they warrant further study (which is 
beyond the scope of this thesis). Our skepticism for towards their statistical efficiency in tree 
selection may be summarised as follows: 

( 1 ) . They are a strict subset of entries in r, and by using these alone we suspect information 
important to tree selection is being discarded. 
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(2). These invariants are probably much inferior to ML for tree selection. Assuming these 
invariants are like those of Lake ( 1987) and discard information in a similar way, then it has 
been shown by Navidi et al. ( 1 99 1 )  using theoretical calculations, plus Jin and Nei ( 1 990) and 
Hill is et al. ( 1994) in simulations, that these invariants are generally much less statistically 
efficient than likelihood, parsimony, or distance based methods. Some of these studies were 
repeated by myself and Or David Swofford, modifying an earlier program to generate data with 
an unequal distribution of rates across sites. We were concerned that earlier studies had perhaps 
been unfair towards 'evolutionary parsimony' since its strength is that the distribution of rates 
across sites does not need to be specified for it to be consistent. Despite much searching of the 
Kimura 2ST four taxon parameter space, unless an alternative popular method was going to be 
inconsistent in estimating the unweighted tree (or very close to the boundary of this situation) ,  it 
did (usually strikingly) better than 'evolutionary parsimony' in all cases. Such studies now need 
to be made with tree selection using both the Kimura 2ST and Jukes-Cantor model linear 
invariants for any number of taxa. 

We now return to the theme of estimating the covariance matrix of sequence data 
transformed under Kimura 3ST model submodels. 

4.6.3 Calculating the covariance matrix of YK2 and Y1p 
The averaging of entries in � reduces the sampling errors of these entries, and their 

corresponding entries in y. If we average two model equivalent entries in �. then under the i . i .d. 
assumption, the variance of the average is equal to approximately 1 12 the variance of the 
unaveraged entries .  Consequently the standard deviation has been reduced to approximately 
11..../2 or ""' 0.7 of its previous value). If there are n entries averaged, the variance of these entries 
in � is reduced to approximately 1 /n (and hence their s .d. is reduced to 1!..../n). We say reduced by 
approximately 1 /n because the exact variance is, of course, a scaled binomial . The exact 
reduction will vary with the expected size of entries in �. For example, with a sequence of c 

sites the variance of entry si with expected size 0.05 is s(T)i( l-s(T);)Ic = O.OSx( l -0.05)/c = 

0.0475/c . If s(T)i is averaged with n other equivalent patterns, its variance becomes 
( 1 /n)ns(T)i( l-ns(T))/c, which for s(T)i = 0.05 and n = 2, gives its variance as 0.0225/c (which is 
smaller by [ 1 - {  1 - ( 1 -ns(T))/( 1 -s(T)) } ]% ) . Similarly, the covariance of the pattern si for set k of 
equivalent entries, with another pattern sj from set I of equivalent entries is (L:S;J(2>jJ / ( nkn/) . This number is larger than the covariance without averaging (if s i and 

IEk jE/ 

sj are from the same set of equivalent entries, then their covariance increases to the size of their 
variance). So while we see a more than two fold reduction in variance, this is partly counter 
balanced by an increase in the negative covariances of entries in �. Another important property 
for hypothesis testing, is that averaged entries in � will result in entries in r with marginal 
distributions which more closely approximate the normal distribution. Many of the entries in y 
with the largest factor of variance reduction (up to six under the Jukes-Cantor model) will be 
model invariants, which should make it easier to detect model violations. 
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To calculate the covariance matrix of yK2 (y under the Kimura 2ST model), it is easiest to 
start with a condensed form of �K2. As discussed in the previous paragraph, it is easy to get the 
variance of averaged entries in �K2, but bookkeeping must be kept in order to recalculate all the 
new covariances after the averaging takes place. Here we describe a simple way to ensure this . 
Start by generating a vector �K2c (the subscript c here standing for condensed form) which has the 
proportions of sets of sites showing each of the unique patterns that exist under the K 2ST model 
(thus for 4 taxa �K2c will have 1 + 7 + 56 I 2 = 36 entries). Under the i . i .d .  assumption entries in 
this vector are distributed as a scaled multinomial distribution, with variances and covariances 
given by equations 4.2.2- 1 and 4.2.2- 1 respectively . Accordingly, the covariance matrix of this 
condensed vector, V[�K2c] , is calculated. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to combine rows of H and still effect a fast Hadamard 
transform of the condensed vector �K2c (Tolimieri et al. 1 989), so we expand �K2c back out to 4'·' 
entries .  As �K2c is expanded into �K2' divide each entry in �K2c up by the number of patterns (n) 

that it generates in �K2 and apportion these to their places in the indexed 4'· ' vector. The variance 
of each entry in �K2 thus becomes V[(�K2c)Jin. The covariance of entry si and si in vector �K2 is 
equal to cov(sk, sy(nk x n,), k -:t: I ,  in vector �K2c' where nk is the number of patterns that entry k of 
�K2c generates in vector �K2 (and likewise for 1). Of course if pattern k and l are equivalent in �K2c' 
then their covariance in �K2 is equal to their variance (e.g. see Stuart and Ord 1 987, section 1 0.6). 
Completing these calculations gives the covariance matrix V[�K2c] .  I t  turns out that the 
covariances obtained by dividing cov(sk, s) by nk x n1, have the same expected value as cov(si , s) 
when si and si are a pair of entries in the order 4'· ' vector of a Kimura 2ST model, but the 
sampling variance of this estimate covariance is reduced by averaging. The variance of the 
estimated covariances of the averaged entries decreases by approximately order (n, x nk) from 
their value in the 4'·' vector without averaging. This is important when making statistical 
inferences as we have shown by simulations (section 4.4.2) that estimated covariances and 
especially correlations are themselves highly variable. Of course some entries in �K2 will now 
have a correlation of one, if var(si) = var(si) . This complete correlation of entries in �K2 will then 
find its way through the transformation to be expressed as the complete correlation of the same 

• • 1\ entnes m y. 

By the same arguments used in sections 4.2 then, 

V[yK2]= H- l (d(HV[�]H))H- 1 (4.6.3- 1 )  

where H is a Hadamard matrix of 4
2
'·
2 = 8'· ' entries, and d denotes the delta method 

approximation of variances, which for the i .r. Kimura 2ST model is given by equations ( 4.2.4- 1 
and 4.2.4-2). By altering the delta function (d) in equation 4.6- 1 ,  it is straightforward to estimate 
V[yK2] if corrections are made according to some specific distribution of rates across sites (see 
section 4.5. 1 ) .  So to recap, it is important to keep a track of all the changing covariances once 
the averaging of entries in the order 4'·' vector begins, and the easiest way to do this is to start 
with the covariance matrix of the unique patterns only and then expand this out to be the 
covariance matrix of a vector of 4'·' entries necessary to implement the Fast Hadamard 
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transform. This same type of procedure is also used to estimate the covariance matrix (V[ya,].) 
of the 4'-1 � vector after averaging equivalent entries in the Jukes-Cantor model, to give the 
condensed vector �Klc (which has just 1 + 2113 + 42/6 = 1 5  entries). 

Note, that while it is simple to average entries that would be equivalent under the K.imura 
2ST or the Jukes-Cantor model after applying the Hadamard conjugation, this does not force the 
corrections to the more restricted models. It would, however, reduce these entries sampling 
variance which could be useful for tree selection. If there were no non-linear transformation, 
averaging in y would be the same as averaging in s. Generally we expect that averaging before 
the non-linear transformation will do more by keeping the increased variance at this step to a 
minimum. It remains to be evaluated how much improvement forcing the corrections to the 
K.imura 2ST or Jukes-Cantor models will offer in typical applications, where the advantages of 
reduced sampling error would be contrasted with the greater generality of the K.imura 3ST 
transformations. 

4.6.4 Testing difference in fit between either �K2 , ��r , and �K3 

Here we describe a test for a significant difference in fit between �K2 and �K3 (and by like 
argument between either ��r and �K3 or �K2c and �1r) . It uses the whole family of linear invariants 
which exist under the generalised Kimura 2ST model. The first step is to convert these s vectors 
back into f vectors of observed counts, by multiplying by c, the sequence length. Next we define 
the test statistic, 

(4.6.4- 1 )  

where i are just those entries which have different expected values under the generalised Kimura 
3ST and 2ST models (that is excluding the transition bipartitions, but including s0, which is the 
sum of the remaining entries) . Asymptotically (as c � oo) then under the null model (the 
generalised Kimura 2ST in this case), X2 converges to a X2 distribution. The degrees of freedom 
of this distribution will be x - 1  - { no. of parameters estimated from the data } ,  and where x will be 
the number of distinct entries between the two models, which in the case of the Kimura 3ST 
versus the Kimura 2ST model = (41- 1 -21- 1 ) .  The parameters being estimated are the expected 
values of equivalent cells under the more restrictive model (so for the Kimura 2ST model, there 
are (4r- l _t- 1 )/2 pairs of cells, leaving an asymptotic (41- 1-t- 1 )/2 - 1 degrees of freedom). As 
already mentioned in chapter 1 ,  the vector f often suffers from extreme sparseness (very low 
expected frequencies in most cells) . If the usual guides to invoking a chi-square approximation 
for the distribution of the X2 statistic do not hold (e.g. more than 75% of cells have counts of 
four or more, with no cells having counts of less than 1 ) ,  it is strongly advised to either: (a) use a 
simulation to estimate the sampling distribution of X2. (b) group cells (as long as they do not 
have the same expected values under the Kimura 2ST model)(see Stuart and Ord 1 990, p .  1 172 

for advice on grouping cells) . Of course, rejection of the null hypothesis that the data comes 
from a simpler model does not imply, for example, that yK3 will be a more useful starting point 
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than yK2 for either tree selection or biological inference. Nor does rejection of the null hypothesis 
imply that the Kimura 3ST model fits the data adequately. 

Lastly, under the assumption of equal base frequencies at the root of the tree, we can test the 
fit of data to Kimura 3ST model expectations. If this model holds, we expect the frequency of 
sets of 4 patterns to be equal . Specifically patterns such as AAGT, CCT A, GGAC and TICG 
should all have equal frequency. One implication of this finding is that if we multiply the 
ordered 41 vector of observed frequency patterns for four taxa by H, then the expectation is that 
1 92 entries will have value zero, while 64 entries may take positive values . Another way of 
testing this expectation is that the sum of all patterns with an A in the first position, should be 
equal (within sampling error) to the sum of all patterns with a C in the first position, should be 
the same as the sum of all patterns with G in the third position, should be the same as the sum of 
all patterns with a T in the first position. In actuality, this test will often reject the null 
hypothesis that the data come from this model .  The generalised Kimura 3ST model also allows 
for unequal base composition at the root. To test this generalised model it is sufficient to test the 
fit of the predicted 41• 1 patterns, against their observed frequencies (as we do in chapters 5 and 
6).  

However rejection of the fit of data to model (especially by a powerful test), does not 
necessarily mean that a model is not useful. Such a model may incur some systematic errors, but 
it may also be less sensitive to sampling errors, making it a more useful model in practice. Hence 
while fit of data to model may be helpful in inferring some characteristics of sequence evolution, 
by itself it does not tell us which model will be most reliable for phylogenetic inferences. 

Capitalizing on the potential usefulness of the results presented in this section of the thesis, 
Hendy and Penny ( 1 996) have described an indexing, and counting of the number of linear 
invariants under these submodels of the Kimura 3ST models. Their results should be helpful to 
the programming of these methods. They have also counted and indexed the set of entries in r 
which are equivalent under the molecular clock hypothesis for the Kimura 3ST and submodels .  
Averaging of entries in both s and r may then allow us to constrain Hadamard conjugations to 
obey not only submodels of Kimura 3ST but also expectations of a molecular clock. Calculating 
the covariance matrix of y in such cases would use the results of these sections to estimate V[�], 

then results in the distance Hadamard sections (later) to reestimate V[�] after averaging the clock 
equivalent entries in r (followed by the remaining steps described in section 4 .2  to obtain V[y]) . 

This should then allow for tree selection under the constraint of a molecular clock by using 
standard tree section criteria (see chapter 5) to select a tree from the clock constrained y vector. 

An important new result in Hendy and Penny ( 1 996), is to prove that all linear invariants at 
the level of s(T) under Kimura 3ST submodels must also show up as equivalent entries at the 
level of r(T) . This allows us to describe a simple proof that the same equivalent entries in s(T) 
will show up under the various submodels of the Kimura 3ST model, with or without unequal 
rates across sites. Firstly, note that unequal rates across sites have no impact upon the 
transformation from y(T) to p(T). It is also true that the only linear relationships (including those 
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which generate the equivalent entries in s(T) under the i .r. submodels) which can generally cross 
the non-linear transform between r and p, are of the form x = y. Thus, as long as any monotonic 
function is used going from p(T) to r(T)(which includes any distribution of rates across sites), 
the same equivalent entries must appear in s(T) with or without a distribution of rates across 
sites. That the only linear relationships which can generally pass from the additive p(T) to the 
non-additive r(T) are of the form pi = pi, so ri = ri, also explains why linear invariants present in 
p(T) under a homogeneous Kimura 2 or 3ST model, do not show up in r or s level. Thus the 
only ways at present to take advantage of this reduction in model parameters (and also sampling 
variance) is via the order 2'· 1 4-state Hadamard conjugations of appendix 2.6, or via maximum 
likelihood and related types of tree selection (see chapter 5) . 

Some similar results on tree invariants under the Jukes-Cantor model are reported in Fu and 
Steel ( 1 995), dealing especially with counting their number and indexing. 

4.6.5 Reduced variance and bias by using new pathlength transformations 

Recently Taj ima ( 1993a) suggested a new class of distance transformations, which have 
reduced bias relative to the standard Jukes-Cantor and Kimura 2ST distance transformations (we 
call them reduced bias or rb estimators as there remains an often tiny, but theoretically expected, 
amount of bias). They are based on replacing the logarithmic function with a Taylor series type 
approximation, taken to c terms. Tajima ( 1993a) derived these estimators for 4-state pairwise 
distance transformation. In appendix A4.2 we show they can also be applied to 2 and 4-state 
pathlength transformation, so giving rise to a new variant of the Hadamard conjugation when 
going from sampled data, �. to y, 

(4.6.4- l )  

where rb refers to equation A4.2 . 1 - 1 ,  of appendix 4.2. Initially these estimators were seen as a 
potentially useful answer to the question of what to do when the ML estimate of a pathset length 
is infinity (i.e. the argument to the logarithmic transform is inapplicable, which occurs when the 
r; :::; 0). These rb estimators will transform any possible r; value, from 1 to - 1 ,  with no need of 
special treatment. 

Further study of the properties of these new pathlength estimators revealed they have the 
more important property of reduced sampling error, relative to the standard logarithmic estimator 
(which as previously mentioned is also a maximum likelihood estimate under the model) . This 
finding has special importance, it is the first time in my knowledge that it has been shown, that a 
model based genetic distance transformation to restore additivity can have substantially reduced 
sampling variance relative to a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. The reduction in the root 
mean square error (RMSE) can be up to 1 5%, which is roughly equivalent to increasing the 
sequence length by ( 1  - ( 110.85)2) x 1 00% :::: 38% (see appendix 4.2). Interestingly rb estimators 
tend to make the most improvement on what would often correspond to longer pathset lengths in 
a tree. A study of the properties of these estimators is given in appendix 4.2. (These results are 
kept separate to the main text, so as not to detract from the main theme, but are major results). 
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This new finding of reduced vanance properties, suggests that the derivation of similar 
estimators to infer pairwise distances under more general models (and with a distribution of rates 
across sites) could be of great use for phylogenetic inference when working with either pairwise 
distances or Hadamard conjugations. 

4.7 SAMPLING ERRORS OF YD· THE DISTANCE IIADAMARD 

In this section we look at the statistical structure of an interesting variant of the Hadamard 
conjugation known as the "distance Hadamard transform" or just the "distance Hadamard" 
(Hendy and Penny 1993). As its name suggests it uses only distances in order to construct a 
vector of partition weights, and can therefore use more types of both data and transformation 
than the full conjugation. Prior to this work nothing was known of its statistical properties, 
except that under the model (with additive distances) it is consistent (in that it would return the y 
vector of the tree used to generate the distances) . Since it deals only with distances (transformed 
or not) it does not become more complicated as our data gains more states (c .f. the Hadamard 
conjugation), and so essentially remains an analogue of the 2-state Hadamard conjugation. 
Results in chapter 5 show that y0 has some desirable properties with regard to tree selection, 
which were predicted from the statistical properties described below. 

Despite there being no known tree-independent formulae for pathset lengths under models 
more general than Cavender's 2-state or the generalised Kimura 3ST with 4-state data, we can 
still infer a type of gamma vector (fu) for more general models . We do this by inferring the 
pathset lengths of quartets in p from pairwise distances using the four point metric (Buneman 
1 97 1 ) . For path sets with 6 or more tips, a natural extension of the four point metric is used to 
infer their size (Hendy and Penny 1 993, and described below) . The vector y0 will be consistent 
(in recovering a vector description of the true tree), if the distance corrections are themselves 
consistent (that is, they have converged to true tree additive distances as c � oo ). Dissimilarity 
measures such as DNA hybridisation and immunological distances can be used in this version of 
the Hadamard conjugation. For pathsets of order greater than 1 (i.e. 2 or more end points or 
pairwise distances), 

min 
D(E ) _ . . (du +D(Ek -{i,j})) k 

- l :t:.]EEk • (4.7- 1 )  

where D(Ek) is the sum of distances with unique end points within the even order set of  taxa, k, 

(Hendy and Penny 1 993) . We may make this calculation by fixing any i then checking each 
remaining value for jE k. Then, Ek is replaced with E(k-ij) and this loop is repeated until there are 
just two elements left in set k. Using this method to infer all pathset lengths from just pairwise 
distances the vector -prJ2 is constructed. The vector Yo is then calculated as -2H-1-prJ2. It is 
interesting to note that given just pairwise distances and the knowledge that this is a pathset 
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length on a tree, and assuming the model to be correct, then the minimum of a pair of distances 
appears to be the maximum likelihood estimate of that pathset length on the true tree. This is 
because the distances are expected to have zero correlation (see section 4.2.4), and the expected 
sum of distances on a path is expected to be minimaL A similar argument holds for pathsets 
with more than four tips. 

4.7.1 The covariance matrix of PD 
We begin by calculating the entries in V[p0] relating to their pairwise distances, then from 

these calculate the variances and covariances of the inferred pathset lengths (which are just 
unweighted sums of distances). The variances of transformed distances may be obtained by the 
delta method as discussed earlier. If no transformation is made (e.g. the norm with DNA 
hybridisation distances) then we use the estimated variances and covariances of the observed 
data. This gives us all the entries in a covariance matrix of the pairwise distances, which is a 
subset of all entries in V[-p0/2]. Next we calculate the variance of each of the higher order 
pathsets. We may do this in two different ways. Since the inferred value of a quartet (pathset 
order two) is just the sum of two distances, then, 

(4.7 . 1 - 1 ) 

where Dijkl is the minimal sum of distances with the listed end points, and "V ar" and "Cov" refer 
respectively to the variances and covariances of the distances making up the sum. For example if 
Dijkl is estimated as the sum of d;i + dkl (with variances 0.2 and 0. 1 ,  respectively, and covariance 
0.004), then Var(DiJkl) = 0.2 + 0.1  -2 x 0.004. The variance of higher order pathsets, for example 
a pathset with six tips estimated as the sum of 3 distances becomes, 

V ar(Dijklmn) = V ar( dij) + V ar( dkl) + V ar( dmn) (4.7 . 1-2) 

- 2Cov(dij •dmn) - 2Cov(dkl•dmn) - 2Cov(dij •dmn>· 

For still larger pathsets we sum the variances of the component distances, and subtract 
-2Cov(dij •dk1) for all possible pairs of dij ::t: dkl from the set of labels k that define that pathset. 

The second method of estimating V ar(Dijkl) uses the expectation that if dij and dkl are indeed 
non-intersecting paths, then their covariance will be zero under an i .i .d. model (since they are 
disjoint sets). Thus we would estimate Var(Diiki) = 0.2 + 0. 1 (we treat the last term as error due 
to finite sample size). Later we use a simulation to check that there is no obvious bias introduced 
into V(Y'o] as a result of this assumption. Under an i.i .d. tree model, then any non-zero value of 
Cov(dij •dk1) (where dii + d1<J is the minimum sum of pairwise distances with tips ijkl) due to either 
sampling error or a violation of the models assumptions (the crucial assumptions being that there 
has been i .i.d. evolution on a tree, and that the pairwise distances are additive upon the tree). 
With other types of distances data, for example pairwise DNA hybridisation distances, then non
zero covariances can legitimately be included as they are probably the results of experimental 
errors (which are not necessarily independent). 

We now look at estimating the covariances amongst pathsets in -p0/2. By the first method the 
covariance of Dijkl with dmn is, 
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(4.7. 1 -3) 

(given that dmn is not a member of the set of distances making up D;ik1) . For pathsets of order > 2 
(that is 6 or more end points), then we sum the covariance of dmn with all the distances making 
up Dijkl• and then subtract the pairwise covariances within the set of distances comprising Dijkl · 
If dmn is a member of the set of distances in Dijkl (for example dmn = d;j) then the covariance of d;i 
with itself is V ar ( d;i) , so 

Cov(Dijkl• dij) = Var(dij) + Cov(dklAj) + Cov(dij•dk1) , (4.7 . 1 -4) 

= Var(dij) 

We may also use the second method (that non-intersecting paths have covariances of expected 
value zero under an i .i .d. model) when inferring covariances. For any dmn (that is irrespective of 
its being a part of the sum of distances making up Dijkl or not) we have the theoretical 
expectation that all covariances within the set of distances comprising Dijkl will be zero. 

Therefore Cov(X, Y) = I: Var(dxy) (where X and Y are estimated according to equation 4.7- 1 ,  

and dxy is any distance which is a component of both X and Y). Using this formula speeds up the 
calculation of V[ -p0/2] considerably when working with larger sets of sequences. 

The last step in calculating V[roJ is equivalent to that used in section 4.2.5 to estimate V[y] .  

Since Yo = H-1-2(-pi2) = -2(H-1 (-pi2)) and given that H- 1 is an orthogonal and unweighted 
linear transform, then 

(4.7 . 1 -5) .  

A worked example of calculating V[p0] is given in table 4.7, based on the same model data used 

in tables 4 . 1 to 4.5. The major finding is that the variance of the longest pathset estimate, the 4-
tipped pathset (y07) has decreased by nearly 2/3rds. This finding (and theory) suggests that the 

reduction of variances in V[p0] relative to V[p] , should be especially useful when the longest 

pathsets are larger than the largest pairwise distance. In addition, the variance of the pathset 
length will be minimised when each of the distances summed up to estimate it are of identical 
size. These two conditions will generally be best met in large diameter trees, without large 
internal edges ; just the type of tree that is generally most difficult to recover. In addition, higher 
order pathset lengths will tend to be longest on trees with an evenly branched topology (tree 
shape), rather than a caterpillar topology (a long back), assuming edge lengths are random 
variables and the sum of edge weights in each type of tree is equal . 

It is also interesting to note that in this example, the r entries for the pair of distances 
estimating the pathset with four tips was 0.63, while that of the direct inference of the 4-tipped 
pathset was 0.4. Consulting figure 4.6b we see that both estimates have a similar signal-to-noise 
ratio, but the signal-to-noise ratio of the sum of the two distances improves by approximately 
one over square root of 2/3 or 1 .22 (22 % ) . This is a considerable improvement. Since 0.4 is near 
the optimal signal-to-noise ratio for a single pathset length estimate, then generally as the 
4-tipped pathset length increases, the sum of distances will be an even more accurate estimate of 
its true value (model assumptions being meet), while if it is larger (i .e. the pathset length is 
shorter) then the sum of pairwise distance won't offer such an advantage. 
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Table 4.7 The covariance matrix V'[p0] for the data used to estimate V'[p] earlier in table 4.3 
Index 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Pathset { 0 }  { 1 ,4 } { 2,4 } I 1 , 2 }  { 3 ,4 }  { l ,3 } { 2,3 } { 1 ,2 ; 3 ,4 }  
p(T) .00 .50 . 1 5  .45 .45 .85 .50 .90 
V'[p] 

Index 

0 0 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 

d 1 4 .000 1 .7 1 8  .221 1 .226 . 1 05 1 .460 . 1 05 1.331 

2 d74 .000 .22 1 .350 . 1 05 . 105 . 1 05 .22 1 .210 

3 dp .000 1 .226 . 1 05 1 .460 .000 1 .226 . 105 1.460 

4 d,4 .000 . 105 . 105 .000 1 .460 1 .226 1 .226 1 .460 

5 dn .000 1 .460 . 1 05 1 .226 1 .226 4.474 1 .460 2.452 

6 d7i .000 . 1 05 .22 1 . 1 05 1 .226 1 .460 1 .7 1 8  1 .331 

7 d l ?+rli4 . 000 1 .460 .221 1.460 1 .460 3. 953 1.460 5. 050 \ 2.950 

All variance and covariance values not in bold are the values one would see in the Hadamard conjugation 
from 2-state sequences (i .e . identical to those in table 4.3). The values of the last row, marked in italics, are 
the variance (diagonal element) and covariances of the pathset with 4 tips when it is estimated directly, as 
in the Hadamard conjugation. The values in bold are the equivalent entries when the 4-tipped pathset is 
estimated from pairwise distances. Underlined are the two values in each row which are summed to 
estimate the covariances and variance of the 4-tipped pathset estimated with pairwise distances. Notice that 
while some of the covariances have decreased slightly, the major change is in the variance of the 4-tipped 
pathset, which is now 2/3rd's as large as in the Hadamard conjugation. 

We now look in more detail at the last point of the previous paragraph, and evaluate the 
signal-to-noise ratio of many-tipped pathsets estimated as a sum of pairwise distances. For 
illustrative purposes we have chosen to evaluate a 4-tipped pathset. When using pairwise 
distances we have assumed that the two distances making up the pathset length are either 
identical (the optimal situation) or else occur in a ratio of 4: 1 (less optimal). It is hard to know 
what the relative size of the two "halves" of a 4-tipped pathset are expected to be when 
considering real data, but we expect it would typically fall between these two values. Figure 4 . 1 0  
shows the results of our study. Clearly, the sum of distances never does worse than the direct 
inference method, although the difference is minor for pathsets of up to 0.2 substitutions per site . 
However beyond this value the sum of distances performs better and better, reaching its peak 
signal-to-noise ratio at somewhat larger pathset lengths than the direct inference equation. The 
point at which the sum of distances (both distances equal) achieves a signal-to-noise ratio twice 
that of the direct inference method is marked, and this occurs at o slightly less than 1 .  In the case 
of pathsets with more tips ,  then the signal-to-noise ratio of a sum of distances tends to do even 
better than the direct inference method. This suggests that when simultaneously analysing both 
more sequences and more divergent sequences, then the ratio of the statistical efficiency of Yn to 
y (with respect to estimating �T)) will get larger. This of course assumes that the model's 
assumptions hold, and that the correlation structure of V[p0] does not preclude this result. 
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FIGURE 4.10a + b The signal-to-noise ratio of direct inference of a 4-tipped pathsets length (blue) vs the 

signal-to-noise ratio when estimating it as a sum of distances . 4. 10a The x-axis is the observed pathset 

length (measured across all 4 tips simultaneously), while in figure 4.10b it is the true pathset length (8) 

measured in the ex-pected number of substitutions per site. If the pathset is estimated from pairs of 

pairwise distances which are equal, or l :  l ,  in size, the signal-to-noise ratio of this estimate is shown as 

the red line. If the relative size of the distances making up the two "halves" of the 4-tipped pathset are 

quite unequal in size (specifically in a 4: I ratio), the signal to noise ratio is indicated as the green line. 

The first vertical dotted line to the left in each plot marks the pathset length used in our model tree (see 

table 4.7), while the next vertical dotted line marks the point where the sum of distances method (with 

both distances equal, red) has a signal-to-noise ratio twice as good as when using the direct pathset length 

estimate. In 4. 10b only, the dark red (for l :  l distances) and the dark green (for 4: l distances) lines in the 

figure on the right, plot the ratio of the accuracy of the distance methods vs the direct inference equation. 

4.7.2 A comparison of the structure in V['y0] vs V('y] 

We have calculated the entries in V'('y0] from V'[p0] (see table 4 .7) and now interpret how 

V[rol and V[y] differ. For our model data, figure 4 . 1 1 shows the entries in the covariance matrix 

of y from distances, V[y0], plotted against the corresponding entries in the covariance matrix from 

sequences, V[y] . It can be seen that most of the variances of entries in y0 decreased relative to 

those in y ( YJ and Y4 from 0 .434 to 0 .369, 9s from 0 . 1 03 to 0 .046 and Y6 from 0 .025 to 0 . 0 1 6), 

two remained equal (Y2, Y7 at 0 .06) while the last ( Y3 relating to the trees internal edge) increased 

slightly from 0 .068 to 0 . 076. The most important change from the point of view of tree selection 

was that the variance of the potentially misleading "long edges attract" signal YS has been more 

than halved, and more than makes up for a slight increase in the sampling variance of Y3 · 
Figure 4 . 1 1b shows a plot of the correlations of entries in y0 vs those in y, and it is clear 

there are some differences here (otherwise all entries would lie on the line y = x) . Overall 

correlations have increased in YD (hinted at by the general increase of the small covariances, 

shown fig. 4 . 1 l a) .  Most importantly for tree selection, the correlation between Y3 and 9s has 
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gone from being nearly zero to approximatel y  -0.4. This means more sampling overlap between 

these two variab les, than if the correlation was zero. So overal l ,  while there has been an 

important and substantial reduction in the variance of the potentially  misleading  entry rs , some 

of this advantage for tree selection has be negated by the negative correlation between Y3 and Ys . 
and the s l ight increase in the variance of YJ. 

Simulations were run to assess the accuracy of Vfy0] , given that it was usmg two 

approximations, namel y  the minimality criteria (rather than knowing which pair are really  

disj oint) and the  delta method. The results (not shown) indicated that a ll entries in  both the 

covariance and correlation matrices were accurately predicted when c was 1 000 (al l  entries 

agreeing to 1 %  or better) . When c was dropped to just 1 00, a s light underestimate 

(approximatel y  5 %) of the variances became apparent, whi le  some corre lations in the simulation 

were s lightly different from inferred in Cfy0] . Most notably ,  the near total negative correlation 

(=== - 1 )  of 5 and 6 was reduced to about -0.75 .  This difference is probab ly  due to sampling error 

causing pairs of non-disjoint distances to be minimal (and so they are used to infer the length of 

the 4-tipped pathset). This randomisation factor can in turn be predicted to break down some of 

the strong negative correl ation of y5 and y6. Importantly the corre lation s  of entries Y3 and ys , 
plus Y3 and Y6 where accurately  estimated in C' Cy0] , even with this short sequence length . 

If it were deemed essential to avoid the downward bias inherent in the minimality criterion 

for choosing the value of a pathset from pairwise distances, we might consider taking some 

weighted average of a l l  the alternative sums of distances . An appropriate weighting would be 

according to the probabil ity ,  that by chance, one of these other pathsets might be smaller than 

the minimal one chosen .  However such a method could reduce the effic iency of tree selection 

when the internal edge(s) separating the two halves of a quartet were small .  The added 

calculations that such weighted pathset evaluations require (involving not only variances, but 

also covariances, and especiall y  as the number of taxa increases) make this refinement at present 

seem overly complicated, but may be worth consideration if the distance Hadamard turns out to 

be an especia l ly  useful method in phylogenetic research.  

(figure next) 
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FIGURE 4.1 1a A plot of the variances and covariances of entries in y from sequences (x-axis) vs the 

corresponding values in Yo (y-axis), estimated from the data in table 4.7 (this used the delta method 

approximation applied to our four taxon illustrative model of section 4.2. 1 ,  with A. =  I ) . The numbers have 

yet to be divided by a specific sequence length (i .e. they use a nominal sequence of length 1 ) . In general 
the variances of Yo (labeled v l -v7 part a) are lower than those in y. Many of the covariances are also 

larger in y 4.1 1b The correlations of y0 (y-axis marked C[d]) plotted against those of y (recall the 

correlation of (x, y) is the cov(x,y) I (s.d.(x) x s.d.(y)). The most important correlations for tree selection 

methods are those between the three signals which may be selected as an internal edge (3, 5, 6). A real 
concern is that in a strong negative correlation has appeared between the signal for the tree's internal edge 
(3) and the long edges attract signal (5) (this entry which is underlined has near zero correlation when the 
full Hadamard conjugation is used). This negative correlation means that when signal 3 is large then 5 

tends to be low, but when 3 is low, 5 is expected to be positive, increasing the probability it will be 
selected as optimaL 

4.7.3 The statistical structure of Yo vs y evaluated on a six taxon tree. 

In this section, we look for differences in the comparative structure of y0 reconstructed from 

distances versus y reconstructed from sequences, using a larger tree of 6 taxa. With this many 

taxa, pathsets with 4 or more tips now outnumber pairwise distances in r and p, i .e. under the 

2-state model, there are 1 5  pairwise distances, 1 5  'quartets', and one 'sextet'. In order to keep the 
complexity of interactions down we use a tree which is well resolved, except for a short inner
most edge. This weighted tree (and scaled versions of it) are shown in figure 4. 1 2. This type of 
tree is often encountered in real data sets; it can be viewed as a 'Felsenstein zone' tree where a 
biologist has added in two sequences which intersect the longest edges and serve to reduce the 
long edges attract effect (a good example would be adding a deeply diverging eubacteria and 
eukaryote to the data used in figure 2.7). For this section we have called the trees by the number 
of changes on their external edges, having already fixed the sequence length to be studied at 
1000. Later in chapter 5 ,  where we will study tree selection with them, they are referred to 
simply by the expected number of changes per site on each pendant edge e.g. the 1 60 tree = 
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1 601 1000 changes per site on the long edges = 0. 1 6  substitutions expected per site. The model 
used for these simulations is described further in the caption to figure 4 . 1 2. In this section, there 
is a substitution of notation, �s) for y, and �d) for y0, in order to make it clearer which type of 
vector is being referred to (since the discussion will be switching from one to the other 
frequently, and using subscripts to indicate specific entries) .  

The '160' tree 

0. 1 6  

eg 
0. 16 

0.016 
e, 

0. 16 

The '20' tree 

1\ 
FIGURE 4. I 2  The six taxon trees used to study further the differences in the statistical structure of "(0 

1\ 
relative to "( derived via the Hadamard conjugation. On the larger tree the edge weights are given in italic, 

taxa numbers are in plain text, while edge indices (by the 2-state Hadamard conjugation notation) are in 
bold. The sequence length for the study was 1 000 sites, and all but one edge on the ' I 60' tree had an 
expected length of O. I 6  x I 000 = I 60 substitutions. The short internal edge was expected to incur 1 6  
substitutions. The '80' tree (not shown) had the all edge weights divided by 2 ,  while the '20' tree, has all 
edge weights divided by 8 (relative to the I 60 tree). The basic tree structure is what may occur when one 
tries to improve phylogenetic inference on a tree like that of Felsenstein ( I 978a), by adding extra taxa to 
reduce the long edges attract problem (Felsenstein 1 978a, Hendy and Penny 1989). The ' 1 60' tree is similar 
to that inferred for some rRNA and protein sequences used to study the relationships of archaebacteria, 
with the edges I and 2 for example representing divergent eukaryotes (e.g. a vertebrate and Giardia sp.), 5 
and 6 representing diverse eubacteria (e.g. E. coli and Thermotoga sp.), while 3 and 4 represent say, an 
extreme thermophile and a Halobacterium (by this labeling we do not mean to infer that the eocyte tree is 
correct, but rather, wish study the sorts of problems that might be expected to occur should it be the correct 
tree). In this tree, the gamma vector entry 7 ( I+2+4) corresponds to the short internal edge, while gamma 
I l  ( I +2+8) and gamma I 2  (4+8, i.e. taxa 3 and 4 being drawn together) correspond to the only likely 
alternatives to this edge. This is because y1 1 and y12 are the only signals compatible with the large internal 
edges 3 and 1 5  which are chosen well over 99.99 % of the time (chapter 5 tree selection simulations). The 
model used to predict the s(T) vector was the 2-state Poisson model. 
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FIGURE 4. 1 3  Frequency plots of the of the size of correlations in Y<d) and Y<s). These correlations were 

estimated from 1 ,000 random samples of y under the models described in figure 4. 1 2  (c = 1 ,000 in all 

cases). The top two figures are for sequences derived from the '20' tree, the middle two from the '80' tree, 
and the last two from the ' 1 60' tree. The correlations of y7 with y12 are marked as 1 ,  y7 with y1 1  is marked 2,  
while that of y1 1 with y12 is marked 3 in each case. The index assigned to these correlations, is in the same 
rank as their importance in deciding how often an incorrect tree is selected. The more positive the 
correlations marked 1, 2 and 3, the higher the probability of recovering the true tree (and the opposite for 
negative correlations). 
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1 0  1 2  

I O  1 2  
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FIGURE 4. 14  A comparison of the marginal distributions of the entries in y which are most crucial to 

correctly resolving the '20' tree shown in figure 4. 1 2. The entries in �d), in contrast to those of �s), are 

essentially continuous. In addition the entries of �d) have slightly smaller variances. We note a slight 

positive bias to the means (marked with vertical dotted lines) of these three marginal entries in �d). This 

bias of the means, is larger than expected due to sampling error alone (i.e. s.d.(mean of x) = s.d.(x)/.Yn (n = 

1 ,000 simulations), so the s.d. (mean of )\d)7) "" 1 .9/3 1 .6 = 0.06, while s.d.(mean of ).\d)1 1  or ).\d)12) "" 
0.92/3 1 .6 = 0.03). This positive bias runs counter to that of the multinomial like entries of �s), which 

appears, if anything, to have a slight negative bias. Thus, even for this low amount of sequence divergence 
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(the longest path through the tree is just 0.08 subs. per site), the variances of the crucial entries in ).{d) are 

slightly lower, the correlations are slightly less favourable, and the bias is all but insignificant. The 
performance of standard tree selection algorithms on these two types of spectra should be very similar for 
this low rate of substitution. Even at this low rate of substitution, the marginal distributions of �d)11 and 

�d)12 are near normal, but surprisingly that of �d)7 is substantially skewed (the marginals of are similar to 
binomial, as expected from the results of section 4.3) .  

The first noticeable feature of the covariance matrix of �d) (V[Y<d)]) in our six taxon 

example (matrix not shown), is that almost all of the variances are less than their corresponding 

values in Y<s). In general, these variances have decreased by between 2 and 20 %. Of particular 

importance to tree selection algorithms applied to these spectra, are the variances of the three 
entries in y (namely 7, 1 1  and 1 2) which are compatible with the well supported internal edges 3 

and 1 5  of our model tree. Figure 4. 14, shows that the lower variances of entries in �d) (relative 

to those in Y<s)) are detectable even at low amounts of sequence divergence (in this case they are 

assessed on the "20" tree, where the longest path is just 0.08 substitutions per site). 

The covariances (and also correlations) between entries in �d) are quite different to those in 

�s) . This feature was investigated further by looking at how the correlations of entries within 

both �d) and �s), changed as the overall amount of divergence increased. The results of this 

study are shown in figure 4. 1 3 .  Notice how the correlations of entries within �d) are diverse 

even at very low rates of change (i.e. in the "20" tree some entries have very high negative 
correlations), yet change very little as the rates of change increase (the "80", and " 1 60" trees). In 
contrast the correlations between entries in �s) while all very similar (and near zero) for low 

rates of change, spread out as the rate of change increases (with a skew tail going towards more 
negative correlations). 

Of particular importance to tree selection are the correlations of the three entries in gamma 
which are able to be chosen to resolve the short internal edge of our model trees . We marked 

• 1\ 1\  1\ 1\  1\ 1\  these correlat10ns as 1 (corr. [ y7, y1 2] ) ,  2 (corr.[ y7, Y12]) , and 3 (corr. [ y7, y1 2] )  for our model 

simulation data, shown in figure 4. 1 3 . In �d) 1 ,  2, and 3 are all moderate sized negative 

correlations .  In contrast 1 ,  2, and 3 for �s) have correlations that are near zero for low rates of 

change and become increasingly positive as the amount of divergence increases. Negative 
correlations between y7 (corresponding to an internal edge in the generating tree) and either Yu or 

Y12 (long edges attract) are not desirable since they mean that when y7 takes on a small value (due 

to sampling), there is a better than even chance that either Yu or Y12 will be bigger than its mean 

value (making erroneous tree selection more likely). Positive correlations are in contrast 
desirable, having the opposite effect. The negative correlation between Y1 1 and Y12 of Y<d) is also 

undesirable, since it indicates that when y7 takes small values, either one or the other of the two 

entries competing with it for selection will tend to take on a larger than usual value (hence 
approximately doubling up the effect of the aforementioned negative correlations). Since all 
these correlations are of moderate size, they seem unlikely to completely offset the large 
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decrease in the variances of the crucial three entries in Ycd). This expectation is shown to hold 

true in the tree selection simulations of chapter 5 .  

The marginal distributions of  Ycd), compared to  those of  Yes), are quite distinct with short 

sequences, or corresponding to entries in � with low expected values .. While only the marginal 
distributions of y7, Y1 1  and y12 are shown in  figure 4 . 14 ,  our comments generally hold for the 

marginal distributions of the other entries in y (results not shown) . In figure 4. 14 it can be seen 

that the variances of the two non-tree entries have dropped by approximately 1 0% (in Ycd) 

relative to Yes)), while that of the internal edge has dropped by only 2% or so. More strikingly, 

however, the marginal distributions of entries Ycd) 1 1  and Ycd)12 are very similar to normal 

distributions (with only slight tails to the right), while their counterparts in Yes) are clearly 

binomial. This means that even with small amounts of sequence divergence, statistical tests on 
entries some entries in Ye d) can be made using a normal approximation and the diagonal entries 

" 
of V'[Ycd)] (however we have yet to assess the sampling properties of V'[Ycd)] as exhaustively 

" 1\ as we did for V' [ i(s) J ) .  

The strong skewness of Ycd)7 (figure 4. 14) shows that i t cannot always be assumed that 

entries in Ycd) have near normal marginal distributions (nor that the worst violations of this 

assumption, coincide with the smallest entries) . The skewness of this entry is probably due, in 
part, to a cumulative bias introduced by the minimality criteria in estimating higher order pathset 
lengths as sums of distances, combined with their own binomial marginal distributions .  Further, 
it is conjectured that the marginal distribution of the entries in Ye d) corresponding to a short 

internal tree edge are most affected in this way. So, unfortunately, it can be expected to occur in 
just those situations where we most desire accuracy of our tests (i.e. about poorly resolved 
internal edges) . If a normal approximation is to be used, it should be realised that the 
corresponding test for such an entry being zero, will be rejected too often. Fortunately, this 
skewness diminishes quite quickly as the overall rate of change increases , or as sequence length 

increases. A conservative rule for assuming normality of the marginal distributions in Ye d) 

would thus appear to be: assume normality only if the variance of entry yi is ;::: (5/c)x([c-5]/c)/c 

"" (5)/c2 or the s.d. of yi is ;::: 2 .24/c (where c is the sequence length). 

Another feature apparent from figure 4. 14 is that there is a slight bias on the means of 

entries of both Ycd) and Yes) .  The means for Ycd) are all slightly overestimated (by about 0. 14  

substitutions), whereas those of  Yes) are even more subtly underestimated. However, this usually 

will not present a serious problem, and this bias decreases quite rapidly with increasing sequence 
length. 

Apart from the trees discussed so far, I have examined the marginal entries of many other 
spectra generated for many combinations of tree size (up to 8 taxa), shape, sequence lengths, and 
overall rates of change. Nothing that I observed contradicted any of the generalisations made so 
far. The most notable feature of any spectra, not already mentioned, is what I call the "spider" . 
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The "spider" is a slightly unusual marginal distribution observed on just a few entries in �d) 

only . It is a highly symmetric distribution (very near the normal in outline) which showed very 
discrete classes, like a binomial distribution with a mean of greater than 5 .  It is expected that this 
was caused by a particular weighted tree, such that the entries in �d) were the results of adding 

and subtracting many similar sized distances, and preserving something of the discrete sampling 
distribution of the observed distances. It is a curiosity, which will be studied further at a later 
date. The symmetry of these entries, their approximately normal shape and their rarity suggest 
that this type of marginal distribution poses no particular problem for either tree selection, or 
hypothesis testing. 

4. 7.4 Variations on the distance Hadamard 

An exception to sequences yielding just one distance matrix, are models where the rates of 
transitions and the two types of transversions can vary independently, but still allow the recovery 
of a tree additive distance matrix of each type of change. For 4 states the most general of these 
models is the generalised Kimura 3ST model (Evans and Speed 1993). Under this model it is 
possible to derive three completely separate distance matrixes for transitions, transversions type 
1 and transversions type 2 respectively. Each one may then independently yield a distance 
spectra, which can used and studied in the same way as the equivalent elements of the 41- 1 

Hadamard conjugation or the order 2t- 1 4-state conjugations (see appendix 2.6) . These 
separations of transitional and transversional changes can be used to estimate the tr I tv ratio 
after making corrections, but without needing to estimate a tree. They also allow separate 
examinations of how much phylogenetic information each type of change is retaining. It will be 
interesting to explore the effect of weighting each of these distance matrices (in a manner 

analogous to that discussed in section 4.5), prior to tree selection from up to three separate �d) 
vectors. 

Of course, under the generalised time reversible model (and its extension to allow rates 
across sites in section 3 .2.2), the whole rate matrix is estimated (as Rt = M"1 (P) = M"1(IT 1F)), 

allowing up to 12 corrected types of substitution to be estimated separately (which are the 
product of three independent equilibrium base frequencies, in which case Rt has up to six more 

independent parameters) .  That is, the corrected number of A� C changes will be 1ta(Rt) 12, A � 

G = 1ta(Rt) l3 , . . .  , T � G = 1t1(Rt)43 (e.g. see Lanave et al. 1 984, Tavare 1 986, and sections 3 .2. 1 

and 3 .2.2). A similar division into types of changes can be done with many amino acid distances .  
These procedures are strictly valid only under the general time reversible model's assumptions, 
and unlike the Kimura 3ST and submodels, do not allow rates to change independently on 
different edges in the tree. 

A simpler (but still consistent) approach to examining transitions separately to transversions, 
is constructing a neighbour joining tree for each distance matrix and then comparing edge 
weights (either as a sum if using the general time reversible distances, or on particular edges for 
the generalised Kimura 3ST and 2ST). Other methods such as split decomposition (Bandelt and 
Dress 1992), or weighted least squares can also be used to study each type of change separately. 
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Of course the tree based methods, will not show up anomalies as will the distance Hadamard or 
split decomposition. Most simply the overall magnitude of entries in these three matrices can be 
compared in order to assess things such as transition to transversion ratio's (or a molecular 
clock), without needing to estimate a tree. These separated substitution distance Hadamard 
spectra will have entries in y with even lower variances than those in the corresponding 

constrained order 41- 1 Hadamard conjugations (section 4.6), or the order zt·1 Kimura 3ST 
Hadamard conjugations (appendix 2.6) . The price of reduced variance, appears to be less 
predictable behaviour with regard to specific model violations, and perhaps less reliability for 
tree selection when the model's assumptions are violated. It is the former property which 
compromises a biologist's ability to diagnose potential trouble with phylogenetic analysis, which 
may be the more regrettable. 

Another potentially useful variation suggested by this study, is the estimation of only some 
of the higher order pathsets by sums of lower order pathsets. A simple example would be to use 
all pairwise distances plus quartet entries in p ,  then infer all higher order pathsets from a 
combination of these values using the logical extension of Buneman's 4 point condition. A more 
refined approach might be to replace just those pathsets with variances larger than those of the 
largest distance. Such hybrid methods (of which there are many possibilities) would aim to 

reduce the variance of entries in y, yet not throw away much of the information that allows 

accurate diagnosis of the cause of model violations. Much study could be done in this area if it 
Hadamard conjugations do turn out to have a long term place in the study of sequence evolution. 
Such modifications still allow model exact modifications to allow for a distribution of rates 
across sites, as developed in chapter 2. 

4.8 THE MEANING OF y, AND ESTIMATING TREE SELECTION RELIABILITY 

This section considers two important issues that arose during these studies, which are not 
directly related to each other. The first regards the theoretical statistical nature of the vector y, 

while the second deals with the practical question of using knowledge of the sampling 
distribution and covariance matrix of y to infer the probabilities of picking different trees in a 

simulation, or make an estimate of these probabilities from sampled data. It also considers how 
non-linear transforms bias bootstrap approaches to estimating variance. This bias, is in addition 
to the biases in tree selection identified by Zharkikh and Li ( 1992a, 1992b ) .  

4.8.1 Are Hadamard conjugations ML estimators? 

Here we consider whether entries in y are ML estimators of a particular kind (under the 2-

state Poisson model) . Recall that the vector � is, under an i . i .d .  model, the ML estimator of the 
vector s(T). The multiplication of � by H, is an orthogonal unweighted linear transformation. 
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The entries in � that correspond to single paths, are ML estimates of ( l -2d00,), and so the ML 

estimate of d00,(i) = -( 1 -�;)/2. Thus � is a vector of ML estimates of 1 - { twice the observed path set 
lengths } .  

The logarithmic transformation to make pathset lengths additive (in expectation), i s  also an 
ML estimator. It is analogous to the 4-state Poisson model transformation (i.e. the Jukes-Cantor 
equation), which for some time has been recognised as an ML estimator (e.g. Saitou 1 990) . For 
this discussion, we call entries in p ML estimates, recognising, of course, the multiplicative 

constant -2. This constant can be negated at will, and would otherwise be needed to "balance" 
the multiplication by H (for example, let x be the vector of ML pathset length estimates = - 112p , 

then y = -2Hx). Some entries in p correspond to ML estimates of total pairwise distances 

(including multiple substitutions at a site), while the remainder are ML estimates of the length of 

higher order pathsets (except p0 which invariably estimates the length of the null pathset i .e . 0). 

This interpretation follows because Hendy ( 1989) shows that in order to estimate the length of a 
pathset, it is only necessary to know the observed pathset 'length' then apply the logarithmic 
transformation (we have already established that the ML estimates of the observed pathset 
lengths are entries in � which have binomial marginal distributions) . Just like the entries in a 

matrix of ML pairwise distances (of which entries in p form a superset), all the entries in p are 
estimated independently of needing to specify any particular tree or set of trees .  

The vector y i s  an orthogonal unweighted linear transformation of  p .  Asymptotically (as 

c � oo, and given that the Poisson tree model already described holds) the entries in y converge 

to either zero (if they are not in the true tree) or else the positive length of an edge in the true 
tree. Recognising this, we suggest that the entries in y are ML estimates of the corresponding 

entries in ')'(T), which are inferred with no conditioning on a specific tree or subset of trees .  

Another way of describing this is: entry Y; is the ML estimate of the length of the putative edge 

ei, inferred with calculations that do not involve any specific subset of trees (or that the 
calculations are made taking account of all possible trees equally). 

One possible objection to y being an ML estimator of ')'(T), is that entries in y nearly always 

have larger variances than those in Yo (as measured under the model), despite the usual proof 

that ML estimators are asymptotically the most statistically efficient (i .e. have least variance) 
estimators. The main reason that Yo has lower variances on many of its entries is that it infers 

pathset lengths conditional on using information from a small set of trees, which under the 
model are all expected to be similar to the true tree. This is obvious, when it is highlighted that 
the distance Hadamard method, makes an inference of the quartet structure of the true tree 
(based upon Buneman's 4 point metric) every time it infers the length of a quartet. This 4-point 
condition is essentially a four taxon tree selection criterion, so effectively, inferring the 4-tipped 

pathsets in Po is a by product of inferring all possible four taxon trees . As Steel et al. ( 1993b) 

prove, if you know all the quartet relations in a tree, then you can uniquely reconstruct that tree. 
And of course, the distance Hadamard method also uses the minimum sum of three or more 
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distances to estimate higher order pathsets and these also strongly condition on a subset of trees .  
So effectively, the distance Hadamard has reduced the variance of entries in Yo by invoking a 

form of tree selection before inferring entries in Yo· This is something we specifically claim the 

Hadamard conjugation does not do. Thus, our claim of y being a specific type of ML estimator 

is not falsified by its entries generally having larger variances than those in Yo· 

Our claim does not address how entries in y are related to another well known ML estimator 

often used in phylogenetics, specifically the ML method of tree selection. However, as we show 
in chapter 5, the edge length estimates inferred by y and the ML tree selection method are 

expected to differ (even when the data comes form the 2-state Poisson model) .  This difference is 
expected, since they are quite different sorts of ML estimators. The ML tree selection method 
cannot even begin to make an edge length estimate without conditioning explicitly upon a 
particular tree. It may have been an assumed identity between edge length estimates made by the 
ML tree selection criterion, and those made in y, that lead Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) to suggest 

that choosing a tree using closest tree from y was effectively the same as the ML tree selection 

criterion of Felsenstein ( 198 1 a) . In chapter 5 we show that no such identity between closest tree 
and ML exists, yet another method of tree selection applied to y does share a close identity with 

Felsenstein's ( 1 98 1  a) method. Yet it is not to this identity we claim. 

An important question is: what use is a particular ML estimator, based on a particular model, 
when alternative methods or modifications achieve a specific task (e.g. edge length estimation) 
more efficiently under that same model? It seems an unavoidable conclusion of these studies, 

that the Hadamard conjugation generally does relatively less well than y0, as a starting point for 

estimating both the unweighted tree and it edge lengths, when the model holds (this prediction is 
born out by the model of tree selection described immediately below, the simulations in chapter 
5 ,  and is consistent with the simulation results of Charleston et al. 1994) . Rather than this 
somewhat narrow view of utility, we emphasise results in chapter 5, which suggest that y can be 

most useful, not when all the assumptions of the model hold, but rather when the model is 
violated in specific ways . For example, even though y is not exact when data comes from a 

mixture of two or more trees, it can reliably extract important information lost by methods 
which need to condition upon a specific tree. An important example of this is given in section 
5 .4 .  

Thus i t  is conjectured that y is a specific type of  ML estimator, analogous in  some ways to a 

matrix of ML pairwise distances. It potentially finds its greatest use when the model is violated 
(ironically, where it may no longer be an ML estimator) . A related conjecture, which we will not 
delve into, is that y may be an ML estimator (of some type) of the sum of ')'(T')'s when the 

process of sequence evolution is 2-state i.r. I i . i .d. Poisson, but the s vector analysed is a sum of 
sequences from different trees (and again it is an ML estimator which does not condition on 
specific trees). It should not be confused with ML estimators which condition on a specific set of 
weighted trees (e.g. as in section 5 .4) . Under these types of model, the data has not been 
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generated by a single tree, but perhaps by a network of evolution, or even disjoint processes 

juxtaposed by recombination. It is important to re-emphasise the condition that y is an ML 

estimator when the graph describing evolution is unspecified (e.g. do not specify a single tree or 
a specific form of network) . (We are currently looking at the possibility of proving either or both 
of these conjectures with Dr Mike Steel). 

This study also suggests another way that spectral analysis may be extended. It has always 
been a wish to extend Hadamard conjugations to more general models, but at the present the 
most general are those developed in chapter 2. Further, it is seems quite certain from the proofs 
in Szekely et al. ( 1 993) that the standard conjugation cannot be extended to be exact under, say, 
a 12  parameter, 4-state model. An insight gained from developing this section is that perhaps we 
should not expect extensions of spectral analysis to be methods which do not condition on any 
tree, but rather a method which conditions on all trees. Tying in with this, chapter 5 presents 
clear evidence for certain non-tree signals showing up as 'significantly nonzero' edges in far 
from optimal trees. That is, in these trees these edges have much more support than expected 
under the model, which is precisely what the Hadamard conjugation seeks to estimate. Our 
proposal to extend spectral analysis is to estimate the support for all 2'. 1 edge weights by 
optimising edge weights on all possible binary trees with a method such as ML, which rakes into 
account expected multiple substitutions. Alternatively, distance methods could be used although 
they may not be as efficient. Following this, an entry in Y<all trees); (i > 0) is the average weight 

of edges with this index calculated over all binary trees .  It is hoped that this new method, which 
we will call "all trees (or AT) spectral analysis, " will identify non-tree signals more reliably and 
sensitively than Yo· (The "distance method" Yo may only have enough information to look for 

locally optimal signals; it may do well, although the poor performance of compatibility and 
closest tree in the "mixture of two trees simulations" in Charles ton ( 1 994) figure 5 .24 suggests 
perhaps not (assuming our own interpretations of these results, as given next, are correct)). It 
may also be useful to consider estimating )\all trees) from partially resolved trees and not just 

binary trees (elsewhere in the thesis, estimating p from sums of edge lengths of smaller, e.g. 4, 

8,  . .  taxon, ML trees is also considered) . Clearly, further investigations beyond the scope of this 
thesis are needed to identify the strengths of these different methods of spectral analysis. That is, 
especially their different abilities to highlight, and at least partially diagnose, signals which do 
not fit the model (which includes the expectation of one tree generating the data, plus a specific 
mechanism of sequence evolution). 

The predicted utility of y, under violation of the model, may be consistent with a set of 

simulations performed by Charleston ( 1 994 figure 5 .24) where the sequences of two trees are 

mixed together, and compatibility and closest tree applied to y clearly perform best. However, 

our preferred hypothesis to explain these simulation results is that the combination of sequence 
data (either transformed or not, but not reduced to just pairwise distances) followed by a 
compatibility-like tree selection criterion results in the most reliable identification of edges in 
the tree contributing most to the data. Thus it is the superior performance of compatibility (over 
parsimony for example) in this situation which is predicted to be making the significant 
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difference. This is a slightly different interpretation of when compatibility will do well, which 
adds to the mixture of informative and highly uninformative sites model considered by 
Felsenstein ( 198 1 b) (see also Kuhner and Felsenstein 1 994, while in chapter 5 we show that 
closest tree, which also did well in Charleston's table 5 .24, can be considered a form of weighted 
compatibility). Unfortunately, the matches of tree selection criterion with data transformation in 
this part of Charleston ( 1 994) are incomplete, so this interpretation will need further study to 
confirm or refute (the prediction is that parsimony applied to the distance Hadamard transformed 
data will not do well, but both compatibility and closest tree applied to the observed sequences 
will do well in identifying the tree contributing most of the data) . 

4.8.2 Tree selection probabilities estimated via the sampling distribution of y 

Since many methods of tree selection (e.g. parsimony, compatibility, closest tree) applied to 
the 2-state four taxon Hadamard conjugation simplify to the selection of the largest of y3, Ys and 

y6, then it is relatively easy to calculate directly the probabilities of selecting each possible tree. 

For simplicity, it is easiest to start with the case when a criterion selects the most positive of 
these three entries, even if it does take on a negative value. Further, we will initially make the 
simplifying assumption that y is distributed multi-variate normally, with zero covariance 

between entries. Thus the probability of one of these tree selection criteria picking the wrong 
tree is equal to the probability that Ys and I or y" is greater than y3• Using the illustrative model of 

section 4.2 and the covariance matrix of ygiven in table 4.4 (in section 4.2.5), and assuming the 

sequence length is 500, then: y3 has mean 0.025 and variance 0.0684/500: Ys has mean 0 and 

variance 0 . 103 11500 :  Y6 has mean 0 and variance 0.0246/500. Given the assumption of 

multivariate normality and independence (which seems reasonable given the simulation results 
of section 4.3), then Y3 - Ys is normally distributed with mean 0.025, and variance = (0.0684 + 

0. 1 03 1 )/500 giving s.d. = 0.0 1 85 (and likewise for y3 - Y6) .  
The next step in determining the reliability of tree selection, is to make integrals of the 

multivariate normal distribution of y. The probability that is y5 is greater than y3 is equal to the 

probability of an observation from a univariate normal distribution (with mean 0.025, and s.d. = 

0.0 1 85) having a value of less than zero, which is equivalent to the integral of the tail of a 
standardised normal distribution beyond 1 .350 standard deviations, equals or 0.0885 (to 4 
places) .  B y  the same argument the probability that Y6 is greater than y3 is equal to the area under 

the tail of a normal distribution beyond 1 .833 standard deviations from the mean (i.e. z = 

- 1 .833) , or 0.0334. Thus the overall probability of choosing an incorrect tree is 0.0885 + 0.0334 
- (0.0885 x 0.0334) "" 0. 1 1 90, or 1 1 .9%. The last term in brackets is an approximation of the 

probability that both y5 and Yn are greater than Y3 (later it is shown that an exact estimate requires 

a numerical integration). Despite this last term being inexact, we can put an approximate upper 
bound on its size. It must be less than 50% of the probability of Yn exceeding Yr(since all entries 

are independent, and y5 is the larger of this pair) . Making these calculations for a whole range of 

sequence lengths, gives the results shown in figure 4. 14. The accuracy of this method for c < 200 
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is uncertain, since simulations show that the marginal distributions of these three entries can still 

be quite binomial in character (see section 4 .3), and because of the approximation made in 

estimating how often both Ys and Y6 are greater than Y3· 
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FIGURE 4. 1 5a The estimated probability, P(wrT), of compatibility, parsimony, or closest tree choosing a 

wrong tree when applied to y for various sequence lengths (with y generated by the Hadamard 

conjugation applied to random samples from the vector s(T) of table 4. 1 ) . P(wrT) was calculated 

according to the method described in section 4 .8 .2  (assuming independence of the three relevant entries 

in y). The expected values and variances of entries in y are taken from table 4 .4 (in section 4 .2 .5) .  4. 15b 

As for 4. 1 5a, except the x-axis is now log (base 10) of the sequence length, the red line (with diamonds) 

refers to the same probabilities as used to generate the blue line in 4. 1 5a, while the purple line batter 

takes into account the correlations of y3, y5 and y6. The dotted line indicates when the probability of 

correctly choosing the true tree rises to 0 .95 (at this point the sequence length is 827 on the red line and 

767 on the purple line). The sequence lengths were generated by the series i+ 1 = (i x ...J2) starting with 

12 . 5  and finishing at 3200. The general sigmoidal shape is correct, but the upper shoulder possibly falls 

away to quickly, because we have not taken into account the non-normal sampling distributions with 

these short sequences. The sigmoidal shape of these curves is very much like that observed in resampling 

studies (e.g. Charleston et al. 1994), and so, is perhaps best understood as a consequence of converging 

towards a multivariate normal distribution with increasing sequence length. 

The next level of refinement to use in estimating the tree selection reliability, is to take into 

account the covariances between entries. Using the same example used in the previous paragraph, 

the variance of Y3 - Ys = var(y3) + var(ys) -2cov(y3, Ys) = (0 .0684 + 0. 1 03 1  - 2 x 0.0036)/500 = 

0.000329. Thus ifthe original data were normally distributed, so too will y3 - y5 with mean 0.025, 

and our refined estimate of its s.d. is 0.0 1 8 1  (and the probability of y3 - y5 being less than zero 

becomes the standard cumulative normal probability below - 1 .379 s .d. , versus 1 .350 previously). 

The new estimate ofthe probability y3 - y5 < 0 is 0.0839, a slight decrease from 0.0885 . When the 

variance of y3 - Y6 is re-estimated, the probability of y3 - Y6 < 0 becomes equal to the cumulative 

standard normal probability below -2 .007 equals 0.0224 (a more substantial change from 0.0334). 

The covariance of (r3 - Ys) with (r3 - Y6) is 
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-2(varry3] + cov[(y3, yJ + cov[(y5 ,  yJ + cov[(y5 ,  y6]) .  Thus the probabil ity of choosing the wrong 

tree is the cumulative density of a bivariate normal with a covariance matrix of the e le ments 

specified. The probabi l i ty of getting an incorrect tree is estimated as the integral of this 

distribution across al l  quadrants of the Cartesian plane except the positive quadrant .  The other 

quadrants correspond to one, or the other, or both incorrect trees being more optimal than the 

true tree. This integral can easi ly  be evaluated with numerical methods. To restrict tree selection 

to situations in which an optimal tree is only picked if the weight for its internal edge is positive, 

then it is necessary to do a three dimensional integration about the original three entries y3 ,  y5 

1\ 
and y6. 

Similar integrations can be used to estimate the efficiency of tree selection from the distance 

Hadamard, or standard distance tree selection procedures (e .g .  ordinary least squares, neighbor 

joining, ST method) applied to four taxa. In both the l atter cases, correlations can become 

substantial and shou ld be taken into account as described in the previous paragraph .  We have 

already described how to estimate V[y0] in section 4 .7 . 1 .  S ince the optimal tree by the previous 

criteria (i .e. neighbor joining = ST = distance Hadamard with four taxa) is identified by the 

minimum sum of pairwise distances e.g. min 81i + 8kl' then in our example data from s(T) (table 

4. 1 )  we want to know how often (813 + 8) - ( 81 2 + 834) < 0, and I or (81 .. + 823) - ( 8 12 + 834) < 0 

(we wi l l  cal l  the first quantity A, and the second one B). So the variance of A = var(81 3)  + 

var(82-l) + var(812) + var(83..) -2cov(813 ,  82..) -2cov(813 ,  81 2) -2cov(813 ,  83..) -2cov(82 .. , 8 1 2) -2cov(824, 

83..) -2cov(812, 83..) (we obtain the variance of B in the same way).  The covariance of A and B is 

2cov(813 ,  814) + 2cov(813 ,  823) + . . .  + 2cov(8l4' 812) + 2cov(8w 83..) (the last term being 2var(834) ) .  

Thus , to estimate the probabi l ity o f  any tree other than T12 being optimal requires the integral of 

a bivariate normal distribution with the stated means of A and B, and their covariance, over a l l  

sections of the Cartesian p lane, except the positive quadrant. With just four taxa, both the 

distance Hadamard, and the distance tree selection method tend to have marginal distributions 

which more quickly approach normal than y if the amount  of divergence is moderate, so this 

approximation should  be more accurate. 

It is easy to conceptual ly  extend this method to more than four taxa, a l though the 

computations become more expensive, and the validity of the approximations less certain 

(especial ly  regarding the multi-variate normality assumption) . There are, however, many 

possible simpl ifying situations, for example when certain edges are almost guaranteed of being 

picked in the optimal tree (or conversely excluding edges which are very unl ikely to be 

selected). A good example of  this, is the model described in figure 4 . 1 2. In such cases,  any 

real istic possibility of optimal i ty tends to l imited to a few trees ( in this example general ly  three 

trees) , and this cuts down dramatically the number of entries in y that need to be considered in 

order to obtain an accurate approximation .  

While these methods make approximations, they do  have one usefu l  characteristic in  that 

they c an utilize the nearly unbiased estimates of the variances and covariances obtained by the 

delta method appl ied to samples. In contrast the bootstrap wi l l  overestimate the variances of 

ntries in when appl ied to amples (due to the effect of the non-linear transformations involved, 
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as discussed earlier). This would be particularly important when there are large pathset lengths 
involved. It would also sometimes get around the problem of what to do about estimating y 

when there are "infinite" pathset lengths implied in bootstrap samples, but not in the original 
data. An approximate estimate of how much bias towards overestimating the variance in entries 

in y there will be due to using the boots trap on samples, can be obtained by comparing the bias 

of the delta method, applied to s(T) verses exact sampling (which is asymptotically the same as 
the boots trap), as was done in section 2.4. That is, a lower bound of the bias of the boots trap 

1\ 1\ 
when estimating variances, which is Vb'[y] - V' [y,] will be obtained as V[y] - V' [y] .  (The logic 

here being, since the delta method is very nearly unbiased on samples, the bias of the delta 
method to resampling from s(T) will be of a lower order than the bias of the delta method 
relative to resampling (the bootstrap) when both are applied to samples of s(T), that is �. This 
should hold as a lower bound, because the degree of non-linearity is worse in the second case, as 
the samples will show larger variances about their true value) . 

Given an estimate of the bias in bootstrap estimates of the variance of y, it is possible to 

then infer the bias of the bootstrap in estimating the reliability of tree selection. In section 4.4. 1 ,  
we evaluated the bias of V[y] - V'[y] and it was found to be of the order of 1 5% for the highest 

rate of change (A.I' which is being used in figure 4. 1 5 , while the overestimation on the smaller 

entries, y3, Ys and y6, which are of specific interest to us was closer to 1 0% ). So our estimate of 

the overestimation of sampling variances, when using the bootstrap, is at least 10% for \ with c 

= 1 00. If the overestimation of variances is 10%, this corresponds to a sequence length of 
approximately 101 1 1 x 1 00 or c == 9 1 .  The log10 of 9 1  is approximately 1 .959, and applying the 

approximation shown in figure 4. 1 5 , the probability of obtaining an incorrect tree has increased 
from 0.423 to 0.439 (or 0.404 to 0.420 if the calculations take into account covariances) . This 
number is an underestimate of the bias in the bootstrap due to the non-linearity of the Hadamard 
conjugation, for this sequence length and in this example .  However, as section 4.4. 1 mentions, 
the bias in y has practically disappeared by the time c = 1 ,000, so we expect the bias in the 

bootstrap due to the extra non-linearity of the Hadamard conjugation, will also have decreased 
substantially. 

The same sort of calculations can be used to predict how much improvement in tree 
selection will arise from using rb estimators (see section 4 .  6.5, appendix 4.2). Using rb -42 (see 
figure A4.2.4) with c = 1 00, should improve tree selection reliability to about that of a sequence 
of length 1 1 3 when using the logarithmic transform (this estimate is made assuming the variance 
of the relevant entries in y will drop by 6% ). This in turn should improve the accuracy of tree 

selection from 1 - 0.404 = 0.596 to about 1 - 0.382 = 0.6 1 9 . Larger improvements will occur on 
trees with longer pathset lengths. It is important to check the accuracy of these estimates with 
simulations. The same issue of accuracy with short sequences, or about short internal edges, 
arises with most statistical tests in phylogenetics (e.g. significance of differences in likelihoods, 
Kishino and Hasegawa 1 989, significance of the length of internal edges in a tree; with 
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likelihood, Felsenstein 1 993, with distance trees where edge lengths are estimated with 
unweighted least squares, Li and Gouy 1 99 1 ) .  

4.9 CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study has been to survey the statistical properties of Hadamard conjugations 
as the foundation for putting this promising approach into a well understood statistical 
framework. We have been successful, for example, deriving the covariance matrix of 1 and 

studying the form of its multivariate distribution. This allows the development of appropriate 
statistical tests of parameters such as edge lengths and their relative sizes for trees selected from 
1 (chapter 6). The observation that the distribution of 1 seems to incur a low amount of bias 

even when relatively short sequences are analysed, adds confidence to the estimates it gives, and 

makes the construction of statistical tests on 1 more straightforward. Other new results presented 

in appendix A4.2 suggest that an advantage will be gained by using the less biased estimator 
pathlength estimators of the same general type as pairwise distances derived by Taj ima ( 1 993a) 
(we expect the greatest advantage in cases where c is small and I or amounts of divergence are 
high) . Things are now set to exploit this understanding of the statistical structure of 1 in order to 

develop more rapidly converging and robust tree estimation procedures for sequence data 
transformed by a Hadamard conjugation (see chapter 5) . 

Another useful and pleasing finding is that the delta method introduces only a small bias 
when estimating the population covariance matrix from a random sample of sites. For Hadamard 
conjugations we recommend using the delta method in preference to the jackknife or the 
bootstrap when working with sampled data. In contrast, when doing simulations and knowing 
s(T) we would suggest caution when using V'[y) to estimate the population covariance matrix 

when either c is small and/or 'A high. The ideal would be to compute the exact variance of Pi 
(noting that �i varies as a function of a binomial distribution), yet this becomes computationally 
expensive as path sets sum more events in the sequences. In such cases we anticipate that 
approximating V ar[pj] with the variance of a logarithm-normal distribution will yield more 

accurate approximations than the delta method. That is : let the estimate of Var[pd be equal to 

the second moment of the distribution ln(N-(f.l, cr)), where ll is ri and cr the variance of ri· One 

can be quite conservative in applying this improved approximation since the largest increase in 
accuracy, as well as the greatest saving computationally, will be in estimating the variance of the 
longest sets of paths. We would then calculate the covariances of Pi with other entries replacing 

the delta methods 1/ri with the square root of Var[pj] I Var[riJ ·  

Our evaluation of  the bias of  the delta method for estimating the variance of genetic distance 
transformations appears to be unique in the literature. It is an important finding suggesting that 
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the delta method may be the method of choice (near minimum variance, and unbiased) for 
estimating variances of data after power transformations to remove the effect of multiple 
changes, given that biologists will almost always be working from a single sample. It will be 
interesting to see if the delta method turns out to uniformly give less biased estimates than the 
jackknife or the bootstrap when working with the various types of distance corrections discussed 
in chapter 3. The prediction would be that the bias of the bootstrap would be largest with the 
distances which make the largest difference between the observed and the estimated distance. 
These tend to be the more general distances such as the time reversible distance with a 
distribution of rates across sites, or the LogDet with removal of constant sites to compensate for 
rates across sites. For this same reason, we expect that using the standard bootstrap procedure of 
Felsenstein ( 1 985) to estimate the support for internal edges of a tree is least flattering (i.e. most 
conservative) with deep internal edges in trees built from distances involving such 
transformations, and we have seen possible indications of this (e.g. the ultimately rapid drop in 
support for the archaebacteria monophyletic as invariant sites are removed, section 3.7.3) .  

The four state � vectors contain 41- 1 entries, but the form of the Hadamard conjugation 
remains the same i.e. y = H- 1  (ln(H�)). Therefore, the steps in computing the covariance matrix 

of y are the same, and the distributions of �. �. p and y are analogous to the 2-state case 

illustrated here. The major difference when analysing sequence data is that with 4-state data, the 
entries in � become sparse with increasing numbers of taxa (t) much more quickly than in the 2-
state case. As a result the vast majority of entries in y can have predominantly binomial forms 

(with expected values close to zero), an important consideration for statistical testing. 

Simplifications of the full 4'·' Hadamard conjugation, by 4'·' or 2'·' Kimura 2ST or Jukes
Cantor transformations, or the even simpler distance Hadamard, offer ways of both reducing the 
variance of marginal entries and making them more normal in shape. Each of these simpler 
transformations losses some of the information present in the full 4'· ' transformation, and it will 
be important to understand this information loss if these simpler transformations are to be used 
to help diagnose sequence evolution. In addition, the flexibility of the Hadamard conjugation 
framework shows itself, in that all these transformations can be made exact assuming a 
stationary distribution of rates across sites. They can all incorporate the constraints expected at 
the r or p level if a molecular clock holds, while the order 2'·' 4-state Hadamard conjugations, 

and the distance Hadamard, also allow constraint to homogeneous Kimura 3ST and Kimura 2ST 
models .  And of course all of these submodels, and various constraints, allow delta method 
estimates of the covariance matrix of y. 

There remains the problem that as the number of taxa increases, the number of entries in the 
covariance matrix of y which is (21- 1 )2 (or worse still ( 41- 1 )2 with 4 states) soon exceeds the 

storage capacity of all computers. We look forward to assessing methods (including 
approximations, e.g. see Szekely et al. 1 993) that allow us to calculate just the variances (or 

covariances) of specific entries in y, as an alternative approach around this problem. 
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The ease of estimating V[y] ,  given V[�] , should also be of use to estimate the covariance 

matrix of y when information about functional correlations of sites is available and can be used 

to directly modify V [�] . The main cause for concern is the inherent difficulty and, we suspect, 
also the high variance of estimating the correlation of sites which do not always covary (as even 
stem regions of rRNA allow some sites to have non-canonical pairing). Making such evaluations 
with real sequences should improve our understanding of how much correlation of sites may be 
affecting the variance of estimates of corrected distance values, and in turn the statistical 
efficiency of tree selection (as well as type 1 and 2 errors of hypothesis tests) .  This approach 
should also allow us to gain a better feeling for the types of systematic error that occur when 
certain sites have highly correlated evolution (Schoniger and von Haeseler 1 994 have begun 
such analyses) .  Stuart and Ord ( 1 990, p 1076) offers useful insights as to how autocorrelation 
could be taken into account with the Hadamard conjugation, followed by tree selection. 

Lastly, the analyses in section 4.5, showed the importance of considering the distribution of 
rates across sites to estimating a genetic distance. A related issue which was evaluated, showed 
that under simple models at least, large distances maintain a high degree of accuracy if there is 
no systematic error. The type of graphs used are suggested as a more suitable way to present 
information of sampling errors; their use certainly facilitates comparisons of expectations under 
different mechanisms of sequence evolution. The issue of data editing is seen to have great 
importance when there are some sites which have undergone very many changes along paths, 
e.g. as a neutral site would be expected to over the last 300 million years (when it may well have 
changed more than four times). Finding and removing these sites offers potentially great 
advantages to molecular phylogenetics of such old divergences, no matter what the method of 
analysis being used is (which includes maximum likelihood tree selection) .  From the point of 
view of systematic error also, these are the sites which are highly suspect. 
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Appendix 4.1 The calculation of HVH 

Since H, V and H1 are all square (21- l x 21- 1 ) matrices by ordinary matrix multiplication we 
require a total of 21- 1 x 21- 1 x 21- 1 = 231-3 operations for HV followed by the same again for this 
resultant square matrix ,x H giving a total of 231 - 2 operations .  The fast Hadamard transform (a 

quicker way of multiplying by H, Hendy and Penny 1 993, Tolimieri et al. 1989) may be applied 
to any row or column of a matrix multiplying with a suitable H matrix, and doing this will 
reduce the number of operations to (t- 1 )21- 1 for that row, giving a total of (t- 1 )221-2 operations 
for (HV) and (t- l )221- 1 for (HV)H. This is still computationally expensive, but possible for up to 
1 1  taxa in less than a minute on a 486 computer with sufficient RAM to store a matrix the size of 
V. 

Further due to the structure of H, 

HVH = vH' , (A4. 1 - 1 )  

where v i s  V re-expressed as a column vector (the rows lined up one after the other, then 
transposed) and H' is the Kronecker product of H with itself, yielding a Hadamard matrix of the 
same type but with (21- 1 )2 = 41- 1  rows. 

The proof of 4. 1 - 1  relies upon the fact that a 41- 1 Hadamard is the Kronecker product of a 
21- 1  Hadamard multiplied by itself (Tolimieri et al . 1 989). We partition v as v = [ V* 1 ,  V*2, . . .  , 
V*N] where N = 21- 1 , i = 0, . . .  N- 1 , j = 0, . . .  N- 1 thus Yij = Vi+Nj · It follows using this notation, 
that H VH = H v. The computational complexity of deriving V[�] via vH' remains unchanged N N N2 

from that in 4. 1 - 1 ,  with (t- 1 )4t- l = (t- 1 )221-2 operations when the fast Hadamard transform is 
used. 

Calculating V[p] from V[�] can be expressed as the multiplication DV[�]D, where D is a 
diagonal matrix with non-zero diagonal entries Oi (for just this section A4. 1 )  corresponding to 

the gradient at the point of transformation of ri to Pi· ·  When working with v[�] this operation is 

efficiently performed by multiplying all rows then all column entries in v by 0. 

So overall, v[y] = H(o(Hv[�])), where v[�] is a vector representation of the covariance 

matrix of � as described above, and o is the delta method applied to the appropriate entries in 
1\ (Hv[s]) . 

Appendix 4.2 An unbiased and reduced variance transformation of � � p 
In this section we further evaluate the statistical properties of pathlength estimators, 

especially those that will estimate the pathlength in situations which would give a negative 
argument to the standard logarithmic correction. One of the problems encountered during 
simulations to study the sampling variance of y, was the occasional sample which gave a 

negative argument to the logarithmic transform of � � p .  Since the logarithm of a negative 

number is not easily defined in such a situation, such samples were discarded. However when 
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studying real sequences with short sequences and large divergences, samples will be 
inapplicable with the standard logarithmic transforms. In this appendix we derive and study 
three new pathlength correction formulae. It turns out that in many realistic situations involving 
short sequences ,  one of them (the rb formulae based on the power series pairwise distance 
transformation formulae of Taj ima 1993) has improved accuracy due to reduced sampling 
variance (a previously unknown property which apparently applies to this whole class of 
distance transformations). 

A4.2.1 New patblength transformations applicable when �� is negative. 

This section describes three new pathlength transformations which appear useful for 
inferring additive pathlengths when sampling error make the observed distance 2 the maximum 

expected under the model. The first of these transformations, was inspired by Tajima ( 1 993) 
who derives reduced bias (rb) path length correction formula for pairwise distances, applicable 
when the observed distance has a binomial marginal distribution. As he points out, these 
distance transformations remain valid for any observed distance. One of his distance 
transformations is based on the i .r. and i . i .d . 4-state Poisson model, and effectively replaces the 
logarithmic Jukes-Cantor transformation (to which it converges as c � oo). We may derive a 

distance transformation of this type to replace the logarithmic transform in both the 2-state and 
4-state Hadamard transforms, by realising: 

( 1 )  Each entry �i = 1 - 2�Ji is distributed as 1 - 2 (B(c, SJi ) scaled by 1/c) (see section 
4.2.3)(where B(c, SJi) denotes a binomial variable with parameters c and SJi, and SJi is an 
unweighted sum of specific entries in s) . When working with a sample we will estimate 
1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ SJi as fJi/c (or alternatively if we have already calculated fi , then fJi = c( l -q)/2). 

(2) The path correction formula -ln(�i) may be reexpressed as ( 1 /b)-b( l -(�J/b)) where 
b = 0.5 , where b is the expected observed pathset length of random sequences under the 
2-state Poisson model. 

Thus, following Taj ima ( 1993), our path correction formula Pi = ln(�i) may be replaced with the 

reduced bias (rb) estimator, 

(A4.2. 1 - 1 )  

1\ 
where x<m) (or c<m) or fJi<m)) is defined as x(x- l )(x-2) . . .  (x-m+ l )  = x!/(x-m) ! In this equation c (the 

1\ 
sequence length) is equivalent to Tajima's n, while fJi is Tajima's variable k, and m is equal to 
Tajima's i. 

Here is an example of the application of formula A4.2. I - 1 ,  correcting an observed path set 
length (let us assume it is a pathset between four taxa). In this example �i = 0.2, the sequence is 

1\ A 

of length c = 1 0  (so fJi = 1 0( 1 -(0.2))/2 = 4), then following equation A4.2. 1 - l ,  P<rbl i is the sum 

of , 
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Since r; is -2 x the expected length of the pathset, then the length of our quartet is estimated to be 

0.585 substitutions per site (if we use the standard logarithmic transformation the length is 
estimated at - 1 12ln(0.2) = 0.805). So overall, this gives, 

(A4.2.2-2) 

(where rb is the reduced bias transformation of equation A4.2.2- 1 ) .  

Next we introduce two other functions to  estimate an additive pathset length, which are also 
applicable when �i takes a negative value (in our model this is when p, the proportion of 
mismatches per site, takes a value of � 0.5) . These transformations are : 

(A) M 1 :  If p is � 0.5 then reset p to p(M 1 )  = (0.5/c + Pm • .), where Pma.x is the largest value that 
p can take from the sample at hand, such that Pm .. < 0.5. So if c was 20 and p was 1 2, then p 
is reset to p(M 1 )  = (0.5/c + Pm..) = (0.5/20 + 9/20) = 9.5/20 = 0.475 .  

(B)  M2: If p i s  � 0.5, then reset p to  p(M2), such that the difference of p(M2) from 0.5 is 

1 12x times smaller than the largest p value which gives a defined logarithm of ( l -2p). Here x 

is how many observed mismatch events must be deducted from p before the sample can be 
corrected by the standard logarithmic transform. That is, p(M2) will be, ( c -

2 )- 2-(J-c/2} 

p(M2) = 2 , c even, or 
c 

( �) _ 2-(J-<c-3/2))  

p(M2) = , c odd, 
c 

(A4.2.2-4) 

where j is the observed number of mismatches, and c is the sequence length. Following this 
rescaling of p, simply apply the standard natural log transform, so p; = ln( l -2p(M*)) . The 

methods M2 and rb both have the property that as the number of mismatches in the original 
sequence increases, so to does the inferred distance. Such a feature may be desirable (if it comes 
without unacceptably large errors) when the inferred distances are to be used to infer a tree. It is 
also worth noting that all these formulae are consistent under the 2-state Poisson model, in that 
as c � oo, these three pathset formulae all return the same value as the standard logarithmic 

formula (the consistency of which is proven in Hendy and Penny 1 993). 

A4.2.2 The contribution of bias to stochastic error in pathlength estimators. 

This section studies the statistical properties of these three new formula in relation to the 
standard logarithmic transform, which is also the maximum likelihood pathset length estimator. 
Tajima ( 1 993) cited bias as his main concern when deriving the reduced bias estimators. Earlier 

in section 3.3 we looked at how much bias was introduced into entries in y due to the standard 
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logarithmic correction formula. This measured bias was put into perspective by considering its 
magnitude relative to the total sampling error. Our finding was that eliminating bias would result 
in only a small improvement in the accuracy with which y could be inferred. What was clearly 

more important was to find a method which could reduce the overall variance. In passing it is 
useful to note that the ML estimator of pathlength can in fact be extended to infer the length of a 
pathset with an observed length of grater than 0.5.  The ML estimate of the true pathset length 
when p 2:: 0.5 is on the boundary of the parameter space i .e. the distance is infinite. 

Unfortunately this is of no help, as it really gives us no useful information beyond indicating that 
the true distance is large (infinite distances are also liable to upset some tree reconstruction 
algorithms) .  

We begin by looking at the importance of  bias in  relation to overall sampling variance, for 
the four different formulae for inferring additive pathset lengths from observed numbers of 
mismatches. For these evaluations, it was possible to calculate all the required statistics exactly 
(i .e. without resorting to simulations), since the single variable p has a known binomial 

sampling distribution. All evaluations in this section are for the 2-state equifrequncy Pois son i .r. 
and i . i .d. model. 

Table A4. 1  shows the inferred pathset length for all possible observed pathset lengths with a 
sequence of length 20, and also gives the probability of each observed pathset length, if the 
expected pathset length is 0.39).  As Tajima ( 1 993) noted, the values estimated by the rb method 
can become very large (e.g. many thousands, as shown in table A4.2. l ! ) .  Notice that with such a 
short sequence, and large distance (() = 0.75), the binomial distribution of p results in a large 

probability (0.2 1 2) that a sample can not be transformed via the ML estimator to give a finite 
distance. 

In comparison to the 4-state Poisson model, the 2-state model encounters bias, worsening 
signal to noise ratios, and inapplicable samples, at either shorter distances true, or shorter 
sequences (due to a higher probability of an observed substitution being reversed to a no 
observed substitution at a site due to further change). However, the 4 and the 2 state model are 
otherwise very similar and the results for the 4-state model translate directly to 4-state models .  
For example, the entries in the r vector of the 4-state Hadamard conjugation have the same 
binomial marginal distributions as the 2-state model and exactly the same transformation is 
applied. Further if we look at the Kimura 3ST formula (which can be though of as a Hadamard 
conjugation for 2 taxa), then we also see that the three terms in this formula, each involve taking 
the logarithm of a binomial variable. So indeed it turns out that if one is to study in detail the 
behaviour of these reduced bias transformations, it does not matter how many states one is 
looking at, but rather the relevant information is just the parameters of the marginal distribution 
of the binomial variable being transformed. So what we are revealing here is applicable to any 
reduced bias transformation of the form suggested by Taj ima ( 1 993), including the special cases 
he derived for use with 4-state sequences .  
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Table A4.2.1 Inferred values for our 4 pathlength estimators, for a sequence of length 20. 

Inferred pathset length for all possible observed changes when the sequence length is fixed to 20. The last 
column gives the binomial probabilities seeing x changes when the expected number of observed changes 
is 0.39 (equating to a true distance of o = 0.75 under the Poisson 2-state model). 

Obs. changes In M1  M2 rb B(20, 0.39) 

0 0 0 0 0 0.000 1 
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.0007 

2 0. 1 1  0. 1 1  0. 1 1  0. 1 1  0.004 1 
3 0. 1 8  0. 1 8  0. 1 8  0. 1 7  0.0 1 56 
4 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.0422 
5 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.32 0.0858 
6 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.4 1 0. 1 363 
7 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.52 0. 1 7 3 1  
8 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.66 0. 1 787 
9 1 . 1 5  1 . 1 5  1 . 15 0.83 0. 1 5 1 3  

10  na 1 .50 1 .50 1 .07 0. 1 057 
1 1  na 1 .50 1 .84 1 .40 0.06 1 1 
1 2  na 1 .50 2. 1 9  1 .92 0.029 1 
1 3  na 1 .50 2.54 2.82 0.0 1 14  
14  na 1 .50 2.88 4.64 0.0036 
1 5  na 1 .50 3.23 9.06 0.0009 
1 6  na 1 .50 3.58 22.5 1 0.0002 
1 7  na 1 .50 3.92 76.54 0.0000 
1 8  na 1 .50 4.27 383 .08 0.0000 
1 9  na 1 .50 4.62 3 142.44 0.0000 
20 na 1 .50 4.96 5557 1 . 1 9  0.0000 

Table A4.2 shows the expected value, bias, and total sampling error about the true value, of 
the 4 transformations, for distances of zero up to 2.5 substitutions per site (c = 20) . The column 
headed pinap' is the proportion of random samples which will give an observed pathset length of � 

0.5, and are therefore cannot give a finite distance with the standard ML pathlength correction 
formula. Notice that with this very short sequence length, such samples are common if the true 
distance is 0.5 or greater. The next column shows the mean value of sample observed pathset 
lengths transformed by the ML method. This mean was calculated after excluding any observed 
distance which would not give a finite distance by the ML transformation (so it is the mean of 
just those samples which transformed to a finite distance). Notice how the ML transformation 

initially (for 0 = 0.25 and 0.5) gives on average an overestimate, but it then yields progressively 

larger underestimates of the true distance. 

Next to the mean value of the ML estimator (table A4.2. l )  we give the sampling error for 
the pathset length transformed by this measure. Here the sampling error is measured as the root 
mean square error, or RMSE. This is calculated as, 
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RMSE = :tP(X = j)(8k - 8r . 
jo"'O 

where j is, the observed number of mismatches, and P(X = j )  denotes the binomial probability of 
j events, given c trials with mean cj. It is straightforward to separate the sampling error into two 

parts, since RMSE(o) = �(Var + bias2 ) ,  where Var is E (8 -8f (the sampling variance of the 

estimator measured about the estimators sample mean), while bias is the squared difference of 

the sample mean and the population mean (!-l) i.e. (8- ot (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p .629, while 

Chapter 1 7 ,  "Estimation", of Stuart and Ord, 1 990, gives a useful discussion of desirable 
properties of statistical estimators) .  The number next to the RMSE, is the percentage of the of 
the RMSE that can be assigned to, or blamed-on, bias; this percentage is calculated as 

1 -RMSE/ ..j(Var) x 1 00% (this is the amount by which the RMSE would decrease if all bias 

were removed) . 

Table A4.2.2 shows that for 3 up to 0.75 ,  removal of all bias from the ML estimator results 

in very little improvement in its accuracy. Consequently we say in this region of the sample 
space bias is not the problem (in spite of its serious sounding name, and some distinct 
differences between the true distance and the mean of the transformed distances) . 

Table A4.2.2 Expected values, bias and variances of path correction formulae for a sequence of 

length of 20. 

0 dobs Pinap 

0.00 .00 0.00 

0.25 .20 0.00 

0.50 .32 0.07  

0.75 . 39  0.2 1  

1 .00 .43 0.35 

1 .25 .46 0.44 

1 .50 .48 0.50 

1 .75 .48 0.53 

2.00 .49 0.56 

2.25 .49 0.57 

2.50 .50 0.58 

E[ML] 

0.00 (± 0.00, 
0.27 (± 0. 1 8, 
0 .52 (± 0.27' 
0.67 (± 0.30, 

0.0%) 
1 .0%) 
0.4%) 
3 .6%) 

0 .75 (± 0.38, 24.6%) 
0.79 (± 0.54, 47.3%) 
0 .8 1 (± 0.74, 62.0%) 
0.83 (± 0.96, 7 l . l %) 
0.84 (± 1 .20, 76.9%) 
0.84 (± 1 .44, 80.8%) 
0.84 (± 1 .68, 83.6%) 

E[ln(m l )] 

0.0 (± 0.00, 
0.28 (± 0. 1 9, 
0.59 (± 0.37' 
0.85 (± 0.44, 
1 .0 1  (± 0.43, 
1 .  1 0  (± 0.44, 
1 . 15 (± 0.53 ,  

0.0%) 
1 . 1 %) 
3 .0%) 
2.3%) 
0.0%) 
6.0%) 
1 9.8%) 

1 . 1 9  (± 0.68, 30.4%) 
1 .20 (± 0.88, 36.4%) 
1 .2 1  (± 1 . 1 0, 39.8%) 
1 .22 (± 1 .33 ,  4 1 .9%) 

E[ln(m2)] 

0.0 (± 0.00, 
0.28 (± 0 . 19 ,  
0.60 (± 0.4 1 ' 
0.9 1 (± 0.57, 
1 . 1 3  (± 0.64, 
1 .29 (± 0.67, 
1 .38 (± 0.70, 
1 .44 (± 0.76, 
1 .48 (± 0.87' 

0.0%) 
1 . 1 %) 
3 .2%) 
3 .8%) 
2.2%) 
0. 1 %) 
1 .5%) 
7.9%) 
1 9.7%) 

1 .50 (± 1 .03, 3 1 .5%) 
1 .5 1  (± 1 .2 1 ,  4 1 .7%) 

E[rb] 

0.0 (± 0.00) 
0.25 (± 0. 1 5 )  
0.50 (± 0.69) 
0.75 (± 4.66) 
0.99 (± 1 3 .36) 
1 .22 (± 24. 1 1 )  
1 .40 (± 33 .94) 
1 .54 (± 4 1 .55) 
1 .63 (± 46.87) 
1 .69 (± 50.40) 
1 .73  (± 52.65 )  

Note: The symbol o stands for the true pathset length, while dobs is the observed pathset mismatch count 
(the Hamming distance for pairwise distances), and Pinap is the proportion of samples that will lead to 
invalid logarithm arguments. This is followed by the expected value of the logarithmic method, E[MLl 
(calculated after first neglecting samples giving inappropriate In arguments). In brackets is the standard 
error of this method (RMSE), followed immediately by the percentage of RMSE due to bias. Then follow 
the same statistics for the other three transformations, M l ,  M2 and rb. For the last method (rb) the effect of 
bias upon the RMSE was always less then (0.005%) and for this reason is not shown. 
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Looking in turn at the other estimators represented in table A4.2.2, it is also clear that the 
contribution of bias to the size of errors made when using M I to estimate distances of up to 
l) = 1 .25 is also minor. The main drawback of using M I  is the substantial rise in the variance of 

this estimator (relative to the ML estimator for distances of 1 .00 or less) . Notice also that with 
M2, bias is relegated to a very minor part of the total error for distances of up to li = 1 .75 .  

Unfortunately, again with this estimator the major problem is a much increased RMSE (relative 
to the previous two transformations), for li up to I .25 . 

The last columns in table A4.2.2 evaluate the rb estimator. Indeed, the rb estimator is nearly 
totally unbiased in this region of the sample space for distance of up to I .OO. However, the most 
interesting thing about this estimator is its initially low, then very large RMSE. As a 
consequence of the both the small size of the bias and the large size of the RMSE, the bias never 
appears to contribute to more than 0.005% of this estimators RMSE. The bias problem is solved, 
but at what a price ! If these results are taken at face value, you would probably conclude that in 
this region of the sample space (and as shown later, in many other regions also) all three 
methods which aim to improve on the ML estimator by transforming very large distances, are 
failures according to their RMSE. This is because none of them has an average RMSE 
performance as good as that of the standard logarithmic transform, in the range of distances of 
real interest and application (the region where it is expected our models will be most accurate, 
given systematic errors in real data, will often be for li < 1 ) .  

A4.2.3 The reason for the often large RMSE of the rh estimator 

How can the rb estimator have such a low bias but often very large RMSE? The source of 
the rb methods large RMSE (and also why M 1 and M2 have larger variances than the log 
method for li < I in table A4.2. I )  is that the method can return large, and more rarely very large 

distance values as table A4.2 . 1  shows. The occasional return of these very large distance values 
is also helps to reduce the bias of the rb method. Unfortunately, these large values reach a point 
where the square of their value increases more quickly than the inverse of the square of their 
probability of occurrence (which is a function of the tail probabilities of the binomial 
distribution), thus the RMSE goes up, and up and . . .  An alternative is to consider truncating 
some of these very large distances in an objective manner (perhaps up to the point where bias 
contributes no more than 5% of total RMSE). In practice, they will be truncated by biologists 
rejecting transformed distances of say I 0 or more as showing saturation. Note also, that the 
standard methods of estimating variance which are based upon approximations (usually the delta 
method, Stuart and Ord I 987, see for example Kimura and Ohta 1 972, Gojobori et al . 1 990, 
section 4.2 of this thesis), do not take into account the rapidity with which some of these formula 
(especially the rb transformation) , non-linearly increase in size. Later in section A4.2.6 it is 
shown that the delta method approximation for the variance of the rb method (Taj ima 1 993), 
often does poorly at estimating the RMSE of the rb method (and to a lesser extent the 
logarithmic transforms) when sequences are less than 1 00 sites long, and distances are in range 
of most interest (less than o < I ) . For this reason, we recommend that any test of hypotheses of 
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transformed distances estimated with such short sequences be done with exact calculations 
(something easily accessible via spread sheets such as Excel) 

On a more positive note there is also a hint of a promising feature of the rb estimator. Note 
that in table A4.2.2, at a true distance of 0.25 the rb method actually shows the smallest RMSE. 
In the next section we investigate both the effects of truncation and possible regions of reduced 
variance. 

A4.2.4 The region where the rb estimator has the best RMSE 

This section evaluates more extensively the accuracy of the transformations described above, 
again using the 2-state Poisson model, with all sites i .r. and i.i .d. Again sampling properties are 
calculated exactly, starting with the binomial distribution of the data. We are particularly 
interested to see how the rb method performs when it is truncated by rejection of the largest 
distances, and evaluate how much this reduces its RMSE. We define a set of rb estimators by 
how many of the most extreme observed distances are ignored; for example rb-8 is the same as 
the rb estimator, except all samples where the observed distance falls amongst the 8 most 
extreme possible values are discounted (e.g. with a sequence of length 20 rb-8 ignores any 
sample when more then 12 out of 20 sites are mismatches). We label these "conditional" 
estimators, because if they return a distance is conditional on that sample being less than some 
limit. 

These "conditional" estimators involve a move back towards the problem that sometimes 
they will be inapplicable, leading to "throwing away samples" . The probability of " sample 
rejection" is low for small true distances, but does become significant with larger distances. For 
example with a sequence length of 20, the probabilities of throwing away a sample when o = 0.5 

is 0.002, when excluding the largest 8 observed distances, dropping to 0.0001 when excluding 
just the 6 most extreme distances ,  and so on (the eighth largest distance is transformed to 2 .8 
while an observed distance of 20 out of 20 returns & = 55,500!). If & (the true distance) increases 

to 1 (keeping c at 20), then the probability of an observed distance being one of the 8 largest 
observed distances increases to 0.04 (or 0.004 for it being one of the 6 largest, and 0.0002 for 
being one of the 4 largest). It is hard to decide on an acceptable limit for the proportion of 
samples to be discarded, although one in a thousand would seem a conservative figure. At this 

level the -4 option is acceptable out to until about & > 2 (which is a large distance, given such 

short sequences) . In the discussion below, it is indicated how many of the largest distances (s) 
can be ignored such that the total probability of rejecting a sample remains less than 0 .00 1 .  

While RMSE is a common measure of accuracy, another measure which i s  often considered 
more robust because it does not increasingly weight large (but very rare) deviations from the 
mean is average absolute deviation (AAD). We will asses all the estimators by this measure as 
well, and expect it to be more favourable to the rb estimators. It is also worth noting that while 
ML estimators often have desirable properties such as the minimum possible RMSE errors, these 

properties are only expected to emerge asymptotically as c � oo . Here we show for the first time 

in phylogenetics, that consistent estimators of additive evolutionary distance can have smaller 
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errors than the ML logarithmic method as long as the true distance is  less than a certain value 

(this cut-off distance being a function of sequence length) .  This cut-off value increases with 

sequence length and wi l l  rarely be l imiting, as most of the usefu l  phylogenetic information with 

short sequences wi l l  be contained in sequences diverged by less than this amount. 

Figures A4.2 . 1 ,  A4.2 .2, and A4.2.3 show the resu l ts of our evaluations for distances of up to 

8 = 1 .0, with sequence lengths of 20, 40 and 1 00 respective ly .  The first part of this section 

considers in detail how different estimators performed for the shortest sequence length of 20, 

then the latter part looks at the trends that emerge with longer sequences. As figure A4.2 . 1 

(which consider c = 20) c learly shows, the rb estimators ( l ines marked by squares) have 

markedl y  improved performance if they are truncated to ignore the largest observed distances 

(and in doing so incur a s l ight increase in the estimators bias, an increase more than offset by 

decreasing RMSE for realistic distances). Most important ly figure A4.2 . 1 shows that rb 

estimators have the sampling properties of al l  estimators ( inc luding the ML estimator) for 8 
smal l  to moderate, by both the RMSE and AAD cri teria. For 8 in the region where the rb 

estimators perform better than the ML estimator (8 "' 0.4 when measured by RMSE, or 0.5 with 

AAD), then the probabi lity of the observed distance being one of the s ix largest possible values 

is always less than 0.00 1 .  Thus, we say that the rb-6 estimator offers optimal performance for 

distances of up to 0 .5 ,  with l itt le chance of a sample being rejected . The ML estimator tends to 

do better for this short sequence length, as 8 becomes > 0 .5 .  However, even in this  region of  

above 0 .5  it is not  necessari ly  the best estimator since rb estimators ignoring just  as  many 

samples can have better performance (the relative performance of these two types of estimator 

for large (> 1 .0) distances can change, as the bias of these methods wi l l  then change with true 

distance, since they then effectively begin to take on a fixed mean value for al l the larger 

observed distances) .  Its important to note that the AAD measure of sample error, whi le  favouring 

the rb estimators s l ightly, does not contradict the trends evident with the RMSE measure. This 

suggests these are real istic measures of accuracy .  

The M2 estimators ini tial ly  perform l ike the logarithmic ML estimator, but then their 

sampling errors begin to get rather large (figure A4.2. 1 ) . Ignoring the very largest observed 

distances does not dramatical ly improve the performance of these estimators. This  is because the 

source of most of their errors comes with the transformation of large, but not ex tremely large 

(say > 1 4/20) observed distances .  Interestingly the RMSE and AAD curves for the M2 estimators 

get flatter with increasing distance, an effec t  which is more pronounced with the ML method, 

(the curve marked ln(r) in fig .  A4.2 . 1 ) . This factor is explored in more detail towards the end of 

this section . Figu re A4.2 . 1 (b) also shows the performance of the estimator M I .  I t  does not 

perform particularly wel l ,  and unl ike the M2 and rb estimators, does not have the appeal ing 

property of becoming larger as the observed distance increases. 

(figure next) 
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FIGURE A4.2. 1 a  A plot of the true distance (8), vs the RMSE of various distance transformations, with a 

sequence of length 20. A feature of special interest is that the lines with red, purple or green squares 

(truncated rb or reduced bias estimators) indicate better performance than the standard correction (the 

ill, or logarithmic estimator) indicated by the light blue circles. A4.2. 1b A plot of 8 vs the average 
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absolute deviation (AAD) of the different methods. The l ine with red triangles is the non-truncated rb 

estimator of Taj ima ( 1993), while the blue diamonds indicate the transformation M2. The -x indicates how 

many of the most extreme observed distance values are being rejected with the truncated estimators. The 

vertical dotted l ines indicate the distance up to which the moderately truncated rb method ( -4) shows a clear 

advantage in sampling error over all the other methods. The truncation factor -4 is cited, as this is the 

truncation which within the range of values where it is better than the standard log transform, wil l  not reject 

a sample more than 1 in 1000 trials .  

One interesting effect shown m figure A4.2 . 1 (b) is the bumpiness of the AAD, which is 

absent in the RMSE l ine. This effect i s  due to the small sample size, interacting with the discrete 

form of the binomial ly distributed observed distances . This effect diminishes as sequence length 

becomes longer (compare with figures A4.2.2(b) and A4.2.3(b)) .  This irregularity is not apparent 

when the RMSE measure is used, due to the smoothing effect of squaring, summing, then taking 

the square root. 

We now examine the trends which emerge as longer sequences, specifical ly  c = 40 and 

c = 1 00, are considered. As figures A4.2 .2  and A4.2 .3 show, the general performance of these 

transformations remains very s imi lar. The "conditional " rb estimators have noticeably smal ler 

RMSE and AAD than the standard ML transformation over a considerable  range of 8 (the area 

bounded by the l ine with solid circles and the l ines with l ight grey squares) .  When c = 40, they 

are c learly the best estimators of d when 8 < 0.6 if  measured by RMSE, or 0.72 in measured by 

AAD (fig. A4.2.2). For 8 up to 0.7 the probability of having an inappl icable sample by the rb- 1 6  

method is always less than 0.00 1 3 , suggesting that this level of truncation is reasonable, and 

does not give rise to an excessive probabil ity of not being able to transform a sample.  As 

sequences get longer the rb estimators are the most efficient for increasingly wide range of 

distances, for example when c = 1 00, they are the best estimators up to approximate ly  8 = 1 .0 

(see fig. A4.2.3) .  With c = I 00, then with 8 up to 1 .0, the probabi li ty of having to discard a 

sample because dabs was greater than 581 1 00 is less than 0.00 1 1 ,  confirming that the rb-42 
estimator is indeed offering substantial improvement over the logarithmic method combined with 

a low probabil ity of rejecting a sample. 

(figure next) 
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FIGURE A4.2.2a A plot of the true distance, 8, vs the RMSE of various distance transformations when the 

sequence length is 40 (transformation labels are as given in fig. A4.2. 1) .  The region of particular interest 

is when the circles (the log transform) is higher than other transformations. A4.2.2b A plot of 8 vs the 

average absolute deviation (AAD) for the different transformations. The vertical dotted line indicates the 
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value up to which the moderately truncated estimator (rb-16) performs better than the standard log 

transform. With a truncation factor of - 1 6, this estimator has a maximum of a 1 / 1000 chance of rejecting 

a sample, for any value where it is better than the log transform. 
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FIGURE A4.2.3a A plot of the true distance (o), vs the RMSE of various distance transformations when the 

sequence length is l OO (transformation labels are as given in  fig. A4. 1 ) . A4.2.3b A plot of vs the average 

absolute deviation (AAD) of the different transformations. The vertical dotted l ine is the value up to which 

a moderately truncated rb estimator (-45), has lower stochastic error than the ML In transform, yet has no 

more than a 1 1 1 000 chance of rejecting a sample. 

It i s  i nformati ve to l ook at the relationship of the statistical efficiency of the rh estimators 

relative to the ML estimator with respect to 8 and c. This trend can be c learly seen with the plot 

the proportional difference in the efficiency of these two estimators versus the true distance, 8. 

Such a p lot i s shown in figure A4.2 .4 for the "conditional" rh estimators which all have a 

probabi l i ty less than "" 0.00 1  of discarding sample for the range in which their performance is 

superior to that of the logarithmic ML method. Clearly these rb methods are not giving a 

constant amount of improvement over the ML estimator, but giving the greatest improvement at 

progress i ve ly  l arger values as the sequences become longer. Surprisingly, the maximum amount 

of improvement is also increasing with the sequence lengths studied. The amount by wh ich the 
RMSE i s  l owered by repl acing the l ogarithmic method with a "conditional" rh estimator can be 

compared to the amount the RMSE is expected to be lowered by increasing sequence length, c. 
(Here we use a l arge sample approx imation to calcu late the lowering of standard error with 

increasing c, which i s  also a reasonable guide in these small samples) . A reduction of RMSE to 
0.95 of i ts previous value i s  equivalent to increasing c by 1 1 %, an improvement to 0.9 requires 

increasing c by 23%,  and an improvement of 0.85 requires increasing c by 38%;  a l l  quite 
substantia l  amounts of extra information. 

Converse to the advantages of rb estimators, the estimator M2's performance has c learly 

become worse as sequences have become longer. This deterioration of performance is especially 
prominent in  the region it i s  potential ly of most use; at larger distances where samples of 

dobs > 0.5 occur most It does not look to be a promising alternative to the logarithmic 

correction formul ae sequences of length 40 or longer. 

Another point to 

their measure of the 
is how the criteria AAD and RMSE agree more and more c losely in 

of these estimators as sequences get longer. By  the t ime sequences 

are of length 1 00, only the "non-conditional" rb estimator sti l l  shows c lear evidence of extreme 

distances affect ing RMSE measure. This trend is p leasing, in that it suggests that our 

conclusions are not dependent upon measuring the accuracy of an e stimator with a particular 

statistic, which favour one method over another. 

These results on the performance of rh estimators are very promis ing because it tends to be 

the inflat ing of overal l  variances when measuring l arger values of 8 which often resul t  in poor 

tree section fol lowing transformation of the data, and not so much occasional exceedingly l arge 
(e.g. see chapter in chapter 4, we anticipate 

that rh estimators w i l l  s ignificantly improve the performance of tree selec tion on r vectors from 

both distances especially  in the of lengths which biologists are 

frequently us ing ( 1 00-500 bp)(this expectation also goes for methods such as neighbor j oi ning or 
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minimum sum of OLS branch length methods applied to transformed distances) . The truncated rb 
methods should also see a significant improvement in the accuracy of edge weights calculated by 

these methods, an important consideration when wishing to infer divergence times (e.g. Waddell 

and Penny 1 995) . Additionally, rb estimators should reduce the small amount of bias that can 

appear in entries in y (e.g. figure 4 .4) to even more negligible levels .  

1 5  
/}. 
RMSE 
% 

1 0  

5 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

c =  1 00 

0.4 0.5 0 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

FIGURE A4.2.4 The amount by which truncated rb estimators improved upon the ML (logarithmic) 

estimator, plotted against the true distance, 8. The quantity !l RMSE = (RMSE[ln] - RMSE[rb]) I 

RMSE[ln] x 1 00%, where RMSE[ln] is the RMSE of the logarithmic or ML method, and RMSE[rb] is 

the RMSE of a "conditional" reduced bias estimator. The "conditional" rb estimators shown are -8, - 16, 

and -42 for sequence lengths of 20, 40 and 100 respectively. 

A4.2.5 Accuracy of estimating large distances with small sequences. 

Here we look briefly at how distance estimators perform in very small samples when the true 

distance is very large. While phylogeneticists should not be relying upon such data, such 

estimators may be of interest to geneticists trying to estimate how much change has occurred in a 

short section of DNA. Our interest is focused upon those estimators which rarely (if at all) throw 

out samples, specifically M l ,  M2 and the rb estimators. 

The presentation of results in figure A4. 2 .  5 shows that the M2 estimator performs surprisingly 

well for large distances between 1 and 1 . 8 .  Although the AAD is now large, surprisingly its ratio 

to the mean has dropped slightly. The AAD of this type of estimator has flattened out largely 

because the mean of this estimator which had been biased upwards, becomes close to the true 

value, before becoming an under estimate (see table A4.2 . 1 ) (which results in the AAD rising 

again) . In figure A4.2 .6, the performance of M2 estimators for short sequences and large distances 

using the RMSE criteria is shown. The results agree closely with those inferred form the AAD 
criteria, confirming that the result is not an artifact of the accuracy measure used. 

Such large distances are unlikely to be of much use in phylogenetics because of their large 

relative errors, due both to sampling, and the high probability of large systematic errors . For 
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purposes of estimating quantities such as synonymous to non-synonymous rates, or absolute 

amounts of change, these crude estimates may give some clue. Clearly, however, even estimates 

for these purposes need to be considered carefully, from both the stochastic error and systematic 

error point of view. If no other information is available, an estimated distance of 8 = 1 .5 made 

from just 20 sites (using the most reliable estimator in this region, M2), has a 95% Cl from � 0 .26 

to 2.54 (under the 2 state model) ! With real data a large amount of systematic error could also 

cloud such an estimate. 
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FIGURE A4.2.5a + b shows the accuracy of a wider selection of distance estimators for a short sequence (c 

= 20) (measured by AAD) for 8 up to 2.5 (figure a shows more rb estimators, while figure b shows more 
logarithmic estimators) . As seen earlier, when c = 20, most truncated rb estimators begin to perform 

worse than M2, for 8 > l .O. If one wished to make distance estimates on small samples when the true 
distance was larger than l .O, M2 shows the better accuracy of those estimators which do not throw out 

samples and continue to transform increasing large dobs to increasingly large 8. However the overall 
impression has to be one of concern at the size of errors to be expected. As the sequence length increases, 

8 has to become larger before M2 transformations out perform rb transformations. 
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FIGURE A4.2 .6 A closer look at the RMSE of the M2 estimators for a range 8 up to 2 (c = 20) .  The RMSE 

of M2 estimators being near constant between 8 = 1 .2 and 1 . 5, is helped by their being close to unbiased 

in this region for this sequence length. 

A4.2.6 Accuracy of delta method variance estimates for very short sequences. 

Often in statistical tests of distances, assumptions of normality, and accuracy of the delta 

method approximation are assumed. Here the latter assumption is checked with exact calculations .  

In figure A.4 .2 .4  we have plotted delta method estimates of  the variance of the Poisson estimate, 

and the reduced bias estimators (Tajima 1993) alongside the exactly calculated variances. For 

these evaluations the delta methods were applied to samples (not just the expected value of each 

distance), and this was done exactly by summing over all possible binomial sample distances. For 

short sequences (e.g. c = 20 or 40) the delta method approximations give both overestimates and 

underestimates of the true mean square error (figure A4.2 .  7) . 

(figure next) 
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FIGURE A4. 2 . 7  The mean square errors of various distance estimators compared to delta method estimates 

for c = l OO.  The green lines are reduced bias estimators with varying degrees of truncation, the blue lines 
are logarithmic corrections with either discarding all samples implying "infinite distance" (ln(r)), or else 

setting all such samples to the largest observed distance (M I ), the black line is based on the standard 
delta method variance estimate of the logarithmic correction formulae, while the brown line is based on 
the delta method variance estimate given by Tajima ( 1 993). Note, this is the delta method being used in 

practice upon samples, not just applied to the expected value of the observed distance, which in realistic 
situations is not available. 

However as long as truncated rb estimators are bring used, and the true pathset length is not overly 

large (say less than 0. 8), then the delta method gives are fairly consistent overestimate of the true 

MSE (averaging about 30% too large) . For the logarithmic methods, the situation is reversed with 

the delta method underestimating the variance for distances up to about 0 .7 .  Ironically the best 

combinations for overall accuracy in a certain range might be to use the logarithmic delta method 

variance formula to estimate the variance of rb estimators up to a distance of about 0 .7 ,  but use 

the rb variance estimate for M l  distances up to about 0 .7 .  For c = 100, the delta method variances 

applied to samples perform markedly better as indicated in earlier simulations in chapter 4.  

A4.2. 7 Discussion 

Here we see that the type of estimator derived by Tajima ( 1993) is useful, but for reasons 

different to those suggested by Tajima. From the results here rb estimators look a promising way 

of improving the accuracy of genetic distances, inferred from small sample sizes . Further more 

following on from results ( 1 )  and (2) in the first paragraph of this appendix, Dr Mike Steel has 

derived reduced bias estimators for Hadamard conjugations when there is a continuous distribution 

of rates across sites (e.g. the r distribution). Thus the benefits of reduced bias estimators need not 
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be associated with only the most simple models of path length and distance correction, but may 
extend to more general models, and also distance estimates . Their application to the LogDet or 
the generalised time reversible distance, requires careful consideration, since the distribution of 
the quantities to which the log function is applied (the determinant, and individual eigen values 
of P, respectively) does not have a simple binomial, or multinomial distribution. 

Another avenue we are presently exploring is "what is the accuracy of truncated series rb 

estimators?" It turns out that when an rb estimator transforms a overly large observed distance, 
into a very large transformed distance (e.g. 0 = 5 or more), it is the last terms in the series 

(A4.2.2- 1 )  that contribute most to such extreme results. There may be some formula to truncate 
this series, so as to yield much improved accuracy, and perhaps without needing to condition on 
rejecting even 0. 1 % of samples. We are presently exploring such alternatives . Another area 
which we are also actively exploring is just how much improvement in tree selection the rb 

estimators can offer over the standard ML estimator (and how they compare with using just the 
observed distance, p). We can make a crude estimate of how much rb estimators reduce the 
sampling variance of y by using a refined form of the delta method to predict V[y] the when they 

are used. Firstly, estimate the variance of entries in p by exact calculations (given the observed 

distance from r(T)), then estimate the covariance of p1 and pi as, 
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 cov(pi, Pi) = cov(ri, ri) I [(s.d. pJ s .d. ri) x (s.d. Pi I s.d. ri)] . (A4.2.5- 1 )  

Doing these calculation for all pairs of transformed pathset lengths an estimate V' [p ]  i s  obtained, 

which then need only be transformed by equation 4.2.5- 1 to give V' [y] .  

There is a further piece of information that may be useful for refining methods to  infer an 
additive distance, when the observed distance is greater than the largest observed distance 
expected under the model. If it is assumed the model of sequence evolution followed some 
known or unknown tree, then an upper bound on the largest path through a tree is that it can be 
no larger than twice the second largest distance through the tree. Thus, if just one distance out of 
a matrix of n(n- 1 )12 distances gives an invalid argument for a power transformation, logically it 
should not be set to a value any larger than twice the next largest value in the matrix of 
transformed distances. 

To conclude, the property of a substantial reduction in RMSE for rb estimators is very 
appealing. Mike Steel (pers. comrn.) reports that it is straightforward to modify any of these 
estimators to allow for a distribution of rates across sites. Doing this for, say a Kimura 3ST 
model, and combining such a distance with the "infinite distance" modifications of section 3 .3 .2 
(e.g. equation 3 .3 .2-2), could yield a very useful distance. It's properties for reduced sampling 
variance, and improved robustness would deserve careful consideration against other distance 
estimators that perform well when base composition is non-stationary (especially against the 
invariant sites-LogDet transform). Such distances would also find a natural place for use with the 
order t·• 4-state Hadamard conjugations of appendix 2.6. As with standard logarithmic 
distances, it will still be important to consider weighting transversions over transitions in some 
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situations, when it can be shown the transition component of the distance has a higher variance 
than that of the transversion component. 
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CHAPTER S :  

PROPERTIES OF TREE SELECTION CRITERIA 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we will consider the statistical properties of criteria that may be used in 
selecting a tree. A major focus is on tree selection from the vector y, but we frequently compare 

it with selection from � (observed sequences), and from both transformed and untransformed 
distances. Wherever possible use will be made of statistical theory, contrasting the known 
properties of tree estimators with the statistical properties of y, as described in chapter 4. 
Properties considered include rate of convergence to the true tree, bias (with respect to 
recovering the true weighted tree) and consistency (with respect to recovering the correct 
unweighted tree). Systematic errors in edge length estimation will be of particular interest to 
biologists making inferences from the weighted tree, particularly features such as relative 
divergence dates, and relative rates of evolution. Consistency in estimating the unweighted tree is 
of interest to all biologists. When the underlying assumptions of the mechanism of substitution 
are progressively violated, the ability of a tree selection criterion to minimise edge length bias, 
and remain consistent in recovering the unweighted tree may be considered measures of its 
robustness. Also considered is the hypothesis that systematic errors in estimating edge length (a 
form of bias) eventually leads to inconsistency of unweighted tree selection in some part of the 
parameter space. Each tree selection criterion is illustrated with an application to a real data set. 

A question of contemporary interest, is the nature of the relationship between tree selection 
from y and maximum likelihood (ML). Hendy ( 1 989) has suggested, for example, that selecting a 

tree from y using the closest tree criterion is somehow equivalent to using the ML tree selection 

criterion of Felsenstein ( 198 1a), which is applied to the vector �. Here we explore this issue in 
more detail .  

It is straightforward to calculate the likelihood of a given set of data by using a Hadamard 
conjugation to infer the probabilities of different sequence patterns for a specific weighted tree 
(note that likelihood of a site pattern is just its probability under an i.i .d. model). Using 
Hadamard conjugations, such calculations can be made surprisingly quickly for up to ::::: 20 taxa, 
irrespective of whether a continuous distribution of rates across sites is modeled. Methods of 
maximum likelihood with a distribution of rates across sites have been independently developed 
by the author (see Steel et al. 1993c, Waddell and Penny 1995, and Yang ( 1 993, 1 994b). A 
second area of topical interest is whether there is only a single ML optima per tree and just as 
importantly how can it (they) best be found. Towards this purpose we derive the Hessian matrix 
(directly related to the Fisher information matrix, Stuart and Ord 1990) of the likelihood function 
with respect to the edges in a tree, and consider other related conjectures .  
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In the second half of this chapter we use exact (asymptotic c ___, =) numerical calculations to 

explore the robustnes s  of different tree selection methods (mixtures of selection criteria and 

mechanisms for correcting for multiple changes) when the assumption of identical rates is  

violated. This allows us  to test some theoretical predictions from the first half of the chapter. We 

compare most of the commonly used tree selection criteria including parsimony, maximum 

likelihood and fit to distance matrices, as well as criteria for selecting trees from y. It is shown 

that all tree selection criteria can become inconsistent when rates across sites are unequal, and 

that this can also occurs under a molecular c lock (an example from these studies appears in 

Lockhart et al. 1 995) .  

It was shown by Felsenstein ( 1978a) that parsimony and compatibility applied to  the 

observed sequence patterns, can become inconsistent estimators when rates of change are 

unequal in different lineages. Hendy and Penny ( 1989) generalised Felsenstein's observations, 

and showed that even under equal rates per unit time (a molecular clock) parsimony and 

compatibility are inconsistent when applied to the observed sequence patterns .  They described 

the parts of the parameter space where these two methods become inconsistent as "long edges 

attract" (Hendy and Penny 1989). Others have shown that distance based tree selection criteria 

can also be inconsistent if rates of change across sites are unequal (Olsen 1 987, Jin and Nei 

1990), while chapter 2 showed similar problems could occur with data transformed by the 

Hadamard conjugation. Here we show that a " long edges attract" problem can also occur with 

maximum likelihood methods .  From this it i s  apparent that a reformulation of " long edges 

attract" , identifies it as an Achilles' heel of all presently used phylogenetic methods .  

I t  is also important to consider what overcorrecting the data can do .  Here we show that there 

is an "anti-Felsenstein zone" and we evaluate a wide range of tree selection methods in it. The 

anti-Felsenstein zone is a particular case of a "long edges repel" problem (section 3 .4.3), and 

alternative names for it could be the "inverse-Felsenstein zone" or the "opposite-Felsenstein 

zone" .  This zone posses a serious problem for real analyses, especially if the model I data 

relationship is not understood well. The "anti-Felsenstein zone" problem has important 

consequences also for simulation studies such as those performed by Huelsenbeck and Hillis 

( 1 993), which may need re-interpretation. Methods of analysis must be considered to have two 

potential Achilles' heals, neither of which can be excluded without study of the true processes of 

evolution of the data. We also show that different trees can give the same sequences , so that 

without knowing the model, you could not identify the true tree. This possibility was 

independently identified by Steel et al. ( 1995) who predicted such problems with an existence 

theorem. 

A series of evaluations and analyses of maximum likelihood with unequal rates across sites is 

given. Included are the studies of hominoid sequences reported in Waddell and Penny ( 1 995), 

and also studies of some ancient rRNA. The latter case appears to be a good example of where 

ML, allowing for unequal rates acros s  sites, strongly supports one tree (the eocyte tree), while a 

goodness-of-fit test suggests the model is reasonable, yet the tree is probably incorrect (the 

correct tree identified in chapter 3 by the slowest evolving sites is the archaebacteria) . This may 
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be an example of an anti-Felsenstein zone problem with real data. Clearly there is much need to 
consider the true processes of evolution when studying ancient divergences .  

Also considered are extensions of  ML models to model situations where sites do change their 
relative rates (a form of covarion model, related to those of Fitch and Markowitz 1970), and to 
situations where sites do not have the same history due to reticulate phylogenies. A particular 
example of "reticulate phylogenies" is the case of ancestral polymorphism giving trees which are 
different to the species tree. We develop an ML model of this and applying it to primate 
sequences obtain an estimate of the genetic diversity of our ancestors just prior to the divergence 
of human and chimp lineages. This estimate of ancestral diversity then allows an estimate of the 
population size of these proto-Australopithecines. This turns out to be a credible 100,000 to 
300,000, which is quite similar to that of modem African ape subspecies. 

5.2 TREE SELECTION OPTIMALITY CRITERIA FOR y 
In this section we describe an array of optimality criteria that may be applied to transformed 

data, in order to select a tree. Many of them have well understood similarities to traditional 
statistical estimators, and the insights that these offer in to the properties of these methods are 
discussed. However because they are being applied to a tree, some of there properties do not 
necessarily match up to known descriptions of statistical estimators. By analysing a real data set 
we see some of these "tree" properties emerge more clearly. One particularly interesting insight 
is that ML estimation on y can be equivalent to ML estimation on �. and this allows us to discuss 
the relationship between the ML procedure of Felsenstein and various ways we may select a tree 
from transformed data (both y and pairwise distances) . 

5.2.1 Some important properties of y with respect to tree selection 

Before proceeding it is worth reiterating some properties of y. Firstly, y0 is the negative sum 

of all other entries in y, and as such is not an independent quantity. Indeed all its statistical 
properties are just the "sum" of the properties of the independent variables . In addition, it cannot 
be selected as an edge in a tree because it does not correspond to any particular edge. For this 
reason it is "neglected" when searching for a tree (by neglected we mean it may be of use, but 
only as the sum of other variables, not in its own right). Its existence is guaranteed because it is a 
by-product of any vector multiplied by H. Its statistical non-independence arises from the fact 
that a probability vector like s must sum to one, and thus has one less free parameter than its 
number of entries. 

An important issue which quickly arises is how to interpret negative values in y. It is certain 

that the true tree has all edges positive, and thus "((T) is a vector where Yi is always positive 

(excluding y0) .  We say that "((T) lies in the positive quadrant. If a negative entry is encountered in 
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y then its relationship to tree selection needs to be dealt with. The most direct implication of a 

negative entry is a lack of evidence for that entry being greater than zero in 'Y(T) under the model.  

Such a lack of support may occur because of a lack of substitutions ,  due to the data coming from 

a different model (see chapter 2), or because of sampling error (see chapter four). Since 'Y(T) 

cannot take on a negative value, it is often considered that the cost of such an entry can be 

effectively set to zero and this is the minimum edge weight we will accept in a tree. Hendy and 

Penny ( 1 993) effectively took this approach as shown later. 

As chapter 4 suggested, if negative entries in y are considered to be solely due to sampling 

error, then there are situations where our best guess as to the identity of an internal edge is that 

entry with the least large negative value. It is not the same criteria as saying " accept a negative 

edge if it gives the best overall fit" (e.g. Farris 198 1 ,  1985 ,  1 986), but rather says "if there is no 

choice because all resolutions of an internal edge are negative, choose that which is least 

negative, i.e. the edge which is  closest to positive." (Felsenstein 1 984, 1 986 considers other ways 

of resolving this dilemma). This criteria can be applied to other tree estimation procedures, not 

just trees selected from Y, 
If we use a method which assumes independence between all entries in y, then edges with a 

negative weight should not influence tree selection if they are not compatible with the optimal 

tree. Accordingly, it is usual to set them to a nominal value of zero and only reconsider them if 

edges in the tree cannot be resolved with a positive edge weight. Only occasionally may they 

need to be reconsidered in resolving an internal edge and given that a negative entry must be 

chosen, then it would make sense to choose that entry which was the fewest standard deviations 

from zero. The edge weight in the tree is then most sensibly set to the £ (a tiny positive number). 

With methods such as generalised least squares tree selection (GLS) which takes into account 

correlations between edges, then negative entries are always considered. They will influence the 

tree selected in complex ways which will vary depending upon the covariance matrix, the entries 

in y, and the maximum number of edges in the tree. 

Lastly, it is useful to remember that y is a sufficient statistic of the vector � (the rescaled 

observed data) . By sufficient we mean that it contains all the information in �' which is easily 

shown by the fact that the inverse Hadamard conjugation recovers the original data exactly (as 

long as all 0 < r; 5': 1 ) .  This throws light on the important question of the relationship between tree 

selection on � versus tree selection from y. Combined with the fact that the maximum likelihood 

point is invariant upon transformation (Stuart and Ord 1 990, chapter 1 8) ,  then we can say that the 

maximum likelihood point in � (under, say, a multinomial model) will be the same as that in y. 
The maximum likelihood point in y can be searched for directly if there is  an accurate 

description of its sampling distribution. The main advantage of this finding is that it allows us to 

make some pertinent observations about why ML on � may do so well compared to tree selection 

criteria applied to transformed data. 

5.2.2 Some real data to illustrate tree selection criteria 
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For this sect ion we wi l l  use s imi lar data to t hat i n  figure 2 .7 .  The four sequences are the 

transvers ional changes in  1 6S- J ike rRNA from the same taxa, except that the sequence of 

Halobacterium volcanii (now sometimes assigned to the genera Haloferax) has been substituted 

with that of its relative Halobacterium salinarium. There is a further difference in these data sets 

because they come from different al ignments; th is  latest data set is from the a l ignment of Dams 

et al. ( 1 988), and i s  also used by Church i l l  et al. ( 1 992) in their  paper on sample s ize effects. In 

order to evaluate some of the differences in these data sets, the extended Hadamard conjugations. 

al lowing for different distributions of rates across sites, were appl ied to each .  Figure 5 . 1 shows 

the results which may be compared to those of the data al igned by Lake ( 1 987 )  and shown in 

figure 2.7. The data set from Dams et al. i s  usefu l  because, ( I )  i t  allows us to use the Hadamard 

to visual ize differences in s ignal due to what Olsen and Woese ( 1 989) describe as an al ignment 

bias in Lake's data: (2) the data does not appear to fi t the model as wel l  as with the Lake 

al ignment ( see figure 2 .7 )  which better highl ights some differences in tree selection cri teria; ( 3 )  
i t  al lows u s  to compare some of our results with those obtained by Church i l l  e t  al. ( 1 992) .  

Figure 5 . 1 ind icates that under this a l ignment, the data do not f i t  the model quite as wel l  as 

with the al ignment of Lake ( 1 987) .  This data sti l l  shows better support for the "eocyte tree" when 

the model fits best ( i .e .  both y., and Y:. near zero) . An obvious question i s : does this mean that the 

"eocyte" tree is favoured by th is  trees from 1 6S- l ike rRNA? Not necessari l y .  First ly .  as we show 

later. the stat i st ical support for the eocyte tree over the archaebacterial tree is  near zero ( i .e 
neither tree is s ignificant ly better supported than the star tree ) .  Secondly. a result in Olsen and 

Woese ( 1 989)  appears to be re levant. Specifical ly they found that Lake's ( 1 987)  method of 

evolutionary parsimony tends to favour the eocyte tree for most reasonable al ignments if the 

sequence from the methanogenic archaebacteria is a halophi le (but otherwise not) . Evolutionary 

parsimony tends to place heavy emphasi s  upon transversional changes, so our result may be a 

reflection of the same underlying feature of the data. It tends to i l lustrate one of the dangers of 

using j ust four spec ies at a t ime to infer a phylogeny, s ince there are not addi t ional taxa to break 

up long edges, or hopefully contradict strong biases .  Note that this support for an eocyte tree i s  

not generally apparent in the 28  taxa 1 6S- l ike rRNA data set analysed i n  chapter 3 .  probably 

largely due to the inc lusion of other non-halophi l ic methanogen ic bacteria. 
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FIGURE 5. l a-d Correcting transversional changes in ancient 16S-like rRNA for multiple substitutions. 

Values of entries in y (Yo excluded) after correction is made assuming different distributions of rates 
across sites. The data are the transversion patterns in the 1 6S-like rRNA of four taxa from Dams et at's 

( 1 988) alignment as used by Churchill et al. ( 1 992). The taxa are: (1 = 'Yl) the eukaryote, H. sapiens; 

{2,y2) the eubacterium, E. coli ; (3,y4) the halobacterium, Ha/obacterium sa/inarium; (4, 17) the sulphur 

metabolising bacterium, Su/folobus solfactarius. 5. la + c Corrected sequence patterns assuming a gamma 

(f) distribution of rates across sites plotted against the coefficient of variation of this distribution (= the 

inverse of the square root of the shape parameter k). 5. l a  Entries in y, with just those pertaining to 

external edges labeled, while in S.lc just y relating to internal edges on a tree. 5. lb + d as for (a and c) 
but the proportion of invariant sites modeled with parameter 'a'. In both cases the apparent support for an 

archaebacterial tree {{ 1 )  and (2) together, 13) begins the highest, but then falls away steadily as the 

variation of rates across sites increases, eventually leaving the eocyte tree (Y6) as favourite until all binary 
tree's lose support. The � vector for this data is [787, 1 78, 1 45, 68, 56, 33, 40, 45] . Comparing this figure 
with 2 .  7 (in chapter 2 )  notice how plotting the x-axis as coefficient of variation of the underlying gamma 
distribution (rather than 1/k) makes the plots for the data transformed assuming a gamma distribution 
look more like those obtained by removing a proportion of unvaried sites. 
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5.2.3 Ordinary (or unweighted) Least Squares (OLS). 

Ordinary or unweighted least squares criteria will be familiar to those who have done linear 
regressions. OLS is a maximum likelihood method when all data points are multivariate normally 
distributed, have equal variance, and have all correlations equal to zero. As chapter 4 shows, all 

of these assumptions can be violated to varying degrees in y (and also �. �. and p). Traditionally 
statisticians regard the OLS criterion as robust to small violations of the assumptions, however 
tree selection is not such a traditional approach and violations to the model can be considerable. 
Our search method seeks to minimise the sum of squares (ss) of Yi entries excluded from the tree, 

OLS ss = L(Y; - Y; (T) )2 
ieT 

= c r- rcnf c r- rcr)) . 
=:Lr: 

ieT 

(5 .2.3- 1 )  

where both gamma vectors set y0 to zero, or alternatively exclude it (this definition will apply 

through out the remainder of this chapter unless otherwise stated). The method is readily adapted 
to branch and bound tree search algorithms (e.g. those of Hendy and Penny 1 982, and Turbo-tree 
Penny and Hendy 1987). Note that OLS on y is the same as minimising the sum of absolute 

deviations for a tree from y (where each positive entry is squared component wise) (such that 

any entry in y corresponding to an edge in T is not included in this sum). Later in this chapter I 
discuss how minimising the sum of absolute deviations can be thought of as a type of 
compatibility tree selection. Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) have shown that branch and bound can find 
the optimal "closest tree" for up to 20 taxa in short time (a minute or so for "typical" sequences), 
and we expect nearly identical performance with the OLS criterion (Felsenstein 1993 in the 
documentation to the branch and bound compatibility program "clique" makes a similar point, 
although this seems to be contradicted in Kuhner and Felsenstein 1 994). With four state 
conjugations it is proposed that this OLS criterion (and WLS below) would ignore all entries in y 

not mapping directly to a tree edge (the so called "model invariants" of Steel et al. 1993c). It may 
be useful with four or more states, to sum the three or more entries for each potential edge in a 
tree together (before tree selection) to make the marginal distributions more normal, and to 
reduce sampling variance. 

Application of OLS tree selection to the i.r. Hadamard corrected sequence spectra shown in 
figure 5 . 1  (the values on the extreme left of each graph) selects the archaebacterial tree, with a 
residual sum of squares (SS) equal to (y6)2 + (y5)2 == 0.032 + 0.022 = 0.00 1 3 . Edge lengths for 

this optimal tree are taken directly from the corresponding y values shown at the extreme left in 
figure 5 . 1 .  
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5.2.4 What is closest tree? 

Closest tree (Hendy 1 991 )  identifies the optimal tree as that which minimises the Euclidean 
distance (E.D.) of tree to the partition (sequence pattern) data, 

(5.2.4- 1)  
i=l  

where the summation is over the same entries as that for OLS (i.e. y; not in the tree), but a second 
tree dependent term (e+ l )(xT)2 is then added on to each tree "score"(e stands for the number of 
edges in T, i .e . the number of non-zero entries in ')'(T)) .  The quantity x T is the sum of all values in 
y not in the tree being examined (Yo excluded) divided by one more than the number of edges (e) 
in that tree. This second factor varies with the number of implied multiple changes in y that a 
given tree does not account for under the model. Negative values can arise in y, and because 
these are excluded from being edge weights in ')'(T), then Y<T) must lie in the positive quadrant, 
whereas y may lie in any quadrant. When this occurs the optimal tree may well lie on the 
boundary of two quadrants, i.e. any binary tree with any edge weights set to zero (i.e. a non
binary or unresolved tree). OLS would usually be implemented not picking a negative internal 
edge weight in the tree, and this is achieved by setting all negative Yi to zero before tree selection. 

It is conjectured then that given the logical condition that ')'(T) must lie in the positive 
quadrant, then OLS will always rank binary trees in the same order as closest tree. Specific to 
this conjecture, is that closest tree will always favour a non-binary tree over a binary tree if one 
of the edges in the binary tree has to be set to zero because the corresponding Yi is negative. This 
insight may be of use as OLS is slightly faster to evaluate than Closest tree. Closest tree was 
originally described for use on y, but can equally be applied to observed sequence partitions, g or 
(\ 
f. 

The closest tree, or smallest Euclidean distance criterion can also be used to infer the edge 
lengths on the tree (Hendy 1 991 ) .  It does so by adding the term 1/(e+ 1 )  (sum of all entries not in 
that tree, y0 excluded) to each entry y; that corresponds to an edge in a specific tree. This 
redistribution of what are apparently unexplained changes onto the tree(s) of interest is 
intuitively a reasonable idea (although equal distribution to all edges seems arbitrary) .  As we will 
see below, a number of other tree selection criteria (e.g. parsimony) can also be invoked to 
estimate the edge lengths on a specific tree while taking into account partitions which do not 
correspond directly to edges in the tree. Some tree selection criteria can also be used to estimate 
edge lengths (e.g. GLS and ML) given more sophisticated expectations of the sampling 
distribution of the partition data. 

With the i .r . corrected data illustrated in figure 5 . 1  (extreme left values of figure 5 . 1) ,  closest 
tree picks the same tree as OLS, i.e. T 1 2 (the archaebacterial tree) . However the edge lengths are 
estimated by adding the term (sum of residuals)/(e+l )  to each entry in y that corresponds to an 

edge in this tree. In this case the signals corresponding to the other two possible binary trees (y5 
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and y6) is divided up with each edge in the tree T1 2 becoming longer by (0.02 + 0.03)/6 = 0.008. 
Here this makes almost no difference to the long external edges, but amounts to a nearly 20% 
increase in apparent support for the internal edge of tree T 1 2. Later we discuss whether this type 
of redistribution is either biologically appropriate, or optimal. 

5.2.5 Weighted Least Squares (WLS) 

Tree selection by this general criterion involves searching for the tree that minimises the 
weighted sum of squares, 

(5.2.5- 1 )  

where, i n  the most general case, wi is can be any weight estimated for the i-th entry i n  y .  With 
optimal weighting, WLS tree selection will be more reliable than the previous methods at picking 
the true tree when the model holds (that is, it has increased statistical efficiency, e.g. Stuart and 
Ord 1990, p. 1074) . If y is distributed as multi-variate normal, then the optimal value for wi is the 

variance of y; (obtainable from the diagonal of V[y] , that is the ii-th entry) .  

A useful step in selecting the optimal WLS tree from gamma is to divided all entries in y by 
the square root of their variance. Such a vector is variance "stabilised" . We denote this new 
vector Ytse• and its i-th entry is equal to the number of standard errors (positive or negative) that 

Yi is from zero (this also makes it a particularly useful vector for visual inspection of the 

corrected sequence data) . Algebraic manipulation shows that OLS tree selection from Ytse is 
equivalent to WLS tree selection from y, i .e. 

(5.2.5-2) 

Consequently, selection of the optimal WLS tree is just as amenable to branch and bound as is 
the OLS criterion (this search reduces to finding the minimum sum of absolute deviations when 
searching for a tree from (YtsJ2, where the squaring is done component-wise) . These searches 

should incur similar run times, although the weightings could results in either faster runs (if there 
was down weighting signals which were not in the optimal tree) or slower run times (if it tended 
to more severely down weight signals that were in the optimal tree). In reality (especially when 
the model does not hold) either situation could arise. 

For the i .r. Hadamard conjugation correction of the data listed in the caption of figure 5 . 1 ,  
the standard errors of y estimated by the method of section 4.2 are [0.0202, 0.01 80, 0.01 23 ,  

0.0108, 0.0084, 0.0092, 0.0097] (excluding y0) .  Consequently the vector Ytse for this transformed 

data is [ 10.84, 9 .64, 3.71, 5 .4 1 ,  2.23, 3.18, 4.40] (entries corresponding to possible internal edges 
are in bold). The counts for all cells in � are substantial (> 10) so we are assured of close to 
normal marginal distributions for all entries in y. With four taxa (and 2 states) WLS will always 
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select as optimal, the tree whose internal edge corresponds to the largest of the three eligible 

entries in Y!se· In this case WLS also selects the archaebacterial tree (y3) . However, notice how 

much more similar the support for entries which may correspond to an internal edge has become. 

Just a glance at the residual WLS SS for each tree (for T 12 = 2.232 + 3 . 1 8
2 

= 1 5 .09, T 13 = 23 .88 , 

T 1 4  = 1 8 .74, Tstar = 28.85) though tells us that the data is statistically very unlikely under the 

assumed model (similarly, Z test's of the two signals excluded from the tree would both reject 

their true value was zero, at the a =  5% level). If the assumptions of multi-variate normality with 

zero correlations held, then the WLS score would have a X2 distribution, with degrees of freedom 

(d.f.) equal to the number of entries in y minus the number of edges in the tree, minus one (e.g. 

with two states, a binary tree selected, and no other parameters optimised, d.f. = 2'·1- (2t-3) - 1 ) .  

Applying the WLS criterion to  the i.r. Hadamard conjugation corrected transversions from 

Lake's alignment (see figure 2.7), we would select the eocyte tree as optimal (yet the data would 

still not fit the model well) . OLS in the same instance would still pick the archaebacterial tree. 

Here is an example where different tree selection criteria applied to y result in different trees 

being picked, although the overriding impression is that the we should be cautious about 

selecting any tree under this i .r. model. Here we can also see how WLS is in effect making use of 

the observation in chapter 4, that long edges attracting results in the increased variance of the 

pattem(s) that group them together (here, this is done by downweighting the signal 

corresponding to the archaebacterial tree). This feature should increase the robustness of WLS 

(relative to OLS), with respect to obtaining the correct unweighted tree, when the assumed model 

is undercorrecting for unobserved changes. This is because the more the long edges attract, the 

larger the variance of the signal(s) uniting them becomes (Waddell et al. 1 994, and chapter 4), 

and the more this signal is down weighted in Y!se· This feature, which suggests robustness, is 

considered further in the second half of this chapter. 

If y is distributed multi-variate normal, with zero correlations between entries (that is V[y] is 

a diagonal matrix), then the WLS tree selection criterion is  the maximum likelihood (ML) tree 

selection criterion from y. The assumption of independence of entries in y will largely hold when 

rates of change per site are relatively low (again see chapter 4) . The assumption that the marginal 

distribution of yi is normal is well approximated when more than five sites in the sequence have a 

pattern corresponding to �i· Multivariate normality of y is often most closely approached when 

rates of change are moderately high, yet under these conditions correlations are also becoming 

more prominent (see chapter 4) suggesting a compromise must be met. 

In most situations, we expect WLS to be closer to ML tree selection from y than is OLS or 

closest tree, yet there may still be distinct differences. For example, when dealing with sampled 

data we replace V[y] with V'[y] ,  as derived in chapter 4. The use of V'[y], rather than V[y], will 

also result in a difference between weighted least squares and ML tree selection, even if y is 

multi-variate normal, with all entries independent (this last difference can be eliminated by using 

iterated least squares as is explained in the next section). Indeed estimates of variances usually 

have notoriously large stochastic errors compared to estimating means, so if using variances as 
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weighting factors offers an advantage to tree selection with short sequences, will reqmre 
simulations. An alternative to weighting solely by the variances if their accuracy is in doubt, is to 
partially weight by them. Such methods are becoming popular in discriminant analysis. Given a 
certain similarity between this method (and even more so the similarity of GLS and iterated GLS 
which are introduced next) and ML, the variability of the weighting functions could partly 
explain why ML tends to do more poorly than other methods with short sequences (e.g. Kuhner 
and Felsenstein 1994). 

A major disadvantage of this method with many sequences is the cost of obtaining the entries 
vii · An alternative to calculating VCyJ would be to use weights which are similar to the sampling 

variances of y. Two possibilities are the sampling variance of the corresponding entries in �. and 
using the polynomial approximation to the Hadamard conjugation derived by Szekely et al. 1 993 . 
We suspect that these approximations will be quite useful, both with regard to increasing the 
robustness and also the statistical efficiency in comparison to OLS or closest tree. 

Lastly, it is worth considering what the weighting should be given to entries m y with 

exponential-like marginal distributions. If all entries had exponential marginal distributions, then 
the optimal weighting when selecting a tree from Ytse is to minimise the sum of absolute 

deviations. Entries in y with variances of less than 1 /c will tend to have marginal distributions 
that are more L-shaped than exponential, while variances of greater than lie will become more 
normal until they have an approximately normal marginal distribution when their variance is 5/c 
or larger. The real danger for tree selection, is not to overweight some of the small entries in y 

which have exponential like marginal distributions. As such a possible solution might be a 
differential weighting scheme of entries in Ytse• e.g. Ytwse = (Ytset, where x = ((var y; x c)Y) , 

where y = ln(4)/ln(5)) if (var y; x c) $ 5, else 2.  This weighting would give entries with a normal

like marginal distribution squares weighting, those with an exponential-like marginal distribution 
linear weighting, and those with very skewed distributions progressively lower weighting. Other 
weighting functions could be tried, and evaluated with simulations. This weighting, however, 
should quite effectively downweight the most unreliable entries in Ytse· The use of the sample 

variance will also tend to negate overweighing of unreliable entries in Ytse• since when these 

entries are large in y this is most likely due to a high count in the corresponding entries in �, 

which in turn will increase their estimated variance and see them down weighted more severely . 
Thus there is a sort of negative-feedback mechanism. Following weighting of Ytse• a tree can then 

selected from Ytwse by minimising the sum of absolute deviations (i .e. compatibility tree 

selection after removing the signs in Ytwse). 
5.2.6 Generalised Least Squares (GLS) 

It is important to consider not only the variances, but also the correlations of entries, when 
measuring the deviations of data from its expectation under a certain model .  For example, if two 
entries are near fully positively correlated with one another, then the sum of their deviations from 
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expectation should count only slightly more than that of an a single independent entry, and not 

double. 

Statistical theory states that a most efficient (i.e. a best asymptotically normal estimator or 

BAN estimator, Stuart and Ord 1 990, chapter 19, pages 707-740) measure for selecting a model 

from the asymptotically (t fixed, c�oo) multivariate normal space of y is by the minimum GLS 

criterion. When picking a tree from y the sum of squares by the GLS criterion is, 

21-1 -l 21-1 -l 

GLS SS = L L (Y; - y; ( T))v;j1 (y1 - y1 (T)) 
i=l j=l 

= (f - y(T))V-1  (y - y(T)) , 

(5 .2.6- 1 )  

where v-

1 i s  the matrix inverse of  V[y] (Yo excluded) ,  v· 1 ij is the ij-th entry of this matrix , and y 
is a column vector. If the correlations (hence covariances) between all entries in y are zero (i.e. 

v;i = 0, for i *  j), then this formula reduces to that given earlier for WLS . This and the fol lowing 

five equations may be found in Agresti ( 1 990), particularly pages 460-462. The use of the term 

GLS vs WLS is not universal; here we mean by GLS a WLS method which uses a statistically 

efficient estimate of the covariance matrix, and always takes into account correlations between 

variables. GLS is a very well understood statistical method and when V is known exactly, then 

the distance measure ..jGLS(SS) (also known as the Mahalanobis distance) is the most 

statistically efficient measure of distance in multivariate normal space (e.g. Manly, 1986, Stuart 

and Ord 1990 723) . When working with a sample, it is usual replace V[y] with its sample 

estimate V' [y] ,  which is derived using the delta method (chapter 4) . It is used in many 

applications, including discriminant analysis, of which tree selection may be thought of as an 

example. As we have already discovered in chapter 4, when c is sufficiently large, then the 

distribution of y converges to multivariate normal, making this criterion a promising choice for 

tree selection. 

In traditional statistical terms y is a vector of expected values with multivariate errors, that 

is, 

y= Xy(t) + e (5.2.6-2) 

where X is a parameter incidence matrix (described below), y(t) is as vector containing just the 

positive edge weights of the true tree (indexed in ascending order, note the lower case t to 

indicate this), and e is a vector of sampling errors described by the variance-covariance matrix, 

V[�] .  With the 2-state Hadamard conjugation the edge incidence matrix X of tree T, has 2t- 1 - l  

rows and a column for each non-zero edge in the tree, consequently X x y(t) = y(T) (Yo 
excluded). We illustrate the form of X and 'Y(t), with the tree shown in figure 2 . 1  of this thesis 

which in vector form gives, 'Y(T) = [-0.472, 0.2, 0.025, 0.025, 0.2, 0, 0, 0.025] .  Thus, 
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X ')'(t) ')' (T) 

0 0 0 0 0.20 0 .20 
0 1 0 0 0 0.025 0.025 
0 0 1 0 0 X 0.025 = 0.025 
0 0 0 1 0 0.20 0.20 
0 0 0 0 0 0.025 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.025 

The matrix X for the 4 taxa star tree would be the same as that illustrated above with the third 
column removed, while Yet) would have only 4 entries, lacking the entry corresponding to the 

internal edge (in the above example the third row) .  From classical statistical theory it follows 
that having specified the tree T, the optimal vector ')'(t) which minimise the GLS sums of squares 

for a given sample (we shall label these tree optimal estimates Yet)) is, 

(5 .2.6-3) 

where T defines transpose, and v- I is the inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the y 

(again see Agresti 1 990, or extensive referencing and theoretical development see Stuart and Ord 
1990, p. 707-740). Just as usefully the variance-covariance matrix of these optimal edge weights 
is given as, 

V(Yct)) = (XTV- IX)- 1 •  (5.2.6-4) 

(which corresponds to the bracketed operations in 5 .2.6-3) .  We may now substitute the formula 
for Yet) into equation 5 .2.6- 1 and after rearranging terms the optimal GLS SS for a tree is given 

as, 

(5.2.6-5) 

Asymptotically (number of taxa fixed, c � oo ), when the sequences evolved according to the 

model (the null hypothesis), this residual sum of squares will have a x2 distribution with 21- 1 - 1 - p 
degrees of freedom, where p is the number of parameters being optimised (= number of tree edge 
parameters plus any distribution of rates across sites parameters). If an alternative hypothesis is 
true, then the residual sum of squares will have a non-central chi-squared distribution (e.g. the 
SS of a tree other than that which generated the data) . The non-centrality parameter may be 
calculated, and values for the non-central chi-squared distribution looked up in tables or 
calculated with a computer algorithm (Stuart and Ord 1990, p. 865) .  This approach extends the 
analytical method described in section 4.8.2 which assesses how often compatibility picks the 

wrong tree from y, to evaluate more sophisticated tree selection methods . These calculations 

allow the asymptotic power (probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when a specific 
alternative i s  true) of the GLS tree selection method to be compared with that of say 
compatibility or weighted least squares on sequences. A similar approach was taken by 
Churchill, et al. ( 1992) to estimate the power of ML versus linear invariants . The resulting 
answers will be accurate for long sequence lengths (say E[fj] > 5, for all i), but will become 
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unreliable as sequence  length decreases unless an accurate approximation to the tail of the non

Central chi-squared statistic can be found for the type of sparse frequency vectors found with 

sequence data. 

The other approx imation being made, is that the calculations assume that the statistical 

method has an exact e stimate of V (see Stuart and Ord p. 724 for some theoretical c omments on 

this matter) . As we have already discussed, in actuality a tree building method must use V'(y] (or 

its equivalent), which itself is subject to stochastic errors . Presently simulations would seem the 

more reliable way to gauge the power of tests and the efficiency of these estimators for the type 

of data and sequence lengths used in real applications. 

A further result from classical GLS statistics is that one can derive the variance-covariance 

matrix of the residuals .  Since the residuals ('y - 1ct)) are orthogonal to the fit Yet), then, 

" " " " " " " 
Cov( y] = Cov { [ y-i'(t)]+ i'(t) } = Cov [ y - i'(t) ) + Cov ( i'(t)) (5 .2.6-6) 

so the estimated covariance matrix of the residuals equals V[y] - V [Yct)J, where V[y(t)] == 

X(XTV[y] - lX)-1XT (not sure if this is right when we have transformed from s to y) . 

When dealing with 4-state Hadamard conjugations, then the same equations apply, except 

that the matrix X will now have 4'. 1 rows, and (2t-3) x 3 columns, with an entry in each one 

corresponding to the rate of transitions or either type 1 or 2 transversions on a specific edge in 

the tree. 

We next apply GLS tree selection using VTy] to the i .r. transformed data in figure 5 . 1 ,  with 

the results shown in table 5 . 1 .  Firstly notice how close the GLS sums of squares (table 5 . 1 a) are 

to those obtained earlier with the WLS method (e.g. 14.00 by GLS vs 1 5 .09 for WLS on the 

optimal tree) . This is  due to the correlations of entries in y generally being of small to moderate 

size (the values in V'(y] for the real data's i.r. y are quite similar to those for the model tree used 

in chapter 3). Taking into account correlations has, in this instance, made the SS difference 

between the archaebacterial tree and the eocyte tree larger (i.e. archaebacterial tree slightly more 

favoured than under WLS), but still provides very clear evidence that the model does not fit (P < 
0.00 1 ) .  Notice also how the estimated edge weights, YeT) (table 5 . lb),  all show the same biases 

away from y for each of the four trees (just one tree, T 1 2, is shown). This result can be 

interpreted as the GLS method optimising edge weights to compensate, as far as possible, for the 

undercorrection that results in none of the possible trees fitting well. These deviations make all 

external edges longer than they would be if read directly from y, in an attempt to accommodate 

evidence of all edges " attracting" more than they should be under the model. On all the binary 

trees the length of the internal edge shrinks, since the extra length of the external edges explains 

some of the changes that would otherwise have be explained by an internal edge. The star tree 

makes its external edges longest, since it does not have the "luxury" of an internal edge to 

explain any of the bipartition substitutions. We expect that similar effects will be manifest in 

larger trees, and later we will see the same factors affect edge length estimation with ML 
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methods. The ranking of the sum of edge lengths by the GLS criteria has some correlation to the 
SS, although it is not nearly as discriminatory. Rhzetsky and Nei ( 1992b) discuss sums of edge 
lengths for OLS, WLS and GLS estimation of edge lengths from pairwise distances alone, and 
expected a more exact correlation between fit and sum of edge lengths .  We suggest that this 
correlation can break down with violations of the model. 

Table 5 . 1 b  shows the calculated standard errors of �T12), the estimated edge weights which 

are specific to T1r As with the sums of squares, they are very similar to the errors estimated from 
VTy] .  The correlations between estimated edge weights shown in CT y(T 1 2) ] are also quite like 

those in C' [�] (not shown). In particular we note the moderate negative correlation between the 

weights of either of the long external edges, and the internal edge (which in this case is a "long 
edges attract" edge). There is also a moderate negative correlation between the two short external 
edges, and a moderate positive correlation between the long external edges. All other 

" 
correlations, as in C'[�] ,  are small. 

Table S.l(a). GLS SS and edge weights (�T)) Table S.l(b). The correlation matrix for the GLS 
for the i .r. y of figure 5 . 1 .  

2 

3 

ss 
" 
'Y 

0.2 19 

0. 173 

0.046 

Tstar 
14.000 22.64 1 8 . 1 0  26.06 

�T) 

0.227 

0. 1 8 1  

0.043 

0.244 

0.202 

0.000 

0.246 

0.200 

0.000 

0.247 

0.203 

0.000 

4 0.058 0.076 0.069 0.069 0.077 

5 0.0 19 0.000 0.0 1 6  0.000 0.000 

6 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.000 

7 0.042 0.059 0.056 0.05 1 0.06 1 

0.586 0.586 0.587 0.592 0.588 

edge weights of T 1 2. 

" 
'Y(T 1 2) s.e. 

0.227 0.0201 

Index 

2 3 

1 .00 0. 1 3  -0.29 

4 7 

0.03 -0.01 

2 0. 1 8 1 0.01 79 0 . 1 3  1 .00 -0.37 0.00 0.01 

3 0.043 0.0 1 23 -0.29 -0.37 1 .00 -0.02 -0.06 

4 0.076 0.0095 0.03 0.00 -0.02 1 .00 -0. 1 8  

7 0.059 0.0086 -0.01 0.01 -0.06 -0. 1 8  1 .00 

In chapter 4 we noted that as sequences become longer, functional correlations between sites 
need not be a serious problem for the convergence of the inferred probabilities of sequence 
patterns to their true probabilities. Functional correlations can, however, substantially alter the 
form of V[�] , making variances and covariances larger than they are under the i . i .d. multinomial 
model . A good example of such non-independence is caused by base pairing in rRNA helices 
(e.g. Gutell et al. 1 985). We can estimate these correlations given a tree (weighted in the case of 
ML), then use parsimony or maximum likelihood to reconstruct ancestral character states, 
followed by the correlations of changes on the phylogeny for all sites. We could even make these 
estimates on homologous sequences which shared no part of the evolutionary history of the taxa 
we wished to analyse, if we assumed that the evolutionary processes operating on sites had not 
changed since the last common ancestor (e.g. work out correlations of sites in animal rRNA and 
use this when analysing plant rRNA). GLS is one method that can effectively use this extra 
information to not only infer trees, but also give estimates of the errors on edge lengths, and the 
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model as a whole. All that is required is to substitute V[�) under the multinomial model for the 
biologically revised matrix and proceed to infer V[y] and measure fit to each tree. This may not 
be the optimal method (using information on individual sites coupled with ML may work better) 
but it should be robust and computationally feasible for up to eight or nine taxa (in 2 character 
states) working from sequences, and at least up to 1 2  taxa basing the analysis on distances alone 
(see below). 

5.2. 7 Maximum likelihood tree selection from y 
Instead of estimating V[y] from our sample data, we can potentially go one better than 

standard GLS by employing iterated GLS (Agresti 1 990, p 1 1 7, 450, 476, Stuart and Ord 1 990, 

p. 1074) . Given our initial GLS estimates of a trees edge weights, we can re-estimate V[y] under 
the assumption that both the tree and mechanism of evolution are correct. To do this we first use 
the inverse Hadamard conjugation to predict S1(T) of the weighted tree being considered. (It is 
also possible predict V[r(T)], but due to the speed of the fast Hadamard, it does not offer much 
advantage, and requires more programming, see chapter 4). Given s'(T), proceed to infer V'i [y] 
using the methods developed in chapter 4, by replacing the previous estimate of s'-1(T) , with the 
newly inferred s(T) (where the i indicates from the i-th iteration). Given the updated estimate of 
V'i [y) and the original transformed data, y, then reestimate the GLS SS score of that particular 
tree using equation 5 .2.6-5 (that is on each cycle substitute V'i [y] (the value for the previous 
iteration) with V'i - l [y] (its updated value for the edge weights inferred form the previous cycle)). 
If the value of GLS SS on the i-th iteration is within some value of the previous iteration, stop, 
else continue the iterations .  An alternative to be sure of convergence is to check that the GLS SS 
for that tree, changes by less than £ on two successive iterations. To evaluate the iterated GLS SS 
for any other tree (including any contraction of a binary tree), we start over with this new tree's 
initial optimal GLS edge weighting's, then predict V'i [y] assuming this to be the true tree, and 
proceed to iterate for this tree until convergence. 

Minimising the iterated GLS score is the same as maximising the likelihood when the data is 
multivariate normally distributed, given that it is necessary to infer V from the same data that we 
are fitting a model to (assuming the transformation can be made, i.e. no infinite pathset lengths) .  
Since y converges to  a multivariate distribution as c � oo ,  and since the maximum likelihood 
point is invariant upon transformation of the original data (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. 685), then it 
follows that as c increases this method converges to maximum likelihood (ML) on sequences 
(Felsenstein 1 9 8 1 ,  and described below). If c becomes large enough, then under a Markov tree 
model of sequence evolution, there must exist one global GLS SS optimum for any given tree if 
we can estimate V consistently . This in turn implies but one optimum per tree for ML on 
sequences (for Hadamard models, but probably also others) if the model is correct (e.g. Stuart 
and Ord 1 990, p .  1075).  If the assumed model is not correct, but all entries in � have positive 
values, then if iterated GLS can be shown to have a single minimum asymptotically, so too must 
ML. I have been told that there are proofs of the uniqueness of iterated GLS solutions (G. Arnold 
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pers. comm.) but citing one has proved elusive (Stuart and Ord 1990, p. 1075 mention what 
appear to be partial proofs) . 

The required conditions, if such a proof exists, probably include that the true V must be 
positive definite and non-singular, and that all pathsets are of finite length . A Markov tree model 
of evolution does imply that every entry in s will be non-zero as long as all external edges are 
non-zero, since then there must be a finite positve probability of every pattern occurring (if any 
entry in s is non-zero then V will not be of full rank, . and there need no longer be only one 
solution, i .e. optima per tree). Others have claimed proofs of a single optimum for ML (e.g. 
Fukami-Kobayashi and Tateno 199 1 ,  and Tillier 1994), but Steel ( 1994b) has disproved their 
claims with a counter example. The difference is that our conjectures rely upon certain 
asymptotic regularity conditions being meet (e.g. c � oo, finite pathset lengths, etc .) which 

usually will not apply with real data. However, study of them may reveal the type of realistic 
situation where multiple ML optima per tree are most likely to exist. 

This relationship between iterated GLS and ML also suggests a lower bound on the number 
of iterations necessary to converge to the optimum GLS or ML point, with a certain accuracy. 
When using a Newton type numerical search method in a multivariate normal space (or any 
smooth continuous function), then the best convergence that can be achieved is quadratic 
convergence (e.g. Minoux 1986, where quadratic means the error e from the true limit of the 
GLS iterations will be only i on the next cycle), when already close to the maximum likelihood 
point. In reality we will not be assured of multivariate normal conditions (but certainly a smooth 
likelihood function, with respect to changes in the model parameters), so hopefully such analyses 
will converge at a considerable portion of this optimal rate. 

To illustrate this criterion, iterated GLS was run for the four possible 4-taxon trees using the 
i .r. transformed data of figure 5 . I .  Table 5 .2 shows the results of iterated GLS on y for tree T 1 2 
(the archaebacterial tree) .  After the first 2 iterations convergence of the GLS SS is rapid. In this 
table we have also shown the fit in s for each iteration as measured by both the lnLR statistic 
(commonly quoted as G2 = 2lnLR) and also Pearson's X2 statistic. The GLS SS actually comes 
very close to the G2 and X2 optima on the first iteration (for G2 better than 2 decimal places), and 
then drifts slightly away. The same features of a slightly more rapid and smother series of G2 and 
X2 statistics through the iterations, as well as the greatest similarity of the three statistics (SS, G2 

and X2) after the first iteration, was repeated for the other three trees (results not shown). The 
further the divergence of model from data, the greater the discrepancy between G2 (or X2) and 
the iterated GLS SS optima became, reaching a maximum difference of 0.5 lnLR units for the 
highly non-optimal star tree. This behaviour is understandable as the data is not truly 
multivariate normal, and it is also known that increasing i (the number of iterations) does not 
always lead to better estimators (Stuart and Ord 1990, 1 075). 

From table 5 .2a it appears that the iterated GLS SS statistic is less sensitive than either of the 
other two statistics (G2 and X2) in detecting departures from the model. This observation is 
possibly connected with the trend of GLS underestimating the long edges slightly, and frequently 
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overestimating the s hort edges relative to the edge lengths i nferred by either G2 or X2• Table 5 .2b 

shows the optimal iterated GLS edge weights for T12• The internal edge lengths estimated by 

iterated GLS on the different t rees, could be either slightly longer or shorter than their 

counterparts estimated by the  minimum X2 or G2 criteria. The differences in edge length varied 

from almost nothing on T 1 2, becomin g  more noticeable on the worst fitting star tree ( edge 4 = 
0.077 1 by iterated GLS S S ,  but 0.0841 by maximum likelihood) though with no apparent trend 

as to which edges would be effected most. These differences are minor and the  differences 

between GLS SS and G2 (but not X2, since this statistic has different properties) are expected to 

disappear as c becomes longer and convergence to multivariate normality increases (part of the 

difference may also be due to the delta method of estimating V, which also becomes more 

accurate as c increases) .  

Estimated standard errors by  the iterated GLS criterion (table 5 .2 )  are larger than those 

estimated b y  GLS without iteration (table 5 . 1 ) . This is not an attribute of the criteria of iterated 

GLS per se, but rather a re-alignmen t  of the covariance matrix V with the predicted values in 

s'(T), which h ave resulted in some larger r values (i .e. longer pathsets on the  tree, which now has 

longer edges) .  From the point of view of tree selection, possibly the most important change is 

that while the internal edge (entry 3) itself became smaller its variance increased slightly . This is 

understandable in  l ight of the  observation that longer external edges create greater variance of 

internal edges (Waddell et al. 1994, section 4.2.5 ) .  Churchill et al. ( 1992) state similar results in 

the context of discussing the power (ability to discriminate one tree from another) of maximum 

likelihood estimates of phylogen y .  The lesson is to keep external edges as short as possible by 

either choosing more slowly evolving taxa, or by including more taxa branching deeply s o  as to 

reduce "long edge" attract type effects.  An alternative approach which deserves study is the use 

of ancestral sequences, which may cut considerable length off external edges .  

Table 5.2(a). GLS iterations for T,2. Table 5.2(b). The final covariance matrix of 
estimated edge weights, )1:T). 

GLS SS a2 x2 edge lengths C[)\T)] Index 

it. no. 14.00359 1 8 .25770 2 1 .73360 Index )1:T l 2) s.e. 2 3 4 7 

1 8.47272 1 5 .4723 1 1 6 .68747 0.2446 0.02 1 0  1 .00 0. 1 2  -0.32 0.00 0.00 

2 1 3 .87440 1 5 .48070 1 6.69354 2 0. 1 960 0.0 1 89 0. 1 2  1 .00 -0.40 0.00 0.00 

3 1 3 .87528 1 5 .48079 1 6.69325 3 0.0336 0.01 27 -0.32 -0.40 1 .00 -0.02 -0.07 

4 1 3 .87494 1 5 .4808 1 1 6.69 3 1 9  4 0.0830 0.01 04 0.00 0.00 -0.02 1 .00 -0.25 

5 1 3 .87488 1 5 .4808 I 1 6.693 1 8  7 0.0657 0.0095 0.00 0.00 -0.07 -0.25 1 .00 

6 1 3 .87486 1 5 .480 8 1  1 6.693 1 8  

7 1 3 .87486 1 5 .4808 1 1 6.693 1 8  

Note: G2 and X2 were both measured at s level after each iteration, 
with si(T) predicted with GLS edge weights. 

The iterated GLS fit of each of the  4 trees is shown in table 5 .3 .  While the fit s tatistic h as 

become smaller for each tree, it is still significantly bad in all c ases. The rank order of the trees 

remains the same, but the halobacteria tree is now nearly indistinguishable in fit from the star 
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tree. The general trend was for edge lengths to increase over their previous values under GLS, 
however this increase was non-uniform, with some edges decreasing slightly in length while 
many others increased in length by 5 to 20%, with some of the shorter edges increasing by over 
50% (e.g. e7 of T12) .  

Table 5.3 Iterated GLS results for the i.r. transformed yof figure 5 . I  

index 1\ 
i'(T 1 2) 

1\ 
i'(T 1 3) 

0.244 0.27 1 

2 0. 1 96 0.224 

3 0.033 0.000 

4 0.083 0.082 

5 0.000 0.003 

6 0.000 0.000 

7 0.066 0.066 

1\ 
i'(T 14) 

0.268 

0.220 

0.000 

0.076 

0.000 

0.017 

0.058 

1\ 
i'(T star) 

0.272 

0.225 

0.000 

0.084 

0.000 

0.000 

0.068 

5.2.8 How many likelihood optima per tree? 

Steel ( 1994b) has recently shown that there may be more than one likelihood optima per tree, 
and demonstrated this with a 4-tax:on 2-state example. Since we have shown that asymptotically 
our data becomes multivariate normal, so GLS has but one optima per tree (given certain 
constraints) and that iterated GLS converges to ML, then are these findings contradictory to 
those of Steel? The answer is no, but rather these findings should help answer Steel's ( 1994b) 
question of how general his finding is. 

Steel's ( 1994b) example lies on the boundary of the likelihood space. It is recognised in 
statistical theory that such multiple optima can exist, but in many cases they exist only on the 
boundaries of the likelihood space (e.g. Stuart and Ord 1990, p.649) and so can be readily 
identified. It remains to be shown that all multiple optima for maximum likelihood on sequences 
are not of this form (including when invariant sites are taken into account by the likelihood 
model ,  since the only way suggested so far to move the minima away from the boundary of the 
parameter space (Mike Steel pers. comm.) is by adding invariant sites to the data) . 

I believe it is important that all Mike Steel's examples ( 1994b, and pers comm.) rely upon 
some patterns not being expressed in the data. When this occurs the covariance matrix estimated 
via the delta method does not have full rank (i.e. some rows and columns are linear combinations 
of others) .  If the data comes from under the assumed model, then asymptotically, V =  V'[y] , and 

there can be but one GLS optima and one ML optima (as long as no edge in the tree is infinitely 
long). This is because under these circumstances (given that all external edges in the tree have a 
positive weight) all entries in s(T) must have a positve probability of occurrence (so by the law 
of large numbers there will be many of each pattern c � oo ) ;  and thus V will be positive definite 

and of full rank ("(0 excluded). 

It is important also to consider the limit when the data does not fit the model, but still comes 
from a Markov model (perhaps a mixed Markov model) such that all entries in s(T) will 
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asymptotically correspond to many observed sequence patterns. The covariance matrix for each 
s(T) should still be unique and of full rank V. The question is then: can there be two (or more) 
weighted but otherwise identical tree's that can generate V matrices which will each generate 
local optima under iterated GLS? We suspect the answer is no, but do not have a proof at the 
moment. Conjecturing one step further we suspect that ML will always have one optima per tree 
if all possible sequence patterns are observed in the data, and solutions do not lie on the 
boundary of the parameter space (e.g. no. implied edge lengths are infinite) (but again do not 
have any proof of this). 

Another useful angle on Steel's ( 1994b) finding is, does this same problem occur for the 
closely related method of minimum X2 tree selection? (See Read and Cressie 1 988 on the 
relationship between ML and X2 fitting). The answer appears to be no. For Steel's ( 1994b) 
example there seems to be one X2 optima per tree and this finds the optima as an average, rather 
than as an 'either or' situation with branch lengths. Part of the reason for ML having multiple 
optima is that it " ignores" patterns which are not observed in the data, when estimating fit of data 
to model. 

5.2.9 Comparing GLS on sequences with GLS on distances 

Minimum GLS SS has been suggested as a method of tree selection from distances since 
Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards ( 1 967). About the only examples of its implementation are in 
Hasegawa et al. ( 1985) where they used it as an approximation to maximum likelihood (which at 
the time was deemed too computationally expensive), and Bulmer ( 1990) who redescribed such 
methods in terms of traditional statistical linear models (neither considered iterated GLS). 
Generally a distance matrix will become multivariate normal much more quickly than y, since it 

has fewer entries, all of which are estimated by the changes on at least two edges in the true tree 
(and if these count five or more changes the approximation becomes reasonable). Thus the 
methods assumptions will tend to be met with shorter sequences, and I or more taxa than GLS on 
y, since convergence to multi-variate normality is quicker. 

Consequently iterated GLS tree selection may converge quite quickly (with increasing c) to 
maximum likelihood phylogeny estimation when the data is limited to pairwise distances (for 
whatever reason). Iterative GLS is presently limited to methods which can infer the theoretical 
variance-covariance matrix of a weighted tree, and a model of sequence evolution . At present the 
only such methods are the 2-state model presented here, and an analogous 4-state model 
discussed by Bulmer ( 199 1a)(the equal input model). Closed form expressions of the covariance 
between estimated distances should exist via the delta method for most transformations 
(including the general time reversible distance, and the LogDet) . Alternatively non-iterated GLS 
can be performed on most distance data, using the bootstrap Uackknife, or other resampling 
method) to infer the covariance matrix if an analytic expression is unknown. 

Having a well understood statistical method being applied to both transformed sequences 
and distances, allows an opportunity to answer Penny's ( 1982) query of what fundamental 
difference's are there between these two main approaches to tree selection. With four taxa and 2 
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states there are only 6 pairwise distances, while y has one more degree of freedom with 7 

independent entries. Consequently we should expect GLS tree selection from y to be more 

discriminating, dealing as it does with more finely categorised data. 

Below in table 5 . 1  we show the results of applying GLS to the i.r. transformed data distances 
from the data in figure 5 . 1 .  As with the other methods, the archaebacterial tree is best fitting. 
However a number of things stand out as different to GLS on y. Firstly, the smallish residual of 

T 13 is due to the method inferring a negative internal edge length. This is not a problem in itself 
(since for interpretability we simply collapse to the star tree), but is distinct from all the 
sequence based methods examined here. Even with T 1 3  relegated to synonymy with the star tree, 
a striking feature of the GLS SS on just pairwise distances is how good the fit of each tree to data 
appears (and also how similar the eocyte trees fit is to that of the star tree) .  The residual SS is 
expected to be distributed close to a chi-square distribution with I degree of freedom for the 
binary trees, and 2 degrees of freedom for the star tree with this much data. The SS under the 
non-iterated GLS distance method would not reject the null model (a = 5%) that the data fits 

adequately, yet the same test using GLS on y clearly did (P < 0.00 1 ) . Later, we find more 

evidence to suggest that GLS on distances is not as sensitive at detecting lack of fit of data to 
model as GLS methods based on sequence patterns. 

The optimal edge weights for GLS on distances (table 5 .4) take values intermediate between 
those of GLS on y and iterated GLS on y. One interpretation of this is that they have, due to the 

greater freedom of fitting distances onto a tree, been able to adopt values closer to being additive 
on the tree. That is, fitting distances to a tree is less constrained than fitting a tree about three 
near orthogonal partitions, each of which can fit exactly only one of the three trees, and will 
yield a substantial SS if the tree being fitted does not match the trees internal edge. If this 
interpretation is correct, then we would expect the standard errors of edge lengths fitted by GLS 
on distances to be larger than those when fitted via GLS on y, and this is indeed observed 

(contrast s.e. entries in table 5 . 1 b  with those in 5 .4b). With GLS on distances, the weights on all 
possible internal edges have shrunk; in this instance there is a trend towards a more star like tree 
with respect to the sequence based methods. Consistent with predictions, the correlation matrix 
of inferred edge weights for T 1 2  (table 5 .4b) shows uniformly higher correlations than those of 
GLS on y, but importantly shows the same overall structure (the higher correlations are because 

the optimal tree is suggesting some longer path lengths). 

Thus for a partial answer to Penny's 1982 question of what fundamental differences are there 
between tree selection on distances vs sequences we suggest: 

(A) That distance based methods are statistically less powerful at detecting at least some 
deviations of the data from the models. 

(B) Distance based methods higher variances on estimated edge weights. 

Both of these features are important when analysing data, and the second tends to suggest that 
tree selection using sequence pattern based methods will be more statistically efficient as the 
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sequence length becomes large. It also suggests that methods such as ML should do better at 
estimating relative divergence times of nodes, which is a major use of phylogenetic trees in 
studying both molecular and organism evolution, as well as biogeography, anthropology etc. 
With short sequences, distances may do better as there are fewer elements being estimated in V 

for example. 

Table 5.4(a). Tree selection by GLS applied to Table 5.4(b). Correlation matrix of the edge 

transformed pairwise distances, compared to y. weights of T,2 inferred by GLS on distances. 

T l 2  T l 3  T14  Tstar C'[(T12)J 
ss 0.769 1 .200 3 .349 3 .384 Index 

A Optimal edge weights by GLS (Tl2) 2 3 4 7 'Y s.e. 
on the distance matrix 

0.2 1 9  0.242 0.259 0.253 0.254 0.2422 0.0205 1 .00 0. 1 7  -0.34 0.06 0.04 

2 0. 1 73 0. 1 97 0.2 1 3  0.209 0.2 1 0  2 0. 1 97 1  0.01 84 0. 1 7  1 .00 -0.43 0.04 0.07 

3 0.046 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.000 3 0.021 9  0.01 35 -0.34 -0.43 1 .00 -0.09 -0. 1 5  

4 0.058 0 .08 1 0.092 0.082 0.083 4 0.08 1 3  0.0097 0.06 0.04 -0.09 1 .00 -0. 1 3  

5 0.01 9  0.000 -0.0 1 6  0.000 0.000 7 0.0667 0.0089 0.04 0.07 -0. 1 5  -0. 1 3  1 .00 

6 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 
7 0.042 0.067 0.076 0.068 0.069 

We now round off the discussion of GLS methods in general. Mitigating against using GLS 
(particularly iterated GLS) for tree selection is its expense to compute. For the Hadamard 
conjugation models described in chapter 2, the cost of one iteration of GLS is of the general 
order O(n3) (where n = 2'·), due primarily to the need to invert the variance-covariance matrix. 
This reason for shying away from iterated GLS is in contrast to what has been a prevailing theme 
in more traditional statistics where iterated GLS has been used to find ML solutions, since 
computer packages could do this readily when the ML solution had not been programmed 
(Agresti 1990). Another obstacle to using GLS for tree selection from y is that many (or even 
most) entries in y may not have anything like multivariate normal marginal distributions (chapter 
3 ) .  This may not be too much of a problem for tree selection per se, as the method is known to be 
quite robust to non-normality, but it will present a problem if V is not of ful l  rank, due to some 
sequence patterns being unobserved in a sample. There is no easy way around this problem; 
standard methods such as putting small constant values into the unobserved cells are often 
arbitrary and can produce undesirable effects (a more reasonable alternative may be predict the 
star trees edge weights by some other criteria (say ML or straight from y), and fill in the missing 
values in � with those of this s(T) (and adjusting so that the whole s vector still sums to 1 ). 
Hopefully using the star tree will minimise any bias to select particular trees due to partial 
conditioning of V on a specific tree. 

A further possible disincentive to using GLS on "typical" sequence lengths comes from 
recent work on discriminant analysis via simulations, which suggest that GLS may often be less 
effective than Euclidean distance or OLS in allocating samples to the correct group. This reversal 
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of asymptotic statistical efficiency appears to be due to the potential for greater error in 
estimating higher order moments (such as V) relative to estimating just their means (the same 
sort of thing happens in discriminant analysis, Charles Lawoko pers comm.). Whether this is 
likely to be the case for "typical" phylogenetic analyses will require simulations which are 
beyond the scope of this thesis. These limitations suggest that GLS methods may have their 
greatest appeal in testing fit of tree to data in order to test the model, estimate edge lengths, and I 
or identify a confidence set of trees .  Chapter 3 has additionally identified optimising fit of 
distances to a tree by allowing unequal rates of change across sites as an important usage of GLS 
on distances. 

5.2.10 Statistical properties of compatibility and parsimony applied to gamma. 

Here we briefly review what is known of the properties of these well known tree selection 

criteria. Beginning with compatibility, the tree this method will chose from y is that with the 

maximum sum of edge weights (where edge weights are taken as the value of y). Or alternatively 
compatibility searches across trees with the aim of finding the tree with the lowest sum of 
absolute deviations, 

SAD = L lr; I , Yo excluded, 
iET 

(5 .2. 10- 1 )  

and with the additional constraint that if i is a member of T and negative, then the sum of such yi 
is added to the sum of 5 .2 . 1 .- 1  (this prevents the resolution of edges in favour of the worst 
supported) . One situation where this becomes a maximum likelihood method, is when entries in 

y are uncorrelated, and each one has an exponential distribution with equal variances . The 

closest y is expected to come to this situation is at low rates of change and I or very short 
sequences, when the marginal distribution of edges becomes binomial with expected values in 
the corresponding entry in s being about 1 (thus these binomial distributions take on a form like a 
discrete exponential distribution). Felsenstein ( 198 1  b) points out some other situations where 
compatibility is closely related to a maximum likelihood solution, notably when a few characters 
evolve at a high rate of change, while the remainder have very low rates (but we do not know 
which are which) .  Kuhner and Felsenstein ( 1 994) observed compatibility to do moderately well 
in this circumstance with simulations. As mentioned earlier in section 4.8 .2 Charleston ( 1 994), 
ran simulations where the sequences of two trees are combined. He attributed the standout 
success of closest tree and compatibility with the Hadamard conjugation, to the Hadamard 
conjugation: we attribute it mostly likely to compatibility and compatibility-like tree selection. 
The simulations most probably failed to show this clearly since the necessary full set of 
comparisons were not made by Charleston ( 1 994). 

Parsimony is a very interesting criteria because it uses a weighting function based on the tree 
being evaluated. For example with say 10  taxa and 2 states, then depending on the tree being 
evaluated, an entry Yi which does not correspond to an edge in that tree could be weighted by a 

factor of between two and five times. Parsimony then is a weighting function which is finely 
tuned to the hierarchical structure of a tree, and severely punishes (in terms of the weighting 
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function it applies) any tree which does not have partitions close to the partitions being observed 
in the data. It is not clear how much robustness this type of weighting offers, but it would be 
expected to accelerate the rate of convergence. This acceleration can be increased in speed by 
essentially applying a double weighting, something first implemented by Farris ( 1 969). In this 
case one selects a tree and then reweights partitions in the data by some function of the number 
of steps such a character must have had on the best tree. A similar effect could be gained by 
applying a weighting to the cost of parsimony changes. For example, when searching a tree from 
s by parsimony, let the cost to the length of the tree being evaluated be (parsimony lengthr, 
where the value of x could be 0, 1 ,  2, . . .  (or any real number, or real valued function). If the value 
of x is 0, we have compatibility, if it is 1 ,  we have standard parsimony, if it is 2 we have a double 
parsimony, etc. Instead of raising to a power, Felsenstein ( 1 98 1  b) suggests the cost should be 
ln(parsimony length), since this function approximates the likelihood. There is much to 
understand about these different methods, and when one will work better than another. 

It is of course also possible to apply either compatibility or parsimony to Y!se· Compatibility 
applied to Y!se aims to minimise, 

l h � 10 ', - y, (T))j tree engt = ."-' r::: 
1=! ....; W; 

(5.2. 1 0- 1 )  

where wi is the variance of the i-th entry in y. This criteria is similar to weighted least squares 
(eq. 5 .2.5-2) and would be the ML method if entries in y were independent and had marginal 
distributions that were exponential. Parsimony, in turn, is applying a tree dynamic weighting 
function to the cost of linear deviations. It is  not clear if this will be an especially useful 
combination under the model, since the Hadamard transform, followed by weighting to 
standardise variance, is expected to have already downweighted patterns due to parallelisms and 
convergences . However, if the assumptions of the conjugation and weighting are not correct, 
then the dynamic weighting of parsimony could well help in quicker convergence and perhaps 
some degree of robustness .  Like all the other weighting methods, much careful study is needed 
before any argument for the superiority of these types of method can be accepted. And of course 
many other mix and match methods of tree selection can also be conjured up. The following one 
does seem to have some interesting properties. 

5.2.11 Non-iterated likelihood and non-iterated X2• 

An interesting alternative to iterated likelihood is to evaluate likelihood without iterating 
edge lengths .  One way of doing this is to take the edge weights in y as the given edge weights, of 
a tree T0, then use a Hadamard conjugation to predict s(T0) . We can then easily measure the fit of 
s(Tn) to the observed data �. One measure of fit, which we will see later has surpris ing 
robustness, i s  selection of the tree with the minimal G2 statistic (which i s  the same as the ML 

tree, as described more fully in section 5 .3 . 1 ) . An alternative method of tree selection which 
appears to do even better, i s  to find the s(T0) which has the lowest Pearson X2 statistic (again 
defined in the next section, and this  too has some surprising robustness properties). Another 
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potentially useful application of likelihood evaluation of trees without iterative optimisation is to 
help infer distributions of rates across sites (and associated shape parameters) .  Fully optimised 
ML is probably preferable for this purpose, but computationally this approach would be much 
quicker. Either approach will often require simulations in order to calibrate any secondary 
statistical test one might given the sparseness problems the data often poses (see chapter 6). 

There is no reason that this criteria of non-iterated likelihood could not be applied 
secondarily to other methods which select a weighted tree. For example one could find the tree 
with edge weights estimated by OLS or WLS applied to just the distances which has the highest 
likelihood (for many models likelihood = the G2 statistic, would be preferable to X2 because with 
large trees, the later method must involve estimating the expected probabilities, or likelihoods, of 
the exponentially increasing number of possible sequence patterns) . Such a method could be 
quick, and the results of simulations might well tell us something useful about the nature of tree 
selection. It will be especially interesting if the statistical efficiency or robustness was on a par 
with iterated ML methods, which have been shown to be quite reasonable themselves (e.g. 
Kuhner and Felsenstein 1 994, references discussed therein, and later in this chapter) . 

5.2.12 Statistically efficient criteria to choose amongst the best trees 

Unfortunately1 back conjugation, and iterated ML methods often require a lot more 

computation than direct selection from y. One possible solution is applying the most sensitive, 
and perhaps robust methods, to a set of reasonable trees selected by a quick but still robust 

method e.g. use maximum likelihood to rank best 1 00 WLS from y trees .  This sort of mixed 
method deserves more study. Apart from just strict tree selection, relative rankings of the best 
trees by different methods are a useful descriptive statistic. One for example could use these 
ranks to look for features that might indicate possible inconsistency (e .g. quite different ranks 
with different methods, something which can be evaluated with non-parametric tests). We 
encountered a number of instances where relative ranks appeared to differ by a significant 
amount between methods in chapter 3 (especially interesting were the differences in the 
transversion trees via parsimony applied to the observed sequences, and neighbor joining applied 
to the Poisson transformed transversion distances. Other differences observed in section 3 .7 .3 
regarded the placement of the nematode and the Crithidia sequence). Similar issues have 
independently been considered by DeBry and Able ( 1 995). A critical outstanding issue is 
whether the correlation of the rank of quite suboptimal trees, is a good predictor of the 
correlation of the near very near optimal trees . 

An extension would be to consider a secondary weighting by rank, and a decision theory 
method to choose a best tree. Klenk et al. ( 1994), used such a method (although with debatable 
effectiveness as work with P.J . Lockhart has shown the alignment to be the major problem with 
the RNA polymerase data they used) . A promising reason for using some sort of discriminant 
analysis on ranks of trees by different methods comes from the simulations of Kim ( 1 993). These 
simulations showed good increases in statistical efficiency of tree selection under a simple model 
when the estimate of the true tree was taken as the tree selected by the majority of three different 
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methods . Of course in real situations confidence in the consistency of different methods should 

preclude taking a median (e.g. in chapter 3 most nearly all current methods suggest that Giardia 
branched more deeply than Microsporidia, yet this is most probably an artifact in all these cases). 

5.2.13 Using these methods to select a consensus tree from bootstrap proportions. 

There are some interesting similarities between tree selection from y (with 2-state data 

especially) versus tree selection from bootstrap proportions. For example, the majority rules 

consensus approach can be though of as tree selection from y, limiting entries to those signals 

with bootstrap partition proportions of greater than 50%, followed by tree selection using 

compatibility. S imilarly, the Nelson consensus tree method can be thought of as tree selection 

from all partitions in a set of trees, using compatibility (R.D. Page, pers . comm . .  ) . 

Bootstrap proportions of tree edges tend to have counts of more than 20 for all edges in the 

tree (even with only 1 00 resamplings), thus the marginal distributions of any edge likely to be 

selected in the tree can be taken as close to normal. In addition while the frequency of occurrence 

of edges will be close to independent if they are in very different parts of the tree, this need not 

apply if edges are close to each other in the tree. In this case bootstrap proportions of support 

may be correlated (either positively or negatively) . Accordingly, it would seem that a method 

such as Generalised least squares might be useful in selecting a consensus tree, since it would be 

taking into account the locally strong non-independence of edge selection via the covariance 

matrix of these tree "signals" (and of course assuming that we expect all errors to be random 

errors about one correct tree). Even without using this method, on occasion it would be 

interesting to study the correlations of the selection of edges, looking especially for distinctive 

features .  

5.3 ML TREE SELECTION FROM THE OBSERVED SEQUENCES 

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis on sequences is typically done using the 

algorithm of Felsenstein ( 198 l a) .  In this chapter we illustrate how Hadamard conjugations can be 

used to make the necessary calculations. Using this approach combined with the extended 

Hadamard conj ugations discussed in chapter 2, we have implemented maximum likelihood (ML) 
tree selection under models which allow continuous distributions of rates acros s  sites ( e.g see 

Waddell and Penny 1 995) .  

The steps in ML tree selection are conceptually simple. Given a weighted tree and a 

mechanism of character change, then for a single site pattern, calculate its probability of 

occurring on that tree model. Do likewise for all the other sites, and multiply these probabilities 

together to get the overall likelihood of obtaining the observed data under the hypothesised 

model. One must then heuristically search for the optimal set of edge weights (and any other 
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variable parameters, e.g. tr/tv ratio) to maximise the likelihood (and find the tree model which 
fits best). Felsenstein ( 1 98 1 a) initially used an procedure called the EM algorithm, and more 
recently has found a direct search method quicker (Felsenstein 1 993). Recently it has been shown 
that there can be more than one likelihood optima per tree (Steel 1 994b), and this problem must 
also be considered a possible complication to the optimisation procedure. The overall problem of 
finding the maximum likelihood point (as we will illustrate later), fits naturally into a more 
traditional numerical optimisation framework, with its large body of theoretical and simulation 
results. Following optimisation of likelihood on one tree, comes the problem of searching across 
different trees to find the weighted tree with the highest likelihood. In order to extend the 
maximum likelihood tree selection criteria to more general models of sequence evolution, the 
critical step is to calculate the likelihood of the data under the model. If sites evolve 
independently, then the critical step reduces to being able to estimate the probability of a single 
site pattern under the model (the overall likelihood is just the product of these site likelihoods). 

In this section we use the results of chapter 2 where we where predicting the probabilities of 
site patterns, to illustrate finding trees by ML. Following this, we explore finding trees by ML 
when there is a distribution of rates across sites. If the true distribution of rates across sites is 
continuous we consider the use of discrete approximations (step functions, or crude numerical 
integrations) in order to speed up the process. It is important to consider the benefits of not 
forcing the distribution of rates across sites to a predetermined distribution, as a way to learn 
more about molecular evolution. The question of estimating likelihoods under models where 
there is a non-stationary distribution of rates across sites is explored, and a way of calculating 
likelihoods in this situation is described. The covarion model (Fitch and Markowitz 1 970) is one 
example of this type of process, an issue considered also in appendix 2.3 and chapter 3. Another 
realistic situation of sites changing their relative rates occurs with a functional to pseudogene 
transition. This is important to consider since trees containing both functional and pseudogenes 
are often particular interest (e.g. using functional genes as the outgroup to pseudo genes, as is the 
case with the psi-eta region of primate nuclear DNA). 

Part of this section also considers the important question of whether branch and bound 
methods can offer a significant advantage when searching tree space for the maximum likelihood 
tree. We focus on the all important problem of obtaining a tight bound. We briefly look at 
numerical methods for finding the ML of a specific tree, and consider the role of the Hessian 
matrix in doing this. 

5.3.1 Calculating likelihood via Hadamard conjugations 

Here we look at the steps involved in fitting a tree model to sequence data, and then taking 
the optimal tree from the tree model which best fits the data. We begin by using the log 
likelihood ratio (or G2 statistic) as our criteria of fit between � and s(T), then show how this 
statistic is directly related to the likelihood statistic commonly used in phylogenetics (e.g. by 
Felsenstein 1 98 1 a) .  
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When working with Hadamard conjugations it is easy to obtain the probabilities of all 
possible sequence patterns, s(T), under specific models. It is straight forward to then calculate 
the natural logarithm of the likelihood ratio statistic (lnLR) of a set of real data as, 

(5 .3 . 1 - 1 ) 

where f is the observed and f (T) (= c x si(T)) the inferred frequency of a sequence pattern 
A 

(and it is taken that when !; = 0, then the function to the left of the summation sign takes value 

zero). Zero is the appropriate value for the contribution of an unobserved pattern to the overall 
likelihood function. One way of understanding why zero is the appropriate value (rather than 
undefined) is to consider what happens to this term per cell if the observed count is allowed to 
behave as a real valued variable (and fi(T) is effectively fixed in its range). In this case we have 

A 

two opposite trends occurring: f is heading towards zero from above at a linear rate, as is the 

term (!; I f (T) ) .  The ln of the term in brackets is heading towards negative infinity at a 

decelerating rate (relative to linear), so overall the whole expression is heading towards zero 
A 

from below and is considered to reach zero in the limit as!; � 0. We give the summation up to 

t·1 - l  as the index of the last pattern under the 2-state Poisson model. If working under the 
general i . i .d. 2 state model we have t possible patterns (and s(T) must be calculated by some 
other method than a Hadamard conjugation) . As we have already noted if working under the 
generalised Kimura 3ST model, there are 4t· I patterns, while the most general i.i .d. 4 state model 
has 41 distinct pattern probabilities. 

The lnLR statistic is a measure of fit of data to model, specifically the logarithm of the ratio 
of the likelihood of the data under the tree model to the likelihood of the data under the 
unconstrained multinomial model .  This statistic will be zero only when g and s(T) are identical, 
and becomes larger the worse the fit between them. Accordingly, we seek to find a tree model 
with vector s(T) which minimises this statistic . The G2 test statistic (e.g. Read and Cressie 1 988) 

is sometimes also called the G statistic e.g. Sokal and Rohlf ( 1 98 1 , p .  72 1 ), while Stuart and Ord 
( 1 990, p. 1 1 60) refer to it as -2 times the LR statistic. It is an alternative to the well known chi
square goodness-of-fit statistic (X2) (which it is very similar to, and which we also use in model 
fitting and tree selection) . When using the X2 statistic to select a tree model, the aim is to 
minimise the statistic, 

(5.3 . 1 - 1) 

A 

where f i s  the observed and f (T) (= c x si(T)) the expected frequency of a sequence pattern. 
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Table 5.5 Optimal edge weights for the data in figure 5 . 1  fitted to the i.r. 2-state Poisson model by 
minimising the G2 (= 2 x lnLR) or X2 statistic. 

T12 T l 3  T14 Tstar 
G2 xz G2 xz G2 xz G2 xz 

index 1 5 .47 1 16 .408 23. 1 00 24. 1 22 1 8 .458 19.294 23.602 24.368 

1 0.2450 0.247 1 0.2722 0.2774 0.2703 0.2755 0.2746 0.2788 
2 0. 1 959 0. 1981 0.2257 0.23 12  0.22 10  0.2265 0.2268 0.23 1 6  
3 0.0347 0.0334 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0.0832 0.0859 0.0802 0.0827 0.075 1 0.0759 0.084 1 0.0854 
5 0 0 0.0062 0.0042 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0.0 1 99 0.0 1 89 0 0 
7 0.0656 0.0688 0.0649 0.0674 0.0562 0.0570 0.0674 0.069 1 

Asymptotically (t constant, c � oo ), and when the data comes from the model (i.e. under the 

null hypothesis), the statistic -2lnLR or G2 is distributed as a chi-square (X2) variable (e.g. Stuart 

and Ord p 1 160) . The degrees of freedom (d.f.) of this variable are equal to the degrees of 
freedom in the data (21- 1 - 1  for 2 states, or 41- 1 - 1  for 4 states) minus the number of statistically 
efficiently estimated parameters in the model (we discuss the distribution of "residual " statistics 
in detail in chapter 6). The asymptotic exact degrees of freedom will vary with the form of 
estimator used (see Stuart and Ord 1990, pages 1 166- 1 1 72) and we will consider this further, 
along with the problem of sparseness (caused by finite data) in chapter 6. For example when 
fitting the 2-state Poisson model to the transversional changes of our 4 taxon rRNA data (as we 
have done in table 5 .5), then the d.f. the G2 statistic is t· ' - 1  (= 7) - the number of optimised edge 
weights (5 for a binary tree, 4 for the star tree) minus any other fitted parameter (none in this 
case), leaving 2 d.f. for the binary, and 3 d .f. for the star tree . The X2 statistic has the same 
asymptotic distribution under the null model, but weights deviations from a perfect fit in a 
different way, so the two statistics are unlikely to be exactly the same with sampled data (yet 
often agree closely). The other problem of course is tree selection, and not knowing the true tree 
(or model) . Picking the tree model with the minimum observed fit will also effectively result in 
some, unknown, loss of degrees of freedom (e.g. Reeves 1 992, Goldman 1 993a) . 

When using either of these fit statistics ,  the adequacy of the assumption that these statistics 
are close to chi-square distributed with the specified degrees of freedom is data dependent. This 
assumption can be quite incorrect when the data is sparse, as can readily occur with sequences 
(chapter 4, discussion section). We consider this factor further in the next chapter when we wish 
to use this statistic to test quantitatively the hypothesis that the data fits the model. This factor 
does not invalidate the minimum G2 statistic as a tree selection criterion, it is still asymptotically 
a statistically efficient optimality criterion (that is it best reduces sampling error when choosing 
the true tree) . This statistical efficiency also extends to having the minimal standard errors on 
estimated parameters like edge lengths. Unfortunately, there is no clear indication as yet of when 
a ML estimator based on sequences will outperform other estimators which do not posses this 
property (e.g. OLS, or the minimum sum of OLS edge lengths criterion) .  It is worth noting that 
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under the model, other BAN (best asymptotically normal) estimators such as minimum X2, will 
be equally efficient, and perhaps better with less data (Stuart and Ord 1990, p. 1 162, Read and 
Cressie 1 988). This does not directly tell us anything about the important properties of statistical 
efficiency with real sequences, nor about robustness. 

We now discuss the relationship of the likelihood ratio statistic, or G2, to the raw log 
likelihood returned by maximum likelihood tree inference programs such as DNAML and 
DNAMLK of Phylip 3 .5 (Felsenstein 1 993) . The natural logarithm of the likelihood of the data 
given the model is, 

1'-' -1 

ln4 = -I,,In([s; (T) ]J; ) (5 .3 . 1 -2) 
i=O 

2'-1 - 1  

= I.}; ln(s; (T) ) , 
i"'O 

where as before f is the observed frequency of the i-th sequence pattern, and si(T) is the 

probability of this pattern under the model. 

Under many models it is necessary to calculate this likelihood for each pattern separately by 
summing the probability of observing such a pattern by all possible "pathways" of substitutions 
(i .e. summing over all possible assignments of character states to the internal nodes, Felsenstein 
198 1 ,  Barry and Hartigan 1 987a). If the mechanism of change is time reversible (Felsenstein 
1 98 1a, Barry and Hartigan 1 987a) then these calculations can be made without needing to 
allocate a real root to the tree (Felsenstein 1 98 1  a, Barry and Hartigan 1987 a)( an arbitrary root is 
often used for computational convenience) .  Hendy's theorem (Hendy 1 989) shows that this is just 
what the Hadamard conjugation does for the time reversible models already discussed in chapter 
2. The quantity lnL is always a negative number (since the probability is less than 1 of observing 
any sample from a multinornial), and for a given set of data, the more sequence sites and I or taxa 
that are added the smaller likelihood of the observed data (so the more negative lnL becomes). 
This last effect means lnL is not useful for comparing the likelihood of one model against 
another. Accordingly, Felsenstein in Phylip 3 .5 (Felsenstein 1 993) refers to this value as the 
computational likelihood. Maximising 1nL is fine for optimisation on a specific data set, and 
gives the exactly the same parameter values as minimising the G2 statistic. 

We now look in detail at the likelihood ratio statistic or G2• We define LR is the ratio of the 
maximum possible likelihood of the data (which is calculated assuming just the independence of 
sites) (Lu), to the maximum likelihood of the date under the model of interest (4)(others such as 
Stuart and Ord 1 990 often cite this ratio the other way around. However, since it is almost always 
quoted as a logarithm, the only difference is one of sign ) .  For the multinomial distribution, the 
maximum possible likelihood under any model (the unconstrained model) is, 

21-1 (f J/; Lu = IT - , 
i=O C 

(5 .3 . 1 -3) 
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that is the likelihood under the unconstrained model is just the ML estimator of the probability of 
a site pattern under the multinomial model (s, see 4.2.2) multiplied with the probability of all 
other sites to give an overall probability of the data. So 

ln(Lu) = I}; In !; , = 
2/-1 ( A J i=O C 

2'-1 

If In(S; ) 
i=O 

(5 .3 . 1 -4) 

Thus our likelihood ratio statistic (LR), which is most typically expressed as the natural 
logarithm of this ratio (lnLR), is just equation 5 .3 . 1 -4 minus equation 5.3 . 1 . 1  so 

.,r-1 .,t-1 _1 

lnLR = !.,}; In(s; ) - -I}; In(s; (T)) 
i=O i=O 

2'-1 

= Lf [ ln(s) - In(s; (T))] 
i=O 

A s. - In --' -
2/-1 ( A J -�f; s; (T) ' 

recalling fi = csi 

(5.2 . 1 -5) 

the number which we will routinely quote when working with the likelihood of evolutionary 
models (and 2 times this number is the G2 statistic). Since the likelihood of the unconstrained 
model must always be equal to or greater than that of any other model which assumes 
independence of sites, the lnLR is always 2:: 0. Navidi et al. ( 1 991 )  and Goldman ( 1993a) give 

similar expositions of the relationships between likelihood statistics . 

An important point is that any specific model based on a multinomial sample (including any 
tree) can always be considered a submodel of the general, unconstrained model. Accordingly it is 
valid to compare the likelihood (or any other appropriate statistic) of any specific model against 
that of the general, unconstrained multinomial model . Thus if we know the distribution of the 
lnLR statistic, we can make a test of the adequacy of any sub-model (including any or all trees), 
and this in turn allows us to define things such as a confidence set of trees. The same point (i.e. 
all trees being sub-models of a more general model) has been made by Ritland and Clegg ( 1 987), 
Bulmer ( 1 99 1 a), Navidi et al. ( 199 1 )  and Goldman ( 1993a). Bulmer ( 1 99 1 a) made it in the case 
of the GLS SS statistic applied to pairwise distance matrices, while the other mentioned authors 
made it with specific reference to maximum likelihood tree selection . We will develop this theme 
further in chapter 6, where we consider tests of models of evolution. 

Table 5 .5 shows the maximum likelihood fit of our example data to the i .r. 2-state equi
frequency tree model of evolution (with all 4 possible tress evaluated) .  Notice how the external 
edges tend to be slightly longer (on average > 1 0% longer) than the estimates obtained by GLS 
(non-iterated) optimisation of fit to y. In contrast, with the ML criteria applied to sequences, the 
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internal edges are shorter than under GLS by an average of over 30%. As with GLS the resulting 

statistic strongly suggests that the data was not generated under the assumed model, cautioning 

us in our interpretation of accepting any tree as unambiguously better supported than any other. 

Application of the method of maximum likelihood and the i.r. 2-state equi-frequency model to 

similar sequences using Lake's ( 1988) alignment sees an alternative tree chosen as optimal, in 

this case the so called eocyte tree. 

In chapter 6 we discuss the power divergence family of goodness-of-fit statistics that 

includes not only G2 and X2 (the Pearson statistic) but also other less well known statistics, and a 

continuum of intermediates. No one of these statistics is clearly always the best at detecting 

deviations of sampled data from expected data, and we expect a similar trend may occur in the 

robustness of tree selection. For example, with many of the classically considered situations the 

X2 has better discriminatory power to local alternatives than G2, and also provides a better 

approximation to the asymptotic chi-squared distribution under the null model for sparse data 

(Read and Cressie 1 988). In table 5 .5 we have optimised the tree models according to X2 
statistic. The solutions are very similar to those obtained by likelihood (i.e. G2); X2 appears to 

find the data slightly less well fitting than G2; the X2 optima have made all the external edges 

slightly longer than in the case of G2, and have shrunk the internal edges by varying amounts . 

These explicit optimal fits for X2 were about 0.5 lower than if one took the X2 value at the G2 

optima (and vice-versa for the G2 statistic on X2 optima) . A study of  the optimal s(T) for 

different statistics and different trees showed that X2 was particularly sensitive to the deviations 

of the "parsimony patterns" not in the tree and would increase the fit of these at the expense 

mostly of the constant sites .  Consequently, s(T)0, optimised by the X2 criteria was 6 out of 1 352 

smaller than predicted by G2. 

A great advantage that likelihood has over X2, and most other measures of goodness-of-fit, is 

that likelihood statistics (including G2) require only the calculation of the expected probability of 

site patterns which are observed in the actual data. Since the number of possible site patterns 

increases exponentially with t (the number of taxa), X2 and many other goodness-of-fit measures 

are unlikely to be calculated exactly for more than 1 5  taxa (with 4 states, or 30 taxa with 2 

states) .  This does not mean they are without use if they have desirable properties, since many of 

the most interesting and hard to resolve phylogenetic problems are well posed with 10  or fewer 

sequences (especially if we replace whole clades with adequately determined ancestral 

sequences) . Hadamard conjugations are well suited to using these other goodness-of-fit statistics, 

since they do calculate all pattern probabilities, at a speed which cannot be matched by any other 

method of calculation. 

It is of course possible to replace the i.r. Hadamard conjugation's with the rates across s ites 

conjugations and accordingly make ML estimates under a model with a specified, stationary 

distribution of rates across sites. Such calculations are discussed and illustrated in the section 

after next. 
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5.3.2 Finding the maximum likelihood point of a specific tree 

Under i.i .d. Markov models of sequence evolution, there is no closed form solution to finding 
the maximum likelihood point (i.e. the set of optimised model parameters) for any tree. The 

result in the previous section shows that as c � oo with t fixed, then iterated generalised least 

squares applied to y converges to the maximum likelihood solution; that is we can solve for the 
optimal point at any given iteration by finding the minima of GLS SS using the previous 
iterations covariance matrix, but we then have to update the covariance matrix and in doing this 
the solution will shift, but should converge. Similar procedures exists for finding optima, even 
when sequences are not long. Probably the best known is the Newton method for finding the 
minima of a function, which is the solution to a series of non-linear equations, 

df (x) = O, ( i  = l, . . , n) (e.g. see Minoux 1 986, p. 94). The method uses first and second order dx; 
partial derivatives of the function of interest. In the case of finding the y(T) vector which 
minimises the lnL statistic, in each case make the next iteration, 

(T) - (T) - f'[ y(T);u ]  
Y itt+l - Y itt f"[y(T);u ] '  

= y(T);u -f'[ y(T);u r' f'[ y(T);u ] , 

(5 .3 .2- 1 )  

where itt stands for the iteration just completed, f[y(T)] is the vector o f  the partial derivatives of 

y(T) with respect to the log likelihood function, and f' [y(T)] is the matrix of second order 

derivatives of y(T)i and y(T)j with respect to the likelihood function. As with previous sections 

we are only interested in the entries in y(T) which may correspond to an edge in a tree, so that we 

exclude y0. The matrix f'[y(T)] of second order partial derivatives is known as the Hessian matrix 

in numerical mathematics. In statistical literature when -f'[y(T)] is the matrix of negative the 
expected values of the second order partial derivatives of the likelihood function, it is called the 
information matrix (Agresti 1 990, p 1 14). Its relationship to the variance-covariance matrix of 
the estimated weighted tree, y(T), is V[y(T)] = 2(f'[y(T)]· 1 ) (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. 638). With 

finite samples the lnLR statistic does not behave as predicted asymptotically, and these 
confidence intervals should be treated as approximate and can be either too large or too small 
(more on this in chapter 6). 
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In certain situations we can obtain a tractable and analytic expression for both f['Y(T)] and 

f"['Y(T)] . This turns out to be the case with the identical rates Hadamard conjugation models 

discussed in chapter 2. The vector of first derivatives of 'Y(T) is, 

dln LR(s) 
dyj 

f['Y(T)] = 2Il df(si ) 
i=O dyj (5.3.2-2) 

where f(si) refers to the per cell contribution to the lnLR statistic, that is giln[g/si(T)] (eq 5 .2 . 1 -

5 ) .  The EB symbol refers to the adding o f  indices i n  modulo 2 ,  also called the exclusive 'or' (i.e. 

add the indices together without carry over to the next place to the left). For example with 2 

colours and 4 taxa s3 has binary index 01 1 ,  while s5 has index 10 1 ,  so s3EB5(T) has index 0 1 1 EB 

1 0 1  = 1 10 = 6, i .e. s6. The Hessian matrix of 'Y(T) has entries, 

21-1 -1 ,... ,.. 

I s s .  2 = ---' - x s  T + ' x s T , 
i=O S; (T) / ) [s; (T)f [ P (  )] 

(5.3 .2-3) 

where f(sj) refers to the per cell contribution to the lnLR statistic, that is giln[g/si(T)] (eq 5 .2 . 1 -

5) ,  and where p = iEBj,  and q = iEBjEBk (i.e. the same order insensitive adding of  binary indices 

without carrying over used above). These results were developed with Dr Mike Hendy and 

proofs will appear elsewhere. A well known result in numerical analysis is if the Hessian matrix 

i s  always positive definite, then there will be but one optima within a model. And we are hoping 

to use this property to explore the conditions under which the Hessian matrix is not positve 

definite, and so allows for multiple likelihood optima per tree as shown by Steel ( 1994). 

Another use of the Hessian is that it asymptotically gives the information matrix of Fisher 

(Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. 638), which in turn asymptotically yields the variance-covariance matrix 

(with a tendency to underestimate its entries, since it only takes account of terms of the order 

1 /n). It will be useful to be able to calculate this covariance matrix, as it can then be compared 

with V[y) and we may understand more of how ML on sequences becomes more efficient than 

other tree selection methods (including those applied to s(T)). Entries from this matrix are useful 

for making statistical tests, and Felsenstein ( 1 993) gives an example with a univariate normal test 

of the hypothesis that an edge in the tree is greater than zero in length. Other tests described in 

chapter 6 make particular use of not only the variances, but also the covariances. 
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In March to July 1 993 I ran many ML analyses of Horai et al. 's ( 1 992) 5kb of mtDNA 
sequence. Some of these results are presented later, while others appear in W addell and Penny 
(accepted 1 993,  to appear 1 996). One interesting general result was that the extra time required 
to run models with up to three independent edges per tree was not prohibitive, while the addition 
of a parameter to allow for a distribution of rates across sites, could even speed up the rate of 
convergence to the optimum (we started form multiple edge lengths and were confident only one 
optima existed when rates across sites were considered). There is no single test which will 
accurately reveal the relationship between number of parameters and time to find the overall 
optimum, since this will be data and model dependent (its arbitrary, for example, how long the 
next external edge added to a tree will be, but this edge's length can influence the time to find an 
optimum). What we observed was that for models with up to 6 taxa (hence up to 9 x 3 = 27 plus 
distribution of rates across sites parameters, all of which are independently optirnised) the time to 
convergence was approximately linear with the number of parameters . As such it should usually 
not be greatly more expensive to optimise parameters such as tr I tv ratio , or the shape of a 
distribution of rates across sites, than it is to add in extra edges to a tree (i .e. add in more taxa) 
assuming a Newton type method is being used. 

In practice we used a quasi-Newton method to find optima according to likelihood. A quasi
Newton method often has very similar performance to Newton methods, but it calculates the 
Hessian matrix heuristically (i.e. does not have a closed form expression for it) (see Minoux 
1986) . (Note our usage of the term Newton method implies all parameters are optimised jointly, 
as opposed to optimising one parameter at a time with a Newton-Raphson type procedure). We 
also used a conjugate gradient method to check it would find the same optima found with the 
quasi-Newton method. In general the quasi-Newton method was approximately 2 to 4 times 
faster than the conjugate gradients method. The biggest problems encountered with both methods 
were not so much divergence, but stopping short of the ML point when the likelihood surface 
was flat, or else edges were long and short, and there were strong correlations (positive and 
negative) between edge lengths with respect to the change in likelihood (this is expected given 

the results in chapter 4, which show that entries in V[y] can have strong correlations) .  We found 
this type of problem (termination of search before minima was found) was apparently much more 
common in real data under models without a distribution of rates across capacity. We always 
performed multiple runs to check that each tree's ML point was found by different methods from 
different starting points (parameter values). The specific numerical solution implementation used 
is the solver package that comes with the program Microsoft Excel version 4 for Windows .  
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5.3.3 Branch and bound of maximum likelihood 

Branch and bound is a search procedure which guarantees to implicitly find the optimal tree 
by methodically eliminating trees which could not be as short as the shortest tree found to date in 
a search, and only explicitly evaluating those trees which remain. One form of it, called the 
singles algorithm, was first implemented in phylogenetics by Hendy and Penny ( 1 982) . Other 
distinct variants such as 'Turbo tree' (Penny and Hendy 1 987) or 'pairs algorithm' (Penny and 
Penny 1 988) are useful depending upon the data structure. Since many ML analyses are run on 
1 5  or less taxa, this method could potentially be very useful if it could be implemented 
effectively with likelihood. Here we consider some of the issues involved, and put forward a 
conjecture, which if correct should make branch and bound much more usefu l  in this context. 
(see chapter 1 for an introduction to branch and bound in phylogenetics, while Swofford and 
Olsen ( 1 990) gives a useful illustrative example) . 

Adding an extra taxon cannot under any circumstance decrease the minimum 1nL statistic of 
a tree under a specific model. This can be seen clearly if we look at the likelihood site by site. As 
soon as another sequence is added we are effectively adding a external edge to the tree (and in 
the process bisecting an existing edge) . The likelihood of a site cannot increase, since there is at 
least one more state per site, making the chance of the model generating exactly that pattern less 
likely. The least the likelihood can decrease is when adding a sequence identical to one of the 
existing taxa. In this case the likelihood will change by zero. This makes the method amenable to 
branch and bound, with the likelihood of any subtree of tree(X) being an upper bound on the 
likelihood of tree(X), (and similarly for the lnL statistic). 

A simple 'singles' branch and bound algorithm is to: 

(a) Find a near optimal tree for t taxa by a reliable heuristic method. This provides our initial 
upper bound on the likelihood. 

(b) Start the branch and bound process by selecting 4 taxa. Measure the likelihood of each of 
the three binary trees for these 4 taxa. If any of these trees has a lower likelihood than the bound 
found in (a) then all trees that have this tree as a subtree are excluded from having a likelihood as 
high as the optimal t taxon tree. We do not need to explicitly evaluate the likelihood of each of 
these trees in order to eliminate them as candidates for the optimal tree for t taxa. 

(c) Select the next taxon to add, and expand each of the remaining 4-taxon trees out into 5-
taxon binary trees by adding this taxon into each edge. Find each trees likelihood, and excluded 
any which has a likelihood lower than the heuristic upper bound. 

Continue this process of adding taxa, and checking all remaining trees, until all possible trees 
have either been explicitly checked, or eliminated because a subtree had a lower likelihood than 
the bound. If, at any time, a t taxon tree is found to have a lower likelihood than the current 
bound, replace the bound with this tree and continue the search. (In the preceding sections, 
finding a trees likelihood means finding the maximum likelihood the data could have for this 
tree, given the specified mechanism of change). 
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Let us now look at the application of a branch and bound approach to the data set of Horai et 

al. ( 1 992), in order to learn more about its usefulness. Our edit of this data set is minus just the 
small proportion of sites in which one or more taxa show an insertion or deletion. To begin with 
we will use the 5 parameter i . i .d .  model of Felsenstein ( 1 993) of the program. This program is 
used because it is currently the most widely used ML tree selection method in phylogenetics. We 
searched for the tree with the highest likelihood of producing the data using the program's 
heuristic options of placing each taxon at the best location in the growing tree (with taxon 
addition order generated at random), followed by the global rearrangement option. This found 
the tree ((((chimp, pygmy chimp), human), gorilla), orangutan, siamang) as expected, and this 
tree had 1nL value - 1 4972.6. 

A crucial decision to be made in a branch and bound search is which 4-taxon subtree to start 
with? Branch and bound in the parsimony program PAUP starts by finding the 3-taxon tree that 
has the greatest length. This seems a reasonable starting point as one would expect that the 
longest 4 taxon tree will probably have these three species in it, plus another species (which 
would be expected is either closely allied with the tip of the longest external edge on the 3-taxon 
tree, or else has a long external edge itself, or some combination of these two features). 

For parsimony searches, a maximally long 4-taxon tree is the best candidate to most 
immediately start eliminating subtrees as longer than the heuristic bound. The same goes with 
likelihood, except here we would look for the 4-taxon tree most unlikely to have generated the 
data in order to most immediately aim to eliminate non-optimal trees. The only way guaranteed 
to find the 4-taxon tree which is most unlikely is to find the maximum likelihood point of all 

possible 4-taxon trees. There being 3 times ( ; ) (t choose 4) of these, then this can incur an 

appreciable expense as t becomes large. In our example we check all 45 four taxon trees , and find 
that the one with the lowest lnL value is the tree ((siamang, gorilla), orangutan, human) (1nL = 
- 1 3 ,225 . 1 ) .  This tree also has the largest sum of edge weights. Indeed there is a high correlation 
between likelihood and sum of edge weights (figure 5 .2). Further, for the three binary trees from 
the same subset of four taxa this relationship always held (i .e . rank of 1nL was always opposite 
that of sum of edge weights) . This relationship suggests that the most unlikely four taxon tree 
will be a rearrangement of the four taxon subtree of the true tree having the greatest sum of edge 
lengths .  Figure 5 .2 also shows the wide range of likelihoods spanned by the various 4-taxon 
subtrees (from - 1 0,428. 1 to - 1 3 ,225 . 1 ,  nearly 1 ,800 1nL units) . 
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FIGURE 5 .2 .  A plot of likelihood versus sum of edge lengths for all possible 4-taxon trees from the set of six 
hominoid species mtDNA sequences in Horai et al. ( 1 992). Notice the high correlation, but not quite perfect 
rank (except within each set of four taxa). The tree with the lowest likelihood was ((siamang, gorilla), 
orangutan, human) (lnL = - 1 3225. 1 ) ,  while that with the highest was ((pygmy chimp, common chimp), 
human, gorilla) (lnL = - 1 0428 . 1  ). (This correlation is also interesting because it shows that the minimum
evolution or OLS distance tree with minimum sum of edge lengths, Kidd et al. 1 972, is a criterion which 
has a probable analog in ML, i .e. a criterion of don't pick the best fitting tree, but rather that with the 
minimum sum of edge lengths). 

In this example none of the possible 4-taxon trees has a worse likelihood than our bound on 
the best six taxa tree. Expanding the 4-taxon tree with the lowest likelihood out into the possible 
5-taxon trees by adding the remaining taxon having the longest external edge (chimp), gives five 
trees . Of these, the one with the worst 1nL value of -14,562 . 1 was the tree ((chimp, siamang), 
gorilla, ( orangutan, human)). Of all the possible five taxon trees with the set of taxa (chimp, 
human, gorilla, orangutan, siamang) (that is missing just pygmy chimp) the best was the tree 
(((chimp, human), gorilla), orangutan, siamang) with 1nL - 14,346.5. 

Unfortunately, this search has been unable to cut off any avenues implicitly . More 
importantly, however, the major cause for this becomes apparent. While the 1nL difference 
between the best and the worst five taxon trees for the 5-taxon set considered is a considerable 
- 14,346.5 - - 14,562. 1 = 2 15.6 lnL units, the cost of adding even the shortest edge in the 6 taxon 

tree (the edge linking pygmy chimp into the tree) is a substantial - 14,346.5 - - 14,972.6 = 626 . 1  
lnL units. This may b e  thought o f  as approximately the probability o f  evolving the one sixth of 
the data consisting of the pygmy chimp sequence of :::::: 5 kb. 

The key issue appears to be able to put a reasonable bound on the minimum amount the 
overall likelihood will decrease when adding an extra taxa. In the case of one successful branch 
and bound parsimony analysis program (e.g. PAUP, Swofford 1993), the cost of the singleton 
changes (states that appear in just one taxon) are readily calculated and usually substantially 
tighten the bound. Further, by careful bookkeeping of the compatibilities between characters, a 
further increment of the bound can be made upon specific subtrees. With likelihood we would 
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desire tight bounds for both these factors. However making this aim difficult i s  the fact that 
unlike parsimony, with likelihood columns of constant state also have a "cost" of evolving on the 
tree which is a function of the sum of tree edge lengths (the likelihood of the constant sites will 
only remain static if the length of the external edge adding in the new taxon is zero). 

For a singleton state (i.e. the new taxon has a state at that site which no other taxa exhibits) 
not already in the tree we can estimate a loose lower bound for how much it must lower the 1nL 
statistic to add it in under a stationary time reversible model. The least it could lower the log 
likelihood would be if the external edge for the taxa it belonged to was going to be given infinite 
length, so that its probability of changing to the new state was just 1/rri, where 1ti is the expected 
frequency (under the model) of the state it must change to. Thus the lnL must increase by 

4 L,.t; ln( l  I n) ,  where fi is the frequency of the i-th singleton pattern. This may be a very loose 
i=l 

bound, and unless the external edges to be added are fairly long, might make very little 
difference (unfortunately being a continuous variable influenced by all the data, it is difficult at 
present to see any way of putting any true bound on the exterior edge length for a sequence yet to 
be added to the analysis) . For example, table 1 . 1  lists the base composition of these sequences. 
Accordingly our estimated loose bounds for adding in these sequences are : 

H :  - 14 1 .48 1nL units, C: -49.54, P: - 35 .32, G: - 1 74.45, 0: -333 .59, and S :  -35 1 .24. Clearly 
the bound for adding in the pygmy chimp sequence ( -35 .32) falls well short of the -626. 1 
required to implicitly exclude certain trees .  It is not difficult to envisage that branch and bound 
on likelihood can work, the problem is getting it to work optimally and usefully (for example if 
we take the data set of 1 6S-like rRNA data from chapter 3, find an optimal tree under likelihood, 
then remove mouse and rice, specify a very non-optimal 26 taxon tree and measure its likelihood, 
it will exceed that of the best tree). 

By a similar argument, we should also be able to calculate the minimum change in likelihood 
for any character which implies at least one more parsimony change on the tree. The likelihood 
of a particular site evolving on a tree is the sum of the probabilities of all the different ways a site 
could evolve on a tree (i .e. summed over all possible internal node state assignments) . We need 
to show that this quantity cannot decrease by less than 1 upon the frequency of the state about to 
be added (or more conservatively the most frequent state to take into account alternative interior 
node assignments); we do not see a straight forward proof at present. 

An alternative approach is our conjecture that the lnLR statistic may also act as a bound, and 
if so, the difference between subtrees and full t taxa trees by this measure is usually much less, 
making it a useful proposition for branch and bound (if it is indeed a bound). We had considered 
this to be promising earlier, especially since the lnLR statistic for the ((((chimp, pygmy chimp), 
human), gorilla), orangutan, siamang) tree was typically lower than that of the majority of four 
taxon trees for a variety of mechanisms of evolution with likelihoods calculated via Hadamard 
conjugations. While the six taxon tree with the lowest lnLR is indeed also the maximum 
likelihood tree, it does not hold that the lnLR of a subtree must be higher than that of the whole 
tree. Consider that the lnLR statistic has two parts lnLu - lnLT (where T is the tree model 
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and u is the unconstrained multinomial model), and ignoring the combinatorial term which is 
X 

identical in each case, then lnLu can be expressed :I,.f ln(}J - cln(c) (where c i s  the sequence 
i=O 

length) . The term cln(c) is not a problem because it is constant for any number of taxa as long as 

they all have the same sequence length. However the summation term decreases as the number of 

taxa grows (its decrease is analogous to the decrease in the significance of a X2 test as the 

amount of data remains the same but is broken down into more subclasses) .  What we need to 

show is that this term cannot decrease more quickly than the drop in log likelihood that must be 

incurred by adding the remaining sequences to any tree model of evolution. 

Consider again the unconstrained model, the overall maximum likelihood model with a 

parameter for every pattern encountered. For t sequences this models likelihood of this data is 

equal to the number of ways of choosing the different patterns observed multiplied by the 

probability of observing anyone of these sequences under the unconstrained model. That is ln Lu = x 
c · IJ _; , where fi is the frequency of the ith of x patterns, and c is the total 

f X (! )/, 
Il!i !  i=l c 

i=l 
sequence length, and N is  the number of distinct patterns observed in the data. We will call the 

logarithm of this quantity lnLun· It is a well known result that lnLun-y, where -y is removing 

some of the sequences, is always less than or equal to lnLun . The unconstrained model adds in 

extra parameters at will to explain extra data, yet the tree model (with log likelihood lnLT) is 

strictly a submodel and is constrained to adding in at most a linearly increasing number of 

parameters of a fixed type and relation to one another. Consequently it seems reasonable to 

hypothesise that, lnLun - lnLun-y � lnLtn - lnLtn-y would hold, so that the difference 

lnLun - lnLun-y can act as a bound on the cost of adding the remaining y sequences. Rearranging 

this inequality yields lnLtn-y - lnLun-y � lnLtn - lnLun , or in other words lnLRn-y � lnLRn, (so 

G2
n-y � G2

n) which brings us back to our previous speculation. At present we know of no 

general proof that this condition must hold, but as yet we have not seen it violated with real data, 

nor have we produced a counter example with model data. 

To evaluate the fit of G2 we will use the extended generalised Kimura 3P model allowing the 

rate of transitions and type 1 and 2 transversions to vary independently on all edges of the tree 

(see chapter 2). In addition the distribution of rates across sites is modeled as a r distribution 

(with all parameters in the model, including shape parameter k, simultaneously optimised using 

quasi-Newton methods, and then checked for convergence with a conjugate gradient method). 

(These results are part of those prepared for Waddell and Penny 1 995, and we use them as the 

program DNAML does not offer the G2 statistic or optimise a distribution of rates across sites .)  

Table 5.6 shows the results of the G
2 

statistic optimised on all possible five taxa trees for the 

sequences of human (H), common chimp (C), gorilla (G), orangutan (0) and siamang (S) from 

Horai et al. ( 1 992) . The best fit obtained for the full 6 taxa data set with these sequences was G2 

= 303 .20, with k = 0.35 1 .  
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Table 5.6 Fit of five taxon trees evaluated under the generalised Kimura 3P model with a r 
distribution of rates across sites (shape parameter, k). 

Tree 
k optimised 
G" statistic 
Tree 
k optimised 
G L statistic 

HC)G)O CG)H)O HG)C)S HC)S)G HC)O)G HS)C)G GO)H)C 
0.35 0.3 1  0.3 1 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.25 
1 7 1 .3 2 1 4.2 2 1 5 .7 252.5 258.0 288.2 288.2 
HO)C)G HO)S)C HG)S)C HS)G)C HS)O)C HO)G)C HG)O)C 
0.24 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.23 
304.7 309.3 309.6 309.6 309.8 3 1 0.0 3 1 0.9 
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FIGURE 5.3 . A plot of the G2 (=2lnLR) statistic vs sum of edge lengths for all possible 5 taxon trees for the 
set of sequences human (H), chimp (C), gorilla (G), orangutan (0) and siamang from Horai et al. ( 1 992). 
The model used to evaluate these data was the extended generalised Kimura 3P model, allowing a gamma 
distribution of rates across sites. Notice that the G2 statistic for more than half the possible 5 taxon trees are 
worse than the 6 taxon tree with the best G2 statistic. Notice also the strong negative correlation between G2 

and k (the shape parameter of the distribution of rates across sites). 

Plotting the data of table 5 .6, as in figure 5 .3 ,  better shows interesting features. Nine of the 
binary 5-taxon trees exceed the d statistic of the best 6-taxon tree, and if our hypothesis that d 
is a bound on the best fitting tree is correct, then we do not need to further evaluate expansions of 

these trees (to know that the optimal tree is not one of them). The cost of not having the grouping 
(HC) in the tree appears to be approximately 43 G2 units, while not having the group (HCG) is 
about 82 d units. Together with the fit of the best five taxon tree, these do not quite add up to 
the fit of the worst 5 taxon tree, the star tree, suggesting that the cost of rejecting these edges in a 
tree is balanced by better explanation of some parallelisms and convergences . Indeed a large 
number of parallelisms and convergences between the gorilla and the orangutan sequences 
explain why trees with this grouping are significantly better fitting than expected (i.e. the fit of 

the star tree) by 22.7 G2 units. In turn this feature of the data suggests that the model may not be 
fitting within expectations (more on this in chapter 6). The other striking feature of this data is 
the strong negative correlation between k and G2 • An approximate 95% confidence interval about 
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k for the 5-taxon tree is 0.24-0.46 (from a likelihood ratio test), with the value of k from the star 
tree falling outside this interval . These two features together argue that it is not wise to estimate a 
parameter of the data such as k on the star tree. This finding contradicts a suggestion made by 
Yang et al. ( 1 994 ), who suggested using the star tree to evaluate ancillary parameters of interest 
to molecular biologists. We suggest instead that any additional parameters such as transition to 
transversion ratios, distribution of rates across sites, should always be evaluated upon the best 
fitting tree found. And of course, take precautions in estimating ancillary parameters when there 
is good evidence that the method being used may be selecting an incorrect tree. 

Next, consider the question of whether likelihood must decrease as more taxa are added yet 
there is simultaneous reoptimisation of all model parameters each time more data is added (this 
must hold if likelihood is to be a bound). The answer is yes, the likelihood cannot increase. 
Suppose that the transition to transversion ratio is fixed and not updated each time more data is 
added. This situation is identical to that discussed earlier where the new sequences must decrease 
the overall likelihood. To illustrate that the likelihood must decrease if there is reoptimisation 
with any new data being added, consider that with four sequences the tr I tv ratio has been 
optimised for a specific tree model. As more sequences are added, but initially holding the tr I tv 
ratio constant, then the likelihood must decrease. Let us assume that the added data fits best with 
a reduced tr I tv ratio. If the tr /tv ratios now reoptimised, the likelihood of the data will decrease. 
However, it cannot decrease to less than the likelihood of the data on the previous tree, since the 
likelihood of the data before the addition of the new sequence can at best be equal to its former 
likelihood (only if the tr I tv ratio has not changed). The same argument can be applied to any 
more complicated model (e.g. with a distribution of rates across sites, and I or optimisation of 
further parameters in the substitution matrices associated with each edge in the tree). A practical 
problem which could upset this relationship is if numerical methods failed to find the best 
optimum with a subset of taxa, but found a better optimum when more taxa was added (and of 
course this relationship is also invalid if the mechanism of evolution has altered). 

Its also useful to consider if branch and bound on likelihood can be performed when there 
are sites with gaps or ambiguous states. If a gap at any site is treated as missing data (as they 
effectively are when the mechanism does not model insertion-deletion processes), then gaps do 
not change the likelihood of that site on the new tree with extra tips (Felsenstein 198 la) .  Thus 
they do not interfere with the tenant that the likelihood cannot increase as more data are added. 
When an ambiguous state appears at a site (e.g. code R, meaning the state is either an A or a G) 

and is left in the model, then the likelihood of that site is the sum of the probabilities of all the 
patterns consistent with that ambiguity. For example the likelihood associated with the site 
AAGR is the probability of pattern AAGA plus the probability of the ·pattern AAGG. If states 
consistent with R have probability of one occurring, then the likelihood remains unchanged 

(essentially like the N, -, or ? state), else the likelihood of this pattern must decrease relative to 

the pattern on the subtree AAG (as long as the whole new sequence is not identical to a previous 
one) . It is possible to evaluate the probability under the unconstrained multinomial model of 
sequences with missing data (thus G2 = 2(lnLu - lnLr), thus if the G2 statistic is a bound, this 
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does not present a great problem . .  However, with missing data, G2 will not have the simple form 
of the last line of 5 .2. 1 -5 , unless we designate sites with missing states as distinct patterns 
(which means more special summations when using Hadamard conjugations to estimate 
likelihoods). 

A useful application of branch and bound searching is to find all trees within a certain 
likelihood of the optimal tree. One purpose of such a search is to construct a confidence set of 
trees, such that the overall probability of the true tree being amongst them reaches some level 
(see chapter 6). In such a search, it is usual to replace the lower bound on the maximum 
likelihood of the t taxa tree with this number minus some constant (asymptotically this constant 

can be estimated from a X2 distribution, to obtain a conservative confidence set). Such a search 
for a confidence set of trees can be also be done dynamically, coincident with the initial search 
for the best tree; i .e. update the bound for collecting suboptimal trees to whenever a t taxon tree 
with a higher likelihood is found (e.g. as Hendy and Penny 1 982 did with parsimony) . Doing this 
avoids collecting trees which will not be in the final confidence set. 

The findings here suggest that until we can tighten our bounds (especially if it can be proven the 
G2 statistic can act as a bound), then branch and bound of likelihood has the best chance of 
succeeding when the tree to be analysed has long internal edges and short exterior edges, with 
few parallel changes to lend support to edges not in the tree. In addition, a prediction worth 
evaluating is that branch and bound on likelihood might work best for data sets with more 
character states (e.g. amino acids) as they will have more singletons (for use with the loose 
bound) and fewer parallelisms in general . However, in order to make full use of branch and 
bound with likelihood it is clear there must be some breakthrough in our present understanding 
of the minimum amount that the character states in the unadded taxa must decrease the 
likelihood. I am presently looking to prove or disprove that G2 is a bound, with Mike Steel and 
Jaxk Reeves help. 

5.3.4 Maximum Likelihood with a distribution of rates across sites. 

Here we give an overview of current methods of making likelihood calculations, taking into 
account unequal, but fixed relative rates of substitution. In the next section, models where the 
distribution of rates across sites is non-stationary are developed (with respect to the relative rates 
of sites) . The most basic mechanism with unequal rates at different sites is the invariant sites 
type of model. In this model, some sites simply cannot change (they are said to be invariant), 
while all other sites are assumed to be i.r. and i.i .d. distributed (just like the original model of 
Felsenstein 198 1 a) .  Hasegawa et al. ( 1985) first implemented this model (although details in 
their 1 985 paper are vague; Churchill et al. ( 1 992) give a more detailed treatment). Under these 
models, the proportions of bases in the invariant sites is assumed to be equal to those in the 
variable sites, so there is just one parameter more to optimise in these models, namely Pinv (the 
proportion of invariant sites). Letting San be an ordered vector of the probability of each possible 
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sequence pattern under the model (an i.i .d .  process of sequence evolution, a tree with edge 

lengths and a proportion of sites which cannot change), then Sal! = 0 -Pinv)Svar + PinvSinv· The first 

vector after the equals sign is just the probabilities under the tree model, times the proportion of 

variable sites, and the vector S;nv. will be a vector of all zeros, except for those entries 

corresponding to the probabilities of all sites showing the same pattern, which take value n:;, 

where i is the frequency of the i-th state. The overall likelihood is the product of entry s.uU)f(j) 

over all patterns j which are observed in the sequences being analysed (where s(j) is the 
probability of the j-th sequence pattern, and f(j) is the number of sites in the data having 
pattern }) . 

The log likelihood for the invariant sites model is just as simple, replacing the product with a 

sum, 1nL = :L f(j )ln[s.u(j)], summed over all patterns j, observed in the real data. To find a 

likelihood optimum on each tree numerical methods are used (see earlier). Following this there is 
the usual search across trees . To maximise the probability of finding the tree model which i s  
most likely to have generated the data under the assumptions made, in theory all parameters must 
be optimised for each tree evaluated. The invariant sites model is useful for a number of reasons. 
It mimics reality, because there are sites in functional molecules which cannot accept 
substitutions due to deleterious effects. Also, the invariant sites model, to a first order, seems to 
well approximate any other distribution of rates across sites. This can be expected after 

comparing distances estimated under an invariant sites model, when say a r distribution model 

generated the data (e.g. see figure 3 .4). S ince a plot of rates across sites must be normalised to 
one (see chapter 2), then about the two most different looking distributions you can have are one 

with 50% of sites having rate zero while the remainder have an identical rate (giving a U-shaped 

distribution), versus a continuous L shaped distribution like a r. Yet we have found that these 

two models well approximate each other in terms of the frequencies of sequence patterns one 
would expect to see, (for example a 50% invariant sites distribution approximates to a gamma 

distribution with shape parameter k ""  0.5) . Our own experience developing maximum likelihood 

with a r distribution of rates across sites (Waddell and Penny 1995, this chapter) is that these 

models tend to return generally similar likelihoods, compared to an i .r. model. One way of 
integrating these observations is through the Hadamard conjugation, where near additivity of 
distances translates to closely agreeing observed similarities on all pathsets (the r; entries), which 
in turn translates to similar s vectors, which means nearly equivalent likelihoods . The best 

additivity of invariant sites distances to r distributed distances, often comes with larger absolute 

values of the invariant sites distances (see figures 3 .4-3.6), and this helps explain why the edge 

lengths estimated by the invariant sites model tend to be larger than those estimated under a r 
model. 

The logical step towards a more complicated model is to specify two distinct (and non-zero) 

rates of substitution. Proportion p 1  of sites evolve by an i .i.d. mechanism at rate A- 1 ,  while 

proportion ( l -p1 ) evolve at a second rate A-2 (but by an identical mechanism). The vector of 

pattern probabilities here is just Sau = p 1s,_1 + ( 1 -p1)s,_2 • Since the rate of substitution is fixed in its 
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ratio, then the weighted tree for the set of sites with rate A.l , is exactly the same as the weighted 

tree used to generate the probability of site evolving at rate A.2, except all its edges are bigger 

than those in the first tree by the factor A.2 I A l . Under this model there are more parameters to 
optimise than under either the i.r. model, or the i.r. plus invariant sites model ; we need to 

optimise the parameters p 1 ,  A. l ,  and A.2. This approach can be extended for more and more rate 
classes. There are two disadvantages in continually adding more discrete rate categories: ( 1 )  
more computational effort, and (2) as we  add more parameters to our model, the variance of our 
most important parameters (e.g. edge lengths on the tree) increases. An advantage is that we don't 
need to make so many simplifying assumptions, and it may turn out to give very useful 
information on the distribution of rates across sites. 

More parameters per tree model can also lead towards the likelihood of different tree models 
becoming more similar (and the more similar they become, the more difficult it is to reliably say 
this tree is better than that one). There is one commonly available program at present which 
allows one to estimate the likelihood under this type of model. It is DNAML (Felsenstein 1 993), 
unfortunately in its present version the proportions and rate of each class of sites must be 
specified (it does not perform any optimisations of these parameters) .  This model also allows 
some correlation of rates between adjacent sites; to specify an i . i .d. model, this parameter should 
be set to zero. (To specify an invariant sites model, specify no correlation in rates of adjacent 
sites, and two rate classes, one with rate zero, and the other any positive relative rate) . 

A useful way to allow for more finely divided rate categories, yet not face increasing 
numbers of parameters to optimise, is to treat A.i (the rate at the j-th site) as randomly drawn from 
a specified statistical distribution (which will usually have only a few defining parameters) . We 
will also specify that this distribution has mean fixed to one, as we are only interested in relative 
rates (the absolute rates can be thought of as dictated by the edge lengths in the tree), and all 
values must be positive (since only positive rates make sense under our evolutionary models). 
And this is exactly what we were doing in chapter 2. One such distribution is the r distribution 
(see table 2.5 for other examples and their probability density functions). Thus the probabilities 
of site patterns under this model is still just a sum, San = L.sl..i, where the A.j are randomly drawn 

from a specified distribution (and in the limit as c � oo, this summation becomes an integral if 

the distribution of rates is continuous). This result is proved in Steel et al. ( 1 993) (see also 
appendix 2. 1 ) .  Further, under the generalised Kimura 3ST model, this integration can be 
simplified (by being made at the level of the pathset transformations), or avoided altogether if the 

distribution of interest has a closed form moment generating function (as the r distribution does, 

see chapter 2) . These are the likelihood calculations underlying Waddell and Penny ( 1 995). As 
mentioned earlier, these studies were made in 1 993 (Ziheng Yang can confirm this as we were in 
communication at that time), and were sent for publication in 1 993 by the editors. Due to delays 
at the publishing house they have yet to appear (although Waddell and Penny 1 995 is available as 
a preprint from the authors). It is useful to call this the 'integrated' approach. 
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For more general mechanisms of evolution, Yang ( 1 993) resorted to numerical integrations 

of the form San = I:sJJ. If this distribution is continuous, then the cost of making this integration by 

numerical methods is limited only by the degree of precision that is required (do we chop the 

continuous distribution up into 5 rate c lasses, 100, 1 00,000 . . .  ) . In Yang ( 1 993), this integration 

was done to a high degree of accuracy ,  with the result that he was only able to analyse four taxa. 

To avoid the great burden this imposes, the simplest solution is to consider doing a crude 

numerical integration by taking the continuous distribution and integrating in just a few slices. I 

suggested this to Ziheng Yang in May 1993 (via e-mail), following some early evaluations I had 

made under the Cavender model. He replied acknowledging this as a "good idea" that he thought 

should work, but has not acknowledged this in his publications. In Yang ( 1994) it is shown that 

such integrations could be surprisingly accurate with as few as four rate classes, with the 

integration simply taking an equal proportion of sites in each rate class (for more accuracy it may 

be desirable to use something like Simpson's rule to determine the proportion of sites in each rate 

c lass). This method has been called the discrete r approximation, and of course it can take its 

rate classes from any distribution (e.g. the lognormal, the F etc .) at practically no extra cost. 

Because the histogram-like classes of discrete approximations are calculated from a 

continuous distribution, then no matter how many classes are specified, the only free parameter 

in our model is the shape parameter(s) . The promising performance along side the exact r 
distribution evaluated under Hadamard models, suggests that for say 1 0  rate classes (therefore 

order 10 times the computational effort of the i.i .d. model) the approximation to the true 

distribution becomes very good in many instances. The fact that Yang ( 1994) obtained an 

optimal fit of data to model with as few as 4 rate classes is due to the fact that the real data has 

sampling error and probabl y  does not conform exactly to a r model (it's an open question exactly 

what it conforms to, although some sort of approximately L shaped distribution seems likely) .  

Even more computationally simple i s  a finding i n  the studies for Waddell and Penny ( 1 995) 

which found that even the simple invariant sites I i .r .  model would give a likelihood similar to a 

model assuming a r distribution of rates across sites. Importantly for tree building it is very hard 

to construct sequences under one of these two models and have the other model find a different 

optimal tree (exact sequences were predicted with Hadamard conjugations, with some such 

results shown later in this thesis) . 

The main distinction that arises with comparing a "discretised" continuous distribution with a 

continuous distribution, is in  the tail of a distribution. Fortunately, as noted in chapter 2, this is 

an area which we generally don't expect to finely resolve, although it is important in seriously 

evaluating which (if any) of the standard continuous distributions best fits the data. It is possible 

to predict some features of the "discretised" models relative to the continuous parent distribution. 

It is possible to predict the differences that will arise. Given s, a discretised model will suggest 

the same r as an exact distribution, but smaller p values especially on the longest paths .  Going 

the other way, for a given T and k, the discretised model will predict the same p but a smaller r, 

and so a more spread out s. Assuming that the shape of the distribution is fixed, discretised 
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models tend to predict shorter pathlengths (and pathset lengths), and hence also shorter edges on 
trees (when sites are grouped about their mean or median rate) . Alternatively if the shape of the 
distribution is being optimised, there is a trend for the discretised distribution to infer that a 
distribution was more like i.r. than the corresponding exact calculations (e.g. k will tend to take 
slightly lower values) .  These effects may become more prominent as taxa are added. This does 
not always show up with real data, since the data does not fit the model, and the true distribution 
is not r. 

On the other hand, a sensible feature of discretised distributions is that they are in some ways 
like a truncated distribution, which makes sense in that we do not expect sites to generally be 
going faster than the neutral rate. Overall it seems likely that ML methods will not require 
laborious effort to gain substantial robustness to rates across sites, and that even discretised 
distributions or invariant sites models will bring a great deal of robustness. The best robustness, 
and perhaps the most interesting information, will probably come with the implementation of 
independent discrete rate class models like those of Felsenstein ( 1993) which allow optimisation 
of site rate classes directly. Such models should pick up features such as distinctly multimodal 
distributions which need not be apparent with the continuous distributions. As we noted earlier, 
the addition of the optimisation of another 1 0  parameters should not slow down the rate of 
convergence to optima dramatically (at least with 4 - 1 0  taxa), although the cost in computation 
will rise linearly with each rate class added. 

Olsen ( 1994) has taken another approach to ML to compensate for a distribution of rates 
across sites. This approach is more like weighted parsimony (e.g. Farris 1 969) . It does not 
attempt to estimate the overall likelihood of the data given the model with rates across sites, but 
rather evaluates likelihoods under an i.r. and i . i .d. model, then weights the contribution of each 
site to the overall likelihood. The weights for sites (wj) may be derived separately, or perhaps in 
some iterative fashion (with likelihood the iteration will often be on the first tree, due to 
computational cost) . Thus the likelihood is the product over all sites (j ) of siwi i .e . lnL = Lln(wisi) 
(summed over all j). A sensible way to choose these weights is inverse to the intrinsic rate at a 
site. Given a weighted tree, and a mechanism of change, the estimated rate for site j is given by 

finding the \si which returns the highest likelihood (where \ is optimised over the range 

0 ---7 oo) . Alternatively, a tree independent method such as that of Penny and Hendy ( 1 985) may 

be useful to rank site rates (after modification for this purpose), (Felsenstein 1 98 1  b also offers 
some useful insights into a logical weighting scheme). This method is certainly quick, and if the 
weights are reliable, then it probably offers a high degree of robustness to unequal rates across 
sites. The weights will tend to become more reliable the more sequences there are, a good 
example being those available in the large RDP rRNA sequence data base (Olsen et al. 1 992) . 
Conversely, site rate estimates could be misleading if only a few sequences are available, and 
this could lead to inconsistency of the type in Felsenstein ( 1 978a), or Hendy and Penny ( 1 989), 
with convergence to the wrong answer even speeded up over i .r. likelihood. This type of model is 
very much a tree estimation approach, it returns minimal information on the process of molecular 
evolution. 
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Yet another approach is to classify sites into rate classes. The disadvantage of this approach 

is that it can be very hard to do this accurately with few sequences. This approach has been used 

in likelihood calculations by Barry and Hartigan ( 1 987a) and by Ritland and Clegg ( 1987) (in 

both cases the classification was into codon position). Yang ( 1994) briefly studied using the 

likelihood of a site pattern on a star tree to classify sites into rate classes .  Not surprisingly, this 

application of the method did not seem as reliable as the 'integrated' approach. We would expect 

that using likelihood (or just parsimony) to classify sites into rate classes will begin to work well 

as the number of sequences grows, and we have some moderately reliable way of inferring the 

underlying tree. Indeed as we noted in chapter 3, the unconstrained i . i .d.  model with a different P 

matrix on each edge requires sites to be classified into rate classes so that each set of sites are 

approximately i .r .  The parsimony length of a site on a tree should also provide a good guide to 

the relative rate of sites (one which may be little inferior to exact likelihood calculations when 

imposing i .i .d. models on sequences evolving under complex covarion models). 

A very useful side effect of classifying sites into rate classes is that it avoids to some extent 

the 'base composition lag effect' which we noted in chapter 3 which will occur when we model 

rates across sites with nonhomogeneous substitution processes. That is, the slowest evolving sites 

have a base composition which changes more slowly than that of the faster evolving sites, even if 

we assume all sites evolve by a similar rate matrix in each interval on the tree. This non

homogeneity of base composition by rate class effect can be a real problem. We suspect it is 

resulting in LogDet transforms of all variable sites, and FD tests (Steel et al. 1 993d) on all 

variable sites, usually undercompensating for base composition differences (including the earliest 

eukaryote divergences, and inferring the origins of plastids) . The other great advantage of this 

approach is related to the points developed in section 4.5.4 .  The reliability of the model can be 

evaluated for each rate class, and we should bear in mind that for stochastic reasons, or due to 

suspected systematic errors, we may wish to exclude or down weight the contribution of the 

higher rate classes to selecting which tree is best. We expect that such an approach will be very 

important with deeply diverged functional molecules. 

Integrated likelihood approaches are applicable to nonhomogeneous models, with rates 

across sites, and shifting base composition . Yang and Roberts ( 1995) give an application of such 

a model. This model specifies a base composition at the root which applies equally to sites in all 

rate classes, and has a rate matrix of the general form of that of Hasegawa et al. ( 1985) on each 

of 6 edges in the tree, with each rate class having a scalar of the underlying rate matrix.  A 

number of rate classes are generated by a discretised r distribution, which is in turn optimised 

via the shape parameter k. Evolution of all sites proceeds down each edge of the tree, usually 

with a transition matrix out of equilibrium with the base composition at an earlier node in all rate 

classes. The overall likelihood of a site pattern in the data (which is not split up) should then be 

the sum of the likelihoods in each rate class, i .e. 1nL = Z:si�· The number of optimised parameters 

would be k, the starting base frequencies (three independent values), and how many parameters 

in the rate matrix are modified on each edge of the tree (this could be up to 5 with the Hasegawa 

et al. 1985 mechanism). 
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For this type of model, a number of extensions are obvious. The master rate matrix on each 
edge of the tree can have up to 12  free parameters, and the base composition of the root could be 
separated up to the point of allowing each rate class to have a different starting base composition 
(this is logical since if there was prior nonhomogeneous evolution this could be the case) . It is 
even permissible (and perhaps informative) to separate edges into two or more segments, each of 
which has its �wn rate matrix .  However the model cannot step to the very general i . i .d. model of 
Barry and Hartigan ( 1987a) without separating sites into rate classes, because with a general P 
matrix, there is no way to specify the P matrix in each rate class as a simple function of a master 
transition rate matrix from that segment. The trade off is that the general P matrix returns less 
specific information about the substitution process on an edge (although it is not clear how much 
information will be reliable given sequences of a few thousand bases, and a model which does 
not match the true, covarion process of evolution). 

A possible disadvantage of classifying rates into site classes is that the number of parameters 
can increase rapidly if one allows complete freedom of the model within each rate class. The 
alternative is simple; fix edge lengths on one "master weighted tree" ,  and the tree for each rate 
class has the edge weights of this tree times some constant. It will be interesting to see how well 
this works with different types of real data. We expect that with diverged sequences, there may 
appear to be significant support for allowing each rate class to have its own unique parameters . 
However this could well be an accommodation effect, where by a model which does not explain 
the data adequately, can find other parameters to fiddle in order to substantially increase 
goodness-of-fit. With the general i.r. and i . i .d. model (or any model which accommodates 
shifting base compositions, with the possible exception of the Kimura 3ST model), then with 
shifting base compositions it is practically impossible to accurately estimate edge lengths as the 
number of substitutions per site. In these cases, the length of edge i may have to be measured as 
ln[det(Pi)] (natural logarithm of the matrix determinant) . This being the case it will be important 
to evaluate how this method performs, since we already know from chapter 3 that this measure 
will tend to overestimate edge lengths most when base composition is unequal. This could lead to 
a distortion, such that the tree for the faster evolving sites, needs some edges to be "extra long" 
relative to those same edges for the slower evolving sites, even if the relative rates remained 
fixed (and the process was truly i.i .d.) . This in turn suggests that it may be difficult to test 
whether fast and slow sites have the same substitution probabilities, when base composition is 
non-stationary, and edges on the tree are relatively long. 
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5.3.5 ML models where sites change their rate class. 

In this section we consider the mechanics and application of a new class of ML models ,  ones 
where sites change their intrinsic rates. Such models bring an added touch of realism, and 
impinge upon the issue of evaluating l ikelihood under covarion type models .  In the first model 
considered, there is a transition from a functional to a non-functional gene (i.e. a pseudogene) or 
perhaps the reverse (i.e. turning on a pseudogene) .  This sort of model is interesting to consider, 
since in practice a tree of pseudogene sequences is often rooted with a functional gene sequence 
(e.g. the pseudogene psi-eta is rooted with a functional eta globin gene, Bailey et al. 1 992) . To 
illustrate we use a simplified model, where the sites in the pseudogene evolve at identical rates, 
while those in the functional gene fall into three i .r. categories, coincident with 1 st, 2nd and 3rd 
position sites . A useful feature of this model, is that the overall sequence pattern probabilities, 

San, can be considered as a finite sum of components. Specifically, 

San = l/3(s( l )  + s(2) + s(3)) (5 .3 .3- 1 )  

where s( l )  i s  just the sequence patterns corresponding to 1 st position sites. Since sites in each 
rate class have a fixed relative rate in all parts of the tree, then s( l )  i s  the set of sequence pattern 
probabilities predicted by a single weighted tree (see figure 5.4). The same condition holds for 
the other two sets of sites. The overall model is shown in figure 5.4. 
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FIGURE 5.4 The three weighted trees that make up the pseudogene-functional gene model. Sequences A-D 
are pseudo genes, while E is an homologous functional gene outgroup. Special parameters of this model, are 

X, the time before the common ancestor of the pseudogenes that the functional gene became a pseudogene, 

Y the length of the edge from the tip of X to E, and 1..1 ,  �, 1..3 the relative rates of coding positions in the 

functional gene. With only one functional sequence, E, the number of parameters required to fully describe 

the edge leading to sequence E is just 3, so we cannot solve for X, Y, , �, 1..3 separately. However if we add 

in another functional sequence (shown by the dotted line), then we have 3 x 3 functional gene edge lengths, 

and the set of 7 parameters (X, "-� > �, 1..3 plus the three edge lengths replacing Y) describes them and the 

sequence patterns they generate. Notice that because we can infer X, it is possible to obtain a refined 
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estimate of how long it has been since the functional gene turned-off. If we make m small and I or the edge 
leading to the first divergence amongst the functional genes large, then these trees will be like those in 
Hendy and Penny ( 1 989) (that is parsimony can become inconsistent in estimating them). 

So given that San = l /3(s( l )  + s(2) + s(3)), it is possible to optimise the likelihood function 
using equation 5 .2. 1 -2 or 5 .2. 1 -5, as soon as the relationship between T( l ), T(2) and T(3) is 
clarified. In the example in figure 5.4, the 5-taxon trees are identical except for the edge which 
includes the root. This edge (eE) in turn can be divided up into two components: the first part 
after the switch from functional to non-functional (which has a common value on all three site 
trees, labeled X) and the second part prior to the switch which will be unique to each site tree 
(but estimated as YA;, where A; is the rate class in the functional gene). If we do not fix the 

relative rates of sites in the functional gene, this model could have up to 2(t-z)-2 (the edges 
amongst the pseudogenes), plus 3z (edge lengths amongst the z functional genes) free 
parameters. Even under the two parameter Poisson model, when t is at least 5 there are more 
distinct patterns in that data than this .  If we fix the relative rates of site classes in the functional 
genes, then the parameters in the model become the 2(t-z)-2 edge lengths amongst the 
pseudogenes, plus X, plus the 2z- 1 edge lengths for the functional first position sites, plus the 

relative rates of the second and third position sites (A2 and /.,3). Since we also know which sites 
belong in each rate class, it makes sense to keep sites in these classes, and estimate the 
likelihoods with s(i) for each one of them (keeping of course the fixed model relations between 
the weighted trees for each coding position). 

An important feature of the model shown m figure 5 .4 is that the tree fro each site is 
potentially in the Hendy-Penny zone of inconsistency (Hendy and Penny 1989), which can 
mislead parsimony applied to the observed sequences .  However, while applying the Hadamard 
conjugation to each coding position separately will restore consistency of parsimony under the 
model, applying the Hadamard to San need not. It is not appreciated that a parallel situation can 
exist for ML tree selection (later in this chapter) . Here the ML tree selection criterion applied 
under the specified mechanism of substitution to each coding position will be consistent, but it is 
potentially inconsistent when the data are grouped as San, unless the new model described here is 
used. It is also important to note that while application of ML to each site will recover the tree 
for each site, it will not give a direct ML estimate of all the parameters in the model (including 
X). 
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FIGURE 5.5 A depiction of a unequal rates model where sites switch rate class. The underlying model (on 
the right) has sites falling into two rate categories, � =2A�> so fixing the mean to 1 gives At = 1 1 1 .5 and � =  
2/LS.  Sites randomly change their rate classes. The sequence pattern probabilities for this model (s.u) may 
be considered a sum of the sequence patterns for 32 different weighted trees (where edges take on all 
possible permutations of At and �). 

The second model described here is a relative of a covarion model, in it sites change their 

rate class randomly at each internal node on the tree. For simplicity we consider a model with 

just two rate classes, A1 :t:. A2• Under this model ,  San will again be a sum of different weighted 

trees . There will be 32 distinct weighted trees, which represent all permutations of the model 

tree, having either A1 or A2 on each edge (see figure 5.5) .  Assuming the true tree to be T 12 with 

edge set (e J ,  e2, e3, e4, e7) ,  the first permutation would be a weighted tree with edge weights { Aie l >  

A 1e2, A1e3, A1e4, A1e7 } ,  the second would be { A2e 1 ,  A1e2, A1e3 ,  A 1e4, A1e7 } ,  and so on through all the 

binomial combinations until we arrive a { A2e J .  A2e2, A2e3, A2e4, A2e7 } .  If it is specified that the 

proportion of sites with rate A1 is always p1  (a constant across the tree, implying that when one 

s ite changes its rate class another site from the other rate class replaces it), then for this model, 

sa11 is a weighted sum of weighted trees: specifically, 

(5.3 .5 .- 1 )  

Further, i f  we add the constraint that p 1A1 + ( l -p 1 )A2 = 1 ,  then the total number of substitutions on 

each edge of the tree will be equal to { e 1 , e2, e3, e4, e7 } .  

It should be useful to study such models which in many ways approximate covarion models. 

To restrict the rate at which sites change rate classes so that they do not necessarily all change at 

each node in the tree, it is necessary to add in an extra weighting to each tree, which i s  

proportional to the probability o f  a site showing the observed number o f  rate shifts on each tree. 

If the conjecture in appendix 2 . 1  is correct, then under this sort of model standard methods will 

tend to overestimate the distance between taxa, and this overestimation becomes worse as the 

distance increases. Thus after applying transformations which infer unseen substitutions,  there i s  

the  possibility of  an anti-Felsenstein zone problem of  long edges being repelled (see section 5 .6) 

should we attempt to rebuild the tree with standard methods. 

When first considering the uses of equation 3.2.2-3 (the prediction of the overall transition 

matrix on an edge with unequal rates across sites), it seemed that it might be possible to predict 
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likelihoods of more than two sequences given a stationary distribution of rates across sites, using 
such transition probabilities in place of those used by Felsenstein ( 198 1a) .  Thi s  is not correct, 
since there summation needs to be made of the s vectors generated by all weighted trees 
consistent with that distribution (as described in section 5 .3 .4). However we now conjecture that 
if the type of P matrix described in 3.2.2-3 is used in place of the standard i .r. transition matrix of 
each edge (and fixing the form and parameters of M). over all edges), then what we have is a 
model of sequence evolution, where sites on edge m have rates distributed according to the 
underlying distribution of M, but every time a node in the tree is crossed, these sites loose their 
previous rate category, and are reassigned a new one drawn randomly from the underlying 
distribution of rates across sites. We could increase the rate at which sites changed their rate 
class by introducing internal nodes along edges. Accordingly with just one node along an edge m, 

Pm= M(Rt), with two nodes along that edge Pm = (M(Rt/2)) X (M(Rt/2)) = (M(Rt/2))2, with n 
nodes Pm = (M(Rt/n)" � (I + Rt/n)" � exp(Rt), as n � oo (where the subscript denotes the 
number of evenly spaced internal nodes on each edge) . Thus if we have sites changing amongst 
the different rate classes quickly, the model becomes indistinguishable from the standard i.r. 
model of Felsenstein ( 1 98 l a), or Barry and Hartigan ( 1987a). Our next aim in the study of these 
models is to prove that our interpretation of a model where the transition matrix on each edge is 
generated according to equation 3.2.2-3 is correct, and then seek to extend the models to allow 
weighted sums so that only a proportion of sites change their rate class at each internal node. 
These models are a step towards covarion models, with the main factor missing seeming to be 
functional correlations between particular sites. 

Models which are considering some other factors related to covarion models, but not yet 
allowing for unequal rates across sites are those of Tillier ( 1 994) and Schoniger and von 
Haeseler ( 1994) which model rRNA evolution where paired sites (e.g. pairs of sites forming the 
"stems") coevolve . All these models are showing intriguing results. It will be important to find 
out if stable covarion models (i.e. those that don't change the substitution pattern dramatically 
through time) predict regions where i.i .d. methods of tree estimation are as susceptible to the 
long edges attract type of problem as parsimony, for example, applied to observed sequences . 
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5.3.6 Results with ML models that allow distributions of rates across sites. 

The following three sections give examples of analyses with one of the newest, and 
hopefully most robust and possibly statistically efficient tree selection methods. As mentioned 
earlier Yang ( 1 993) developed conceptually equivalent methods for calculating likelihoods given 
a continuous distribution of rates across sites. Appropriate citations for this independent 
development of likelihood methods with continuous distributions of rates across sites are Steel et 

al. ( 1993c) for a proof of the consistency of these methods, and Waddell and Penny ( 1 995) for 
their application (this last publication accepted for printing in 1 993), or this thesis. 

The likelihood calculations illustrated here, use the extended Hadamard conjugations 
developed in chapter 2 to predict either the t-1 sequence patterns with 2-state, or 41- 1 patterns 
with 4-state data. From these vectors and their observed counter-part, f, the G2 statistic is 
calculated. Minimisation of this likelihood statistic, and other goodness of fit statistics, involved 
simultaneous optimisation of all free parameters using a Newton-type algorithm, followed by at 
least one application of a conjugate gradients method to check that a local optimum had been 
found .  That there was likely to be just one likelihood minimum per tree, was checked by starting 
the optimisation process from a variety of randomised starting points (this was also useful for 
checking that flat spots on the likelihood surface were not causing problems) .  The most general 
model considered here has 3 free parameters per edge (the rate of transitions and the two types of 
transversions on that edge) and the parameters for the distribution of rates across sites (generally 
one free parameter) . The most complex distribution used here is an invariant sites plus a r 

distribution. For this data, the optimal solution under the invariant sites-r model was to drive any 

initial proportion of invariant sites to zero, and allow k to take its optimal value of 0.77. 

The opposite of developing ever more complex models, is identifying reliable simple models, 
which is in practice equally important. This is because the variance of estimates increases with 
the number of parameters added to a model. There are, however, many ways in which to 
simplify, for example, the generalised Kimura 3ST model (which has 3 parameters per edge plus 
a distribution of rates across sites) . Here we examine a series of logical simplifications of this 
model. One step of complexity down from the 3 parameters per edge model, we have 2 
parameters per edge free to vary independently of each other, but with the third type of change 
linked to one of the others by a constant ratio. There are three possibilities here; transition rate 
optimised on each edge, transversion type one and transversions type 2 must be in a constant 
ratio but their absolute rate per edge free to vary. Likewise transitions (tr) and transversions type 
1 (tv l )  may be constrained to a constant ratio on an edge, and the third possibility has transitions 
and type 2 transversions (tv2) linked. We call these mixed intermediate models, and for figures 
5 .6, 5 .  7, and 5 .8 label them as il , i2 and i3 in the order of their description here. The next simpler 
model is the non-homogeneous generalised Kimura 2ST model ,  with a different rate of 
transitions to transversions on every edge (labeled 2p in fig 5 .6). The homogeneous Kimura 3ST 
model has one parameter per edge with 2 parameters for the whole model which determine ratio 
of tr to tvl and tr to tv2 ( this model marked as 3ps in fig. 5 .6). The homogeneous Kimura 2ST 
model, one parameter per edge, 1 ratio of transitions to transversions homogeneous across the 
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whole tree (2ps i n  fig. 5.6). And lastly the Poisson or  Jukes-Cantor model with 1 parameter per 
edge and all substitutions equally likely. We will use a C (e.g. 3PfC) to denote a model with a 
clock constraint (i .e. all tips can be drawn equi-distant from a nominal root)(used in figures 5.7 
and 5.8). 

It does not generally make sense to consider a strict clock when different types of 
substitutions are varying in rate, so here we confine a clock to the fixed transition I transversion 
ratio models (the homogeneous models). This is because .there is no known biological hypothesis 
to explain why a non-homogeneous mutation process should regulate its parameter changes to 
produce an ultrametric. In general we found that imposing a clock caused the calculations to find 
the optimal point to run considerably faster per tree (e.g. with the six hominoid mtDNA 
sequences nearly twice as fast). This result makes sense in that there are only about half as many 
parameters to optimise. It is surprising then that the DNAMLK tends to run considerably slower 
than its non-clock equivalent DNAML (Felsenstein 1 993), although this may be due to the need 
to consider the (2t-3) times as many rooted as unrooted trees. 

The different submodels have slightly different sufficient (fully informative) forms of data 
(e.g. see section 4.6 . 1 ) .  For example, under the Jukes-Cantor model the patterns AGGG and 
A TIT are equivalent and could be grouped together when testing the fit of data to model (i.e. 
pool observed data into equivalent patterns and then make ML optimisations). Either way the 1nL 
statistic will be the same, but the G2 statistic will be different. Pooling data to the sufficient 
statistic before applying a goodness-of-fit-test may either hide differences between the observed 
and predicted data, or alternatively pooling data can make the model more sensitive to violations 
of its expectations (we suspect it will generally tend to increase sensitivity to deviations from the 
generalised Kimura 3ST model). Here all calculations of G2 are made with 41• 1 distinct patterns 
expected under the generalised Kimura 3ST model, regardless of any further constraints on 
parameters. This allows more direct comparisons of these statistics for the different models 
without needing to worry about differences in degrees of freedom etc. To directly compare the 
G2 of the models used here, with models whose sufficient statistic are the 41 patterns, would 
require the fit of all models to be evaluated on the 41 patterns. Note, the Kimura 3ST submodels 
can specify a non-equifrequency root base composition in order to improve fit when it is 
measured on the whole 41 patterns. However, as section 2.4. 1 points out, if fit is measured on the 
41• 1 distinct patterns that arise under the Kimura 3ST model with equi-frequency base 
composition, this feature of non-stationary root base composition cannot improve fit. Thus if one 
of these models does not fit to the 41• 1 patterns, it is not expected to fit to the 41 patterns when 
allowing for unequal root base composition. 

There is no problem in converting these likelihoods to those reported by programs such as 
DNAML if we assume equifrequency of the root base composition. The log likelihood of the tree 
model (lnLT) measured on the sufficient order 41- 1 data patterns of this model is - 1 /2G2 + lnLu = 

- 112G2 + I:fi ln(fi /c) for all observed patterns (see equation 5.2. 1 -5) . For the data sets used here, 

lnLu was -3 , 1 99.07 for the 4-taxon rRNA data set edited from Lake's ( 1 988) alignment, and for 
the 6-taxon Horai et al. ( 1992) dataset minus just the deletions, it was -7,844.89. As an example, 
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the best fitting 3Pf model for the Horai et al. data has a G2 of 303.20, so lnLT(for the 41- 1 data 

form) == -303.20 12 + -7,844.89 == -7997.42. Converting this lnLT to its value under the 41 patterns 
is easy if we assume the model has equifrequency root base composition. The likelihood lnLT(for 

t A A ! 1  4 data patterns) is Efi ln(s(T)i /4), == cln(4) + Efi ln(s(T)i) == cln(4) + lnLT(for the 4 · data form), 

which for our example is 4,898ln(l/4) + -7,884.89 = -6,790.07 + -7,884.89 = - 14,787 .5 . 

However, optimising the assumed base composition at the root will decrease this number, 
and the likelihood then is not so easy to calculate. Whether this model i s  considered realistic 
depends on a number of things, including whether there is good evidence to show that the base 
composition is shifting in this particular way (from unequal at the root, towards equifrequency in 
all taxa) . This seems unlikely in most situations. It is however debatable whether this 
modification can be routinely invoked if it makes a significant difference to the overall fit. This 

is because while it is unrealistic , is it any more unrealistic than adding a r distribution i .i .d. 

assumption to molecules which we know must be evolving by some sort of covarion model (e.g. 
the ancient rRNA's, see section 2.7)? Alternatively, altering the root base composition may be 
looked upon as a way of factoring out the contribution of the gross base composition to the 
likelihood of the model . (giving a gross approximation to the models of Felsenstein 1 984, 1993, 
and Hasegawa and Kishino 1985, if these are generalised to allow tv l and tv2 to go at different 
rates, and when the differences between all taxa are small) . If amounts of change are not large, 
then this seems reasonable. Whether the root base composition is assumed to be in equilibrium, 
or not, will not (in expectation) affect the parameter values by the generalised Kimura 3P model, 
as long as all fitting is done on the 4t- I patterns, otherwise differences are expected. Here, all 
fitting is done on the order 41- 1 form of the data, so the results are most applicable to the 
assumption of equal base frequencies at the root. 

5.3.7 ML analysis of four ancient rRNA sequences 

Here, four 4-state rRNA sequences aligned by Lake ( 1 988) are studied using likelihood 
methods which take account of unequal rates across sites. This data set is similar to that used by 
Navidi et al. ( 1 99 1 ), subsequently restudied by Goldman ( 1993a), Yang ( 1 993), and Yang et al. 
( 1994). The same data is studied in 2-state form in figure 2.7, and a similar, extended data set 
edited from the alignments of Gouy and Li ( 1 989) is studied in chapter 3 .  

A useful feature of this data, is that it nearly meets the approximate guidelines laid down for 
trusting the asymptotic distribution of goodness-of-fit statistics like G2 or X2• Specifically, there 
are 64 observed patterns in this data, of which 36 have a frequency of 5 or more, 26 have a 
frequency between 2 and 4, and just 1 has an observed frequency of 1 and 1 of 0. The expected 
frequencies under the better models are very similar, with 33 having an expected value of 5 or 
more, 2 1  an expected value of 3 to 5, and 1 0  with an expected value of 2 to 3 (for some guides to 
conditions for reasonable asymptotic approximations, see Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. or Read and 
Cressie 1988) .  There are also at least two factors which will be altering the expected fit of this 
data away from asymptotic predictions . The first is that cell sizes are uneven, and the test may 
well be losing power compared to asymptotic expectations (i.e. G2 and X2 are biased towards 
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being too small) . A second factor is expected to be acting in the opposite direction, and this is a 
partial recovery of expected degrees of freedom when ordinary ML estimators are used to infer 
the predicted values (e.g. see Stuart and Ord 1990, p. 1 1 7 1  ) .  This means that unless you are using 
direct multinomial ML estimates of predicted values, the true sampling distribution of G2 or X2 

tends to higher values than predicted by the usual asymptotic approximation. (An example of a 
direct multinomial estimator is to predict the value in two cells expected to be equal by their 
average, while fitting s(T) to � to minimise G2 is an example of an ordinary ML estimator) . This 
effect usually drops away with an increasing number of cells; its magnitude with 64 cells of 
unequal expected size is uncertain .  Overall however, the difference in G2 should hopefully be 
reasonably well behaved. Later in chapter 6, we show that such an approximation for the 
Hominoid data is likely to be much less reliable. 

Table 5.7 The ML tree and parameters of four 168-Iike rRNA sequences. 

The taxa are eu = human, Su = Sulfolobus, Ha = Halobacterium, Es = Escherichia . 

The optimal tree in all cases was the eocyte tree, (eu, Su). Optimal edge weights of each type as labeled . 
The 3P + r + Pinv model converged to the 3P + r model, with Pinv going to zero. 

3P + r  3P + Pinv 3P + inv. Gaussian 3P + inv. Gaussian 
+ inv 

Gz 37.37 46.35 37.78 37.30 
shape parameter k = 0.77 1 d =  0.298 d = 0.490 

Pinv 0.279 0.088 
tr eu 0.538 0.521  0.704 0.685 

Su 0. 1 00 0. 1 1 4 0. 1 3 1  0. 1 28 
(eu, Su) 0.0 1 5  0.0 1 1 0.025 0.02 1 

Ha 0. 1 49 0. 1 65 0. 1 96 0. 190 
Es 0.276 0.276 0.369 0.354 

tv 1 eu 0. 1 00 0. 103 0. 143 0. 1 3 1  
Su 0.003 0.0 14 0.000 0.000 

(eu, Su) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Ha 0.063 0.07 1 0.078 0.078 
Es 0.073 0.092 0.096 0.093 

tv 2 eu 0.277 0.293 0.357 0.350 
Su 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 

(eu, Su) 0.044 0.045 0.053 0.054 
Ha 0.055 0.063 0.070 0.069 
Es 0. 1 97 0.20 1 0.263 0.252 

.Udge lengths 1 .890 1 .978 2.486 2.405 
tr : tv 1 : tv2 1 .078 :  0.239: 0.573 1 .087 : 0.280: 0.61 1 1 .426: 0.3 1 7 :  0.743 1 .377 : 0.303: 0.725 

Table 5 .7 shows the results of ML optimisation under the generalised 3P models. The 
optimal tree in each case was the eocyte tree. The r model returned a k value of 0.77 1 ,  which is 

quite extreme considering these sequences have been edited to a high degree to remove any 
regions of ambiguous alignment, which also tend to be the more rapidly evolving regions of 
rRNA. The edge lengths are similar to those shown in figure 2. 1 0, which are estimated with the 
Hadamard conjugation going from s to y. There is again clear evidence of two long external 

edges (to eukaryotes and eubacteria), two short external edges (to halobacteria and 'eocytes') and 
a very short internal edge. The internal edge has quite uneven levels of support from transitions 
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(very low), transversions type 1 (nonexistent) and the most substantial support from 
transversions type 2 (= 0.044). 

The invariant sites I i .r. model did not fit quite as well as the r model, but gave very similar 

edge length estimates. These tended to be higher than under the r model, on all edges except the 

longest edge and on the internal edge based on transitional changes (the overall increase was 

4.7%). The mixed invariant sites I r model showed an interesting behaviour. No matter where in 

the parameter space it was started from, it converged to the r model, always driving the 

estimated proportion of invariant s ites to zero. The program was carefully checked in a variety of 
ways including by submitting it with synthetic data (with some random error introduced) which 

was generated by another program under an invariant sites I r model. The behaviour appears 

genuine, and is consistent with this  r model indicating that there are already quite enough s ites 

inferred to be unvaried. Similar behaviour was observed with this model applied to hominoid 
sequences in section 5.3 .8 ;  there appears to be some antagonism between these two parameters 
with some data sets. 

The inverse Gaussian model fitted nearly as well as the r distributed model. The inferred 

coefficient of variation (standard deviation of the site rates divided by their mean rate) for these 

two models is, however, quite different. For the r model it is k'0 5 = 1 . 1 4, while for the inverse 

Gaussian model it is a substantial d"0 5 = 1 .83 (i .e. 1 over the square root of the shape parameter) . 

This large difference is due to a flat tails effect (see section 2.3.3), and is also reflected in the 

substantially larger edge lengths ,  which have a total bigger than under the r model by 3 1 .5% . A 

look at the relative rates of transitions to transversions, shows that the inverse Gaussian model 

was predicting slightly more multiple hits amongst the transitions (the 3P r tr I tv ratio is 2.65, 

while under the inverse Gaussian this increases to 2.69). From these results it seems likely that a 
lognormal, Weibill or F distribution would also fit this data well, and because of their even flatter 
tails would probably be predicting even larger edge lengths (perhaps up to 1 00% bigger again ,  
given their coefficients of  variation when the overall shape is similar, see section 2.3 .3) .  They 
would probably also increase the estimated tr to tv ratio , although at a guess, probably to no more 
than 3.0 with this data and model. This gives some idea of how difficult it is to estimate 
meaningful confidence intervals in this sort of situation of highly diverged data, with long 
unbranched edges. 

In contrast to the r model, the mixture of an inverse Gaussian distribution, plus a proportion 

of invariant sites improved the fit by about 0.48 G2 units. While this is not significant it does 

make sense in that the inverse Gaussian, unlike the r, does not have a high density function all 

the way to zero, so that Pinv is more likely to have a role to play. The properties of this model 
were intermediate between those of the Pinv I i.r. model and the inverse Gaussian model, with the 

total sum of edge lengths being reduced to 27.2% larger than under the r model. Interestingly, 

there is a wide range of parameter values over which the invariant sites-inverse Gaussian model 
fits within about 4 G2 units of its optimum. For example, with d = 4 and Pinv = 0.240 the overall 
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G2 is 4 1 .73, while the sum of edge lengths has dropped to just 8.2% larger than under the r 
model, with the estimated trltv ratio reduced to 2.5 1 .  

Overall the behaviour of ML models with different types of distributions of rates across sites 
are consistent with predictions in chapters 2 and 3 (especially sections 2.3 .3 and 3 .5 . 1 ) . It must 
be accepted that beyond the usual confidence intervals we must allow for potentially substantial 
fluctuations in estimates due to other equally well fitting models making different estimates. The 
absolute sizes of edge lengths are particularly hard to pin down, and this effect is most marked on 
the long edges as table 5 .7 shows. If the length of these edges is to be more accurately estimated, 
it seems likely that data editing will play the primary role (e.g. see section 4.5 .3) . The main 
volatility in the tr I tv ratio appeared to be an effect of flat tails. Since it will be very hard to 
gauge whether there is a small percentage of rapidly evolving sites with only a few taxa, we 
should be cautious in trusting our estimates of this ratio from ancient divergences. It would be 
interesting to plot the estimated tr I tv ratio for progressively more related species, with the 
expectation being that it will apparently decrease. On the other hand it would be unwise to 
assume that all transitions are going at about 2.5 times the rate of transversions .  Table 3 .8 
strongly suggests that the most conservative substitutions in this data are transitions. Perhaps we 
need to consider that the near neutral substitutions are dominated by transitions (and these are 
what are inferred in comparisons of more closely related taxa), while the more conservative 
changes (which must be due to a covarion mechanism, see section 2.7) are dominated by quite 
different mechanisms of evolution which require further study (some possibilities are suggested 
in section 3.8 . 1 ). 

The total number of changes per site in this data is certainly large when unequal rates across 
sites are taken into account (the models returning values in the range of 1 .9 to 2.5 substitutions 
per site) . Interestingly, while distances would be experiencing quite large sampling errors at this 
point (verified by simulations with 'Montreal' a tree selection simulation program by Dr. Paul 
Lewis), likelihood is still predicting a clear and significant resolution of the short internal edge in 
favour of the eocyte tree. (the increase in G2 on the best fitting models assuming the 
archaebacterial or halobacterial trees is == 10  units, while it is slightly more to the star tree) . 

Simulations by Gaut and Lewis ( 1995) suggest the internal branch length test is reliable when the 
model fits reasonably well, with a = 5% level when the increase in G2 is 3 .84. This strong 

support for just one tree is in clear contrast to the analysis of just transversions when unequal 
rates across sites are considered (see figure 2.7, and also figure 5.23, and see also chapter 6). 
This is a little surprising given the results in chapter 3, and the claims of Olsen and Woese 
( 1989) which tend to suggest it is the transversions which are principally supporting the eocyte 
tree. Table 5.7 shows that, at least for this small data set, type 1 transversions do not support the 
eocyte tree at all. At one level, these results can be taken to indicate the higher resolving power 
that 4-state data has. At another, as yet not well understood level, they indicate the multitude of 
systematic biases which are expected to influence analyses of ancient divergences. Clearly the 
statistical issues of sampling error, pale in comparison to a thorough understanding of systematic 
biases. It will be important to further dissect these issues, especially as applied to this data. This 
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is a vast field of study which this thesis can only touch upon. Some would even say that 
understanding the causes of such systematic errors needs to be resolved in order for 
phylogenetics to be considered a mature science. 

In the next sections we look in more detail at the behaviour of key parameters in evolutionary 
models. For this we focus upon the two most commonly used approximations to unequal rates 

across sites: the invariant sites I i .r. model, and the r distribution of site rates .  

5.3.8 Properties of parameter estimates under URAS ML models 

We now look at how the different types of submodel compared on this data. The figure 5 .6 
clearly indicates the huge difference in fit (measured on the x-axis as the 02 statistic) between 
models which incorporate a distribution of rates across sites (figure 5 .6a and b), versus those 

which do not (figure 5.6c) . To a first order of approximation, the r and the invariant sites 

distribution fit much better than the i.r. distributed models (on average by 90 to 10002 units) .  

Viewed from this perspective they are very similar in fit, although by an asymptotic X2 

distribution, the r model would appear to be fitting substantially better. An approximate test is to 

consider the invariant sites I r model to be the super model and dropping one parameter 

generates the r model (0 difference) or the invariant sites model (which is worse by 8.98, that is 

significant at the a =  0.0 1 level on a X2 distribution with d .f. = 1 ) .  Another difference between 

models (not shown in the figures) is that the i .r. Jukes-Cantor model also fitted about 80 02 units 
worse than the models allowing for unequal rates across sites (i.r. I J-C 02 = 25 1 .6 1 ,  Pinv I J -C 02 

= 1 69 .06 (Pinv = 0.275), r I J-C 02 = 169.37, (k = 0.837)), but about 90 02 units worse than any 

model which allowed transitions and transversions different rates .  While allowing unequal rates 
across sites tends to make the biggest difference in edge lengths, allowing for transversions to go 
slower than transitions often makes a larger difference in overall fit (a point noted also by Y ang 
et al. 1 994). Also surprising is how under the Jukes-Cantor mechanism, the invariant sites model 

and the r model have reversed their relative goodness-of-fit, showing that unless model 

assumptions are quite realistic it may be unwise to believe the finer details of differences in 
models . Note how the estimate of Pinv under this simplest of mechanisms was very similar to the 
most general model (see table 5 .7), while the estimate of k has shifted more noticeably . We 
return to discuss  this feature later. 

The models which allow the rates of change across sites to follow the r distribution, here fit 

better than the equivalent model using the invariant sites method (compare figures 5 .6a and b). 
The difference appears to be significant by an Akaike type lnLR test of the best fitting model in 

each class (the difference in G2 between the very best model of each type i s  8 .97, which 

asymptotically should be distributed as chi-square with l .d .f., Sakamoto, et al. 1 986, Miller 
1 990) . The models with more parameters generally fit better than those with fewer, but the 
importance of allowing a separate overall rate for the 3 main classes of changes (tr, tv l ,  tv2) i s  
indicated by the better fit of the 5 + 2 + 1 = 8 parameter homogeneous 3ST model (fig. 5 .6 a-c, 

marked as 3ps) vs the 2 x 5 + 1 = 1 1  parameter 2ST non-homogeneous model (marked as 2p) .  
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The distinctly higher frequency of type 2 transversions (e.g. see table 5 .7) also shows up 
distinctly in the spectra of figure 2. 1 0. That the mixed intermediate model 2 (i3) fits worst of its 
type, suggests that transitions and type 1 transversions have the most significantly different 
processes of change in this data. This may, however, also be a reflection that these types of 
changes are more common in the data (i.e. the changes on the right edge and leading diagonal of 
fig .  2 . 10) and the statistic test is therefore more sensitive to their differences. 

Some other general trends are also apparent. Figures 5 .6a and b suggest that the separation 
between trees is generally becoming greater as the models approximate the true model more 
closely (the y = -x trend in the points). This trend is not evident in 5 .6c with the i .r. model. We 
are not sure if the difference in fit between the two non-optimal binary trees is random, or 
whether it is reflecting some particular bias in each model (this feature is the basis of a test 
described in chapter 6) . 

Figure 5 .6d indicates that the optimised proportion of invariant sites tends to be larger on the 
worse fitting trees (the points are Pinv under a non-optimal tree minus Pinv of the optimal tree) .  
This parameter, like branch lengths, can "be called upon" to help explain the changes which seem 
to be too frequent under a specific tree model (such as those parsimony patterns supporting the 
eocyte tree, when the model incorporates the halobacterial tree). In doing so Pinv. like edge 
lengths, tends to be larger under the worse fitting trees. Sometimes with this sort of plot, there 
appears to be a predominant y = x trend, although often with contradiction (here from the model 
2Pf). A similar trend holds with the shape of the r distribution (figure 5 .6e, where M equals k of 

the optimal tree minus k of a nonoptimal tree) which tends to be more extreme (i.e. implies more 
unequal rates across sites) on the less well fitting trees. This trend is like that shown in figure 5 .3 ,  
and i t  suggests that i t  is necessary to have confidence in both parts of the model (tree and 
mechanism of evolution) in order to be sure of accurate estimates of these parameters. While the 
differences are not so large here, ML modeling of 2-state (RJY) data for sets of five early 
eukaryotes from the 1 6S-like rRNA data of figure 3 . 1 2, for example, sees differences as large as 
k = 0.65 on an optimal tree, falling to k = 0.25 on a non-optimal tree. As we see more clearly 
later, both k and Pinv also tend to be called upon to help explain excess multiple hits when the 
other parts of the mechanism don't do this so well (often seen in a comparison of more to less 
general models) . They can do this in a fairly crude way because as the distribution of rates across 
sites becomes more extreme, there is an increasing probability of the patterns showing 
parallelisms, convergences, and 3 or more states. 
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section 5 . 3 .6), while the y-axis measures how much worse the fit of the archaebacteria tree (squares) and 

the halobacteria tree (triangles) are. The data are the 4-state rRNA sequences used for the Hadamard 

conjugation, as described in figure 2. 1 0. Notice that all values are positive (therefore the eocyte tree is 
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always the best fitting). 5.6b The same as in 5 .6a, except for models with the shape parameter for the r 
distribution being optimised (invariant sites set to zero). 5.6c The same as 5.6a, but all sites assuming 
identical rates (i.r.). 5.6d The same models as in figure 5.6a, with the y-axis measuring the difference in the 
optimised proportion of invariant sites on the two worse fitting trees. 5.6e As for (d) but with r distributed 
models measuring how much lower the value of the shape parameter (k) was for the other two trees. 5.6f 

The inferred transition to transversion ratio for the different models. The r models shown in 5 .6a are shown 
as squares (ranked in order from best to worst fitting according to the r model), the pinv models are marked 
with diamonds, and the .i.r. models are marked with triangles. (The tr/tv ratio is calculated as the sum of all 
transition edge lengths divided by the sum of all transversion edge lengths). 

Like the shape of the distribution of rates across sites, the inferred transition to transversion 
ratio may also vary systematically with the type of model being used. Figure 5 .6f shows that in 
general the tr/tv ratio was higher for models incorporating the r distribution (yellow), than for 

i .r. models (purple). The invariant sites models inferred even higher tr/tv ratios (green) .  The 
intermediate models (i models in the figure) showed the most volatility in this ratio, possibly 
because they were each forced to link a different pair of types of change, and some of these 
match-ups called for altering the tr I tv ratio in order to best fit observed and expected site pattern 
frequencies . The more general models, here at least, did not give the highest ratio of tr/tv (for the 
set of models assuming the same distribution of rates across sites). This trend is not without 
contradiction. 

All of the models that allow for unequal rates across sites, and a different rate for transitions 
to transversions, fit the data adequately when their G2 statistics are compared with expected 
asymptotic chi-squared distributions (e.g. the a = 0.05 level for the worst fitting invariant sites 

model with the homogeneous 2P mechanism of change is x20 05 (56 d.f.) = 74.47, while the 

observed fit is slightly better than this). In chapter 6, identifying which of the adequately fitting 
models appears to be the most "ideal model" (i.e. fewest parameters to adequately explain the 
data) is addressed, as is the issue of reliable assessment of the goodness-of-fit when faced with 
potentially sparse data. It is interesting that the data fits any model well, given evidence that 
some sites supporting the eocyte tree are due to bias in Lake's particular alignment strategy, and 
also evidence of an atypical "signal" apparently coming from the halophilic bacteria in relation to 
the other species in the methanogen group (e.g. Olsen and Woese 1989, and consistent with our 
analyses of other data sets, see figures 5 . 1  and especially 3 . 1 1 and 3 . 1 2) .  

If this i s  the case, i t  suggests that even a good fit between data and model can only be 
validated after considering the reliability of the alignment. Such a result must also make us very 
wary in our interpretation of integrated alignment-tree building algorithms such as that of Hein 
( 1990), which could confound both steps of data analysis, and make testing of fit of data to 
model very difficult. Fortunately the secondary structure in rRNA allows for some true 
objectively in its alignment. This feature of a fairly close fit of data to model (not necessarily 
within expected sampling error, but close) is also seen in similar data by Goldman ( 1993a). Trees 
built by Yang ( 1 993, 1994) and Yang and Roberts ( 1 995), based on other types of ML model 
analysing similar data also favour the eocyte tree. Given the analyses in chapter 3 which tended 
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to give clearest support for the archaebacterial tree (see also Olsen 1 987 on this issue), this raises 
the question of how reliable any i.i .d. model can be for anciently diverged data with sparse 
species sampling? That is not to say that things will always go wrong, but it is doubtful where 
standard goodness-of-fit statistics can be relied upon to diagnose this. 

5.3.9 ML analysis of Hominoid mtDNA. 

Next are presented the analyses that were preparation for the manuscript of Waddell and 
Penny ( 1 995) which was accepted by the editors for publishing in August of 1993. At the time 
there were no published methods of making ML calculations assuming a continuous distribution 
of rates across sites, and a prime purpose of exploring a variety of different models was to better 
understand the behaviour of these models. Since these calculations were done, Yang ( 1 993) ,  and 
Yang et al. ( 1994) have published papers on ML models with a continuous distribution of rates 

across sites, while we published a mathematical proof of the r distributed models used in this 

thesis in Steel et al. ( 1993)(see also appendix 2.2), and were told by the editors to anticipate 
imminent publication of Waddell and Penny ( 1 995). The reasons for the ongoing delays at 
Clarendon Press are not clear, however Waddell and Penny is available as a preprint from the 
authors. In keeping with much of the rest of the thesis results are presented in figure form where 
the results may be best appreciated. The data were the six aligned 5kb mtDNA sequences of 
Horai et al. ( 1 992), unedited except for the removal of some short deletions in non-coding 
regwns .  

The aim of this section i s  to evaluate some general features of ML models as they might be 
expected to be applied to moderately divergent sequences. By not editing the mtDNA into rate 
classes or other "process" partitions (Bull et al. 1993) we expect to exaggerate some of these 
effects. However, this exaggeration is desirable as it gives us some expectation of the sort of 
"fluctuations" which should be expected in more anciently diverged sequences which have been 
edited into somewhat homogeneous classes (such as using mtDNA amino acid sequences to infer 
mammalian order phylogeny and divergence times, e.g. Cao et al. 1 994) but where the model is 
clearly an approximation of a much more complex process .  

Overall there were 3 main groupings of models as judged by fit to the data (see the x-axis of 
figure 5 .7c) . The best models were those which allow for variation of rates across sites and a 
different transition to transversion ratio, with those modeling a proportion of invariant sites 

superior to their equivalent except for assuming a r distribution of rates (these model s  have a G2 

statistic in the range of "" 280-390) . The inferred proportion of variable sites (about 40%) is 

slightly more than the proportion of sites which are third position or non-coding (about 30%), 

and is probably due to changes in the tRNA genes and some of the less conserved amino acid 
substitutions. The next set of models, with G2 statistics on average about 500 G2 units worse than 
their counterparts, are identical rate models allowing for distinct transition versus transversion 
rates. Lastly, there are those models which do not differentiate transitions from transversions; 
these have very poor G2 statistics .  Amongst these models the gap between the i .r. and the unequal 
distribution of rates across sites models has closed up considerably . We attempted to optimise 
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both a proportion of invariant sites, and a r d istribu t ion for the remammg variable sites. 

However, on this data as with the examples in the preceding sect ion,  these two parameters 

behaved in an antagonist ic manner, wi th Pinv taking its optimal value, and k being driven to a 

value equivalent to identical rates (k > I 000) .  One interpretation of th is  resul t  i s  that the i nvariant 

s i te model was better describing an apparent bimodal ity in the s i te rates, between predominantly 

third posit ions, versus most other s i tes .  Perhaps the addi tion of a partial  r d istribution was 

di luting this bimodal i ty,  making for a worse fi t to the data, or perhaps the invariant s i tes model 

was already predict ing an excess of the patterns which the r model might otherwi se help to 

explain. (Checks were made, as for the separate program s howing simi lar resu lts with the rRNA 

sequences ( see section 5 .3 .6 ) .  Manual ly  sett ing k to s l ightly larger values when Pun was optimal 

showed a smoothly decreas ing fit of data to model ,  consistent with this being a true min imum) .  

Next, the re lationships and properties of parameter est i mates in these model s  are considered. 

First to be considered is the correlation between goodness-of-fit of the model and the inferred 

distribution of rates across sites .  More c learly than i n  figure 5 .6, figures 5 .7a and b show clear 

correlations between the goodness-of-fit of a model,  and the optimal value describing a 

distribution of rates across s i tes .  The tendency i s  for worse fitt ing models to imply a more 

unequal d istribution of rates across sites. The plots i n  figures 5.8a and b also emphasise a general 

s imi larity in the behaviour of equi valent models ,  except that a r d istribut ion rep laces the 

assumption of a proportion of in variant sites .  The re lati ve rank of models  remains the same. 

while differences in G2 between equivalent model s ( but for the distribut ion of rates across sites) 

is  also impress ive .  Thi s  further strengthens our argument  made throughout this thesis  that the 

invariant s i tes models can closely approximate other d istributions of rates across sites .  

Whi le the trend of worse fi tting models tending to predict more unequal rates across sites 

was clear amongst the more c losely related mechanisms of substitution,  and also between the fit 

of trees within a data set (e .g. figure 5 . 3 ), i t  did not apply to  four models  not shown in figure 5 .7a 

or b.  These are the very poorly fi tting Jukes-Cantor or Poi sson based model s  ( seen in figure 5.6c 

at the far right) . These models  returned values of p;n, of 0 .539 1 and 0.5395 for the i nvariant sites 

models and k of 0 .5662 and 0.5678 (the second number of each pair being for the c lock 

constrained models) .  As shown later in  this section, both t hese values are s ignificantly d ifferent 

from the values they take when a separate rate of trans i t ions to transversions is al lowed. This 

finding shows how i mportant i t  i s  to have major features of the model s  correct in order to be able 

to rely on parameter est imates, and associated confi dence intervals .  C learly given the 

approximate nature of all i . i .d .  models ,  our confidence in  parameter estimates should be 

discounted in  proportion to how anc ient and diverged the d ata are. 
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FIGURE 5.7a-e Relationships between parameter values and goodness-of-fit for a variety of submodels of 
the extended Kimura 3P set of models (blue are invariant sites models green are gamma distributed 

models, red are i .r .  models, and with labels as per the text of section 3 . 3 . 6  shown in (a), (b) and (e) 

respectively). 5. 7a A plot of the optimal proportion of invariant sites versus fit of model (fit would usually 
be plotted on (continued next page) 
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the x-axis but we have plotted i t  vertical ly  to emphasis the symmetry o f  this fig ure with 5 .7b) .  5.7b, as for 

5 .7a except the shape parameter k is plotted against fit. 5.7c Fit  plotted agai nst sum of edge lengths. 5 .7d-e 

Close up views of fit versus edge weights for the in variant sites and I models .  The trends shown in each 

case are d iscussed in the text. 

Also of general interest is the relat ionship between goodness-of-fit of a model and edge 
lengths in the tree (measured in the expected number of substi tutions per site) . This is shown in 

figure 5 .6c . The general trend for this data is clear; the better fitting models are predicting larger 
amounts of change. The invariant sites models, for example, are predict ing over twice as much 
change as the i . r. models, even though this change has occurred over fewer s i tes ( about 60% 
fewer sites 1 ) . Indeed the invariant sites model is suggesting a substantial 0.751( 1 -Pmv) = 0.7510.4 
= 1 . 875 substitutions per variable site ' Notice also that the invariant sites model s infer 

substantial ly more substitution has occurred than the corresponding r di stribution models .  This 

shows that we need to be confident in the true distribut ion of rates across sites, in order to be 

able to estimate accurately how much change has occurred. 

It i s  interesting to consider more closely the re lationship of the sum of edge lengths versus G2 

in the mode ls allowing unequal rates across sites, as shown in figure 5 .7d .  The general trend of 
longer edges with better fitting models general ly holds, but there are exceptions . Again we notice 

the striking similarity of rank of the invariant sites, versus the r distributed models, and it 

certa in ly seems they are behaving in a simi lar manner. In contrast. amongst the i . r .  models there 

is some redi stribution of the rank of the edge lengths of model type (the three intermediate 

models are not calculated in this instance) .  It wi l l  be interesting to see how general the 

correlat ion of increas ing edge length w ith respect to goodness-of-fit i s  when measured across a 
wide variety of models and data types . 

Next we consider the re l i abi l ity with which transition to transvers ion rat ios are est imated. This 

ratio i s  calculated as the sum of all edge lengths measured in transit ions, di vided by the sum of 
all edge lengths measured in transversions ( results are shown in figure 5 . 8a) .  A number of trends 

are apparent . General ly, the better fitting models which allow for unequal rates across sites infer 

a higher tr I tv ratio than the i . r. models .  However, the trend within the models al lowing unequal 

rates across sites is clearly the opposite . In addition there is a c lear dist inction, with the r models 

here favouring h igher tr I tv ratios than the corresponding invariant s ites mode l .  A possible cause 

of the tendency towards lower tr I tv ratios amongst the best fitt ing unequal rates across s i tes 

models ,  is that the unequalness amongst transversional changes ( i .e . between tv l and tv2 

changes) has lead to the rarer type 2 changes having more leverage upon the model, thus drawing 

the tr I tv ratio towards explaining these rarer changes better, and so pushing the tr I tv rat io up. 

By  leverage we mean the effect that a few outl iers can cause a squares weighted method (for 

example) to give them more weight in determin ing model parameters than the bulk of the better 

fitting observations. The G2 statistic is c losely related to the X2 statistic (see Read and Cressie 

1 988 for example), and the l atter stat i stic (as its name suggests) is a weighted sum of squares 

method . Thi s  of course only explains those models where there is not a separate rate for type one 

and two transversions. The second effect which IS apparently pushing up 
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FIGURE 5.8a A plot of models goodness-of-fit vs inferred transition to transversion ratio (models are the 

same as those in figure 5 . 7  excepting the l P  models). 5.8b Plot of model fit vs estimated sequence 
divergence times (relative to orangutan divergence). The highest set of clusters (squares and diamonds) 
are human-gorilla divergence, the next lower are human chimp (stars and triangles), and the lowest are 
common-pygmy chimp (crosses, balls and bars). Again the models are the same as those in 5 . 8a, but each 
divergence time may be estimated in different ways. The chimp sequences showed signs of having evolved 

more slowly than either human, gorilla or orangutan. Squares and stars represent divergence times 
estimated ignoring edge to chimps, diamonds and triangles represent their inclusion in averages of edge 

lengths. The balls are average of two chimp edges to edges leading back to orangutan split, bars are 
taking more divergent of two chimp lineages only, and crosses are estimating human-chimp split 
(excluding chimp sequences), then measuring chimp divergence time relative to this split rather than all 
the way back to (continued next page) 
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orangutan. The means and standard deviations of all the different human-gorilla divergence time estimates 
is 0.6 1 (s.d. = 0.02 1 ), for human-chimp it is 0.45 (s.e. 0.029), while for chimp-chimp it is 0. 1 7  (s.d. = 
0.016). The large crosses and bars to the left are the estimated divergence times (plus or minus 2 s.e.) using 
just the observed amino acid differences between the Great apes and humans, as reported in Horai et al. 

1 995). 

the tr I tv ratio in the worse fitting models, is an unequal rate of transitions to transversions on 
different edges in the tree. (At least this is how the generalised 3P model sees it; it is not to 
suggest there really is a different ratio of transition to transversional changes on each edge, this 
could itself be an artifact of an inadequacy in the model in relation to the true evolution of these 
sequences) . All in all, then, there is some doubt as to which models are best inferring the 
transition to transversion ratio. Indeed it is quite possible that the true tr I tv ratio is higher again, 
and this might only come out by comparing many closely related sequences, or having a model 
which better accounts for all the relevant factors (including exact distribution of rates across 
sites, a more exact description of the relative substitution rates, codon usage, functional 
correlations, etc .) .  Again this shows that one needs to cautious about the reliability of model 
estimates as the total amount of divergence becomes non-trivial. It is obvious that we are very 
much relying upon our models to "correct" for unseen multiple substitutions, and if there is 
uncertainty in the exact model, this can add a considerable additional uncertainty to such 
estimates. 

Figure 5 . 8b shows results of much interest to the studies in Waddell and Penny ( 1 995), and a 
major impetus for developing and applying maximum likelihood models allowing for a 
continuous distribution of rates across sites. The aim is to estimate relative divergence times of 
the African apes and humans from coding regions, in this case principally mtDNA. An a priori 
expectation was that these extended models would infer more recent divergence times, since we 
anticipated underestimation of the deeper edges in the tree, especially the edge grouping the 
African horninoids. Such a prediction comes directly from Golding ( 1 983) who showed that not 
taking into account unequal rates across sites could lead to a profound under estimate of the 
larger distances (which are paths through molecular-clock constrained trees). In actuality figure 
5 .8b shows a more complex situation . The addition of a distribution of rates across sites did 
indeed result in slightly more recent divergence times under all the clock models . However, the 
general trend was for little change from the i .r. models, with an opposite trend amongst the better 
fitting models (i.e. towards older divergence dates). Clearly something may be amiss. 

That the model-based estimates in figure 5 .8b are systematically biased is suggested by the 
more recent publication of the complete mtDNA sequences of the great apes and humans (Horai 
et al. 1 995). Using just the non-synonymous substitutions which showed relatively little evidence 
of multiple hits, and measuring relative observed path lengths (which do not violate a "clock" 
amongst the African apes and humans), we arrive at the divergence dates marked by the crosses 
in figure 5 .8b. Estimating the standard errors of these estimates using methods discussed in 
chapter 6 (see also Waddell and Penny 1995), shows that our model based estimates of the two 
older divergences are clearly distinct, although the chimp-chimp relative divergence is in good 
agreement (a trend consistent with a strong underestimation of the lengths of the longer paths in 
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the tree) . At present we cannot explain these trends, they may be due to underestimation of 
multiple changes amongst the most rapidly evolving sites. This could be alleviated by separate 
analysis of the main classes of sites, especially separate treatment of first, second and third 
position coding sites, and the tRNA sites (as identified in Horai et al. 1 992). It might also reduce 
bias to analyse at least some genes separately to others, as the study of Cao et al. ( 1 994) 
suggests. 

In addition, the average divergence data drops by 1 0-20% (mostly for the CP divergence 
time) if the relative divergence time since the orangutan divergence is estimated using a average 
of all the African taxa's edge lengths i.e. (C+P)/2 +CP+H)/2 +HCP+G)/2 +HCPG) rather than 
just the backbone lineage (e.g. for the HCP divergence it would ignore the gorilla lineage) as the 
total time back to the orangutan node (note this makes no difference in the HCPG divergence 
time, since all African taxa are used there anyhow). Using the orangutan edge as well to estimate 
the branching point further drops the divergence data more (since the orangutan edge length 
tends to be large) . We did not do this (except under the clock models) as we felt wary of 
systematic biases in such long edges (but since the clock appears to hold, this may be 

unfounded) . It is important to appreciate that just which lineages are used to estimate divergence 
time gives rise to a fluctuation in relative divergence dates which can easily be of the order of 10-
20%. Different possibilities for estimating divergence dates include: using all taxa (which for 
ML is best integrated statistically as a clock model): just the taxa in the branch leading from the 

calibration point down to the taxa whose relative divergence time is being estimated (as done in 
figure 5.8 due to concern over generation times and possible model systematic biases in the more 
distant relatives) : only the back bone lineage (i .e. an average of all taxa descendant from the node 
of interest, divided by this number plus just the edges from this node back to the calibration 
point, again useful if earlier taxa are suspected of showing any biases) : or any of the previous 

methods, minus the edges leading to specific taxa which are suspected of misbehavior (e.g. in 
this case we sometimes excluded chimps as Horai et al. 1 992 suspected they may be going 
slower than average, although clock tests were marginal either way, depending on the test and 
model assumptions (analyses not shown)). 

Most importantly, these results alert us to the difficulties that need to be resolved when 
relying upon models to take into account multiple substitutions prior to measuring relative edge 
or path lengths .  A good example where this issue will have to be considered, is in inferring the 
divergence times of mammalian and bird orders in attempting to answer the old controversy of 

which, if any, of the orders of these groups had evolved prior to the demise of the wingless 

dinosaurs at the end of the Cretaceous. Because this is a substantially older divergence than those 
involved here (going back at least three times as far), it will be important to test for various types 
of systematic error before accepting claims either way. 

The relationship between fit and the shape parameter (k) in the 3P r model, is a smooth 

parabola like curve as shown in Figure 5.9a. This smooth shape is very much like that of Pinv 
verses fit (e.g. figure 3 . 1 0), or transition to transversion ratio(s) versus fit as seen with this and 
other ML models (unpublished analyses using Kimura 3ST models and the DNAML program) . 
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This suggests all these parameters should be reasonably well behaved, (being without any apparent 

discontinuities of multiple optima), especially with regards to constructing confidence intervals 

about them. 
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FIGURE 5 .9a The relationship between k-o s (or c .v .)  vs fit of the gamma distribution 3P per edge model, 

for the same 5 species and data used in figure 5 .4  (the species being, human, common chimp, gorilla, 

orangutan, and siamang) . Overall the relationship is smooth and approximately parabolic. The vertical 

dotted lines indicate the points at which the model optimised but for the shape parameter k is worse by 

3 . 84 G2 units than when k is optimised. This is an approximate 95% confidence interval which runs from 

c.v. = 1 . 53-1 .85 (k from 0.43 to 0.29) .  (b) The relationship between c.v. and sum of internal and external 

edge lengths (blue-gray and blue lines respectively), and inferred divergence times of human-gorilla (red 

line) and human chimp (dark green line using both human and chimp lineages, light green ignoring 

chimp lineage)(all measured as ratio of edge lengths from tips of these taxa to internal node of split vs 

length back to node where orangutan diverges). 

Figure 5. 9b shows the relationship between estimated relative divergence times, and also the 

total sum of edge lengths, as the rates across sites, which are assumed to follow a r distribution, 

become more extreme (all other parameters being simultaneously optimised) . As expected, the 

external edge lengths get longer at an increasing rate, while the internal edge lengths increase more 

s lowly, then apparently stop increasing and finally decrease. Divergence times initially decrease 

s lightly, then, somewhat surprisingly begin to rise again . (this rise appears to be due to the internal 

edges, especially the common human-chimp-gorilla edge increasing in length more slowly) . The 

human-chimp and human-gorilla divergence times then begin to converge, as the internal human

chimp edge begins to shrink in size relative to the external edges of human and chimp . Again there 

is an interplay of factors, which suggest we need to be reasonably confident of our model to know 

if our estimates are likely to be biased upwards or downwards . The reason for the stall and then 

decrease in the size of the internal edges, may be visualised as the more rapidly evolving sites 

(expected under as the c.v. rises) increasingly explaining the "informative" (continues next page) 
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changes supporting the internal edges as due to multiple hits. In the region of the optimal fit of k, 
divergence t imes  are moderately stable .  The difference in the l ight and dark green l ines is the 
inferred divergence time of humans and chimps, varying depending upon whether the chimp 

l ineage i s  excluded from this calculat ion on the suspicion it has s lowed down (a poss ib i l ity 
suggested by Horai et al. 1 992, evident but not quite significant  at the 95% level under our 

model s  by a clock constraint test and not evident in the amino acid based studies of Adachi and 

Hasegawa 1 995, where chimps if anything appear s l ightly faster evolving than humans) . 

The issue of standard errors on parameters in these models is an important one. A standard 

assumption is that the difference in G2 statistics can be rel iably used under a variety of 

c ircumstances . Asymptotical ly (c  � oo)  and under the null model (which includes knowing the 

true tree) both G2 and differences of G2 are expected to have a chi-squared distribution , with 

easi ly c alculated degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, the very s parse nature of nucleotide data 

suggests that this i s not true, and that G2 and even differences in G2 are usually compressed i n  

their range and have lower expected values ( see Reeves 1 992, Goldman 1 993 ,  and chapter 6) .  

There are two common ways of inferring the G2 difference invoked by changing a parameters 

value (this change in G2 then being used to construct a confidence interval ,  for example ) .  The 
theoretical ly proper way is to alter the parameter of interest unti l the fit of model to data worsens 
by a specified amount, al l the while reoptimising all other free parameters in the model .  
(Asymptotical ly and under the model , the difference i n  fit as one parameter randomly fluctuates 

about its optimal value is expected to be a chi-square random variable with one degree of 

freedom, which at a =  0.05 implies that G2 must change by 3 .84 to be considered significant ) .  An 

approximation used to avoid extra computation is to change the parameter of interest without 

reoptimisation (this approach is used, for example, in the program DNAML of Felsenstein 1 993) . 

We evaluated the difference in estimated confidence intervals with and without simultaneous 

optimisation . Firstly without reoptimisation. the 95% confidence interval (C.I . )  for the parameter 

k of the I P  gamma distributed model was estimated to be from 0.487 to 0.668 (with the optimal 

value being 0.568, for the 6 sequences of Horai et al. 1 992) . When we reoptimised other 

parameters, with k fixed to these boundary values, the difference in G2 from the optimal model 

decreased, being 3 .37 at the lower end and 3 .43 at the upper end of the C.I .  Using asymptotic 

approximations ,  this impl ied a rather than being 0.05 was really c loser to 0.064 to 0.066, which 

is a rel atively minor change. However, making a s imi lar comparison on the best fitting invariant 
sites model with 3 parameters per edge (and 28 parameters in total ) ,  there is a more substantial 

change .  The 95% C.I. of Pinv was 0.5733 to 0.6095 using the approximate method, but this was 

only an 84% C . I. when we reoptimised the other parameters (the difference in G2 decreased by 

2.05 at the lower Pinv value, and 1 .89  at the other end of the approximate C.I .  value). Thus the 

approximation appears to be getting worse the more free parameters there are in the model ,  and 

as this number increases it is expected that under asymptotic conditions th is interval w i l l  be too 

narrow .  A binomial C.I .  on Pinv (which as already d iscussed has a binomial marginal distribution) 
is from 0.5777 to 0.6053 ,  and Monte Carlo s imulations by Goldman ( 1 993b) suggest that such 

intervals are qui te exact. This suggests that due to sparseness, both of the former two confidence 
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intervals are too wide, and it may be best to trust the binomial interval. Unfortunately, there is no 
binomial interval for the other parameters in the model (e.g. k, edge lengths etc.) .  It will be useful 
to know if estimating the distortion of the confidence interval for Pinv , by reference to the 
binomial, will yield a reliable calibration of the factor by which sparseness is altering the 
confidence interval of other parameters in the same model. Hopefully then such an estimate 
could also be transferred to similar models (similar in the mechanism of change, the tree, the 
total number of free parameters, and the overall fit) which do not have Pinv in them. 

In either case, the confidence interval about Pinv is reasonably tight. This confirms that there 
are significant differences between the 1P vs all other models (the difference in Pinv being a 
change from about 0.6 to just 0.54), when it came to inferring the dispersion of rates across sites. 
A test of the difference in the means of two binomial variables is highly significant (the 
difference in means is > 0.05, with an expected standard error of only 0.010, so z is > 5, 
P << 0.00 1 ), and this is without taking account of the positive correlation of Pinv under the 
different models due to sharing the same data, which would increase the significance level. 

5.3.9.1 Other results on this mtDNA data 

A large number of these analyses were replicated usmg the rrummum X2 method of 
measuring fit of model to data. The minimum X2 method sometimes outperforms ML methods on 
certain types of data (see Cressie and Read 1 988). For this data, and these models, we found the 
performance of these methods very similar (data not shown). The size of the X2 statistic to the G2 

statistic tended to be very volatile on the hominoid data, it would move from 60% of the size of 
the G2 statistic to 60% larger than G2 on moderately ill fitting models (with unoptimised 
parameters) . X2 tended to on average, appear larger than the G2 statistic on the hominoid data. On 
the four rRNA sequences, it tended to be smaller, and generally more similar to G2. This 
difference is most likely due to either the sparseness of the data (especially on cells with a count 
of 2, for example, when the expected value is less than 0.5) or equally due to an increased 
sensitivity to certain departures from the model (e.g. see Read and Cressie 1 988). As an example 
of the sort of differences that using the X2 criteria makes, the X2 statistic at the G2 minimum of 
the inverse Gaussian model of table 5 .7 was 34.97 versus 37.78 for the G2 statistic. When 
optimising explicitly by the minimum X2 criteria, but keeping all other factors equal, the X2 

statistic dropped to 34.29. With this criterion the optimal shape parameter changed from 0.298 to 
0.269, the over all tr/tv ratio from 2.69 to 2.70 (with !:tr: !:tv 1 :  !:tv2 = 1 .570: 0.353 :  0.808), with 

the sum of edge lengths increasing from 2.426 to 2.73 1  (this tends to reflect an increased 
emphasis on explaining some of the rarer patterns). That is, while the overall indication of 
goodness of fit often did not agree, especially on the worse fitting models, the estimates by the 
minimum X2 criteria were, everywhere we looked, generally very similar to the ML estimates. 
Later in this chapter evaluations do suggest that the minimum X2 method will sometimes have a 
slight edge over the ML method in specific situations. The overall impression was of very similar 
behaviour, with the most noticeable advantage of the X2 method being that a quick perusal of the 
term (observed - expected/ I expected per cell offered a useful way to spot specific deviations 
from the model. 
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Recently we have had access to test versions of PAUP* (Swofford 1 995), and have been able 
to further test our predictions of model behaviour. The model with which we will compare the 

earlier results is a 9 parameter time reversible model, with a numerical integration of the r 
distribution in 50 equal sized intervals ,  with each interval represented by the mean rate (a model 
like that used by Yang 1 994). Optimising all free parameters (a total of 9 rates + l shape + 9edges 
= 1 9) ,  this model applied to the edited Horai et al. ( 1 992) data had a log likelihood of - 14,429.78 

(versus - 14,787 .50 for the 3Pf' model), and estimated k = 0.247, with tr/tv = 1 3 . 1 2. The edge 

lengths of the homogeneous time reversible model (and the 3Pf' model in brackets for 

comparison) were: H:  0 .0790 (0.068 1 ), C .0225 (0.0206), P 0.01 82 (0.01 73), G 0. 1 044 (0.0834), 
0 0.2243 (0. 149), S 0 .2828 (0. 1 69), CP 0.03 16  (0.288), HCP 0 .. 0306 (0.0217) ,  and HCPG 
0.077 1 (0.542). The sum of all edge lengths was 0.793 (substitutions per site), while the 
estimated divergence times were CP 0 . 108 (with all African taxa used), HCP 0.369 or 0.445 
(excluding chimps) and HCPG 0.565 or 0.603 (excluding chimps) . The corresponding estimates 

from the 28 parameter 3Pf' model were k = 0.35 1 ,  tr I tv = 7 .63 sum of edge lengths 0.6 1 1 ,  CP 

divergence 0. 138 (with all African taxa used), HCP 0 .427 or 0.502 (excluding chimps) and 
HCPG 0.601 or 0.638 (excluding chimps). Clearly this homogeneous general time reversible 
model fits the data much better (if we are not going to adjust for unequal base composition) and 
with fewer parameters than the 3P model, with a difference in G2 (measured on the 41 data) of 

2 x (-14,441 .07 minus - 14,787) = 692.86 a large change (although not directly comparable to the 

changes seen under the order 41_ 1 • statistic, e.g. figure 5 .7 ,  since the likelihood there is compacted 
by about 2 times relative to the order 41 likelihood). Such a change may be expected given the 
clearly unequal base compositions in this data (see section 1 .9 .2). 

Other models taking into account base frequencies showed similar behaviour. The Hasegawa 
et al. ( 1 985) (or HKY 85) mechanism has five distinct parameters, and is a submodel of the 

general time reversible model. If we look at this model plus r we have a likelihood of - 14,446.7 

and the parameters k = 0.232, and tr I tv = 1 1 .77. The likelihood of this mechanism, plus Pinv was 
- 14441 .08, returning parameter estimates of Pinv = 0.626, tr I tv = 9 .40, and a sum of edge lengths 
of 0.696. The estimated divergence times were CP 0. 1 35 (with all African taxa used), HCP 0.398 
or 0.466 (excluding chimps) and HCPG 0.576 or 0.6 10  (excluding chimps). 

The shifts in parameter estimates in going to the general time reversible model from the K3P 
model, were partly predictable from earlier findings. The drop in k mimicked the jump seen in 
the difference of the Poisson models ,  to those allowing unequal transition to transversion rates 
(the same occurred with the Pinv HKY 85 model). The close relatives of the general time 
reversible model are showing the same trends seen under the K3P model, that is, k increases 
s lightly as the model gets worse. The change in the tr/tv ratio was quite large, it is still 
fluctuating over quite a range, 1 3 .2 - 9 .4, amongst the models allowing for unequal base 
composition. The expectation is that still better fitting models (e .g. those better matching the 
distribution of rates across sites, probably easiest done by data editing into first positions, second 
positions etc. ,  perhaps mixed with a 1 2  parameter mechanism of evolution) will see another 

increase in estimated tr/tv ratios. How high this ratio can go for this data is uncertain. In the 
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control region of humans, where fewer multiple changes may be hidden due to many 
intraspecific samples, the ratio seems very large (e.g. see Kocher and Wilson 199 1 ,  Penny et al. 

1 995) . 

The mcrease in the sum of edge lengths on the models allowing for unequal base 
composition was of some size, and to be expected with estimating increasingly unequal rates 
across sites (it is slightly larger than the 0.78 sum of edge lengths for the best K3P invariant sites 
model). The change in edge lengths was uneven, being most pronounced on the longer edges 
(e .g. the orangutan edge increased 5 1%  while the increase for siamang was a large 68%, under 

the general time reversible r model) . This accordingly decreased the divergence times of the 

more recent nodes. Again the r and the Pinv models differ in their predictions, with the Pinv 

models favouring older divergence times. Better fitting models may continue this trend, towards 
more recent divergence times (especially allowing for data editing) . Overall, the changes in 
parameter estimates in going to the models which allowed for unequal base frequencies, were at 
least partly predictable. Many of them continued patterns seen earlier under the 3P model and 
submodels. 

Interestingly, a preprint received from Dr Hasegawa just before completion of this thesis 
(Adachi and Hasegawa 1 995) suggests that amino acid based ML models drop the estimated 
relative divergence times to as low as 0. 14  for chimp-chimp, 0.28 for human chimp and 0.45 for 
human gorilla, all measured relative to the human orangutan divergence time. This raises a 
dilemma of its own. If these estimates are unbiased, then the human-chimp divergence time is 
only 3-4 million years ago if the favoured date of 1 3  myr ago is used for the human orangutan 
divergence. This makes the 1 6  million year old date favoured by Waddell and Penny ( 1 995) look 
more likely, since there are now claims of substantial hominid finds of greater than 4 million 
years old (e.g. White et al. 1 994). It also raises the question of how well the mtDNA dates are 
really agreeing with the nuclear dates (including those estimated by DNA hybridisation). It will 
be interesting to see if the four times greater coalescent time of nuclear genes is adequate to 
explain the discrepancy of the mtDNA date, or whether there may be other reasons. It is also 
interesting that the amino acids and Adachi and Hasegawa's ( 1 995) models gave different relative 
dates to the 4-state model used here (even their simple Poisson model gives similar times) . 

How well the nucleotide model divergence dates match those of the amino acids is uncertain 
(the hope is they should match within sampling error when both sets of models are well tuned, 
else factors such as nonindependance of codon sites, and codon usage may be having an 

appreciable effect) . The general time reversible r model and the amino acids (see below also) 

agree well on the human-gorilla date, but the human chimp date, and the chimp-chimp date don't 
agree closely, and are going in different directions. The first thing to do to check this will be to 
edit the data so as to better match just amino acid sites (removing tRNA and non-coding regions) 
and perhaps to split into coding positions to better match the distribution of rates across sites 

(followed by fitting mixed r, inv Gaussian and Pinv distributions to each subset of sites) . Here, 

the biggest changes in estimated divergence times from the observed nucleotide mismatches 
appeared to come with use of amino acids, or else 4-state models allowing for unequal base 
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composition, and not just a distribution of rates across sites as anticipated in Waddell and Penny 
( 1 995). Clearly, these are all factors to bear in mind when making divergence time estimates, and 
their implications are considered further in chapter 6 .  

5.3.9.2 Concluding remarks to these ML single tree analyses 

This concludes our main study of the behaviour of these models of evolution, and their 
application to real data. The results suggest that distribution of rates across sites parameters tend 
to become more extreme as the model becomes worse fitting (either due to the tree, the 
mechanism of change or parameters in the model not being optimised) . This trend i s  evident with 
similar mechanisms of change, but substantial shifts in optimal values can occur when a crucial 
part of the model is deficient (e.g. not allowing for unequal tr I tv rates). Edge lengths tend to be 
hardest to define, when the exact distribution of rates across sites is unknown. Transition to 
transversion ratios do shift, but apparently not as much. These shifts are certainly enough to 
make one aware that accurate estimation i s  a matter of refining the model ,  as much as increasing 
the sequence length. The X2 criterion performs similarly to the minimum G2 or ML criterion. A 
possible trend with its use is that it places increased emphasis on the rarer changes (i .e. gives 
them more leverage) . Accordingly it will tend to predict longer edge lengths (and a wider 
distribution of rates across sites) when there are more multiple hits than expected by the model. 

There have been few studies to date of the systematic differences between models  and the 
parameter values they return. Yang et al. ( 1994) considered some features of the interrelationship 

of r shape parameter and tr I tv ratios under the Hasegawa and Kishino mechanism of evolution. 

They did not find any particularly strong trends . From the studies made here, it would seem that 
their interest in the star tree as a neutral model on which to estimate parameters i s  most likely 

wrong. Better advice would appear to be: use the best tree found to make parameter estimates, 
and then compare these with other near optimal trees to gauge the l ikely magnitude of effect due 
to the tree. The fluctuations that come with different models are harder to ascertain, but if 
confidence intervals are of importance, an effort should be made to consider how much they 
change given different assumptions .  One general way of doing this is used in Waddell and Penny 
( 1 995), but there is much room for refinement. 

5.3.10  Approximate likelihood via approximations to Hadamard conjugations. 

A potentially useful result in Szekely et al. ( 1 993) is that the Hadamard conjugation (going 

from s to y) can be expressed as a polynomial. Taking just the first term two terms offers a first 

order approximation which is easy, and computationally cheap, to calculate. Working with Dr 

Mike Steel we have derived the appropriate approximation for the inverse conjugation (y to s) for 

the models discussed in chapter 2 ;  that is for both the i .r. model, and also when there i s  a 
distribution of rates across sites. When starting with a vector description of a tree (as likelihood 

does) the result is a first order approximation of any sequence pattern s(T\ for that tree, without 
needing to calculate any other sequence pattern probability. We will call these patterns q-si(T), 
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where the q may be thought of as standing for quadratic approximation. For just those patterns i 
which are represented in a data set we calculate the quadratic-likelihood of a tree as, 

21- 1 -1  ( f J q[lnLR] = L ji ln i . 
i=o q[si (T)] x c  

As with likelihood, an unobserved pattern contributes nothing to the likelihood so when fi = 0 the 
term to the left of the summation takes on value 0. We expect the method to be most useful for 
calculating the approximate likelihood of large numbers of taxa, a situation where the exact 
Hadamard conjugation becomes computationally very expensive in terms of computer memory 
requirements, and increasingly expensive in terms of the total computations to recover the 
probabilities of a small set of patterns (often less than 400 distinct patterns even for 30 taxa)(a 
similar argument holds for other methods of calculating likelihood). This quadratic likelihood 
will also be a lot faster to calculate then the exact likelihood. It should be nearly as accurate as 
the exact likelihood for large sets of taxa which are closely related. This method can be modified 

(as a sum of terms) to accommodate a distribution of rates across sites, e.g. a r distribution. The 

main disadvantage of these approximations is they become poor as path lengths become large. 
Their main strength is expected to be in intraspecific work, or for species complexes .  An exciting 
challenge will be to integrate this work with infinite sites ML estimates of population parameters 
based on coalescent models, and hopefully give rise to fast, but reliable, finite sites population 
genetics models. A full description of this method is in preparation in co-operation with Dr Mike 
Steel. 
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5.4 RETICULATE EVOLUTION IN PHYLOGENETICS 

Here we describe some special cases of "tree selection" that were studied during the thesis. 

We firstly analyse what reticulate evolution means in terms of evolutionary trees and sequence 

patterns. In the second part of this section a special case of reticulate evolution, that of ancestral 

polymorphism, is considered. It is shown that Hadamard conjugations and ML methods offer a 

unique way to estimate the amount of ancestral polymorphism, and then via coalescent theory, 

infer the ancestral population size. 

5.4.1 A likelihood model of reticulate evolution. 

Here we describe a logical way of looking at reticulate evolution, especially when it is 

accompanied by sequence recombination within lineages descendant of the "hybrid" populations. 

B y  reticulate evolution we mean events such as hybridisation between species, where a lineage 

can trace its DNA to members of more than one "parental" species. If a DNA sequence is a 

distinct non-recombining locus, then its parentage has come from one or the other species ,  but 

not both. In a morphological or behavioural data sets, with their multiple genetic loci, it is often 

observed that the descendant population is polymorphic for its parent species traits, followed by 

sorting due to loss of parental traits (e.g. Waddell 1 990, p26-30) . Some consideration has been 

given to the implications for parsimony analysis (McDade 1 990, 1 992), but to date little work has 

been done to describe coherent models and allow the development of likelihood models .  

At the sequence level a good analogy to the situation that occurs with independent 

morphological characters, is that a stretch of sequence is inherited from two distinct ancestral 

lineages and that this locus then undergoes recombination along its length. Consequently, 

following further evolution, we cannot be sure of where the boundaries of pieces of DNA with 

separate h istories lie . Here we show that recombination within a DNA sequence makes specific 

predictions, which should allow more reliable assertion of the probability that a sequence 

underwent reticulate evolution. 

Figure 5. 10 shows a reticulate evolutionary event, with edge lengths proportional to time. We 

have started with a slightly complicated situation to show how easily it sorts itself out into a sum 

of binary trees. Two distinct reticulate events have occurred to give species b and c. Four 

separate ancestral populations have split off from the lineages leading to extant populations, and 

persisted for variable periods of time before one pair, then the other, form a hybrid populations 

with all the "parents" going extinct as independent lineages .  Associated with each reticulate 

event is a proportion indicating how much genetic material from each species becomes fixed in 

the hybrid population. 
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a b c d a b c d a b c d 

0. 1 X 0.4 = 0.04 of S I + 0. 1 X 0.6 = 0.06 Of S 2 

+ + 
a b c d a b c d 

+ 0.9 X 0.4 = 0.36 of S3 + 0.9 X 0.6 = 0.54 of s4 

FIGURE 5 . 1 0  The vector of sequence pattern probabilities under a reticulate evolutionary model. Notice that 
a reticulate phylogeny can be broken up into a set of weighted binary trees. The proportion of sites from 
each parent fixed in the "progeny" (in this case a new lineage) is shown in the reticulate phylogeny as the 
number associated with each "parental" edge. Given assumptions of independent evolution of sites we can 
predict the proportion of sites in the extant species that have each evolutionary history. Consequently we can 
calculate the probabilities (i .e. the likelihood) of sequence patterns under the reticulate phylogeny, and it is 
then a numerical step to find the ML solution. 

If we track a sequence site moving through the reticulate phylogeny, it could have had one of 

four different histories, each represented by a weighted binary tree. Indeed, considering the 

situation generally, if there are x reticulate events in a phylogeny, then at each event a site is 

involved in a binary split the site follows one or the other path to the present. Each of these 

events is equivalent to a split in a weighted tree, so the total number of possible histories for a 

site becomes 2\ i .e. 2' weighted trees describe the set of possible histories a site may have had 

on the reticulate phylogeny with x hybridisation events. Given the assumption that which way a 

site goes at a reticulate event is a random variable with stated probabilities, and assuming that 

evolution going down the tree is independent in each lineage, then by simply multiplying the 

probabilities at each reticulate event determines the probability a site followed a particular 

history (weighted tree, again see figure 5. 1 0) .  

We generate the trees inferred by a reticulate phylogeny by labeling an ancestor going most 

to the left as 0, and the one going most to the right as 1 .  We can then use a binary number to 
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describe the pattern of forks, and the base I 0 equivalent of this number is the trees index minus 

one. For example arranging the reticulate events from left to right, then the first tree is going to 

be 00 and the index equals 00 + 1 ::: 1 .  The next 3 trees will be 0 1 ,  1 0, and 1 1 ,  with indexes 

respectively of 2, 3 and 4 (as shown in figure 5 . 1  0). 

If a particular site incurred no more than one substitution in its history, then this site would 

either be uninformative or else show a pattern conforming to one of the edges in the weighted 

tree describing its history. However, under all Markov mechanisms of substitution it is expected 

there will be a spectrum of possibilities for multiple changes. Given each weighted tree, it is 

possible to calculate what these are. These vectors of sequence pattern probabilities are s vectors, 

and as figure 5 . 1 0  shows a unique vector is associated with each weighted tree. If we multiply 

each entry in these s vectors by the probability that a site followed a certain weighted tree, then 

sum them together, we obtain the probability of all sequence site patterns evolved on the 

reticulate phylogeny, according to that history (weighted tree). Assuming all sites to be unlinked 

(i.e. the probability that a site has one or other parent is statistically independent of the parentage 

of any other site) and to be evolving by the same mechanism, then we can take sr (a sum of 

weighted tree model site pattern probabilities, with the r standing for reticulate) to describe the 

site pattern probabilities for an sequence of any length evolving in accordance with the reticulate 

phylogeny. In real sequences, recombination (and independent chromosome segregation for sites 

on different chromosomes) is the process by which sites become unlinked. By an argument like 

that presented in chapter 2 (e.g. appendix 2.2), even if there is some degree of local linkage then 

as long as this source of correlation falls of at a certain rate, the model is guaranteed to be 

consistent if all the other assumptions are met. 

Supposing the sequences have multiple hits, then there could well be many misleading 

substitutions to obscure the history of sites that had changed just once. With multiple changes it 

may be difficult or impossible to assign sites to separate histories. In such cases we can infer the 

reticulate history of these sequences, by using a maximum likelihood model that does not require 

sites to be separated according to their history. The aim is to find the set weighted trees in 

specified proportions (consistent with a single reticulate phylogeny) such that the sum of their 

predicted sequence patterns best fits the observed sequence data (by the G2 criterion) . Notice that 

while there are 2x (where x is the number of reticulate events) trees involved in these calculations 

(with 2t-3 times this number of edge weights) ,  all of their parameters (edge indices, and edge 

lengths) and their relevant contribution to the overall model are predicted by the principal 

parameters of the model, the weighted reticulate network or phylogeny. There are just 2t-3 + 3x 

edge weights in the reticulate phylogeny, plus another 2x parameters to determine the 

probabilities of a site following either descendant edge at a reticulate event (where t is the 

number of taxa, and x is the number of reticulate events). Because the number of underlying 

model parameters is small compared to the number of edge weights in the trees describing a sites 

possible histories , it is obvious these edge weights are highly constrained and non-independent. 

These restrictions between the edge weights and patterns in the weighted trees in turn allow 

predictions to be made of what we should expect to see if reticulate evolution is the explanation. 
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An interesting implication of this representation of a reticulate phylogeny, is that even if the 
phylogeny is estimated accurately, we cannot estimate the time of events r1 or r2 exactly, even if a 
molecular clock holds (see figure 5 . 10) . The best we can do in the case of r1 is to use the 
calibrated height of the node on T1 where a and b have their last common ancestor as an upper 
bound on the time of hybridisation (in the case of r2 the bound is the time of the last conunon 
ancestor of sequences c and d on tree T2 or T4) .  The reason for this is straightforward; we have 
no other specific information on how long the ancestors of the hybrids may have been separated 
from any other sampled lineage. Tightening this bound requires further sequences to intersect the 
edges leading to the founding of the ancestral populations, while edges intersecting hybrid 
lineages help establish a lower bound on their formation. This finding is important and it must 
also apply to the type of reticulate model used in Bowcock et al. ( 199 1 ) ,  thus their suggestion 
that they can maximise the likelihood of the time of mixing in a reticulate phylogeny based on 
alleles must also be incorrect. Instead, they are estimating the time that the hybrids parental 
populations last had a common ancestor with other populations in the study (with the additional, 
perhaps unrealistic assumption that this time was identical in both cases). Only by the further, 
dubious, assumption that these two parental populations immediately hybridized can you claim to 
be estimating the time of hybrid population formation. Note that the model described here should 
be quite applicable to population genetics, where recombinations are expected to occur between 
markers (or alleles) scattered across the nuclear genome (e.g. micro satellites) . 

If there were no parallel changes, we could confidently reconstruct the reticulate phylogeny. 
This requires removal of parallel and convergent changes. In this respect, a Hadamard 
conjugation of the data could be useful prior to such an analysis . The Hadamard conjugation is 
not exactly correct for this type of model because it assumes the data was generated by one tree. 
Here instead, the data are generated by a set of different trees and mixed up at the sequence 
pattern level, and not the gamma level. To make exact corrections in going from r to p to give 

:L'Y(T), requires a sum of logarithms of ri for the different trees .  This is not the same as the log of 

a sum of ri, which is what happens if sites are not separated according to history (i.r. sr is a 
I.s(T)i . However, we expect it can still be effective in down weighting patterns more likely to be 

due to multiple hits rather than an edge on one of the potentially many trees .  An example of this 
is given below, but a more detailed examination of how effectively this is done while changing 
the parameters of the model would be useful. 

5.4.2 ML methods to estimate degrees of ancestral polymorphism. 

Coalescent theory tells us that when there is a closely spaced divergence of species, there is a 
finite and sometimes quite high probability of a DNA locus (without recombination) having 
evolved by a different tree to the species tree (e .g. Nei 1 987,  Hudson 1 990, 1 992) . A good 
example of this is the divergence of the African apes and the hominid lineage. It appears fairly 
certain that human and chimp are closest relatives (see Waddell and Penny 1995 for a sununary 
of the data). However, if the time of branching of the gorilla was not so long (say 1 to 3 million 
years) before this, then there is the possibility of some sequences having evolved according to a 
tree linking human and gorilla sequences as closest relatives. There is also an equivalent 
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probability of a chimp and gorilla sequence being closest relatives (see Hudson 1990 for a review 

of this type of process) .  If we have a region with recombination in it, then there is a real 

possibility that part of the sequence could have evolved on one tree and part on another different 

tree. Given a long stretch of DNA, with lots of recombination spots on it, a reasonably high rate 

of recombination, and a moderately large ancestral population size, we would expect a mixture of 

sites with different histories. In a region with high rates of recombination evenly dispersed along 

the sequence, then potentially every segregating site (from the ancestral population) can be 

treated as an independent locus (for example in the formulae of Hudson 1 992). 

5.4.2.1 Examining the human-chimp-gorilla divergence 

There is a region of sequence which, during the studies for Waddell and Penny ( 1995) ,  was 

not fitting ML analyses as well as expected. Following examination of the cell by cell X2 fit of 

this region the problem appeared to be an excess of sites grouping human-gorilla (HG) and 

chimp-gorilla (CG), whereas most other patterns fitted the model homogeneous Kimura 3P clock 

model reasonably well. The sequences of interest are non-coding nuclear DNA, from the primate 

�-globin gene cluster, a thorough review of which is given in Bailey et al. ( 1992) . Heightening 

suspicion that this was not a fault of the model, but rather a feature of molecular evolution, was 

the mtDNA sequence of Horai et al. ( 1 992) not showing similar anomalies under the ML URAS 

models, despite these sequences clearly being much more divergent. 

The sequence that will be used to illustrate this new method of analysis is a 1 0  kilobase (kb) 

stretch from the �-globin region, known as the psi-eta ('Vfl) region (Bailey et al. 1992) . The 

alignment used consists of the species human, common chimp, gorilla, orangutan, and rhesus 

monkey, with all deletions removed (Waddell and Penny 1 995). The findings from this region do 

not differ qualitatively from our analyses of the 9kb of y (Bailey et al. 1992), or 6kb of 8-� 

intergenic region which are downstream. Further, it is known that recombination occurs at an 

appreciable rate in the �-globin locus (Kazazian et al. 1 983, Chakravarti et al. 1 984 ), and is  

detectable amongst modem human populations despite evidence for their surprisingly recent 

origin from a small population (e.g. Cann et al. 1 987, Vigilant et al. 1990, Rogers and 

Harpending 1 992) . If we plot out the sites grouping HC, HG and CG in these regions (see figure 

5 . 10b), there is no observed clustering as would be expected if only one or two recombinations 

had occurred in these regions (and there were no convergences or parallelisms to give these 

patterns) .  Overall there are three transitions and transversions supporting HC, 2 transitions and 

one transversion supporting HG, and two transitions supporting CG. The lack of parsimony 

informative sites from position 5 1 2  to 6029 appears to be a random feature, as there are many 

other site substitutions in this region. 
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FIGURE 5 . 1 0a The position of parsimony informative sites along the \jlll region (tv marks 

transversions)(the red square at 6700 represents two closely spaced sites). Our data set is slightly different 

to that of Bailey et al. ( 1992), due to a deletion in one of the five taxa, it does not include an additional 

CG transversion. (Figure 5 . 10b next page). 

In the present day, we cannot estimate the frequency of each of these site histories directly 

because there are potentially many convergent and parallel substitutions.  If these can be removed, 

we would once again be in the business of estimating the human-chimp-gorilla ancestral population 

size with the coalescent formulae given in Hudson ( 1 992). 

For this study, the most appropriate formula with which to estimate ancestral population size is 

conditional on the probability of observing each type of segregating site. Given the standard 

assumptions of a population in equilibrium, Hudson ( 1 992, equation 9) gives this probability as, 

2e-r { 1 } 
P(site congruent to species tree) = 1 - P(non-species tree) � 1 - -- -r 3 T + e  

(5 .4 .2- 1 )  

where T, the sole variable, i s  measured in units of 2N generations (N being the diploid population 

size). T can, in turn, be expressed as tdiv/(igcn2N) where tdiv is the time between divergence of gorilla 

and humans and chimps, igen is the average effective generation time of ancestral hominoids at this 

time, while N will be the effective population size of these ancestors. In section 5 .4 .2 . 3  we show 

that we have reasonable estimates of these other parameters and so can solve for our ancestral 

population size, once we obtain good estimates of P(non-species tree) . 

Throughout this section we assume a constant effective ancestral population size in the period 

prior to the divergence of the human-chimp ancestor. We do this because most coalescent theory is 

based upon this assumption, and it seems the most reasonable starting point given recent studies 

that modem apes appear to conform reasonably well to these expectations (e.g .  Morin et al. 1 994) . 

This method can, as appropriate, incorporate improvements to general coalescent theory. 

5.4.2.2 Estimating ancestral diversity free of the effect of multiple hits 

We have developed three main ways of removing the parallel and convergent substitutions, in 

order to estimate the ancestral population size free of the effects of multiple hits . One way is via a 

Hadamard conjugation, another is a new ML model (plus close approximations), while the third is 

a modification of the more traditional ML tree estimation of F elsenstein ( 1 98 1  a). In either case, the 

essential feature is to estimate a reliable probability for convergent and parallel (continues next page) 
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subs titutions which is not distorted by the potential presence of excess human-gori l l a  and ch imp
gori l l a  patterns (due to the mixed histories of sites) . 

The first technique begins by applying the 4-state Hadamard conjugation to the data. The 

next step is to take the sum of the two non-species tree signals (HC and HG), divided by the sum 
of these two values plus the s ignal for the species tree (HC patterns) . This i s our first estimate of 

the probabi l i ty of a site fol lowing a history other than that of the species tree fol lowing 

corrections for multiple substitutions .  In the case of the o/Tl data, and after correction under the 

general Kimura 3P i . r  model ,  this gives HC (2 .7 1 tr , 3 .3 tv 1 ,  -0.02 tv2) ,  HG ( 1 .70 tr, -0.02 tv l ,  

1 .08 tv2) .  CG ( 1 .73 tr. -0.07 tv 1 ,  -0.02 tv2) ,  so our estimate of P(non-species tree) i s (HG + CG) I 
( HG + CG + HC) = 0 .424. Later, it is shown that ML optimisation assuming a r distribution 

estimates k = 3 .5 1 (although the difference in fit from the i . r. model is not sign i ficant) . 

Correcting the data with a Hadamard conjugation , assuming a 1 distribution with k = 3 . 5 1 g1ves 

P(non-species tree) = 0 .4 1 3 , a small change . 

H C G 
P( l )  
s ( l )  

H G C 
P(2) 
s (2) 

C G H 
P(3) 
s (3)  

FIGURE 5 . 1  Ob The three weighted trees used t o  represent the d i fferent histories that independent l oci can 

show if the HC edge of the main tree (the left most tree) which fol lows the population history. was not 

sufficiently long to ensure the loss of all ancestral al lel ic d ivers i ty.  The time of the spl itting of the original 

population is indicated by the horizontal dash-dot-dot line. The dotted l ines at the top of the trees ind icate 

the edge leading to the remain ing  taxa in the analysis. The effective size the popul ation prior to its d ivision 

wi l l  leave two d istinct features :  One wi l l  be the proportion of sites having each history (represented by P( l )  

to P(3)  ) ,  whi le the other wil l  be the length of  the edges (or the variance of the expected al lel ic divergence 

time) in the d i fferent  histories (our diagram shows just expected or average edge lengths) . Both of these 

features can be used to infer information about the size of the ancestral population. G iven a mixture of sites 

with these three distinct histories, we can apply ML methods (as described in  section 5 .4 . 1 )  to estim ate the 

proportion of sites fol lowing each history and the average edge lengths associated with each history . If we 

assume a molecul ar clock we can restrict the model further by making trees two and three have identical 

edge weights. Another restrict ion may also be reasonable is  that the ultimate coalescent time of a l l  three 

al leles be non-independent (dependent upon the size of the edges in the species tree and the ancestral 

population size), and possibly even expected to be equal (we wi l l  need to check this conjecture wi th the 

expected coalescent  times of al leles with the different h istories) .  

Our second technique is based on the ML model described in the section 5 .4 . 1 .  If the only 
part of the tree showing c lose spaced branching is about a single trichotomy, then there are just 

three distinct trees in the reticul ate model . The next step is to optimise the l ikel ihood of this 
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model; in this case we are confident that the species tree is (((H,C),G),O) and two subtrees are 
(((H,G),C),O) and (((C,G),H),O) (where 0 stands for all outgroups to the group of three). All 
three trees will have very similar external edge lengths (see figure 5 . 10b for a fuller description). 
After optimising the likelihood of this model, the ratio of interest is the sum of the internal edge 
lengths on the two non-species trees, divided by the sum of these two terms plus the edge length 
on the species tree. This approach should be more exact than the Hadamard conjugation method 
for two reasons. It should not be inflating the errors in the way that the direct non-linear 
transformation does (see chapter 4). And this reticulate phylogeny ML method model does not 
assume the log of a sum is a close approximation to the sum of logs, though this approximation 
should be fairly accurate with low rates of change. The accuracy of the Hadamard conjugation 
method may be assisted by the three external edges, H, C and G being nearly equal (this requires 
further exploration). 

At relatively low rates, a close approximation to the three tree ML model can be made by 

selecting not only tree entries in the )'(T) vector, but also simultaneously optimising the two sets 

of entries corresponding to the internal edges (counting transitions and transversions) of the two 
non-species trees. In the analyses for Waddell and Penny ( 1995) it was found that a Kimura 2P 
fixed tr/tv ratio clock ML model gave a reasonable fit for our purpose here. We have also 
allowed for a r distribution of rates across sites, in case there was any detectable effect of non

i .r. rates. The fit of the best single ML tree to this data (according to these parameters) was the 
(((H,C), G), 0), R tree, which had a G2 of 1 12.38 (with k = 3 .52, but not significant since when 
the model was set to i.r. G2 dropped less than 2 units to 1 14.22)(the tr/tv ratio was optimized at 
2.3 1 ) .  Following reoptimisation, allowing for the two non-species tree internal edges in the 
reticulate model (and fixing them to be of the expected equal size, so adding just one parameter 

to the model) the G2 fell very significantly to 100. 1 3  (by a x2 distribution with 1 d.f. P << 0.001 ) .  

Interestingly, the r distribution shape parameter k fell to just 15 .04 (while the difference from the 

i .r. model was then just 0.0 1 G2 units); this finding is concordant with our earlier claim (section 
5 .3.7) that in closely related models shape parameters tend to become more extreme to 
compensate for inadequacies in the worse fitting model. Taking the estimated internal edge 

weights in this ancestral polymorphism ML model, and using them as our estimates of the 

number of sites following the species tree or not, gives P(non-species tree) = 2 x 2.8 1  I (2 x 2.8 1  

+ 6.42) = 0.467 (a slight increase over the previous estimates made with the Hadamard 
conjugation) . 

The third method of removing the effect of multiple hits is an approximate ML method. The 
idea is to implement ML optimiastion on the species tree, but not allow the site patterns 
suggesting a HG or CG derived state to influence the likelihood at all (i .e. effectively removing 
them completely from the analysis). The internal edge weight of this tree gives the corrected 
number of sites showing the derived pattern HC. Then using edge weights of this tree the 

probability of sites showing HG or CG is calculated. These last two numbers need only be equal 
if we assume a molecular clock, which is appropriate in this case (we will use these numbers as 
correction factors) .  Our model fitted much better than the previous standard single tree model 
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(G2 was 1 02.01 a drop of 10.37G2, while k was 7.21 which was only 0.37 G2 units from the i.r. 
model, and tr I tv was estimated at 2.28). The internal (HC) edge weight of this tree was 0.00064 

x 9892 = 6.35, while our model estimated the frequency of a HG (or CG) transition bipartition 

pattern was 0.45, while a transversion bipartition pattern had an expected frequency of 0 .04 
(these numbers being fi = cs(T)i). Since we observed 5 sites with HG or CG bipartition patterns 
and just 0.99 was expected, this leaves 4.01 substitutions attributable to ancestral polymorphism. 
Thus the estimate of P(non-species tree) = 4 .01 I (4.01 + 6.35) = 0.387. This is a slightly lower 
estimate than previously. This may be due to this method inferring the total number of 
substitutions expected on the HC edge (including those that will not show up as HC observed 
bipartitions due to other substitutions at the same site), but not adding thi s  amount to the 
observed HG and CG bipartition site patterns . 

An advantage of this approximation, is that it can easily be used with available ML one-tree 
programs such as DNAML (Felsenstein 1 993) . To do this firstly, remove the all HG and CG 
patterns from the data (so they do not contribute to the likelihood), and estimate the weighted 
species tree. Save this, and then ask the program to evaluate the likelihood of each HG and CG 
bipartition pattern given the weighted tree (there a 1 2, i.e. AACCC, . . .  , TTGGG, of these for HG 
and 12  more for CG). The sum of these pattern probabilities, multiplied by the sequence length, 
yields the required correction factors. 

It is straightforward to explain why this last modification works better than the standard ML 
tree selection model. If there are sites with different histories due to ancestral polymorphism, 
then unless these sites are separated, the reconstructed tree need not accurately reflect the 
(weighted) species tree. What happens is that the informative sites from the other trees are 
interpreted as convergences or parallelisms by this "one tree" model. These rare patterns can 
have surprising leverage on the overall likelihood (or G2 goodness-of-fit), and consequently the 

external edges (i .e. for H, C, G) tend to noticeably ( z 5 to 20%) increase in length to make these 

patterns more likely under the model. At the same time the internal HC edge will shrink, since 
some of the HC patterns are inferred to be the results of multiple hits due to the increased 
external edge lengths .  By making the modification of removing the HG and CG bipartition 
patterns, they can no longer exert this bias on the one-tree model. 

If we make estimates under the one tree model, the result is: the estimated length of the 
internal HC edge is 6.23, the inferred number of multiple hit bipartition transition patterns HG or 
CG is 0.59, while transversion patterns total 0 .05 . As above, the corrected number of bipartition 

HG and CG patterns becomes 5 - 2 x 0.59 - 2 x 0.05 = 3 .72. The overall estimate of P(non

species tree) is (3 .72)1(3 .72 + 6.23) = 0 .374 . Clearly there are two biases operating in opposite 
directions to keep the final ratio near previous estimates .  The first is the underestimate of HC 
patterns, the second being an underestimate of the genuine HG and CG patterns (which is more 
severe than in previous cases due to the longer external edges). The expectation is that the 
leverage of leaving in the non-tree patterns in the one-tree model will decrease the support for 
genuine HC, HG and CG substitutions about equally. Thus if this downward bias is x, then (HG 
+ CG - 2x) I (HC + HG + CG + 3x) will have a downward bias as, by definition, HG + CG are 
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unlikely to be greater than 2/3(HC + HG + CG) (and the smaller their sum is, the more severe the 
downward bias). This bias will result in an underestimate of the ancestral population size. 

The overwhelming conclusion from all these different methods, is that there very few HC 
and HG bipartition patterns expected to be due to multiple hits (in fact only about one of the five 
observed). Later we will show that these differences in observed and expected frequency are 
statistically significant, and this difference does not occur when counting up the convergent 
patterns in other parts of the tree. In the discussion of this section we present evidence that this is 

not a unique feature of this gene sequence or even of the �-globin cluster, but is suggested by 

other nuclear sequences .  Next though, we make our estimates of our ancestral human-chimp
gorilla population size. 

5.4.2.3 Solving for ancestral population size 

The computations of the previous section bring us to the point of solving equation 5 .4.2- 1 for 
T, then from T estimating the ancestral population size given an estimate of the time interval 
between human-chimp and gorilla divergences, and African hominoid generation times. Our 
estimates of P(non-species tree) were 0.4 1 3, 0.467, 0.388 and 0.374 for the four methods (with 
the second method expected to be the best estimator, which will also give the largest estimate of 
population size). The estimates of P(congruent with the species tree) are just 1 minus these 
numbers, equals 0.587, 0.533, 0.6 12, and 0.626, respectively. Solving equation 5 .4.2- 1 for T with 
numerical methods, yields T = 0.408, 0.3 13 ,  0.456, and 0.483 respectively. These numbers are 
slightly more spread out due to the non-linear solution, but still in reasonably good agreement. 

Lastly we require estimates of the duration of the HC lineage, and also the generation time of 
our ancestors in order to solve for the ancestral diploid population size N = truvf2tgenT. Ideally we 
want an estimate of the difference in divergence times of human-chimp from gorilla which is 
least affected by ancestral polymorphism (there are no fossils to help make this estimate 
directly) . Because the effective population size of mtDNA is only 1/4 that of the nuclear genes, it 
should offer a useful estimate, which, as calculated earlier in figure 5 .8 , is between about 0. 1 3  
and 0. 1 6  of the total time back to orangutans .  Assuming that the African hominoid-orangutan 
divergence was about 16myr ago (see Waddell and Penny 1995 for a discussion of this point) the 

HC lineage existed for about 2. 1 to 2.5 million years (myr)(i.e. 0. 1 3  x 1 6  myr to 0. 16  x 1 6  myr) . 

Another source of data which can estimate this difference in divergence times is DNA 
hybridisation. Estimates from DNA hybridisation distances are potentially the most reliable, 
since under the assumption of a constant ancestral population size, the expected internal edge 

length of a tree built from them is exactly the species tree edge lengths plus the added height of 
the mean coalescent time. This last term disappears if we are comparing two nodes (e.g. HC vs 
HCG) where population size remains constant (Or R. Hudson, pers. comm., provided a proof of 
this conjecture). 

Unfortunately, in actuality, there are substantial differences in the estimated duration of the 
HC lineage from DNA hybridization data, probably due to experimental errors in all studies (Dr 
R. Britten, pers comm.) . The size of the internal edge, relative to the total time back to the 
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human-orangutan divergence, is in the range of 0.04 to 0 . 14  for the DNA hybridisation data of 
S ibley et al. ( 1990) and about 0.26 for the DNA hybridisation data of Caccone and Powell 
( 1 989). We will take a value of 0.2 as an approximate average, which multiplied by 1 6myr gives 
3 .2 myr as the difference in divergence times of human, chimp and gorilla. Given the importance 
of this estimate for understanding human evolution, it would be highly desirable to have the 
DNA hybridisation experiments redone to the accepted protocols (Britten et al. 1990), and with 
an experimental design that allowed accurate measurement of the different sources of error 
(Felsenstein 1 987). 

Lastly, we require an estimate of the generation time of our ancestors. Human's  have a 
generation time of about 1 8  to 25 years; a figure which doesn't fluctuate as much as one might 
suspect because the age of first reproduction (governed by the onset of puberty) and the age of 
last reproduction both tend to be negatively correlated, and both are correlated to the quality of 
nutrition. The average generation time of chimps is less .  The age of first reproduction for females 
is as low as 1 0  years, but again females may remain fertile until they are in their mid thirties (e.g 
Goodall 1 990) . Males tend to reproduce at somewhat older ages as stamina, body size, and social 
ranking tend to be important attributes for reproductive success (Goodall 1 990) . An average 
generation time of 15 years seems reasonable. For gorillas, females tend to become fertile 
slightly (a year or two) younger than chimps, but if anything, males need on average to be older 
to have reproductive success, so again a generation time of 1 5  years seems reasonable .  Given that 
all living African hominoids have a generation time of this order, and given a similar generation 
time for orangutans, it seems likely our last ancestors with chimps and gorilla had a generation 
time close to this (and a range of 12  to 1 8  years would almost certainly cover it) . 

So now taking our estimate of T = 0.3 1 3, tdiv (from mtDNA) as 2.3 myr, tgen as 1 5  years we 

obtain N = 2.3myr/(0.3 1 3  x 1 5  years) = 490,000 diploid loci, or 245,000 individuals . Such a 

population size is similar to that estimated for either chimps or gorillas as a species (e.g. Morin et 

al. 1 994, Ruvolo et al. 1 994) .  In contrast the effective population size of humans (Homo sapiens 

sapiens) is put at between 4,000 and 40,000 individuals for the last 500,000 years (e.g. Rogers 
and Harpending 1 992, Takahata 1 993). We suspect that this estimate is on the high side because 

our analyses of other parts of the � globin cluster (e.g. the y globin region) are giving estimates of 

P(congruent with species tree) of closer to 0.75 . This gives T = 0.77, so that the effective 
population size is then estimated at 1 00,000 individuals which is close to the population size of a 
subspecies of either chimps or gorillas . 

While an effective population size of 245,000 seems very large given today's subspecies 

(which appear to have been reproductively isolated from each other for something of the order of 
a million years, Morrin et al. 1 994), it may be reasonable. This is because the last 2 million years 
have been marked by climatic change, with periodic reductions in habitable range for all the 
great ape species due to arid ice-age conditions reducing forest cover in both Africa and Asia. At 

present we are making an alignment of all the nuclear sequence available for these taxa (with 
suitable outgroups) in order to get a more exact estimate of P(incongruent) . Alternatively our 
estimate of population size may be biased upwards by assuming too old a date for the orangutan 
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lineage, or too long a duration of the HC lineage, as well the preliminary results of other genes 

putting T closer to 0.7. 

5.4.2.4 Testing the adequacy of this model and our conclusions 

We require tests of two hypotheses : firstly that there are significantly more sites supporting 

HG and CG than the model predicts. secondly, the remainder of the model fits with the 

expectation and does not underestimate the number of parallelisms and convergences in the data. 

We propose to test the first feature with a one tailed binomial test that the observed frequency of 

HC and HG patterns is greater than expected under the model. The second feature will be tested 

with a one tailed binomial test that the observed number of other parallelisms and convergences 

(bipartitions of HO, HR, CO, CR, GO and GR) are not significantly greater than expected under 

the model. This second feature is in fact a stringent test of the adequacy of the model, since there 

are substantially more parallelisms and convergences expected involving the long orangutan and 

rhesus monkey external edges than there are involving the much shorter human, chimp and 

gorilla external edges. Table 5 .8  shows the observed and expected frequency of all the bipartition 

patterns for this data and the associated models .  Table 5 .8  shows that the only patterns which are 

present in excess of the expected are the HC and HG patterns.  The only reason that the HO, . . .  , 

GR patterns approach significance is a very high count of GR bipartition transitions .  Some of 

these could possibly be due to CpG dinucleotide sites which induce C -7 T or G -7 A 

substitutions at a much increased rate. The reason for this is that the modified cytosine base Cp 

(5-Methylcytosine or 5-mC) tends to deaminate to T (thymidine) resulting in the error correction 

enzymes being unable to spot the error (e.g. Perrin-Pecontal et al. 1992). 

(table next) 
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Table 5.8 Observed and expected numbers of patterns for 10 kb from the lJI11 region. On the left hand 
side are transition bipartitions, while on the right hand side are transversion bipartitions. The expected 
frequencies are those estimated by ML for a standard one tree r homogeneous K2 ST clock model (ML 
St.), this model modified by ignoring HG and CG patterns in optimisations (ML Mod.) , and the 
approximation to the three trees ML model discussed in the text (ML Anst.). The X2 statistic is calculated 
for each cell of the ML Anst. model only. H: human, C: chimp, G :  gorilla, 0: orangutan, and R: Rhesus 
monkey. 

tr ML St. ML Mod. ML Anst. tv ML St. ML Mod. ML Anst. 

Pattern Obs. Expt. Expt. Expt. xz obs Expt. Expt. Expt. x2 

H 38 4 1 .96 4 1 .75 4 1 .25 0.3 1 7  1 8 .20 1 8 .4 17 .93 0.0 

c 42 4 1 .96 4 1 .75 4 1 .25 0.0 22 1 8.20 1 8.4 17 .93 0 .9 

HC 3 4.43 4.45 4.5 1 0.5 3 1 .7 1  1 .8 1 .79 0.8 

G 52 45.80 45.75 45.30 1 .0 9 19.87 20. 1 7  1 9.70 5 . 8  

HG 2 0.59 0.45 0.48 4.9 l 0.05 0.04 0.04 2 1 .0 

CG 2 0.59 0.45 0.48 4.9 0 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.0 

HCG 5 1  5 1 .90 5 1 .40 5 1 .30 0.0 23 20.99 2 1 .42 2 1 .02 0.2 

0 93 95.38 95.32 94.67 0.0 44 40.89 4 1 .62 40.75 0.3 

HO 0 0.59 0.45 0.48 0.5 0 0.05 0.04 0 .04 0.0 

CO l 0.59 0.45 0.48 0.6 0 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.0 

GR 8 2.35 1 .85 1 .95 1 8 .8 1 0.23 0. 1 8  0. 1 9  3.4 

GO 1 0.84 0.65 0.69 0. 1 0 0.08 0.06 0.06 0. 1 

CR 0 2 . 1 1 1 .65 1 .73 1 .7 0 0.21 0. 1 6  0 . 1 7  0.2 

HR 2. 1 1  1 .65 1 .73 0.3 0 0.21 0. 1 6  0 . 1 7  0.2 

s 348 348.93 353.7 1 352. 1 6  0.0 1 64  157.60 1 60.98 1 5 8 .39 0.2 

Table 5.9 Testing observed and expected frequencies of bipartitions for 10 kb from the lJfT1 region. 

After ML optimiastion on all patterns we have grouped bipartition cells into 4 main types for testing at the 
0.05 level of significance (0.025 level with Bonferroni correction)(all tests made are one tailed exact 
binomial). The only patterns present in a significant excess of the expected numbers are the HG and HC 
patterns. The HO, .. , GR patterns approach significance only because of a very high frequency of GR 
transition patterns; a trend shown by no other pattern (see table 5 . 8). 

Type of BP pattern ML St. ML Mod. ML Anst. ML St. ML Mod. ML Anst. 

Obs. Expt. Expt. Expt. P(X :2: obs) 

singletons 829 828.79 837.86 829.32 0.497 0.626 0.505 

internal edges 80 79.03 79.07 78.63 0.456 0.458 0.438 

HG, CG 5 1 .29 0.99 1 .04 0.0 1 0  0.003 0.004 

HO, HR, CO, CR, GO, GR 1 2  9.42 7 .35 7.73 0 .239 0.07 1 0.093 

5.4.2.5 What this population size estimate may be telling us about human evolution 

There are other ways of inferring ancestral polymorphism also. One could measure the 

fluctuation in inferred divergence times of many genes; building up a distribution of many of 

these would give a clue as to the extent of ancestral diversity (this approach i s  mentioned in 

Waddell and Penny 1 995) .  A major problem is that unless a loci is very long, the stochastic 

variability of estimating divergence times (see Waddell and Penny 1 995 , and chapter 6) will tend 
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to obscure the distribution of edge lengths due to ancestral polymorphism (although this can be 

accommodated by an analysis of variance type approach) . Also it is essential that loci have not 

undergone recombination, and are therefore a patchwork of informative sites with different 

histories.  If so, then edge lengths of the reconstructed trees will tend to be distorted as mentioned 

in the previous paragraph and the variance of the coalescent time reduced (so underestimating 

ancestral polymorphism). 

Another way is to just count how many genes (as one loci each) support each of the possible 

trees .  This approach is fine if loci are not recombining and there are enough of them. If they are 

undergoing recombination then what is most likely is  that they will all tend to support the species 

tree (if they are long enough). Consequently this method would be biased towards 

underestimating the true ancestral population size, especially if a condition of only counting 

genes which significantly supported one or the other trees is applied. 

An implication of our estimate of ancestral population diversity is that it is consistent with 

our hominoid ancestral population being large for a substantial period from prior to the 

divergence of humans, chimps and gorillas until the divergence of humans and chimps (after 

which we have no direct knowledge) . In this sense, the ancestral population would be more like 

that of modem chimps and gorillas, than our own species which shows signs of a recent 

expansion from a small (approximately 1 0,000) prior condition (Cann et al. 1 987, Vigilant et al. 

1 99 1 ,  Rogers and Harpending 1 992). Evidence indicates that the subspecies of these species are 

the result of allopatric speciation and show no signs,  as yet, of rapid expansions or sudden 

contractions in population sizes. In these large populations, non-neutral evolution tends to occur 

mostly through positive selection (so new behavioural or morphological features fixed at that 

time are expected to have been selectively advantageous) . It would seem then, that the most 

reasonable hypothesis to explain the divergence of the human-chimp ancestral population from 

gorillas is that it was not unlike the separation of pygmy chimps from common chimps, for 

example. This speciation event appears to have been ongoing for well over a million years, and is 

marked by some relatively minor but noticeable shifts in morphology and behaviour. It seems 

reasonable to speculate that the first human ancestors may well have split from chimps in the 

same way (possibly 5 to 6 myr ago), but some time later began to experience accelerated 

evolution in what we consider distinctly human features. These features being bipedalism, 

increasing intelligence, more sophisticated tool use, fire, increasing socialisation (possibly 

marked by a reduction in male I female dimorphism), and eventually a shift into a more dominant 

ecological niche. This last event is marked by the appearance of ancestors as large as ourselves 

(e.g. Homo erectus and H. ergaster), which probably coincided with their ability to compete 

directly with the large carnivores, at about 2 to 2.5 myr ago. 

This approach is certainly a method for the future. Over the next 10 years we are told to 

anticipate megabases of this type of data. Over regions of this length, the counts of sites 

supporting each of the alternative trees should be at least 1 0  times more accurate than what we 

have here, and there will be no doubt that recombination is indeed occurring at an appreciable 

rate up and down such as region (or even more so if it is a compilation of say 1 00 regions like the 
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�-globin locus). In other words, this method of analysis is awaiting the data which is coming. 

The other factor is that our estimates of tdiv, tgen are simultaneously improving. Accordingly, I 

expect that the s olution to the question of how large our ancestral population size was at this 

time, will be answered definitively quite soon. 

At present, extended research on this topic i s  being carried out with Dr Richard Hudson. My 

thanks to him for many helpful discussions on these topics. (Thanks also to the S mithsonian 

Institution for funding of stipend and travel during part of this research.) Our aim is to construct 

a reliable statistical genetic framework for all these related methods and approximations. Of 

particular interest  is evaluating how different rates of recombination change the statistical 

properties (especially sampling variance) of estimates of P(incongruent) in going from 

completely linked to completely unlinked sites . 
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5.5 ROBUSTNESS OF TREE SELECTION IN THE FELSENSTEIN ZONE 

The aim of this section is to assess the robustness of different tree selection methods to 

violation of the assumptions under which they are known to be consistent. We are particularly 

interested in the robustness attributable to the tree selection criterion, separate to the 

transformation of the data. The robustness referred to here, is the ability to recover the correct 

unweighted tree given sufficient sequence length; this is a form of consistency in spite of model 

violations. An alternative definition of robustness, is to evaluate how often a tree recovers the 

correct unweighted tree from a finite sequence length when the assumptions of a method are 

violated. And yet another definition of robustness is to define deviation from expected edge 

weights. Discontinuity introduced by the discreteness of trees makes such measures a little 

intricate, but deviation from expected path length is one general approach. The two latter 

definitions are used in one of the few papers to consider the properties of a tree selection method 

when the methods assumptions are violated (Fukami-Kobayashi and Tateno 199 1 ) .  Concern for 

the recovery of accurate edge weights have their place (e.g. when trees are used to infer relative 

divergence times, Waddell and Penny 1 995), but recovering the underlying tree usually takes 

precedence, even in such cases. 

Robustness is a very important criteria because we all recognise that the process of evolution 

is more complex than our models. Indeed, when pushing phylogenetic inference to the extreme 

by using ancient molecules (older than 200 million years), the data are subject to strong selective 

constraints on sites and many misleading processes can occur. Earlier it was shown that sites in a 

sequence changing their relative rates would make the Hadamard method potentially misleading 

(chapter 2, appendix 2 . 1 )  due to inaccurate path length corrections. It is conjectured that the same 

model could mislead all the methods discussed earlier in this chapter (including likelihood), as 

well as more commonly used methods such as distance based tree selection. In chapter 3, we 

found a variety of methods (especially those based on transversional changes) which 

significantly rejected such well supported hypotheses as nematodes are Metazoa (= animals), 

while other methods based on the same sequences did not. Robustness then is a very desirable 

criteria, especially when working with deeply diverged functional molecules. Table 5 . 1 0  
summarises the results of the next three sections .  

The nomenclature for sections 5.5 to 5.6 is slightly nonstandard. The values returned by the 

i .r. Hadamard conjugation are here referred to generally as y, and while in a real situation, tree 

selection is usually from sampled data, these are not strictly speaking sample data. Generally, 

unless it is to emphasise sampling properties, the symbol y is not used in these sections. 
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Table 5.10. Summary table of the point of inconsistency (value of x) of different methods in the 

Felsenstein and anti-Felsenstein zones (when either too few or too many sites, respectively, are 

treated as invariant). 

This table is meant as a 'lookup' summary only. All details of the models and the tree selection methods 

used are found in the following sections 5 .5 . 1  to 5.5 .3 and 5 .6-5.6.5 . 

The method is a tree selection criteria followed by a form of data. Abbreviations are Pars. = parsimony, NJ 

= neighbor joining, all other method terms defined in text of appropriate sections. '+ve' means a tree is only 

considered if all edges in it are positive, '-ve' means -ve edges are allowed in the optimal tree. If a value of x 
is given, this is the point at which inconsistency will occur, if this is followed by unresolved (unres.)  then 

inconsistency is avoided by the method defaulting from picking a resolved tree at this value of x. 'Same', 

means same as column to left, 'consist.' means consistent for all values of x examined, 'uncertain' means 

point of inconsistency is uncertain as it relies upon calculating the likelihood of site patterns given negative 

tree edge lengths. 

Felsenstein zone anti-Felsenstein zone 

Method +ve only -ve allowed +ve only -ve allowed 

Pars I obs. X <  0.045 same consist. consist. 

NJ I obs. X <  0.045 same consist. consist. 

NJ I 8  X <  0.0375 same X <  0.02 1 5  X <  0.021 5  

OLS I 8  X <  0.0375 same X <  0.02 1 5  consist. 

" X <  0.0375 X <  0.02 1 5  X <  0.0215  Pars . / 'Yo same 

" X <  0.0375 x < 0.0295 unres. X <  0.02 15  Pars. I y same 

GLS I 8  X <  0.0350 in consist. x < 0.02 1 5  unres. consist. 

" X <  0.0302 same x < 0.0295 unres. X <  0.01 35 WLS I "{ 

" X <  0.03 1 0  x < 0.02 1 5  unres. 0.0 16  < X <  0.03 16 GLS I 'Y same 

ML X <  0.0235 same x < 0.0245 unres .  uncertain 

min. X2 x < 0.02 1 5  same x < 0.0246 unres uncertain 

G2y(T) X <  0.021 5  same x < 0.0295 unres. uncertain 

X2y(T) X <  0.0155 same x < 0.0295 unres. uncertain 

5.5.1 Robustness to URAS of parsimony and neighbor joining 

The model used here to assess robustness is the two state equifrequency mechanism of change, 

for which the Hadamard is proven to be consistent (Hendy and Penny 1 993). In addition the 

sequences are modified so that they contain 50% of sites which cannot change (invariant sites) . 

Under this type of model, most methods (with the known exception's of Lake's ( 1987) invariants 

and the Jukes-Cantor invariants of section 4.6.2), which are not modified to take into account 

unequal rates of substitution across sites, will suffer from a long edges attract form of 

inconsistency. This is effect is exacerbated by modeling the sequences on what has become 

known as a 'Felsenstein tree' (Felsenstein 1 978a), (as shown in figures 2 . 1 ,  and 5 . 1 1 ) .  The length 

of the long edges in the tree are fixed, but the length of the two other external edges plus 
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FIGURE S. l la The model tree used to generate sequences which will mislead i .r .  I i . i .d .  tree reconstruction 

methods as edges marked x tend to zero (edge weights are given as the expected number of substitutions per 

site,  averaged across al l sites) .  The mechanism for 2-state (e .g .  transversional changes) character evolution 

is  an equifrequency-Poisson process (e.g. Cavender 1 978 ,  Hendy and Penny 1 989) ,  except that 50% of sites 

are invariant. that is, unable to change. For the purpose of evaluating goodness-of-fit statistics we give the 

sequences a nominal length of 1 000 sites. S . l lb The proportion of sequence sites showing each of the three 

possible parsimony patterns (the total number wi l l  therefore be 1 000 times this) .  The dotted vertical l ine 

indicates when parsimony appl ied to these data wil l  become inconsistent .  S.l lc Lengths of pairs of 

observed or uncorrected distances, Pij + Pkl  (where i ,  j, k, I i ndex each of the four sequences) inferred for 

each tree. Many distance based tree bui lding methods, including ncighbor j oining, minimum evolution, and 

the ST method wil l  always chose this tree under this modeL when applied to uncorrected distances. S . l ld 

The expected value of b;i + 8kl• where 8 is the "corrected" d istances under the i .r .  I i . i .d .  2-state Poison 

mode l .  These methods arc more robust than those in 5 . 1 1  b or 5 . l  I c, but also become inconsistent for x < "' 

0.0375 

the internal edge are made to take value "x" .  Fix ing the long external edge's length ,  l imits the 

length of the longest path through the tree at the " inconsistency point" .  For this model ,  the 
inconsistency point requi res x < 0.05, so the longest path is always less than 0 .5 changes 

( averaged across a l l  s ites, inc luding the s ites which cannot change) .  We have chosen this model 
( rather than one where the long edges are al lowed to increase in length) to counter any argument 
that inconsistency is only prominent when using sequences which have d iverged by such an 
amount that biologists should not be using them for phylogenetic inference. Tree select ion 

cri teria are evaluated on the three possible binary trees, and when i l lustrat ive, also on the star 

tree . 

Figure 5 . I  I b-d shows the consistency of commonl y  used methods which do not opt imise a 
standard statistical criteria of fit of tree to data. Figure 5 . 1 1 b shows the frequency of each of the 

pars imony patterns, al l of which show near l inear trends as x --7 0. In this example, parsimony 

wi l l  always pick the tree supported by the largest number of informative sites ( i .e .  the highest y 

value) .  That is , parsimony, or compatibi l i ty , applied to this set of observed 4-taxon sequences 
w i l l  always converge to the tree for which the pattern i n  s(T) corresponding to an i nternal edge i s  

most frequent. For a l l  values of x left of the dotted l ine ( < "" 0 .045 )  these methods are 

inconsistent, i .e .  they w i l l  a lways choose an incorrect tree given suffic iently long sequences. This 

i s  a somewhat l arger value of x than would be the case for the same model without i nvariant s i tes 

(where x must be < "" 0 .028) ,  for example, the model u sed by Fel senstein ( l 978a) to first show 

the inconsistency of pars imony and compatibi l i ty . Because we are measuring the average rate 

across s i tes as inc luding the 50% of invariant s i tes ,  then the expected length of each edge 

measured on just the variable sites is twice that shown in figure 5 . l l a. Consequently ,  the 

inconsistency point of parsimony in this model is the same as that for pars imony under the i .r. 2-

state Poisson model when the long external edges are 0 .4, and x is "" 2 x 0 .045 or 0.09. A 

surprising feature as x tends to zero, i s  that whi le patterns supporting  the true tree T 1 2  (and also 

T 1 4) go to zero, the proport ion of mis leading  parsimony patterns continues to rise. 
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Figure 5 . 1 1 c shows the expected value of the three pairs of observed d istances (Pij ) such that 

each taxon i s  only used once in a pair. Each pair, by Buneman's ( 1 97 1 )  4 point metric condition, 

i s  associated with a part icular binary tree . Algorithmic tree bui lding methods suc h  as neighbor 

joining or the ST method (Sattath and Tversky 1 977 ,  Charleston et al. 1 993) appl ied to four 

taxa, wi l l  al ways choose the tree for which Pij + Pki i s  min imal . Accord ingly, for figures S . l l c-d 

the optimal tree at a particular value of x, is that wi th the smallest y-ax i s  value. The point at 

which this combinat ion of data correction (none in th is  case ) plus tree select ion procedure 

becomes inconsistent on this data is  exactly the same point at which parsimony becomes 

inconsistent . A quick algebraic exerc i se wi l l  show that the only difference between the value of 

Pij +Pki on di fferent trees, T mn and Top i s  -2 x (the number of parsimony patterns supporting Tmn 
- the number of parsimony patterns support ing Top) ,  since the only d ifference in  observed 

distances, are the patterns corresponding to informati ve parsimony s i tes .  This identi ty between 

the point of inconsistency of parsimony and ne ighbor jo in ing appl ied to 2-state, or 4-state data is 

in agreement with the proof in Penny et al. ( 1 99 1  ) .  The y-axis values of figure 5 . 1 1 c gauge 

approximate ly  what the overall sum of branch length in the reconstructed tree wi l l  be;  at its worst 

(fig.  5 . 1 1 c, T 1 3 , x = 0) the reconstructed sum of branch lengths is only half the total number of 

changes that actual ly occurred. 

Figure S . l l d  shows the value of 8ij + 8kl ·  associated with each binary tree ( where 8 is  the i . r .  

model corrected distance) .  As noted above methods such as neighbor j oin ing and ST appl ied to 

this model data will chose the tree for which 8ij + okl i s  minimised. Notice. that the value of X for 

inconsistency to occur has become smal ler (x < == 0.0375 ) (and thus more extreme ) with th is  

prior transformation of the data. Accordingly ,  we say that th is  combinat ion of transformation 

followed by tree selection combination is  more robust than the previous c ombinat ion of with no 

transformation (al l  of these former methods be ing equivalent to parsi mony on the observed data 

in this instance). An obvious conjecture is that th is  resu l t  w i l l  extend to l arger trees where sites 

evolve by the same mechanism ( 50% invariant, remainder 2-state i . r . ) .  This of course is  not 

trivial to prove . Note al so, that this resu lt  is not a general conclusion for all models ,  s ince in 

section 3.4.3 we have already shown a logarithmic transformation leads to increased 

inconsistency under some non-stationary base frequency models .  

With four taxa and 2-state sequences, any of the parsimony-compat ib i l ity fami ly  of tree 

selection methods (Felsenstein 1 98 1  b) appl ied to either i dentical rates y or i .r. )\D)  wi l l  the tree 

minimising oij + 8k1 ( see for example Steel et al. 1 993b) . Consequent ly ,  the incons istency point 

for neighbor jo ining, minimum evolution, ST and the l i ke, i s  here shared also by unweighted, 

i . i .d .  tree selection appl ied to the i .r. spectra of Hendy and Penny ( 1 993) .  An obvious conjecture 

to make at th is  point, is that all these criteria are equal l y  robust for thi s  type of mechanism of 

subst i tution . As mentioned l ater in this chapter, that this is not the case . Notice that in the worst 

case in figure 5 . 1 1 d  (T 1 3 , x = 0) we are st i l l  dramatical ly underestimating the sum of edge lengths 

in  the true tree by == 1 -0.25/0.4 or == 37%. 
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5.5.2 Robustness of WLS methods of tree selection from y and o 
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5.12b The WLS sum of squares (SS) fit for the model data to each tree, when working from the entries in y 
corresponding to possible edges. Next to these values are the nearly identical GLS SS from y shown as lines 
without symbols. In the case of T 13 and Tstar the differences are all but indistinguishable. For T 12 the GLS 
values are slightly higher than the WLS values, while the reverse is true for T 14.  5.12c The GLS SS fit of 
the model data to each possible tree when measured on both y (lines with symbols) and distances, 8 (lines 
without symbols), shown to scale. 

In this section, the robustness of more "sophisticated" and computationally expensive 
statistical methods of selecting the optimal tree are evaluated. Figures 5 . 12a-c show WLS and 

GLS methods applied to y and GLS applied to o (the i .r. transformed distances). These graphs 

show the fit between the transformed sequence data and each tree optimised, so as to maximise 
these fit criteria (using the equations in section 5 .2.5 and 5 .2.6). The fit (sum of squares, SS) is 
scaled to represent a sequence of 1000 sites. This value does not take into account the 
fluctuations in the SS due to sampling error (i.e. finite sequence lengths). This error is expected 
to be non-centrally chi-square distributed (Stuart and Ord 1990, p. 865) for long sequences, and 
will almost always inflate the SS that calculated here (with the expected amount of this inflation 
tending to be near equal for the different trees) . 

Figure 5 . 1 2a shows the results of GLS tree selection applied to distances for the three binary 
trees and also the star tree. This method becomes inconsistent for x less than 0.035, which is a 
slight improvement over the robustness of the previous classes of methods . A prominent feature 
of GLS applied to this data is that the internal edge of T14 has already collapsed for x > 0.05 and 
has a negative edge weight, making its SS appear much better than it should be. One logical 
approach outlined at the beginning of this chapter, dictates that negative edge lengths be set to 
zero, and a re-optimisation done (the logic for doing this is extensively discussed in Felsenstein 
1984, while the practical argument of increased convergence is supported by results in Kuhner 
and Felsenstein 1 994). With this constraint in place the SS of T 14 on this data becomes identical 
to that of Tstar- An alternative approach, also suggested at the beginning of this chapter, is that 
any resolution involving a negative edge be ignored, if there is a tree with a positve internal edge 
length, else chose the tree with the least negative internal edge. With either approach, this 
method does not become inconsistent until x < 0.035. Otherwise, choosing the minimum GLS SS 
irrespective of internal edge length in long edges attract situations, will probably result in a 
reduction in the accuracy of tree estimation. 

These results also show that GLS is more robust than neighbor joining or minimum evolution 
under our model. This finding tempers the claim of Rzhetsky and Nei ( 1992b) that the minimum 
evolution method is superior to GLS (on i .r. corrected data) ; just because it has claimed faster 
convergence under a simple model with all assumptions meet does not make it generally 
supenor. 

On a different tack however, figure 5 . 1 2a shows evidence of limitations of GLS tree selection on 

distances, relative to other statistical methods, as suggested by the analyses of the four taxon 

rRNA data (performed earlier in section 5 .2.8). Specifically the GLS applied to 0 SS in figure 

5 . 12a gives little indication that the data is really rejecting the model for any value of x (as would 
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be measured by the chi-square distribution of SS expected when the null model is true). Worse 

still, the main region where the model is expected to fits acceptably is in the zone of 

inconsistency, and on the incorrect 'long edges attract tree' (as x drops below approximately 

0.0 1 ) !  This result serves to show, yet again, that overall fit of data to model cannot be relied 

upon to tell us if tree selection is reliable (we discuss this in more detail in chapter 6). The GLS 

SS measure of fit between transformed data and optimal tree, will increase linearly with the 

sequence length specified (irrespective of the form of the data, i .e. o or y, and at least as c 

becomes large). That is, if we had a sequence of length twice that specified here (i.e. 2000), then 

the SS for all trees in figure 5 . 1 2a is expected to be double that shown at all values of x. As we 

have 1 degree of freedom (d.f.) for our residual, our critical chi-square value for rejecting the null 

model (with a =  0.05) is 3 .84 1 ,  so for 2000 base pair sequences we would be rejecting the null 

model most of the time as long as x > 0.0 1 .  Its difficult to say exactly how often rejection will 

occur without specifying the non-central chi-square distribution of the SS for each tree-model . 

That is, this distribution is not fixed for each tree, but rather the non-centrality parameter will 

change as x changes. What is  perhaps more important, is the comparative performance of this 

method which is discussed further below. The relative insensitivity of GLS on distances must be 

largely due to having lost information in going from sequences to distances ,  since GLS on y is 

much more sensitive, as is shown next. These results are consistent with those in section 5 .2.9, 

where GLS on distances did not have the discriminatory power of GLS on transformed 

sequences. 

The next figure 5 . 1 2b plots the WLS (lines with symbols) and GLS (associated lines without 

symbols) for different trees evaluated on i.r y. Both methods have made a considerable gain in 

robustness over the previous estimators, which included closest tree, parsimony etc. on y. A 

striking result is just how close the two sets of SS are, which implies that overall the covariances 

in y are having a small effect on the SS, even though this type of tree-model has some notable 

correlations (see chapter 4 and earlier sections of this chapter) . Part of the reason will be due to 

the covariance matrix estimated under the i .r. model underestimating the rates of change, and so 

too the correlations (since the pathlength transformation is less severe than it would be if 

invariant sites are taken into account). Interestingly, and promisingly (since we don't relish the 

computational complexity of GLS vs WLS for tree selection) WLS is here more robust than 

GLS .  For a sequence of length 1 000, both methods applied to y will detect the mismatch of data 

and model as long as x > 0.006. Generally GLS on y shows a vast improvement in power to reject 

as inadequate the fit of data to model, relative to GLS on o. The extra degree of freedom for the 

GLSy SS makes little difference to this impression, since it only raises the required rejection 

level at a =  0.05 from 3 .84 1 to 5 .99 1 .  This striking difference in the ability of the SS on y vs o to 

detect deviations from the model is shown in figure 5 . 1 2c, where both these GLS SS are plotted 

to the same scale .  Interestingly in the limit as x --7 0, both methods not only return equivalent 

sums of squares but moreover become pretty much identical. This is understandable since, when 
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x = 0, al l trees are effectively 3-taxon trees (with t2 and t4 equivalent) so al l the paths in the 

Hadamard conjugation are reduced to just pairwise distances . 

5.5.3 Maximum likelihood is inconsistent when there are invariant sites 

Next, we consider the performance of four tree selection criteria which measure the 

goodness-of-fi t  between observed and expected data using well known stat ist ics at the s leve l .  
The optimised methods . are maximum l ike l i hood (ML) v i a  the min imum G2 stati stic and 

minimum X2 ( sometimes cal led minimum chi-squared) . In addition there are two unoptimised fit 

methods as described in section 5 .2 . 1 0. The first is the l ikel i hood (or X2 statistic) associated with 

each tree when edge weights are taken directly from y (cal led LYcT) = G2YcT)) or the 

unimproved X2 fit of each tree X2YcT) (depending on the stat istic used) .  

Looking firstly at ML, figure 5 . 1 3a shows some very promising resu lts . ML has substantial ly 

increased robustness over the best of the previously cons idered methods (GLS on y), becoming 

inconsistent only when x < 0.0235 .  In addition its fit stat istic G2, is about 25% bigger than that 

for GLS on y. making rejection of the null model even more l ikely, s ince under the nul l model 

both distributions are expected to be chi-squared with 2 d. f. Otherwise the statist ics GLS SS on y 

and the l i ke l ihood ratio statistic change in a very simi lar manner. With ML reject ion of the nul l  

model (that the data came from this tree model )  only becomes unl ike ly  for x <0.004. Notice how 

c lose the fi t of the star tree is to T 1 4 in figure ! Sa, a change from GLSy were T 1 4 had a 

noticeably lower SS then Tstar· (a possible trend noted earl ier in sect ion 5 .2 .6 w ith the 2-state 

rRNA data whereby GLS on y gave more support for an internal edge than did ML or i terated 

GLS) .  

This demonstration of the incons istency of ML when based on a mechanism of change (or 

model ) ,  which wi l l  increasingly underestimate the actual number of substitutions occurring as the 

true amount of evolution increases is novel . As explained later (section 5 . 1 0), others have 
suggested inconsistency wi l l  occur (based on performance in s imulations with fin ite sequence 

lengths), but no one has shown it with preci se calculations. This finding also serves to general ise 
the phrase of Hendy and Penny ( 1 989) ' long edges attract ' . We see no reason why this phrase 

should be restricted to describing the behaviour of pars imony on observed sequences (as used 

original ly by Hendy and Penny 1 989), which is just one of many methods which underestimate 

the true number of changes with a homogeneous Markovian mechanism of substitution when 

rates at different s i tes are unequal . To complete this general isation of ' long edges attract' we must 
show that a tree which can be rooted and have al l external t ips equal ( i .e .  a tree consistent with a 

molecular c lock) wi l l  also cause l ikel ihood to be inconsistent (not just an unequal rates effect, as 
considered by Felsenste in  1 978) .  We evaluate the performance of ML and X2 i n  the 'Hendy

Penny zone' in a later sect ion of this chapter. 

The performance of the un iterated l i kel ihood method, L'Y<T) (here represented as G2)t{T)) i s  

shown in figure 5 . 1 3b as the l ine with symbols (also shown as  plain l ines are the i terated 

maximum l ikel ihood = min imum G2 values) .  Yet again the resul ts are surpris ing and pleasing, 
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FIGURE 5.13a The fit of between each ML tree and the model data as shown by the likelihood ratio statistic G2. 
5.13b The lines with symbols show the uniterated G2 statistic for the fit between the observed data and the data 
predicted by each tree with edge weights taken directly from y (i.e. G2y(T)). Lines without (continued) 
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symbols show the G2 statistic for the same trees with edge weights chosen so as to minimise G2 (i .e. the ML 

estimates). 5.13c Similar results for X2. The lines with symbols show the values of X2YcT), the lines without 

symbols are the values for ML from 5 . 1 3a, and the just point of inconsistency for minimum iterated X2 is 
shown. 

this time the method G2YcT) achieved an even better degree of robustness than ML. We don't yet 

know if this result will generalise to other trees , but it may be an example of a hybrid tree 
selection criteria having especially desirable features. A possible analogue of a hybrid 
phylogenetic method having some clear advantage over an a well established statistical method is 
the minimum sum of OLS edges -minimum evolution method (Kidd and Sgaramella-Zonta 197 1 ,  

Rzhetsky and Nei 1992a). Like minimum sum OLS edges, our G2�T) method constructs edge 

lengths by an OLS analogue (the uniformly weighted Hadamard transform), and then evaluates 
the exact likelihood of each alternative tree for these edge weights (rather than using sum of 

absolute deviations). Certainly both the robustness of G2YcT) (as well as its convergence 

properties) need further investigation and cannot be taken for granted from 4-taxon examples. 

Figure 5 . 1 3b also shows that while the trends in G2YcT) mimic those of the ML estimates, 

they can give goodness-of-fit statistics which are twice as large or more. As yet we have no 

formulae to predict what the expected distribution of G2YcT) will be under an incorrect model. 

Asymptotically, under the true model, its fit could be far worse than a chi-square variable with n-
1 degrees of freedom (where n is the number of different sequence patterns). This is because it is 

known that less efficient estimators than ML (including methods of moments) can lead to X2 
sampling distributions with more degrees of freedom than n- 1 (Stuart and Ord 1990, p. 1 1 7 1  ), 

and it seems likely that with more taxa, edge length estimates taken from y are statistically 

inefficient compared to conditioning on a single tree. Thus we know that the expected value of 

G2YcT) is larger than that expected of an ML estimate (under the null model). Since the expected 

G2YcT) is so different to the iterated ML minimum G2, then we must be extremely cautious about 

using a statistic G2YcT), in combination with a x2 distribution, for statistical testing (more on this 

in chapter 6) . 

The last criterion considered is use of the Pearson X2 statistic as a measure of fit of tree
model to data. We will use X2 both with explicit minimisation (hence called minimum X\ and 

as a measure applied to the s(T) vector of trees whose edge weights come straight from y (this 

being labeled X2YcT), an uniterated form of minimum X2). The results in figure 5 . 1 3c indicate 

that tree selection by the X2 statistic is as robust (and perhaps slightly more so) than tree 
selection by the G2 statistic. The iterated minimum X2 tree selection method was more robust 
than G2, requiring x to be less than 0.02 15  before inconsistency occurred (see figure 5 . 1 3c) . The 
trends for the minimum X2 criterion are similar in shape to those for minimum G2, but as with 
the 4-taxon 2-state rRNA example, X2 appears a more powerful statistic for detecting this type of 
deviation from the null model, taking values approximately 12% larger than G2 for T 12 near x 

= 0.02, and even larger for the other trees (approximately 20% bigger than T 1 3) .  If this increased 
power is a general feature of X2 in detecting the type of departures generated by inadequate 
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correction for multiple changes, then it may well be worth implementing minimum X2 alongside 
ML methods .  In the case of ML via Hadamard conjugations minimisation should only require a 
few extra iterations, as the ML minima is usually close to the X2 minima (its implementation by 
traditional methods is slowed by need to evaluate many more probabilities) . It need not be 
applied to all trees, perhaps only helping to distinguish amongst the subset of the best trees 
selected by ML. 

The results for X2 applied to s(T) for trees with edge weights from y are even more 

encouraging than those for minimum X2, with x needing to drop below 0.0 155 before 

inconsistency occurred (figure 5 . 1 3c) . However, as with G2)1:T), it is clear that the residual X2 

is markedly larger than that of minimum X2 and we must be cautious about using this statistic to 
measure fit of data to model without knowing more about its sampling distribution. One 
advantage of X2 over G2 as a test statistic, is that the deviation per cell is obvious, with terms all 
being of the same sign and, additionally, each cell has an approximately chi-squared distribution 
with 1 d.f. (under the null model, with long sequences and d.f. approaching the number of cells) . 
By examining X2 on s(T) (not shown) it was apparent that for all trees the major contribution to 
the large X2 statistic (well over 95% of the total) were the two cells corresponding to the two 
non-tree parsimony patterns. All the other cells had surprisingly good fits, with only that of s0 
often being greater than 1 ,  and then typically contributing no more than 3 % to the total X2 

statistic (a somewhat counter intuitive result since the actual model is violated by having many 
more constant columns than expected). These findings applied for all the values of x considered. 
Thus ,  the X2 statistic seems to be particularly sensitive to rarer patterns which have a higher than 
expected frequency, which is anticipated when more substitutions are occurring in reality than 
our tree plus mechanism of evolution predicts. This helps to explain the increased robustness of 
these criteria to 'long branches attract' problems. Just the converse may be the case for the data in 
section 5 .3 .7 , where overcorrection might be a problem, and X2 is possibly less sensitive to 
deviations from expected fit than G2 (see also section 5 .3 .8) . 

5.5.4 Inconsistency with a continuous distribution of unequal rates across sites 

Some readers may feel that the previous example was somehow artificial because we had an 
extreme of variable and completely invariable sites . This is not the case, and here we show that 
the same type of inconsistency (as shown above with 50% invariant sites) occurs for any fixed 
non-i.r. distribution of rates across sites if the model assumes i.r. In the case where rates across 

sites follow a r distribution with shape parameter k = 1 ,  the effects are very similar to what we 

see when there are 30% invariant sites (the pathset transformation curves in figure 2.6 makes a 
similar prediction). For all of the tree selection procedures, the edge length x had to be smaller 
than in the 50% invariant sites model to cause inconsistency, but inconsistency stil l  occurs. 

Figure 5 . 14 shows how parsimony on observed sequences, parsimony on i .r .  y, and i .r. ML fare 

when sequences are generated with a r distribution of rates across sites (k = 1 ) .  The overall 

trends are very similar to the case with 50% invariant sites, but for the smaller values of x at 
which inconsistency occurs (especially for i.r. ML for which x must be over twice as small before 
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5. 14a Parsimony o n  observed patterns. 5. 14b Parsimony on i .r. y (here equals neighbor joining on i . r .  

model corrected distances ) .  5. 14c Maximum l ikel ihood under the i .r. model (sol id symbols indicate fit of  

trees under the i .r. model ,  whi le the hol low symbols with dotted l ines indicate their fi t under the i . r .  + 

optimised Pinv ML m odel). 

inconsistency occurs ) .  ML in combination with the G2 statistic shows a good abi l i ty to reject the 

data coming from the assumed model ,  except when x < "'  0 .003 . 

Figure 5 . 1 4c also shows how the i .r. + invariant sites ML model performs on data generated 

under a r distribution (k = 1 ) .  The hollow diamond shaped symbols are the fit of the true tree T1 2 
with the i . r. + Pinv ( invariant sites model) ,  whi le the square symbol s  are the fit of T 1 ,  ( actually the 

same as the fit of the star tree most of the t ime, and otherwise indistingu ishable at thi s 

resolution) .  Clearly the fit of T 1 2  is near perfect , whi le al l  other trees meet the expectation that 

under a well fitt ing model ,  they should have no more support than the star tree if they do not 
share internal edges with the tree generating the data. We evaluated the relative G2 statistics of 

the different trees at a value of x as small as 0 .000 1 ( about 0.3mm away from x = 0 on the scale 

of the figure, or I /6 the width of a square symbol ) .  The wrong tree T 1 3  was sti l l  worse fitting than 
T 1 2. so if i . r. + Pinv ML is inconsistent in this si tuation, it is at a value so small as to be practical ly 

mean ingless. 

Thus we conclude, that here at least the i .r + Pinv model is consistent. This finding reinforces 

our expectation that the i .r. + Pinv ML method (and similarly di stance methods also) wil l have 

good robustness against problems due to a stationary unequal distribution of rates across sites 

(with respect to unweighted tree selection but not necessari ly edge length estimation) .  Further 

the difference in goodness-of-fit between the invariant sites model and the r distribution ML 

method was so small that the difference could not be seen at the resolution of figure 5 . 1 4c ( i .e .  
their l ines exactly overlay one another) .  

One last feature o f  figure 5 . 1 4c i s  also striking. Notice how the fit o f  T 1 .1  (= fi t of T 1 4  = fit of 

Tstar in this instance) has become much better itself. Accordingly the difference in l ikel ihood (or 

fit) between the best tree (here the true tree) and incorrect trees has dropped substantial ly  over 

much of the range of x.  This echoes a finding made in the study of hominoid mtDNA for Penny 
and Waddel l  ( 1 995 ,  see section 5 . 3 .9 ) ,  which has is also noted by Yang et al. ( 1 994), where the 

difference in fit between trees can drop significantly when al lowing for a variation of rates across 

sites (note however that in figure 5 .6a-c this does not always happen) . 

This model-based study shows that the convergence in l ikel ihood of different trees when 

taking account of URAS need not be artifactual , due, for example, to the simplify ing assumptions 

made in order to p lace Iikel ihoods upon the real process of evolution. It can be understood 
theoretical l y  in the asymptotic context of iterated GLS converging to ML. As rates across sites 

become l arger, section 4 .5  shows that variances and covariances wil l rise, thus the GLS SS 

difference between trees wi l l  often decrease. Of course, the opposite can also happen ; consider a 
situation where two trees are nearly tied for optimal , but when rates across sites are taken into 

account the support for one decreases . 
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However, across all trees, and in most situations, the expectation is that the increasing 
variances and covariances will decrease resolution. Another way of looking at the same thing, is 
that with the larger amounts of change implied by taking account of rates across sites, the 
predicted s(T) of different trees become more similar as they both tend to predict a fair number 
of convergences and parallelisms. These give many cells higher expected values, especially 
important amongst the critical patterns which have a much higher likelihood on one tree verses 
another (often because a change on the internal edge of one tree, otherwise requires more than 
one change on the other tree) . Because the X2 and G2 statistics tend to discriminate most strongly 
when something is observed in numbers when it should have been very rare, the discrimination 
between trees drops . (An argument can also be made for differences in raw likelihoods; all of 
these arguments are in essence correct, and only vary in their illustrative power). This of course 
is reality, and again raises the question of whether data editing will sharpen the resolution and 
improve the separation between trees (as section 4.5 shows, this must happen in some cases) .  

In conclusion to this section, we have seen an interesting trend whereby the selection criteria 
which can discriminate that the data does not come from the model, using well proven 
multinomial or multivariate normal fit statistics (which are also generally more computationally 
expensive) do have greater robustness than other tree selection criteria. It is these well known 
statistical criteria, which without modification, give a statistic of goodness-of-fit of data to 
model. These two attributes make a criterion such as maximum likelihood look favourable for 
dealing with processes of sequence evolution where we expect the greatest violations of our 
model, including a distribution of rates across sites, base compositional changes, concerted 
changes in groups of sites, sites undergoing substitution by more complex Markovian models 
than assumed, and different sites obeying different Markovian models. These are just the 
problems of homologous sites, not to mention artifacts of alignment (e.g. Lockhart et al. 1 995 ,  

Olsen and Woese 1 989) . All of these problems are typical of rRNA and, the deeper the 
divergence, the more they are expected to come into play. However, even tree selection criteria 
with enhanced robustness can be swamped by deviations from the model (e.g. where ML based 
on homogeneous models, consistently puts Giardia branching earliest amongst the eukaryotes, 
other possible examples are furnished in Lockhart et al. 1 995) .  Accordingly we should not give 
the criteria, separate to the assumptions of the mechanism of change, magical properties of 
always being correct. 

Overall, the methods of minimum G2 (ML), and the computationally more expensive 
minimum X2, clearly did very well in this study in comparison to other criteria. The methods of 
uniterated ML and X2 did well also, but require more study before we can feel confident of their 
general robustness (an area for further study being which method of estimating edge lengths 
gives the best performance). Also worth bearing in mind is the suggestion from chapter 3 that 
there may be situations where distance based methods, based on the same mechanism as ML, 
may be more robust. Our expectation is that this will not be a general property, but none the less 
it would be desirable to know in which situations each method offered the best robustness. 
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5.5.5 Different trees can give identical sequences! !  

I t  has been one of  the underlying assumptions of  most phylogenetic methods that each tree 

generates a different set of sequence probabilities, so each tree can be uniquely identified in 

expectation (e.g. Barry and Hartigan 1 987a) . Here, we show that this need not be the case when 

rates across sites are unequal. The implications of this for tree estimation are then discussed. The 

realisation that different trees might give the same sequences when rates across sites varied was 

inspired by the way in which the pathset length correction curves with invariant sites and a r 
distribution can cross each other twice (excluding being equal at zero, see figure 2.6) .  

There is an example of two trees giving the same sequences in all the last series of figures 

5 . 1 1 -5 . 1 4. It is the terminal point in the Felsenstein zone. Notice how an incorrect tree, T13 not 

only becomes optimal by ML, but also perfectly fitting. Given that we have calculated the 

probability of all patterns exactly, this can only occur if a sequence for T13 can be exactly the 

same as a sequence for T12. In this case the trees are slightly unusual, T12 under the a non i.r. 2-

state Poisson model is (( I :  0.2, 2 :  0.0) : 0.0, (3 :  0.2, 4 :  0.0)) (a star tree with a long edge between 

1 and 3 ,  and the taxa 2 and 4 indistinguishable from a single node midway on this tree, written in 

a nested form, e.g. see Felsenstein 1 993). Taking the sequences of this tree and analysing them 

assuming an i.r. distribution of rates across sites, gives a tree binary T 13 (( 1 :  y, 3: y) :  x, (2: 0.0, 4 :  

0.0)) (which has two adjacent external edges equal to  zero, and where the x and y are determined 

by the distribution of rates across sites in the tree model for T12) .  The length of y will always be 

less than 0.2 (the more severe the distribution of rates across sites in the first model the more so), 

and x will always be greater than zero (and getting bigger as the distribution of rates across sites 

becomes more severe, but never as big as y). 

The reason these two trees have the same sequences as long as rates across sites can vary is 

understandable in terms of the Hadamard conjugation. Going from I'(T) to s(T), the different 

models use different transformation curves going from p to r, and with certain weighted trees 

and certain distributions of rates across sites it is possible to map the slightly different pathset 

lengths of p onto an identical r vector (hence onto the same s vector) . We use the term 'slightly 

different' because since both transformations are monotonic functions, all pathsets for two 

different trees must fall in the same rank order in order to get this 'dual mapping' effect. Further 

detail on this interesting finding i s  given in appendix 5 . 1  where we present and discuss our 

results, and the independent result of Steel et al. ( 1994) which is an existence proof (which says 

something will happen, but does not describe where or how). No concrete example of two 

resolved binary trees mapping to the same sequences is yet known; it should not be too difficult, 

but does require finding two distributions of rates across sites where the correction curves (like 

figure 2.7) will cross at least six times (work on this is in progress) . Results in appendix 5 . 1  

suggest that as the number of taxa grows, i t  becomes increasingly unlikely to get exactly the 

same sequences for two trees, and to 'dual map' trees must have increasingly small internal edges. 

However, it does show a lot of 'Felsenstein' and 'anti-Felsenstein' effects in an extreme form; so 

extreme that without some knowledge of the distribution of rates across sites independent of the 
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sequences in the tree, one could not have any confidence in which was the true tree (even with 

infinite sequences, and perfectly fitting models). 

These findings also require some further precision in the use of phylogenetic terms. In order 

to be able to say that additivity guarantees the consistency of tree selection from distances (with 

an appropriate algorithm), we must define additivity as being on the true, generating, tree (that is, 

true tree additive). Alternatively, the term additivity could be defined in a specific sense, 

meaning that for any collection of taxa (hence any weighted tree) additivity of distances will 

always hold . We use additivity in this sense within this thesis, and if we mean 'local' or 'observed' 

additivity, this is specified. While the use of the term additivity is important in proving the 

consistency of tree estimation from distances, there is a parallel for sequence based methods, 

including likelihood. That is, perfect fit of data to model only guarantees consistency if it can be 

shown that no two trees can give the same sequences. In appendix 5 . 1  some C?Xamples are given 

of models where we do not expect different trees to give the same sequences .  

The situation as x goes to  zero in  our model (figure 5 . 1 1 a) also yields a foundation for a 

mathematical proof that likelihood will be inconsistent. As x goes to zero, the vastly more 

frequent parsimony pattern will be that of long edges attract, and not that of the true tree . With 

all sites analysed being i .r. and i . i .d. then ML based on the i.r. I i . i .d .  model will remain 

consistent. However, when invariant sites are added this upsets the balance. If we then add an 

increasingly large proportion of invariant sites, then the data will take on the characteristics of an 

infinite sites model, under which ML chooses the most frequent of the three possible parsimony 

patterns (e.g. Goldman 1 990), and becomes inconsistent. 

5.6 ROBUSTNESS OF TREE SELECTION CRITERIA IN THE 

ANTI-FELSENSTEIN ZONE 

Here we introduce the concept of a new region of inconsistency of tree building which we 

call the 'anti-Felsenstein zone' (that is ,  the opposite of the Felsenstein zone, introduced in 

Felsenstein 1 978). The anti-Felsenstein zone, is a case of 'long edges repel', which occurs when 

there is over-correction for multiple hits, combined with a certain type of tree generating the data 

(we call this an anti-Felsenstein tree) . While it is a good idea to take into account the extra 

unseen multiple hits expected when rates across sites vary, it is also unwise to make too much 

correction. Jin and Nei ( 1 990), for example, recommend using a distance correction for 

functional regions which assumes that the distribution of rates across sites is exponential, and not 

something less dispersed (while the program MEGA of Kumar et al. 1 993, uses a default of k = 
0.5 with some of its r distributed dista..Tlces). Loc!rJ1art et al. ( 1994) went further, and exciuded 

all constant sites (and sometimes even all singletons as well) in an attempt to overcome the effect 

of some sites being invariant (or at least very unlikely to change). 
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To date, no study has been made of what biases "overcorrection" of the data might introduce 
to tree estimation procedures . Olsen ( 1 987), notes there may be a problem based on his studies 
with ancient rRNA, but does not expand on this supposition. Here we study the effects of making 
corrections under models which expect more multiple hits than actually occurred in the data, 
making quantitative predictions of what can go wrong, and which tree selection criteria appear to 
be the most robust to this problem. 

An interesting feature of this zone, is that it often involves the inference of negative internal 
edge lengths. Whether or not these are considered valid, makes a large difference to the 
consistency of methods, with their exclusion tending to be the more appropriate option. This 
adds another dimension to the exchange of Farris ( 1 98 1 ,  1 985, 1 986) and Felsenstein ( 1982, 
1984, 1 986, 1 988) on this matter, and tends to support Felsenstein's arguments. 

5.6.1 The anti-Felsenstein zone 

Overcorrections for multiple substitutions often have the effect of increasingly 
overestimating the true distance, as the observed distance increases (e.g. Figure 2.6 but consider 
the i .r. distance to be the true distance). For most 4-taxon trees, application of a distance tree 

building method (e.g. neighbor joining) will choose the tree which minimises the sum of 8ij + �' 
as discussed previously. In the Felsenstein-zone, parallel changes result in long edges attracting. 
In the anti-Felsenstein zone, accurate correction, or overcorrection, negates this effect and sees 

that the minimum of 8;i + <5k1 is always consistent in selecting the true tree, where ij vs kl are 

separated by an internal edge. 

Overcorrection is a problem on a tree where two long edges are grouped together (here ik, or 
taxa 1 and 3 in figure 5. 1 5a), with a short internal edge separating these from two short external 

edges (jl) (an anti-Felsenstein tree) . Here overcorrection can have the effect of making the sum 8;j 

+ ()kl less than the sum which would be minimal with tree additive distances (8ik + Dj1) . This is 

because the largest distance on this tree is 51k. and it is this distance which is most severely 

overestimated (on the example of an anti-Felsenstein tree in figure 5 . 1 5a, i = 1 ,  k = 3 , j  = 2, l = 4, 

for example) . (Note: if the tree has bilateral symmetry, then oii + 8k1 equals the sum dil + dki• but 

otherwise not necessarily so). The net result of overestimating the largest distances is 'long edges 
repel', or are pushed apart by the overcorrection. 

Let's now look at how much relative overestimation error is needed in order to get 

inconsistency in the anti-Felsenstein zone. Let er1 be the overestimation of each distance oii and 

8kh less the overestimation of 8ih while er2 is the overestimation of 8ik (er standing for error term). 

If er2 - 2erl > { 2 times length of the internal edge } (shown as x in figure 5 . 1 5a), then standard 
tree building methods like neighbor joining will be inconsistent in this region. 

The previous result can be generalised to calculate how much error must occur to get 

inconsistency on any weighted 4�taxon tree, where the largest distance is between two taxa 
grouped together. Assuming that the true tree is T13, inconsistency occurs when d 1 3  + d24 + er2 > 
d 12 + d34 + erdl2 + erd34 (or replace right-hand side with d14 + d23 + erct14 + erd23 if the sum of these 
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terms i s  less)(and where d;j i s  the exact tree addi t ive d istance) . Taking out edges in common to 

the tree addi t ive distances we have i nconsistency occurring i f  er2 > 2 x i nternal edge weight + 

erd l 2  + erct34 , which rearranges to er2 - erct , 2 - erd34 > 2 x i n ternal edge weight .  As a rough rule  of 

thumb, if the maximum d istance is less than I and the t rue distribution of rates is i .r . ,  but we 

mistakenly assume a shape parameter of k = I . about as much potential error is i ntroduced i nto 

distance estimation as if the converse were true ( i .e . underestimation of d istances,  as figure 2 .6 

shows). In the case with I k = I .  if  the c .v .  of the d istribution of rates across s i tes i s  increased 

again by a factor of two ( so k = 0.25 ) ,  this roughly doubles the amount of 'correct ion'  added on 

to account for unseen changes .  Thus if the true di stribution of rates across s i tes is  I k = I ,  but we 

use a d istance correction assuming I k = 0.25. this potent ial ly leads to as much systematic  e rror 

in tree selection, as pars imony applied to the observed sequences has. Thus we can state the 

converse of Felsenstein  ( 1 97 8 )  and Penny and Hendy ( 1 989) :  With overcorrection of the data 

long edges repel .  

(caption after figures: figures contain results for a l l  subsections o f  section 5 .6)  
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FIGURE 5. 15a Our model for the anti-Felsenstein zone of inconsistency consists of this weighted tree, 

while the mechanism of substitution is the 2-state equifrequency i .r. process. In this example 

inconsistency is achieved by assuming that 25% of all sites are invariant, when in fact no sites 
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are invariant. This effectively generates overcorrection for the number of multiple hits when i .r . 
transformations are applied. A very similar effect can be achieved assuming that rates across sites follow a 
r distribution with shape parameter k = 1 .  For the purpose of evaluating goodness-of-fit statistics, a nominal 
sequence length of 1 000 has been used when calculating SS, G2 etc. Results are shown in graphical from in 
figures 5.15b - 5.15h and correspond to the same methods used in figures 5 . 1 1 - 5 . 1 3 . The model tree is  T13 
marked with red squares, the incorrect tree T12 is marked with green diamonds, while the unresolved Tstar is 
marked with yellow circles. Statistics pertaining to T12 are labeled, in all these examples the other incorrect 
tree, T14, has identical values (due to tree and path length symmetries). The dotted vertical lines indicate the 
value of x at which a different tree is expected to be selected by one of the methods being shown (usually 
that method where lines touch or cross ). If the line is marked with a "-ve" method becomes inconsistent if 
negative edge weights are allowed. If it is marked with a "unres." it means that unless negative edge weights 
are allowed the method will default to the star tree at that point. If marked with a "+ve" this is most serious, 
since it means inconsistency for the best tree with positive edge weights. For other details of labeling refer 
to figure 5 . 1 1 .  

5.6.2 Long edges repel effects with simple criteria applied to y, 'Y(d) and () 

Here we examine how robust tree selection methods are in the anti-Felsenstein zone. Our 
model tree is shown in figure 5 . 1 5a, and the overcorrection transformations is achieved with all 
methods by removing 25% of all sites, in the form of constant or unvaried sites, prior to 
application of what are then standard i .r. methods. As was done for the Felsenstein zone 
evaluations, the maximum pathlength through the tree is always less than 0.5 substitutions per 
site. Also considered is how well the various methods can detect that the data does not meet the 
models expectations, allowing a rejection of the model as potentially erroneous. All results are 
shown in one series of figures, labeled as figure 5 . 1 5a-i. 

As figure 5 . 1 5b shows, parsimony or compatibility applied to the observed data will not 
become inconsistent on this tree where multiple substitutions on the long edges mimic (and 
augment) the reliable changes on the internal edge (here parsimony applied to the observed 
sequences is the same as neighbor joining, minimum evolution, ST method, and closest tree 
applied to the observed data) . A similar trend holds for any number of taxa, as the exclusion of 
"uninformative characters" does not affect this combination of null transformation and tree 
selection criteria. (However, to describe when consistency occurs requires statements such as "no 
other multiple hits override the additional support that internal edge patterns get" ) .  The same 
conclusion applies to tree selection from observed distances (not shown) .  Indeed, on this sort of 
tree, long edge attraction results in these methods recovering the true tree more often than would 
be expected if all the external edges where the same length. 

However, as figure 5 . 1 5c shows, the addition of an i .r. logarithmic correction (which is really 
an i.r. + Pinv 0.25 correction) sees the minimum of the sum of distances switch from indicating the 
correct tree to an incorrect tree at x = 0.02 1 5 .  At this value the neighbor joining algorithm 
becomes inconsistent, switching its preference to either of the two incorrect trees (they are both 
equal so which one is chosen depends on taxon order in the distance matrix) . The estimated 
weight of the internal edge is positive, declining to zero at the transition point (0.02 1 5), then 
again becomes positive (but incorrect) and this weight for an incorrect internal edge continues to 
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increase until x = 0. When x decreases to 0.009, the estimated length of the two short external 

edges goes to zero, becomes steadily more negative, as x goes to zero (but remain small in 

absolute size, results not shown) . 

It is informative to consider how the ordinary least squares upon distances (OLS<5) method 

performs (see Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards 1 967, Swofford and Olsen 1 990). For this model, and 

without any additional constraints ,  OLS() will always find the true tree optimal, with the weight 

of the internal edge changing from positive to increasingly negative when x is less than 0 .02 1 5  

(results not shown). For all values of x studied, the fit o f  distances to tree was perfect, when 

allowing negative edge lengths. The same result i s  obtained for the Fitch and Margoliash ( 1967) 

'FM' weighted least squares distance method, when allowing negative edge lengths .  If the 

constraint that all edge weights must remain positive is applied, then both OLS<5 and FM() 
become inconsistent at x = 0.02 1 5  (the same value at which neighbor joining becomes 

inconsistent) . For these two explicit sums of squares criteria, with the constraint that all edges 

must be ;::: 0, the SS is zero until x = 0.02 15 ,  but then increases as x goes to zero. 

The neighbor joining method, with four taxa, is identical to the method of choosing the 

unconstrained OLS distance tree with the minimum sum of edge weights (not necessarily the best 

OLS fit)(Rzhetsky and Nei 1992a, verified here with numerical calculations). The weighted 

neighbor joining tree (i.e. with edge lengths) is identical to the favoured OLS tree until the 

critical value x = 0.02 1 5 .  The weighted neighbor j oining tree is then identical to either of the two 

incorrect trees with edge weights calculated by OLS until x = 0.009. For x < 0.009 the weighted 

neighbor joining tree is  identical to either of the incorrect trees with edge weights calculated by 

OLS with negative edge weights allowed. Even amongst these closely related criteria, the tree 

being chosen varies when x is  less than 0 .02 15 .  These criteria also give quite different 

indications that something may be amiss. These are in the form of rising sums of squares in the 

methods forced to have non-negative edge weights, versus negative internal edge weights, but 

perfect fit, when negative edge weights are allowed. We discuss the implications of these 

findings to the application of these tree building methods at the end of this section. 

Figure 5 . 1 5d shows the i.r. Hadamard conjugation values which determine the optimal tree 

with the parsimony criterion. If the largest value relating to an internal edge is chosen as optimal, 

irrespective of whether it was negative, then the inconsistency point would occur for x 5:: 0.0215 .  

However, often we would not wish to pick any edge in our tree which did not have a positive 

value in the y vector. Subsequently methods such as compatibility or closest tree applied to y 

would not be inconsistent, but would default from resolving the trifurcation for values of x 5:: 
0.0295.  So, when x is small the signs of entries in the Hadamard conjugation are cautioning us 

away from picking any resolved tree. 

Also marked on figure 5 . 1 5d are the signals in y pertaining to internal edges, divided by their 

standard deviation (as calculated by the analytic method of chapter 4, and assuming that the 

sequence length is 1000) . The size of these entries indicates that the deviation towards negative 

values would frequently be detectable by statistical tests for the largest and smallest values of x 
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considered (at the nominal sequence length of 1000). That is, tests on y should facilitate detection 

of lack of fit. The performance of the tree selection method WLSy, which uses y 
s e , is considered 

later. 

The values associated with potential internal edges calculated with the distance Hadamard 

(figure 5 . 1 5e) are not so cautionary. These signals are inferring the correct tree for x greater than 

0.02 15 ,  but the zero values of the two non-tree signals provide no evidence that the model ' s  

assumptions are being violated. When x falls below 0.02 1 5, standard tree selection criteria (e.g. 

compatibility, closest tree, parsimony) pick an incorrect tree with increasingly large internal edge 

weight as x goes to zero; an undesirable result. For x < 0.215 ,  the size of the negative values 

associated with the other trees might serve as a warning of overcorrection of the data (although 

on average their statistical significance, in this example at least, would tend to be less than those 

in y, since their expected values are less than half as large and negative, while variances will only 

be slightly smaller) . 

5.6.3 Performance of weighted least squares methods from y and 8 

Figure 5 . 1 5f shows GLS tree upon the data transformed by the Hadamard conjugation 

(GLSy) . If we reject selecting a tree with negative edge weights, then this method is consistent 

for larger x, and then defaults to picking the star tree . This is because the edge weight on T 1 3  is 

positive until x = 0.0215 ,  beyond this value T13  has a negative internal edge weight. As shown, 

the fit of T 12 is only better than that of Tsrar because we have allowed this tree to have a negative 

internal edge length. Consequently, this method would only be inconsistent (i.e. pick an incorrect 

tree with very long sequences) if negative edge lengths are allowed. In figure 5 . 1 5f, the vertical 

dotted line marked -ve, shows the point at which inconsistency would occur if negative edge 

weights were allowed, while the line marked "+ve" shows the point at which an unresolved tree 

would be chosen if the internal edge must be non-negative. Notice how inconsistency when 

allowing negative edge weights can only occur in an interval of possible x values; in this case x 
between 0 .0 16  and 0.03 1 6, because for smaller values of x T13 again becomes the best fitting tree 

(in figure 5 . 1 5  this point is marked as 'reconsistent'). Overall, this criterion, by way of the sum of 

squares, i s  providing a clear sign that the data is not fitting the model (remembering of course to 

add the additional lack of fit expected due to sampling error). Here the true distribution of the SS 

asymptotically becomes a non-central chi-square (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p 867) .  

The effect of using only distances, rather than y, is shown in the next figure (figure 5 . 1 5g) as 

the lines with the solid symbols. The performance of GLS8 is very similar to that of OLS8. If 

negative edge weights are allowed, GLS8 always picks T 13 with no indication that the model is 

violated, i .e. this tree always has a perfect fit to the pairwise distance data. If all edge weights 

must be positive, then the method will default to the star tree when x is less than 0.02 1 5 . 

Consistent with what was observed earlier in the Felsenstein zone, indications of lack of fit of 
data by expected residual SS are not as pronounced with GLS8 as they are for GLSy (compare y

axis values on figure 5 . 1 5f with those on 5 . 1 5g) . The reason that distance methods can fit this 

data perfectly is due to there being fewer degrees of freedom in distance data compared to 
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sequence data. It is not expected that this property of perfect fit will generally extend to 

examples with more than four taxa. 

The residual SS by WLS on y is also shown in figure 5 . 1 5g as the lines with hollow symbols. 

These calculations show similar indications of lack of fit to GLSy, except that the SS are inflated 

due to WLSy not taking into account correlations between entries in y. If we specify that all 

internal edge weights must be positive, then WLSy will default to selecting the star tree when x is 

less than 0 .0295, and so will not be inconsistent. If determined to pick a resolved tree, negative 

edge length or not, then tree selection from y after weighting by the inverse of estimated standard 

errors, will give some robustness (compared to not using weighting) . In this case the method of 

WLSy will become inconsistent when x becomes less than 0.0135, whereas without weighting x 
need only be less than 0.02 1 5  for inconsistency to occur (both points can be seen in figure 

5 . 1 5d). Here also, the behaviour of WLSy is unlike that of GLSy when negative edge weights are 

allowed (compare figures 5 . 1 5f with 5 . 1 5g) .  This is the first time we have noticed a distinct 

difference in their properties. 

5.6.4 "Goodness-of-fit criteria" measured on the observed sequences 

The last methods to be evaluated here are the methods which measure fit with well known 

multinornial statistics applied at the s level. Figure 4 . 1 5h shows the fit of the observed to 

predicted data (measured by G2 and X2) using as tree edge weights the values in y. As long as 

internal edge lengths must be positive, these methods default to the star tree at the same value of 

x (namely 0.0295) that the standard tree selection methods applied to y do (see figure 5 . 15d). For 

both G2�T) and X2�T), if negative edge weights are allowed, then tree selection by either of 

these criteria will be inconsistent for all values of x, except when x is very small (here x less than 

0.0 1 25) ! 

The previous results are at first surprising, but still understandable. In the Felsenstein zone, 

the parsimony pattern corresponding to the true tree showed a lot of leverage on the overall 

likelihood due to both the form of s(T) taken from y, and the inherent sensitivities of these 

statistics. (For example, to give more weight to common patterns which are expected to be rare, 

versus rare patterns which are expected to be common, and by leverage we mean these relatively 

rare patterns plays a disproportionately large role in determining overall fit). In the anti

Felsenstein zone a similar thing is happening; when negative edge weights are allowed s(T) can 

'explain' why the two incorrect signals are so rare, and it is these patterns which are then offering 

the most leverage (by way of reducing the lack of fit) . As long as negative edge weights are not 

allowed these methods do not become inconsistent. Overall, these methods appear to be showing 

good evidence of the lack of fit of data to model, although as yet the exact sampling distribution 

of these fit statistics is unknown. In a reversal of what we saw in the Felsenstein zone, it is the G2 

statistic which is more powerful than the X2 statistic at detecting deviations of the data from the 

models expectation. 
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The presence of negative edge weights in calculating likelihoods is a newly observed 

phenomena. At present it is uncertain if the likelihoods of the data patterns calculated in this 

way, using Hadamard conjugations, can be considered mathematically 'correct' (the real world 

difficulties of giving a concrete interpretation to negative edge lengths aside) . One attitude would 

be that negative edge weights are never allowed, so taking this view, these methods would not 

become inconsistent (for this model). 

Lastly, the ML tree selection method is evaluated (fig. 5 . 1 5i). As long as negative edge 

weights are forbidden, then this method is consistent for x > 0.0243; for x below this value, the 

method defaults to the star tree. For most of its range the method is also giving a good indication 

of lack of fit of data to model, via the G2 statistic. The method of minimum X2 was also evaluated 

(data not shown). The point of defaulting to the star tree was fractionally higher than that with 

the G2 method (just 0.0002 being the difference, which is so little that if marking the point on this 

figure, the lines would almost touch) . Generally the minimum X2 statistic was 1 0-20% less than 

the size of minimum G2, indicating a slight reversal of the relative sensitivity of these statistics 

with respect to their performance in the Felsenstein zone. Interestingly, as noted earlier, it seems 

to be possible to calculate the likelihood of data with relatively small negative internal edge 

weights using the Hadamard conjugation. With larger negative edge weights in 'Y(T), entries in 

s(T) can become negative, which makes it impossible to interpret these s values as probabilities. 

This, however, presently appears to be of little useful application, as allowing negative edge 

weights can mislead these tree selection criteria. 

5.6.5 Summary of tree selection in the anti-Felsenstein zone and its implications 

With overcorrection of the data, all these methods overestimated the length of external edges 

(especially the longest edges), but underestimated the length of the true trees internal edge. Such 

findings are intuitively reasonable (since they are explaining part of the support for the internal 

edges as multiple hits) and are the exact opposite of what happens with insufficient correction for 

multiple substitutions, as in the Felsenstein zone (section 5 .5) .  

It seems fair to say that all the more sophisticated statistical tree selection methods did quite 

well in these circumstances, not selecting an incorrect tree unless negative edge weights were 

allowed, and generally giving a moderate indication that the data was not fitting the model (both 

by the fit statistic and the presence of negative internal edge lengths). The Hadamard conjugation 

(but not so much the distance Hadamard) also gave a clear picture that overcorrection of the data 

seemed to be occurring. 

In these simple studies ,  of all the transformations and criteria evaluated, only two would 

consistently select an incorrect tree in the anti-Felsenstein zone, given the reasonable constraint 

of not allowing negative internal edge lengths. These were the neighbor joining algorithm (here 

equal to the minimum evolution criteria), and the distance Hadamard method with standard tree 

selection methods (both of course applied to overcorrected data). This finding i s  ironic, in that 

both sets of authors identified at the beginning of this section as advocating (or using) 

transformations which could overcorrect (Jin and Nei 1 990, Lockhart et al. 1 994), also used 
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neighbor joining and I or the distance Hadamard. In contrast, the approach we have emphasised 

in this thesis (especially in chapter 3), aims to minimise the anti-Felsenstein problem by 

estimating either a best-fitting proportion of sites to remove or the optimal shape parameter for a 

given distribution, and not relying upon a fixed quantity. 

Even with optimisation of fit of model to data, it is possible to assume that too many sites are 

invariant, or assume a shape parameter which is too extreme. After selecting a tree by neighbor 

joining or the Fitch program (Phylip, Felsenstein 1993), searching in its vicinity with 

unconstrained OLS could be interesting. If this turns up an optimal tree with negative edge 

weights, there may be cause for suspicion. It could then be checked what proportion of pairs of 

distances which could resolve this edge agreed with this resolution. We expect this should offer 

an interesting test of the reliability of tree selection when rates vary across s ites, and also when 

the process and rate of substitution varies from edge to edge. Of course caution must still be 

advised when we are analysing anciently diverged molecules for which a covarion type model 

may (must if the molecules are still informative after about 500 million years) be the major force 

molding the process of evolution. 

A salient point which comes out of these studies, is that in reality the interesting 

phylogenetic problems generally are trees with long external edges and short internal ones, and 

presently we do not know much about the real process of evolution (e.g. covarion models ,  

structural-functional shifts) . I t  could turn out that under at  least some real processes could be 

yielding data for which i . i .d .  transformations would overestimate the larger distances, resulting in 

a real danger of anti-Felsenstein effects .  Such an effect could be duplicated in many different 

genes, so that congruence would not be a reliable indicator of consistency. At present we simply 

do not know the scope of this problem. It could be a very hard problem to detect, as it could 

occur in some parts of a phylogeny but not others, if the covarion process of evolution had itself 

been substantially non-homogeneous. The conclusion must be clear: very deep, ancient 

divergences, with long external edges cannot reliably be resolved with our current model based 

methods (e.g. see the quote at the beginning of chapter 3) .  It is for this reason that I believe 

model based phylogenetics cannot presently completely displace a more traditional type of 

systematics, based on identifying very slowly evolving and outwardly reliable characters. It i s  

these most conservative characters which one must hope corroborate the findings of the more 

sophisticated model based methods. Our counting of "perfect characters" in deeply diverged 16S

like rRNA in chapter 3 is an example of the application of just this sort of philosophy (as is 

congruence with a character such as 5 .8S  fission from the LSU rRNA) . 

Lastly, it is important to appreciate that understanding the anti-Felsenstein zone has 

implications for simulation studies. When evaluating a tree selection method with a bias towards 

increasing overestimation as the observed distance increases then, if a tree is in something like 

the Felsenstein zone, such a method can do better than an unbiased method (since overestimating 

the largest distance will bias the results towards selecting a long edges separated tree) . To detect 

this "false statistical efficiency" of tree selection, it is necessary to compare methods also in the 

anti-Felsenstein zone where such a bias will work against the reliability a tree building procedure 
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(and also on a tree with equal edge weights, but a short internal edge, where overall error from 

tree additive distances diminishes the efficiency of a tree selection method). Logically, all we 

know about a tree with a very short internal edge is that it could group the external edges in any 

order. 

Desirable properties of a tree selection method should be that it will select the true tree with 

high statistical efficiency, irrespective of what the true tree is. Another desirable property is that 

it should not be biased in this estimation (e.g. see Kuhner and Felsenstein 1 994 for a discussion 

and evaluation of bias in tree selection). This must mean that it will pick the correct tree about 

equally frequently, irrespective of the arrangement of edge lengths on the 'unknown' true tree. 

This last point is important, since it usually makes little sense to use a highly biased method on 

an unknown problem. Doing this ,  puts an onus on the researcher to evaluate systematic error 

when presenting a statistical summary of their results (making the analysis unnecessarily 

complicated). 

Recently I applied this prediction to some simulations run with Dr David Swofford. The 

program was that used in Hills et al. ( 1 994), the tree was a Felsenstein tree, and the mechanism 

of evolution was i .r. stationary 2P Kimura. Under this model the LogDet in combination with 

neighbor joining was recovering the true tree more often than the Kimura 2P distance also in 

combination with neighbor joining. I had doubts about the generality of these results from the 

theory described in this section, so the program was modified to allow anti-Felsenstein trees also.  

When the simulations were rerun in the anti-Felsenstein zone the tree building procedure using 

the Kimura 2P transformation did better than when using the LogDet (and the difference was 

sufficient that the average reliability of the Kimura 2P transformation over both Felsenstein and 

anti-Felsenstein zones was now slightly better than that of the LogDet) . 

This observation makes the point that the type of tree being used in a simulation can result in 

a biased picture of the relative efficiencies of different methods. In order to get a true picture of 

the reliability of a tree building procedure (even under our vastly simplified models)  one needs to 

include in a study trees with edge lengths that both narrowly separated long edges alongside 

short edges and narrowly grouped long edges along side short edges (since in application to real 

sequences we will not know which is correct). (It is also interesting to note that in biology anti

Felsenstein situations should be more wide spread than Felsenstein trees since they require fewer 

changes of the biological rate of substitution to occur, e.g. one rate change in figure 5 . 1 5a versus 

two rate changes for the tree in figure 5 . l l a) .  It is also important to consider the reliability of the 

resolution of trees which are near clock-like, but difficult to resolve due to short internal edges .  

All in all these considerations suggest that recent large scale simulations based solely on the 

Felsenstein zone (e.g. Huelsenbeck and Hillis 1 993) need to be expanded considering also the anti

Felsenstein zone, all equal external edge lengths ,  and tree selection bias, if they are to be cited as 

representative of even four taxa . Simulations should attempt to unravel factors of bias due to 

topology plus edge lengths (we call this tree shape), and at least attempt to imitate reality in 

critical ways if they are to be of use guides to practical phylogenetics.  If they are to test or 

evaluate certain conjectures, then they should be aimed at this. When they fall in between these 
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two possibilities, their value rapidly diminishes. The results presented here should help to give a 

better understanding of the factors which should be taken into account by future simulation 

studies, and stimulate interest in finding other combinations of edge lengths which may give 

unpredictable results. One such possibility (D. Penny pers comm.) is a long edges attract tree, 

which requires only one lineage to deviate from clock-like in order to obtain inconsistency, with 

two trees being shorter than the true tree (e.g. a tree like (A: 0.3, B :  0.05) :0.02,(C: 0.2, D: 0.2), in 

the notation of Felsenstein 1 993). 
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5.7. INCONSISTENCY OF ML IN THE HENDY-PENNY ZONE 

Sections 5 . 5  and 5.6 show that maximum l ikel ihood and every other method we tried could 

be inconsistent ( in selecting the correct unweighted tree) when the effect of unequal rates across 

sites was not adequately accounted for. We now show that another area where parsimony appl ied 

to observed sequences is  known to be inconsistent, the so cal led 'Penny-Hendy zone' ( Hendy and 

Penny 1 989), i s  indeed also a zone of inconsistency for ML. A Hendy-Penny tree is a five taxon 

tree ( they also suggested a six taxon variant) which obeys a molecular c lock, but has short 

internal edge l engths relat ive to tip lengths,  and a more distant outgroup taxon (an example of a 

Hendy-Penny t ree is shown in figure 5 .4) .  Also considered i s  the consistency and robustness of 

pars imony app l ied to i . r. y for data generated by th is  new model (the 'corrected pars imony' of 

Steel er al. 1 99 3b) .  

5 .7. 1 The Hendy-Penny zone 

In the Hendy-Penny type of tree, as rates of change increase, there are a substantial number 

of paral lel  and convergent substitutions especi al ly between the outgroup and i ngroup taxa ( as an 

example of a Hendy-Penny tree see figure 5 .4,  the tree on the right ignoring the dotted edge ) .  As 

the internal edge length decreases, there comes a point where these paral le l  changes become 

more frequent than the site patterns support ing the internal edges .  At th is  point four trees become 

better ( shorter by parsimony ) than the true tree. These are trees where the outgroup edge joins 

either of the four ingroup external edges, to give four different trees (thus breaking up just one of 

the two ingroup clusters) .  If the internal edge becomes shorter, or the number of convergent and 

paral le l  changes increase further (e i ther by increasing external edge lengths, or by the model 

incurring more mu lt iple hi ts)  then e ight more trees can become shorter than the true tree . How 

this happens, is in a sense, a progression how the four wrong trees were generated. On each of 

these four trees,  e i ther of the other two external edges sti l l  correctly grouped together, are 

attracted to the long outgroup sequence. and may join with i t ,  generat ing 8 ( four t imes two) more 

incorrect trees shorter than the true tree . The only two trees guaranteed to be longer ( by the 

unweighted parsimony criterion appl ied to the observed sequence patterns) than the true tree are 

the two interchange trees, where we have the groupings ( ( A,C) , (B,D),E) or ( (A,D),(B,C) ,E) 

(re l at ive to the tree in figure 5 .4) .  (The description here is  for 2-state data, a description for 4-
state data is  s im i lar) . 

The model we w i l l  use to further examine properties of the Hendy-Penny zone i s  the 2-state 

Poisson model ,  using the tree described in figure 5 . 1 6  The x-axis variable is the length of the 

external edge l eading to the outgroup (marked "E length" ,  and running from zero up to 5 
substitutions per site, counting mult iple substitutions at a site) .  The green l ine shows how much 

longer any one of the four wrong trees is than the true tree, w hen lengths are measured on the 

correct y(T) (the exact number of subst i tut ions per site, or exact ly 'corrected pars imony') .  Clearly 

the di stance to the outgroup does not affect this d ifference, and the increased length of these 

incorrect trees i s  exactly the number of extra changes requi red to break one of the two i nternal 

edges (each of length 0.0 1 ) . 
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FIGURE 5 . 16  Inconsistency of parsimony applied to the observed sequences and parsimony applied to i .r. 

Hadamard conjugation transformed sequences, under a molecular clock. The model is 2-state Poisson, 

with rates across sites following either an i .r .  or an inverse-Gaussian (i .G.) distribution (shape parameter 

= 1 ), with the true weighted tree being (((A 0.2,  B:  0.2), 0 . 0 1 ), ((C: 0.2, D:  0 .2), 0.0 1), E:  X), where X is 

the length, counting multiple substitutions, of the edge leading to the outgroup (x-axis of figures). The Y

axis measures how much longer (per site) the any of the four wrong trees are relative to the true tree 

(when this number becomes negative inconsistency occurs). The labels are light green line, parsimony 

applied to y(T), red line, parsimony applied to the observed sequences when rates across sites are 

identical, blue line, parsimony applied to the observed sequences generated when the distribution of rates 

across sites is inverse Gaussian, shape parameter equals one. Lastly the dark green line is parsimony 

applied to the sequence pattern probabilities generated under the i .G. model, but then transformed by the 

i .r. Hadamard conjugation. Here, identical results will be found with compatibility or closest tree as the 

tree selection criterion. 

The red line of figure 5 .  1 6  shows the difference in length of a wrong tree to the true tree when 

measured on the observed i . r . evolved sequences. In this example the difference in tree length is 

simple to calculate directly from s(T). Firstly, the constant and singleton patterns are ignored. The 

'parsimony informative sites', either fit a tree and require one change, or if they do not fit the tree, 

they require two changes . The only patterns which have a different score on the true, versus one of 

the four wrong trees, is the signal for an internal edge, versus the signal for the false pattern 

grouping the outgroup with one of the ingroup sequences . Consequently, the difference in tree 

length measured per site on the observed sequence as shown in figure 5 . 1 6  is just the difference of 

two patterns in s(T), each corresponding to an internal edge of the two trees . As figure 5 . 1 6  shows, 

the true tree starts out distinctly shortest (by about 1 8  steps if the sequences were 1 000 long), but 

when the edge to the outgroup exceeds 0.27, inconsistency occurs, and gets worse until an 

asymptote is reached when the outgroup sequence becomes random with respect to the ingroup 

sequences. At this point the difference in length between the (continued) 
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true and false trees is -0.02652 per s ite ( i . e .  for a sequence of length I 000 the true tree ts 

expected to the 26.5 steps longer than any of the four wrong trees) .  

5.7.2 The Hendy-Penny zone with unequal rates of change across sites 

We now extend the model to allow si tes to evolve at unequal rates, but all other variables 

remaining the same as previously .  The rates to fol low an inverse Gaussian d istribut ion,  with 

shape parameter equal to one ( so c . v. = I also) .  The d ifference in pars imony length measured on 

y(T) ( the l ight green l ine) remains the same, but the difference in parsimony lengths of the true 

and wrong tree measured on the observed sequences has changed, as expected, and is shown by 

the blue l ine. Interestingly, two indicators of the degree of inconsistency have decreased; the 

edge leading to the outgroup sequence must be s l ight ly  longer for inconsistency to occur, and the 

asymptote for the blue l ine is less than that of the red l ine being -0.02069. The dark green l ine 

shows parsimony applied to the i .r .  Hadamard conjugation transformation of observed sequences 

evolving with an inverse Gauss ian distribution of rates across sites. This  tree selection procedure 

has improved robustness, but it too becomes inconsistent .  Indeed the asymptotic value i s  now 

larger than with the other methods (of scale to the right ) ;  when the outgroup sequence is random. 

parsimony appl ied to the i . r .  Hadamard conjugation infers that the true tree is  longer than the 

four incorrect trees by -0.04846 per site (or  an expected 48 .5  substitutions if the sequences were 

I 000 long) .  Clearly ,  for this sort of reason it was desirable to deve lop the Hadamard conjugat ions 

of chapter 2 .  in order to counter this effect. 

5.7.3 Showing ML to be inconsistent in  the Hendy-Penny zone with URAS 

If maximum l ikel ihood tree selection based on the i . r . 2-state Poisson model ,  i s  applied to 

infin i tely long sequences based on the same model we recover the correct weighted tree i n  all 

instances (except when the outgroup sequence is random, and so can j oin the tree of the ingroup 

sequences anywhere with equal l ikelihood) .  However, if we apply th is  standard i .r. ML method 

to the sequences having evolved with unequal rates across sites inconsistency can occur .  We 

show this in figure 5 . 1 7a, where i .r. ML is appl ied to exactly the same trees used to generate 

figure 5 . 1 6. The blue l ine is the G2 or l ikel i hood ratio  statistic of the t rue tree, whi le the purple 

l ine i s  the G2 stat ist ic of any of the four wrong trees.  After a s l ight bump in  the curve with short 

outgroup sequences, the G2 s tatistic begins a slow decl ine which asymptotes at 6. 1 3  as the 

outgroup sequence goes to random (with respect to the ingroup sequences) .  For sequences of 

about I 000 long, a goodness-of-fit of 1 2 .59 or worse would lead to rejection of the model ( at the 

0.05 level) ( ignoring the effect of sampl ing error on the G2 statist ic) .  

(figure next) 
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FIGURE 5.17a-c Inconsistency of ML in the Hendy-Penny zone. The sequences evolved under the 2-state 
Poisson model, with rates across sites following an inverse-Gaussian distribution, with the true tree being 
((A:0.2, B :0.2) : Y, (D:0.2, E:0.2):Y, E:X ), where Y is the internal edge length given at the top of each 
figure, while X is the total length of the edge leading to the outgroup (x-axis of figures). The blue lines are 
the G2 statistic of the true tree (using a nominal sequence length of 1 000), while the purple lines are G2 of 
the 4 incorrect trees where the outgroup associates specifically with one of the ingroup lineages, and the 
second pair of ingroup taxa remain correctly grouped. Clearly these values are very similar, so we have 
shown their difference (true tree G2 - false tree G2) multiplied by 1 00 as the green lines (when the green line 
takes on positive values, the wrong tree is chosen by maximum likelihood). Fitting by minimum X2 gave 
very similar performance to G2, although with slightly better robustness (we have the critical values for 
minimum X2 as the truncated red lines). 

Thus indication of a significantly bad fit of data to model would be near certain if the 

outgroup edge was short, but less likely as the outgroup got longer and inconsistency of tree 

selection begins occurring. This is a further indication that goodness-of-fit of model to all the 

data does reliably answer the biologists most pressing question, "can I trust the results in terms of 

the unweighted tree I obtain?" The fit of a wrong tree to this data is generally very similar to that 

of the true tree, and the fit of these four wrong trees converges towards the same asymptote as 

the true tree (which just means the ingroup subtree is the same, and the outgroup sequence is 

random so it can be located anywhere on this subtree with equal likelihood) . 

We have found that the actual difference in likelihood between the true and the wrong trees 

tends to be close in the Hendy-Penny zone when using moderate amounts of sequence divergence 

(certainly closer than the difference parsimony length measured on observed sequences) . To 

more clearly show when inconsistency occurs, we have plotted one hundred times the difference 

in the log likelihoods of the false tree as the green line in figure 5. 17a  (if this line is positive, 

either of the four wrong trees has higher likelihood than the true tree) .  With y = 0.005, 

inconsistency occurs when the length of the edge leading to the outgroup exceeds approximately 

1 .6. Thus inconsistency of i.r. ML does indeed occur in this zone, but it is quite limited in scope 

under this weighted tree (the internal edges of this model tree are long enough that it almost does 

not occur) . Once the edge leading to the outgroup exceeds 1 substitution per site, a likely 

outcome when analysing samples of 1 000 sites would be a statistical tie between the true and at 

least one of the wrong trees. 

The short red lines mark the fit of different trees optimised by the X2 goodness-of-fit 

criterion. Clearly the fit is very similar to that inferred by the G2 statistic . Interestingly, and like 

the earlier example in the Felsenstein zone, the X2 tree selection criterion shows slightly more 

robustness than the likelihood criterion (although by a much decreased amount). The difference 

in X2 between trees tended to be less than that by the G2 criterion, and there was never as big a 

gap favouring the wrong tree. 

Decreasing the internal edge length by 1 12, we arrive at the results shown in figure 5. 17b. 

Inconsistency is occurring more readily, and more severely, although the difference in likelihood 

is still small in the zone of inconsistency. The minimum X2 criterion again performs in a very 

similar manner to maximum likelihood, and again has slightly better robustness. The third figure 
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(5 . 1 7c) shows the result of calculations when decreasing the internal edge length to just 0.0001 

changes per site. Now, the outgroup does not need to be very distant before inconsistency occurs 

(and occurs even more readily with parsimony applied to the observed sequences or an i.r. 

Hadamard conjugation of the observed sequences). Finally the difference in likelihood between 

the two trees in the zone of inconsistency is becoming just large enough that with the longer 

sequence lengths used in studies these days we might expect to statistically reject the true tree 

most of the time (with sequences 10,000 base pairs long, it is expected the wrong tree will be 

about 2.0 to 3 .0  G2 units worse, making rejection of the true tree using a statistic like the Akaike 

information criterion quite likely , see Miller 1 990). 

In conclusion, the Hendy-Penny zone is indeed a zone m which i.r. ML can become 

inconsistent when it does not take account of unequal rates across sites. It appears, however, that 

edge lengths need to be considerably longer than in the Felsenstein zone for this to occur. 

Counterbalancing this fact, is that with real data we may encounter Hendy-Penny trees more 

often than Felsenstein trees due to the quasi-clock like evolution of many molecules. At first 

glance, these results suggest that in the Hendy-Penny zone, the problem of inconsistency is much 

less for i.r. likelihood than for parsimony applied to observed or i .r. transformed sequences . This 

is a pleasing result, but it may be too soon to call it, as we have only explored one small corner of 

the parameter space (which can be represented as a three dimensional cube, with X, Y and Z the 

distinct edge lengths of the Hendy-Penny tree as its axes) .  Further, keeping an eye on reality, we 

should also consider in detail a fusion of the Hendy-Penny and Felsenstein zones .  This is a tree 

like ((A:0.2, B :0.3) :0.005 ,  (C:0.2, D:0.3) :0.05 , E:X), where rate inequality is appearing amongst 

the ingroup taxa (here both B and D, perhaps more likely just one of the taxa) . Situations like this 

are reminiscent of the problems resolving mammalian divergences .  Here, the evolution of taxa is  

quasi-clock-like overall ,  with distant outgroups (the marsupials and monotremes), and the 

possibility of some faster evolving ingroups (rodents and bats, being suggested examples). 

This sections results do look promising for ML, but when making analyses of real data, it is 

always best to remember: Maximum likelihood, like any tree selection criterion, can only be 

trusted when we understand the relationship between the real data and the model. 

5. 8 STATISTICAL EFFICIENCY OF TREE SELECTION ON s, y(S) AND y(D) 

This section addresses the question of how reliable and statistically efficient tree selection from 

y is .  The proportion of times a tree selection procedure (transformation followed by selection 

criterion and search strategy) selects the tree that generated the data is the (statistical) efficiency of 

that estimator. Some authors have called this statistic the power of the method; we prefer to use 

power in the more formal statistical sense of being the ability of a test to reject the null model when 

it is untrue (such statistics are described in chapter 6). In this section we will refer directly to the 
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property of interest, the abi l i ty  to pick the generating or c orrect tree form a random sample, so as to 

avoid confusion of the two dominant meanings of effic iency, computational and stat i st ical .  In 

particu lar we c onsider what effect the mean vectors and sampl ing d istribut ion of �. (the observed 

data), )\d) ( the  spectra estimated from just pairwise d i stances) and 1\ s) (the resu lt  of a Hadamard 

conjugation) are having on tree selection, under a spec ifi c  model .  In order to make comparisons fair 

the same tree selection criterion (here compatibi l i ty) is  appl ied, but each sample is transformed in 

three different ways (the nul l  transformat ion giving the  observed data, )\d) and 1\ s)) .  In our 

evaluations, we also ask the question of what overal l rate of substi tution max imises the abi l ity of a 

tree selection method to recover the true tree, then attempt to rel ate th is  back to fundamental 

properties of the procedures . The hypothesis form sec t ion 4 .5 .2, that the peak in tree recovery 

coinc ides with the values of path length correction for wh ich  the signal to noise rat io  is minimised, i s  

tested. In  the last part of  th is  section. how modifications to  the model (d ifferent edge weights. a 

distribution of rates across s i tes)  affect conc lusions. are e v aluated . 

5.8. 1 A six taxon tree model to evaluate tree selection procedures 

The model tree for th is  section is l ike that shown in figure 4 . 1 3 , a s ix  taxon ' 'caterp i l lar" tree 

wi th al l  external and internal edge weights equal, except for the most internal edge which has weight 

1 1 1 0  that of the other edges ( edge weights are measured in  the expected number of substitutions per 

s i te) .  Sequences are 2 character states, and evolve by the standard Poisson model ( Hendy and Penny 

1 993 ) .  The tree selection cri terion in all cases was the compatib i l ity cri teria ( the largest sum of 

weighted compatible patterns) .  Here, compatibi l ity is expected to give nearly identical results to 

pars imony or c losest tree, since there are just six taxa, two states, and usual ly only one edge unl ikely 

to be resolved correctly.  In the runn ing of these s imulat ions,  each weighted model tree produced an 

s(T) vector. From this  I ,000 sequence patterns were randomly sampled, and arranged into an � 
vector (equivalent under the model to a random sequence of the same length) . Each t ime an opt imal 

tree was se lected from �. stat i st ics of interest to our evaluations were recorded ( namely the tree and 

sums of absolute deviations for al l  patterns (except the constant sites). and the sum of patterns not in 

the tree) .  When selecting a tree from )\d) or 1\s), each � sample was Hadamard transformed to the 

appropriate vector. Each point in  the fol lowing graphs represent doing th is  40,000 t imes .  We used 

th is  large sample  size so that the standard errors (which are binomial in nature) for the resu lts shown 

in the fol lowing graphs are typical ly no l arger than the third significant place,  and of negl igible 

importance to any of our conclusions .  These s imulations were run using the program Hadtree (Penny 

et al. 1 993) after D. Penny made modi ficat ions to keep the residual stat is t ics of interest .  

5.8.2 Features o f  tree selection from � 

Figure 5 . 1 8a shows the results of tree select ion using the  compat ib i l i ty  c ri terion app l ied to � with 

increasing rates of change across the whole tree (the weight  for al l  edges but the short edge 7 ,  which 

i s  1 1 1 0  of this value) . As mentioned earl ier in  sect ion 4.7 .2 ,  the only edge l ikely to be got wrong i s  

the  short internal edge, and the  only alternati ves wh ich  are compatible w i th  the  two wel l  supported 

internal edges are taxa I ,  2, and 4 together ( indexed as 1 1 ) or taxa 3 and 4 together ( 1 2) .  
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FIGURE 5.18a + b Tree selection from � using the compatibility optimality criterion. 5. 15a The proportion 
1\ 

of times that the optimal compatibility tree picked from a random sequence (S) of c = 1000 sites had a 

particular edge in it. The correct internal edge for this tree is edge 7 (marked by the blue diamonds), 
whereas edges l l  (yellow triangles) and 12 (red squares) are incorrect edges due to parallel and 
convergent changes. The green circles mark the number of times an unresolved tree was optimal (i.e. 
there were no observed changes to resolve the short internal edge). Each point represents 40,000 random 

samples. The weight on each external edge of the model tree is shown along the x-axis. 5. 15b For each 
1\ 

sample the sum of the absolute value of entries in s excluding s0 was recorded. The mean and standard 

deviation of this sum is shown by the curve marked "all" .  Likewise the mean and standard deviation of the 
1\ 

sum of entries in s not in the tree (s0 excluded) is also shown (marked "res . "  for residual). Both standard 

deviations are small, and each has a scaled binomial variance equal to the expected value of each sum x 

( l - the sum) I l ,OOO. 
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In figure 5 . 1 8a, notice the rapid improvement in the recovery of the true tree (7) as rates 

initial l y  i ncrease . This al lows a greater probabi lity of changes on the internal edge, and 

consequently the proportion of (partia l ly)  unresolved trees fal l s  stead i ly  away. The success rate 

for tree recovery never reaches more than 0.84, a consequence of paral lel changes occurring 

along the l ong edges, and resu lting in patterns supporting s 1 1 and s 1 2 . As the frequency of these 

changes increases (especial ly relative to s7) the success rate of this estimator begins to fal l  away. 

Pattern s 1 2  is s l ightly more probable than s 1 1 , which is reflected in  the frequency with which 

each is  inc luded in the optimal trees from � . We call effects such as these . which are due 

primari ly to d ifferences in the expected value of entries, mean vector e ffects. 

The second part of figure 5 . 1 8  shows the sum of absolute values of all entries in � (exc luding 

s0). and a l so the sum of absolute values for entries not corresponding to edges in the opt imal tree, 

averaged over the 40,000 repl ications done at each marked point. We cal l  the second sum the 

" sum of res idual absolute deviations" ,  or j ust the res idua l .  The sum of observed patterns wi th the 

same index as edges in the optimal tree is , of course, equal to the total ( al l ) minus the sum of the 

residual s .  The curved trend for the l ine marked "al l "  in figure 5 . 1 8b is due to the sum of entries 

in � being constrained to be one . Meanwhi le the sum of the res iduals i s  gett ing large in 

proport ion to the sum of patterns in  the tree;  soon it wi l l  be as large as  the sum of entries in the 

tree. wh i le  for very high rates of c hange (and thus mutual ly random sequences)  the entries 

corresponding to edges in the tree wi l l  comprise 9/ 1 5  or 3/5 of all non-constant entries . Notice 

also, how smal l the standard deviations of these sums of deviations are . This is because the sums 

of dev iat ions are in fact real isations of a binomial random variables. with c = I 000. This also 

explains why the standard deviation of the sum of all absolute deviat ions begins  to drop once the 

sum reaches 0 .5 .  

5.8.2 Comparative performance o f  tree selection from Yes) and Ye d)  

In i t ial ly the  performance of  tree se lect ion on  Ye s )  fol lows a s imi lar trend to  that seen wi th  � 
with the proportion of success ri sing, whi le  the proport ion of unresolved trees rapidly fal ls  

(figure 5 . 1 9a) .  However the figure also shows that the maximum success rate does not exceed 

0.75, and is always inferior to that of tree selection on �. as is shown more c learly in figure later 

in figure 5 .2 1 . We interpret this as being due to the higher variance of the entries 7, I I ,  and 1 2  in 

Yes) compared with �. This  can cause a smal l but rel i able positve entry in � to be transformed to 

a zero or s l ightly negative entry in Yes) (and thus giving an unresolved tree). Another possibly, 

also due to the compatibi l ity algorithm scoring ties (something much more l ike ly  to occur in  the 

discrete � than the real valued Yes)) in  favour of the true tree conta in ing 7 (Or Penny is to check 

for this poss ib i l i ty in his program). Notice that there are more t ied unresolved trees being 

se lected from Ye s) .  This wi l l  be when a l l  three entries take on a negative value, and wi l l  also be 

reducing the absolute success rate for tree selection from Yes) (since even taking a guess i n  such 

cases would i mprove the overall success rate). However, even when measuring the success  rate 

condit ional on having a resolved tree, selection from Yes) does not do as wel l  as selection from s 
(figure 5 .2 1 ) . The number of t imes that 1 1  or 1 2  was included in an optimal tree, is more nearly 
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equal than in the case of selecting from � .  This reflects the transformation for multiple substitutions 

equalising their mean values in y(s). As the amount of change increases, the somewhat larger 

variance ofy1 2 becomes more prominent, seeing y1 2 selected slightly more often than y1 1 . 
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FIGURE 5.19a + b Tree selection from y(s) using the compatibility optimality criterion. 5.19a The 

proportion of times that each optimal compatibility tree picked from a random sequence of length l 000 
/1. 

transformed to y(s) had a particular edge in it (all labels as for figure 5 . 1 8) . Each point represents 40,000 

samples. 5.15b The mean and standard deviation of sums of absolute values from y(s) (y0 excluded) are 

shown by labeled curves. 

As the eight longer edges in the model tree became 0 .2  or greater, � vectors resulting in 

occasional negative entries in � (hence invalid arguments for the In transform) became 
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noticeable . Such samples were discarded and another taken. If they had been i nc luded as fai lures , 
1\ then the success rate of i(s )  would have fol lowed more c losely the steeper downward trend 

evident prior to the value 0.2 . The drop in the number of unresolved trees at h igh rates of change 

was a consequence of not including negative samples in this stat istic , combined w ith the fact that 

at these large amounts of change the large variances in )'(s) .  Thi s  a l lowed for some optimal 

resolved trees which were more than one partit ion different to the true tree ( i . e .  trees that did not 

have the large internal edges 3 and I 5 included in them). Using unbiased est imators ( see 
appendix 4.2) in p lace of the log transform should improve tree selection re l iabi l i ty in this 

region, and remove the problem of inappl icable samples . 

The sums of absolute deviations from )'{s )  show a qu ite different trend to those from �( figure 

5. 1 9b) .  As expected the sum of the absolute deviations of all weighted entries i n  )'( s) init ial ly 

increases near l inearly, with its major contribution be i ng the sum of entries corresponding to 
edges in the true tree . From approximate ly 0. 1 2  onwards it begins to curve upwards, due to the 

greater input from the sum of res idual absolute dev iations which are loosing their b inomial 
character and gett ing increasingly large standard deviat ions due to the transformat ion .  The l ine 

showing the standard deviat ion of the sum (which wi l l  be correlated with the sum of the standard 

deviations of entries in )'{ s) )  continues upwards unti l negative values in � cause samples to be 

rejected . Thi s  butting up against a boundary ( the rejection zone) then causes the standard 

deviation to dec l ine, just as it did in the case of s ingle logarithmical ly  transformed pathset 
lengths ( appendix 4 .2 .  table A4.2 .2 ) .  

The performance of tree selection on )'(d) ( see figure 5 .20a) is in i t i al ly l ike that on y( s ) ,  as 

might be expected by the s imi larity of their variances for low rates of change ( figure 4 . 1 5 ) .  

Plott ing the success rate of tree selection from these two vectors side b y  s ide ( as i s  done i n  figure 

5 .2 1 )  does however show )'(d)  to have a higher absolute success rate at the lowest rates of 

change . One possible explanation is that the s l ightly l arger mean of y(dh relat ive to that of y(s )7, 

and perhaps also because the non-tree entries 1 1  and 1 2  of )'{s )  are l ikely to take values larger 

than 2 .0 ( see figure 5 . 1 5 ) .  The s l ightly more posi t ive means of )'(d )7, )'(d ) 1 1 , and )'(d) 1 2 
combined with the i r  negative correlations ( so that when one goes negat i ve, there i s  a better than 
even chance that another has become more pos itive) results in very few unresolved trees ( in fact 

zero in  the s imulations for rates h igher than 0.0 1 ) . Tree selection on )'(d) and )'{ s) does almost 

exactly equal ly well at their joint peak (no s ignificant d ifference at their maxima, as determined 

by a binomial test ) .  At h igher rates of change, the performance of )'(d)  fal l s  away more slowly 

than that of )'{s), eventually outperforming tree selection on � when rates of change were high 

( long edges 0.2 and above) .  Tree selection on )'{d) eventual ly beats tree selection on � because 

the former vector has mean values c loser to the true tree values, and the effect of increased 

variances is sufficiently low not to ful ly mask this advantage. 

As sequence length gets l onger, the variance of both )'{d) and )'{s)  w i l l  decrease unt i l  both of 

them should out perform tree selection on � over all values (assuming that tree select ion on � i s  
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not already always getting the correct tree) . That tree selection on y(d) sees more 1 1  than 12 

chosen at the lowest non-zero rate of change, seems to be due to the distribution of y(d) having 

some distinct skewness towards positive values (figure 4 . 1 5) .  As with y(s) at higher rates of 

change, the increased variance of y(d) 12 relative to y(d) 1 1  sees it being selected in the optimal tree 

slightly more often. 
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FIGURE 5.20a + b Tree selection from y(d) using the compatibility optimality criterion. 5.20a The 

proportion of times that each optimal compatibility tree picked from a random sequence of length I 000 

transformed to y(d) had a particular edge in it. Each point represents 40,000 samples. 5.20b The mean 

and standard deviation of these sums of absolute values from y(s) are shown by marked curves (for more 

detail see caption of figure 5 . 18). 
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The trend in the sum of absolute deviations for y(d) (fig. 5 .20b) is much more linear than that 

of y(s), reflecting the slower rate of increase in the residual term. Indeed the residual of both y(s) 

and y(d) becomes lower than that of the residual for � for rates above 0 .02 .  The residual of y(s) 

once again becomes larger than that of �, at about 0. 1 2, but that of y(d) remained lowest for all 

edge length values of greater than 0 .02 examined. The residual term of y(d) stays about 2/3 'ds that 

of y(s), until the latter begins its curve upwards. The standard deviation of the sum of residuals is 

also small, but often of significant size relative the residual (about 1/3), and the standard deviation 

continues to increase quite linearly with the residual (figure 5 .20b) . Here again we see the 

interplay of the correction for multiple changes in y acting to reduce the sum of residual absolute 

deviations (relative to s) (and hence potentially improve the reliability of tree selection). However, 

the rising errors due to transformation (which are most due to sampling variance) works against 

this trend, here seen most prominently in the case of y(s) . 
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FIGURE 5 . 2 1  The proportion of times that compatibility picked the correct tree from a random sequence of 
length 1 ,000 transformed as labeled (s diamond, y(d) square, y(s) triangle) .  The coloured lines without 

symbols (green for selection from y(s) (also marked s), blue from � (also marked s-a)), give the probability 

the true tree was selected given that a resolved tree was selected (for y(d) the probability does not change). 

It is surprising to see that even for a tree like this, with long edges causmg a significant 

proportion of misleading parallel changes, that tree selection on � was most often the best. In 
addition y(d) was seen to generally do better than y(s), although we have perhaps biased this by 

our definition of success, since y(s) often did not select a fully resolved tree since all the relevant 

signals were negative. This is arguably a desirable attribute, expected to occur under the model 
only when a true edge in the tree is less than 2 standard deviations from zero. It can be argued, we 

should be most happy with the partially unresolved tree if there is no strong evidence to resolve it 

(and by its very unresolved nature it should incite researchers to seek a reliable 
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answer) . Due to features introduced to y(d) by the minimum of sets of distances criteria for 

inferring pathset lengths, almost always a tree is chosen due to the positive bias on y(d) 1 1 and y 

(d) 1 2, as well as the lower variances of these entries (see section 4.7 .3) .  Accordingly, when we 

redefine success as the proportion of times that a method chooses a fully resolved tree and gets it 

right, then as seen in figure 5 . 2 1 ,  y(s) out performs y(d) up until the external edge weights are 0. 1 
in length . Tree selection on s however still does best by this definition of success . This is because 

at very low rates of change there is convergence to an infinite sites model, where "two changes are 

so unlikely that an informative pattern must be reliable" .  Unfortunately, in reality it is rarely 

obvious that a site pattern cannot have been due to parallel changes . 
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FIGURE 5 . 22 The ratio of sum to standard deviation for the sums of deviations from y(d) and y(s) (that is, 
a signal-to noise ratio). Note that the best signal to noise ratio (of about 22) for the sum of all entries from 

y(d) (which is dominated by the signals corresponding to edges in the true tree) occurs when the external 
edge weight is approximately 0 . 13 ,  while the optima for is about 14 and occurs when the external edge 
length is about 0.065. The average signal-to-noise ratio for edge weights in  the distance based trees, is 

nearly twice that of any single distance through this tree, but for the edges estimated from y(s) it is much 
less (consistent with predictions from section 4.7). 

Another feature of spectra, now addressed briefly, is how accurately edge weights are 

estimated. As already seen, that there is an optima for the recovery of the internal edge that occurs 

before the actual path lengths reach the point at which their ratio of mean to standard deviation is 

maximised (e.g. see figure 4 .7) .  Figure 5 . 22 shows the result of the plotting of the ratio of the sum 

of all values in y(d) to the standard deviation of this sum, to generate a signal-to-noise curve at 

different rates . Here, this sum is made up almost completely of the edge weights of the true tree; 

the sum of residuals is small in comparison, and they hardly effect either the mean or the standard 

deviation of what is mostly the sum of edges in the optimal tree. The peak value 
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of signal to noise in �d) i s  at about 0. 1 3 ,  and since the average pairwise distance on this tree is 

approximately 3 times the length of a external edge, then average path length at this value is 
approximately 0.39, which translates to an ri entry of ::::: 0.45 . This agrees well with the optima for 
the curve in figure 4. 7 .  

In contrast to �d), the peak value for �s) (fig. 5 .22) lies close to 0.065 . At this value it is 
not the average pathset length, but rather the length of the larger quartets and the sextet which 
translate to an ri value of about 0.45. We expect that the difference in these optima for �d) and y 
(s) is due to the longest quartets and the sextet having a much higher sample variance than sums 
of pairwise distances, as was shown in figure 4. 1 0. The curve of the ratio of size to standard 

deviation of the residual of )t{d) appears more flat topped and symmetric than that of �s) .  This 

effect may be due to the pre-tree selection of minimum path sets in )t{ d), which makes the vector 

�(d) more tree like than that of �(s), so smoothing the residual entries of )t(d) out. The 

distribution of sums of residuals for both )t{s) and )t{d) is close to normal (not shown), indicating 
just a slight skew due to the bias of the logarithmic pathset transformation for the largest rates of 
change. 

5.8.3 Tree selection on �' �s), and �d) when rates at sites are unequal. 

It is important to a check the accuracy of tree selection from our the three vectors �. )t{s), and 

)t{d), when a critical assumption is violated. As earlier, sequences are generated under the 2-state 

model of section 5 .8 . 1 ,  but with the true distribution of rates across sites following an inverse 
Gaussian distribution with shape parameter = 1 (c.v. = 1 -0 .5 = 1 ) .  The sequence length used was 
again 1000, and 10,000 repetitions were performed to estimate each point. Our objective is to see 
if there are conditions that make the accuracy of the three methods rearrange their order from that 
in figure 5 .2 1 .  

Setting the model trees external edge weight to 0. 1 ,  we obtain the results � (0.68, 0. 1 5 ,  0. 1 7) , 
)t{s)(0.64, 0. 1 8, 0 . 1 8), and )t{ d)(0.56, 0. 1 5 ,  0.29), where the numbers in brackets are the 

proportion of times 7, 1 1  and 1 2  were edges in the selected tree, respectively. This gives a new 
ordering of the statistical efficiency of tree selection, which is from best to worst, � then )t{s), 

and finally )t(d) . Notice that two methods, � and )t{d), have become markedly worse performers 

than under the equivalent i .r. model. The reason that tree selection on � has become worse is that 
the size of s(T) 1 1  and s(T) 1 2 have both become more similar in size to s(Th. The decline in the 
performance of selection on �d), is we hypothesise, due to the way pathsets relating to quartets 

and sextets are estimated (which involves a type of precursory tree selection, see section 4.7). 
When distances are underestimated, a short distance plus a long distance will show more 
underestimation for these mechanisms of substitution than two medium distances. Thus, for our 
model data with sampling, quartets made up of 834 + 8 1 5 become relatively more likely than the 

correct alternative 81 3 + 845 (relative to their expectations under the i .r. model) . The size of the 
quartet { 1 345 } is most underestimated (in expectation), as are other quartets where d34 
combined with a long distance (e.g. 816, �5, �6). The reconstructed spectra is then also biased 
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towards grouping 3 and 4 together (y12) as the results indicate. The i .r. corrected spectra from 

sequences ,  Y<s), both yl l  and y1 2 take similar values to previously even though site rates are 

highly unequal. Also helping )1.s) maintain its performance, are the reduced observed pathset 

lengths under the i .G. model (relative to the i.r. model) , which reduces the sampling variance 

after the log transformation. So the main result revealed here is the vulnerability of Y<d) to 

grouping together a short distance and a long distance during the pathset reconstruction phase, 

and this resulting in more biased tree selection in )1.d) . 

To illustrate the effect of a even more extreme distribution of rates across sites, we keep the 
same model except for decreasing the Gaussian distribution of rates acros s  sites shape parameter 

_ /  A A A to 0.5 (c.v. = '12). Our results are now s (0.66, 0 . 15 ,  0. 1 9) ,  i(s)(0.62, 0. 1 9 ,  0. 1 9) ,  and i(d)(0.52, 

0. 15 ,  0.33) . These results are consistent with the trends identified above, that is, slightly more 

attraction of long edges in �, more quartet selection problems in )1.d), and relative stability in 
A Y(s). 

If we now drop the length of the external tree edges to 0.05, but deviate from the earlier 
model by then making the external edges leading to taxa 3 and 4 0. 15 long, the results become � 

(0.3 1 ,  0.08, 0.62), Y<s)(0.42, 0. 1 8 , 0.40), and )1.d)(0.48, 0.23 , 0.29) . So, another ranking of the 

reliability of tree selection from these three vectors arises, specifically Y<d), �s), then � (and 

while tree selection reliability is poor with the present 1000 sites, the ordering remains stable if 
we increase sequence length to boost the reliability to over 60%) . Here we see a strong effect of 

long edges attracting on g and a to lesser effect on )1.s) . The crucial bias in Y<d) is now, relative 

to the other spectra, more slight than before since the extra long external edges have balanced up 

path lengths ,  so that 834 is now nearly equal to 8
1
5, so there is very little bias towards 834 + 8

1
5 

being smaller than the correct 8
1
3 + 845 . 

Despite trying many other combinations of tree edge lengths (with the condition that all 
internal and external edges had the same weight except for the edges 4, 7, 8) and other 
distributions of rates across sites, no other orderings of the reliability of tree selection from these 

three vectors was found. When attempting to find a situation in which Y<s) did the best of the 

three methods, a logical starting point was the example with all externals 0. 1 and the inverse 
Gaussian distribution with shape parameter 1 (three paragraphs earlier it was seen that tree 

selection from �s) was doing nearly as well as from g, under these conditions) .  However, when 

increasing the external edge weights to taxa 3 and 4 in order to drop the performance of selection 

from �. the performance from Y<d) increased, converging towards the performance of Y<s) more 

rapidly than � did. Consequently ,  �d), rather than Y<s), became the best transformation to use. 

Making the overall size of tree larger also favoured Y< d) due to its reduced variance. 

Shrinking all external edges down to a small value (say 0.04), then increasing the edges 3 
and 4 to large values ( sufficiently large so that they were not just equal to the sum of two of the 

larger edges, which gives Y<d) more consistency) looked like a promising area to find the desired 

ranking. However recovery of the correct tree with the specified sequence length rapidly fel l 
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bel low 0.5,  and selection on )'(d) due to its reduced variance again won out m the i nstances 

examined. 

In conc lusion then, )'(s) was never the best method in these s imulat ions, and only betters 

e ither of the other two methods in somewhat special c ircumstances. We expect that for biological 

trees these conditions wi l l  be re lat ively rare (and often undesired i nput data since the recovery 

rates are genera l ly  very poor) . Consequent ly ,  as a 'bl i ndfold' method of data analys is  )'(s ) .  seems 

unl ikely be the best start ing point for tree selection if the transformat ions assumptions are 

approximate ly met, and sequences are 1 000 base pairs or less.  Tree selection on � was generally 

most re l iable, unt i l  i t  came very c lose to becoming incons i stent, whi le )'(d )  tended to do best at 

high rates of change, especial ly when � was nearing inconsistency.  Al lowing longer sequences, 

then in some situations we do expect )'( ) to outperform the other two methods. as it seems to 

have a s l ight edge in  robustness over )'(d ) .  which may only be converted to better tree selection 

performance as variances drop below present levels .  Going to four states should al so help reduce 

variance ( plots l ike that in figure 4 .9  versus figure 4.7  show this) .  s ince the s ignal to noise rat io 

can be up to 50% better. but i t  wi l l  a lso reduce some advantage due to other methods nearing 

inconsistency  ( the reason being that in  general ,  4-state models result in fewer paral lel isms and 

convergences than 2-state mode ls ) .  This tends to suggest that )'(s )  w i l l  find its greatest uti l i ty  

with real studies in visual is ing trends in  the data, and not  as a prerequi s i te for tree selection 

algorithms . This i s  not necessari ly a bad thi ng. as there are many methods to select trees. but few 
methods to analyse s ignals not i n  the optimal tree.  

5.9 0PTI M IS A  TION AND TREE SELECTION WITH URAS 

Having developed methods which can accommodate specified d istributions of rates across 

s i tes (chapters 2, 3 ,  and 5 ), it begs the question of how we are to use th is  in a real example.  

Without any a priori ev idence as to the t rue d istribution of rates across s i tes, then statistical 

theory suggests optimising some measure of fi t between data and model .  Earl ier in this chapter, 

are d iscussed a l i st of measures between fit of tree and data in order to choose an optimal tree, so 

these measures are good candidates to trial . Here, are i l lustrate some relat ive properties of these 

d ifferent criteria using the 4-taxon rRNA sequences of figure 5 . 1 .  These analyses wi l l  model a 

proportion of i nvariant sites (and a r d istr ibution of rates across sites i n  the case of l ike l ihood 

only) .  Invariant s i tes because they are most s imple to understand and to calculate. In addition, 

this model may turn out to be especia l ly  u seful when doing maximum l ike l ihood for large data 

sets as there is  evidence to suggest it can approximate continuous d istributions of rates across 

s ites wi th hard ly  any extra computational burden over the i . r. model .  
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FIGURE 5.23a A plot of the proportion of invariant sites modeled (pin.) versus sum of absolute deviations 
(s.ab.d. ), for T 12 (the archaebacteria tree, red squares), T 13 (halo-bacteria tree, blue triangles), T 14  (eocyte 
tree, green diamonds) and T star (yellow circles). The data are the rRNA sequence transversions from 
figure 5 .  l .  The dotted line shows the point at which T 14 is more favourable by this criteria than the long 
edges attract tree, T12 The dotted and dashed lines indicate the minima for T1 4 
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(labeled with a T) and Tstar (labeled *). 5.23b As for 5 .23a, except that they y-axis i s  the fit (SS) by the 
GLSO method using 2-state Poisson distances. There is a striking double minimum! This is explained in the 
text. 5.23c Pinv versus GLS SS on y, shown by lines with symbols, while the associated lines without 
symbols are the values for WLSy. The minimum for WLSy occurs slightly before that of GLSy, and like 

GLSO, shows a double minimum. 5.23d Pinv versus the iterated maximum likelihood estimate (shown as the 

log-likelihood ratio statistic, G2). 5.23e Coefficient of variation of the r distribution (k-0 5) versus iterated 
ML (fit again measured by the G2 statistic) 5.23f Pinv versus the uniterated log-likelihood fit statistic (02), 
when the tree has edge weights estimated straight from y (negative entries in the tree are set to zero). 

5.9.1 General trends in fitting a distribution of rates across sites 

The results for the optimisation of a "proportion of invariant sites" for various criteria 

applied to Yes) is shown in figure 5 .23a-d, while figure 5 .23e shows comparable results for 

maximum likelihood when there is a r distribution of rates across sites. The fit of all three binary 

trees (as long as they have a positive internal edge), and of the star tree, are shown. We pay 

particular attention to three values:  the point at which the long edges attracts tree (T 1 2, the 

archaebacteria tree), becomes less optimal than T 1 4  (the eocyte tree) (marked by the dotted line) : 

the point at which T 1 4 reaches its minimum: and thirdly, the point at which Tstar reaches its 

minimum (these last two points, both marked by dot dash lines) .  Considering the first value, is 

to tie in with our observations on the robustness of each method in the Felsenstein zone, m 
particular their relative ranking. The value of the distribution of rates across sites at which the 

minima occurs, is of interest with regards to how it varies between criteria (this data's global 

minima, across trees ,  is always on T 1 4) . Thirdly, during extensive analyses with maximum 

likelihood (with the simultaneous maximisation of parameters for a distribution of rates across 

sites) over the last 3 years (e.g. the analyses for Waddell and Penny 1 996), a trend has been 

noticed. The optimum for the best binary tree always has a less extreme distribution of rates 

across sites than the optimum with less well supported binary trees, or an unresolved tree (a trend 

usually most evident with better fitting mechanisms of evolution). 

First to consider, are the overall trends, before looking in more detail at each criterion. The 

values for the proportion of invariant sites at which T 14 became better fitting than T 1 2  (see figure 

5 .23a-d and f), exactly mimic predictions from section 5 .5 .  The inferred robustness in decreasing 

order is G2YcT), ML, WLSy, GLSy, GLSo, and lastly, absolute deviations or compatibility on y 

(the same as parsimony in this instance). The trend of the star tree to predict a higher coefficient 

of variation of rates across sites than the optimal tree, is seen for all methods except that of GLS 

on o. The amount by which the minima of T star differs from that of the optimal binary tree also 

follows the order of the robustness of methods, i .e. this difference is least for compatibility on y 

and the most different on G2y(T) (again excepting only GLS on o) .  We discuss the probable 

reason for these trends in the conclusion to this chapter. 

Notice also in figure 5 .23a-d and f where each curve ends. Those measured on y end when 

just over 0.37 of constant sites are excluded. This is because at this value the similarity measure 

of the quartet (in the intermediate vector �). goes to zero, so it cannot be transformed with the 
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standard logarithmic method. The method G2�T) also finishes at a value of just over 0.37, 

because it can no longer take its tree edge weights from y. Use of reduced variance estimators 

would counter this effect. The largest logarithm corrected i .r. distance in (8), becomes undefined 

when Pinv 2 0.4 1 .  In contrast, maximum likelihood does not run into this problem. In fact the 

iterated minimum G2 procedure suggests that Pinv as large as approximately 0.4, combined with 

the star tree, still gives an adequately fitting model (according to the chi-square approximation 

for the distribution of this likelihood ratio statistic under the true model, a = 0 .05, x2 2 .d.f. = 
5 .99 1 ,  as marked by the horizontal lines on figure 5 .23) . 

5.9.2 Optimising the shape of a distribution of rates across sites using y and 8 

Here we discuss in more detail the findings with each criterion, starting with fitting between 

model and the transformed data (either y or 8).  Firstly, figure 5 .23a uses the method of 

minimising the sum of absolute deviations between )'(T) and y, using just the signals pertaining 

to possible internal edges, in order to optimise a proportion of invariant sites. Close inspection 

will show that there are in fact two minima by this criterion on all the trees, since the sum of 

absolute deviations initially (Pinv near zero) rises slightly in all cases (this is because the signals 

for y6 and "{3 initially increase slightly in size, see figure 5 . 1 ) . This may indicate a potentially 

difficult problem when using this measure to find the minimum for larger more complicated data 

sets, where quite different multiple optima might be possible. In addition, the value of the 

residual sum of absolute deviations increases as the average size of the pathsets increase (as 

indicated by figure 5 .22 above). This effect, if not producing multiple minima, will tend to bias 

the optimal value of Pinv downwards. As mentioned earlier, we don't have a reliable formula for 

the distribution of this statistic, so without appropriate simulations it is not possible to say for 

certain at what values of Pinv it indicates an adequate fit of the data to the model (although 

simulations could be run). 

The GLS sum of squares on distances, plotted against the proportion of sites treated as 

invariant is shown in figure 5 .23b. The apparent minima of the tree T 1 3  (blue triangles), would 

usually be regarded as 'illegitimate' because this tree has a negative internal edge weight as 

estimated by this method. The fit of this tree, is included to confirm that its curve is similar in 

shape to that of the star tree and interestingly it would also appear to underestimate Pinv· The 

archaebacterial tree T 12 (squares) collapses to the star tree (circles) where their curves first 

touch, and after that has a negative internal edge weight (notice also that the optimal fit of this 

tree to the data occurred with zero sites treated as invariant). Only with this GLS8 criterion is the 

first minima of fit with the star tree coincident with a lower value of Pinv than the minima of the 

optimal binary tree (negative edge weights not allowed). 

Perhaps the outstanding result of figure 5 .23 is the obvious dual minima with the GLS8 fit 

criterion. The valid trees, here namely Tstar and T14, which do not have negative internal edge 

lengths as Pinv approaches 0.37, encounter a second minima just before one of the values in the 

arguments for the corrected distances becomes negative. This feature also shows up with the 
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method of WLS on y, and more subtly with GLS on y (figure 5 .23c) . Since all methods were 

programmed independently, with different algorithms, this is unlikely to be a computational 

error; we give our interpretation of its cause next. 

The explanation for the double minima occurring in figure 5 .23b is that the very large 

transformed distances, which are encountered just before arguments to the correction formula 

become negative, also imply very large variances (e.g. see figure 4.7). For all these criteria, with 

four taxa (GLSS, WLSy, GLSy) every pathset length is involved in estimating every edge length 

(and every potential edge length, in y, for any number of taxa). If just one distance is implied to 

have a variance heading to infinity (so signal-to-noise ratio goes to zero), the variance of all edge 

length estimates also heads towards infinity. In the case of y and GLSS, the SS fit is basically 

between observed and expected edge lengths (or sums of edge lengths, to give inferred tree 

distances with S). This means as soon as one pathset length goes towards infinity, a squared 

mismatch is divided by increasingly large estimated variances, so the overall sum of squares can 

decrease. In some cases the variance of all components goes towards infinity, so the overall SS 

goes to zero, as with WLSy, (a plot of Ys e versus Pinv shows this feature clearly in chapter 6) .  

There are ways to alleviate this problem, which are not guaranteed to remove it  (one is altering 

the relative contribution to overall fit of different components). GLS on y, for example, by taking 

into account covariances, does not drop the SS as quickly as WLSy in this terminal region, 

although there is a still a clear dip and second minima (initially most apparent on the best fitting 

tree) . WLSS (not shown) is also affected by this factor, and may show double minima as 

distances become very large. It is also important to point out, that this feature is not due to the 

delta method, since this approximation underestimates the variance at very large distances (as 

long as sequences are sufficiently long that samples are not excluded due to negative logarithm 

arguments) .  This feature will occur with all transformations which can assume progressively 

more unequalness of rates across sites (i.e. the underlying assumed distribution of site rates has 

an unbounded c.v.). 

The occurrence of multiple minima is always a source of concern, in that any optimisation 

method may converge to either minima. In this case, as long as one of only two minima is on a 

boundary of the data space (e.g. were distances become infinite) then we may anticipate such a 

minima, and search for the other minima away from this boundary. For more complicated 

examples with many pathset lengths, things may get more complicated. Recently Steel ( 1994b) 

has shown that multiple maximum likelihood solutions can exist on a single tree. It will be 

interesting to see if this type of situation can apply also to ML. Figure 5 .23, however, shows ML 

with one c lear minima so it may better avoid this problem. Perhaps this is due to estimating fit at 

the multinomial level where the variances, and covariances contributing to overall fit are quite 

stable. 

Another notable feature of GLS on distances with this data, is that no value of Pinv sees the 

model rejected by its fit statistic (the sum of squares, SS). With enough data the SS has a chi

square distribution under the model (here with 6 - 6 = 0 d.f. for the binary trees and l .d.f. for the 
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star tree) . Here the data is very saturated in terms of counts per cell, making the approximation to 

asymptotic normality very good. Consequently this insensitivity is almost certainly a reflection of 

the distinguishing power of 8, which was also seen to be relatively insensitive in the robustness 

evaluations made in sections 5 .5 .  Also notice that despite the binary trees having no formal 

degrees of freedom left for hypothesis testing, these models none the less still contain 

discriminatory information as one of them (T 14) clearly shows the best fit. 

The first minimum found by GLS on y (figure 5 .23c) is  in good agreement with the other 

methods. Its goodness-of-fit statistic, a SS, has reasonable sensitivity to a lack of fit between 

model and data for Pinv less than the first minimum, but this sensitivity then apparently decreases 

at the highest values of Pinv· The explanation appears to be that as path lengths grow large, the SS 

can become quite small due to the variances becoming very large (and there is indeed a shallow 

second minima). However, the overall fit in the range of Pinv for which y is defined the fit is very 

similar to that of minimum G2 (maximum likelihood), so it may be that on data without such high 

rates, these two criteria may behave even more similarly. While WLS on y initially shows a 

s lightly larger SS than does GLS, overall the fit by these two criteria is very similar. The SS for 

WLS on y also drops towards zero creating a second minima as Pinv approaches the point at 

which negative pathset lengths occur (this second minima hard to see on this figure 5 .23c, but is 

indicated by the short horizontal blue line) . 

5.9.3 Optimisation by fit measured at the s level 

In contrast to all the previous methods based on fit to y, optimising Pinv simultaneously with 

the edge weights in the tree by maximum likelihood (minimum G2) yielded a smooth parabola 

like curve with only one minima (figure 5 .23d). In addition the statistic of fit of data to model 

which has a chi-squared distribution (with a nominal 1 d.f. for a binary tree, 2 d.f. for Tstar) ,  

asymptotically, under the true model, is generally like GLS and WLS SS on y ,  and much more 

informative than the SS from GLS on 8 (also shown on figure 5 .23d as the purple line) . As the 

lines for the 1 and 2 d .f. chi-square 95% quantile show, Pinv with 95% confidence lies between 

approximately 0 . 175  and 0.375 for the best l .d .f. model (T 14 plus invariant sites), and between 

0 . 1 75 and 0 .385 for the 1 d.f. star tree plus invariant sites model . These confidence intervals are 

slightly larger than those calculated by Churchill et al. ( 1 992) for the same data (0.20 1 to 0 .384 

as Pinv under the Tstar model). This difference is most probably due to their using a slightly 

different asymptotically justified test. This constructs a 95% confidence interval about the 

optimal proportion of invariant sites based on the variance from the inverse of the Hessian matrix 

(section 5 .3 .2) and assuming a normal distribution (which is approximately the same as 

constructing a confidence interval on one parameter, without reoptmusation of the other 

parameters ,  i.e. edge weights, in the model). This somewhat ignores the contribution of the other 

variables and tends to make the confidence interval to narrow (see section 5 . 3 .9). The confidence 

intervals on edge lengths in PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1 993, and earlier versions), uses the same test 

(and has been discussed earlier in section 5 .3 .7). That this difference is occurring with data 

which must be far closer to asymptotic conditions than any 4-state data set applicable to the 
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model in Phylip (having 264 independent data cells to fill) agam suggests that these two 

approaches can give quite different confidence interval widths. 

For the ML model of figure 5 .23d a confidence interval based on the binomial distribution of 

the expected number of invariant sites is much narrower, being just 26.0 to 3 1 .0 or just one 

quarter as wide as previously (so the variance is more than an order of magnitude smaller than 

that used to construct the previous confidence intervals) . This large difference, perhaps indicates 

how much doubt there is about the inferred proportion of invariant sites due to the inexactness of 

inferences of edge lengths with this data (the only other free parameters of this model) .  (While, 

GLS on y may appear less sensitive at locating the optima, it gives a very similar lower limit to 

ML on the proportion of invariant sites, this being approximately 0. 1 8  by the same asymptotic 

chi-square distribution test). 

Figure 5 .23d also shows that all the trees evaluated by ML trees fit the data adequately at 

their optimal value of Pinv· By an asymptotic likelihood ratio test the star tree model would be 

chosen as offering the best trade of between explanatory power versus fewest parameters in the 

model (in agreement with the findings of Churchill et al. 1 992). Application of the minimum X2 

method gave very similar results to that of ML. Here, in agreement with results in the Felsenstein 

zone (section 5 .5) the X2 statistic seemed to be more sensitive than G2 in detecting departures to 

the model for this type of data, giving values that were about 5% to 10% larger than those of G2 

(and it has the same asymptotic chi-square distribution under the true model) .  

The next figure, 5 .23e, shows the performance of maximum likelihood when assuming a r 
distribution of rates across sites. The curve is very like that of the previous invariant sites ML 

model, and again all trees fit the model adequately. The optimal k value is very close to that 

inferred in figure 2.7 with a highly similar set of sequences, as aligned by Lake ( 1 988) .  The 

optimal fit of this model is fractionally worse than that for the invariant sites ML model (less 

than 0.2 G2 units) but the difference is not significant (its barely visible in these figures). In 
chapter 2 we showed how to constructed models with a mixture of invariant sites, and a 

distribution of rates across sites for the remaining sites. The ML point for this model, and across 

all trees, was achieved when k went to infinity (i .e. the i .r. rates), and the proportion of invariant 

sites took on their optimal values as shown in the figure 5 .23d. As mentioned earlier in section 

5 .3 .7, such results were checked by creating data sets sampled under a (p;nv = 0.2, k = 1 )  bimodal 

distribution. This seems to be a rather common 'antagonistic' behaviour for this type of mixed 

rate class model. 

The last figure shows results the fit of the G2y(T) criterion under the invariant sites model. It 

appears to share the same desirable attributes of the ML method, in terms of having a single 

optima, and a smooth progression of worsening fits moving away from it. The goodness-of-fit 

statistic appears to be sensitive, but as mentioned earlier the exact distribution of this statistic 

under the true model is presently unknown.  

Overall the results show there i s  grounds for concern over the use of  non-ML methods to 

estimate the number of invariant sites, or equally other distributions of rates across sites (data not 
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shown). There is a real danger of multiple optima, especially an optima located as the inferred 

distances begin to get very large, with rapidly increasing variances. The non-iterated likelihood 

method, GZ-y(T), did well, and it will be interesting to see if these methods are generally reliable 

(e.g. using a weighted least squares distance tree estimation procedure to give edge lengths), as 

they should be very fast to calculate compared to even ML optimisation on one large tree (e.g. of 

50 taxa) . 

5.10 DISCUSSION 

The overwhelming conclusion in writing this overall discussion of results in this chapter, is 

just how difficult it still is to get an overall understanding of how different tree selection criteria 

work. It is even harder to be certain of making recommendations of which is best. This chapter 

goes some way towards answering these questions, but it also makes one aware of the scale of 

the problem facing the preparation of unbiased recommendations of methods (a problem perhaps 

ultimately most confounded by our lack of understanding of the some the dynamics of sequence 

evolution). In considering this discussion, it is important then to separate what we know of the 

performance of data transformation I tree selection criteria under simple models, from any claims 

of how they will perform with real sequences . This last question is a field of study in its own 

right, and requires more concerted efforts to accurately diagnose the processes and features of 

sequence evolution, and stop assuming they basically fit our models .  

An important general finding of  this chapter i s  that all methods can become inconsistent, 

and they probably tend to do so in unison, making arguments such as " my trees of 3 billion year 

old molecules are probably correct since I used three simple i .r. i .i .d. methods and got the same 

result" look rather weak. With this distinction made, the results of this and similar work can be 

put into a more realistic perspective. 

In terms of the tree selection criteria, some general trends did emerge. One of the most 

important was that the more costly statistical tree selection (e.g. GLS, X2 and ML) tended to be 

paying bonuses in robustness (in terms of larger parts of the parameter space yielded consistent 

tree selection), and the ability to show symptoms that the data was not fitting expectations. In 

practice, these methods also allow some of the easiest, and perhaps most statistically efficient, 

frameworks for hypothesis testing. The more statistically intense methods using correlation 

structure also tended to generally infer the longest edge lengths. Other publications have shown 

some similar results . The results of Hasegawa and Fuj iwara ( 1993) also show that i.r. ML tends 

to be more robust than neighbor joining using a simple i.r. transformation, or unweighted 

parsimony on observed sequences, under non-i.r. I i . i .d .  models with 4-taxa. Interestingly, 

Hasegawa and Fujiwara's ( 1 993) results also suggest the inconsistency of i.r. ML methods when 
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rates across sites are unequal, although they did not directly discuss this or address it by making 

exact calculations in place of simulations (they were more interested in robustness). Using 

simulations, Gaut and Lewis ( 1995) claim inconsistency of ML based on simulations with short 

sequence lengths (500 to 2000). Their results are certainly strongly suggestive, but exact 

calculations were not performed (as verification of inconsistency requires). Our own results 

showing inconsistency of ML in this region (figures 5 . 1 l a-b, 5 . 1 3a), were submitted in early 

1 994, and appear as part of Lockhart et al. ( 1 995). One of the useful features of Hadamard 

conjugations to calculate probabilities, is the very simple structure of the conjugation, and a wide 

variety of exact test that can be made to confirm it is correct. This is important since there have 

been a number of cases recently where claims of the performance of ML have been shown to be 

incorrect due to numerical errors (e.g. see Hasegawa et al. 1 99 1 ) . 

Extending predictions of robustness to more than 4-taxon trees is very important, since there 

are some cases where 4-taxon examples give a biased view of what is going on. It will be 

interesting to evaluate many more methods in the Hendy-Penny zone, especially allowing 4-state 

data (able to be done with the extended Hadamard conjugations of chapter 2). Our prediction is 

that the order of robustness will remain essentially the same. 

One result which we feel deserves more careful study is just how does GLS on distances 

compare with GLS on transformed sequences or ML on sequences. Its still surprising just how 

big a gap appeared between two methods (GLS8 and GLSy) which differed by only 1 degree of 

freedom. While our suspicion is that this gap will widen when using more taxa and more states, 

we wonder if it so applicable in reality. The possible reason, as discussed in the next chapter, is 

that the effective degrees of freedom of the G2 or X2 statistic is vastly reduced by sparseness of 

the data (i.e. many missing nucleotide patterns). However this sparseness probably affects the 

distance matrix more slowly, since each distance counts many events at many site patterns. 

Accordingly, in situations of more taxa, and moderate sequence length, the differences between 

ML and GLS8 may be minimised. 

The findings relating to the anti-Felsenstein zone were particularly interesting. We need to be 

aware of the fact that models can go wrong in many ways,  and unless we can accurately 

characterise the real process of evolution, it is not possible to be confident of the reliability of 

current methods . This zone also shows that in evaluating the reliability of a tree selection 

criterion, it is not sufficient even with only four taxa to consider just the Felsenstein zone (e.g. 

Huelsenbeck et al. 1 992), as this can give a very biased view of which tree building methods 

will be most useful (assuming that the real sequences are behaving in a similar way to the model 

in the simulations). In such simulations one must use Felsenstein, anti-Felsenstein and narrow 

internal edge clock like tree to get some balance. Using random branch lengths (or preferably 

some sort of ni.ndornness within realistic expectations) is another possibility (e.g. Charleston et 

al. 1993), but this approach can only reveal an average and not an understanding of important 

features at work (so is not sufficient by itself) . Nor do random edge length simulations give 

knowledge of which methods are expected to be most reliable in resolving a situation which has 

two long external edges, while all other are short. 
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It is even harder to predict what the best method of tree selection might be with six taxa. Our 

simulations showed that transformation of sequences to correct for multiple changes was 

frequently deleterious to the chance of success of a method, where all edges were of 

approximately equal length, and sequences were of moderate length. A variety of conclusions 

can be drawn from this .  One is that we really do need to have good long sequences if we hope 

that transformations which give mean values over many replications that are reliable. 

In contrast, predictive methods like ML and X2 are capable of both taking account of 

multiple substitutions, and keeping sampling errors to a similar size to those encountered by 

other, non-model based methods, which use the character patterns as found (e.g. parsimony or 

compatibility on the observed sequences). This feature is not only important to the efficiency of 

tree selection, but also to the reliability of inferring divergence dates. This can be confirmed by 

running a bootstrap analysis in PHYLIP, using the DNAML 5-parameter model, versus the 5-

parameter ML distance and neighbor joining. Upon comparison of the inferred relative 

divergence times of nodes, the ML method does better, some times markedly so (e.g. in the case 

of the Horai et al. mtDNA sequences, especially when 60% of constant sites are removed from 

the sequences prior to analysis, results not shown). Recently, Adachi and Hasegawa ( 1995) have 

argued that ML methods are less prone than neighbor joining to a downwards systematic error in 

estimating divergence times. This is consistent with our findings in section 5 .2 and 5 .3 ,  where 

ML and minimum X2 made the largest estimates of the longer edges, given the evidence that the 

model was underestimating all edge lengths due to failure to account for unequal rates across 

sites. It was findings such as these, and the lower sampling errors of divergence times that ML 

methods should find favour in divergence time studies (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1 985,  Kishino and 

Hasegawa 1 990, Waddell and Penny 1 995 ,  Adachi and Hasegawa 1 995). 

It also seems fair to say that over the evaluations in sections 5.5 to 5 .7 ,  and 5 .9 ,  that the ML 

and minimum X2 methods showed the fewest surprises in their behaviour, and in that sense were 

reliable. For example, both methods had good robustness in the Felsenstein and Hendy-Penny 

zones, defaulted to an unresolved tree rather than showing inconsistency in the anti-Felsenstein 

zone (and did no default until lower values of x), and did not show multiple minima when 

optimising a proportion of invariant sites. These are especially important properties as the 

complexity of our models grow. 

Its important to keep developing likelihood models because they offer much more flexibility 

than any other model based method. In this thesis we have looked at the issue that sites can 

change their intrinsic rate (appendix 2 . 1 ,  section 5 . 3 .5) ,  and a better understanding of this factor 

is needed (which is an aspect of covarion type models) .  Its also important to consider ML models 

with lineage mixing, something which is certainly important amongst sites in long stretches of 

nuclear DNA amongst closely related populations (as shown in sections 5 .4, and discussions 

therein) . It may yet turn out that reticulate phylogenies are very common amongst " species" ,  or 

species complexes, of plants, fungi, and basically anything that is not a " typical animal " .  Such 

factors will become more pressing as sequences which are more than 1 0,000 base pairs in length 

(e.g. with long range PCR), which may contain multiple recombination points. A more detailed 
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discussion of our assessments of ML models with rates across sites, and recombination, is found 

sections 5 . 3  and 5 .4. 

Development of ML models is probably most compromised at present by a lack of 

quantitative study of the parameters describing molecular evolution under assumptions other than 

the i . i .d .  neutral model (which really just relies upon average substitution rates) without 

recombination. Once these are clearly defined it is then possible to consider the best ways to 

model them. While computational complexity is often cited as a serious hindrance to ML 

methods, programs such as PAUP* (Swofford 1 995) are already showing that analyses with ML 

models deemed too computationally expensive less than I 0 years ago, are now running at a 

similar speeds (using modem computers) to parsimony in the early 1980's). 

Lastly ,  an important additional application of model based methods is to return reliable 

estimates of evolutionary parameters. As we saw repeatedly, with present models it is difficult to 

be confident in factors such as transition to transversion ratio, or divergence time unless the data 

to model relationship is well understood. An interesting point, is that in traditional model 

building, statistics like G2 or X2 are used to measure fit of model to data, and are a guide to the 

addition of additional parameters (e.g. see Miller 1 990) . Under a covarion model, sequences are 

no longer i.i .d. so in order to measure fit of model to data other statistics may be called for. 

Another i ssue is that, generally, it is important to model more than four sequences at a time. For 

example, the general 3P r model applied to a set of four aligned rRNA molecules, returned an 

apparently reasonable fit. However, this model (like any i . i .d. model) is unlikely to be offering a 

good description of what has occurred. This is reinforced by tree selection in this instance 

selecting what is strongly suspected of being an incorrect tree. The lesson here seems to be 

multiple : Don't believe apparent fit of model to data offers any guarantee of consistency (while 

its opposite does no mean inconsistency). A void measuring fit of models on the smallest possible 

sets of data, even going from four up to six taxa can make a big difference (ensuring of course 

that the additional taxa are not joined by relatively short internal edges to taxa already in the 

tree). Don't let overall i . i .d. likelihood be your only guide of the adequacy of steps in an analysis 

(from sequencing to alignment to tree selection and selection of parameters in the model). ML is 

a useful tool, but like all methods there is no guaranteed 'black box' approach. 

Given all the uncertainties of Felsenstein, anti-Felsenstein, and Penny and Hendy zones, 

different trees giving the same sequences, and multiple other uncertainties about the reliability of 

our models, I believe the approaches used in chapter 3 are sensible in the analysis of ancient 

molecules. If you have doubt in all current models, you can do much worse than to consider the 

simple counts of the most conserved sites in light of your hypotheses (e.g. Olsen 1 987, chapter 

3), rather than throwing caution to the wind, and accepting whatever trees programs give you 

back. 
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A5.1 TWO OR MORE TREES CAN PREDICT IDENTICAL SEQUENCE DATA 

Under the two state Poisson model with all sites evolving at an equal rate there is a one to 

one relationship between y and s (Penny and Hendy 1 993), and hence each weighted tree predicts 

different sequence data, which in turn uniquely identify it and its edge lengths. In appendix 2.2  

there is  a proof that for any specified fixed distribution of relative rates there is  also a one to 

relationship between s and y (by fixed we mean sites don' t change their rate relative to each 

other). However this result does not hold for the whole class of sequences s that can be 

calculated with Hadamard conjugations when we use moment generating functions and their 

inverses to define the relationship between r and p. It turns out that the same expected sequence 

spectrum can be generated by two or more trees given different distributions of rates across sites. 

It also arises that the same unweighted tree with different edge weights can predict the same 

sequences when rates across sites vary (in this case the consequence is not an inability to identify 

the correct tree with certainty, but inability to infer the exact edge weights without precise 

information on the distribution of rates across sites, and hence problems in estimating relative 

divergence dates) . As we will show later, this second situation can arise when the tree has a 

number of identical pathset lengths. 

AS.l.l Different trees can give the same sequences: A simple example with 4 taxa. 

In table AS. I .  I we illustrate a case in which a 4-taxon star tree gives the same sequences as a 

4-taxon binary tree, when the distribution of relative rates across sites varies between the two 

sequences . The basic form of the two trees used in table A5 . 1 . 1  is shown in figure AS . l . l ;  the 

unweighted star tree will have edge length c set to zero, while the unweighted binary tree will 

give E a positive weight. The pathset length correction curves for the two different distributions 

of rates across sites being used here, have already been illustrated in figure 2.6. Because of the 

flexibility of fitting pairwise distances onto what is effectively a 3-taxon tree, many 

combinations of edge lengths and distributions of rates acros s  sites will achieve a mapping of the 

sort illustrated in table A5. 1 . 1 .  The basic requirement is that the non-linear transformation used 

with the star tree makes the ratio of 8 1 3  to o34 (under in the p vectors of table A5. 1 . 1 )  less than 

that achieved with another non-linear transform (notice that there are just two different positive 

pathset lengths on this type of star tree, namely 8 1 3  = o23 = o14 = 824, while 834 = o1 234, the 

quartet pathlength) .  Because of the flexibility of fitting three distances onto a 4-taxon tree, then 

by altering the proportion of invariant sites, Pinv' and the value of k, we can get any ratio of £ to z 

in our binary tree which is less than 1 (see figure 5 . 1 . 1 ) .  If c becomes equal to or larger than z, 

then we have the impossible situation (for the monotonic non-linear transformations a Hadamard 

conjugation must use) of 81 3 > o34 on one the binary tree, but 8 1 3  < o34 on the star tree. 
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Table A5.1.1 An example where a 4 taxon star tree (described here in vector form) will map to the 

same sequences as a binary tree 

y(Ts) p(Ts) r(Ts) 

Index ri = 
M<-= o.1. k, -�(Pi) 

0 - 1 .6 0.0 1 .00000 

0.0 - 1 .6 0.36152 

2 0.0 - 1 .6 0.36 1 52 

3 0.0 0.0 1 .00000 
4 0.8 -3 .2 0.2326 1 

5 0.0 - 1 .6 0.36 152 

6 0.0 - 1 .6 0.36 152 
7 0.8 -3 .2 0.2326 1 

s(T 1 2) 

s(Ts) 

0.4889 1 

0.00000 

0.00000 

0. 1 2739 

0. 1 9 1 85 

0.00000 

0.00000 

0. 1 9 1 85 

r(T1 2) 

1 .00000 

0.36 1 52 

0.36 1 52 

1 .00000 

0.2326 1 

0.36 152 

0.36 152 

0.23261 

p(Tl 2) y(Tl 2) 

Pi= 

M-\., o. ko l )(ri ) 
0.00000 - 1 .70782 

- 1 .766 12  0.00000 

- 1 .766 1 2  0.00000 

0.00000 0.05830 

-3 .29905 0.82476 

- 1 .766 12  0.00000 

- 1 .766 12  0.00000 

-3 .29905 0. 82476 

Notes to this table: Starting from the left, in the second column, is a vector description of a star tree. Using a 
Hadamard transform we obtain the vector p (third column), which is non-linearly transformed to the vector 
r(T,)(fourth column), under a model where 1 0% of all sites are invariant, and the remainder are i.r. The 
inverse Hadamard transform, then gives a sequence vector which is not unique to the star tree (in fact 
infinitely many weighted trees of the star form and a binary form share it). The final column shows one of 
the countless weighted binary trees (all the same unweighted tree) that share this exact same sequence 
vector. To show this is so, apply the Hadamard transform to s to give r(T12) (of column 6, which is the same 
as r(T,)), then apply a nonlinear transform for a model where there are no invariant sites, but the variable 
sites follow a r distribution with shape parameter k = 1 .  This gives p(T!2) (column 7), which are the pathset 
lengths of exactly one unique weighted binary tree which is obtained in the final column with the inverse 
Hadamard transform (a diagram of this tree is shown in figure A5. 1 . 1  ). If we had used a slightly different 
distribution of rates across sites, a slightly different set of edge weights for this binary tree would be 
returned. 

1 £ 
2 

3 

4 

FIGURE A5. 1 . 1  The form of the binary tree in table A5. 1 . 1 .  Note if we make { 2 x edge length z }  equal to a 
point at which our two transformation curves cross (e.g. see figure 2.6), then this binary tree can have the 
same s vector as a star tree (i.e. c set to zero). To obtain a sequence identical to that of a star tree, start with 

the same sequence vector, but use a non-linear transformation of the observed sequences which will make 
813 equal to exactly 1 /2 834 (whereas on the binary tree 834 < 2 x 813). 
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A5.1.2 Different binary trees can give the same sequences! 

Here, we develop an understanding of the conditions under which distinct binary trees can 

'map to' the same sequence pattern probabilities, and illustrate these properties with a series of 

hypothetical examples. 

Our first aim is to understand the conditions necessary for the p vector of one tree to map to 

an r vector which can be generated by a distinct binary tree. Because of the orthogonal 

transformation H-1 r , then if and only if two different topologies can potentially map to the same 

r vector, can they have the same sequence pattern probabilities (i.e. the same s vector) . A major 

constraint on the edge weights two different topologies can have in order to get mapping to the 

same r vector is  that the non-linear transform converting p to r must be strictly monotonic under 

any fixed distribution of relative rates across sites. 

Figure A5 . 1 .2 gives an example of one form a tree may take in order to be compatible with 

an p to r " dual mapping" given the restriction that the non-linear mapping function must be 

strictly monotonic. Notice that the branch lengths are all different (in this case a multiple of 

length z), while the internal edge length is an arbitrarily small value E (much smaller than z). 
When E shrinks to zero, the binary tree becomes the star tree. Table A5 . 1 .2 shows the tree 

additive pathset lengths for this star tree (the labeling of tips on the tree is set up to emphasis a 

clear rank in pathset lengths). From the star tree it is possible to expand out to the three binary 

trees, i .e. T12  = ( 1 ,2) ,(3,4), (and likewise for T13 and T14) .  We will allow each of these three 

binary trees to have the same external edge weights as those shown on the tree in figure A5 . 1 .2, 

while the internal edge will be small in all cases (specifically of length E) . Notice that all the 

trees in table A5. 1 .2 have the same ordering of pathset lengths as long as c. is less than z. This 

constancy of pathset magnitude ordering is ,  of course, essential (for Hadamard conjugation 

mechanisms at least) in order to map the p of one tree onto the r of another tree, since the 

transformations available to do this must be strictly monotonic. Figure A5 . 1 .3 then illustrates 

how a set of monotonic curves can map these 4 distinct sets of true path lengths onto a single set 

of r values, and hence via the Hadamard transform to a single set of sequence pattern 

probabilities .  

4 

2 

1 

FIGURE A5. 1 .2. The general from of a weighted binary tree which can potentially map its p vector to the 
same r vector (and hence s vector) as that of either of the other two unweighted binary trees (which will 
have similar edge weights) when relative rates across sites vary. (Here z is a unit of edge length, so 2z is 2 
x z etc. , while £ will tend to be a small internal edge, as long as overall rates are low). 
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Table A5. 1.2 The pathset lengths for the different binary trees that share the external edge lengths of the 

tree in figure A5 . l .2 .  In each case the + denotes that the pathset length on that binary tree equals that of 

the star tree (column 2) plus a small amount E (E < z) which is the length of the internal edge on all the 

binary trees. Consequently the ranking of pathset length on all these trees is equal. Notice that the pathset 

lengths are shown in rank of size (and not the order used with the symmetric Hadamard transform). 

Star tree 

Path set length 

8 1 2  3z 

8 1 3  4z 

823 5z 

8 14  6z 

824 7z 

834 8z 

8 1234 l lz 

1 1  

1 0  

9 

8 

7 

M is (r ) I z 6 

s 

4 

3 

2 

0 
0 

Pathset length on binary tree 

T l2 Tn 

same + 

+ same 

+ + 

+ + 

+ same 

same + 

same same 

= 8 12  + d34 = 8 1 3 + 824 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

T 14 

+ 

+ 

same 

same 

+ 

+ 

same 

= 8 14 + 823 

9 1 0  1 1  

FIGURE A5. 1 . 3  Illustration of the form of non-linear transformation curves necessary to map all four 

4-taxon topologies (with edge weights described in figure A5 . 1 .2 and table A5 . 1 .2) onto the same r 
vector, and hence have the same sequence pattern probabilities. The black squares mark all the different 

pathset lengths on the different trees. The E represents the contribution of the internal edge to pathset 

mappings. Each tree has a different coloured transformation curve. The green one is that of the star tree. 

To tell which tree the red curve belongs to, note that it is implying a longer pathset length (hence +) than 

the si.ar tree on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th iankcd pathsets. Referring tc table P..5. ! . 2  \:ve see tPis must be 
tree T12 (given our labeling). Likewise, purple must belongs to T13 and the blue belongs to T14 •  (continued) 
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Both axes arc in arbitrary units of z substitutions per site, the x-axis is l i near, whi le the y-axis h as been 

l inearised by use of the inverse trans form M '(T)( i .c .  the inverse of the p to r pathsct for the sequences 

evolved according to T,,). (If n ot l i nearised this curve would look l ike a total vs observed distance p lot,  

which is approximately l ike a p lot of y = ln(x) ,  for x > I ) ) .  

A5.1.3 Simplifying 4-taxon binary trees to have fewer unique pathset lengths 

There are s i mpl i fications o f  the tree in figure AS . I  .2 that are compatib l e  w it h  the 

monotonicity constraint necessary to a l low dual mapping of different topol ogies onto the same 

sequence. Looking at table A5 . 1 . 2 ,  notice that in  al l t he se trees pathsets (\, and 8,. are i dentic al ,  

but for the amount ::: . W e  can constrain t hese two pathsets to be equal i n  length and st i l l  get a set 

of different binary topologies to map to the same r vector. An e xample would be to make the 

external edge l eading to taxon 4 (of the tree of figure A 5 . 1 .2) equal to 4z giv ing the new pathset 

lengths for the star tree of d 1 2  = 3, 8 1 3  = 4z, 823 = Sz = 8 1 4, 824 = 6z, 834 = 7 z  and 8 1 234 = I Oz. 

A l l  t h ree binary topologies, and the star topology, can sti l l  map to the same sequence 

It  i s  possible to reduce the n umber of t imes the pathset length transformations must cross 

sti l l  further, but then only a s ingle binary topologies sequence spectrum may map onto that of the 

star topology . We now i l lu strate w hy t h i s  is,  with 4-taxon trees forced to have one pair of 

external edges of equal length and the other pair of external edges equaL whi le  the l ength of the 

internal edge ( E) i s  constrained to be less than any ex ternal ( figure AS . I .4 ) .  Tab le A 5 .  I .3 shows 

what the pathset lengths o f  these trees w i l l  be relat ive to the star tree. Look ing at just the fi rst 

three rows of th is  table, there are four pat hset length s  arranged in an order consi stent with a 

monotonic function mapping PT 1 2  (the anti-Felsenste i n  tree o f  figure A S .  I .4) onto rTstar- Notice 

that the two monoton ic functions ac hieving this  mapping function must cross at  least 3 t imes 

( since these o veral l functions are sums of logarithmic functions appl ied to distinct s i te rate 

c l asses, they c an not be equal except when c rossing each other, including at the zero p at h lengt h ) .  

Th i s  i s  a reduction from the previous case which i mpl i ed crossing a t  least S t imes.  Next consider 

T 1 3 . As figure 5 . 1 .4 shows, t h i s  tree is l ike the tree t hat Fel senste i n  ( 1 978)  used to show t hat 

parsi mony could be i nconsistent (when setting E = x). Consult ing table A 5 . 1 .3 it is c l ear that 

there can be n o  mapping of the sequences of this  tree onto those of a star tree, s i nce th is  wou l d  

require the value i n  r correspond i n g  t o  pathset l ength x + y t o  map onto two different p values 

s i m u l taneous l y  1 (which is i mpossible as long as E > 0 ) .  This same i mpossibil i ty means that tree 

T14 of figure A 5 . 1 .4. cannot map i ts  sequences onto those generated by a star topology under an y 

c ircumstance, and neither can any of these d i fferent b i n ary topologies map sequences onto each 

other (since th is  would requi re r values to be equal but also differen t  i n  their relati ve magni tudes, 

something c learly ruled out by monoton i c i ty ) .  
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Table A5.1.3 Pathset lengths for the trees in figure A5.1.4. The + indicates when a pathset 

length equals that of the star tree (column 2) plus amount £. 

Star tree 

Pathset 

d l 2  
d t 3  
d23 
d l 4  
d24 
d34 
d t 234 

length 

2x 

x + y  

x + y  

x + y  

x + y  

2y 

2x + 2y 

1 

2 

(c) T1 3  
1 

2 

Pathset length on binary tree 

Tl2  Tl 3  T1 4  
same + + 

+ same + 

+ + same 

+ + same 

+ same + 

same + + 

same same same 

(b) T12 
3 1 3 

2 
4 4 

3 2 

4 4 

43 1 

FIGURE A5. 1 .4 . The set of four taxon trees with 2 pairs of external edges forced to have equal lengths. The 
short external edges have length x, the long external edges have length y, while the internal edge has length 
c:. 

There is a special case of the trees shown in figure AS . 1 .4 when the length of a pair of 

external edges is set to zero. This will allow mapping ifs and if 1 2 to have the same r vector, 

hence sequences pattern probabilities s. Figure AS . 1 .5 . 1  shows what such a tree would look like, 

and it is the type of tree we used in our numerical example of table AS . 1 . 1 .  This type of tree has 

only three pathset lengths, 81 3 = 0, 813 = 823 = 814 = 824, while 834 = 81234 . As long as 81 3 = 834 

I 2 (with r13 and r34 values), it is possible to construct this type of star tree, and then as any 

transformation such that 2M.1(r1) > M.1(r34), gives a weighted binary tree with the same sequence 

vector (where M.1 is any inverse moment generating function, see chapter 2) .  The transformation 

curves do not even need to cross in this situation. By altering the proportion of invariant sites, 

pinv' and the value of k we are able to get any branch lengths desired on this tree, subject to the 

constraint that E must always be less than z. If E becomes � z then we have the impossible 

situation (when using monotonic transformations) that 81 3 > 834 on the binary tree, but 81 3 < 834 

on the star tree. 
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AS.1.4 What happens with more taxa, or using just pairwise distances? 

The condition that the ranking of pathset magnitudes must be the same in any two trees must 

hold for any number of taxa if different trees are to give the same sequences . If the maximum 

path length through a tree is fixed (say at 2.0 substitutions per site), and we require that all binary 

trees map onto the same sequence, then as more taxa are added, the maximum size of an internal 

edge must decrease. This suggests that the distinction between trees which can map to the same 

sequence will diminish as more taxa are added. In the limit, as t becomes very large, the 

necessary correction curves will map to each other very closely, as the pathset lengths will 

become very tightly spaced, and also because the correction curves cannot be step wise functions 

(therefore must change gradient more gradually) .  

External branch lengths might also have to become very unequal in length to guarantee the 

same ranking of pathsets in the different trees. Indeed t may not need to be very large to make 

the internal edges need to be very small. Imagine two 1 0  taxon different binary trees attempting 

to map to the same sequences, given the constraint that the maximum pathlength through the tree 

is of a reasonable size, say less than 2.0. Then even under the two state Poisson model, with 29 

there 5 12 pathsets, all 45 of which are distances must be less than 2 .0 (so too will be many of the 

other pathsets, if one wants to use unequal external edge lengths to get a clear even ranking of all 

pathset lengths) . To add to this, some of the distances will differ by up to 7 internal edge lengths 

on the two trees (yet must stay in exactly the same rank order). My guess is that it might be 

impossible to make the internal edges any longer than, say, 0.0001 each and still get the required 

mapping of all topologies to the same sequence. This requires further exploration. 

If we have a situation where two distinct unweighted trees map to the same sequences, 

random addition of another taxon (random with respect to assignment of location on a weighted 

tree and with respect to the length of the new external edge) is expected to negate dual mapping 

with a very high probability. This is because the points on the correction curves at which 

multiple mappings can occur have very little tolerance in either direction to get that mapping 

right (with infinite precision there is no tolerance) . This suggests on way of alleviating this 

problem with real data. 

Because distance data has many fewer pathsets (just 45 vs 5 1 2  in the previous example with 

1 0  taxa) to be ranked in exactly the right order, then there will be a wider range of parameters 

under which two distinct topologies can give different sequences, but the same distance matrix. 

If the distribution of rates across sites is not known, it would then be more likely for a distance 

method to imply that a perfect fit of model to data had been found, although potentially on the 

wrong tree ! The sequence data, by contrast, would better discriminate that the match of data to 

expectations was not exact except under the correct distribution of rates across sites .  This is a 

concrete example of how the transformation from sequences to distances can lose information 

critical to the accurate reconstruction of phylogeny. This i s  consistent with the expectations of 

Penny ( 1982) , and answers one of the queries of that paper as to when the difference between 

just distances and sequences will be important. 
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A5.1.5 Where can correction curves cross 

It is useful to begin looking in detail at the circumstances when the correction curves of 

two distributions will cross each other twice. With just two correction curves, f1 (x) and f2(x) ,  the 

points at which these functions cross each other will be the roots of the function y = f1 (x) - f2(x) 

(or visa versa) . In this example, (x) may be either the observed pathset length (bounded under 

this model to have expected value from 0 to 0.5) or corrected pathset lengths (0 to +oo) . As 

explained earlier in chapter 2, when working with r entries corresponding to { 1 -twice the 

observed pathset length } the range is one to zero, while entries in p are equal to { - twice the 

corrected pathset lengths } and have range zero to -oo . Figure 5 . 1 . 1  shows the roots of the function 

y = M1 (x) - M2(x), where M1 (x) is the moment generating function (or p to r transformation) of 

a distribution with parameters (pinv : 0, k: 1 .787625) (i.e. zero invariant sites and the remaining 

sites following a r distribution with shape parameter k = 1 .787625), while M2(x) is the moment 

generating function of a distribution with parameters (Pinv: 0 . 140353, k: oo ). The parameters of 

these two distributions were chosen because the roots of y are simple decimal numbers - 1 .2 and -

2.4 respectively . We consider that there is also always a root at zero. If M1  and M2 are free to 

take on any values of Pinv and k independently of each other, we hypothesise (from numerical 

investigations) that: 

( 1 )  there are at most two non-zero roots in the region of pi shown in figure A5 . 1 . 1 .  

(2) the maximum x-value a root can occur at, given that there is just one non-zero root, is 

approximately pi "" - 1  (so pathset length would be approximately 0.5 substitutions per 

site). 

(3) when two roots occur with x-values of v and 2v, the maximum value of v is larger than in 

case (2), and approximately - 1 . 1 .  

(4) the minimum x-value of a root in cases where there are two roots i s  approximately -5, 

which required extreme parameter values (e.g. M1(x) (pinv: 0, k: 0.0001 )  and M2(x) 

(Pinv :0.99, k:oo)) suggesting there may be an upper bound on the minimum x-value a root 

can be found at. 

As described earlier, in order to map all different binary 4-taxon topologies onto the same 

sequence vector (and allow each edge to have a unique length) is going to require pathlength 

correction curves that cross at least 5 times . As just described, it looks unlikely that the invariant 

sites I r model can cross correction curves more than twice (above zero) .  Thus we expect to have 

to look to discrete rate classes (probably with five separate rates and different proportions of 

sites in each class, or 9 parameters each) in order to find monotonic correction curves under our 

Poisson model that fulfill the role of the coloured lines of figure A5 . 1 .2, and provide a numerical 

example. A similar numerical optimisation procedure, like that used to find the two equally 

spaced roots in figure 5 . 1 .5 ,  may be used for this purpose. 
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-5 -4 

x axis value ::: - 2 pathset length or pi 

T 0.01 

0.00 

M l(x) - M2(x) 

Chapter 5 

or difference in { valu 
-0.02 

-0.04 

-0.06 

FIGURE 5 . 1 .5 An illustration of the form of M 1 (a o. um62s/Pi) - M2(a:o 140353. k:4Pi) showing the roots of this 

equation given that Pi 5 0. 

It turns out that it is just this sort of discrete i .r. rate class situation that Steel et al. ( 1994) 

have used to prove an existence theorem that different binary trees (and even all distinct binary 

trees) can potentially generate the same sequence pattern probabilities .  Mike Steel (pers. comm.) 

was uncertain if the result would generalise to allowing sites in each rate class to have a 

continuous distribution .  Here I theorise it will, and the logic for this is easily shown. If each rate 

class has a very narrow spread of rates across sites within it (e.g. by a translated r distribution 

with a coefficient of variation e.g. 1 1 1000, so k = 1 ,000,000), then this will make very little 

difference to the correction curves shape, as long as e is moderately large, the correction curves 

can still cross as required. However, as the distribution of rates across sites in each class spreads 

out, we expect that the correction curves for each different mean rate class will become more 

similar, thus forcing the maximum size of the internal edges in the binary trees to be mapped to 

the same r vector to decrease. 

A5.1.6 Discussion 

These examples are interesting in that they show that the sort of inconsistency problems 

encountered with long edges attract etc . have an even more interesting conclusion of not just 

inconsistency, but potential indeterminacy.  It is  the inconsistency problem that appears as though 

it will cover a much wider part of the parameter space for any given model, while the different 

trees mapping onto exactly the same sequences will be special cases. 

It would be unwise to dismiss these examples as irrelevant, as they have short internal edge 

lengths, and require precision to occur exactly .  After all this is how Felsenstein's ( 1 978) work 

was often initially regarded, because the parameter values seemed unrealistic . It will be 

interesting to see who much of a problem to models having not just identical, but also nearly 

identical sequences, will be under more general i .i .d. models where more things can fluctuate 

(e.g. base composition, the transition rates on segment of an edge). Another factor which could 

elevate this problem to allow larger internal edge lengths in the problem trees, would be if non

i.i .d. models (e.g. some sort of covarion model) imply non-monotonic functions between 

observed sequence mismatches, and tree additive distances. Also, when working with finite 
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sequences, nearly identical pattern probabilities may make it practically impossible to 

differentiate trees given finite sequence lengths, unless we have some other source of 

information on the distribution of rates across sites. This interesting new area of study should 

caution use about the confidence we assign to the trees we obtain, and realise there is much we 

have yet to understand about not only the real process of evolution, but even the properties of the 

simple models we deal with. 

An interesting implication of this work, is that it clearly shows that adding extra sequence 

does add important information: it eliminates dual mapping in most cases, or alternatively cuts 

down the number of distributions of rates across sites which could give dual mappings, and can 

also force internal edges to be smaller for dual mapping to still occur. Extra sequences are 

effectively giving us more information about the rate of site i relative to site j, and only due to 

uncertainties in this information, can dual mapping occur in these examples . 

Another problem which arises is that different weighted trees (but the same topology, or 

unweighted tree) can give the same sequences. In such cases, without knowing the true 

distribution of rates across sites it will be impossible to pin down important parameters in the 

model. These could include tr I tv ratio, edge lengths, and hence also relative divergence times. 

We wonder if the similar fit of otherwise matched invariant sites and r models on the mtDNA 

data of section 5.3 might be close to this type of situation. 

We end this section with a short series of questions and conjectures: 

Question: How many free parameters must the distributions underlying our correction curves 

have in order to map a specific type of tree onto another sequence spectrum? 

Conjecture : The number of times the correction curves can potentially cross does not exceed 

the number of free parameters in the distributions underlying these correction curves .  

Conjecture : The total number of different edge lengths in the two trees being mapped onto 

the same sequence pattern probabilities must always be less than, or equal to, the number of 

free parameters in the two correction curves. 

Conjecture: If we make all edges in a binary tree take different weights, then for such a tree 

to map onto every other similarly specified binary tree will require that the correction curves 

have at least 2t- l  free parameters (under the 2-state Poisson model). 
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CHAPTER 6:  

STATISTICAL TESTS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

It is important to be able to make decisions even when there is uncertainty. Statistical tests 

offer an objective and powerful way to make these decisions. This section presents statistical 

tests to answer the sorts of phylogenetic questions we are most interested in. Many of these tests 

are new applications of statistical theory to phylogenetics, while others draw on approximations 

specific to phylogenetics. We do not review all the tests that have been proposed by others, or 

used in phylogenetics ;  for this purpose there are recent reviews, especially Felsenstein ( 1 988, 

1993), Li and Zharkikh ( 1 995), and Swofford et al. (1 995). This section is concluded with a 

section on Bayesian statistics, and their potential usefulness in phylogenetics .  

6.2 OVERALL FIT OF DATA TO THE MODEL 

Before going on to make an extensive analysis, its important to feel that the analysis will 

have some meaning. One way of doing this is to be confident that the assumptions that the 

method is making are, by and large, correct. There are many ways of doing this .  The most 

general way is to understand something of how the real data, in our case the process of evolution, 

could mislead methods of analysis. One of the first models put forward in molecular 

phylogenetics was by Jukes and Cantor ( 1969) who wished to have a method that was more 

robust to parallelisms and convergences than using Hamming (observed) distances. They did this 

with a simple logarithmic correction, which is now known to be an ML estimator of an additive 

distance (the average number of substitutions per site) under a simple Poisson model e.g. see 

Zharkikh ( 1 994) . This same process continues today with the incorporation of more biological 

knowledge into our models .  A good example is Dr Peter Lockhart's overwhelming concern for 

unequal base composition causing artifactual grouping of sequences with all methods (see 

Lockhart 1 990, Lockhart et al. 1992a, 1 992b ), leading to the development and application of the 

LogDet method (Lockhart et al. 1994, Lake 1 994, and see also section 3 .4.4). In the section next 

section, statistics which can help us to measure violations of the model are considered. In 
themselves they are not a substitute for studying the actual process of evolution, but can serve as 

a gauge for refinement of a method. 

6.2.1 Measuring overall fit 

In traditional i . i .d. models one summary way of evaluating 'adequacy' is by a general fit 

statistic between the observed and predicted data. Since the data is assumed to be a random 
sample from a multinomial distribution, then with a large amount of data sampling errors become 

multivariate normally distributed (asymptotically as c the number of sites � oo) . In turn, if data 

comes from a multivariate model, then the sum of squares of errors between observed and 
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expected data will distributed as a chi-square (X2) variable, with a 'spread' (called the degrees of 

freedom, or d.f. )  that will be dependent upon how many independent variables there are within 

the model, and how parameters of the model are estimated. 

Under the multinomial model with x categories (or cells) and a fixed sequence length, there 

are x - 1 degrees of freedom available before any parameters are estimated (a degree of freedom 

is 'lost' since the observations must sum to c). Hence, d.f. = x - 1  also as the multinomial 

converges to multivariate normality (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. 1 159). Every parameter efficiently 

estimated from the data, drops the degrees of freedom. Asymptotically, the observed decrease in 

degrees of freedom per efficiently estimated parameter is in many instances exactly 1 .  If the 

estimator is not statistically efficient, then there need not be a simple bound on what the overall 

degrees of freedom are. If an estimator tends to perform much worse than an efficient estimator, 

then there overall degrees of freedom of the fit statistic (SS) can increase over that expected with 

no parameters fitted. The distribution of the fit of s(T) to the observed data, when edge weights 

in s(T) are taken straight from a Hadamard conjugation probably fits the scenario where the 

degrees of freedom of the fit statistic may exceed x (another example is given by methods of 

moments generators, Stuart and Ord 1 990, 1 17 1) .  

If the data does not come from the proposed model, then asymptotically its sampling and 

systematic errors when forced to an incorrect model will have a non-central chi-square 

d istribution (e.g. Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. 865). The important thing about this distribution is that 

the sum of squares of errors is expected to be larger than under the true model,  and this is 

because squared errors will not only contain the random component but also a systematic error 

component (the size of this 'displacement' overall defines the non-centrality parameter of the non

central chi-square). Consequently, one way of hopefully moving towards a better model (a closer 

approximation of the true model) is to keep looking for models with lower sum of squared errors. 

It would also make sense to only allow in parameters which drop the fit by more than 1 ,  since it 

is  expected that efficient estimation of a parameter in the model will achieve at least this 

decrease. 

Under the multinomial model there are many ways of measuring the closeness of fit between 

data and model.  One whole family of statistics are known as the power divergence statistics 

(Read and Cressie 1 988). If we measure the fit between data and model as, 

2 x observed 
Fit = observed 1 

- 1 [( Jv ] V( V + 1) � 1 expected; 
(6.2. 1 - 1 )  

w e  have the power divergence family of statistics (where u i s  a real valued parameter chosen by 

the user). In equation 6.2. 1 - 1 ,  cases of u = 0, and u = -1 are defined as the limits u -t  0 and u -t 

- 1 , respectively .  One member of this power divergence family is the G2 statistic (the G statistic of 

Sokal and Rohlf 1 98 1 ), which as already seen in section 5 .3 .  I is a likelihood ratio statistic. 

Another close relative is Pearson's X2 statistic. Setting u to 0 (the limit as u -t 0) in equation 

6.2. 1 - 1 ,  we obtain the G2 statistic(:E observed ln(observed/expected)), while setting u to 1 gives 
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the X2 statistic ((observed-expectedi/expected) summed over all cells. Interestingly, 

asymptotically under the model, all members of this family are BAN (best asymptotically normal 

estimators) which makes them statistically efficient (Read and Cressie 1988) .  The likelihood 

statistic has the property of being most powerful (capable) of detecting global (evenly 

distributed) systematic departures from the model, while the X2 statistic is better at detecting 

local departures (some cells deviating more than others). 

Many people think of likelihood as being the most efficient statistical estimator with no 

qualifications. This is untrue. Maximum likelihood is generally only proven to be the most 

efficient asymptotically (where under the i .i .d. model it is not alone in this property) .  For finite 

amounts of data (finite sequence length) maximum likelihood often performs well ,  but is not 

necessarily optimal (i.e. has minimum sampling variance)(we saw a clear demonstration of this 

in appendix 4.2 with regard to distance estimation, see also Kuhner and Felsenstein 1 994) .  Our 

studies also suggest that in some particular instances (where rates across sites varied, but the 

model assumed they didn't) the X2 statistic was more powerful at detecting departures from 

expectation, which gave rise to more robust tree selection than likelihood in the Felsenstein zone 

(see section 5 .5 ,  a trend with was slightly reversed in the anti-Felsenstein zone of section 5 .6) .  

Overall, these two statistics are expected to perform the best of the power divergence family 

(although the intermediate between the G2 and X2 statistics obtained by setting u = 2/3 also has 

some refined properties, see Read and Cressie 1988). The likelihood statistic has a clear 

advantage over all the other power divergence statistics when analysing sequences in that it is not 

necessary to calculate all pattern probabilities to infer its value (since unobserved patterns 

contribute zero to this statistic, see section 5 .4). This is would appear to be very important in 

most analyses of 4-state data with more than approximately 1 2  taxa. 

6.2.2 Factors which distort the asymptotic distribution of fit statistics 

Here we identify four factors which will distort a goodness-of-fit statistic, so that its true 

distribution under random resampling of the data can be quite different from the usually assumed 

asymptotic form (i.e. X2 distributed with d.f. = x - p - 1 ) .  In decreasing order of possible severity 

for these factors are: 

( 1 )  Sparseness of nucleotide sequence data 

(2) Iterative selection of model parameters 

(3) Tree selection 

(4) The type of estimator used 

The first factor is a well known and has been studied in more classical situations. Sparseness 

means that expected cell counts will tend to be small (less than 5 and more severely less than 2) ,  

and a good discussion and summary of results on this is given in Read and Cressie ( 1988). lf 
expected cell counts are small, but even (say expected values of about 2), then both the X2 and 

G2 statistics still have a distribution close to their asymptotic form. However, this finding does 

not necessarily hold for sequence data where expected cell counts are also highly uneven (e.g. 
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0.8 of all sites might be 'constant', but only 0.000001 of all sites might be expected to have the 

pattern AGCTAG). The potential for this problem has long been recognised when using 

likelihood ratio tests in phylogenetics (e.g. Ritland and Cl egg 1987) .  Recently Reeves ( 1 992) and 

Goldman ( 1 993a) have shown that the problem can be severe with as few as four taxa. They did 

this by inferring the expected G2 distribution with Monte Carlo s imulations . In many cases, the 

G2 for sequences of the lengths commonly used in phylogenetics had an expected value that was 

only a fraction of what it would be under multivariate normality. What this means is that a fit of 

data to model with a G2 of say only 1/3 the expected value asymptotically (and on this basis an 
incredibly good fit) can actually turn out to be an incredibly bad fit. A small part of this effect 

might be due to ordinary ML estimators recovering some ' lost' degrees of freedom (Stuart and 

Ord 1 990, and discused below under factor (4)). 

Following the 1 993 studies in Waddell and Penny ( 1 995) we checked overall fit of data to 

model in a less extensive way than a full Monte Carlo simulation. This 'sampling' does not 

involve searching for a tree, but rather considers just the distribution of resampled data under the 

model without fitting any parameters. This was done by drawing random samples from the 

expected pattern probabilities under the best fitting invariant sites modeL As figure 6 . 1  shows, 

even this distribution (which neglects the improved fit expected by the fitting of the 22 

parameters of the 5-taxon generalised 3Pr or Pinv model) clearly rejects the data coming from the 

model. Here, sparseness is causing the problem, and we suspect that usually it will be the maj or 

cause of the G2 statistic being nothing like its asymptotic form. 

An interesting point, is that in figure 6. 1 the number of unique patterns in the data (94 of the 

possible 41-1 = 4
4 

= 256) falls very close to the mean of the resampled data. We wonder if this 

might turn out to be a repetitive pattern, and if so may serve as a rough guide to how well fitting 

a model must be to approach the expected fit given sparseness. This point has some merit, since 

patterns which are not seen in the data can add nothing to the G2 statistic (and typically only a 

small amount to X2).  Further, McCullagh and Nelder ( 1989) show that under extreme sparseness 

the expected mean fit of the G2 statistic to the data is none other than the number of observations 

(which becomes equal to the number of distinct patterns since no cell is expected to have more 

than one count). Being so easy to evaluate for on any sized tree, this possibility deserves further 

study. 

Iterative selection of parameters (factor 2) relating to the mechanism of evolution has not 

previously been recognised in phylogenetics as a problem in distorting the goodness-of-fit 

statistic, but is  has the potential to do so (and possibly more severely than tree selection) . This is 

a well known problem in other areas of statistical modeling (e.g. Miller 1 990). It is  easy to 

envisage that as more extensive programs become available in phylogenetics,  many users will 

step through many possible combinations of model until they find a best fitting one. Furthermore, 

the number of possible models could become very large (e.g. even the generalised Kimura 3P 

model has over 521-3 restrictions possible by reducing the number of parameters per edge only on 

certain edges) . This sort of distortion is very hard to counter or evaluate, and will not be picked 

up in the Monte Carlo simulations used by Reeves ( 1 992) and Goldman ( 1993a) .  To detect it one 
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would need a more extensive Monte Carlo. This would involve sampling data from a best fitting 

model found, then implementing a whole cycle of tree selection, model evaluation and stepwise 

model improvement. Repeating this many times over would give an estimate of how the fit 

statistic is really distributed, and perhaps most critically, how much the average goodness-of-fit 

statistic was reduced compared to tree selection fixed on the best fitting model. 
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FIGURE 6 . 1  The distribution of the G2 statistic of resampled data (no parameters optimised) from the 
expected pattern frequencies of the best fitting generalised Kimura 3ST model with Pinv to Skb mtDNA 
sequences of human, chimp, gorilla, orangutan and siamang (Horai et al. 1 992, section 1 .9.2). Notice that 
the best tree models (the 3P Pinv and r model) do not come close to fitting as well as this expected 
distribution (which must fit worse than the statistically efficiently optimised tree models). The vertical 
dotted line indicates the number (here 94) of distinct Kimura 3P patterns shown in this data. The asymptotic 
approximation would suggest that the G2 statistic will be distributed x2 with 256 - 1 - 22 = 233 degrees of 
freedom. In these analyses, the X2 statistic usually had a value of approximately twice that of the G2 statistic 
on the better fitting models (although the relative fit of G2 to X2 fluctuated wildly amongst Kimura 3ST 
submodels). Since the data came from a tree with specific parameters, the sampled G2 statistic is the same as 
the goodness-of-fit on that tree without reoptimisation of edge weights, distribution of rates across sites, etc. 

Both Reeves ( 1 992) and Goldman ( 1 993a) noted that tree selection would be having a part in 

reducing the goodness-of-fit statistic beyond evaluation of the model on the true tree (if known). 

The degree by which this occurs will depend a lot upon how strongly the data 'suggests' a single 

optimal tree. If we take the Horai et al. ( 1992) mtDNA data, then the tree practically picks itself 

under almost any tree selection procedure (i.e. bootstrap support on all internal edges is very 

high, in this case over 99% ). Thus there is little chance of getting an alternative tree. With most 

data, however, there will be a good chance that the best fitting tree in a random sample is not the 

true tree. As Reeves ( 1992) and Goldman ( 1993a) note, their Monte Carlo simulations will take 

this factor into account, but they did not evaluate its size relative to the sparseness problem. We 

suggest its effect will be relatively small since tree selection has a strong hierarchical structure, 

a...r1d when there is the opportunity to pick an alternative tree, it will usually be around internal 

edges which make little difference to the overall likelihood. If there is a large chance fluctuation 

in a few cells in the data, it seems unlikely even one of these will be compatible with a poorly 

resolved edge in the tree, so tree selection is not free to roam over the data to eliminate these 
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fluctuations from contributing lack of fit to data. However, fine grained stepwise model 

optimisation could possibly do this more effectively (hence the suggestion this may be a more 

serious problem at least with few taxa) . Network selection (a generalisation of tree selection) 

though, could be a serious problem for the reticulate phylogeny methods of von Haeseler and 

Churchill ( 1 993). These are not constrained so rigorously by hierarchical structure as the 

reticulate phylogenies presented in section 5 .4.  

However, hierarchical structure will  not always so effectively reduce the effect of tree 

selection on the goodness-of-fit statistic. Under large, poorly resolved phylogenies (e.g. 

intraspecific sequences), it could become a major factor. In these sorts of situation, there may 

well be much more choice (and hence decrease in the expected goodness-of-fit) amongst the 

edges included in the optimal tree, versus the parameters chosen in the mechanism of evolution 

(which may well be few and simple for reasons of computational burden). 

If tree selection is not such a big issue, it is reasonable to speed up maximum likelihood 

Monte Carlo simulations by fixing on the unweighted optimal tree (but not edge weights)(a 

suggestion made to Nick Goldman when he sent a preprint of his 1 993a paper) . Another 

alternative would be to identify a small set of trees most frequently occurring in resampling 

(perhaps all trees within a few G2 units of each other on the real data) and evaluate just these 

trees, rather than the larger investment of an extensive search strategy. These issues require 

further study. However, since these statistics are just a guide, then concern for fractional 

improvements of the power of our tests may not be of much importance (e.g. we know the 

models are 'wrong', so does it really matter if in one sample model a does fractionally better than 

model b?) . 

The last factor (4) is theoretically expected to be worst with few cells, but a relatively high 

proportion of parameters estimated. It turns out that with ML estimators (and other efficient 

estimators) the asymptotic goodness-of-fit need not be X2 with degrees of freedom x - p - 1 

(where x is the number of cells, and p is the number of parameters optimised). This is due to a 

factor known as partial recovery of degrees of freedom with ordinary ML estimators, so that the 

asymptotic X2 distribution can have degrees of freedom between x - p - 1 and x - 1 .  It i s  possible 

to estimate this factor (Stuart and Ord 1990, p .  1 169), although in practice this can be time 

consuming, computationally expensive, and not always reliable. The usual approach is to resort 

to making a test assuming either possible extreme of the distribution and hoping for agreement in 

both cases. Partial recovery of degrees of freedom may also imply that the expected drop of fit by 

1 G2 unit per parameter optimised need not apply exactly in the asymptotic case (in cases of 

finite samples, sparseness is probably the more serious concern, although the interaction of these 

two factors has yet to be ascertained). 

For the example in figure 6. 1 there are many cells (256), but the number of parameters being 

optimized (28) is also relatively large. Accordingly, the effect of partial recovery of degrees of 

freedom on the asymptotic distribution is difficult to judge. Asymptotically, as a rule of thumb, 

rejection of this model would be checked against a x2 with 255 d.f. So, due to recovery of 
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degrees of freedom, the test used in figure 6. 1 may be closer to full Monte Carlo simulation 

results than expected. 

If rejection (or not) of the observed fit of model to data is the primary aim, a step wise 

approach is useful in the interest of computational efficiency. After finding an overall optimal 

model for the data, firstly choose samples from the expected pattern probabilities (e.g. as in 

figure 6. 1 ) . If this rejects the data coming from the model, there is no need to look further. 

Otherwise, the next step is to take samples (or reuse the earlier samples) and evaluate each ones 

likelihood on the optimal tree (or perhaps all trees in a 99% confidence set), (and reoptimising all 

free parameters for each sample e.g. edge lengths, tr I tv ratio etc.) . If this still does not reject the 

model, a search acros s  trees may be implemented, and even more extensively, a selection of the 

mechanism which gives the best fitting model, using a model selection criterion like that of 

Akaike (see Sakamoto et al. 1 986, Miller 1 990) . 

6.2.3 Ways to overcome sparseness distorting asymptotic expectations 

It would be most desirable to find reliable ways in which to measure goodness-of-fit without 

the burden of what will be huge simulations in many typical phylogenetic analyses. Here we 

consider some possibilities. 

A traditional approach is to group cells to bring the cell count up to some minimum level. It 

is often accepted that if the all cells have at least two observations, sparseness effects are minor 

if cell counts are even. with sequence data however, the unevenness of expected counts per cell 

suggests using the more conservative guide of at least 80% of cells having an expected count of 5 

and none with fewer than 1 observation expected. If grouping of cells is done randomly, then the 

power of the goodness-of-fit statistic to detect departures from the model will usually fall (Stuart 

and Ord 1 990, p. 1 1 80). However, if grouping is done in line with likely violations of the model, 

there is a good chance of increasing the power of the goodness-of-fit statistic by grouping cells 

likely to be biased in the same direction (either up or down relative to expected size). 

One problem that arises when grouping cells is that the grouping for the X2 or G2 statistic 

should be done on the basis of expected and not observed cell counts . This  immediately presents 

two problems. One is that most ML methods will very quickly (as t increases) find it 

prohibitively expensive to evaluate all these patterns (although an understanding of expected 

parallelisms and convergences could mean that the probability of a large proportion of all 

expected patterns could evaluated very quickly as an approximate approach) . The second 

problem will dog even Hadamard conjugations predicting all expected pattern probabilities; this 

is the recommended grouping of cells could be quite different under different trees .  This problem 

is aesthetically unpleasing, but some studies indicate it may have little effect of the validity of 

any test (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p. 1 172). One possible way to circumvent this problem would be 

to use the Neyma.n statistic , which i s  just the X2 statistic with the observed and not the expected 

frequency as the denominator (i.e. I:(obs. - expt.) I obs .). This statistic is also a member of the 

power divergence family (Read and Cressie 1 988), but is known to have generally lower power 
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than the X2 or G2 statistics. We are not certain if this approach is theoretically sanctioned, or how 

effective it might be in practice, although it is worth considering. 

Another approach is to evaluate the expected value of a goodness-of-fit statistic using the 

known multinomial sampling distribution of the data. To do this exactly very quickly becomes 

computationally prohibitive as t increases. A more useful approach is to approximate each cells 

contribution to the overall statistic with a Poisson distribution (then evaluate the effect of this 

variable upon the terms of G2 or X2 cell by cell, and sum this overall) (it is also possible to limit 

this evaluation to the smaller cells, e.g. f(T)i with expected values of less than 5) .  As long as the 

sequences are long, these small count cells will have negligible covariance which can be ignored 

in the summation. The covariances between the large count cells can be considerable. In these 

cases it should probably be taken into account, and one possible way to then get an estimate of 

the overall expected value is  to add the mean and variance of the few large cells (which can be 

treated as approximately X2) to the mean and variance of the many small cells. This is  beyond the 

scope of this thesis, but we hope to evaluate it in the near future. Unfortunately even this 

approach is going to quickly become impractical with standard ML methods. An alternative 

might be to apply a statistic like that of Kishino and Hasegawa ( 1989) which measures the 

expected difference and standard deviation between the likelihoods per cell of two trees, 

assuming that the observed differences per cell behave as a normally distributed random variable 

(some recent simulations by Hasegawa and Kishino 1993 suggest these are good approximations, 

but much more extensive evaluations, especially with more taxa are required). 

Exactly what the expected distribution of the difference in goodness-of-fit will be when there 

is sparseness in the data, is uncertain. Our earlier approximation, only gives an estimate of the 

expected fit of random data with no parameters optimised to it (e.g. like that in figure 6. 1 ) .  We 

suspect that each additional parameter in the fitted model will drop the overall G2 fit statistic by 

less than 1 .  This is intuitively reasonable, i .e .  if the fit of G2 on the data with no parameters 

optimised is only about 1/3 as large as its expected asymptotic value, then one would imagine 

that a model with say x I  2 parameters optimised won't necessarily fit perfectly (where x is the 

total number of cells) .  Monte Carlo simulations (or possibly exact calculations, see Stuart and 

Ord 1 990, p .  1 169) are required to determine by how much G2 actually drops (our own 

interpretation of simulations in Reeves 1 992 and Goldman 1 993a suggest the drop might 

frequently be of the order of about 0.5 G2 units per parameter optimised with ML, given few taxa 

and current models) . 

A recent study by Gaut and Lewis ( 1995) appears to show that the G2 statistic (measured 

between trees) does not converge to a X2 statistic but rather the tail of this d istribution falls  away 

too rapidly. We conjectured to one of the authors (P. Lewis) that this is  might be due to 

sparseness (or a multinomial sampling bias), and increasing the sequence length to an appropriate 

amount (e.g. 106 nucleotides) could eliminate this possibility. The alternatives are an effect due 

to tree selection, due to partial recovery of degrees of freedom with ML estimators, or a 

combination of these factors . 
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6.2.4 Overall goodness-of-fit statistics not necessarily reliable 

In no area of modeling should an overall goodness-of-fit statistic be used to pass final 

judgment of whether a model is adequate for the purpose (Miller 1 990) . Firstly, it is quite 

obvious that the real process of evolution is not a simple i.i .d. process and it does not take very 

long to verify this in any real sequences (e.g. fluctuating base composition along the sequence, 

correlations between changes at adjacent sites). Given enough data (longer sequences and more 

taxa) any i . i .d .  model will be shown up as ill fitting. Additionally, if the data are not i . i .d. this 

means the G2 or X2 statistics are not necessarily uniformly sensitive to the true randomness of the 

evolutionary process, and could give misleading guides as to which i .i .d. models were really the 

better approximations. 

What most biologists want is to have a test (or more likely a series of tests) to allow them to 

evaluate when inconsistency of tree selection may be occurring. This is a much harder question 

to answer, because it is only loosely related to the absolute goodness-of-fit. Indeed examples in 

section 5 .3 .7 illustrate this. There overall fit is adequate, the difference in fit between the optimal 

and the suboptimal trees is significant, but the selected tree is probably wrong due to systematic 

errors . 

Overall goodness-of-fit can be useful when there is already confidence that the data evolved 

by a similar mechanism to that presented by the model. An example is with recently diverged 

sequences where there has been relatively little time for multiple hits, and even less time to 

expect substantial shifts in functional constraints (which may accompany covarion evolutionary 

processes). However, amongst recently diverged sequences, relying upon goodness-of-fit solely 

may lead to overkill. It seems likely that the clock constrained homogeneous Kimura 2ST model 

used in section 5 .4.3 is perfectly adequate to suggest that there are too many CG and HG patterns 

to be explained away as multiple substitutions. It could well be shown that other models fit 

significantly better (certainly as more data is added), but the improvement in fit might largely 

come from explaining the multiple hits amongst the longest edges in the tree (especially to the 

outgroup) and not amongst the closely related taxa of most interest. Goodness of fit, does 

however seem to come into its own in helping to estimate continuous parameters associated with 

tree models (e.g. the tr/tv ratio, the distribution of rates across sites, or edge lengths, see section 

5 .3 .9). 

It has a fundamental requirement that we seek to understand in detail the actual processes 

occurring in the real data, and gain an understanding of their overall interaction before real 

confidence can be expressed in any method of tree estimation. Towards this goal it is useful to 

have some techniques which allow us to "see" the magnitude of data to model errors with 

different assumptions. It is interesting that one goodness-of-fit statistic under non-sparse cell 

counts can facilitate identifying particularly aberrant patterns in the data (with respect to the 

model). This is the X2 statistic since its size per cell is an immediate guide to fit cell by cell. Its 
use as a tool in diagnosing departures from the model should not be ignored. 
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An important point to take from this section is that phylogenetics should not become wed to 

an endless search for better fitting models. There needs to be a substantial input also from 

biology, and studies of what types of errors are expected and need most to be controlled. 

Identifying such errors is addressed later. Then it may turn out that simpler fitting models, like 

the normal distribution approximation, have great utility . 

" 6.2.5 Some aspects of overall fit of data to y 

To conclude this section we will discuss measuring the fit of data to model when using 

Hadamard conjugations. As already shown in earlier sections (e.g. 4.7, 4 .8,  5 .2), the vector y is 

not a statistically efficient estimator of edge lengths under a tree model of evolution. This in turn 

means that if edge lengths are estimated directly from y without taking account of the full error 

structure, standard fit measures will not be distributed as X
2 

asymptotically (as c -t =). Thus, the 

fit of cs(Tn) (where Tn is the optimal tree picked by a measure such as closest tree) to the 

observed data, c�, measured by a statistic such as X2 has an unknown distribution. All we can be 

sure of is that the expected value is asymptotically greater than x2 with d .f. equal to x - p - 1  

(where x is the number of  distinct sequence patterns and p is the number of  optimised 

parameters) . Thus the distribution of any fit statistic between cs(Tn) and cg needs to be evaluated 

by simulations (evaluations which have yet to be made) . 

Unfortunately this issue of statistical inefficiency undermines the tests made by Lockhart et 

al. ( 1992) where they had implicitly assumed that y was an efficient estimator, and that their X2 

statistic asymptotically had a £ distribution when the model held. As discussed later, similar 

tests can be made exact but require either an efficient estimator of model parameters or 

simulations, or perhaps both (as discussed already with the Monte Carlo simulations) . 

The GLS estimate of edge lengths from y is an statistically efficient estimator (given enough 

data to approach multivariate normality), and both the residual SS or fit of cs(T) to cg measured 

by X2 or G
2 

should asymptotically (c -t oo) have a X2 distribution with d.f. = X - p - 1 .  Other 

statistics such as WLS SS will have an unknown distribution when the edge lengths of the tree 

are not estimated efficiently (although it is possible to estimate the distribution of these statistics 

under asymptotic conditions, e.g. see Bulmer 1991  for an example with WLS on distances). 

6.2.6 Guides to selecting a well fitting model 

The general approach is to only add a parameter into a model if it increases the goodness-of

fit by an amount greater than expected due to chance. For a statistic with a X
2 

asymptotic 

distribution the expected drop is 2 units even for a variable with no relevance to the true process 

(i .e .  the parameter is only 'explaining' random noise) . Akaike has shown, using information 

theory, that this expected increase in fit can be used (asymptotically) to pick amongst models, 

even if they are not nested (see Sakamoto et al. 1 986, Miller 1 990) . The Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC) is usually applied in specific reference to ML methods, and the model selected as 
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'best' is that which maximises lnL - p (where p is the number of fitted parameters, which is 

equivalent to picking the best fitting model by G2 + 2p). Others have suggested similar statistics, 

and also modifications when using finite data (see Miller 1 990). 

To be more confident that an added parameter has dropped the fit by a significant amount it 

is possible to make a test, since the expected marginal distribution of a single random variable is 

asymptotically x2 with 1 .d.f. Thus the probability of a random variable dropping the goodness-of

fit by more than 3.84 is just 5%. A similar test can be made for a collection of parameters . 

Looking back to the examples in section 5 .3 .7 figure 5 .6, such a test is :  do the extra 2t - 3 = 5 

parameters of the nonhomogeneous Kimura 3ST r model improve fit significantly over the 

Kimura 2ST r model? The actual difference is 55.58 - 37.37 = 1 8.2 1 G2 units, while a X2 variable 

with 5 d.f. is expected to be greater than this  number with probability only 0 .003. The ratio of tr I 
tv 1 and tv2 is expected to be different amongst such ancient sequences, but here the significance 

of the test might equally be due to these parameters being able to help explain patterns due to 

other processes (including base composition drift) since the adequacy of the model must be open 

to question. With finite data, these tests may be unreliable. 

6.2.7 Modifying Monte Carlo simulations to avoid possible parameter biases 

Both Reeves ( 1992) and Goldman ( 1 993a) suggested beginning their simulations from the 

parameters estimates of the best tree model inferred by ML. This however treats the ML 

parameter estimates as a known quantities, when in reality they too are random variables. Thus 

we suggest it is worth exploring a modified Monte Carlo simulation: a bootstrap replicate of the 

observed data is taken: an ML estimate of all parameters in the model is made for this bootstrap 

sample: these parameter estimates are used to generate a random sample of the same size as the 

original data but under the parameterised model : an ML estimates of the optimal parameters is 

made of this second level sample and all numbers of interest are kept. The first cycle is complete, 

and another bootstrap sample is taken and so on n times. Each bootstrap estimate finally yields 

just one set of parameter values. Here the bootstrap is being used to explore the curvature of the 

likelihood surface of the original data (in a sense similar to Felsenstein 1992), and should 

improve upon the standard Monte Carlo simulation if there is any asymmetry in the ML surface 

in the region of the original sample (for example the boundaries formed between trees). 

Unfortunately, the method may be biased if the bootstrapping of samples (which increases the 

variance over the original sampling) in some way introduces a bias to the end result. 

We have begun to run evaluations on this sort of method but instead of using ML, are taking 

a random sample from an f vector, estimating � then y, then choosing a tree using compatibility 

directly from y. This tree )'eT) is then used to infer s()'(T)) .  A second level sample of the same 

size as the original one is taken from s()'(T)), then y is estimated from this sample. From this last 

y, the parameters of interest are taken (after tree selection again by compatibility). Contrary to 

our expectations, the variance of a key statistic, namely the sum of absolute deviations from y 
(and our overall measure of fit of model to data) did not increase but rather decreased with the 
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addition of the bootstrapped first phase. This surprising finding is being studied further, and a 

programming error has yet to be ruled out. 

We will finish this section on overall testing of fit of data to model with a comment on the 

use of the bootstrap to gauge the distribution of a goodness-of-fit measure. Instead of running a 

Monte Carlo simulation, it is possible to gauge the sampling distribution of the lnLR statistic 

using the a bootstrap procedure. This involves taking bootstrap samples of the original data, and 

for each sample measuring the likelihood of the unconstrained model on each sample (lnLu = 
2:,.J 'i lnCl I c) where the ' indicates the bootstrap sample data), then building trees under a 

certain likelihood model and in addition to keeping the trees for the usual bootstrap comparisons, 

also keeping the lnLT statistic of each tree. The cycle is then repeated. The distribution of G2 

statistic is estimated from the distribution of v = 2(lnLu - lnLT)(for the n bootstrap samples). This 

may give an overestimate of the mean of the distribution of the G2 statistic under a specific 

model, but probably a reasonable estimate of its variance. The advantage of this statistic is that 

while it is not as precise as that obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation (for a specific model), it is 

probably more useful in practice since it costs practically nothing extra to calculate if already 

doing a bootstrap analysis (Felsenstein 1 985) .  It should be possible to evaluate this statistic for 

many taxa (e.g. PAUP* can evaluate a 30 taxon tree via simpler likelihood models in under an 

hour on a fast PC, so should allow overnight bootstrapping on more powerful machines) .  Paired 

differences (i .e from each boots trap sample) between two different ML estimates assuming 

different mechanisms of change can also be used to test the validity of adding in extra 

parameters. If the difference in G2 of one model relative to another is greater in 95% or more of 

the paired samples (estimated by this bootstrap routine, and without reoptimisation of model 

parameters) ,  it seems likely that there is a significant difference in the fit of these two models 

(that is, one fits better beyond just sampling error). 

6.3 TESTS OF THE GENERAL SUITABILITY OF A PHYLOGENETIC METHOD 

Here, new tests are described which more directly evaluate specific departures from 

expectation that may indicate inconsistency of tree selection, rather than just a reduced ability to 

predict the exact frequencies of observed site pattern frequencies. These are conceptualyl based 

on suboptimal trees being drawn from a particular distribution, which asymptotically becomes a 

mixture of non-central chi-square distributions. 

6.3.1 The expectation of equally well-fitting suboptimal trees 

This first test is immediately suitable for four taxa, but can be extended to more. It is based 

upon the expectation that under a true Markov tree model of evolution, all trees which do not 

share any internal partition with the true tree will in expectation be equally badly fitting. For 

finite samples, asymptotically (and under i.i .d. mechanisms) this expectation becomes: all trees 

which do not share any internal partition with the true tree will be distributed as a noncentral X2 

variable (with degrees of freedom equal to approximately x - p - 1 ,  where x is the total number of 

d istinct patterns, and p is  the number of statistically efficiently estimated parameters) .  This 
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means that all trees which do not share any internal edge in common with the true tree should be 

expected to be equal in overall fit to the model, and in actuality only different within sampling 

error. This expectation is intuitive when considering the selection of a tree in a multivariate 

normal space which has been made orthogonal (so that selection of any edge in the tree cannot 

improve 'fit' if it is not in the true tree). 

That all trees with no partitions in common with the true tree should all fit about equally well 

leads to a number of useful results .  Firstly, a simple test of the adequacy of the model for tree 

selection with four taxa is that the second and third best trees should be identical in fit bar 

sampling error. Thus, if we were to sample repeatedly from the true data distribution, the second 

best tree would be better than the third best tree 50% of the time with an unbiased method. A 

practical test of this expectation can be made with the bootstrap: if the second best tree is better 

than the third best tree more than I - a/2 of the time, reject the hypothesis of equivalent fit, 

which suggests evidence for a systematic bias in the data which is directly affecting the fidelity 

of tree selection. The level a would usually be set at a value near 95% for a single test. It is also 

appropriate that this test is two-sided since there will usually be no strong a priori anticipation of 

which of the two non-optimal trees will be better. 

The bootstrap can be computationally expensive, and here the tests of Kishino and Hasegawa 

( 1989), or Kishino et al. ( 1 990) may act as a substitute. Note that while the Kishino-Hasegawa 

test compares the likelihoods of two trees and we spoke earlier in this section of the expected 

differences in G2, the test is still valid since in this application the G2 of two differs by just their 

likelihoods (and the constant factor 2). Our test may also be used to test any two trees without 

internal edges in common with the optimal tree for any number of taxa. However, it is difficult to 

decide which two trees to randomly pick. A similar test can be made of parsimony tree lengths 

(i.e. is one of the two suboptimal trees significantly better fitting that the other), and again 

Kishino and Hasegawa (see also Templeton 1 983) offer a useful approximation to bootstrapping. 

An interesting area in which to apply these tests is to very anciently diverged molecules with 

four taxa, where either Felsenstein or anti-Felsenstein zone effects could be distorting the 

reliability of tree selection under simple models .  In either case, over much of the range of branch 

lengths (x in sections 5 .5  and 5 .6) the effect is detectable as the second and third from optimal 

trees fit quite differently (at the inconsistency point in the Felsenstein zone, two trees fit equal 

well with a third markedly worse, while in the anti-Felsenstein zone at the inconsistency point all 

three trees fit equally, but then as internal edge lengths tend to zero, there is the tendency for just 

the true tree to fit worst). One area where we have already claimed possible inconsistency is in 

the analysis of four ancient rRNA sequences. This test does not detect any unequalness of the 

second and third best trees in either the data for figures 2.7 and 5 . 1 ,  or in figures 5 .6a-c. Here 

there appears to be very little direct evidence of any inequality of the two non-optimal trees, yet 

as already discussed there is good evidence to suggest the favoured 'eocyte' tree is incorrect on 

this data (see chapter 3, sections 3 .7 and 3 .8). The reason for the test of the two non-optimal 

failing to discriminate in this case, may be partly because this a possible anti-Felsenstein zone 
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problem, and both non-optimal ML trees have internal edges very close to zero in lengths (and 

bounded below by this value), allowing little room for their differentiation. 

An analysis of ancient functional sequences which seems ideal for this new test is that of 

Golding and Gupta ( 1 995), who claim a chimeric origin for the eukaryotic genome. If their result 

is purely artifactual due to strong biases making tree selection unreliable, we would expect a test 

of the difference in fit of the second and third from optimal trees (with four taxa) to show some 

evidence (especially since they analyse 24 different genes) . We do not have the original data to 

make this test, but Gupta and Golding's table 1 does give a list of standard errors estimated using 

the methods of Kishino and Hasegawa ( 1 989) between the optimal tree and the two non optimal 

trees. Assuming the fit of the two nonoptimal trees to be uncorrelated, with respect to the 

difference in fit from the optimal tree, we make the test. The results are: Using amino acid ML to 

evaluate trees, two genes showed clear and strong evidence of violating the expected equality of 

the second and third best trees, these being aminotransferase and beta-galactosidase (both of 

these being two amongst the 1 1  genes identified by Golding and Gupta as being able 

significantly resolve the optimal tree) . In addition, two other genes are slightly suspect 

(deoxyribodipyrimidine photolyase and pyroline-5-carboxylate reductase), and it would be good 

to test these with the bootstrap itself (which we suspect may be a more powerful test than the 

Kishino and Hasegawa ( 1 989) approximation). 

Similar tests applied to parsimony on the same genes yield quite different results, and none 

of the genes fail the test, despite 1 7  showing significant support for the optimal tree over both 

alternative arrangements (there are just two genes which are slightly suspicious, these being 

carbamoylphosphate synthase and anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase). One the face of it, 

these results seem to back up Gupta and Golding's ( 1995) conclusions .  However, the differences 

between ML and parsimony deserve further study, with one possibility being that the ML model 

is giving spurious results for some proteins .  The biological question which needs further work 

before accepting Gupta and Golding's claim of the eukaryotic nucleus arising from a fusion, is to 

confirm that the genes supporting a eukaryote-gram negative tree are not explainable by 

migration to the nucleus of mitochondrial genes. This will require sequencing of homologous 

genes in the amitochondrial eukaryotic taxa, especially Microsporidia and Diplomonadida. 

6.3.2 The general distribution of the likelihoods of trees under a reliable model 

Noticing that all trees with no internal partition in common with the optimal tree will be have 

G2 distributed as a non-central x2 variable under the true model has some other useful 

applications .  For example, all trees which share no partition with the true tree should 

asymptotically have G2 statistics that differ approximately as variables drawn from a X2 

distribution with d .f. equal to approximately 2( p - edges in common) (where p is the number of 

edges in the tree) . A chi-squared distribution quickly becomes bell shaped as it converges to the 

normal distribution with increasing degrees of freedom. Thus for any reliable phylogenetic data 

evaluated under a matched likelihood model, the true distribution of G2 will have a 

predominantly bell shaped distribution with a skew of generally better (lower) G2 values 
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corresponding to the trees with some correct internal edges extending to the left. To the extent 

that the best tree is clearly separate from the bell portion of the curve and also all other trees, 

then the data set is resolving all internal edges. If, say, one internal edge is well resolved, then 

there should be a distinct bimodal distribution (e.g. Penny and Hendy 1987 observed this). With 

two internal edges very well resolved there could be three modes. As far as I am aware, this 

expected distibution of tree fit has not be explained as an asymptotic statistical result. 

Thus a possible test of goodness-of-fit test to assess the data c lear signs of inconsistency in 

tree selection, is to ask if the trees which do not contain any edges in common with the optimal 

tree conform to expectations. We presently working on exactly what these will be in general . One 

way to make a slightly conservative test is to get some idea of the expected distribution using 

Monte Carlo simulation. We suspect that the distribution of G2 between the model predicted data 

and a random sample (without even selecting a tree) should be useful. Once this distribution is 

measured accurately (say 10,000 simulations), it can be compared with the observed spread of 

tree fits by first rescaling them so that the mean of both distributions has the same value. Then 

apply a test for any sign that the true distribution is more spread out than the expected 

distribution. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov type of test should be useful (with modification since both 

the observed and the expected distributions are estimated from finite samples). This test may 

suggest bias quite often with real data, but should be more to the point of assessing reliability for 

tree selection than the overall goodness-of-fit test. 

The expected theoretical fit of G2 to all trees also helps to explain the observation that tree 

lengths under parsimony and distance criteria tend to be more asymmetric the more the data 

resolves the tree (e.g. Archie 1989a, Hillis 199 1 ) .  By comparing the size and significance of a 

skew in tree lengths it is possible to crudely gauge whether the data set has distinct hierarchical 

structure (not necessarily phylogenetic, as it could also be due to strong base composition biases 

for example). It is dangerous to say that a data set has phylogenetic structure, just because it is 

skewed. For example, a data set with strong base composition biases and a proportion of 

invariant sites can appear to have significant structure even when variable sites are completely 

random. This can hold for both within column randomisations, row randomisations, or both 

(unless the invariant sites are first removed; Peter Lockhart per. comm. is also aware of this and 

tends to make tests like those in Steel et al. 1 993, after first removing all constant columns) . With 

a continuous distribution of rates across sites, the problem is even less tractable, since a base 

composition shift lag (see chapter 3) makes it difficult to separate out hierarchical structure due 

to phylogeny alone. In this situation dropping all nonparsirnony informative sites helps, but may 

not cure the problem. 

6.3.3 Extensions to split decomposition 

For sets of more tha.1 four taxa, a useful way to visualise biases of the nature that the second 

and third best trees have quite unequal support is to use the method of split decomposition (see 

Bandelt and Dress 1 992). Although to date this method has started with the difference in sums of 

pairwise distances, it could also start with quartet data based on four taxon trees evaluated by 

ML for example. One possibility would be to give the best tree for any four taxa a score of 2, and 
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the second best tree a score of 1 .  Alternatively the length of each quartet could be estimated as 

the difference in the sum of edge lengths of the best tree minus the worst binary three taxon tree, 

and the length of edges on the second best minus those of the worst tree. Another possibility 

might be the difference in log likelihood score. In any case, the aim would be to look for 

consistent patterns in the data, possibly due to systematic biases. Another quartet method which 

might work well in combination with splits graph drawings might be evolutionary parsimony 

invariants (Lake 1 987), or the l inear invariants now known to exist for the Jukes Cantor model 

(Fu and Steel 1 995 and section 4.6.2). Note that at present the method of split decomposition 

does not differentiate random error from systematic bias , although by marrying the method to 

bootstrapping this could be achieved (that is assign to all features of the original graph the 

frequency with which they appear in graphs estimated from bootstrap samples of the original 

data). Methods such as the distance Hadamard may also offer potential for visualizing patterns 

not showing up in the optimal ML tree. 

6.3.4 A sign test for the fit of y to model expectations 

Asymptotically as y tends to having a multivariate normal distribution, the expectation is that 

apart from the entries Yo and those corresponding to edges in the tree, half of all entries should be 

positive and half negative if  the data fits the model. An appropriate (but not optimally powerful) 

asymptotic test of fit of data to model would be a binomial test that the observed proportion of 

signs on these entries in y was 50:50. A one tailed test can also be appropriate; for example if an 

i .r. correction i s  made, but the anticipation is that there will be too many positive entries in y 
(due to undercorrection for multiple hits). Application of this test to the transformed data in 

figure 2.9 gives a very clear answer: there are 64- 15 - 1 - 1  = 47 non-tree patterns which are all 

positive and the binomial probability of this is just 1 in 2
47

, or about 1 0-1
4

! 

Unfortunately, sparseness of the data will distort this binomial type of test, since there will 

be many entries  in � with value zero, and these which will tend to translate to slightly negative 

entries in y (due to the binomial like marginal distributions of these entries with expectation near 

zero, see section 4.3) .  Consequently, a one tailed test of too many positive entries in y will tend 

to be conservative, especially as the number of taxa grows (and especially when using 4-state 

data) . A possible modification would be to filter out all the values within some small amount of 

zero. If this E is chosen appropriately (a value £ = 2/c would remove much of the exponential 

character of marginal distributions) and would greatly reduce the conservativeness of the test. 

The properties of tests need further study, and verification that this conditioning on larger values 

is not causing a bias in the test to be significant too often. 

An alternative approach may be to test pathset lengths with a sign test. Recall that every 

higher order pathset length can be estimated as a sum of observed distances (usually by the 

minimal sum criterion, but also able to be read directly from the optimal tree) . If a correction 

formula is undercorrecting on a higher order pathset, then we expect that the sum of inferred 

pairwise distances homologous to this pathset will be larger (since the distances will each be less 
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than the pathset length and so incur fewer multiple substitutions) . One factor pushing the test 

towards being conservative would be the minimality criterion in estimating pathset lengths from 

distances (most strong when the tree has many short internal edges) .  A factor operating in the 

opposite direction will be the nonindependence of paths and pathsets, which could result in too 

many rejections of the null hypothesis if the final test was based on a binomial distribution. 

Simulations could be helpful to determine reliability of this test given these two opposing biases. 

6.4 COMMENTS ON THE BOOTSTRAP 

Bootstrap resampling is widely used in phylogenetics (Felsenstein 1 985, Penny and Hendy 

1985), particularly in the form described by Felsenstein where it is used to estimate the reliability 

of individual internal edges in the tree (i.e. the probability that this edge exists in the true tree) . A 

drawback of the method is that it has been shown to be particularly biased towards 

underestimating the reliabilitly of an edge in the true tree (Zharkikh and Li 1992a, 1 992b, and 

Hillis and Bull 1 993) if the support is large (generally > 50%). On the other hand if the support is 

low, then the bootstrap tends to give a too high a probability estimate of the reliability of an edge 

in the tree. 

6.4.1 Approximately estimating the bias in bootstrap support for edges in a tree 

The aim here is to evaluate how much bias the bootstrap procedure may be causing in 

estimating the support for a particular edge in a tree. This work is an offshoot of the earlier 

analysis to modify Monte Carlo goodness-of-fit simulations to accommodate uncertainty in the 

original parameters. The proposed method to estimate bias in bootstrap support for an internal 

edge is to: take a bootstrap sample (s') and infer a tree from it. Rather than discarding the original 

sample immediately, another single bootstrap sample (s") is drawn from it and a tree also inferred 

for this sample. Lastly, a single pseudosample (s'") is drawn from s" and a tree is inferred from it 

before discarding this series of samples, and repeating the whole process n times. Thus we have 

three levels of trees, and on each the support (b .s.p.) for an edge in the original tree is made by 

counting its frequency of appearance (Felsenstein 1 985, 1993) . Accordingly, this gives three 

numbers (b.s.p. 1 ,  b.s .p. 2, and b.s.p. 3) for each edge in the best tree from the original data. 

Next, plot each of these numbers as ( 1 ,  b.s.p. 1) ,  (2, b.s.p 2) and (3, b.s.p. 3) on a Cartesian 

graph. The way these numbers change as we repeat our sampling, and so mimic the original 

bootstrap bias, is our guide to the unseen bootstrap bias from the original sample. In order to 

infer the adjusted bootstrap support for the original optimal tree, fit a curve (the form x = al + 

by + c, seems reasonable) through these numbers and take the y intercept as our estimate of the 

adjusted bootstrap support (subject to the condition that it cannot be lower than the b.s.p. 1 

value). Presently, we are not sure how this method relates to the complete and partial bootstrap 

recently suggested by Zharkikh and Li ( 1 995). 

Another intuitive way to overcome the bias in ihe bootstrap is  to increase the size of the 

resampling over that of the standard size c (just as to account for positively correlated sites you 

could decrease the number of resamplings to less than c). Unfortunately, even if we could make a 

reasonable estimate of what the new resample size should be, the effects of these modifications 
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on bias could be partly unpredictable. It is possible such modifications will overcompensate more 

for the edges in the tree which are expected to show the least bootstrap bias (generally shallow 

edges), but undercompensate for the deeper edges in a tree (which tend to have the most 

downward bias) .  

One factor found already in our simulations ,  and reported in Waddell et al. ( 1994), is that the 

delta method provides nearly unbiased estimates of the variance of entries in y when working 

from just samples, but underestimates when working from the original s(T) vector. The opposite 

occurs with resampling with replacement. When sampling with replacement is performed upon 

s(T), under the assumption of independent sites, it gives the exact variance of entries in y, but an 

overestimate when applied to each sample, �. in turn (i.e. the bootstrap). Part of the reason for 

this is that the bootstrap i s  a nearly unbiased estimate of the variance in s(T), but the nonlinear 

pathset length transform causes an additional bias as already discussed in chapter 3 .  This added 

effect which increases the bias of the bootstrap to underestimate edge support for transformation 

based methods i s  evaluated in more detail in section 4.8.2. 

6.4.2 The number of alternative trees and bootstrap bias 

With many alternative trees bootstrap estimated reliabilities may be quite conservative 

(Zharkikh and Li 1 995) . In addition, it is also perceived that bootstrap estimates tend to become 

more conservative the more deeply within the tree an internal edge is. However, many short 

internal edges are 'bracketed' between well supported internal edges, and this results in very few 

likely resolutions of these edges, and consequently much less bootstrap bias in estimating their 

support. For example, consider the edge defining the archaebacteria which has only three real 

alternatives because the eukaryotes, eubacteria, methanogenic and eocyte groups all have large 

bootstrap supports (al greater than 90%, two being practically 100%). Hopefully, we should be 

able to measure this effect and use it to gauge just how many effective alternatives there may be 

to an edge in a tree, and so gauge how conservative the bootstrap may be in that instance. In the 

archaebacteria example, the guess would be slightly more than 3 effective alternatives . 

Alternatively, if the edge to be tested is known a priori, constraints can be made to force 

there to be just three alternatives (the program PAUP*, by Swofford 1993 allows any 

combination of compatible edges to be forced to be present in the inferred trees). Knowing the 

number of alternatives, the bias with just three alternatives is amenable to direct calculation 

based on multinomial, or multivariate normal distributions (e.g. Zharkikh and Li 1 995). If there 

are only three alternatives, bootstrap support needs to be of the order of 85% or greater in order 

to correspond to a 95% probability that the edge is in the true tree (which is like saying a 

1 00 - 95% or 5% chance that another tree could give data with this much support for the edge in 

question, Felsenstein and Kishino 1 993). This would imply that while some of the six a priori 

hypotheses in chapter 3 figure 3 . 1 1  have strong support (e.g. (IV) plants and fungi closest 

relatives, (VI) Thermus deep), but two others are marginal. These being (I) Archaebacteria 

monophyletic, which has dropped below 70% with 20% of constant sites removed, and (II) 

Microsporidia earliest, which is in the region of 80-90% support with 20-30% of constant sites 
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removed. A final decision on whether these show sufficient bootstrap support will reqmre 

evaluation of how much downward bias may be generated by boots trapping followed by the non

linear LogDet transform (especially with constant sites removed). 

An irony of so much attention on the conservatism of the bootstrap under i . i .d. models, is its 

possible overestimation of support with real molecules with strongly correlated site changes. A 

good example being the paired stem regions of rRNA and tRNA's. In some of these molecules' 

sites, substitutions almost always occur in pairs, e.g. if a C � T, then on the complementary 

strand a G � A if the original substitution is not reversed or lost from the population due to 

selective disadvantage. For the actual tree reconstruction process it may well be appropriate to 

weight such a change highly if it is very rare, however for the purpose of assessing statistical 

support it should be treated as a single change, which means that when one of these two sites is 

picked in a bootstrap resampling, the other one is automatically picked as well. Unfortunately, 

such modified bootstrapping does not appear in the major programs, and without good studies of 

just which sites have such high correlations, may be of little practical incentive to use. More of a 

challenge will be to incorporate more subtle, but still influential correlated changes, and their 

effect upon statistical support (section 4.9 where the variance covariance matrix may be used for 

similar purposes) .  

Yet another approach to using the boots trap, is to evaluate a 95% confidence interval on how 

many edges in the optimal tree are likely to be wrong. This can be done by a similar approach to 

Penny and Hendy ( 1985) except rather than taking the mean value, find the partition metric 

distance of Foulds and Robinson ( 198 1 )  below which 95% of inter-tree distances occur. This will 

hopefully give a realistic estimate of how many edges (y) may be wrong in the whole tree. This 

statistic may be useful to test that the data definitely do have hierarchical structure. Such a test is 

probably more appropriate to intraspecific data like that of Vigilant et al. ( 1990), which is 

expected to do poorly on the standard bootstrap approach because single edges are typically only 

supported by one or two substitutions, despite good evidence that hierarchical structure is present 

(e.g. Penny et al. 1995). In such situations, keeping the y best supported edges by the Felsenstein 

( 1 985) measure of boots trap support per edge, may give a useful visualization of the extent, if not 

necessarily the exact location, of edges likely to be correct. 

6.4.3 Subtree extraction to counter conservatism when adding extra taxa 

Yet another way to use the bootstrap more effectively in a sampling situation, occurs when 

we are really interested in the relationships of particular sequences, but have added related 

sequences in the hope of stabilising the tree against systematic and I or possibly stochastic errors . 

An example might be to test the relationships of Microsporidia to diplomonads to, trichomonads 

to mitochondrial eukaryotes using 16S-like rRNA molecules. It is often desirable to have more 

than one outgroup sequence to counter systematic errors, and adding such additional sequences is 

unlikely to cause the problem of prokaryotes being mixed up with eukaryotes due to sampling 

errors . However, it is just as desirable to add in deeply divergent Microsporidia, etc. for the same 

sorts of reasons .  Because these sequences are deep, and internal edges may be getting short, there 
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is an increased chance of sampling errors putting them in the wrong place on the tree. This need 
not disturb our conclusion since there is already confidence that Microsporidia (and the other 
groups) are each monophyletic (in the sense of Hennig 1 967). An appropriate way around this 
problem would be to nominate just one sequence from each group as a 'type' sequence to 
represent that group (preferably the 'type' will be on a lineage with evenly spaced internal nodes 
leading to other taxa) . After the bootstrap is performed, all but the 'type' sequences are removed 
from the trees and the frequency of what are now, say, edges in five-taxon trees is calculated. 
Here the bootstrap is much less likely to be overly conservative. The results of this 'subtree 
extraction' approach will be interesting to compare with the similar but distinct enforced 
constraints approach mentioned in the previous paragraph. 

This subtree extraction approach could also be extended by giving each member of a group a 
membership score rather than nominating just one 'type' sequence. The higher this score, the 
more a sequence is considered representative of that group. When is comes time to collate the 

results of many bootstrap trees of all sequences, a decision must be made to define one subset of 
sequences in each tree as being representative of that group' s position. For example, there may 
be five Microsporidia species of which four cluster. If these four species have a membership 
score higher than the fifth sequence their position (or rather that of their last common ancestor) 
relative to the other groups is taken as representative for just that tree. This type of approach 
aims to weight against a single representative sequence or pair of sequences being misplaced. 

This is the end of these comments on the bootstrap. Our aim is to implement them as soon as 
possible, and study further their effects. I am presently uncertain how much part of this work 
overlaps with that of Zharkikh and Li ( 1 995), which needs to be clarified. 

6.5 TESTING FOR SPECIFIC DEPARTURES FROM THE MODEL 

It is often more desirable to test for specific departures from the model rather than to simply 
test overall fit of data to model. Such tests can be more powerful at detecting departures from the 
model, and are also diagnostic in that they can suggest where the model could be modified in 
order to best improve its robustness. 

We begin by looking at testing individual entries in y, and show how �"' can be a highly 

informative way of presenting the effects of different transformations upon the data. Following 

this, specific types of test at the level of the observed data are described: many tests at the � level 

are likely to be more powerful and simpler to perform than equivalent tests at the level of Y. The 

reason for the increased power is that simple statistics like X2 applied at the sequence level, take 

i . i .d. model expected variances and covariances fully into account, whereas doing this at the y 
level requires much more computation, and assumptions of multivariate normality. 

6.5.1 The fit of individual entries in y 
As shown earlier in section 4.3, if the variance of Yi i s  greater than (c-5)(5)/c2 then it has an 

approximately normal marginal distribution. This in turn allows a simple univariate normal test 
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of whether entry Yi has expected value zero (using the variance estimates from section 4.2). 

Dividing each entry in Yi with variance greater than (c-5)(5)/c2, by the square root of this variance 

gives Y!se (Yi divided by its standard deviation), and each such entry can then be treated as 

normally distributed with standard deviation = I .  

Figure 6.2 shows an example of Y!se for the data in figure 5 . 1 ,  and with varying proportions 

of invariant sites removed. The data presented in this way clearly shows how the signal-to-noise 

ratio decreases the more invariant sites are removed. In this case the relative support of the size 

of the external edges remains in the same rank as their size. Figure 6. 1 b also clearly shows that 

with all sites assumed variable the model fits badly, but with about 28% of sites assumed 

invariant the data fits nearly perfectly to a tree model. However at this point the most support for 

an internal edge (in this case the eocyte tree) has dropped to only 0.7 z units, which is not 

significant (this result agrees well with what ML tree fitting to this data suggests in section 5 .9). 

The other interesting feature is that again the existence of a double minimum for the fit of data to 

model assessed by WLS is evident. The first minimum is at approximately 0.285 and the other at 

about 0.375 . At the second minimum, edges tend to either positive or negative infinity but their 

standard errors tend to positive infinity more quickly. 

Figure 6.2 contains the information to make single tests of all entries in y, e.g. is the support 

for the halobacterial tree significant at the 95% level with all sites assumed variable? This 

potential internal edge, shown in green in figure 6.2, initially has 2.25 z units of support and 

specifying a one sided test we reject that the expected value is zero or less at the a = 5 %  level. 

Multiple tests become more difficult, but a series of squared normal deviates with near zero 

correlations can be treated as an approximate x2 random variable. For example, with 20% of 

invariant sites removed is the support for the potential internal edges supporting all three trees 

greater than zero (if so, the data fits the model and a star tree cannot be rejected) . The sum of 

squares of the relevant y values at this point is 0.252 + 0.752 + 1 .22 = 2.065, which is not 

significant when compared to a x2 distribution with 3 d.f. (p = 0.559) . Thus, the data appears to 

fit the model but a star tree cannot be rejected. All these tests are probably conservative in 

practice because there is a strong positive correlation between the realisation of a random 

variable Yi and its estimated variance (see section 4.4), 

If the variance of an entry in y is less than (c-5)(5)/c2, it may be most appropriate to test 

assuming it has a binomial like marginal distribution. For example, if entry y; has size 0.001 with 

c = 2,000, and an estimated standard deviation of 0.0005, then an approximate test that this entry 

has expected value zero is :  does (Yi + 0.0005) x c = 3 fall in the upper 5 %  range of a binomial 

random variable with mean 0.0005 x c = 1 .  The answer is no (p = 0.080) so as a result we do not 

reject it having a mean of zero (the opposite conclusion would be reached if the test was made 

assuming a normal marginal distribution, since the observed value appears to be two standard 

deviations above the expected mean). In making this test, the standard deviation is being used to 
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estimate the expected value of the binomial variable (as 0.0005 x c), and the deviation of this 

binomial random variable from zero is taken to be its observed size plus its expected value i .e. (Yi + 

s .d . [yj]) x c. This adjustment needs to be made since entries in y have expected value zero. 

With many possible entries to test, the problem of multiple tests becomes serious if there are no 

strong prior expectations .  This can be alleviated with a multiple Bonferroni type of correction (e.g. 

Fleming 1 982, Rice 1 989, Rom 1 990), where the number of entries in y minus one could be taken 

as the number of tests being made. More realistically, under sparseness assumptions, a useful guide 

to the number of tests being made might be the number of cells in s relating to two or more 

observed site patterns. 
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FIGURE 6.2a A Plot of Y!se for the data used in figure 5. 1 ,  with the x-axis showing the proportion of 

constant sites treated as invariant. 6.2b The signal of relating to just the internal edges. The brown 

symbols show the support for the edge leading to humans, yellow leading to E. coli, deep purple leading 
to Haloferax, light purple leading to Su/folobus, red the support for the archaebacterial tree, green the 
support for the eocyte tree, and blue the support for the halobacterial tree. 

These tests of individual entries in r are not necessarily a good substitute for the bootstrap 

method of evaluating the stability of a tree to resampling error. The problem of course is that two 

or even three directly competing signals could all be significantly greater than zero (as they are 

when no invariant sites are removed in figure 6 .2, and see section 4.8 .2 for evaluations of tree 

selection likelihood which take competing entries into account). This 'univariate' approach to 

evaluating the reliability of a tree has parallels with other methods of tree estimation . These tests of 

entries in y are very like the confidence intervals Gouy and Li ( 1989) used to estimate support for 

internal edges of their OLS distance trees. However, in the estimation of distance trees, because 

information is lost, it is usually the case that only two of three possible resolutions of an internal 

edge will show a significant positive length . Observing this is a possible indication that the data is 

showing a significantly bad fit to the model . With maximum likelihood, the ML length of an 

internal edge in a tree can be evaluated by comparing it with a zero length. 
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Here again it is possible for all three resolutions of an internal edge to have significant support 

by this 'univariate' test. Again it does not show that one tree is better than the others, but rather 

the possibility of a lack of fit between data and model. These internal edge length type tests tend 

to do better if they are made between the best tree and the second best tree (e.g. see Gaut and 

Lewis 1995), but even here the significance level needs to be adjusted if an ironclad commitment 

was not made a priori to test just one of the three resolutions about a specified internal edge (e.g. 

see Zharkikh and Li 1 995). 

6.5.2 Comparing actual and predicted numbers of observed changes per site 

This test refines those in sections 3.6.4 and 3 .6.7 and predicts the expected values under a 

specific model . For this test to be performed in its entirety probabilities of all expected sequence 

patterns need to be calculated under a specified model (tree plus mechanism of character 

evolution with a statistically efficient optimisation of parameters by a method such as ML). The 

next step involves summing up the probabilities of all patterns which would have an unweighted 

parsimony length of 0 on the tree of interest (i.e. the probability of all the constant sites); then the 

sum of all patterns which show just 1 parsimony change on the tree; then all those with 2 etc .  up 

to the maximum number possible. Compared against these expected numbers are counts of the 

observed number of sites with 0, 1 ,  2, etc. unweighted parsimony changes. This gives a 

contingency table which may then be tested for equality of observed and expected using standard 

goodness-of-fit statistics like X2 or G2.(see for example figure 3 .9 and table 3 .4). Of course, care 

should be taken to group adjacent cells (in ascending order perhaps) to ensure that no more than 

20% of cells have an expected value of less than 5, and none are less than 1 (and with the degrees 

of freedom being the final number of cells in the contingency table, minus 1 ) .  If the overall fit is 

not adequate, then it appears possible that there is a mismatch of the model' s  assumed 

distribution of rates over sites (e.g. a r distribution) and the true distribution (which might for 

example be bimodal) .  (And note that of course such a test can only be exactly indicative of the 

expected problem, if we assume that the rest of the model is correct) . 

If we have a poor fit to the rates over sites, then it would be useful to diagnose it further. 

Another possibility is that the model is not assuming enough invariant sites. Pitch and 

Margoliash ( 1970) considered this possibility, and tested it by allowing for a fraction of invariant 

sites. Their test was very similar to the one we propose, but instead of calculating the expected 

numbers of changes per site exactly, they used an approximation based on a Poisson distribution 

(see section 3.6.3).  Their test is to measure a X2 statistic before and after allowing for this extra 

parameter (see table 3 .4 for some examples), while we propose the same test, but using the 

exactly calculated expected numbers of changes. Goldman ( 1993b) proposed a single cell test of 

the observed numbers of sites with no changes, against the exactly calculated expected number. 

Such a test is binomial under the i.i.d. model (e.g. see chapter 4), but because the number will 

usually be much larger than 40, it is quite reasonable to use a Poisson, Normal, or X2 ( l .d.f.) 

approximation (reverse order of ease and exactness). All of these tests are made without 

reoptimising other parameters in the model. As tests in section 5 .3 .5 and 5 .9.3 showed, the 

binomial test tended to be much more powerful than a likelihood ratio test with reoptimisation of 
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all the other parameters (e.g. if there really are invariant sites, an ML model will try to minimise 

their effect as much as possible using the free parameters at hand, and in balance with other parts 

of the model which do not fit). The most powerful tests for an excess of invariant sites possibly 

come from full Monte Carlo simulations (e.g. see Reeves 1 992a, and Goldman 1993b). 

Probably the most sensible use of a X2 test of observed parsimony changes versus model 

predicted numbers is exploratory. In particular by looking at the X2 statistic per cell, it should be 

possible to get a glimpse of which cells have the worst fit. If they are all the cells with the 

greatest number of changes, then our model may be missing a proportion of hypervariable sites. 

If there is a general trend of too few observed changes (for the fewest numbers of changes per 

site), followed by too many, followed by too few followed by too many, then we may suspect a 

bimodal distribution of rates across sites. Tests for these features can be described, but their 

application needs to be wary of the problem of multiple tests, and especially testing after a trend 

is seen in the data. Just observing substantial fluctuations in the proportions of observed sites in 

the different rate classes should then be motivation for trying a more flexible model which allows 

for bimodality, which then allows a test for a significant reduction in the overall fit of data to 

model for the number of extra parameters. 

6.5.3 Testing for an excess of changes predicted on external edges in the tree 

Earlier in section 5 .3 we saw that a common feature of models which did not allow for a 

distribution of rates across sites was that they predicted longer external edges than expected. This 

is done to partly explain an excess of parallel and convergent changes not expected by the 

model. A test of this feature would be to sum all the unique external edge substitutions 

(parsimony singletons) expected under the model, versus the total observed number. This could 

be tested with binomial, Poisson, normal, or X2 statistics (using the latter three approximations 

when appropriate (e.g. see Stuart and Ord 1 987)). The test would usually be one sided since we 

would expect an excess of singleton changes predicted by an inadequate i.r. model (of course 

expectations under a covarion model for example, could be quite different). If something unusual 

was happening in just one part of the tree, then looking at the individual X2 cell statistics for 

observed to expected of each external edges' singleton changes, and comparing them with the 

groupings of sequences in the tree, could be suggestive of a localised lack of fit. 

Lockhart et al. ( 1 992), also considered a test of the number of singleton changes per cell 

against those predicted by cs(Tn) (where Tn was picked by closest tree). They used an X2 statistic 

to make the test, then compared the test result with a X2 distribution. That particular test is 

unlikely to be valid since cs(T 0) is not an efficient statistical estimator, so the distribution of the 

Lockhart et al. ( 1 992) test statistic needs to be evaluated by simulations.  When a test is made in 

this context (i.e. with cs(T0)) the original authors did not discuss the diagnostic aim of their test, 

and it would seem to be two tailed unlike the test of the previous paragraph where we are looking 

for an excess of singletons predicted by the model. 

From this thesis it is clear that if transformations are made under an i.r. model, and there is 

really a distribution of rates across sites, then external edges estimated directly from y will tend 
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to be too short. Consequently cs(Tn) will tend to predict too few singleton changes. In this case a 

useful test is to sum all singleton cells, then make a one tailed test for too few singleton changes, 

as a sign that an i.r. model was not adequate. It might also be predicted that sequencing changes 

could result in an excess of singleton changes (especially if rates across sites are uneven).  

However, we conjecture that under an i.r. model, completely random sequencing errors in 

sequence i should have exactly the same effect upon pattern probabilities as making the external 

edge leading to sequence i longer (and this result should hold for all i sequences jointly). If this is 

the case, then there would not be any point interesting for sequencing errors under an i.r. model, 

but with a distribution of rates across sites it may be detectable (although the best strategy is 

probably to look directly for unexpected changes along a sequence of known function). A really 

bad sequence might also show up as a violation of what was otherwise clock like data. 

6.5.4 Evaluating numbers of parallel and convergent substitutions 

By parallel changes, it is meant that two or more lineages had the same ancestral state, 

fol lowed by independent changes to the same new state. Parallel changes have long been of 

particular interest in morphological evolution. In the context of sequence evolution models, 

Goldman ( 1993b) suggested a test of excess parallel isms by summing up all the relevant 

expected probabilities and making an appropriate binomial test of observed against expected. 

With the more simple i.r. models one might expect too many parallelisms in the real data, and in 

this case a one tailed test is appropriate. This sort of test could have special use in amino acid 

coding regions, to test for parallelisms of the sort detected in the lysozymes of primates and birds 

(Stewart and Wilson 1 987). A problem comes with deciding whether a pattern is a parallelism or 

a convergence (changes to the same state but from different ancestral states), and this can only be 

answered by attempting to reconstruct the ancestral state. If we take just the bipartition patterns 

with any number of taxa, it seems likely that these changes were parallelisms. In chapter 5 .4.4 

tests of this nature were made to help evaluate whether there was a significant excess of patterns 

in the data consistent with ancestral polymorphism. 

6.5.5 The number of states shown at each site 

One of the features of the evolution of functional molecules is that some sites may be near 

neutral in accepting changes, others will be nearly invariant, while others may accept changes but 

only between certain states (e.g. a pair in rRNA needs to be G:C, or C:G, so changes of C H  G 

only are allowed). Such sites can be a real problem giving rise to many more parallelisms and 

convergences than expected under the model. One way to test for this possibility would be to 

count up the frequency of all observed bipartition patterns, e.g. all A's, A's and C's, . . .  , A's, C's, 

G's and T's, and compare this to the expected frequency of all these patterns under the model.  An 
appropriate test would be a one tailed binomial test of there being too many such bipartition 

patterns. This sort of test may well require a close fitting model; in its one tailed form is should 

be reasonably conservative if there is an excess of invariant sites (since there will then be too 

many sites with all the same state, and too many multiple hits generating more than two states at 

one site). 
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Another interesting statistic is the number of distinct patterns shown in the data, compared to 

the expected number under the model. Goldman ( 1 993b) introduced this test, and a full 

description of it can be found therein. The s vector produced by a Hadamard conjugation is 

ideally suited to this test as it contains all the possible site pattern probabilities which are 

required to make this test. It might also be a useful test for use with cs(Tn) although it may well 

reject too often. It would be an interesting statistic to plot as the distribution of rates across sites 

assumed by the model became more extreme. It may provide a useful statistic to complement 

overall goodness-of-fit in order to estimate what spread of rates across sites is optimal for a given 

distribution (e.g. f). 

6.5.6 Testing for evidence of trapped ancestral polymorphism 

A final test of particular patterns which has been found useful is the ancestral polymorphism 

test given in section 5 .4.2.4. It seems important to use this test along with the "control" tests 

(section 5 .4.2.4) to confirm it is not a general feature of the model to underestimate parallel 

changes. 

Overall this set of tests is useful for diagnosing what the major cause for problems under an 

i.i.d model may be. It is important to also look beyond i.i.d. models. Section 3 .6. 1 gives a test of 

a non-i.i.d. model of whether the base composition of unvaried sites is significantly different to 

that of the varied sites. Another useful test of non-i.i.d features is that proposed by Miyamoto and 

Fitch ( 1995), which compares the number of sites seen to be variable in two groups under a r 
distributed rates model and a simple covarion model. 

6.5.7 Testing the molecular clock 

The basic idea in testing a molecular clock by a goodness-of-fit statistic is that if the 

constraint of the clock does not worsen fit by a significant amount, then there is no evidence that 

the clock is being violated. Assuming long sequences and under the true i.i.d. model with 

independent sites, then the asymptotic marginal distribution of a set of x- 1 random variables has 

expected value 2(x - 1 ), and follows a X2 distribution with d.f. x- 1 .  Felsenstein ( 1988, 1 993) and 

Goldman ( 1 993a) describe such tests and we will not go into any unnecessary detail, except to 

note again that the clock constraint only makes strict biological sense under a homogeneous 

model of evolution, but quasi clocks may well be the norm and deserve further investigation 

regarding their modeling. 

Another approach is to observe that under a clock model, the observed F matrix between two 

groups of species that are strictly monophyletic, should always be the same. Under the Jukes

Cantor model, the efficient statistic becomes the dobs or Hamming distance (since all off diagonal 

entries in F are expected to be equal). Thus as Tajima ( 1994) points out, an appropriate test is 

then just a binomial test that the observed proportions are the same going from one monophyletic 

group to each member of another group. If the strong correlations that are introduced by shared 

descent are not taken into account, then there is no easy way to combine the results of more than 
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one to be sure that the test is not being strongly conservative (reject the null hypothesis to rarely) 

or too liberal (reject the null hypothesis to often). 

The solution to correlations under the multinomial model is to take into account the 

correlations between patterns, caused by phylogeny, and the easiest way to do this is to use a 

statistic like G2 (i.e. to do the model goodness-of-fit test). This test is just the testing of the clock 

after using ML optimiastion. The l ikelihood ratio (or an X2 difference test) can be much more 

powerful than the pairwise distances test, if there is enough data. There appears to be no straight 

forward and reliable test of a molecular clock that can be made uniquely in the context of 

Hadamard conjugations (some thing like GLS fitting y may be possible, but is unlikely to be 

worth the effort compared to ML or minimum X2). The main concern of the likelihood ratio test 

is that the data are sparse. A GLS taking account of phylogenetic correlations could be based on 

observed distances (which should be ultrametric under the clock), although the power is unlikely 

to be good in comparison to the likelihood ratio or X2 test if the evaluations of sections 5 .2, 5 .5 ,  

5 .6 and 5 .9 are any guide. 

6.6 OBTAINING A CONFIDENCE SET OF TREES 

An important concept is to evaluate a confidence set of trees. An example would be the that 

set of trees (in rank from the most to the least supported) which give a cumulative probability 

(e.g. 95%) of including the true tree when taking account of sampling error. There are two main 

ways to approach this problem. Two alternatives are: to pick those trees most frequently 

encountered in resampling the original data (or some approximation to this) versus sampling 

from data predicted under the most favoured model (a Monte Carlo simulation). In both cases 

there needs to be confidence in the model in order to believe the resultant set is representative. 

Members of the first approach include using asymptotic fit statistics (e.g. Bulmer 1 99 1 ,  Navidi et 

al. 199 1 ,  Felsenstein 1 988), boots trap resampling (Bulmer 199 1 ,  Cao et al. 1 994, Penny and 

Hendy 1 986) and approximations to bootstrap resampling (Kishino et al. 1990, Hasegawa and 

Kishino 1 993, Templeton 1983) to estimate the trees likely to be picked as optimal when 

sampling error in the origin::tl data is taken into account. The second approach has so far only 

been used by Goldman ( 1993a); it is very computationally expensive and there is concern over 

how much it may condition on certain trees and mechanisms of evolution. Little study has been 

made comparing these different approaches. This is a brief overview with comments, acting as a 

foundation for further study (beyond the scope of this thesis). 

This issue has been addressed by a number of authors independently. Bulmer ( 199 1 )  for 

example suggested a confidence set based on the GLS SS  from pairwise distances statistic, and 

its asymptotic form (the X2 distribution). This sort of test is of the first kind, with the repeat 

sampling conceptualized in multivariate normal 'distance' space. It conceptually straight forward; 

all trees are evaluated, and all trees with a GLS SS of less than a X
2 

variable with d.f. = { number 

of pairwise distances - number of fitted parameters in model are deemed within the interval while 

all others are outside it } .  An similar approach was suggested by Navidi et al. ( 1991 )  in the 

context of linear invariants and ML. This type of confidence set will be conservative in many 
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real situations, when the model barely fits the data, and perhaps just one tree manages to be 

within the confidence set limit. A possible modification to take this conservatism into account is 

to (if necessary) subtract from all trees the amount required so that the best tree has the expected 

fit of a x2 random variable with the expected degrees of freedom. A useful theoretical feature of 

these X2 tests is that it is valid to build these confidence intervals (under the asymptotic 

assumptions of lots of data), and there is no problem in comparing the fit or likelihood of one 

unnested model (tree) directly with another, but rather all tree models are compared to the 

unconstrained model. 

Unfortunately, sparseness is a real problem for the ML tests. One approach is a complete 

Monte Carlo simulation. As Goldman ( 1993a) points out these simulations can be used to 

compare any two models, and a different tree is a different model. However, for this use we 

suspect that the modification to Monte Carlo simulations suggested in section 6.2.7 (where a 

resampling method like the bootstrap is used to explore the range of valid Monte Carlo model 

parameters) is important. Otherwise the expectation is that the confidence interval of trees may 

become too narrow by tending to reject trees other than the ML tree which originally fitted best. 

This approach constitutes the second alternative mentioned in the first paragraph: comparing fit 

to predicted data. 

An approach to estimating a confidence set of trees which does not require such strong 

asymptotic assumptions (although it may be biased with small samples) is to estimate a 

confidence set based on the results of bootstrap resampling (this is back to the approach of 

resampling from the original data) . An early example of this approach can be found in Penny and 

Hendy ( 1986), where they estimated the expected number of trees which could be within the 

confidence set of the best tree. Bulmer ( 1991 )  considered a formalisation of this, whereby the 

data is bootstrapped trees are built, then ranked by decreasing frequency of occurrence. A 

confidence interval is made by summing these ranked trees until greater than ( 1  - a) x 1 00% of 

all trees are in the confidence set (where a is the critical value chosen). 

The approach suggested by Bulmer ( 1991)  should work well for most very small trees (say 

no more than six taxa) with a reasonable number of resamples (say 1 000)(see Cao et al. 1 994; for 

some such examples). However, for larger trees a real problem is that the number of possible 

trees in the confidence set can quickly grow. Consequently, unless the number of replicates also 

becomes very large there is a real danger of excluding many trees which should be in the 

confidence interval. A possible solution to this problem might be to use the bootstrap not to pick 

trees directly from the resampled data, but to build up a picture of the distribution of the fit 

statistic (e.g. likelihood) under resampling. One way would be to keep just the likelihood of the 

best fitting tree from each bootstrap replicate. The confidence interval for the sampled trees 

would then be all trees evaluated on the original sample with a likelihood at least as high as the 

best 95% of l ikelihoods in the bootstrap replicates. 

Kishino and Hasegawa ( 1989), have suggested an approach similar to the last one. Instead of 

comparing all trees to an overall distribution, they ask how often does tree T1 have a higher 
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likelihood than tree T2 in bootstrap replicates? If it is not greater than in 95% of replicates then 

the two trees are not deemed significantly different. Taking the best tree, and making this 

comparison to all other trees, an approximate confidence interval could be established. Kishino 

and Hasegawa ( 1989) developed such a pairwise test which is not overly computationally 

expensive (and it is available in the program Phylip, Felsenstein 1 993). Bin were dissatisfied 

with this one to one series of comparisons, Hasegawa and his associates sought other 

approximations to the recovery rate of different ML trees from bootstrap pseudoreplicates. 

Towards this end they have also derived two distinct approximations to estimating these 

proportions, without the need for the intensive calculations of the bootstrap (see Hasegawa and 

Kishino 1993 for a review). This first method is called the RELL (resampling estimated log 

likelihood), while the second is the MND (multivariate normal distribution) approximation 

method (both methods were originally derived in Kishino et al. 1990) . The RELL method is less 

computationally intensive when there are few site patterns, while the MND method is less 

intensive if there are a few sequences very log sequences. In a simple four taxon case both 

approximations seemed reasonable (Hasegawa and Kishino 1 993), but much more study of their 

behaviour is needed. 

Part of the problem with the pairwise comparison approach is that it involves comparison of 

non-nested models (different trees), and it is open to criticism on this count. This problem makes 

itself most pronounced when using asymptotic results to devise a likelihood ratio test of one tree 

against the other. One problem is that two resolved binary trees will be equally parameterised by 

this criterion, making the differences in lnL apparently have zero degrees of freedom (Felsenstein 

1 988 suggest an ad hoc solution of allowing one degree of freedom to make the test) . The 

bootstrap approach and the confidence set approach avoid this problem by comparing each tree 

directly with the data, rather than one directly against the other. Asymptotically these two tests 

become very similar if the model holds . 

All of these approaches are easily performed in the framework of Hadamard conjugations. 

Optimisation of individual tress by likelihood or X2 seems preferable for reasons of statistical 

efficiency, whereas tree selection by direct selection from y (e.g. by parsimony) is preferable in 

the context of computational efficiency (although of dubious wisdom given performance in 

simulations which tended to be worse than direct selection form the untransformed observed data 

section 5.8,  Charleston 1 994). If Monte Carlo methods are to be used to estimate confidence sets 

of trees, then it seems preferable to use a modification to avoid conditioning on a specific tree 

and model parameters (see section 6.2.7). 

6.7 TESTING WHETHER TWO DATA SETS EVOLVED BY THE SAME TREE 

This next set of tests deal with the question of whether or not data sets should be combined 

into a single analysis. There are many ways that data can be combined: adding the data directly 

together: just adding tree likelihoods: consensus tree techniques :  transforming the data, then 

adding it. All of these methods are also amenable to weighting of the different parts in an aim to 

reduce sampling variance, or systematic error. In all cases the first question confronting the 
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researcher is "is it appropriate to combine these data?" Often, it only makes sense to combine 

data if there is confidence that the two data sets are not disagreeing (Bull et al. 1993, provide an 

example of the troubles that can occur if incompatible data sets are added together). One measure 

of agreement is that bar sampling error two data could be suggesting the same thing. Here we 

look in detail at the types of test which can be made, starting with a general case of "did two 

genes evolve by the same process," then moving on to more tree specific tests. 

6.7.1 Did two sets of data evolve by the same processes? 

This is a very general question of whether there appears to be any reason to suggest two 

genes evolved differently (different mechanism or different tree) . It is based upon asking "are 

two � vectors within sampling error of each other?" The crucial assumption of this test is that 

sites are independent (so we have a multinomial model). There are two vectors of the observed 

1\ 1\ 
frequency of site patterns f ( 1 )  and f(2) to compare, each estimate from c1 and c2 sites 

A A 
respectively (with n distinct patterns observed, so if f(2)i and f(2)i are both zero, this pattern i-th 

is not considered further) . The null hypothesis is that both sets of data are a random sample from 

the same vector of pattern probabilities. The maximum likelihood estimate of this vector (g) of 

1\ 1\ 
pattern probabilities has the i-th entry estimated as gi = { ( f( 1 )i + f(2)i) I (c1 + c2) }  ((c1 + c2) 

(a standard result under a multinomial model, e.g. see chapter 4). To measure the departure of the 

two samples from the ML estimate of the expectation, it is possible to use any member of the 

power divergence family, (see Read and Cressie 1986) with the likelihood ratio statistic G2 being 

A A 
quite suitable (this is the sum over all cells of 2(fi x ln[ f/(cgi)]) ). Asymptotically (c --7 oo) under 

the null hypothesis, this statistic will have a x.,2 distribution with d.f. = { 2(number of distinct 

patterns) - 2 - (number of estimated parameters - 1 ) }  = (2n - 2 - n + 1 )  = n - 1 .  There will be no 

partial recovery of degrees as with ordinary ML estimators, since the estimators used here are 

directly based on the multinomial distribution (Stuart and Ord 1 990, p.  1 168). 

In most real situations, these vectors will be very sparse and the asymptotic statistic cannot 

be relied upon. Two solutions are: run a simulation, by randomly resampling c1 and c2 patterns 

respectively from g. If the observed G2 statistic does not fall within the smallest ( 1  - a) x 1 00% 

of these resampled G2 statistics, then the null model is rejected at an a level of 0.05. 

Alternatively, group cells. If cell counts are uneven, a useful rule is to group cells so that 80% 

have an expected value of � 5, with no cells having an expected value of less than 1 .  A second 

rule, more appropriate if cell counts can be made quite even, is to group cells so that they all 

have an expected value of about three (to maximise the power of the test). In practice a 

combination is useful: firstly group all the non-bipartition patterns by the second rule, but group 

the often highly uneven bipartition patterns by the first rule. It is useful not to mix bipartition 

patterns with other patterns, since with four or more states,  the bipartitions are often the most 

interesting. 
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This type of test can also be made with an X2 Pears on statistic (i.e. ( obs. - exptl /expt.), and 

this statistic often has more power at detecting local deviations from expected (Read and Cressie 

1986). An added advantage of this statistic is that its score per cell is a good guide to how 

deviant that cell is individually. 

6.7.2 Testing: "Did two data sets evolve according to the same weighted tree?" 

Presented are a series of tests asking did "two data sets evolve by the same tree?": a critical 

question before combination of data. The tests described here go from the most specific 

(evolution on the same weighted tree) to the more general (evolution according to the same 

unweighted tree. In practice they would usually be used in the opposite order. The principle of 

these tests is the same as that of the previous test in section 6.7. 1 :  make a joint ML estimate of 

the expected models parameters, and then ask if the two observed data sets appear to fit as well 

as random samples from this expected model. 

A useful test to make is whether the optimal weighted from one set of data fits another set of 

data equally well? This sort of test can be used to detect departures in the evolutionary rate of 

one gene with respect to another. It is also an important test to make before combining sequences 

together to estimate a single tree, especially if edge weights are quite different, as this will cause 

systematic error under most models. There are a number of ways such a test could be made: we 

are unaware of any of these being discussed, or used in the literature (where the main interest is 

often comparing one tree against another). A test of two data sets evolving by the same weighted 

tree would be quite simple if we knew the true weighted tree of either (and hence under the null 

hypothesis, of both datasets) .  You would simply test this tree against the optimal tree of each 

data set and only if it fitted both data sets acceptably would the test fail to reject the null 

hypothesis. 

Without knowing the true tree, an alternative test is to take the optimal weighted tree from 

one data set and compare it to the optimal weighted tree from the second data set, and visa versa. 

If the tree from each data is still likely from the other data set (this could be assessed with the 

bootstrap and a confidence set approach), we cannot reject the null hypothesis. This test however 

makes some assumptions which could lead to an inappropriate rejection of the null hypothesis. 

An implicit assumption is that either tree is an equally good representation of the true tree. This 

in turn assumes that the random error of both data sets is the same, which is the same as saying 

they have the same sequence length (assuming they evolved by the same mechanism). 

Additionally, since there are two tests being made, a Bonferroni correction should be made to 

each individual test to keep the overall significance at the required level. Additionally it makes 

sense to have a one sided test, so the rejection region is a/2 for the each test of "does the optimal 

tree from one data set appear likely, evaluated on the other data set." 

The most statistically efficient way to estimate the true tree, under this null hypothesis, is to 

combine the sequences and then estimate the best tree by a method such as maximum likelihood. 

The optimal tree from this joint data set is then compared to the best tree from both data sets, and 
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only if it is not significantly worse than the optimal tree of each data set (at the a12 level) does 

the test fail to reject the null hypothesis. 

Earlier we had mentioned using a confidence set approach to testing one tree against the 

other. A more powerful approach is probably to test the optimal tree of one data set, directly 

against the optimal tree of the other data set. A bootstrap replication seems to be the ideal way to 

do this, asking the question "How often is the tree from the other data set better fitting than the 

optimal tree on this data set?" If this proportion is less than a12 then reject the other data sets tree 

as an equally good alternative (within sampling error) . Kishino and Hasegawa's ( 1 989) test can 

be substituted for the bootstrap in the interests of saving on computation. 

If the data sets evolved by different mechanisms, but the same weighted tree, the test is more 

difficult. The crucial steps are to obtain a statistically efficient estimate of the true tree, and the 

mechanism of evolution for each data set. A fully statistical method such as maximum likelihood 

offers great flexibility here. Once the mechanism of evolution for each data set is ascertained, 

construct a mixed ML model. By this I mean for any weighted tree (WT) measure the overall 

likelihood for this tree as the likelihood of data set 1 (measured under its mechanism of evolution 

(m1) and WT), the likelihood of data set data set 2 (measured under its model (m2) and WT). 

The edge weights on WT are then iterated until the overall likelihood is maximised. Following 

this a search must be made across trees.  Having obtained the joint optimal WT, the same sort of 

test described earlier is made (of course evaluating likelihoods under the appropriate mechanism 

for each data set). For this test to be reliable, will be dependent partly upon having accessible 

mechanisms to accurately described the evolutionary process in each data set. 

6. 7.3 Did two data sets evolve on a weighted tree with the same relative edge lengths? 

This test is the same as the previous one, but allows the relaxation that the average rate of 

sites in one set of data is a fixed multiple of the average rate in the second data set. This can help 

test if neutral evolution is the dominant force in a pair of genes. This test is also useful prior to 

combining data (or making a joint estimate from data), especially if the weighted tree is to be 

used to infer relatives divergence times of genes or species. The test is most easily visulalised 

under a likelihood model. This model estimates a tree of relative edge weights by jointly 

maximising the likelihood of data set 1 measured under its mechanism of evolution (m1) and 

WT, plus the likelihood of data set 2 measured under its model (m2) and A.WT. Here, A. is 

relative rate parameter ( a  single scalar) in the range of 0 to oo which should be optimised with all 

other parameters (and of course reoptirnised on each different labeled unweighted trees. The 

question to ask: is WT at least a12 as likely as the optimal weighted tree for data set 1 ,  and is 

A. WT at least a12 as likely as the optimal tree for data set 2 alone. Only if both tests are 

nonsignificant do we fail to reject the null hypothesis that both data sets evolved according to the 

same tree and relative edge lengths, but with different average rates of substitution (we can test 

this by setting I to one, which gives the test in the previous section). The bootstrapping and 

comparing the likelihoods of the trees for each sample is one approach, while the Kishino and 

Hasegawa ( 1989) test is an alternative. Asymptotically, the variance in G2 expected due to 
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random errors on edge weights is distributed as a X2 variable with d.f. = number of edges in the 

tree, making for a test simple of the difference in likelihood. 

Different rates of two genes also raise the question of weighting with respect to their 

contribution to determining the best joint estimate. As discussed in section 4.5, the raw 

likelihood might give too much weight to a rapidly evolving data set which is not resolving at all 

well, so that most of the differences in fit between trees are due to random error. This issue needs 

consideration, especially if the length of the two genes is quite unequal (especially if the rapidly 

evolving gene is much larger), but is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

6.7.4 "Did these data sets evolve on the same tree?" 

This test is very important, and is a generalisation of the previous two tests. Given different 

genes, it is always a temptation to combine them to estimate a single tree. Even if the edge 

lengths are different, the data can still be added in various ways which will yield a consistent 

result and identify the true tree (e.g. see appendix 3 .4), but if the tree is different there are no 

guarantees. The tests made here are again most easily posed in the context of likelihood. Rodrigo 

( 1 993) has suggested a quite different solution to this same question, and later consider what 

appear to be weaknesses of his test. 

The first step in evaluating the probability that two data sets both evolved according to the 

same unweighted tree is to again make a joint and statistically efficient estimate of the true tree, 

under this assumption. Doing this is even simpler than the previous tests . The overall likelihood 

of the data under this common unweighted tree (UT) model is simply the likelihood of dataset 1 

given a suitable mechanism to describe its evolution plus weighted tree TW l  (that is a specific 

case of TU), plus the likelihood of dataset 2 given a suitable mechanism plus weighted tree TW2 

(that is again a specific case of TU). The task is then to evaluate this model for all trees and find 

the best fitting. After obtaining this joint estimate of the tree, the questions asked are is the 

optimal weighted tree on data set 1 ,  significantly worse fitting than the best tree for this data set 

2 and visa versa? If either test rejects the null hypothesis, then our overall test concludes that the 

two data sets did not evolve according to the same unweighted tree, and combining them would 

usually be unwise. Again if rates and sequence lengths in the two data sets are quite different, 

this raises the question of weighting their contribution to determining the joint estimate. 

If the first test is rejected, it might be informative to manipulate the trees until the test is no 

longer rejected. This might be done by removing taxa single taxa, then pairs of taxa, then triplets 

of taxa, etc. to find the largest unweighted subtree that the two data sets are compatible with. 

This searching procedure introduces a multiple test problem, which is not easy to deal with even 

in more classical problems (e.g. see Miller 1990). In some instances, it is probably wiser to 

search for a largest compatible subtree by building it up from smaller sets of taxa. It might also 

be wise to try cut and paste operations to attempt to fail to reject the null hypothesis. Such 

assessments would be a useful step in deciding on the evidence for reticulate evolution (e.g. due 

to horizontal transfer) and identify the likely lineages where a swap of genetic material may have 

occurred. 
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It is also possible to envisage this sort of test applied to parsimony. Our joint estimate of the 

best tree under unweighted parsimony applied to the observed sequences would be the most 

parsimonious tree from both data sets combined together. The next step is to find the most 

parsimonious tree for each data set separately. Our overall most parsimonious tree must now pass 

two tests in order to consider it reasonable that the two data sets are consistent with indicating 

the same tree. Firstly the overall most parsimonious tree must have a level of bootstrap support 

which is at least a/2 of that of the best tree for that data set (where a is the significance level we 

wish to test at) . For instance if the best tree on dataset one has a bootstrap support of 40%, then 

the overall optimal tree must have a bootstrap support of at least 2%/2 = 1 %  for a =  0.05 (and 

visa versa for the other data set). In place of the bootstrap, Templeton ( 1983) or Kishino and 

Hasegawa ( 1989) suggest tests which should behave similarly. 

Ironically, the only way I can clearly think about these tests applied to parsimony is in the 

context of likelihood and its associated statistical concepts. David Swofford (pers. comm.) has 

presented a test of the "do two data sets indicate the same parsimony tree?" I am presently unsure 

of the relationship of my test to his test. 

Having a likelihood overview is useful in a number of ways. For example, it h ighlights the 

importance of comparing support for one tree against the other, rather than just the presence of 

the overall optimal tree in the bootstrap confidence interval or set for each dataset. Using this 

latter approach, let us assume there were 50 nearly equally parsimonious trees in the confidence 

set. While they might contribute together 96% of all trees resampled with the bootstrap, a tree 

out side this set (say the tree we wish to test against the locally optimal tree) might still have a 

support of 80% that of the best tree. Putting it another way, the degree of resolution (or lack of it) 

in a data set should not be biasing the test result. The paired comparison of just two trees also 

reduces the sampling variance over considering just the best trees in comparing support for two 

or more trees.  

The test of Rodrigo ( 1 993) is somewhat different again. Two or more data sets are 

considered to be compatible with evolving on the same tree if the set of optimal trees from 

boots trap replicates of data set 1 ,  includes some of the same trees as are generated from the 

bootstrap replicates of data set 2. A real problem fro this test is that as the number of taxa grows, 

even well resolved trees might indicate hundreds of trees with similar bootstrap frequencies, and 

the number of replicates to find two identical could become huge. Secondly, there appears no 

easy way to put an a level on this test. The test of Rodrigo should be able to be made more 

generally useful by using tree comparison metrics to define both data sets encountering trees in 

some small region of tree space. This is not pursued here. We suspect that this test is not as 
powerful as the ones described earlier. 

The tests described here should by useful m both diagnosing molecular evolution, and 

preparing data sets for phylogenetic analysis. An interesting recent finding by Cummings et al. 

( 1995) is that sampling across the genome results in more reliable trees from mtDNA. This does 

not necessarily argue for combining different genes irrespective of their history. It does suggest 
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that there may be strong local systematic errors which are diluted by widespread sampling. The 

test of this section might detect such factors as rejection of the hypothesis that two differently 

located genes evolved by the same tree when in fact they did. Other tests for the combinability of 

data sets are being developed and illustrated, and will be described elsewhere. 

6.8 CONFIDENCE LIMITS ON FEATURES OF EVOLUTIONARY MODELS 

Here the question of confidence intervals on parameters in a model of evolution, is briefly 

considered. First to be considered is a confidence interval on a distribution shape parameter such 

as k (for the r distribution) . Following this are confidence intervals on edge lengths and ratios of 

edge lengths, and on transition to transversion ratios. 

6.8.1 Confidence limits parameters associated with the substitution mechanism 

Asymptotically, it is expected that any random variable under the true model will contribute 

l .d.f. to the X2 distribution of the fit of data to model. Additionally, as the data becomes 

multivariate normal, the marginal distribution of most parameters not lying on a boundary 

becomes univariate normal . These two factors allow a variety of tests and construction of 

confidence intervals. Again, there is need to be cautious of the true distribution of the X2 

approximation with sparse data. In the context of Hadamard conjugations a similar test can be 

made if minimum GLS SS is used to estimate tree edge weights and select an optimal tree. 

Without using GLS then at low rates of change a WLS approximation may be reasonable. Also at 

low rates of change, after selecting an optimal tree with a linear method such as compatibility, a 

reasonable approximation may be to measure the G2 fit of c� to s(T). Measuring the G2 fit of a 

tree to the data in this way while varying k (the shape parameter of the r distribution), can 

provide an approximate confidence intervals (say when G2 changes by more than 3.84). More 

secure use of this approximation will require simulation evaluations, and consideration of the 

effects of sparseness on this statistic. Alternatively because the difference in fit will often involve 

only one parameter a Kishino-Hasegawa type test on the likelihoods of the predicted s(T) vectors 

might be useful (and only slightly conservative). 

Another non-tree statistic is the transition to transversion ratio (tr I tv). With ML 

optimisation and selection, this statistic can be tested in the same way as a shape parameter. 

After a Hadamard conjugation, this statistic can also be estimated, without needing to select a 

tree (see section 2.5. 1 ) .  In this instance a reliable test does seem possible with moderate amounts 

of data. The two components of the tr I tv ratio are simply sums of bipartition elements in y. 

Given an estimate of these elements variances and covariances (see section 3.2), the variance and 

covariance of the l:tr(bipartitions) and the l:tv(bipartitions) can be made (as the sum of the 

variances and the sum of twice the covariance of all pairs of entries). Each sum is likely to be 

nearly normally distributed (unless rates are very low, or very high, and or sequences are short) . 

Given multivariate normality, a useful approximation to the variance of a ratio is var[x/y] = 
(x/y)2(var[x]lx2 + var[y]ly2-2cov[x, y]l(xy)) (Stuart and Ord 1990, p. 325). As an example, let the 

sum of all transition bipartitions in y be 1 .4 (with a standard deviation of 0.05), and the sum of 
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all transversion bipartitions is 0.2 (with s.d. = 0.01)  and the covariance of these two sums comes 

to 0.00. Then the tr I tv ratio is 7 .0, and the standard error of this ratio is estimated as the square 

root of (49 + 0.00 1 3  + 0.0025 - 0.0007) = 0.387. An approximate 95% confidence interval on the 

tr I tv ratio then becomes 7 ± 1 .96 x 0.387 or 6.24 to 7 .76. This statistic may be of some interest 

since it is made independent of selecting a tree, and a comparison of its performance with the 

estimate by ML could be interesting. 

6.8.2 Confidence limits on features of weighted trees 

Single edges. The basic approach to place a confidence interval (of ( 1 - a) x 100%) on a tree 

edge is to assume that it has a normal distribution, estimate its standard error, and take the 

confidence interval to be the observed length plus or minus z standard errors (where z is chosen 

from a standard normal distribution such that the it occurs on the cumulative distribution at 

1 - a/2). The standard error can often be estimated without need of random sampling given an 

estimate of the variance-covariance matrix. If we know that this edge is in the true tree, then this 

is a useful confidence interval, otherwise see section 4.8.2 for routines to use errors on edge 

length estimates to estimate the reliability of tree selection (for further details see also section 

6.5 . 1 ) .  

A confidence interval on a sum of edges: A confidence interval of this type is useful when 

interested in the total amount of evolution on one tree vs another. This type of test is an 

extension of the question, "is the pairwise distance from this gene to its counterpart in another 

species greater than that for another gene, thus indicating a higher rate of substitution?" The 

confidence interval on a sum of edges can be made by assuming multivariate normality, and 

estimating the v�ance of this sum as the sum of the variances and twice the sum of all the 

n 

possible pairs of covariances between entries in the sum. That is, if g = I, a;X; , then 
i=l 

Var[g] = L:a;var[x; ] +  L,aiaj cov(x; , x) . gives the variance of a weighted sum (Stuart and 
i�j 

Ord, 1987, p.324)(note that if we the variance covariance matrix of just the xi's, then this is a sum 

of diagonal terms plus a sum of off-diagonal elements). In the case of r the question might be the 

sum of an entries in r <ro excluded), in which case the variance wm be just that of r. 1n the case 

of trees, but not y, a confidence interval on a sum of edge weights may be distorted by tree 

selection. This is because there tends to be a negative correlation between the fit a tree and its 

sum of edge lengths (this feature is used by tree selection methods such as minimum evolution, 

and also shows up in the case of methods such as likelihood, see section 5 .3). 

6.8.3 Confidence limits for a ratio of edge lengths 

This type of test is useful when using trees to calibrate divergence times, or when interested 

in the relative rates of two or more lineages. As an example let's consider how long the edge 

leading to Sulfolobus is relative to the edge leading to Halobacterium when an i.r. correction of 

the pairwise distance data is made and the tree is reconstructed by the minimum GLS SS 
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criterion. The optimal tree is the archaebacteria tree (see table 5.4) with edge lengths of 0.0667 

(variance = 9.41 x 10.5) for Sulfolobus and 0.08 13  (variance = 7.95 x 10"5) for Halobacterium 

(while the covariance of these edges is - 1 . 10 x 10·\ so ratio is 0.0667 I 0.8 1 3  = 0.820. The 

standard error of a ratio of x I  y is approximately, 

Var[x l ] = {E[x]}2{ Var[x] + Var[y] y 
E[y] ( E[x])2 (E[y])2 

2cov[x, y]} 
E[x]E[y] 

(6.8.3- 1) 

(Stuart and Ord 1987, p.325). Applying this formula to our example gives the variance of x ly as 

2.5 1 x 104 (and s.e. = 0.0158). As long as both x and y are approximately bivariate normal with 

standard errors that are relatively small compared to their mean, then the distribution of this ratio 

can be treated as approximately normal. An approximate 95% confidence interval for this ratio is 

0.820 ± 1 .96 x 0. 158 or 0.5 1 to 1 . 1 3 .  Thus under the assumption of the monophyly of the 

archaebacteria this data does not exclude the lineage leading to the "eocytes" evolving faster than 

that leading to the halobacteria. An alternative way to make the test of a one to one ratio is to see 

if the confidence interval for the difference of these two edge lengths includes zero. The 

difference in edge lengths is 0.0 146, which has variance of (9 .4 1 + 7 .95 - 2 X - 1 . 10) X 10-5, which 

gives 0.0146 ± 1 .96 x 0.0 140 and this interval does indeed include zero (notice also the slightly 

lower variance for the difference as opposed to the ratio) . 

6.8.4 Differences in Pinv or shape parameters from different data sets 

An interesting possibly suggested in Lockhart et al. ( 1 995) is that the effective proportion of 

invariant sites is quite different in different genes. Some ways of testing this are suggested in 

section 3 .6.3 . If the two sets of sequences (a and b) are being compared are disjoint, and do not 

overlap in their phylogenetic history, then a test that two values of Pinv are equal simplifies to 

testing if the difference between two independent normal variables is zero. The appropriate 

confidence interval of Pinv(a) - Pinv(b) is, Pinv(a) - Pinv(b) ± 1 .96--J(var[p;nv(a)]+ var[p;nv(b)]) (when 

using likelihood, an asymptotic estimate of one standard error from the optimal value, is the 

parameter value at which the 1nL has dropped by 1 G2 unit or 0.5 of a log likelihood unit) . A 

similar test can be made to compare the shape parameter from different data sets. 

6.9 COMPREHENSIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR DIVERGENCE TIMES 

If age estimates based on relative amounts of genetic evidence are to be compared with 

geological dates, it is appropriate that the standard errors on these times be as inclusive of all 

major sources of error as possible. The first publication, I am aware, of attempting to do this is 

Waddell and Penny ( 1995). For divergence times estimated from DNA sequences, four main 

sources of error were identified: 

( 1 )  Stochastic error, 

(2) Sequencing error 

(3) Error in the calibration date 
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(4) Ancestral polymorphism of extinct populations 

(5) Fluctuations due to the tree inference method used, and the taxa selected 

Stochastic error. This source of error is due to finite sample sizes leading to fluctuations in 

estimated edge lengths. One of the findings in Waddell et al. ( 1994) was that error on inferred 

edge weights tend to be quite independent at lower rates of change. Alternatively, an estimate of 

the covariance matrix of edge weights can be derived. Assuming independence, then if a relative 

divergence time is estimated as (e1 + e2)12 I ((e1 + e2)12 + ei + .. + ej) (where ek is an edge in the 

tree, so this is the backbone method of section 5.3.9), this can be considered a ratio of x/y, where 

x = (e1 + e2)12 and var[x] = (var[eJ] + var[e2])14, while y = ((e1 + e2)l2 + ei + .. + ej) and var[y] = 

(var[x] + var[ei] + . . .  + var[ej]), with the covariance of x and y being var[x]. Variances of edges 

are returned by programs such as DNAML, and the overall variance of a ratio can be estimated 

with formula 6.8.3- 1 .  If covariances are available and moderately reliable, then they can easily 

incorporated in estimating var[x] and var[y] and cov[x, y].  Probably the most important feature 

of this formula is that the variance of a ratio can easily become much bigger than expected from 

glancing at the s.d. of x and y (see Waddell and Penny 1 995). Hasegawa et al. ( 1987) have used 

a bootstrap procedure to estimate this error, which is more expensive, but desirable in that it 

gives an estimate of the form of the expected distribution to the ratio of x/y (which can become 

markedly skewed). A nice feature of the bootstrap is that it should take into account factors such 

as stochastic error in the estimated distribution of rates across sites (e.g. k or Pinv) when ML 

methods with full reoptimisation are used. 

Seguencing errors : This second source of error becomes especially important in estimating 

divergence times within species (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1 993, Waddell and Penny 1 995). While 

error rates of over 111000 are often quoted, this need not be the reality. 1 6S-like rRNA sequences 

published in the last two years have error rates as high as 50 per 1000 sites! (5%, estimated from 

sequencing studies by N. Pieniazek, pers. comm.). Other systematic studies of which I am aware 

seem to have error rates or the order of 11100 to 11400 (K. Slack and K. Hurr pers. comm.). The 

ability to get ample amount of very clean DNA seems to be an important factor. This source of 

error will tend to flatten the ratio of x I y, so making divergences younger than the calibration 

point(s) be biased upwards, and those older will be biased downwards. Waddell and Penny 

( 1995) suggest approximate ways of taking it into account, based on expected values. Perhaps the 

biggest problem with sequencing errors is that few people seem prepared to talk about them, and 

the confirmed range across published studies is apparently very wide (at least from 5% down to 

0.02%). 

Error in the calibration date: This source of error is more than just the age of the fossils, and 

involves guessing how much older (or possibly younger) the actual divergence time was. 

Waddell and Penny ( 1 995) make comment on the important of being able to place upper and 

lower boundaries using biogeographic events, while Marshall ( 1990) considers the problem of 

"not having found the older fossils" from a statistical viewpoint. 
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Ancestral polymorphism of extinct populations: This factor probably is expected to have 

greatest importance for recently diverged species with long life spans and large effective 

population sizes (hominoids and whales might be two examples). In a population which has 

reached equilibrium, for loci which are not recombining, the average coalescent time for a 

nuclear gene is 4N times the generation time, which in many ape subspecies appears to be about 

100,000 x 15  = 1 .5 million years (e.g. Morrin et al. 1994). Making matters worse, this time has 

an exponential distribution (see Hudson 1990 for a review). In estimating the divergence time of 

humans from chimps this is adding an extra source error which is adding on to the error in x and 

y, and creating a probable downward bias. 

If sequences are experiencing recombination, then the distribution of the coalescent time will 

become more narrow and closer to normal in shape (Hudson 1 990) . However it will not be 

decreased. Using inappropriate models when there is ancestral polymorphism, recombination and 

closely separated divergence times can bias estimated divergence times upwards (see section 

5 .4.5). 

Fluctuations due to the tree inference method used, and the taxa selected. This set of errors 

is not inconsiderable, as is shown in figure 5.8.  The errors shown in this figure are reflecting 

systematic errors amongst a closely related set of models, and the inclusion or exclusion of one 

lineage of taxa which (correctly or not) are suspected of being slightly less clock-like in their 

evolution than other species. Disturbingly, divergence times due to more precise modeling of the 

mechanism of evolution dropped distinctly below this range in practically all cases. Given that 

these are recently separated species, we need to be aware of this possibility with much older 

divergences (e.g. dating the origins of mammalian orders) .  The expectation tends to be that more 

adequate approximations of the mechanism of evolution will increase older divergences relative 

to younger ones (so depending upon where in the tree the calibration points are this will either 

bias upwards or downwards actual divergence times). This need not be the case for some models 

(especially when the distribution rates across sites are not exactly specified, or sites change their 

rate class). Their needs to be more study of what treatment is best to minimise the effect of fast 

and slow clock species. At present I feel the approach of Waddell and Penny ( 1995) (see also 

section 5.3 .9) where a range is estimated by including and excluding different subsets of species 

is safest. 

A model to incm:porate all these changes: We are currently developing a mixed bootstrap I 

Monte Carlo method to incorporate all these factors and give an overall estimate of the 

fluctuation in the expected divergence time of humans and chimps estimated from mtDNA, or an 

amalgamated sequence of nuclear DNA. Short cuts and approximations to some of these steps 

are given in Waddell and Penny ( 1 995). The most important factor, is that the standard error of 

estimated divergence times more than doubles from that usually calculated assuming just finite 

DNA sequence length (e.g. Hasegawa et al. 1987). Preliminary results suggest that it is not yet 

possible to differentiate the divergence time any more accurately than 1 million years (one 

standard error), although this may be refined by longer sequences, the other four factors are 

limiting and need refinement themselves (sequencing error does however seem to be much less 
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of a problem in the large hominoid studies, where Horai et al. 1 995 for example seem to have it 

to a level of considerably less than 1 12000) .  Work with Dick Hudson is to better describe the 

distribution of coalescent times when recombination rates are of the same order as substitution 

rates.  

6.10 A BAYESIAN VIEW OF PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSES 

The real power of Bayesian statistics is that they offer a way of estimating the probability of 

a hypothesis being correct, and this approach can potentially incorporate all the relevant 

information in reaching this conclusion. This is indeed a very important aim, and for much of the 

research in empirical sciences, the whole study is aimed at refining, or sometimes refuting this 

probability. It is fair to say that what most biologists want out of phylogenetic studies is know 

how much fabric of details they can confidently build upon what is claimed to be a phylogenetic 

"fact" .  And the other side of this, is of course, that most biologists wish to avoid going too deeply 

into an exercise of "biological extrapolation" if the "fact" is likely to be wrong. Kishino and 

Hasegawa ( 1 989) are to date one of the few studies exploring Bayesian statistics in 

phylogenetics. 

Stuart and Ord ( 1990, p. 1 2 14) give a useful overview of the different perspectives in 

statistics. Interestingly, they do not find Popperian philosophy and Bayesian statistics 

compatible. With a slight modification of what is meant by falsify�bility to incorporate degrees 

of likelihood (see section 1 .2) and a recognition of Lakatos' ( 1974) view of science as more a 

description than a prescription (in contrast to e.g. Popper 1979), I do not find any serious 

incompatibility of these approaches. 

6.10.1 The need to integrate different sources of knowledge 

Much of phylogenetics revolves around being able to resolve key issues that arise in specific 

context. For example are humans more closely related to chimps, than to gorillas or are chimps 

and gorillas together. At the other extreme of ancientness we ask questions such as are the known 

extreme thermophile and methanogenic archaebacteria monophyletic? In all these issues there is 

definitely prior information, and if you were to question a biologist familiar with the subject, 

priors would not be hard to find. There is also a definite prior building up based on results of 

analyses of different genes. The crucial question becomes how can all this information be 

integrated to give a reasonable assessment of the probability that an hypothesis is correct? As 

already discussed in section 1 .2 Bayesian statistics offers one possibility. 

6.10.2 Setting up the prior 

The major statistical objection to Bayesian statistics appears to be the "frequentist" argument 

that there is no prior distribution which meets the probabilistic requirement of acting as a null 

distribution when there is claimed to be no prior information. A major response to this has been 

the concept of 'subjective priors': that is, everyone indeed has a prior which can be pinned down 

with the right questions .  The frequentist response is usually that this type of prior is not good 

since it is subjective, to which the most common Bayesian reply is that subjective probabilities 
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are a valid and useful concept (for example see Stuart and Ord 1987, p262). The other argument 

on the side of the Bayesians is that irrespective of what prior you take (as long as it is  not 0 or 1 ), 

then as more data is analysed, the these results rapidly determine the range of the posterior 

probability. It is thus often considered good practice to give a generous confidence interval on 

the prior, to basically satisfy any but the sternest critic of this actual number. After the analysis, 

the difference in the posterior given the extremes of the prior are a gauge of uncertainty. 

6.10.3 A worked example based on the archaebacteria question 

Let us consider how Bayesian statistics might be used in phylogenetics, and also what some 

of the obstacles to its use are. This discussion is coloured with the real example of whether the 

archaebacteria are monophyletic, versus the halobacteria tree, versus the eocyte tree. I will refer 

to the main protagonists in this argument also, this discussion is not meant to convey any value 

judgment on their research , just my impression of the usefulness or otherwise of their stance. 

Subjective priors also serve a very valuable role of putting people on record in the most stark 

way on what their expert opinion is on a subject. This can be more informative to those 

unfamiliar with the development of a field than any single analysis. 

We shall base our priors on the non-sequence data. Backtracking to 1 980, the main 

indications where that all archaebacteria shared certain unique biochemical features. These 

features included unique cross linked ether lipid membranes, and modified nucleotides in their 

tRNA's (e.g. see Woese and Wolfe 1985, Kandler and Zillig 1986). In 1984, Lake and colleagues 

claimed to be able to see features of the ribosomes of "eocytes" shared with eukaryotes. Others 

have claimed that the proton pumps and other photosynthetic apparatus of halobacteria share 

details in common with photosynthetic eubacteria. All of this data is qualitative, but my own 

prior is 60% in favour of archaebacteria, and 25% for eocyte and 1 5 %  for the halobacterial tree. 

At an unqualified guess, I imagine that a researchers such a Lake (e.g. 1 986, 1 988, and Rivera 

and Lake 1 992) would disagree with my priors and might suggest 90% for the eocyte tree and 5% 

for the two alternatives. In contrast Karl Woese (e.g. Woese's and Fox 1 977, Woese and Wolfe 

1 985, Woese and Olsen 1986) might well suggest 90% for archaebacteria and 5% for each 

alternative. I am guessing that a crude '66%' interval for the prior of informed researchers might 

be from about A: 80%, E: 1 5%, H: 5% to A: 40%, E: 40%, H: 20% (obviously being a three 

dimensional problem these are not very exact, and this last value being David Penny's prior), but 

this needs to be verified with questionnaires. 

6.10.4 Integrating prior and experimental results to update hypothesis support 

The next step is to evaluate the likelihoods of the three trees. In the case of two trees the 

relative posterior probabilities are given as, 

Posterior_ P(I; )  
=
( Pr ior_ P(I; ) Jx ( Likelihood_ P(I; ) J 

Posterior_ P(T; )  Pr ior_ P(T; )  Likelihood_ P(T; )  
(6.9.4- 1)  

(For an example see Hasegawa and Kishino 1989). In our case we have three alternatives and so 

we would write this as, 
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Posterior_ P(T; ) Pr ior_ P(T; )  Likelihood_ P(T; )  

Posterior_ P(Tz )  = Pr ior_ P(I; )  x Likelihood_ P(I; )  

Posterior_ P(J;) Pr ior_ P(J; )  Likelihood_ P(J;) 

Chapter 6 

(6.9.4-2) 

(Note, it important to use only binary trees in this type of evaluation since the hypotheses must 

constitute a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive events). The final step in the analysis can be 

to make these relative probabilities sum to one for ease of interpretation. So in order to get the 

posterior probabilities of all three trees requires the relative likelihoods of these three trees.  To 

get likelihoods, requires choosing models and in so doing we also express subjective preferences. 

6.10.5 Using resampling schemes to asses the 'likelihood' of different trees 

Asymptotically, under the i.i.d. assumption, and assuming the model is correct, it is possible 

to use the ratio of likelihoods of optimal weighted trees to estimate the likelihoods of the relative 

likelihoods of the two unweighted trees they represent (e.g. see Hasegawa and Kishino 1 989). A 

simple alternative with finite data is to use either a bootstrap resampling scheme, or given 

confidence in the assumed mechanism of evolution a Monte Carlo resampling scheme, to decide 

how often one tree is preferred over another (see Hasegawa and Kishino 1 989 for an example). 

These resampling schemes are estimating the respective 'mass' (volume times density) of the 

sample space in which each tree is favoured. If the method for estimating trees is not strongly 

biased in its selection of different trees, then any suitable tree selection procedure can be married 

to the bootstrap. Thus it is not necessary to use an ML method of tree reconstruction, just one 

which is believed to be unbiased in its favoritism for different trees (as most methods are 

unbiased when parallelism and convergences are expected to favour all trees about equally and I 
or are rare). 

Choosing a model to estimate the relative likelihoods of the alternative trees under can be 

contentious when dealing with very ancient divergences. I don't think it is overly harsh to suggest 

that many of the presently implemented ML tree selection methods may be prone to give 

potentially strongly biased estimates of the relative likelihoods of different trees due to base 

composition differences, or shifting functional roles (e.g. see Lockhart 1 990, Lockhart et al. 

1 992, Lockhart et al. 1 995). An alternative is to use a method such as the invariant sites-LogDet 

model of chapter 3 (an ML version of mechanism with the 28 16S-like sequences would 

presently be computationally prohibitive, but perhaps not for long). A tree selection procedure 

incorporating this transformation is given in figure 3. 1 1 , with the result that the 'likelihood' of the 

archaebacteria tree was about 60%, while that other two trees where each about 20% (with 25% 

of constant sites removed) .  Our concern over this method (or indeed any other method applied to 

these very early divergences) is that as currently implemented they pay too much attention to the 

more rapidly evolving sites, which seem to experience the most marked shifts in base 

composition. Apart from the possibility of systematic biases, analyses in section 4.5 showed that 

the inclusion of the more rapidly evolving sites could be seriously eroding the resolving power of 

this method as applied to this very deep divergence. 
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In this instance, I expect a valid alternative is to base tree 'likelihoods' on the use of the 

perfect sites of table 3.8 to resolve this part of the phylogeny. There are 8 perfect characters of 

types one and two supporting the archaebacteria tree, but only 1 supporting the eocyte tree, and 2 

supporting the halobacteria tree. There appears to be no evidence for systematic bias in this data 

(i.e. the two non-optimal trees both have support which is within sampling error of each other), 

and so a simple procedure such as maximum parsimony applied to these observed data of four 

'taxa' should have little bias, or favoritism in the trees it selects . A reasonable direct estimate of 

the relative support for each tree can be gained from direct multinornial calculations (e.g. 

Felsenstein 1983b) which gives the probability of the archaebacteria tree being clearly optimal 

(that is, not worse or tied as) as 0.974, or at least shared optimal as 0.982 (and in a tie of n trees, 

each tree is recorded as being optimal 1/n times so that all outcomes still sum to one). For the 

halobacteria tree the support is 0.01 1 (or 0.017 counting ties), while for the eocyte tree the 

support is less than 0.001 (still 0.001 counting ties). (Note that leaving in the many uninformative 

sites (here 800 - 8 - 2- 1 )  is strictly more correct in estimating resampling support, although the 

difference here is small, but would slightly reduce the support estimated for the archaebacterial 

tree). 

Thus the relative posterior likelihoods of the three trees following evaluation of the 16S-like 

rRNA sequences and using my priors are, archaebacterial tree 0.995, eocyte tree 0.0004, 

halobacterial tree 0.004. With rescaling these posterior probabilities are 0.995 for the 

archaebacteria tree, 0.0004 for the eocyte tree, and 0.004 for the halobacterial tree. Even with 

priors as extreme as 90% for the eocyte tree, which I would not support, the rescaled posterior 

probabilities are A: 0.966, E: 0.017, H 0.017 .  Clearly it would be flying in the face of reason to 

still favour the eocyte tree based on just this evidence. 

Recently Rivera and Lake (1993) have claimed significant new evidence in favour of the 

eocyte tree. Their claim is based upon a shared deletion between a thermophilic methanogen and 

a eukaryote (an eocyte has yet to be analysed) . I consider this evidence rather weak due to the 

very poor species sampling, and the difficulty of alignment of the ends of this deletion in 

different species. I do not buy into the argument that there could not have been multiple 

insertions or deletions in this instance. However, in the spirit of the analysis I will admit this 

character as favouring the eocyte tree, and give it equal weight to one of the "perfect characters" 

in the SSU rRNA. Assessing the likelihood of the three trees based on the now twelve character 

data set now gives the likelihoods as A:0.966, E: 0.0 17,  and H: 0.017  (again evaluated by giving 

out support for tied optimal trees, which favours the two less supported trees). With my priors 

the rescaled posterior probabilities are A:0.989 , E:0.007 , and H:0.004, while even with extreme 

prior favoritism of the eocyte tree, the posterior probabilities are A: 0.759, E: 0.228, and 

H: 0.013 .  Again I think most people would conclude that the archaebacterial tree is clearly 

favoured (but not significantly) . To counter any claim that the 1 6S-like rRNA data may be 

artificially favouring the archaebacteria tree due to some characters not being independent, we 

point out that table 3.8 also lists 3 additional with perfect "transversion characters" for the 

archaebacterial tree alone. All the regions used for this analysis were clearly well aligned. 
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Overall I feel that this type of analysis can be sensibly expanded to incorporate practically all 

of our present knowledge pertinent to the monophyly (or not ) of the archaebacteria. Due to the 

extreme age of these divergences, and the knowledge that any fixed substitution must have a 

selective advantage in order not to undergo any back mutation in this vast period of time, I 

remain skeptical of the wisdom of applying detailed models to all but the most conserved regions 

of the molecules, and even then favour a dual parsimony type analysis with the most conserved 

characters (e.g. see Olsen 1 988 for a nearly identical approach). I also argue that characters 

should also be weighted in proportion to the adequacy of their sampling; it is easy to have very 

conservative looking characters based on a sample of say just seven taxa, but much less likely 

that these same characters will be showing no signs of homoplasy when another twenty divergent 

taxa are assessed. It is not right to think of such a stringent approach as "throwing away data," 

rather we must anticipate potentially overwhelming systematic biases working with characters 

showing multiple changes. If a molecule such as elongation factor a can yield as few as 4 

independent site changes that conform to the criteria of "perfect characters," then this is a lot of 

information if they favour just one tree. Given a dozen such genes, with diverse taxa sampling, it 

seems likely there would be little doubt left. 

A recent complication is that the four main lineages may not conform to a tree model, but 

have evolved with major reticulations. This is a reasonable hypothesis which may have some 

supporting evidence (e.g. Golding and Gupta 1995). However, there is also a good chance that 

much of this evidence could be the result of comparisons of parlous genes, gene migrations to the 

nucleus of eukaryotes which postdate the establishment of mitochondria, or just biases 

misleading simple models applied to a very heterogeneous mixture of sites. Even if there are 

reticulate events making for more than one possible resolution of the question are the 

archaebacteria monophyletic, we must still ask where specific major components appear to have 

come from and what the support for this new hypothesis is. 

6.11 DISCUSSION 

This is an overview of some of the tests being developed. Some have been illustrated (e.g. in 

Waddell and Penny 1 995) while others are being worked on. It is important to develop robust 

statistical quickly in the rapidly expanding field of phylogenetics. For example, a recent claim in 

Lockhart et al. ( 1 995) that some anciently diverged genes have very different proportions of 

invariant sites and this may be distorting results of phylogenetic analyses applied tests based on 

an invariant sites model. It will be important to check this test (see section 3.6.3) as it could be 

biased due to the true distribution of rates across sites not being invariant versus i.i.d. but perhaps 

inverse Gaussian distributed. If this were the case there would be a bias (which would not go 

away with increasing sample size) if the divergence of sequences, the trees, etc. in the two groups 

of sequences being compared were different. This is important to check, but seems unlikely to 

overturn this particular result since the difference is quite large. Rule of thumb statistics, while 

sometimes biased, are often the most useful in practice. 
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The development of Bayesian approaches is also very important as provide a framework that 

goes beyond a single analysis (or paper) and draw researchers into seriously considering the true 

extent of their knowledge. My suspicion is that if a pole of priors shows a strongly multimodal 

distribution, this is a good indication that the area of study is particularly dynamic and may be 

suffering form a lack of an agreed methodology, data, or perhaps some other inadequacy. This 

should be a clear warning to other scientists not to place to much confidence in strong claims 

either way. Hopefully, a development of Bayesian views of the field of phylogenetics might help 

to reduce the problem of when is a test a test, given the multiple tests problem that faces every 

analysis (e.g. see Rodrigo et al. 1 994). The most positive thing is that the field is a rapidly 

developing one, so statistical tests should not be starved of adequate data for long, which is a 

great impetus for their development. 
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CHAPTER 7 :  

DISCUSSION AND OVERVIEW 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter looks especially at some of the leads this thesis has opened up and which should 

provide interesting results in the near future. A number of themes become apparent. A practical 

theme is the continued development and evaluation of ML methods in phylogenetics which is 

driven along by both advances in computational hardware and a renewed interest in the property 

of statistical efficiency. Further, with computational power available, often the most 

straightforward way to study a new method is in a likelihood framework. This usually involves 

predicting the data under the model, and so allows systematic studies of a methods properties 

(e.g. Reeves 1992, Yang et al., 1 993, section 5.3). This interest in likelihood is also 'good' in that 

it forces us to look at some of the more fundamental issues in phylogenetics,  such as precisely 

how the data are being interpreted. 

One whole issue which is not well developed in phylogenetics is the concept of 'information.' 

That is, given the complex nature of the evolutionary process, at which different levels of 

simplification (e.g. the i .i.d. assumption, or reduction to just pairwise distances) do we discard 

detail of importance to describing particular features of the evolutionary process. Penny ( 1 982) 

addressed this question in terms of the number of distinct quantities present in i.i.d. sequences 

versus i.i.d. distances (he did not consider evaluating also the covariance matrix of the distances, 

which contains information additional to the distances themselves). His main question still 

remains largely unanswered: what information relevant to phylogenetics do we loose doing this? 

Another issue is what sort of information is lost in ignoring site correlations, and how does 

this affect i.i.d. methods. This question has recently prompted development of models taking 

account of, at least local correlations between nucleotide sites (e.g. Adachi and Hasegawa 199 1 ,  

Felsenstein 1994, Gaut and Lewis 1994, Schoniger and von Haeseler 1994, Yang and Goldman 

1 994). One of the nice things about ML (and other methods which are required to predict the 

expected data, like minimum X
2 

methods) are that they make you aware of the 'sufficient' 

statistic for the data, that is the minimal data form which still contains all the information 

relevant to the model. 

Thus the concept of information content, or more appropriately 'extractable' or 'detectable' 

information, may well underpin reaching the type of global understanding of phylogenetic 

methods which is so much lacking at the moment. A crucial first step in developing a greater 

understanding of the 'information' in molecules is better diagnosis of their properties, a area 

which chapter 3 concentrated upon (and which is both distinct from, and complimentary to, 
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studies of structure and function, e.g. Gutell et al. 1985). Asking the question of what do I want 

from this data, and imagining what you would like to know from the data, are important steps to 

realising the potential information in sequences accessible through more inclusive models. 

7.2 QUESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

This section concludes the thesis by briefly looking at future directions which this work has 

helped open up. 

Chapter 1 began by giving an overview of the relationships of phylogenetic methods. This 

thesis has delved into some of their relationships, but clearly there are many further questions to 

be answered. A nagging question which remains is when do distance methods and ML 

outperform each other, and when are they outperformed by parsimony or compatibility on 

observed sequences. The answer to this will probably have a lot to do with when estimates of the 

variances and covariances of edge length inferences (e.g. in y) become generally useful, and do 

not overly suffer from sampling error themselves. An important related issue is how much can 

the performance of each of these methods be enhanced in realistic situations by supplemental 

weighting or data editing schemes, and this includes the performance of likelihood methods. 

Chapter 2, introduced the use of Hadamard conjugations modeling unequal rates across sites. 

It will be interesting to see how fine the detail recoverable by using mixed distributions will be. 

Alternatively it may turn out that without editing data into sites, the most useful approach is to 

use just a few standard distributions like the r and the inverse Gaussian mixed with invariant 

sites. This chapter also introduced order 2t- 1 4-state Hadamard conjugations. Their use has just 

begun and what they gain and I or loose from condensing patterns down to bipartitions, is still 

uncertain. It may be possible to extend their use to amino acid sequences, this requires more 

study. 

Chapter 3, shows the LogDet to be a particularly useful distance estimator, and so its 

analogue, the general i .r. I i.i.d. ML method of Barry and Hartigan ( 1987a) should also yield 

useful results. Vexing questions include: how long will sequences need to be before it 

outperforms LogDet? To what extent does this ML method with essentially free form transition 

matrices on each edge gain robustness to factors such as unequal rates over sites? This chapter 

also raised the question of how well we are using the information in ancient molecules. The most 

conservative "informative" changes deserve further study, as do factors such as transitions 

apparently being more common amongst the most conserved parsimony informative sites. It is 

distressing when the most conservatives sites suggest one tree (e.g. the archaebacterial tree) but 

subsets of all sites combined with i.i.d. methods can strongly support other trees (e.g. the eocyte 

tree, see Olsen and Woese 1 989, section 3.6, section 5.3).  

Questions raised by chapter 4 include: what sort of information might the Hadamard 

conjugation be best at extracting when the data did not evolve in a tree like manner? The other 

side of that coin is:  what crucial information do distances loose when the data does not fit an 

assumed mechanism, and so what do signals in the distance Hadamard really mean? That is, 
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does a signal grouping a set of species have any direct correspondence to their being an excess of 

site changes supporting that grouping, or might it just be an artifact? Section 4.5 raised the 

important question of the usable information content of sequences when rates across sites vary. 

Finding the set of sites most informative to a question and excluding sites which are unlikely to 

be reliable are critical questions to extracting the most useful information from sequences. A 

related question is when (and how) to treat protein coding DNA sequences as independent sites, 

when to pool the coding positions into amino acids, and when to use the 6 1  non-stop codons as 

states. It would appear that at short distances, treating the codon positions as independent might 

yield the best signal-to-noise ratio. As amounts of substitution increase, then at some the 

reduction in parallelisms and convergences obtained by using more states probably becomes 

most important. The 6 1 -state model should contain the information of both 4 and 20-state 

models, but using it in an ML or distance context involves inferring many more parameters and 

so increasing the variance of estimates. 

From chapter 5, some questions are: how well will tree selection from y be improved by 

weighting with the inverse of estimated variances? Will tree selection from y then compete with 

other methods, or might it still suffer form the large variances of the longest pathsets? Getting 

branch and bound for i .i .d. ML further developed seems an important step, and how to most 

effectively take into account sequence sites not already in a subtree is a crucial question. ML 

with unequal rates across sites raises the possibility of more effective diagnosis of overall 

distributions of site rates,  but it will be important to compare the fit of different distributions (e.g. 

r, inverse Gaussian, these mixed with invariant sites) before concluding any one is most 

common or useful. ML models of covarion type evolution are very interesting, and how to get the 

likelihood models in section 5 .3 to take into account more continuous time switches of rate (not 

just at internal nodes) will be interesting. Section 5.4 showed there is useful information to be 

gained by using ML methods to infer reticulate phylogenies. Confirming the proposed "trapped" 

ancestral polymorphism in nuclear sequences will be crucial to understanding the population 

histories at the time prior to the emergence of hominids and ultimately humans. 

The inconsistency of i .r. ML in the Felsenstein zone was not unexpected, but its occurrence 

under a molecular clock was more surprising. It will be interesting to see if there are many clock

like situations where ML is inconsistent. Another way of looking at this question is will ML still 

be markedly more robust than other commonly used criteria under a clock. The suggestion so far 

appears to be yes it will. Confirming the importance of the anti-Felsenstein zone in real studies 

will be critical to its acceptance as a real problem. It is possible that covarion models may cause 

this sort of 'overcorrection' with i.i.d. methods. This needs more study. 

Maximising the efficiency (both computational and statistical) and power of statistical tests 

is a major challenge. It will be interesting to see how the tests described in chapter 6 perform by 

these criteria. Hopefully, resolving edges in trees will also take on a more Bayesian flavour, and 

the use of quantified prior information is important. Perhaps the signal from the most conserved 
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informative sites might play the role of evidence which all parties will accept, as it may be least 

dependent upon modeling the uncertain effects of multiple hits. 

Overall then, the thesis has helped to answer some questions, and has raised just as many. 

The field of phylogenetics is a buzzing at the moment, and the anticipation must be some very 

interesting developments in statistical sequence analysis in the next few years. 
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